
TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

71..(<-~ 
fOOO 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Karzai Inauguration 

November 4, 2004 

I think you ought to think about leading the U.S. delegation to Kabul for the 

December 7 Inauguration of Karzai. It is an enormous success for the region and 

the world. It's important for the Global War on Terror. It would really show the 

right level of interest. 

I'd like to go and I think the President ought to think about including Tom Franks 

in the delegation, given all he has done with respect to Afghanistan. 

DHR:ss 
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TO: Powell Moore 
David Chu 

cc: Gen Dick Myers 
V ADM Jim Stavridis 

Donald Rumsfeld m 

October 6,2004 

\FROM: 

SUBJECT: Law Regarding Forced Retirement of Superintendents 

Please get the Department working on the task of changing this law so that a 

superintendent at the Naval Academy can go on to another j ob and the same thing 

in other superintendentpositions. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Title 10 Law Chapter 603 - U.S. Naval Academy 

DHR:ss 
100604-1 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENT AG!:\~- _,mtJ 1,~,; _ :: '.'! 

WASHINGTON, D.C.20301-40QOU," !,~,. J 9: 37 

INFO MEMO 
PERSONNEL AND 

READINESS November4,2004 - 1:00PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: DR. CHU, USD(P&R) . 
r 4,'1. R~ [)A--., -v· A./-'vof! 

SUBJECT: Forced Retirement of Superintendents--SNOWFLAKE 

• You asked that the Depm1ment get "working on the task of changing the Jaw so 
that a superintendent at the Naval Academy can go on to anotherjob." 

• Mission Accomplished. With the signing of the F'Y-05 Authorization Bill, the 
law has been changed. The Bill provides for a waiver to allow continued 
service beyond an officer's tenure as Superintendent at any of the Service 
Academies. 

• If the Superintendent is reassigned or retires before having completed three 
years in that position, the Service Secretary must report to Congress. 

Attachments: A~ stated 

l(b)(6) 

Prepared by: Captain Stephen M . \Ve llock ____ ...., 

11-L-0559sD/27537 OSD 17700-04 
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TO: Powell Moore 
David Chu 

cc: Gen Dick Myers 
VADM Jim Stavridis 

October 6,2004 

1FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
' SUBJECT: Law Regarding Forced Retirement of Superintendents 

Please get the Department working on the task of changing this law so that a 

superintendent at the Naval Academy can go on to another job and the same thing 

in other superintendent positions. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Title 10 Law Chapter603 - U.S. ~aval Academy 

DHR:ss 
100604-1 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by 1 ~ii'l/o~ 

ret1e 
11-L-0559/0SD/27538 oso 17700-04 



FE.lUO 

NOV O 5 2004 

TO: The Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

cc : Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ ~ 
SUBJECT: Defense Policy Board 

We've been thinking about adding Joe Califano, a former Democrat office holder, 

to the Defense Policy Board. Given the President's comments this morning and 

his desire to reach out, I wonder if it might be better to consider Tom Daschle for 

the position. He'd probably be a good member of the Defense Policy Board. J 

would be happy to make the offer, and we could do it soon if we thought it would 

be helpful to the effort. Probably the sooner we do it, the better. Please let me 

know. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
110404-12 

F066 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Paul Butler 

Powell Moore 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ . 

SUBJECT: Congressional Letters 

/ ~ 

November 11,2004 

I just looked at Powell Moore's paper on what is changing in the Congress. It 

seems to me that I should write to some of the people who are retiring or were 

defeated, people like Daschle, Nethercutt, Hollings, Schrock, etc. - people I have 

known and maybe some others that I didn't. 

Please get a list of all of the people who are retiring or were defeated, and draft up 

approp,i ate letters where it seems likely that I should do so. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/5/04 ASD(LA) memo to Sec Def re: hnpad of Elections on Defense O,·ersight Committees [ OSD 

17729-04} 

DHR:dh 
111104-17 
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LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS 

THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OFDEFEN?.E .. ~·~;.·:· :: : .: : _: ~ .. 
.... ~L'- i . - . . • . ' I ' L 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-l 300 · · ··· ·· 

UNCLASSlFlED 

INFO MEMO 

NovemberS ,2004 11:15AM 

'3\\\\~0R: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
~3,.u\ 7 DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

1 I' t f .,J'c> PROM: Powell A. Moore, Assirnl Serreta1) of Defense 
for Legislative Affairs (b)(5) 

SUBJECT: impact of Elections on Defense Oversight Committees 

• The gain of four seats in the Senate and three seats in the House fur the 
Republican majori ty is expected to slightly change the ratios of majority and 
minority members of DoO committees of jurisdiction. The Republican lerm limit 
in both houses will have a greater impact. 

l. Senate Armed Services Committee: None of the 25 members retired or were 
defeated, but the increase in the Republican majority wi ll probably lead to a two 
vote marg'in rather than a one vote margin. No decisions have been made in this 
regard, but .it is likely that a couple of Armed Services committee members may 
leave to fill vacancies on the Senate Appropriarions Committee or the Senate 
Finance Committee. H i~ our understanding, for example, that Senator Evan Bayh 
has had a long-standing interest in t11e Senate Finance Committee where Democrat 
vacancies are likely as a result of rhe departure of Senators Dasch le, Graham and 
Breaux. 

2. SASC Subcommittee Chairmen: There will be a reshuffling of 
subcommittee chairmen. Senator McCain wi ll be eligible to become a 
subcommittee chairman. He was previously ineligible as a result of his 
chairmanship of the Commerce Committee because of a Republican rule that 
prohibits Republicans from simultaneously serving as a full committee chairman 
and a subcommittee chairman. He will relinquish Commerce because of a term 
limit rule. McCain supposedly favors the Airland Subcommittee underscoring his 
interest in Air Force procurement issues. The Republican rule prohibiting a 
Senator from simultaneously chairing a full committee and a subcommittee may 
require Pat Roberts to give up the SASC Subcommittee on Emerging Threats. 
This would add to the subcommittee reshuffle. 

TSASD 
8RMA so oso 17729-04 
MASO 

11-L-0559/0SD/27541 
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3. House Armed Services Committee: Two members, Congressmen~ 
Virginia and Turner of Texas, have retired and Democrats, Baron Hil1 of~a, 
Charlie Stenholm of Texas and Ciro Rodriguez of Texas, were defeated. None of 
the subcommittee chairmen and ranking members are leaving the House. 

Subcommittee of the Senate Appropriations Committee: Senator 
Hollings' parture, through retirement, wil1 be the only change on this 

U~CQrrflmittee. He may not be replaced as a result of the change in ratios from the 
addition to the Republican majority. 

Senator Stevens will continue to serve as Chairman of the Subcommittee thanks to 
an exemption from the term limit rule for appropriations subcommittee chairmen. 
Stevens is starting his 25th year as either Chairman or Ranking on the Defense 
Subcommittee. Stevens will, however, have to move from full Appropriations 
Committee chairmanship to Commerce Chairman, as a result of the term limit 
rule. Thad Cochran wil1 replace him as foll committee chairman. 

5. Defense Subcommittee of the House Appropriations Committee: Chairman 
Jerry Lewis is required to give up his Chairmanship as a result of term limits and 
he is expected to be replaced by Chairman Bill Young who must relinquish the 
Chair of the full committee as a result of term limits. Lewis is a candidate for full 
committee chairman along with Ralph a of Ohio and Hal Rogers of 
Kentucky. Congressman Geor ethercutt f Washington is leaving the House 
of Representatives having · en · o run unsuccessfully for the Senate. 

6. Jn the Senate Leadership, them · e wil1 come as a result of the 
departure of the Majority Leader om Dase e. Harry Reid of Nevada is 
currently the front runner to rep! .? yron Dorgan of North Dakota and 
Dick Durbin of lllinois are reported to be interested in the leadership and may face 
each other to replace Reid as Minority Whip. 

11-L-0559/0SD/27542 



LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS 

• 
THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1300 

UNCLASSff IED 

fNFOMEMO 

-.-- - .. -· -· -

, .. , 2; ?,7 ; ii - -

November 5,2004 l l: 15 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Powell A. Moore, A&sistant Secretar of Defense 
for Legislative Affairs (b)(6) 

SUBJECT: Impact of Elections on Defense Oversight Committees 

• The gain of four seats in the Senate and rhree seats in the House for the 
Republican major1ty is expected to slightly change the ratios of majority and 
minority members ofDoD committees ofjurisdiclion. The Republican term limit 
in both houses will have a greater impact 

1. Senate Armed Services Committee: None of the 25 members retired or were 
defeated, but the increase in the Republican majority will probably lead to a two 
vote margin rather than a one vote margin. No decisions have been made in this 
regard, but it is likely that a couple of Armed Services committee members may 
leave to fill vacancies on the Senate Appropriations Committee or the Senate 
Finance Committee. It is our understanding, for example, that Senator Evan Bayh 
has had a long-standing interest in the Senate Finance Committee where Democrat 
vacancies are likely as a result of the departure of Senators Dasch le, Graham and 
Breaux. 

2. SASC Subcommittee Chairmen: There will be a reshuffling of 
subcommittee chairmen. Senator McCain will be eligible to become a 
subcommittee chairman. He was previously ineligible as a result of his 
chairmanship of the Commerce Committee because of a Republican rule that 
prohibits Republicans from simultaneously serving as a full committee chairman 
and a subcommittee chairman. He will relinquish Commerce because of a term 
limit rule. McCain supposedly favors the Airland Subcommittee underscoring his 
interest in Air Force procurement issues. The Republican rule prohibiting a 
Senator from simultaneously chairing a full committee and a subcommittee may 
require Pat Roberts to give up the SASC Subcommittee on Emerging Threats. 
This would add to the subcommittee reshuffle. 

OSD 17729-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/27543 
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3. House Armed Services Committee: Two members, Congressmen Schrock of 
Virginia and Turner of Texas, have retired and Democrats, Baron Hill of Indiana, 
Charlie Stenholm of Texas and Ciro Rodriguez of Texas, were defeated. None of 
the subcommittee chairmen and ranking members are leaving the House. 

4. Defense Subcommittee of the Senate Appropriations Committee: Senator 
Hollings' departure, through retirement, will be the only change on this 
Subcommittee. He may not be replaced as a result of the change in ratios from the 
addition to the Republican majority. 

Senator Stevens will continue to serve as Chairman of the Subcommittee thanks to 
an exemption from the term limit rule for appropriations subcommittee chairmen. 
Stevens is starting his 25th year as either Chairman or Ranking on the Defense 
Subcommittee. Stevens will, however, have to move from full Appropriations 
Committee chairmanship to Commerce Chairman, as a result of the term limit 
rule. Thad Cochran will replace him as full committee chairman. 

5. Defense Subcommittee of the House Appropriations Committee: Chairman 
Jeny Lewis is required to give up his Chairmanship as a result of term limits and 
he is expected to be replaced by Chairman Bill Young who must relinquish the 
Chair of the full committee as a result of term limits. Lewis is a candid ate for full 
committee chairman along with Ralph Regula of Ohio and Hal Rogers of 
Kentucky. Congressman George Nethercutt of Washington is leaving the House 
of Representatives having given up his seat to run unsuccessfully for the Senate. 

6. In the Senate Leadership, the major change will come as a result of the 
departure of the Majority Leader, Tom Daschle. Harry Reid of Nevada is 
currently the front runner to replace him. Byron Dorgan of North Dakota and 
Dick Durbin of Illinois are reported to be interested in the leadership and may face 
each other to replace Reid as Minority Whip. 

11-L-0559/0SD/27544 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

r-· .... 

,_. . . . 

David Chu 

Gen Dick Myers 

71..(<-~ 

r@e1e 

Donald Rurnsfeld '}l-, 
SUBJECT: Joint Credit 

. September 27 ,2004 ~ 

How much longer are we going to have to wait to straighten out which billets get 

credit for beingjoint billet<;? We don' t have joint credit for billets that deserve it, 

but we are currently givingjoint credit for billets that don't deserve it. 

I wanl folks Lo get joint crediL for billets Lhey ought to havejoinl crediL for. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092704-26 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by \ O / 1 S / Oi-! 

o so 11132 -o• 
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CHAIRMAN OFTtE JONT CHEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

Z,..,,, '':"'I'' r.:.H , . . 'i 
INFO MEMO CH-2190-04 

17 F;i 5: IO 
1 7 November 2004 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

F-,A. h o'I 
FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJCS (~ f<' ,.t:..:f r< /I 1'' 

SUBJECT: Joint Credit 

• Question. "How much longer are we going to have to wait to straighten out which billets get credit 
for beingjoint bi llets? We don't have joint credit for billets that deserve it, but we are culiently 
givingjoint credit for billets that don't deserve it. I want folks to get joint credit for billets they 
ought to havejoint credit for." (TAB) 

• Answer. Jn response to SecDef snowflake to USO (P&R), Joint Staffi'J-1 , in coordination with 
OSD, developed initiatives to obtain credit for deserving warfighters. The previous legal issues 
regarding proposed joint credit were resolved as follows: SecDef, in appropriate cases, could 
exercise his autho1ity under IO U.S.C. 664 (b) and waive the statutory 24- and 36-month tour 
lengths for full joint duty credit if the positions are on the Joint Duty Assignment List (JDAL) . For 
US officers to be eligi ble for this waiver, Joint Staff/J-1 will hold a review board of those positions 
that warrant joint duty credit, reconunend these positions be added to the JDAL and work with 
OSD ~ expedite u JDAL board. Individuals obt.liriing 365 days cumulative credit in an approved 
JD.AL position will be recommended to SecDef for full joint duty credil. 

• Analysis. The actions listed below are planned for completion within the next 90 days. 

• CENTCOM 61: Award cumulativejoint duty credit for 61 nominated Service specific 
positions "below" the JTF Headquarters in the USCENTCOM AOR. 

• Full Joint Duty Credit: Award full joint duty credit for deserving JTF-Ievel positions in the 
USCENTCOM AOR. Following USCENTCOM 's development of its key position listings, my 
staff will recommend their inclusion on the Joint Duty Assignment List (JDAL). 

• A follow-on c~tl I for positions that warrantjo int duty creJ it, a1-; well as a list of the officers 
recommended for joint duty credit, will be reviewed by a G/FO board in January 2005. The 
approved posi6ons \>vill be recommended for inclusion in the JOAL. Officers with 365 days of 
cumulative credil in those positions will be recommended for consider:uion for full joint duty 
credit. 

• In the spring of 2005, lhe JDAL will be analyzed., and positions wilh a modest level o~jointness 
wi II be recommended for delelion. The Joint Staff will host a G/FO and SES-level board to 
develop recommendations. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

copy to: 
USD(P&R) 11-L-0559/0SD/27546 

Prepared Hy; RDML Donna L. Crisp, USN; Director, J-1 ; ... l(b_)_C6_> ___ ...., 
OSD 1773 2-04 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

David Chu 

Gen Dick Myers 

TAB 
rel"J~ 

Donald Rumsfeld ~,. 

SUBJECT: Joint Credit 

September 27 ,2004 

How much longer are we going to have to wait to straighten out which billets get 

credit for beingjoint billets? We don't have joint credit for billets that deserve it, 

but we are currently givingjoint credit for billets that don't deserve it. 

T want folks to get joint credit for billets they ought to have joint credit for. 

Thanks. 

DHR:$S 
092704-26 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I O / 1 s / 04 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON

WASHINGTON, D .C .20301.:aoob 

INFO MEMO ;~~·: ... - r' • ; :J 

PERSONNEL ANO 
R EADINESS ~ November 5, 2004, 10:00 AM 

FOR. 

FROM: 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

David S.C. Chu, USD (P&R) -[( d I. ( {..;/i ~, t ,' ,;>'""A, ~:.~(,/£ y 
Signature & Date 

SUBJECT: Joint Credit -- SNOWFLAKE 

• Together with the Joint Staff, we are executing the following action plan: 

• Immediate (December 2004): Ensure deservingjoint watfighters get appropriate 
credit now (-1000) 

o Allow cumulativejoint duty credit for 6lnominated Service-specific positions 
"below" the Joint Task Force (JTF) headquarters in CENTCOM which would not 
otherwise qualify (solution is to dual-hat the incumbents in a qualifying position), 

o Ask you to exercise your waiver authority to award full joint duty credit for 
deserving JTF-level positions in Iraq, Afghanistan and Horn of Africa, if the 
period of service does not meet the statutory minimum. General Casey and 
CENTCOM are completing nominations. Positions e lsewhere may also deserve 
credit and we will pursue. 

• Near-term (Summer 2005): Broaden Joint Duty Listing 

o Add/delete positions based on actualjoint conLent (RAND assisting Department), 
as confirmed by a Validation Board. 

o Complete strategic review of joint officer management by due date (January 2006) 
(FY05 Authorization Acl). Results ofRAND's analysis and Validation Board's 
conclusions ~hould be ready for your review by summer 2005. 

• Long-term (January 2007): Strategic review of total work force (FY05 Authorization 
Act directs follow-on strategic review of senior civilians, senior noncommissioned 
officers. and senior Reserve leadership). 

Prepared By: Captain Stephen M. Wellock~ 

0 0 so 1 7 7 3 2 .. 0 4 
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September 27 ,2004 ~ 

TO: David Chu 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~r 

SUBJECT: Joint Credit 

How much longer are we going lo have lo wait to straighten out which billets get 

credit for beingjoinl billels? We don'l havejoinl credit for billets Lhal deserve il, 

but we are cunently givingjoint credit for bi llets that don ' t deserve it. 

I wanl folks to geljoinl credil for billets Lhey oughl lo have joint credit for. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092704-26 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
Please respond by l O / 1 s / 04 

FOU8 oso 17732·0· 
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TO: 

. 
,t. 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. Pete Pace 

CC: Doug Feith 
U . GenSbaq, 
Tmalonas 
VADMWiUard 

141.~ 

TABA 

pe"e 

FROM: Donald RumsfeJd 11\ 
SUBJECr: Afgbani,tan Funding 

,. 

September 15, 2004 

Please take a close look at the costs rx funding ongoing and future security 
operations in Afghanistan. Clearly, there will be increasing pressure to reduce 
overall costs and to control such funding through the normal budget process. 

We need to be sure that: 

• Any security projects we put in place (ANA, Police, infrastructure) can be 
sustained by the Mghanis in the long run. 

• We create a force, both in size and infrastructure, which is appropriate to 
Af gbanistan. reflecting its economy and circumstances, as opposed to 
creaung something along American lines and standards. 

• The interagency must be supportive of this process, to include fully and 
correcdy staffing the Embassy, cooperating with us on funding, and 
agreeing with our approach. 

Please come back to me widl some thoughts on this as part of a larger Afghan . 
Security Strategy soon. 

Thanks . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 2'? S 81)> O 'f 

{ J( ·-

0SD 

~ 
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0 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

Donald Rumsfcld ~ 
SUBJECT: Iraqi Elections 

TAB 

OCT 11 2004 

I'm concerned that Piime Minister Allawi may be counting too heavily on UN 

paiticipation in the upcoming elections. lf the UN pulls out, I think the elections 

should still go fo1ward. 

T wonder what we should do about GEN Ca~y and Amb Ncgropontc beginning 

the process of working them on that, so it doesn't just stop if the UN gets skittish 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
101904-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ I o .......... J 1.,_q...JJ-/ o_tf.__ 

1, ,1,l 

Tab 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHEFS OF STAFF 

WASI-INGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

CM-2172-04 
9 November 2004 

M'OMEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJCS(t,#ttt /7 
SUBJECT: Iraqi Elections 

• Issue. 'Tm concerned that Prime Minister Allawi may be counting too heavily on 
UN participation in the upcoming elections .. .I wonder what we should do about 
GEN Casey and Amb Negropontc beginning the process of working them on that, 
so it doesn' t just stop if the UN gets skittish." (TAB) 

• Conclusion. General Casey, Commander, Multinational Forces in Iraq (MNF-1), 
and Ambassador Negroponte should reinforce to Prime Minister Allawi the US 
commitment to sustain support for the Iraqi elections and stress that while the UN 
presence is important, it is not a requirement. Mr. A11awi and other key leaders of 
the Iraqi Interim Government (IIG) have been consistent and public about the 
importance of executing the national elections in January 2005. In coordination 
with the US Embassy and the IIG, MNF-1 has developed detailed plans for 
support. 

• Discussion. MNF-I's plans include security for distribution of materials, key 
officials and polling places. The Joint Staff, USCENTCOM and MNF-I arc also 
working with the UN leadership on the ground in Baghdad and in New York to 
demonstrate US commitment to the elections and the security of UN personnel and 
facilities. The United Nations has a small number of election officials in Iraq, 
with plans to expand over the next several months. While important, their 
presence would not be the deciding factor in the success of the elections; in the 
end, it is Iraqi participation that will decide that outcome. 

COO RD IN A TION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: L TG Walter L. Sharp, USA; Director, J-5;LJ 

11-L-0559/0SD/27552 0 S D 1 7 9 2 4 - 0 4 ·1 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Butler 

71..(<-~ 
t'eM& 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ , 

SUBJECT: November 14 Invitation 

October 22,2004 

I can't attend this Boy Scout event on November 14. Please have someone write a 

letter of congratulations. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Boy Scout Invitation for Nov 14 

DIIR:ss 
102204-1 

888888886888888888868888888888688888888888686888886888868888888888868888 1 

Please respond by ________ _ 

0SD 17965-04 
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B,ly Sl·uuls of America Community Troop 613 
I I 21 l lr:iwr~i!y Blvd. W. #103 
Silver S1Hing, Maryland, 20902 

October 15, 2004 

The Honorable Don,ild Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301 -3400 

Dear Secretary Rumsfeld: 

Thi.: Scouts, Leaders arid Mumbi.:rs uf th<.: Comrnittuc Boy St.:olll Troup 6 13 laki.: gri.:a! 
pleasure in announcing that: 

Having completed the requirements for, and having been examined by an 
Eagle Seoul Board of Review 
l(b)(6) I 

Was found worthy of the rank of Eagle Scout. 

In honor of this achievement, we have scheduled un Eagle Scout Court of Honor to be 
held at 6 o'clock PM on November 14,2004at: 

The Kemp Mill Synagogmi 
11910 Kemp Mill Road 

Stiver Spring, Maryland. 

ln the event that you are unable to attend, we would greatly appreciate a letter or 
certificate acknowledging his achievement. We will compile it with other 
acknowledgments and placed in a scrapbook commemorating this special occasion. 

Thank you for taking time from your extremely bus~ scbed11le ta belo this community 
rccogni 7.C the achievements and service of Eagle Scout!(b)(S) I 

Sincerely, 

The Members of Troop 613 

National Capital Area Council, Rock Creek District 

0SD 17965-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/27554 



As the Boy Scouts of America 
apprnache.s its centennial, it seems 
appropriate that the distinction of the 
Eagle Scout award has been bestow~d. 
Local Scout !(b)(6) learned 
lhe Eagle Rank in June of 2004; the 
medal will be formally presented to him 
in November. Open to all boys of ages 
eleven to eighteen, Scouting stands for 
and upholds the ideals of leadership, 
citizenship, service, and collective skill. 
Boys have the opportunity to earn 
numerous awards and achieve specific 
ranks within tlr Scouts of which Eagle 
is the highest. _(b)(5) ~oined the 
orga11i1.ation in 2000. and since then has 
worked toward Eagle with unwavering 
dedication. 

lntcrnmionally recognized for 
nearly one hundred years, t11C' Eagle rank 
is the epitome of achievement in 
Scouting, Requiring excellence in 
Scouting':; entire repertoire of ~kills. less 
than three percent. of all Boy Scouts 
reach the rank. Because of its demanding 
requirements, maturity, focus, and 
dedication are cn1cial. While time added 
a certain challenge, !(b)(6) !considers 
that aspect or the journey a defi n itc 
factor contributing to his motivation. He 
also is grateful for his expedience in the 
Cub Scouts, open to boys not yet old 
enough to become Boy Scouts. While a 
Cub Scout, he earned the Arrow of Light 
A ward, its highest recognition. 

Going heyond fulfilling basic 
requirements, Kb)(6) ~ade sure to 
exemplify excellence. At each level of 
advancement, he earned recognition for 
achievement far beyond that required for 
the Eagle rank. 

He was the first in his area to 
receive lhe prestigious Etz Chaim award 
for religious accomplishment, and has 
been recently elected to Scouting's 
national honor society. He has also 

pushed himself to earn additional 
awards. Knowing that setting an 
example helps to ins ire his troop's 
future success, (b)(6) ·ets high goals. 
He endeavors to pass on the ideals of 
Scouting to all youth. 

Recently graduated, ! .... (b __ )(..._6.._) _ _. 

has pursued excellence beyond Seoul i ng. 
His acconiplishments include becoming 
Valedictorian of his class as well as 
earning school wide Math and Science 
awards; He served as school yetu:book 
editor. and also become a Maryland 
Distinguished Scholar. He has studied 
clussical piano for ten years, and is 
largely involved in martial arts. 
~Jly believing 111 dedication, 
~looks forward to applying 
himself in the yeurs to come. Interested 
in artclldillg MTT and the Univcr!:lity of 
Maryland, his study plans include 
computer science, mathematics, 
engineering, and music. As far as 
continued involvement with the Boy 
Scouts of America, he hopes to continue 
as an adult leaui.:: r within a local troop, 
considering 1he Scouting experience to 
be art essential part of life. 

(b)(6) 
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Mr!Cb)(6) 

c/o Eagle Scout Court of Honor 
Event Coordinator 
1121 University Boulevard West 
#103 
SilverSpring,MD 20902 

DearLJ 
Congratulations on achieving the rank of Eagle Scout! 

Unfortunately, I will not be able to make it to your upcoming 
Court of Honor, but I do want to join your family, friends, and 
follow troop members in extending besl wishes on U1is special 
occasion. 

This significant mi lestone is a result of hard work and 
commitment. The leadership ski lls you have gained will not 
only serve you weJl in the future, but also set a fine example for 
those who follow in your footsteps. 

With my best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

~6 rJ\ 

fv,.b 
pau\ aut\et 

\\\ t 
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EA.GIB SCOUT COURT OF HONOR 
EVENT COORDINATOR 
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,c THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

\ 
\ 

(b)(6) 
Mr. 
c/o ag e cout ourt of Honor 
Event Coordinator 
1121 University Boulevard West 
#103 
Silver Spring, MD 20902 

l(b)(6) 
Dear ,.__ __ __, 

NOV 9 2004 

Congratu1ations on achieving the rank of Eagle Scout! 
Unfortunately, I will not be able to make it to your upcoming 
Court of Honor, but I do want to join your family, friends, and 
fellow troop members in extending best wishes on this specia1 
occasion. 

This significant milestone is a result of hard work and 
commitment. The leadership skills you have gained will not 
only serve you well in the future, but also set a fine example for 
those who fo11ow in your footsteps. 

With my best wishes, 

OSD 17965-04 
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November 11,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 
Paul B.t.le: 

FROM Donald Rumsf'eld Jf'-
SUBJECT: Thank YOU lettm 

Paul, let's i.:et tha1k you letters to these two people, Arrlt8it Athens and Andrew 

Manatos, thanking them for tl:eir letter. 

I ,any, please do a letter ti:,Jd11 <l.Jtis thanking him b' the editorial he wrote. 

You migrt want to i.:et it jn lhe Early Bird or posted someplace, mo,re it around. 

Thanks. 

Attacb. 
11/9/04 ~ O,OrdlnMed P.lbtl o(HolJmet lcaa-lD SCK\Ocf 
11/9/04 C1lltis Jell« 10 Scd)e{ 

llHR: ... 
. 111104-)] 

························································-················ 
Please respond by _..._I _,I /-1-1 /1-0+-~ __ 

IOU" 

11-L-0559/0SD/27560 
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T.Dl"fATIONAL COORDINATED 
D'l'ORT o:r ULLENE8 (CED) 

I E L E C· o p· I g g · I R 4 N s M I S s 1 O N 

. . 

~-· ·-~~ii,- A:Wea; ·1« -A:nd.C{!VU owi4ttJs 
TIA!ISMIS8DI CQmTI OP'l'KII COVBI.PAGI.AND l 
Al>DmotW. ~MISTOIOU.O~: . ·. 

11 YOU'DONOTDCIIIVlAl.t.PAOES. OlllP'l'HED DI ANYBOBLDI. 
PIJ!AIECOITAC'l' mESBNDBllAT ZPkffi•n@ 

COMM!NTS: ----------------

JJOOlfll,._.,M,,.,__,N.r., .,.....,_ D.C 30tl.J1 •filQ),.1'1111•/N (.lG) 01-0ZV 
. i....to-• ............ -.-

1 
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-~--___ .. __ -- ' 
_ .......... ~~ -- ' 
.... _ .......... ..... ~ . 
.... -___ ,, __ 
----....... _.....w ---·-' NJ,,..L-----·-... ------................... ---~--_......,. --.................... 
CMlll'MII l OM -__ .... 
----

TSE NATJONAL COORDINATED EPPORT 
OF IIBLl»&1 (CEIi) 

I !GO*-~.,__ M.W-.......,._ D.c. ::DIIST ' 
am:) .. ntel. dial om)~ ...... ~ . 

'lblllbM ... Dumld~ 
s--ryoto.e.. 
~,I/If~ 
1000~ ....... 
WMl!mp,a,I>.C. U.HOQO 
VlA JIACSJMILE:tifil.....,..,( 6 .... ) _ __, 

0-s.:r.y RUGJilltld:' 

Noverilr 9,2004 

~-oo )'IM wry--..fW dlilrla 1t'l lll'ilp te-dtCl1 PNldlllt ~ 
W, Bulh. ' 

Hcllcaa rcellled blll .. c, tbal ihc l*!Pl'l lbiliCJ 111 Nlml tblll 00\lll!'y'I IMdlri 
lif ~ fllf1 ad)lr ... ·otltJcdian-nid. AIJ AmCriaam 11• do whll 
fMJ ~ IDbelp DIii ~~ OSCQallQJ ia lht riak~ 

Wt look ftnlnt 10 ~ wtdl )"llll la'1116' IO im111 th1a Admulillntioa ~ 
tliit 1*11 dedliaaa po•W. for~ whh rllplCI let 1111* lbolll ~"" .... 
~t,-1~ 

2 
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· ·_ : • .u.l(b)(6) . 
y1,: O·~ ~ .. o. ~ .. · .. "-14 !"' P'f"~.o 

· U\YII: ,J !. ~ f.~"' · .uu .. . 

~,, 
'~··"-' 

. p Yt: ·-· 

. . v...t!I:. t-, ·-~ ~ . . 
-r~r l•.Jo &..("" 'J"tv·c..~,.,w f .... ~· ... . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . •.. ... . . . .. . . 

',.»f,,.t'r ., • . :,\" .. •IJ,•1(0~· 19-4_. UJ·, , .~4 ! ! .ta,..-Qll•fl U ,1 f~,·-.tfMI!, a ... h•ih fVt 

Ito<· .- :,1' -, th.- 1114\1,tiu.;I kl >1CWit- II I• .,n411°"-..a au IAJ\· 

I .,1,I, (t' WM._..lo'fl Ill.ii 1, .. I tllttl(t t , clOllttllr'ttlllll, , . ..... ,. ... ..,., 
le .i1:, ,11•• flJMlf, .,.,.,.,-~ .aa,,,11: ,t!df- I••• M 11 ... ""'lf•r u( '""- 1.i. 

h, ""' Cloe• lfdo'....,11 lf<l,i, 1111 ,,. .. NI+ lltrt_, ,..,"11 II th .. ..., 
'""'L<""h"li.11. 4to,1t·•1111e11. ,,r 1.-prl-C aot .. ~ ,a1dltlrt,IIIII 
,_1,,11unk~llo1t•lt) ..,_tu·r .,.,..,..,_ ,, S1wtltl) "'911bi1Mf, II 
; ·. ~ l .. '1\4· Nlt~C .. 1hh • .flfflJ.,.,,. .......... 111 U'ftlt, fl~r. • II)' lhl' 

1o1,r,l1(.I 1111111tlCIIJft'f1 !lot ll'kf'h«IM'- 1 .... , .... ) lout 

• 411:11' .......... . 
O.j\ c, ... 110,, .. "u• • < t,l, ""'ll"'-'· Call!WIIII IIN'-1& 

1 
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DISCOIIOLDS TEL HD J/b\/6} L Har 05,4>. 7:04 P.02 

RUM&FILD ON TAAGET 02004 J.M Cualia 

RI'' ' ::,- • i,,,.(,tl 

CopyrlghtN~ 8,2004 
VV, Rights lt1Nn'9d) 

JOHN IL CU"TII 

!{b)(6) 

~ 1W tllc ~ i:n lnq wMI IICI flifyllf • In U. au-.., SMnbry ot 
~t>oMldH ....... dlMmdMid'hilOM JftJfllilnCla~hopq IO~ ..-1n 1,aq Md_......_ Nardilll8 ot '"*11a lCllds a~ .... '° 11o11bkn 
~U.S. l'tlOIYO to*" Olll ...... Bloaloa·)'IIII' politic, NW thi 
~·1ifl'OC1110 Clfllarll ~btiUI~ hidudiflt ~ ~ 
ofJr.nc. lftll ..,... Slllwtly lft&r Ilea Jolin Y. JCttry ~ u .. cc. b• ww 
,iw.lbt,,.._ llpi 10 NIIIUVlllll'~·Wtllod ,..,. .,...._ tu.of Abu 
MuMb ~ lhoup U.S. olJlclll, IOW lMlliMI tha Jonhdln.-n 1Ci't0ri• '* 
1a.1....-iaovod on. Bue wtlltlw ~ • kilJcld or~ u.s. oonflOI or 
Falb!!•...,. loud ._....to~• ~aodwlll .,._.,orboMirli(lt. 
.a.cdolWinMIUII)'. . . 

1 

TalcN19 FaaOllj1 hi$ i.. JYll*)lc vallle 1o lkepdCI ~ dllll laawpnts W Ille.,,.,..,,., Wm.._ acrrorbt,...., po, lraql lllln'D Prime Minltt« l,-d 
/\1lnl ~ cndWhy 1111t w, u.S.-bMlltll aov .. -. kl llilNI to-,. Ji~•
aod-~ with In ....... MM tllc WN1918 .iallll 11111 ltlMl wit bla'l 111 war with 
~ "Sueocea ltJ Pllouja will dell a blow to tcrrori•• In 1h oouni,y, aad lhould 
_ ,"!9 Airtw ·~tom• ftlllW't of .... to 0111 ~....,. Mid oPP111Wlllty-foa: 

. tht ll'lql ,.,.,a..• alll ~ • • Pcintqon tJrWma. ltUlllll'IW..,.... ftOl ollly 
tnaqla but 111o pw"'t 111~ ·inl!M tho u.s. wt-. roeltodon r- ,ir.. wi.io 
1-l<luN ICIIIIC bNMlmla l'OOfll fOr ~ ,....,_ 0eo,p W, 8-'t pron.II of 
~- 0.WRJ the uppet IIUld • 'P.aiold• 1M11111'# llopl 10 ~Oft pla 
b ......... tho&lonl. 

S.. BIJhdld r.11illAp,119. 2Cm, tbe US. Ml beM lc!dlld IA w--... i.1111 
-wilb ~ witlt We tnllllUl'llllt ~ . 1raq1, 11aw f"""" ilo,...._ay ,ktplioal 
of'U.a. ~ to foln(oqe AlrM'a MW~-~ U.S. U\IClpl routing 
~· ill l' ..... jl. lraq'1 lnl.-tmJVW1•••• .... dl.rliaa,,,.,... ~ 
WIIJMM punlllf up~ Uffllrilll, libhl ~ Ind ~Oll ~·.-. 
~ w i.. inJCll'AQW ~ ~ \lffllrillll OU1 or..,.-io .i,qhollh 11b 
,..,. 111d lwnalfi tclltM IRqi pullllc ~llaWl'1 aow ~ ~···~IO we•-.. J>Wadtirwwrurilb hlll ~ ~ doul't a>IW9 llit 
dli..n. of P!'~jhdll&, fkJII) ••1N11111C1C1111 lnq'1 .... wib lraa. Syriii nd 
1*11\\ NMlla. 8U.ltnl .., ......... , ant a,cdll .mm,_. M .-1o -1 oll'l11q'-
p(lfDIII ~ . 
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o-·na11aary. Sotv, Mawl'1110W lllllllely 1111healril7fblc911M Jl'O"d 
ell~ ... Olpl)CWl)'111t,... .....,.((SCI h;lr'OOpl ....... W..,.A. 
11'.a hlN IO~ wflclllcr ,_....._. lriiqll lllppad Alllnilt',""' palWllllltw 
~tQlllllttn•pdU.I . ~ AtkUllllllld~-,~ 
il.lW&Y IIIJlt IDdude ..... die .... --ciflnql cMilM. Ullly lilrouall &O 

.. llkul ..... lliuCIII 1111 U.S. M,e10 tin 1nll;f .. ~ -,llldy -,ppor1e11 
by Al Jaca llld At AnlllJa TV. 

. DIMIII 1111b ... tllc"-t dhloujlMII• blolf IO .............. die "*ii 
.JIIOPlc1111l dll(re wlmlq lblheltlsapllll U.S. nc'QIPllicll 1raqil W'CIO't ~ 0.S. 
·tffili111 IIIIII thly bollovo ..... h IOlltf sio-, No atWllll la M ~ to 
llw'WqdSamlml,-... U.S. forco IIINllud llaeOk'f lilllaow Allll pwy to oaping 
~ ...._ PutUIII <ilrl'-_. oa Noojl .-Apil-, _. ~ wi;nc. 

Turl'Ulilll MR pcmltlld UI _._.iii kl, ...... I C + s ftlr U.S. btal 
,_.. ny cities IMIM tis Suui Tltlftp. "it•1 lb pulliltg )'OIJf tll CIIII cf 1 '*tk• af" 
-,ea, ilnll tMfYOIIO SOIPI-* ln,W 111d Alldrtw Knpislcviclt oltlie C... tor Sl111!flljc 
•Ill MudpcUJ ........... ID Wui.,ton. COIICCRled u.t.,.. ._, bl Rllffllftld'• 
"tlppiQa pain&.~ If l'aUcqa.)Glnl S.....m. Ir wm'l fllafttooa.y _,. lllll tk 
~ la Ulldcr-C4leUOI. . . . 

~ pul hie .. M Ille I_IUilO realillsll M GI U.S. .... di\ a bcaer joll cf 
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lqqi .. lllllpClldt W'Oft'I Wffll U ... lhc \i;S. coahm ....,...., Mllidlile 
~ ~ ~111 llrp,an by Al Jucrn 1M M Nllilye TV Md nidio. 
Jn,q-, 1Wlf .. GOl ... uiciial t• flla9't DO p. l:Jlct. Dcly _., f .., Nlllr tlllt 
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WIMl' l oeity ._1ft. the Mw.1*1. lnM1 IIIIIPl Mow~• 1114 Dd --'"* 
d»p,dlt,ol'~ . . . 

~ 

kllln M. Curtil "'1tica polblml)' wttal 001111iiCi1181y..;.. IPll• _.... and 
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THE NATIONAL COORDINATED EFFORT 
OF HELLENES (CEH) 

I JOONewHempshin Avenue, N.W .. Washington. D.C;;003i 
(202) 393-7790. tfaxJ (202) 628:.02'.25 

E-mllil: Cool'dl1t111!.dEffon<t~acos.coro 

PERSONAL ANU CONFIDENTIAL 

The Honorable Donald Rum~eJd 
Secretary of Defense 
De1mrtment of Defense 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington,D.C. 2/}3Q]. JQQQ 
VIA FACSIMILE: l(b)(6) ..._ ___ __, 

Dew Secretary Rumsfclcl; 

November 9,2004 

Congratulations on your very successful ~lforts tc, help re-elect President George 
W. Bush. 

Hellenes realized long ago that the people's ability to select their comttry's leaders 
far surpassed any other means of select.ion eve1· tt·ied. All Americans must do what 
they can 1o help rur President move our country in the 1ight dil'ection. 

We look forward to working wiU1 you in an effoit to help this Administrationmakt: 
ha best decisions J)Ossible for America with respect to issues about which we have 
some special knowledge. 

Sincerely, 

<;: n ,1 
. i..i .u 

0 so 1 8 0 1 8 - 0 4 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. Andrew A. Athens 
Mr. Andrew E. Manatos 
The National Coordinated Effort 

of Hellenes (CEH) 
l lOONew Hampshire Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20037 

Dear Mssrs. Athens and Manatos, 

NOV 2 4 2004 

Thank you for your letter of congratulations. I do 
appreciate your support. 

The President is indeed a superb leader, and will 
continue to do a wonderful job for the country. 

Sincerely, 

oso 18018-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/27568 
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MEMO TO: Doug Feith October 28,2004 · II ( ,c./ l ", 

Pete Pace /1 . / 

FROM: Paul Wolfowi;z\\J,J 

SUBJECT: Post-Election Strategy for Iraq 

Doug/Pete, 

T agree with John Abizaid and Steve Cambone that we should get some 
contingency thinking going on how we would deal with the possible outcomes of 
an Iraqi election. 

Could the two of you get back to me and the Secretary quickly with a plan 
of action? l would start with a very small cell thatjust lays out four or five 
possible election outcomes and then tries to enumerate the three or four major 
issues that we might face in each of those possible outcomes. If you prefer to start 
with a smaller number of outcomes and/or issues, that would be fine. 

11-L-0559/0SD/27569 QS"O (80 l'1, ... 0'-1 
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• I ' - , " f; -~• - · f . ·, , 

October 27 ,2004 

'IO: Pmd Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 11\• 
SUBJECT : Strategy 

Attached is a memo from SteveCambone. If you agree with them, as I do, would 

you please act on l:x:th of these recarmendations? otherwise, please see me. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/25/04 USD(I) Memo toSecDefn: IOl23 ConversationwithGcn.Abizlid 

DHJl:a 
102704-11 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I t { S:: / 0 ~ 
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MEMO TO: VCJCS 
Secretary of the Air Force 
Dirutor,PA~~ 

FROM: Paul Wolfowit1 \ 

October 28,2004 -11c ,of.~ 
,, "° 

SUBJECT: Operations Analysis of UA V Employment in Iraq 

Could you please come back to me quickly with some recommendations on 
how we might pursue Steve Cambone's suggestion here about analyzing the use of 
UA Vs in Iraq? 

I had exactly the same reaction when we were briefed by the Air Force last 
week on the UAV issue. The subject needs a systems approach. 

Could you get back to me quickly with some suggestions about who we 
might task to do this and how? Thanks. 

11-L-0559/0SD/27571 
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10/25/2004 S :0 l PM 

MEMOR.ANDUMFORTHESECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM:STEVECAMBO~ 

SUBJECT: Saturday, October 23 Conversation w:th General Abizaid 

General Abizaid called rre on Saturday seeking advice on responding to 

Chairman Hunter' s request for comments on the Intelligence Reform Bill. I 

advised him a}iinst responding. General Abizaid said he would follow that 

advice. 

General Abizaid and I then spoke about strategy in Iraq. He said he could 

use help in two categories: 

• development of a better approach for the employment of UA Vs and 

othersensors,and 

• development of a post-election strategy in Iraq. 

With respect to UAV employment, General Abizaid expressed the view that 

we are making sub·optirnal use of the assets. In my view, this is a classic 

operations research problem. Given a competing set of objectives (escorting 
-. 
coitvbj S, paJOllli(g, lines of c.m_rununication, pcwrer li.nes and p~ines, 

providing survei I lance for critical infrastructure, etc., in addition to 
-----· -

suppo1ting t.actic_ru operations), limited resources, and an adaptable ., 

adversary, how does the Commander optimize the return on the employment 
...,. _.., ...,w -

I 
PO'.k OFFtCIAL USE ~yr 

11- L-0559/0SD/27572 
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10/25/2004 5:01 PM 

of those resources? This is a task that can be assigned to one or more of the 

war coliegesl. perhaps to a Ser:v:iae organlzation--e.g. Checkmate (USAF), 
<;,,· 

the Joint Staff, PA&E or even an FFRDC such as RAND. 

With respect to a Dost-election strategy, General Abizaid did not elaborate in 

any detail. He did, however, ask a telling question: having worked hard to 

ensure that an election in Iraq will be a success, what tasks will need.~ be 

accomplished after the election by the Coalition, and what strategy slx:w.d be 

employed? 

A post-election strategy will need to be embraced by the entire USG; 

however, it is my assumption that DoD will need to prompt discussion of the 

subject. Before approaching oor USG colleagues, we might sketch a set of 

two or three scenarios that might emerge from the election. For example, 

the election might result in a nme sectarian tlm secular government in 

which the Sh.ia center holds sway. Ori a rrme secular than sectarian 

government might emerge in which the Hltds hold the ml.arxla, etc. We 

might then postulate what the agenda of these various governing factions 

and coalitions might be, identify what we can and cannot S\Jf{X)rt, and how 

we might posture the Coalition in the c:ounti:y accordingly. 

If the exercise is well constructed in the beginning, it should permit us to 

adjust our thinking on what we will need to do as events on the ground 

clarify themselves over coming months. The purpose is not to be predictive, 

but instead to give us the opportunity to thirk through varirus plausible 

2 
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combinations and allow us to prepare to respond appropriately to the results 

of the election. 

Consistent with my conversation with General Abizaid, this exercise should 

be done here in Washington and offered to General Abizaid and General 

casey for comment and editing. 

This is an exercise that could be led by Doug Feith and Pete Pace. After the 

first iteration, they could branch out bilaterally to CIA and the State 

Department. A second iteration could re brought before a Deputies' 

Committee just prior to <l1r::i.strras. The object ought not be an elaborate 

plan, but a sit of alternate e-0urses of action based on anticipated election 

outcomes and US and Q;eJitj01 objectives in Iraq. 

CC: CJCS 

11-L-0559/0SD/2757 4 
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2 November 2004 

MEMORA'!DUM FOR THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Operations Analysis of UAV Employment in Iraq (Your Memo, 28 Oct 04) 

In response to your memo, here are some recommendations that can be pursued to analyze the 
use cf UAVs in Iraq. 

Draft Terms of Reference for an Operations Research Study of the 
Use of UAVs and RPAs in Iraq 

There currently are about 400 unmanned air vehicles of various types available in
country in Iraq or nearby on any given day. These range fl.an the long enduring Global Hawk 
JSR platfonn, to either the JSR or Killer-Scout armed Predator remotely piloted aircraft (RPA), 
to the ISR l-Gnal, Io the Army's JSR and armed Hunter RP As, to the Marines' Pioneer UA Vs. In 
addition to these systems, there are numerous. small, battery-powered drones, each of which is 
not much bigger than a bird (Desert Hawk. Raven, BatCam, etc.). These smaller drones tend to 
be flown below JOCX) feet and may not be a serious hazard to other aircraft. IJl'e other sysl:srB 
are large and could re a danger to airmen whether they are flying aircraft or helicopters. Further. 
the Navy is experimenting with a helo-like. small UA V, and the Coast Guard is experimenting 
with a small till-rotor drone. Even now, the skies over some of the cities in Iraq increasingly 
contain UAVs and remotely piloted aircraft, some with considerable weaponry on board. 

The exploitation of the information obtained by the sensors on board the JSR 
drones can be done on the ground by tactical units (equipped with "Rover" lap tops which pennit 
the direct transmission of video from vehicles like the Predator as well as from nat.11:d. afrcraft 
equipped mil Litening Il semor pods). Also. AC-130gunships are equipped to reoeiv( Predator 
video and w::a::k with the Predator -crews in the prosecution ofa target. And, in the case of 
Predator and Global Hawk, theconuol of the aircraft and the exploitation of information can be 
done by "reach back" to the Uiita:i States. 

While these systems staned out as experiments, enough experience has 
accumulated so that commanders such as CET\'TCOM need to have the operations of these 
systems conducted in a -coherent manner. This already has been discussed by General Abizaid 
and the Air Force Chief of Staff. further. while "demand" for UA Vs and RPAs is growing, there 
are n:::t enough, nor will there ever be enough of these systems to serve every individual ground 
unit which desires ';an eye in the sky." The intent of this study is to develop appropriate 
concepts of operations for the major systems, and to think through the number and types of 
drones which would optimize ground opera1ion~ in Iraq. To do this, the study should address. 
inter alia, the following: 

11-L-0559/0SD/27575 
DSD 18024-04 
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J. Categorize the types of UAVs and RPAs now flying in the AOR, both fSR and 
armed, as well as those expected 10 see action jn the near future. 

2. What is lhe specific mission of each of the growing variely of UA Vs and 
RPAs'! 

3. What should be the concept of operations for each? Who should be permitted 
to task each? Who should control the acquisition and operation of each system'! 

4. How should deconfliction and orchestration of these assets be done? Who will 
retain control <f airspace at varjous altitudes (e.g., it may be lhe case thal the land forces should 
control all small drones which fly operationally below 1000 feet, while the FoIWa.rd Air 
Component Commander should retain control of the employment of all others as he docs for all 
aircraft m the theater)? 

5. How should information fmneach category be exploited and distributed'! 
What is the required informa1ion/da1a needed by various consumers of the outputs cf these 
systems? 1n what timeline rn.Et. information be provided? To whom? Which Service should 
take the lead on which categories of systems? 

6. For those systems which are armed, how should they be controlled? Who does 
and who should have the authority to designate targets and give the order to shoot? Who will 
take the responsibility for attacks made with such systems? 

7. What is the preferred distribution of various systems in support of land forces 
like Army units. Marine units, and Coalition units? For Special Operations units? How !Tm¥ 
orbits of each category per day for which missions? How best can assets be deployed so E to 
enhance serving multiple "customers?" 

We would envision this study being conducted in paraJle! by both the Joint Staff, in conjunction 
with the CENTCOM staff, and by a think rank like RAND (which may be the most qualified to 
develop concept of operations a5 well as optimization tee iaues). 

~fi~CZ/-
ttmh G. Roche 
Secretary cf the Air Force 

cc: Mr Ke1 Krieg (PA&E) 

2 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Marvin Sambor 

Donald Rumsfeld 

Preliminary Inquiry 

71..(<-~ 

F6M6 

November 15,2004 

T was delighted to read this note from Joe Schmitz - not surprised, but delighted. 

I know you have been through a tough time and do want you to know that I 

recognize that and appreciate it. 

Attach. 
11/9/04 IG memo to SecDef [OSD 18035-041 

DHR:dh 
1 IIS04·14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ---------

~· 
VI: 
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ntSlaBaEQRSDIEIW: 
400ARMY NAVY DRIVE 

ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22202-4704 

INFO MEMO 

@ 

• We have completed a preliminary inquiry into allegations that Dr. Sambur 
forwarded internal DoD email to Boeing officials in violation of Section 2635.703 
of the Joint Ethics Regulation (JER), "Use of nonpublic information," which 
prohibits a DoD employee from using or disclosing nonpublic inform,rl ion "to 
further his own private intere.<;t or that of another." 

• We concluded that the email at issue did not violate the JER and we fo r.md no basis 
for conducting a full investigation. In ·that regard, we considered credible 
Dr. Sambur' s assertion that he forwarded email ro Boeing officials as a. negotiating 
technique designed to obtain the most favorable contract terms for the Government, 
rather than to further Boeing's private interests. Mr. Michael Wynne, Under 
Secretary of Defense (AT&L), corroborated this explanation. 

• We initiated the preliminary inquiry following a Defense Criminal Jn\'estigative 
Service @CIS) review of Dr. Sambur'sactions with respect to matters involving 
Ms. Darleen A Dn¥,n, his fi.)m1erDspt:y. The DCIS review found no 
information regaroing Dr. Samblll'that would warrant referral to the D(.~paltmt:nt of 
Justice. 

• In his interview with DCIS, Dr. Sambur denied having any knowledge of improper 
or illegal activities on the part of Ms. Druyun whi le she served as his Deputy. We 
obtained no evidence from any other source that would contradict hi8 Lestimony on 
that point and found no basis for additional investigate work. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

d . h d . · l(b){5) Prepare By: Ric ar T. Race, Deputy lnspector <ln:ral. for Invest:Jgatmns
1 T8A so ,___ ___ _, 

~80 
IMSD 
EXEC sec 0 
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INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

400ARMY NAVY DRIVE 
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22202-4704 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Joseph E. Schmitz, Inspector 

SUBJECT: Preliminary Inqui ry Involving Dr. Marvin R. Sambur, Assistant Se 
of the Air Force (Acquisition) 

• We have completed a preliminary inquiry into allegations that Dr. Sambur 
forwarded internal DoD email to Boeing officials in violation of Section 2635.703 
of the Joint Ethics Regulation (JER), "Use of nonpublic information," which 
prohibits a DoD employee from using or disclosing nonpublic information "to 
further his own private interest or that of another." 

• We concluded that the email at issue did not violate the JER and we found no basis 
for conducting a full investigation. In that regard, we considered credible 
Dr. Sambur's assertion that he forwarded email to Boeing officials as a negotiating 
technique designed to obtain the most favorable contract terms for the Government, 
rather than to further Boeing's private interests. Mr. Michael Wynne, Under 
Secretary of Defense (AT &L), coIToborated this explanation. 

• We initiated the preliminary inquiry following a Defense Criminal Investigative 
Service (DCIS) review of Dr. Sam bur' s actions with respect to matters involving 
Ms. Darleen A. Druyun, his former Deputy. The DCIS review found no 
information regarding Dr. Sambur that would warrant referral to the Department of 
Justice. 

• In his interview with DCIS, Dr. Sambur denied having any knowledge of improper 
or illegal activities on the part of Ms. Druyun whi1c she served as his Deputy. We 
obtained no evidence from any other source that would contradict his testimony on 
that point and found no basis for additional investigate work. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Prepared By: Richard T. Race, Deputy Inspector General for In vcstigations, ... l(b_)_(
6
_) __ ..., 



TO: Paul McHale 

CC: Doug Feith 
V ADM Jim Stavridis 

SUBJECT: Notification from Homeland Secmity 

E.$-12.4D 

Dl/o(~<-i-2. 
November 1,2004 

I want to know how you fix this system with the Homeland Security Council so I 

get notified at a decent time from when a meeting is going to be held and plugged 

in. Rachel will not be able to solve this; it will have to go to someone like Jim 

Stavridis and/or cables simultaneously. 

We also ought to think through whose advice T would want. Jt would obviously be 

McHale, but also NORTHCOM, Paul Wolfowitz, Dick Myers, Pete Pace, possibly 

Ray DuBois, if it involves the National Capital area and Steve Cam bone, if it 

involves Intel. 

Thanks. 

DH!t» 
[ 10(04-6 

~1:~-s~· ;.;;;:;l~ ~~-..... j i. /~lo·:; ........... ••.••• ...... ••.• ....... • .. 

01-11-04 Vi=n 035 3 

OSD 18057·04 

j 1-L-0559/0SD/27580 



HOMEI..ANC 
DEFENSE 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 1-c:: :"'c ,'": - •: 
26000EFENSEPENTAGON •;C(' :i: ';·,-,;:~/ /:.: :-: >.~. •:.:-

WASHINGTON,OC:20301..2600 u '- "·- " · '' · · - '·' ' ·• ·· 

INFO MEMO rn~ r·~·i1 r J 

8 NOV 2004 

r:i 2: 56, 1 o 200, 
USD(P) ~) 
I# 04/0 ti42 
ES-12-1../5 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Paul Mc Hale, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Homeland Defense) 

SUBJECT: Notification from Homeland Security Counci l 

• The following corrective action has been taken regarding the attached memorandum 
(Notification from Homeland Security): 

• HSC Notification Process: At your direction, I contacted Ken Rapuano, Fran 
Townsend's deputy, immediately after the HSC. He indicated that the short notice 
was the result of an unanticipated POTUS decision to call an HSC PC. This 
decision was made during a Presidential briefi ng that morning (0720 - 0739). 
See attached Rapuano e-mai l. White House notice was given to OSD Cables at 
0745, six minutes after conclusion of the POTUS meeting. I emphasized to Ken 
that DoD must receive prompt notice, including a "warning order" if there is 
reason to believe that POTUS might call an HSC PC. Ken gave me a commitment 
that we would receive the earl iest possible notice. 

• OSD Message Relay: Upon notice from the White House, it took an additional 
15 minutes to relay the message to you (0745 - 0800). The time was consumed 
in an attempt to determine the subject matter of the PC. Such delays are 
unacceptable. Admiral Stavridis, whose office manages the flow of message 
traffic to you, has assured me that corrective action has been taken. You will now 
receive immediate notice from Cables. 

COORD rNATTON: Office of the Secretary of Defense 

Attachments: 
As stated 

l(b )(6) 
Prepared by: Paul McHale, ASD(HD)1 .... ____ _, 

r- J9-11 -0P;P. o~ ~~9 s 7-04 
11-L-05-SD/27581 
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TO: Paul McHale 

CC: Doug Feith 
V ADM Jim Stavridis 

SUBJECT: Notification from Homeland Security 

E.$- t245' 

Ot/ol~4-2.. 
November 1,2004 

T want to know how you fix this system with the Homeland Security Council so I 

get notified at a decent time from when a meeting is going to be held and plugged 

in. Rachel will not be able to solve this; it will have to go to someone like Jim 

Stavridisand/or cables simultaneously. 

We also ought to think through whose advice I would want. lt would obviously be 

McHale, but also NORTH COM, Paul Wolfowitz, Dick Myers, Pete Pace, possibly 

Ray DuBois, if it involves the National Capital area and Steve Cam bone, if it 

involves Intel. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
110104-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by 5'. 0 

01 - 17 - 041 6 : 2 2 0353 

0SD 18057•04 
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Message Page 1 of 1 

McHale, Paul, HON, OSD-POLICY 

From: Rapui:mo, Kenneth ... l (b_)_(6_) _________ ...., 

Sent: Monday, November01,20041 :46 PM 

To: paul.mchale@osd.mil 

Subject: sat 

Paul - Did not mean to be abrupt on the phone Sat morning. l do want you to know that DoD was the first call the 
SitRoom made to inform of the PC, and that a number of other principals, including the Judge Gonzales, C. Rice , 
and Josh Bolten were late or missed the call. Improvements needed all around --we al l tend to overestimate our 
abilities to quickly notify and receive notifications. S/F Ken 

11/8/2004 11-L-0559/0SD/27583 



OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
The Military Assistant 

12 November 2004 - 0930 Hours 

MEMORANDUM FOR: MR. RICHARD LAWLESS, DASO I AP I ISA 

SUBJECT: Ambassador Howard Baker Email 

Sir: 

The Deputy Secretary forwards the attached email with the following comments: 

"Richard Lawless -
Please get back to me quickly with a list of what we 
would like Ambassador Baker to do. PW' 

Thank you. 

Military Assistant to the 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Attachment: 
12Nov04 0313 email by USAmbJapa11 

Suspense: Wednesday, 17 November 2004 

copy to: Mr. Feith USD/P 
0 SD 1 80 8 2 -0 4 
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From the Desk of 
Paul Wolfowitz 

/(;·cJ.1"'l LrMlss -
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Deputy Under Secretary of Defense 
Asian and Pacific Affairs 

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPSECDEF 

Ref: Ambassador Baker's note to SecDef on hls de1larture from Japan 

Info: USDP 
ASD/ISA 
PD A SD/ISA 

Paul, 

12 November 2004 

1. Ambassador Baker's e-mail was prompted by our ongoing meetings here in the 

Pentagon the past three days on U.S.~Japan strategic security cooperation and U.S. forces 

realignment in Japan/Okinawa. Baker's rep in the meeting had reported back overnight 

that, while strategic cooperation talks were going exceptionally well ( our desire to move 

the Japanese into a global partnership and a more direct dialog about managing China and 

other interests), the discussion on the posture moves of U.S. forces in Japan would'be 

delayed into mid-Decemberor beyond. 

2. A recent SecDef snowflake anticipated Ambassador Baker· s note on this same issue. 

Our response to that snowflake, here attached, is current as of COB today. 

3. I believe that my response to the SecDef snowflake answers your question, but the 

short version is that Ambassador Baker is very eager to do all that he can for us beftlre he 

departs Tokyo PCS on 30 January. This week's results will give him a lot to work with 

but he will have to wait until mid-December for the real meat- specific realignment 

proposals. He will then have about one month left in Tokyo to push these issues for us. 



TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

71..(<-~ 
f9(;9 

President George W. Bush 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
The Honorable Colin Powell 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld U 
Afghan Security Forces Update 

Dear Mr. President, 

November 12, 2004 

Attached is the latest Afghan Security Forces Update> for your information. 

Respectfully, 

Allach. 
I 1/8/04 Afghan Security Forces Update 

DHR:ss 
111004·1 

OSD 18103-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/27587 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
The Honorable Colin Powell 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald RumsfelQ_ .. i---~.,,.v~ 
SUBJECT: Afghan Security Forces Update 

· Dear Mr. President, 

November 10, 2004 

Attached is the latest Afghan Security Forces Update, for your information. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
11 /8/04 Afghan Security Forca Update 

DHR:ss 
111004-1 

FOUe 

11-L-0559/0SD/27588 
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• Ministry of Interior Forces 

- National Police 

- Highway Police 

- Border Police 
- Customs Police 
- Counternarcotics Police 

• Ministry of Defense Forces 

- Afghan National Army 
- Afghan Air Corps 

Data As of: B Nov 04 

Afr,han Security_F orces 
o~ - •• 1111 

Trained & Equipped 

30,462 

Trained & Equipped 

15,084 

45,546 

11-L-0559/0SD/27590 
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Trained and E, ed dfg_hanistan Secur]!y Forces 
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• Border and Customs Police 

• National Army 
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Interior F orces-Proiection 
•1111 

Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, Equipped) Policing Units on hand over time 

Security 
Force 
Element 

Nat ional 
Police 

Highway 
Police 

Border (2) 
Police 

Counter
Narcotics 
Police 

Notes: 

Endstate 

47,500 

2 ,500 

24,000 

1,570 

7-Nov-04 1-Feb-05 1-May-05 1-Aug-05 1-Jan-06 1-J ul-08 (1) 

1. Projected 100% Date is 1 Jan 07 for all forces except CN Police which is a pilot program currently under 
review. 

2. Border and Customs Police are combined following a meeting last week with MOI, INL, and the Germans. 
A. Customs Police will receive special additional training under the border police 
B. Customs Police will be under the MOI and not the MOF 
C. Meeting confirmed the requirement for 24,000 Border Police 

Data As of: 8 Nov 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/27 592 

Legend 

• 70-100 % OF REQUIREMENT 

D 40-69 % OF REQUIREMENT 

• 39 0/o OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 4 



·han Armed Forces-Proiection 
•1111 

Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, Equipped) Army Units on hand over time 

Afghanistan 
Security I Forces 
Elements 
Ministry of 
Defense I 
General Sta 

Corps 

Air Corps 

Sustaining 
Institutions 

Data As of: 8 Nov 04 

Endstate 

3,000 

43,000 

3,000 

21,000 

I 07-Nov-04 I 01-Feb-05 I 01-May-05 I 01-Aug-05 I 01-Jan-06 I 01-Apr-07 

48% 

47% 

40% 

11-L-0559/0SD/27593 

51% 

63% 

Legend 

• 70-100 % OF REQUIREMENT 

0 40-69 % OF REQUIREMENT 

• 39 0/o OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 5 



Albania 22 Denmark 
Australia 4 Egypt 
Austria 3 Estonia 
Azerbaijan 22 Finland 
Belgium 595 France 

Bulgaria 42 Georgia 

Canada 1004 Germany 
Croatia 51 Greece 

Czech Rep 32 Hungary 

Afghan Forces On H@nd 
National Police 
Highway 
Border Police 
Counter Narcotics Police 
Subtotal On Hand 
MOD/GS 
Corps 
Air Corps 
Intermediate Commands 
Subtotal On Hand 

11% 

§Lll2 
48,450 

891 
3,417 

150 
52,908 

637 
13,589 

0 
858 

15,084 

16% 

Coalition Contributors 

OEF & ISAF = 42 Countries 
58 Iceland 

65 Ireland 

15 Italy 

80 Jordan 
1,254 Korea 

50 Latvia 

2, 189 Lithuania 

108 Luxembourg 

109 Macedonia 

12 Mongolia 

7 Nethertands 

976 New Zealand 

182 Norway 
199 Poland 

11 Portugal 

50 Romania 

10 Slovakia 

20 Slovenia 

Afghan Forc;os Trained 
National Police 
Highway Police 
Border Police 
Counter Narcotics Police 
Subtotal Trained 
MOD/GS 
Corps 
Air Corps 
Intermediate Commands 
Subtotal Trained 

15% 

16 Spain 
513 Sweden 

8 Switzerland 

255 Turkey 
119 UK 

27 USA 

561 

41 

1,012 
87 
4 

246 
592 

15,215 

22 ... lr--ota--,------------.-1 ________ .......,.I 25,888 

4~ 
29,121 

389 
898 

54 
30,462 

637 
13,589 

0 
858 

15,084 

21% 

Dat.a As of: 8 Nov 04 • Coalition Forces • US Forces • Afghan Forces • Coalition Forces • US Forces • Afghan Forces 
6 
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ForcesM 

TRAINED& 
TRAINED & 

POLICE PROPOSED ON DUTY 
EQUIPPED 

EQUIPPED ON 
31 JAN 05 

National Police 47,500 48,450 29,121 33,621 

Highway Police 2,500 891 389 515 

Border Police 24,000 3,417 898 2,200 

Counternarcotics 
1,570 

Police 
150 54 84 

TOTAL 75,570 52,908 30,4162 36,420 

Data As of: 8 Nov 04 
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Forces MoD 1.IP.date 
•1111 

LIMITED -· 
. . . . ·. - . 

100"/o FULL 
ARMY . . AUTH0~12EJ:f.· . OPERATiON~ 

FULL OPEAATIONAL 31 J~ 05 
. _· . OPERATIONAL 

CAPABIUTY1
) 

. CAPABtUTYf21 · .. . . L.IF CAPABILITv<3) . 
. CAPABlttTy(4l 

Ministry of Defense 
3,000 637 0 1440/0 Sep09 

(General Staff) 

Corps 43,000 13,589 0 15,480/0 Sep09 

Air Corps 3,000 0 0 210/0 Sep09 

Intermediate 
21,000 858 0 2,100/0 Sep09 

Conmands15> 

TOTAL 70,000 15,084 0 19,230/0 Sep09 

Notes: 
{1} Limited Operational Capability = unit is conducting combat operations, but continues to receive advanced unit training and 

may still require some equipment 
{2} Full Operational capability = unit is fully manned, trained, and equipped and is capable of conducting independent operations 
(3) Data interpolated from planning figures in slide 5 and may decrease due to the delay of ETTs 
(4) Full Operational capability planned for 5ep 09 utilizing the 5 battalion training model 
(5) Intermediate Commands are: Recruiting, Logistics and Acquisition, Training and Education, Communications, and Intelligence 

Data As of: 8 Nov 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/27597 
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Forces Missions 
•1111 

POLICE MISSION 
Afghan National Police (ANP) forces are responsible for security and 

National Police maintaining law and order. ANP enhances security in all 34 provinces 
of Afghanistan 
Afghan Highway Police (AHP) enhance the security of Afghan highway 

Highway Police network and increase government presence outside Kabul. Enforce 
criminal and traffic code violations. 
Afghan Border Police (ABP) responsible for border protection and 

Border Police control. Responsible for movement of persons and goods. Control 
cro$ border traffic and counteract threats posed by organized crime 
and other border conflicts, Including armed conflicts. 
To asses and collect customs duties on imposed merchandise, prevent 

Customs Police fraud and smuggling. Control carriers, persons, and articles entering 
and departing the country. 

Counter Narcotics Police Lead Agency for CN efforts in AF. Focuses on narcotic interdiction, 
interrogation, and investigations primarily in urban areas. 

ARMY MISSION 
Ministery of Defense 
(General Staff) 

Corps 
Defend the Nation's independent, national sovereignty, territorial 

Air Corps 
integrity, and establishment of law. 

Institutional Commands 

10 
Data As of: 8 Nov 04 
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Sienificant Events Since Last R!J'.ort 
•11111 

Manning: 
• ANA: Ministry of Defense Level 3 fielding now complete; 21 °/o (637) of the 3,000 

Training: 
• ANA: Cohorts #27, #28, #29 are in training; cohort #26 graduated on 7 Nov 

(cohort #26 data is not incorporated in these slides) 
• ANA: OMC-A will start the 5 Battalion Model on 20 Nov 
• ANA: Forces are rotating for leave while still supporting counter-insurgency operations 

Equipping: 
• ANA: The Bulgarian donation provided small arms ammunition and mortar rounds 

12 
Data As of: 8 Nov 04 
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Sil!nificant Events Since Last R!J'.ort 
•11111 

Building: 
• ANA: Qalat Brigade garrison contract to be awarded by15 Dec 

Mentoring/ Employing: 
• ANA: Proposing NATO embedded training team opportunities to Coalition 

Funding: 
• ANA: OMC-A short $127M funding in 1st Quarter FY os-· State working AFSA/FMF Solution 

• ANA: FY-05 $65m shortfall- Plan is to cover in supplemental 

• ANA: Impact of funding shortfall: delay to initial operating capability by 4 months 

13 
Oat.a As of: 8 Nov 04 
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700 Quaker l.u11e. PO Box 350, Warwick. RI 028S7 
Tel 401 827-2661 Fax401 827-2674 
mtravers@melllfe.com 

Maura C. Travers 
A~~iit~n, Gen, ral Counsel ard Secret.lrv 

October 22,2004 

Donald H. Rumsfeld 

Re: Individual Risk Surety Agreement 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

~ 11\~ 
MetLife~ Auk) 8, l· .. ·k)rne 

Please be advised thal Metropolitan Property and Casualty Insurance 
Company has made the decision to discontinue its involvement in the surety 
business. Your current agreement and any and all addenda wi ll terminate on 
January 20, 2005 at 12:00 p.m. unless terminated sooner than January 20,2005. 
Reasons for an earlier termination date may include your leaving the appointed 
position. We retain the right to terminate your agreement sooner if the company 
holding your benefits is merged with or acquired by another entity and/or in the 
event their ownership or control is changed in any manner. 

It has been a pleasure serving you and we wish you continued success in 
your future endeavors. 

If you have any questions about your agreement with Met P&C, please 
don't hesitate to call me directly at (401) 827-2661. You may also wish t~ct 
Jeff Green, in the Office of General Counsel, Department of Defense, at~ 
!(b)(6) !if you have any questions regarding replacement of this agreement 
c:fter its termination . 

,-

Sincerely, \ l ~ (', ( ~ 

Maura C. Travers 
Assistant General Counsel and Secretary 

cc: D. Colasanti 
J. Green 



GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DE~~'t,F 1; ;;: 1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON •::n'D""'!":.:: .. , r :- s,•--:-,.,,'.-,... 
WASHINGTON, D . C. 20301· 1600 ., _ _,, ,c ,r, ,; , .. : i,:::, :_: ·, :,.~ 

2(JJl11 't'llJ , .r.") 11,1 '1· 29 r .• , , • tt, , r • 

GENERAL COUNSEL 

INFORMATION MEMO 
November7,2004 (11:00 am) 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel~ 

Recusal SUBJECT: 

• 

This responds to your Snowflake dated November 4,2004. 

With the expiration of your surety agreement with Metlife, you will be 
disqualified from taking action having a direct and predictable effect on the 
financial interests of Sears Roebuck and Co.; Kellogg Company; and the Tribune 
Company. The attached memorandum (Tab A) will notify your staff of these 
disqualifications and direct them to refer such matters to the Deputy Secretary. 

As I indicated in my memorandum dated October 19,2004, (Tab B), we are 
working with the Senate Anned Services Committee to find another provider of 
such sureties. If that fails, we will be proposing legislation to enable a Federal 
agency to provide such sureties. 

COORDlNATlON: None 

Attachments: 
As stated 

l
(b)(6) 

Prepared by~ Jeff Green .... ____ __. 

-

-C 
't 
C> 
C 
0 
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i ~. 
700 Quaker Lane, PO Box 350, Warwick. RI 02667 
Tel 401 827-2661 Fax 401827,2674 
m1ravers@mellife.cor11 

Maura C. Travers 
Assislanl General Counsel a11J Smelar, 

October 2212004 

Donald H Rllmsfeld l(b )(6) 

Ke: Individual Risk Surety Agreement 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

Please be advised that Metropolitan Property and Casualty Insurance 
Company has made the decision to discontinue its involvement in the surety 
business. Your current agreement and any and all addenda will terminate on 
January 20,2005 at 12:00 p.m. unless terminated sooner than January 20,2005. 
Reasons for an earlier termination date may include your leaving the appointed 
position. We retain the right to terminate your agreement sooner if the company 
holding your benefits is merged with or acquired by another entity and/or ln the 
event their ownership or control is changed in any manner. 

It has been a pleasure serving you and we wish you continued success in 
your future endeavors. 

If you have any questions about your agreement with Met P&C, please 
don't hesitate to call me directly at (401) 827-2661 . You may also wish to contact 

ff r n, in the Office of General Counsel, Department of Defense, at!(b)(6) I 
(b)(6) if you have any questions regarding replacement of this agreement 
8 er Is ormination. 

,,,.. 

Sincerely. \ _.' 

vv~ C·\ ~l 

Maura C. Travers 
Assistant General Counsel and Secretary 

cc: D. Colasanti 
J. Green 
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' GENERALCOUNSELOFTHEDEPARTMENTOFDEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 

GENERAL COUNSEL 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE IMMEDIATE STAFF OF SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Potential Conflicts oflnterest for Secretary Rumsfeld 

Effective this date, Secretary Rumsfeld will be deemed to have a financial interest 
in the fol lowing companies, which are defense contractors: 

Sears Roebuck and Co. 
Kellogg Company 
Tribune Company 

Please screen correspondence, memoranda, and decision papers that may have a 
direct and predictable effect on the financial interests of these companies. Such matters 
should be diverted to the DepL1ty Secretary. Please e11sure they are not forwarded to the 
Secretary. 

. (b)(6) 
lf you have any quesnons, please contact me Steve Epstein, Gail 

Mason, or Jeff Green of my office. They may be re1.1ched at (b)(6) ..._ ____ _. 

William J. Haynes II 

cc: Secrelary of Defense 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 

II!!!!. 

11-L-ossH012?606 
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GENERAL COUNSEi. 

FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, 0. C. 20301·1600 

INFORMATION MEMO 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

William J. Haynes 11, General Counsel~ 

Surety Policies for PAS Officials 

October 19, 2004 

• MetLife> the only provider of sureties for retirement and deferred compensation plans 
for Department nominees, will terminate this product on January 20,2005. 

• To date, my standards of conduct office has not identified another issuer. MetLife was 
unable to find another issuer. We contacted eight companies without success, and we 
are currently working with Lloyds of London to identify another issuer. In conjunction 
with the Comptroller, my office is also working with members of the Defense Business 
Practice Board to identify another issuer. 

• The Department may also provide a "source site" request for information on its 
procurement website so that any company interested in offering the surety can contact 
the Department. 

• Because an ethics regulation prohibits solicitation of prohibited sources (i.e. an entity 
doing or seeking to do business with the Depaitment), T recommend that you not contact 
any insurance company. 

• We advised the majority and minority counsels of the SASC that the surety policy may 
no longer be avai lable. The Committee agreed to pe rmit PAS officials to disqual ify 
themselves from participa ting iu particular matters involving their former employers 
until we can secure a new surety. Current DoD PAS offic ials who would be 
disqualified are listed in Tab A. 

• The SASC suggested that if we cannot find this product in the marketplace, we should 
propose legislation for the Government to offer the surety. My office is drafting such a 
proposal. 

COORDINATION: N9ue 
Prepared by: Jeff Gree1 ... (b_)_(

5
_) ___ __. 
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Gordon England 

Nelson Gibbs 

William Haynes 
Thomas O'Connell 

James Roche 
Donald Rumsfeld 

Peter Teets 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Michael Wynn 

John Young 

Office Disqualified Company 

Secretary of Navy General Dynamics, 
Lockheed 

Ass. Sec. of AF(lnstallations) 
Northrop Grumman 

General Counsel General Dynamics 
Ass. Sec. of Defense (SOLTC) 

Sec. of AF 
Secretary 

Under Sec. AF (ATL) 
Dep. Sec. 
Deputy U/S (Acq) 

Ass. Sec of Navy 
(Res, Dev. & Acq.) 

11-L-0559/0SD/27609 

Raytheon 
Northrop Grumman 
Kellogg, Sears, 
Tribune 

Lockheed 
Johns Hopkins U. 
General Dynamics 
Lockheed 

Sandia Corp. 



TO: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 

DonaldRumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT : UAVs 

TABA 
~bU-

.. ,. ' .. . 
' ·- ·,: ·_. OCT 2 9 2004 

Do you feel you have confidence that we're doing the right things on getting more 

U AV s into the CENTCOM AOR? If not, tell me what I could do to be helpful. 

My impression is tliat CENTCOM is not even asking for them, and I believe they 

should be. 

Thanks. 

'DHR;H 
10280e.J9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I I / ~ / ot 

0 so 18115-04 

Fbt;S- Tab A 
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PWC 

'IO: President George W. Bush 

cc: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Honorable Colin Powell 
Honorable Porter~ 
Honorable Alrlrew H. Card, Jr. 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: '") /J // ./-' 
Donald Rum~feld ~ p,____..,,--r 

SUBJECT Observationsfrom SouihemConunand 

November 11, 2004 

Attached is the farewell aSll onet of General Tom Hill as he departed Sou1hem 

Command 

It has a number ofimpommt observationsthat I thought you mgttbe interested in 

reading. 

Respectfully, 

Allach. 
11/9/04Commander, SOUTHCOM memo tr;,SecDef: Opportunities and Challengesin the US &utm, 

ConrnanclArea ofR.cspon.sibility 

DHR:dh 
11JICH-l 1 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
UNrTEDSTATESSOUTliERN cmtMAND 

OFJlCE or THE C<HfANDER 
3511 NW 91ST AVENUE 
MJAMI, FL 33172•1217 

9 November 2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR Honorable Donald H. Rumsfcld, Secretary of Defense, 1000 Defense 
Pentagon, Washington, DC 20301-100) 

SUBJECT Oppo1tunities and Challenges in the US Southern Command Area of Responsibility 

1. Sir, as I relinquish command of USSOUTHCOM,l want ro thank you for your leadership, 
guidance and tmst over the past two years and three months. Command of such an important 
and diverse unit has enriched my life and deepened my appreciation for the greatness of our 
nation. As I depart, I'd like to highlight a few opportunities and challenges that I see in the 
Southern Command AOR. 

2. Although I do not sec a current or potential conventional military threat in the AOR, Latin 
America has become the most violent region in the world. I sec the issues of violence and 
pove11y as two sides of the same coin: the rampant violence impedes the economic gi::ot"h 
necessary to pull up the 43% of the population who live below the poverty line. The poverty and 
hopelessness foment discontent,crcating ready recruits for gangs, narco-terrorists and other 
illegal armed groups. The issue of gangs has the potential to be, over the next five to ten years, 
the greatest destabilizing force in the AOR. Gangs are cuffently most prevalent in Central 
America and Brazil, but the problem will spread if we do not address the threat quickly. The 
size, transnational nature and financial power of the gangs ha<; outstripped the region· s police. 
The fact that gangs arc considered a law enforcement issue prevents the military from 
confronting the threat in most countries. The secu1ily forces of the AOR must change in order to 
combat the current array of threats. ~ must help our partner nations filxi a solution that makes 
sense, respects human rights and recognizes the historic misa-ust of uniformed military acting in 
a police role. ln order to do so, we must transfonn ourselves and readdress our cuffent 
restrictions against training police. This will rcquircDoD leadership in the interagency and 
within 1hc Congress. 

3. Islamic Radical Group (TRG) activity in the AOR is concentrated on fundraising and logistical 
support for worldwide terrorism. We do not see in our AOR operational cells of lRG terrorists 
staging for an attack on the United Stales. 1 take no comfort in that fact, however, since what we 
don' t know about the IRG activity in the region greatly outweighs what we do know. We are 
vulnerable to an airborne threat because our outdated laws on aerial interdiction limit our actions 
and prevent our neighbors from taking action. We now have the technology to be able to detect 
and monitor an airplane that takes off from Panama, flies through all the countries of Central 
America and Mexico and crashes into a key target in the southem extreme of the United States 
and we will have done nothing about it because the current policy assumes that the worst thing 
that plane could be carrying is drugs. September 11th showed U') the fallacy of this policy and we 
must fix it regionally for it to be effective. The regional approach is critical in Central America 

11-L-0559/0SD/27612 



•...._ ... 
due to the short flight time required to fly from the airspace of one country into the airspace of 
another. Regional airbridge denial is a sensitive and controversial issue across the interagcncy, 
and I believe that only you will be able to take this on effecti vely. 

4. You can be proud of what the men and women of Southern Command do to support the 
Government of Colombia. The aimed forces of Colombia, for the first rime since the 1960s, are 
conducting sustained offensive operations in the old "despeje" region, which previously gave 
sanctuary to narco-ten-orists. Those efforts are beginning tol::ear fruit as we are seeing greater 
numbers of desertions and decreased activity on the pai1 of the illegal armed groups. We must 
stay the course in Colombia by continuingto provide logistical, intelligence and planning 
assistance to the Colombian military while interdicting the illicit trafficking that sustains the 
narco,terrorist groups. We must seek to regionalizeour support, especially to Peru, Ecuador and 
Bolivia, whose fragile democracies mu1,t be shored up or we risk pushing the problem out of 
Colombia and into her neighbors. Again, DoD leadership is essential, both in rhe interagency 
and on the Hill. 

5. In 1978, sixteen of lhe countries in this hemisphere had communist or totalitarian 
governments. Today, all of Latin America and the Caribbean, save Cuba, have made the Slift to 
democracy and the militaries in the region am supporting democracies. USSOUTHCOM has 
played a key role in this maturation by close, continuous, personal interaction with the armed 
forces or the AOR. This engagement is necessary if we are ro assist in the transformation of 
Latin American security forces to meet 21st century thrcat5 and it is vital to our continued 
understanding of the realities on the ground in the AOR. Tam seeing the effects of the negative 
impact of ASPA sanctions on our engagement,especially in tenns of IMET. Several of our key 
partners are already looking to Europe and China to fill the gap that ASPA is creating in 
Professional Military Education and exchange programs. Cu1Tent limits on information sharing, 
security clearances and access arc at cross-purposes with our professed goals of regional 
cooperation. The SOUTHCOM staff is working on ways to ameliorate the impact of these 
limitations. We must overcome these ban-iers if we are to continue to be the security partner of 
choice for the nations in this hemisphere. 

6. Disenchantment with fai led institutions and unfulfilled economic promises in Latin America 
and the Caribbean have resulted in tremendous social upheaval in the region. One manifestation 
of the dissatisfaction with the existing political institutions is the fact that several presidents in 
the AOR find themselves in the presidency as their first elected public office. As a result of the 
latest referendum in Venezuela, President Chavez appears to be a fixture in rhe mgim. From a 
strictly military point of view, I am concerned that President Chavez is turning his anned forces 
into a highly politicized praetorian guard, which will choose loyalty to him over loyalty to the 
constitution. On a larger scale, I an concerned about the expo11ation of his "Bolivarian 
Revolution" lo countries in the AOR where government-;can ill afford added instability. 1 urge 
the pursuit of an interagency consensus around a policy designed to limit the detrimental impact 
that Chavez is likely lo have on the region. 

11-L-0559/0SD/27613 



7. I have seen the ongoing suffering of Hiti firsthand, both under the UN mandate back in 
1994 and as commander of our more recent efforts there. Until the Rlit:ia'l. people arc able to lift 
themselves from abject misery to at least dignified poverty and develop some semblance of 
working institutions, Haiti's problems will continue to haunt the United States. Short of a 
comprehensive long-term international effort to support Ruti, we will always be just one step 
away from the next migration crisis or political collapse. DoD has a leadership role to play in 
Haiti and must find a way to support Haiti's security forces. 

8. The stabilization of SOUTH COM Headquarters stands without resolution. As you are well 
aware, I remain convinced, as did my predecessors, that Miami is the right location for the 
headquarters fmn a strategic point of view. The recent proposal by the Governor of Florida 
presents us with an opportunity to rraJce a sound fiscal decision as well. I stnxgly encourage 
DoD to consider the Governor's proposal as a means to resolve the command's stabilization in 
Miami. We should come to closure on this issue for both the strategic and fiscal reasons I 
mentioned as well as for the quality of life of our people. 

9. T thank you again for the opportunity to have served a<; the Commander of United States 
Southern Command. I have been privileged to work shoulderto shoulder with great patriots and 
Ihave been blessed by having known some of the most brilliant leaders of this hemisphere. T 
thank you for your steadfast leadership in this critical phase of our country's histo1y. I an 
enthusiastic and optimistic about USSOUTHCOM's role in helping the people of the Americas 
fully enjoy the fruits of democracy and economic opportunity. 

CF: 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

J{. ,~ 
JAMES T. HILL 
General, US Almy 
Commander 
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OCT 1 8 2004 

TO: Gen Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 
Tom O'Connell 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld '\). 

SUBJECT: French MOD's Suggestions 

Here's a note on my meeting with the French :\10D. 

Please come back to me with a proposal as to how you think I ought to respond to 

her and what we ought to recommend. Please get back to me by Wednesday, 

October 20. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/15/04 MFR re: Meeting with French MOD on Counter-Narcotics in Afghanistan 

DHR:1, 
101504-28 

•••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 

FOGO 

11-L-0559/0SD/27615 
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October 15, 2004 

SUBJECT: Meeting with the French Minister of Defense on Counter-Narcotics 

in Afghanistan 

The French MOD indicated she thought that ISAF should not do the counter. 

narcotics tasks; they are not suited to it. Nor should OEF. OEF has other work to 

do. 

She proposed putting together a special team, possibly the U.S., France and the 

U.K. with the Afghans. Some Special Forces might need to be involved. She 

mentioned the UN, EU,·World Bank, and possibly some ofAfghanistan's 

neighbors to the north, as others that might be involved. 

She thinks it is important to act soon, to avoid having a situation where d.mg 

money elects the Afghan Parliament, and the Afghan Parliament then opposes 

K.arzai and corrupts the government. 

I told her I'd get back to her. 

OHR:ss 
101404-41 

F@tJO 
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TO: Gen Dick Myers 

TABA 

rstie 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Reducing the Number of Exercises 

October 8.2004 

Last year we cut the number of exercises and the number of people involved, 

because of stress on the force. I want to do the same thing for the period ahead. 

Please get me the list of what the no1mal schedule would be and what you folks 

are proposing, so that I can make some decisions. 

There's no way we can have business as usual. We have to reduce stress on the 

force. The only way to do it when we do some additional things is to stop doing 

some other things. In my view exercises are important in peacetime, but in 

wartime our troops are getting plenty of exercise. 

Thanks. 

OHR:ss 
100704-22 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• •••••••• 
Please respond by / 0/ i,i,( Di--

OSD 18166-011 
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TABA 

•.:: '· 

October 18, 2004 
,.. .- . . ; .. • ' ~ . : . t· ' . 

f ,1 • • 

TO: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel<'7 R 
SUBJECT: Afghan Parliamentary Elections April '05 

We may need to do something extra for the Afghan Parliamentary elections next 

April. We ought to have that in mind, just as we put some extra forces in for the 

Afghan Presidential election. 

Thanks. 

DHR:Js 
I 01504-27 

Tab A 

0 SD 1 81 6 7 - 0 4 
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TO: 

FROM: 

TABA 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeldt"'y(\.. 

FSMEq-~'.-,' _ :· _-.::: 
• •. 1 I I ,.' .- ·. , 

~cc:~·1:. 1· /.' .. · ::_·> L ·~:- :.:s~ 
~-;"'t! 1.1 ·•,I_! l ? f'.·" ~. /"1.4., 
L; , , - . - , " C· ._,~ovember •~ 2004 

SUBJECT: GEN Doug Brown 

You will recall that Doug Brown has asked for authority over $25M for support 

operations. I believe we have granted him that authority, but you should get an 

instruction out to him, so that he understands it can only be used pursuant to a 

specific deployment order or execute order. 

Please think that through, work it out and come back to me with a piece of paper. 

Thank you. 

UHR:ss 
110104-26 

~z::,~~:· ;;;;~~~ ~~- 0 e O • o 1

1 
i or;~ i ~ i O Io I I•• 0 I IO O O • 0 a O O • a I I I• a I I• 0 I I I•. I• I 

0 so 18169-04 
FOOO Tab A 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF ~- _ 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 :: ~ ~ • · .. ~ r • r- · t f. , ·') 
• 1, ~ • -

CM-2184-04 

INFO MEMO 12 November 2004 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE I 
.11..1Mitf ii. 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC&JV7V . . 

SUBJECT: GEN Doug Brown 

• Issue. "You will recall that Doug Brown has. asked for autho1ity over $25M for 
support operations. I believe we have granted him that autho1ity, but you should 
get an instruction out to him, so that he understands it can only be used pursuant to 
a specific deployment order or execute order." (TAB A) 

• Conclusion. The FY 05 National Defense Authorization Act incJudcd the 
authority to expend up to $25M by US Special Operations Forces in support of 
ongoing military operations to combat teJTorism. ASD(SOLIC), the Joint Staff 
and USSOCOM are developing, for your approval, the implementation procedures 
to exercise this authority. 

• Discussion. The legislation explicitly requires the autho1ity be used only for 
Sec Def-approved military operations and requires the Secretary of Defense to 
establish procedures and notify the congressional defense committees prior to 
using this authority. ASD(SOLIC) has initiated (TABB) the development of 
implementation procedures through the Joint Staff (TAB C). 

COORDINATION: TAB D 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: LtGe.n J. T. Conway, USMC; Director, J-3; .... l(b-)(-5) ____ _. 

0 SD 1 81 6 9 - 0 4 
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TABA 
POGO 

~.""\ .. , ·.~ 1 • I '1 r.·" , n "-· L, .. '-. .. ,·,i c: u'f'ljovember 1, 2004 

TO: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld'yl\ 

SUBJECT: GEN Doug Brown 

You will recall chat Doug Brown has asked for authority over $25M for support 

operations. I believe we have granted him that authority, but you should get an 

instruction out to him, so that he understands it can only be used pursuant to a 

specific deployment order or execute order. 

Please think that through, work it out and come back to me with a piece of paper. 

Thank you. 

UHR:u 
I 10104-26 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond hy _ __ 11_ 1_ (,,,-t-"-0-+-- -

OSD 18169-04 
Tab A 
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SPECIAL OPERATIONS/ 
LOW-INTENSITY CONFLICT 

OFF'ICE OF THE ASSIST ANT SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301·2500 

TO: DIRECTOR, JOINT STAFF 

FROM: Thomas W. 0 'Connell, Assistant Secreta1y of Defense for SO/LI C ~ 

SUBJECT: Section 1208, Funding Military Operations to Combat Terrorism (U) 

As you know, the Jegislation has cleared the Congress and has been 
forwarded to the President. for approval (Tab A). 

The ·1egisl;:ition authorizes the Secretary of Defense authNity to expend up 
to $2.S million by US Special Operations Forces in support of ongoing milit;:iry 
operations to combat tetTorisrn. 

The legislati<Jn requires Sec:retary of Defense to establish procedures and 
notify the congressional defense committees prior to using this authority. 

Accordingly, I request the Joint Staff task USSOCOM to develop, for 
SecDef approval, the implementation procedures lo exercise this authority. Draft 
procedures should be forwm·ded to my office and the Joint Staff NL T 18 
November 2004 for final statling. 

Attachment: As stated 
Prepared by: LTC Donald C. Bolduc. S0UCSO/CT1 .... (b-)(_6l __ _, 
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SEC. 1208 SUPPORT OF \'IILIT ARV OPERA TIO NS TO COMBAT TERRORISM. 

(a) AUTHORITY.-The Secretary of Defense may expend up to $25,000,000 
during any fiscal year during which this subsection is in effect to provide 
support to foreign forces, irregular forces, groups, or individuals engaged in 
supporting or facilitating ongoing military operations by United States 
special operations forces to combat terrorism. 

(b) PROCRDt.:RES.-The Secretary of Defense sha11 establish procedures for 
the exercise of the authority under subsection ( a). The Secretary shall notify 
the congressional defense committees of those procedures before any 
exercise of that authority. 

(c) NoTIFICATION.-Upon using the authority provided in subsection (a) to 
make funds available for support of an approved military operation, the 
Secretary of Defense shall notify the congressional defense committees 
expeditiously, and in any event in not less than 48 hours, of the use of such 
authority with respect to that operation. Such a notification need be provided 
only once with respect to any such operation. Any such notification shall be 
in writing. 

( d) LIMITATION ON DBLEGA TION .-The authority of the Secretary of Defense 
to make funds available under subsection (a) for support ofa military 
operation may not be delegated. 

( e) INTELLIGENCEACTIVITlES.-This section does not constitute authority to 
conduct a covert action, as such term is defined in section 503( e) of the 
National Security Act of 1947(50 U.S.C.413b(e)). 

(f) ANNUALREPORT.-Not later than 30 days after the close of each fiscal 
year during which subsection (a) is in effect, the Secretary of Defense shall 
submit to the congressional defense committees a report on support provided 
under that subsection during that fiscal year. Each such report shall describe 
the support provided, including a statement of the recipient of the support 
and the amount obligated to provide the support. 

(g) FISCAL YEAR 2005 LIMITATION.-Support may be provided under 
subsection (a) during fiscal year 2005 only from funds made available for 
operations and maintenance pursuant to title XV of this Act. 
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(h) PERIOD OF Aurno1UTY.-The authority under subsection (a) is in effect 
during each of fiscal years 2005 through 2007. 
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SOLIC EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
/ 

TO: ASD for Special Operations and Low-Intensity Confiict ~ 
FROM: DASD Special Operations & Combating Terrorism, Mr. JQ Roberts . ·Jo, )21': 

1 
D 4-

Action Officer/Office/Phone#: LTC Don Bolduc, OASDSO/LIC S0/CT,l(b)(6) I 

SUBJECT: Section 1208, Funding Military Operations to Combat Terrorism (U) 

BACKGROUND/SUMMARY CF MATERIAL: 

(U) Discussion. 

• During WOT FED meetings yesterday it became clear to me thatwe need to develop a 
plan to get SecDef approved implementation guidance for 1208. Anticipating a 
November or December approval by tlie POTUS I propose we send a letter from the ASD 
to Director, Joint Staff requesting them to task SOCOM to develop the implementation 
guidance tor SecDef approval. 

• My concern is that there are many people looking at this (OGCILC, SOCOM leg affairs, J3 
DDSO, SOLIC, SOCOM J3 CSO} but no synchronization c::£ effort. It would be 
unfortunate to have a POTUS approve law that facilitates operations in the WOT and no 
implementation guidance. ·We need to move forward now, so we do not get caught on 
our heels with concepts from the field pending guidance approval. 

• BG Phelan was briefed on the concept and agrees with this course of action . 

• ~e..t...- c.. "\1: AC.J._d C .r::>orcl, ~,,:1,:·i 1 'o"' S' ~ 

ACTION REQUIRED: initial Memoto DJS 
I-NUMBER: SUSPENSE: 14 October 04 HANDLING: Urgent 

PREPARED CLEARED BY CLEARED BY CLEARED CLEARED BY 
BY BY 

LTC Bolduc Mr: Gerlaugh Mr. Lellenberg Mr. Mr. Tim Morgan 
NAME McCracken 

Action Officer, Director, Director, Policy & Principal Director, . 
ACTIVITY OASO SO/LIC Counterterroris Strategy Director Resources, 

SO/CT m Policy, ~B!~SO/LIC OASD SO/UC 
OASDSO/LIC SO/UC 
SO/CT SO/CT 

r(~1iiu'-I. J~ett 
INITIAL ~'?Bd()'f I 

~ /.,/ /., !~~~ C(ear{ci°on 13 
·~/07/.,./0,i 7 October04 
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TAB C 
THE JOINT STAFF 

WASHINGTON, DC 

Reply ZIP Code: 
203 18-0300 25 October 2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE CHIEF OF STAFF, US SPECIAL OPERATIONS 
COMMAND 

Subject: Implementation Procedures for Section 1208, Support of Military 
Operatio ns to Combat Terrorism (U) 

I . ASD(SO/LIC) has asked USSOCOM lo develop, for Secretary of Defense 
cons ideration , draft implementation procedures for Section 1208, Support of 
Military Operations to Combat Terroris m. I Request you forward draft 
procedures to the Joi nt Staff, J-3, Deputy Directorate for Special Operations 
(DDSO),NLT 16November for final staffing . 

l(b)(6) 
2. The Joint Staff points of c n · · r . Mr. Mark Dunham at DSN 
and COL Pete Dilion at DRSN (b)(6) '-· ___ ...., 

Reference: 

~~&~~Appr~ 
NA~, .. \ <._) 
NORffiN A. SCHWARTZ 
Lie utenant General, USAF 
Director, Joi nt Staff 

I ASD(SO/LIC) memorandum, 1-04/013685, 14 October 2004, "Section 
1208, Funding Military Operations to Combat Terrorism (Vt 

Tab C 
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NAME 

Mr. O'Connell 

VADM Olson 

TABD 

COORDTNA TION PAGE 

AGENCY 

ASD(SOLIC) 

USSOCOM 

DATE 

8 November 2004 

4 November 2004 
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'IO: Pmiident George W. Bush 

CC: Vice ~RkhardB. Cheney 
Hooomble Andrew H Cad, Jr~ 

November 12, 2004 

FROM Donald Rumsfeld y., 4 ~~-_,./JI',.. · 
SUBJECT U.S. Air Forre Tanker Scandal 

Attached is a ItBtOrard.m tta sets out my current view as to how the tanker 

scandal may have occurred. I an sure there are other factorsofwhiclt I am not yet 

aware. 

It appears that the principal culplit, Darlene Druyun, will be going to g:, to jail for 

a number of years, as she should. Thus far, the Inspector General has not found 

wrongdoing by others .in the U.S.Air Force .in.connection with this matter 

The turbulence and long vacancies .in the civilian leadership ofDoD are, without 

question, banning the country. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
l l/1J04 Druyun memo 

DHll-4b 
1112(),f.l 

F8~8 

oso 18175-04 
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F8t,0 

November2, 2004 

SUBJECT Darlene Druyun and corruption in the Air Force acquisition process. 
The question is: 11Howcould such major con-uption happen, over 
such a~~ without those serving above and around b&' 
seein;Jher corruption and reporting it to the proper authorities?" 

The following history offers a due as to how this might have happened: 

.. Druyun served as the "civilian"Dp.ey Assistant Secretary of the U.S.Air 
Force for Acquisition for ten years. 

.. Owing the ten years of Dnzyun > s ,service, the position of her irrunediate 
supe1ior, the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition, was 
vacant for four of those tel years. As a result, for those four years Druyun 
was the senior civilian in the lJir Force acquisition system and in charge of 
the d.ay•to--day activities of all Air Force acquisition. In the six years that 
thereW!B aeon.finned A~stant Secretary, daily ovcrsjght ofl)ruywl's 
activities lo8S sp::tty, since there were four Assistant Secretarieswho 
m:ived. :in and out of the f(St as her supe1ior, for an average tenure of 
roughly 18nat:hs. 

.. In addition to Druyun's ~1, there is also a "milit.ary"Deputy ~t 
Secretary of'the Air Force for Acquisition. During Druyun>s ten-year 
tenure, there were four "military" Deputies no.r.irg in and out of aff:im. 
a:t:, these three-star general officers were not involved in ~ontracting. It is 
notable that, under Title 10U.S.C. ,even today on1y a senior civilian can 
make m,tjor acquisition decisions. Military df:ic::as, no mttr:r how senior, 
cannot do so. Therefore, by virtue of her position as the senior Air Force 
acquisition civilian, all procurement information passed through and ws 
controlled by her. 

.. 'lb further add to the turbulence in Air Force acquisition, during }'er ten
year tsme, there were five Secretaries or Acting Secretaries of the U.S. Air 
Force. And, there were four different Under Secretaries of Defense for 
Acquisition, 'le::hDkgy and Logistics to provide oversight of Air Force 
acquisition organization and processes. The rapid turnover reduced 
continuity of adult supervision. 

• However, within twelve months of the current Air~ SEaetaiy being 
confinned, and V'lithi.n seven naths of having an Assistant Secretary of the 
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F8lcJ0 

Air Et1rce for Acquisition confi.nned, the Air Force acquisition organization 
and processes were altered to ensure that no one person could acquire t(X) 
much independent acquisition-autho,ity. This had the effect of removing 
much of the organizational power Dru yun had accumulated over time. She 
chose to retire short! y tlEeaft.er. 

The turbulence in the civilian political appointees,ooth the Secretaries of the Air 
Force and the Assistant Secretaries of the Air Force for Acquisition, plus the 
turbulence in the "military" acquisition officials, is a formula for prcnl.sts. The 
combination of that turbulence, coupled with the statutory~' and the 
serious delays in getting rolitia,l appoin~ through the FBI clearanc~, the ethics 
clearances and the Senateconflnnation process, all conspire to create an 
environmentthat is hospitable to conuption. And conuption is what we got 

'lb what extent this set of circumstances caused conuption of such magnitude wi11 
never be known vJitl1. certainty. B.t facts are facts, and I an persuaded trese facts 
were a nontrivjal part of the problem. They need to be fixed. 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

AOMINl $ TIRA1 10N A N O 

MANAGEMENT 

1 950 D EFENSE PEN T AGON Q ~;'.'.;:;·· 
WASH IN G T ON , DC 20301 - 1950 SE.CSE\'. 

INFO MEMO 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

·on and M~fgement 
tt;12j()'-1 

• In response to your snowflake dated 26 Oct 04, the following information provides an 

update on progress revising or cancelingDoD Directives. 

• On 16 Sep 04, you issued the following snowflake to the OSD Components: "I would 
like to sec everyone up to 100% by the end of the year. If someone thinks that is not 
possible, please let me know." Two responses were sent to you and one is in route: 

o USD(AT &L): " .. .I expect to complete the review of all but one of the 111 
directives originally belonging to my office. DoDD 4 100.1 5, "Commercial 
Activities Program" will not be completed because both the Senate and House 
versions of the FY05 Transportation/Treasury Appropriations bill prohibit the 
implementation of a revised 0MB Circular A-76, which this directive implements 
for the Department. Updating it is on hold until this prohibition is resolved. n 

o USD(P): 11To accelerate our revision effort while sustaining policy-setting support 
to you, we committed with DA&M to produce one directive per month for each 
of my 5 components. The process began in August and we propose to complete it 
in June 2005." 

o USD(I): Memo to the SecDef be ing prepared that will indicate: USD (1) will have 
32 of 56 directives in the final stages of revision by 31 Dec 04. The remaining 24 
directives that will not be completed have encountered de lays due to required 
changes in legislation, are linked to ongoing intelligence transformation 
initiatives, or are pendin g transfer to a more appropriate OSD Component or 
agency. 

• Attached is the current Review of Directives Progress Report ending 5 Nov 04, with the 
data spli t out separately for directive revisions and cancellations, per your request. 

• Progress has been slow but steady - up IO% since late July, and the volume of 
revisions/cancellations is increasing. Will continue to keep you advised of our progress. 

cc: All Components Listed 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Bob Storer,r ... _)c_s_) ___ ___. 

OSD 18207-011 
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REVIEW OF DIRECTIVES 
PROGRESS REPORT 
FOR WEEK ENDING 

11/05/04 

COMPONENT REVISIONS o/o SUBMITTED FOR Signed By DepSecDef 
Reported Submitted for COORDINATION 

Coordination 

USD(AT&L) 48 36 75 16 
USO (P) 44 12 27 1 
USD(P&R) 85 53 62 23 
USD(C) 6 6 100 0 
USD (J) 42 8 19 0 
ASD(NII) 10 8 80 3 
ASD (PA) 3 3 100 l 
ASD (LA) 3 1 33 0 
DPA&E 1 I 100 0 
DOT&E 1 1 100 0 
DNA I 1 100 0 
IG,DoD 7 6 86 3 
GC,DoD 16 11 69 7 
DA&M 46* 9 20 4 
WHS _J__ _J__ 100 .2 

TOTALS: 320 163 Slo/o 63 

COMPONENT CANCELLATIONS % SUBMITTED FOR Signed By DepSecDef 
Reported Submitted for COORDINATION 

Coordination 

USD (AT&L) 24 22 92 10 
USD (P) 9 7 78 0 
USD(P&R) 11 6 55 4 
USD(C) I 1 100 0 
USO (I) 6 4 67 2 
ASD (Nil) 13 11 85 9 
ASD (PA) 0 0 NA 0 
ASD (LA) 0 0 NA 0 
DPA&E 0 0 NA 0 
DOT&E 0 0 NA () 

DNA 0 0 NA 0 
IG, DoD 0 0 NA 0 
GC,DoD 1 l 100 l 
DA&M 10* 6 60 l 
WHS _J) __Q NA ..Q 

TOTALS: 75 58 77% 27 

*Of the 56 DA&M directives identified for revision/cancellation, 49 are charter directives requiring significant 
input from bSD Components. 

Total revisions/cancellations submitted: 56% 
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THE SECRETARY OF" DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

D 15 3X>4 

The Honorable H. Douglas Barclay 
U.S. Ambassador to the Republic of El Salvador 
San Salvador, El Salvador 

Dear Ambassador Barclay: 

It was a pleasure to meet you and Mrs. Barclay 
during our visit to El Salvador. You were most gracious 
hosts. 

I was honored to take part in the Veterans Day 
Ceremony at the U.S. Embassy. It is a fme tradition that 
you are keeping alive. 

I look forward to working with you to strengthen 
the defense cooperation between the U.S. and El Salvador. 

I have enclosed a satellite photograph of the 
nighttime lights of the Korean Peninsula. If you would 
please give it to President Saca, I would appreciate it. 

Joyce-joins me in expressing our thanks. 

Sincerely, 

--., 

{ -~ .. 

•-t·_, 

0SD 18221•04 
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TO: 
Ct; 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: Satellite Photo 

November 1211004 

I want to send Ambassador Barclay in El Salvador a copy of the Korean satellite 

photo and ask him to give a copy to the President ofEI Salvador when we. ~d 

our thank you note. 

Thanks . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ _ 

oso 18221-04 
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I .. 

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

David Chu 

Gen Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rum sf eld 

SUBJECT: Casualty Notification and Assistance 

November 17,2004 

l don' t need the meeting on the casualty notification. I have read the material. I 

want you to step out smartly and get it improved. 

Thank you very much. 

Atta<.:h. 
I l/1 6/04USD(P&R) memo lO SecDef re: Casually Nolil'kalion and Assistance 

DHR:dh 
111704-17 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
....._ 

Please respond by ________ _ 

roue 

..J 
0 

-C 
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J 

From the Desk of 
Paul Woitowitz 

~Al
.r ~)/,..f .,;,a ~~ 

,,,4s ~~"'~~ 
~ ldt •II,, ltul ,s,. I 

It.I l). 
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1"£MONl'IEL AND 
...... PINE:s.8 

FOR: 

FROM: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF Q~SE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 2030l 

INFO MEMO 

November 16, 2004 -12:00 PM 

DEPUTY SECRETARY CF DEFENSE 

. -J. (/~ 0~ ,.., N .>"·6Y 
DAVIDS.C.CHU, US~NNEL&READINESS) 

SUBJECT: Casualty Notification, c"-- ty Assistance--Snowflake 

• Nti ficatim to the families of deceased, ii I, and injlu:8:i Service members generally 
works well. A joint body reviews the process three times annually to discuss real
world experiences, and improve perfonnance. 

• Casualty assistance to the families generally receives positive feedback from the next 
of kin, but services provided the injured are ''stovepiped'', hampering coordination. 
The~ of the adjudication process is criticized, as is treatment by VA .. 

• Solutiom: 

o Establi<ih a "case management'' approach to unify the ~tovepipes ( started in A rm y) 

o Unify DOD and VA processes (will broad1 with VA) 

o Trade severely wowided at OSD level to monitor service performance (software 
identified) 

o Streamline adjudication process 

• An outside group can ~ a fresh look at what we do and how we do it, yielding 
suggestions that we have not considered internally. 

• Attached is a list of possible group members wbo might contribute effectively to such 
an effort. 

• We will check the implk~tions of 1heFedera1 Advisory Commission Act with 
General Counsel. 

• As you directed, I will organize a meeting with you to discuss purpose and process 
that includes Generai Myers and Powell Moore. immediately upon General Myers 
return. 

Attachment: As Staled 

PREPARED BY: Mark Ward, OFP, 0DU~C&FP), __ r _)<6
_) ___ __, 
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Name 

Ms. Marty Evans 
RADM (USN,Ret) 

Jack Keane 
GEN (USA, Ret) 

NorbRyan 
VADM (USN,Ret) 

I 

""' 

Proposed Li st 
Casualty Notification Working Group 

Organization Position What They Bring to the TabJe 

Ame1ican Red Cross President Years of experience as a 
Navy commanding officer 
who had to deal regularly 
with casualty notification. 
Now, CEO of an 
organization with a 
traditional relationship with 
DoD and emergency 
notification to service 
members of 
ill/injured/deceased family 
nmters. 

GSI,LLC President Fonner VCSA, with 37 years 
of Army command 
experience, had numerous 
experiences with casually 
notification. 

Military Officers Association President With years of command 
of America experience cuhninating in his 

position as Chief of Naval j 

I Personnel, has both hands-on 

I 
and policy experience with 
casualtv notification. 

11-L-0559/0S~D/'-=2'-'---76.=...,3"-=9 ____________ _ 
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' ., 

Lt Gn(USAF, Ret) 

LTG Garry Parks, USMC 
(ret) 

Salvatore Frank Gallo, 
RADM (USN, Ret.) 

Bob Nardelli 

Ms. Candace Wheeler 

-------~-~ ... --........... z~ ..•. l,. 

Executive Director As former Deputy Chief of 
S:.afffor Air Force 
Personnel, has catmand and 
policy experience with 
casualty notification. As 
Executive Director of AF 
Aid, is involved with 
assisting with emergency 
travel for airmen who need 
assistance for emergency 
leave. 

South Carolina Credil Union President/CEO As Deputy Commandant for 
League& Affiliates Manpower and Reserve 

Affairs, W:E responsible for 
Marine Corps casualty 
notification policy. 

Anned Services YMCA National Executive Director YMCA provides educational, 
social and religious support 
to the military. He was 
Deputy Chief of Naval 
Personnel, Office ofCNO. 

Home Depot Presidenl & CEO Broad management 
perspective; demonstrated 
concern for military and 
militar families. 

National Military Family Presidenl As President of the National 
Associalion Military Family Association 

and over 20 years as an Air 
Force soouse, she is 
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I 

Mr. Art Wilson 

------
Mr. Christopher Michel 

Ms.Kathryn Tunnan 

Mr. Je11'Be.ws 

Mr. Bill Plante 

L 

Disabled American Veterans 

Military.Advantage 
_(fomerly Military.Com) 

.. 
FBI 

Amazon 
I -·-· 

CBS 

I 

I I 
I 

--
knowledgeable from both 
personal and professional 
experience of the importance 
of sensitive and timely 
casualty notification. 

-· ·- ---
National Adjutant As head of the DAV, he 

represents the official voice 
of America's service· 
connected disabled veterans -
2.1 million disabled veterans, 
their families and survivors. 

President/Founder - Through the website he 
founded, his organization 
connects with over 4 million 
military members and their 
families. -

Program Director, QFfice)f Working with families of 
Victim Assistance victims of crime and 

international terrorism for 
many years, she has first-
hand experience in notifying 

, and assisting surviving 
family members. 

CEO Provides technical 
experience/expertise 

White House Correspondent Media perspective with 
- added cxperieni.;c,; of spouse 
whose father is unaccounted 
for from Southeast Asia. 
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Ms. Martha Didamo Gold Star Wives National President Headof1 
made up 
have lost 
service o: 

Mrs. Melissa Givens Anny spouse OIFwidow Recentw 
on the H1 
Letters H 
band exp 
importan 
SUPl)Orlil 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, o_c_ 20301-4000 

TNFOMEMO 

November 16,2004- 12:00 PM 

DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DAVIDS. C. CHU, USQ.(PaSONNEL & ~EADINESS) .· . 
/J?!Jvt .j · L [,A,_(. L..,-• / " ,/\, c:: ' 1,, t. j/. 

SUBJECT: Casualty Notification, Casualty Assistance--Snowflake 

• Nolification to the families of deceased, ill, and injured Service members generally 
works well. Ajoint body reviews the process three times annually to discuss real
world experiences, and improve performance. 

• Casualty assistance to the families generally receives positive feedbaclk. from the next 
of kin, but services provided the injured are ''stovepiped", hampering coordination. 
The length of the adjudication process is criticized, as is treatment by VA. 

• Solutions: 

o Establish a "case management" approach to unify the slovepipes (started in Army) 

o Unify DOD and VA processes (will broach with VA) 

o Track severely wounded at OSD level to monitor service performance (software 
identified) 

o Streamline adjudication process 

• An outside group can take a fresh look at what we do and how we do it, yielding 
suggestions that we have not considered internally. 

• Attached is a list of possible group members who might contribute effectively to such 
an effot'l. 

• We will check the implications of the Federal Advisory Commission Act with 
General Counsel. 

• As you directed, I will organi7.e a meeting with you to discuss purpose and process 
that includes General Myer::; and Powell Moore, immediately upon General Myers 
return. 

Attachment: As Stated 

l(b)(6) 
PREPARED BY: Mark Ward, OFP, ODUOMC&FP) ..... ____ ___, 
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Proposed List 
Casualty Nocificacion Working Group 

Name Organization Position What They Bring to the Table 

Ms. Marty Evans American Red Cross President Years of experience as a 
RADM (USN, Ret) Navy commanding officer 

who had to deal regularly 
with casualty notification. 
Now. CEO of an 
organization with a 
traditional relationship with 
DoD and emergency 
notification to service 
members of 
ill/injured/deceased family 
members. 

Jack Keane GSJ, LLC President Former VCSA. with 37 years 
GEN (USA, Ret) of Army commm1d 

experience. had numerous 
experiences with casualty 
notification. 

Norb Ryan MiliLary Officers Association President With years of command 
VADM (USN, Ret) of America experience culminating in his 

position as Chief of Na val 
Personnel, has both hands-on 
and policy experience wilh 
casualty notification. 
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Mike McGinty Air Force Aid Society Executive Director As former Depuly Chief of 
LL Gen (USAF, Rel) Staff for Air Force 

Personnel, has command and 
policy experience with 
casualty notification. As 
Executive Director of AF 
Aid, is involved with 
assisting with emergency 
travel for airmen who need 
assistance for emergency 
leave. 

L TG Garry Parks, USMC South Carolina Credit Union President/CEO As Deputy Commandanl for 
(ret) League & Affiliales Manpower and Reserve 

Affairs, was responsible for 
Marine Corps casualty 
notification policy. 

Sal vat ore Frank Gallo, Armed Services YMCA National Executive Director YMCA provides educational, 
RADM (USN, Rel.) social and religious support 

to the military. He was 
Deputy Chief of Na val 
Personnel, Office of CNO. 

Bob Nardelli Home Depot President & CEO Broad management 
perspective; demonstrated 
concern for military and 
militarv families. 

Ms. Candace Wheeler National Military Family President As President of the National 
Association Military Family Association 

and over 20 years as an Air 
Force soouse, she is 
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knowledgeable from both 
personal and professional 
experience of the importance 
of sensitive and timely 
casualty notification. 

Mr. Art Wilson Disabled American Veterans National Adjutant As head of the DAV, he 
represents the official voice 
of America's service-
connected disabled veterans -
2.1 million disabled veterans, 
their families and survivors. 

Mr. Christopher f\,fichel ~1i litary .Adv ant age President/Fmmder Through the website he 
(formerly Military.Com) founded, his organizalion 

con nee ts with over 4 mi I Ii on 
military members and lheir 
families. 

-
Ms. Kathryn Turman FBI Program DirectClr. Office of WClrking with families of 

Victim Assistance victims of crime and 
international terrorism for 
many years, she has first-
hand experience in notifying 
and assisting surviving 
family members. 

Mr. Jeff Bezos Amazon CEO Provides technical 
cxoerience/exoertise 

Mr. Bill Plante CBS \Vhite House Correspondent Media perspective with 
added experience of spouse 
whose father is unaccounted 
for from Southeast Asia. 
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Ms. Martha Didamo Gold Star Wives National President Head of the organization 
made up of spouses who 
have lost loved ones in 
service of the countrv. 

Mrs. Melissa Givens Army spouse OIF widow Recent widow who appeared 
on the HBO special, "Last 
Letters Home." Brings first 
hand experience of the 
importance of sensitive and 
supportive notification. 
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TO: 

CC; 

FROM: 

PetJO 

.. g}Z(JRFJfw 
/t lmc.H>f~,... 

COL Steve Bucci 

Cathy Mainardi 

Donald Rumsfeld1'v 

SUBJECT: Meeting 

November 5, 2004 

.. :.l 
···.:,: 

Pleas ~ to discuss costs in Jceland.-

lffilthat's not how l want to do it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/29/04 ,Rkudel Memo to Sec:Dtfre: Iceland 

DHR:u 
110404-JJ . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ _ 

SEClnIT 

1000 

11-L-0559/0SD/27648 

- . . ..... . .. 

08-11-04 16:18 0377 
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FOUO 

MEMO TO: Secretary Rumsfeld DATE: December 12, 2004 -J+c 1:l/13 

cc: General Myers 
General Pace 
Ryan Hemy 
Ken Klieg 

FROM: Paul Wolfowr:f v) 

SUBJECT: Request for QDR Issues 

Don, 

The following are my proposed Top 5 QDR issues, in more or less 
priority order: 

I. What capabilities does the Depmtment (and the USG) need to have 
for counte1insurgency waif are (as opposed to peacekeeping): 

• Focus particularly on: intelligence issues and on building 
capacity of indigenous security forces (including funding, 
training and language capabilities). 

2. What is the right balance of risks between capabilities needed for 
the Global ~ on Terrorism and capabilities needed to manage 
the emerging militruy competition in East and Saith Asia. 

3. What capabilities should should DoD have for homeland secmity, 
particularly to prevent or deal with a catastrophic attack: 

• Paiticular emphasis on biological ten-orism. 

4. Persistent surveillance is taking precision targeting to a new level. 

• What capabilities should we have in manned, unmanned and 
space systems for persistent surveillance; 

w -
-

--"' :) 
v 

OSD 18372-04 c._ 
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FOt,fJ 

• What changes are needed m organization, decision processes, 
force capabilities, etc. to properly exploit this development. 

5. What is the right balance of investment in tac air relative to other 
DoD needs. 

2 
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'10: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SLRG Principals 
Combatant OmmnlfiN 

Ryan Henry 
KenKrieg 
V ADM Bob ffil:d. . 

· LTG Skip Sharp 

DonaldRums~ld ~ 
SUBJl3CT:. Request forQDR Issues 

November 16,2004 

VCJCS 

/JS we discussed il the 4 November SLRG meeting, please send me a n:.te with 

yourpr.;c:llal thoughts on the three to five top :isa.es we should consider during 

the QDR. Please copy Ryan Henry, 

Thanks. 

ma:111 
Ulj!M-1 . . . 
••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••• •••••••••••• i ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by II / t 1 I O't 
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'ID: SLRG Principals 
Combatant Commanders 

cc: 

FROM: 

RyanHemy 
KenKrieg 
VAD M Bob Willard 
LTG Skip ~'harp 

Donald Rumsteld ~ 
SUBJECT : Request for QDR Issues 

November 16,2004 

As we discussed .n the 4 November SLRG meeting, please send me a note with 

your personal thoughts on the tltree to five top issues we should consider during 

the QDR. Please copy Ryan Henry, 

'!banks. 

OHR.:dla 
111604-1 

···········································~····························· 
Please respond by _ _ h ___ , _11....._f _O_'f __ 

0SD 18372-04 
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JJ / J9 L04 12·23 FAX _rb_)-(
5
-)------~ USSTRATCOM CC STE GRP 

Reply to: 
USSTRATCOMJCC 
901 SAC BLVD STE2A 
OFFUTT AFB~ NE 68113-6000 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
UNITED STATES STRATEGIC COMMAND 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

Subje1,;t: Q1,.1aurenniuJ Del'ense Revic:w (QDR) Issues 

Rd" <l) SECDEFmrcm1>nmuwn, l6Nov1;:mber, sarnt: subjt.:L:\. 

19 Nov 04 
SM: 124-04 

As requested by reference (a), following issues are offered in consideration for the upcoming QDR. 

1. Strategic Deterrence Posture: Establi sh policy and associated strategy to guide decision makers on an 
updated construct lo achieve strategic deterrence in the context of 21 11 Century realities and as envisioned 
by the 200 I Nuclear Posture Review (NPR). Specifically, bolster efforts to balance the new strategic 
triad capabilities of strike (both nuclear and non-nuclear), defenses and a responsive infrastructure. A 
blended QDR/NPR will drive a consistent. department level offense-defense integration plan spanning the 
full spectrum of military means from inlluence to nuclear weapons. This approach will also allow us to 
assess the role of the current nuclear stockpile, establish a force-sizing construct lo guide decision makers 
on the required size and composition of the arsenal and evaluate the need for new kinetic and non-kinetic 
solutions. 

2. Combating WMD. Pursue a comprehensive strategy to counter the ability of rogue individuals. 
terrorist groups or hostile nation states to threaten the United State with the weapons of mass destruction 
we know today and the future technologies that are still yet lo be devdoped. 

3. Space, Evaluate current and future capabilities within the related areas of integrated space situational 
awareness, space protection, and space control. Develop a comprehensive strategy to deliver a sustained 
asymmetric advantage in this enabling mission area, and investigate the potential value and achievability 
of more responsive, less expensive space launch. 

4. Global Missile Defense. Refine and validate plans and policy for the continued expansion of global 
missile defense capabilities in order to focus MD A RDT &E and procurement. Efforts should include 
establishing the relative priority of boost-phase intercept, space based weapons, directed energy weapons, 
advanced sensors and cruise missile defense. 

c.:opy to: 
Mr. Ryan Henry 
CJCS 

General, USMC 
Commander 

OSD 18372-04 



11/19/04 
12:24 FAX ..... l(b-)(-
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) ___ ...., USSTRATCOM CC STE GRP 

'10: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SLRG Plincipals 
Combatant Commanders 

RyanHcnry 
Keo Krieg 
VADM Bob Willard 
LTG Skip Sharp 

Donald Rmnsfeld tA. 
SUBJECT Requestfor QDRlssua 

November 16,2004 

AA we discussed in 1he 4 November SLRG meeting, please send ne a note with 

your personal 1houahu onthe1bree to five tlf> is.sues we ahould ~oosid.er during 

the QD R Please ~opy Ryan Henry. 

Thanks . 

OHR:• 
1l1~1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Plecue respond by __ h ...... /f--'1 ...... 1._.J_t>tt.........-_ 

lt]UUJ 

OS.D 18372 .. 04 
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To: SECDEF 

Fr: SECNAV 

Subj: QDR Issues 

Mr. Secretary, 

November 18,2004 C : · ·· : ,· -
:~,:.,.-·::·-:I•• - -
~··-"-' ·-

You asked for my thoughts on the QDR. The last QDR was pub I ished 19 days after the 
9/11 terrorist attacks; the wound to our Nation was still fresh and the strategic.enduring 
impact of those attacks was still to be realized. Taken in that context, I propose we 
address the following issues: 

• Global War on Terrorism. Building on lessons learned from OEF and OIF, rethink 
organizational alignrnents,processes and investments to optimize execution of the 
GWOT. Fund and imbed foreign language and cultural skills, rebalance tactical 
strike with other needs, develop metrics for stress on equipment, shorten acquisition 
times, etc. 

• Balancinc the Force. Develop a concerted Human Capital Strategy to reduce the 
manpower cost of DoD, Identify options to disrupt the ever higher cost trend in 
moving from a conscript force to an all-volunteerforce. Identify and set objectives 
for the implementation of NSPS and strategically manage Contractor Support 
Services. 

• Homeland Security. Partner with Homeland Security to improve the Nation's 
security posture. Focus on global maritime defense awareness with the Coast Guard 
and international naval forces, sharing information and using common systems to 
develop the equivalent of a maritime NORAD. 

• Future Capabilities. Move joint assessment to the front end of the process of 
determining what capabilities are required. Develop tools, models, and simulation 
that can be utilized for assessing the effectiveness of systems relative to GWOT. 
Establish a risk analysis approach to evaluate technology and programs in a strictly. 
joint environment. 

• Post Hostilities Operations. Assess DoD roles in supporting transition to and from 
hostilities including interagencyrelationships and identify actions required to increase 
effectiveness in this area. 

Copy to: Ryan Henry 

0SD 18372-04 
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COMMANDER 
UNITED STATES EUROPEAN COMMAND 

'· . 
\ ... ~~ ( ·. -- ~ -
..... _._ 

ECCC 19 November2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR Secretary of Defense, 1000 Defense Pentagon, Washington DC 
20301-1000 

SUBJECT: Commander, US European Command Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) 
Issues 

1. The strategic shift underway since the end of the Cold War only accelerated after 
9111. This shift provides a unique opportunity for us to look beyond the crises that 
currently consume most of our defense establishment to consider how best to prepare 
for our long-term security challenges. Our current national prestige and power is a 
unique gift of history that we can use to prevent crises and indelibly shape the future 
security environment. Thus. the upcoming QDR comes at an ideal time to refocus all 
elements of national power in support of our overarching national security interests. I 
wouid especially like to see this QDR focus on organizational, doctrinal, and training 
issues from a Combatant Commander standpoint. 

2. In response to your specific request, f offer the following topics for consideration and 
study during the QDR: 

a. Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD ), along with rapidly expanding 
technologies, have potentially empowered small groups of extremists to pose 
direct threats to our nation. We must eliminate organizational seams between 
nations, government agencies, and within DoD to prevent a catastrophic WMD 
attack on the United States or one of our allies. Jn addition to enhancing our 
ability to interdict WMD materials, the QDR should also consider strategies to 
address the underlying causes of terrorism, recognizing the current fight against 
Al-Qaeda is not the "approved solution" for countering future terror threats. Even 
now Islamic extremism is evolving from an Al-Qaeda centrally-directed 
organization to a regional franchise structure that loosely supports centrally 
derived themes and goals. 

b. Restructure the interagency process to facilitate development and 
implementation of integrated global and regional strategies that leverage our vast 
array of diplomatic, economic and military tools in support of our national security 
interests. The Beyond Goldwater-Nicholsstudy provides a useful starting point 
for energizing the discussion. 

11-L-0559/0S D/27656 
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ECCC 
SUBJECT: Commander, US European Command Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) 
h;ues 

The focus should be to foster stability to ensure future security. Within 
EUCOM's area of responsibility, Africa, and the Caucasus region-are worthy 
focus areas for the QDR. 

c. The challenges we face in the post 9/11 environment call for a review of the 
capabilities needed to ensure security. High-demandlow-density ~ sets 
include personnel with appropriate language skills to support intelligence and 
security cooperation requirements. Additionally, military involvement during post· 
hostility stabilization and reconstruction is occurring more frequently, requiring 
personnel with unique skill sets not currently within core military competencies. 

d. GWOT has placed a different set cf demands on our Guard and Reserve 
forces than those experienced during the Cold War. I recommend the QDR 
review the roles and responsibilities mix between active and reserve forces. 

e. Rotational and expeditionary forces will have a greater strategic effect in 
developing nations of the AOR. Clear1y identified levels of presence, linked to 
regional security objectives and using rotational and expeditionary forces, :is 
essential. QDR analysis to "right size" our force mix to include regional security 
cooperation requirements would help mitigate the tension that inevitably arises 
between global force managers and regional planners. 

f. Establish procedures and policies to identify and resolve Unified Command 
Plan (UCP) seam coordination issues between both geographic and functional 
commands. The ability to conduct security and stability operations across UCP 
boundaries during preconflict phases must be established. When one considers 
various Global Strike options, GWOT issues like targeting, SOCOM operations, 
and support to OIF, there is an increase in cross boundarywork done under 
shrinking timelines. Doctrine, operating procedures, and training need to be 
updated to reflect that. Additionally, we stilt lack an effective mechanism to 
integrate operations, intelligence, logistics, and command and control 
capabilities-anycontributionsthe QDR can make toward common command 
and control standards would benefit all the Combatant Commands. 

g. Recommend QDR address the issue of the structure of Unified Command 
headquarters to ascertain whether they are correctly sized and functionally 
organized to provide timely information on I nteragency issues. 

h. QDR should examine how to re-mission portions cf our focus to generate 
more Tier 3 special operations-capableforces needed to prosecute expanded 
GWOT activities in additional regions. 

2 
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.. ECCC 
SUBJECT: Commander, US European Command Quadrennial Defense Review(QDR) 
~ 

3. Thank you for the opportunityto provide inputs for consideration during the QDR. I 
look forward to supporting your QDR team in a healthy debate on issues of 
organization, priorities, and future challenges. 

cc: 
PDUSD(P) 

3 

~ 'J_ 
AMES L JONES 

General, U.S. Marin 

11-L-0559/0SD/27658 
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r. ORIGINAL 

INFO MEMO ' ... -,. \ :"; 
• l , ... 

19 November 2004 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE ti"~ 
FROM: General M. W Hagee, Commandant of the Marine C~ ~ 

SUBJECT: Response to SECDEFRe4uest for QDR Issues 

The 2005 QDR should be a tightly focused effort that will achieve an executable DOD 
capability within a comprehensive national security apparatus. Specific issues to consider 
include: 

• What are the capabilities and resources necessary to deal with the irregular, catastrophic 
and disruptive strategic challenges? How do we optimize the individual capability 
portfolios of the services in order to synergist ically achieve the best strategic effect? 

e How do we ensure our manpower processes best support the recruit ing, training and 
retention that are so vital in dealing with the strategic challenges of the future? How do 
we improve the linkage between the joint employment of our manpower with the 
services' development of those manpowerresources? 

• What is the art of the achievable in improving our interagency efforts both at home and 
abroad? What are the appropriate partnerships/relationships with non-DOD entities 
within each of the strategic challenge areas? 

a What should be the role of DOD in providing for the internal security of the homeland'? 

• Given the increasing interdependencies within DOD and with non-DOD agencies and 
departments, what i the appropriate mechanism to ensure synergy and effectiveness of 
our efforts? 

COORDINATION: NONE. 

Attachments: None 

CC: CJCS 
Ryan Henry 

Prepared by: MajGen E. N. Gardne1r ... _>c_6_> ____ _. 

OSD 18372-0IJ 
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FOGO 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE'.::;. -

1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 4""1'¥'" 11 , • ~' I ~ • 

I"', I ,, ~ 

• , I 

FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
OFFICE 

INFO MEMO 
November 19, 2004, I I :30 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: A. K. Cebrowski, Director, Force Transformation 

SUBJECT: Request for QDR Tssues 

• Rebalance the focus of Capabilities Based Planning to address the more relevant 
national security challenges. Shift the level of effort, both intellectually and 
resource wise, to the irregular, and potential catastrophic and disruptive 
challenges. 

• Develop a strategic approach to cost. At a minimum, key elements of the strategy 

should include; decrease operational costs, better return on investment, broaden the 
base, create and preserve future options, manage divestiture, and impose cost to 
adversary. Compete on cost and time. Increase transaction rates (reduce cycle 
time), increase learning rates, create overmatching complexity at scale (modular 
scalable force structure). 

• Deve lop an executable S&T strategy which is comprehensive across the 
Department and provides total S&T visibility. Included in the strategy must be an 
explicit approach to developing the intellectual talent base. 

• Develop a coherent deployment, employment, sustainment strategy. Incorporate in 

the strategy key elements of the Mobility Capabil ities Study and Sense and 
Respond Logistics Concept and the integration of Logistics, Operations and 
lntell igence. 

• Develop a DoD Education and Learning Strategy to create a new national security 
culture and relationships to address the most critical component of our security 
capabilities, our people and future leaders. We can create the·future by creating 
leaders capable of doing so. 

COORDINATION: None 

cc: Ryan Henry l(b)(a) 
Prepared By: T. J. Pud,ts, .... ______ _. 
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TO 

cc: 

FROM: 

V.:i.11/.1"') 

SL'RG Prindias 
CombatantCommanderl 

RyanHcmy 
K.ca.Kriea 
VADM Bob Willard 
L'm Skip Shmp 

Donald Rmnsfeld -A 
SUBJJiCT: Roquest h QORIIIUCS 

l(b)(6) 

November 16,2004 

VADM (ret} Cebrowski 

AJ we discussed in the 4 November SLRO mectina, please SS"dne a note with 

your personal thoughts on the three to five top isrues we abould conslda-during 

the QDR Please copy Ryan Henry, 

..•.....•••.....................•..... , ....•..................•••....••• , 

Please respond by _I_, .....,/ 1r....i1~f-Otf'_,____ 

t',Ul / Ul 

TOTAL P.01 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-T 100 

INFO MEMO .~,' ·: I .. I 

November 22, 2004, 5:00 PM · 
COM l''J'N(ll ,L t:K 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Tina W. Jon~ 

SUBJECT: Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) Topics 

• You asked me to provide you with the top three to five issues that should be 
considered during the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR). Here are some ideas: 

• Defense Health Program. 

• How and where we are spending our healthcare money; 

• The budget for the unified medical program has grown from $15 billion in 
FY 1993 to over $30 bi 11 ion in FY 2005 and is forecast to grow to $50 
billion by FY 20 l 1. 

• Determine reasonable cost mitigation measures. 

• Force Structure. 

• Pay and benefit structure (both military and civilian); 
• Military-civilian personnel mix; 
• Relationship between the active and reserve military componenl~; and 
• Balance between the Services. 

• Post-conflict stability, hwnanitarian and peacekeepin~ operations. 

• Financing the training and equipping of friendly forces; and 
• Clarify the duties and responsibilities of the Department and other federal 

agencies. 

• Business process. Address business process transformation with emphasis on 
integrated end-to-end processes and information systems. 

• Homeland Defense. Clarify the Department's role vis-a-vis the other federal 
agencies. 

COORDINATION: None 

Cc: Ptincipal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense (Policy) 

l(b){6) 
Prepared By: John P. Roth1 ... _____ _. 
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'ID: 

cc: 

SLRG Principa1s 
Combatant Commanders 

Ryan Henry 
IulKrieg 
V ADM Bob Willard 
LTG Skip Sharp 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
Fe:, est for QDR ISSI.ES 

November 16,2004 

Ms. Jonas 

As we discussed :n ~ 4 November SLRG meeting, please send rre a note with 

your personal thoughts on the three to five top issues we should ccn;kkr ci.1riig 

the QDR Please copy Ryan Henry. 

Thanks. 

DHl:A 
IIJ6CM-I 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please rupond hy __ h-+/...a....11...._....I O_'f ____ _ 

OSD 18372-04 
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DEPARTMENTOFTHE NAVY 
01-'FICE OF THE CHIEI' OF NAVAi. OPERATJO:>;S 

2000 NAVY PENTAGON 
WASHINGTOt\. D.C. 20350-2000 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: ADM VERN CLARK, Chief of Naval Operation 

SUBJECT: QDR Issues Input 

Mr. Secretary -

\_,:· 
... ;_:, .. : -· 

19 Nov 2004 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide input to the 2005 QDR. Concurrent with 
aggressively prosecuting the Global War on Terror, we must transform DoD to meet the full 
scope of near and long-tem1 strategic challenges. With that in mind, T propose the QDR address 
the following issues: 

• Enhancing Operational Availability. Develop a force-planning methodology to provide clear 
guidance on the capabilities, structure, and alignment needed to meet the full range of future 
challenges. Our focus should be on speed and agility, and we should press with this 
principle: if it can't get to the fight on the con-ect timelines for the future, we aren't buying it! 
Advancements in technology and operational innovation will change the way we meet 
COCOM requirements --- more efficiently, with greater flexibility, and more affordable. 

• Balancing Our Ca1;mbilities. Focus more deeply on capabilities needed when operating in 
irregular, catastrophic and disruptive security environments. We must decide if the desired 
force is part of a "Major Combat Operations" force set or whether forces will be designed 
specifically for the "other" security environments. Then we create the right balance in 
capabilities in these areas while also maintaining superiority against traditional threats. 

• Managing Risk. QDR analysis should be tasked to explicitly identify joint capability gaps 
and overlaps. We should specifically decide where excess capacity/overlaps are desired and 
required. This is hard work and the work should start in the areas where the most significant 
investment issues exist. 

• Assuring Access. Address growing anti-access technologies and politico-military factors that 
will influence how quickly we can get to the fight. Future forces must reduce the footprint 
ashore and fully exploit international sea and air maneuver space, thereby enhancing power 
projection, defensive shielding, and force protection options. 

• Increasing Interagency and International Efforts. Address integrating DoD into the larger 
inter-agency and international environments, with the goal of strengthening coordinated 
strategies and operations. As part of that effort, we should investigate the impact of 
increasing partner nation capabilities as a means to enhancing stability and counter terrorism 
in multiple theaters. 

copy to: 
SECNAV, PA&E, PDUSD Policy . 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
N;:1cE OF THE DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF. G-6 

November 19, 2004 

rv1EJ\10RANDU:\J THRU HONOR.ABLE RYAN HENRY 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Request for QDR Issues 

This represents the combined reply from the CSA 
and SecArmy on the Top Issues for QDR 05. 

Enclosure 

Robert E. Durbin 
Brigadier General. U. S. Army 
Director. Army QDRO 

ORIG ,VAL 0SD 18372·0• 
11-L-0559/0SD/27665 



PROPOSED QDR ISSUES 

1. What are :he strategic requirements of the 21s1 Century security environment? 
- Capability, availability, and usability ci forces 
- Considerations for sustained / pro!r2.cted conflict (complex terrain). iniervention, 
deterrence 
- Impact on sustaining the all-volunteer force 

2. What are the strategic forces for the 21 si Century - the "new Triad"? 
- Inherently joint with Army, Marine Corps and SOF in major role 
- Strategically responsive and expeditionary 
- Trained and equipped for the challenges of the Security Environment 
- Constant and protected funding stream 

3. What are the characteristics of a truly joint, interdependent and net-centric force? 
• Joint Fires, Force Projection, Sustainment, Battle Command, Air & Missile Defense 
• Deconfliction / Interoperability/ Interdependence 
- Synergy/ Simultaneity 

4. What i5 the DoD role for Homeland Defense and Homeland Security? 
- Roles, missions, & capabilities - is it a core mission area? 
- lnteragency C2 
- AC I RC structure and basing distribution 

Os;;d,666 



PERSONNE L AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON ~:~C ~---

WASHINGTON, D. C .20301-4000 

INFOMEMO 

November 22,2004 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: DR. DAVIDS. C. CHU. VND1:_~~RETARY OF DE_FENSE 
(PERSONNEL AND READIN~t?~-._; . e'. ~ 

SUBJECT: 
'-- .,...l· ,i..-,._•v c::::.J' 

Potential QDR Topics-SNOWFLAKE (attached) 

* I recommend three subjects as the focus of the coming Quadrennial Defense 
Review: 

o What should be the future size and shape of US military forces? 
Active versus Reserve content? Military versus civil roles? 

o How should the investment portfolio be adjusted to reflect these 
conclusions? What steps might promote innovation in design and 
competition in execution? 

o What is our future compensation strategy, both military and civilian? 
(We can help answer this question by building on the results of the 
Tenth Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation, which stai1s 
this year; I will work to align the schedules if you wish.) 

RECOMMENDATION: Information Only 

Attachment: As stated 

cc: Mr. Ryan Henry (PDUSDP) 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared by: Captain Stephen M. Wellock .... ___ _. 

0 
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HOV 172004~ 

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SLRG Principals 
Combatant Commanders 

Ryan Henry 
Ken Krieg 
VADM Bob Willard 
L TG Skip Sharp 

Donald Rumsleld ~ 
SUBJECT Request for QDR Issues 

November 16,2004 

Dr. Chu 

As we discussed m the 4 November SLRG meeting, please serxi me a note with 

yom·persooal thoughts on the three to five top issues we should considerdwing 

the QDR Please copy Rjarl Henry, 

Thanks. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ h__,_, __ I 9~f-o--=-~--

USD PDUSD 

AA HA 

Pl Reed In••• 

MPP CPP 

PLANS MC&FP 

cco 

"'"" 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Richard Lawless 

Gen DickMyers 
Doug Feith 
Andy Hoehn 

SUBJECT: Japan 

f t_@j 

.rouo 

October 27, 2004 

T~ol\Jo, Y:,94 
E ~ - \lB.?t-

If Howard Baker is going to leave right after the election, I believe it would be 

SJ!)art for us to move fast on as many of the pieces of the Japan/Okinawa puzzle as 

we can, and get an agreement from the Japanese, so it is behind us. What do you 

think? 

)'hanks. 

OHR:s. 
102704-8 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by lt {1'/0LJ 

OSD 18420•0'& 
POUO 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld {)-

SUBJECT: Qatar 

PJease see if you can find out some information on the attached paper. This is the 

first I've heard of anything like that. 

Thanks. 

Altach. 
TS Doc (.261841Z) 

DHR;as 
102804~ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by If/ t;/ 1,y 

-POGO Tab A 

0 SD 184 2 1 • 0 II 
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November 4,2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

SUBJECT Possible Ceremony 

The MOD of Portugal said we are transferring a couple of frigates to 1tHn, and he 

wondered if we ought to have some kind of a ceremony, somewhere. I suppose 

we could do it here in the U .S.,ifhe could come over. It's probably easier dmn 

having me go over there. 

Please let me know what you think. 

TI1anks. 

DHR.sa 
110404-16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ I -.ii /1-11_:,~J o_~........_ __ 

OSD 18425-04 

-:3:) 
C 
~ 
---+-· .-~ 
' ( ,_ 
.b ··~ .... _ 
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INFO MEMO 

... De)Jt~g;\gfi·-_..,, 2001 
~s~m"1 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: MIRA RICARDEL, ASSIST ANT SECRET ARY OF ~~SE/ 
FOR INTERN A TTONAL SECURITY POLICY (ACTING~\\}-- NOV 

SUBJECT: Possible Ceremony 

• On 28 Oct, the President signed into law legislation to transfer to Portugal two 
OLIVER HAZARD PERRY class frigates, the ex-SIDES and the ex-GEORGE 
PHILLIP. 

o Congressional notification is required prior to formally offering the frigates to 
Portugal. This is a 60-day process. 

o Once Navy makes the formal offer, we expect Po1tugal wi ll accept. 

• This will be a "cold" transfer, meaning the frigates are currently deactivated, and each 
will require about SSO million in refurbishments to reactivate. 

o Portugal is aware of this and plans to do the work on one frigate in 2005 and the 
other in 2006. The work will be done in the US. 

• Any near-term ceremony would consist of transfer of certificates, since the actual 
ships will not be ready until reactivation is complete. 

• Once Portugal has accepted the formal offer, such a transfer of certificates could be 
accomplished on the margin~ of a NATO Ministerial) or tY(1..P--V" 1/(s,t-

DASD (EUR/:-.lATO): h~ (EPS): 
C: ----

Prepared by: COL AJ Torres.1SP/EP~ (b)(
5

) 
Prepared on : I 1/ 15/200407:49 ..__ __ _, 

oso 18425-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/27672 
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November 4,2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

SUBJECT Possible Ceremony 

The MOD of Portugal said we are transfening a couple of frigates to them, and he 

wondered ifwe ought to have some kind of a ceremony, somewhere. I suppose 

we could do it here in the U.S., if he could come over. It's probably easier than 

having me go over there. 

Please let me know what you think. 

Thrulks. 

OHR.as 
110404-16 

........................................................................ , 
Please respond by I l J r:z I Ql.J 

eso 18425·0~ 

11-L-0559/0SD/27673 05-, 1 -04 P04: 46 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

azy Oaire Mlnphy 
I ){6) 

Peter Pa::11au 

Donald Rumsfeld 

PC,00 

SUEJECl': Gift to Nicaraguan President 

November 13,2004· 

Please buy the David McCullough'I biography of Hany S Truman. I would like 

to send it to the President of Nicaragua with the attached note. 

Thanks. 

Alta<'h. 
Note to Pnisident Bolanos 

DHR:dh 
111~ 

~ 

/"II $:S. Jf-/ t111e1r 
ckL~J, '" 

)~ 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __Ji,/ ~J_otf __ 
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\ '1r THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

His Excellency 
Enrique Bolanos Geyer 
President 
Republic of Nic:u·agua 
Managua. Nicaragua 

Dear Mr. President. 

NOV 1 9 2004 

Thank you again for your warm hospitality during 
our visit and particularly for the family dinner at your 
home. Joyce and I were so appreciative of your 
thoughtfulness, and we particularly enjoyed having an 
opportunity to meet Mrs. Bolanos. 

I also want to thank you for the beautiful 
woodcarving and the fascinating book on Nicaragua. It 

~ ~ 

was kind of you to remember me with such thoughtful 
gifts. 

During dinner, we talked of Hany Tnnnan. 
Because of your interest, I thought you might enjoy 
reading the enclosed book, which I found most interesting. 

With my very best wishes 

Sincerely, ----
' 

Enclosure 
6 

0 SD 1 8 5 4 ,. 0 4 
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FOR OFF ICIAI., tJSE eru.,Y 

ACTION MEMO 

NOV 1 2 2004 
USDB OV l 2 200 DepS~e 

I-04/0 5116-STRA T 
FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Global Posture Open Issues Decision Brie fs (Jiiii9U8' 

• After the 28 October SLRG on Global Posture you asked me to come to you with 
decision briefs on three remaining open issues (snowflake attached) -

o F-15s in the UK -- final location 

o F-l 6s in Germany -- final location 

o Japan, including Okinawa 

• We are seeking to an-ange for Gen Jones to brief you the week of 22 November. 

o During that discussion I recommend that the Chairman, Vice Chairman, and Gen 
Jumper be in attendance. 

• ADM Fargo is meeting with his Component Commanders to update his proposals, 
and he is scheduled to be in DC the week of 6 December. 

o Due to the importance of the Japan posture proposals, and the sensitivity of 
negotiations with the Japanese, he likely will have a Tank session with the Chiefs 
prior to briefing you. 

o During ADM Fargo's session T recommend that the Chairman, Vice Chairman, 
and all four of the Service Chiefs attend. 

RECOMMENDATION : If you agree I will work with V ADM Stavridis to finalize the 
schedul~" an provide the read ahead. 

Approve .Disapprove__ Other 
2004 

COORDINATION: Joint Staff and CoComs. 

ATTACHMENTS: As stated 

Prepared by: CAPT R. M. Hendrickson ..... l(b-){_6} _ ___, 

F8R 8FFf CIAls ~Sl3 8PU::Y 
11-L-0559/0SD/27677 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

The Military Assistant 
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TO: Ryan Henry 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen Pete Pace 
Doug Fei th 

FROM: 

Ray DuBois 
Andy Hoehn 

rouo 

SUBJECT: Decisions on Global Posture 

October 29, 2004 
I•C4/0 ~ Y'5lol 

ES-\d-6l 

ln order to synch up our decision process with the budget process, we should 

quickly make decisions about several of the Global Posture issues. Over the next 

two to three weeks, please come in with decision briefs for me on: 

I ) Japan basing, inc luding Okinawa plan 

2) UK Fighter squadrons -final location' 

3) F- 16 Squadrons in Germany - final location 

Thanks. 

DHR·ss 
102904-20 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by -1.~J ~ 

F8~8 
11-L-0559/0SD/27680 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
6000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-6000 SEC:~·:·:>~.··: : . _-··· .. :~. :·:,'.: 

NETWORKS AND INFORMATION 
INTEGRATION 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM:. Lin WellJ, .. A-c ... : g~I)/6~; CTO ~·· 

SUBJECT: CIO 

After we spoke in December, you asked me to prepare a reply from you to the Secretary 
on the CJO question. Based on our conversation in the car last week, I' ve revised a 
January 7 paper that l' d sent up, and the new version is attached for your consideration 
(Tab 1 ). In addition to our two discussions, it reflects recent talks with John Kasi ch, Pete 
Geren, Ken Krieg, Steve Cambone, and others. 

Per yesterday's discussion, the memo focuses only on the CIO-ASD(NII) combination 
vice the four organizational options I'd originally proposed. 

We have looked at the concept of a Defense Information Board, which you'd raised 
earlier. It is feasible, but given the difficulties of establishing a new Advisory Board 
under FACA rules, an Information Sub-Panel of the DSB may be a much easier way to 
achieve the same goals. 

Next under is an amplification of some of the qualifications you might want in a CIO/ 
ASD(NII) 

Will be glad to discuss at your convenience. 

RECOMMENDATION: Deputy Secretary of Defense sign correspondence at Tab 1. 

COORD1NATION: None 

Attachments: 
As stated 

-
_SJ 

~ 
D 
t.. 

l":'MA:-:-::so=--,,~~~.._.;~li--.. C 

l°TTSA~l!S0~4;~~9i~~~z.,..d~ln 
EXEC SEC 

l
(b)(6) 

Prepared By: LtCol Palem10._ ____ __, ESAMA 

. 
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Qualifications for CIO/ ASD(NII) 

1) Experience in managing a very large organization (not just consultant experience) 

2) At least some knowledge of DoD 

3) Sufficient technical expertise to understand what is required for success in three 

critical areas -

• network operations (not just the old telephone cornpany/cornms network ops), 

• network security, and 

• performance in a very large, heterogeneous environment 

Failure in any one of these could undo the vision, and 

4) An ability to implement a collaborative environment and practices (human side) across 

a very large constituency. 

11-L-0559/0SD/27682 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
COWIIANDER 

U.S. JOINT FORCES COMMAND 
1562MITSCHER AVENUE SUITE 200 

NORFOLK, VA 23551-2488 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

' ' 
\., --

_ f I! I .,_ 

.. ~~.: 20Deetmber'20()4;: 

Subject: United States Military Contributions to North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) 

Jn response to your snowflake dated 19 November 2004, we are working closely with your 
staff and General Myers' to develop U.S. force contribution numbers and usability metrics that 
better capture the breadth of our effort, including air, land, maritime, and special operations 
forces and associated critical enablers ( e.g., tactical and strategic airlift, aerial refueling, and 
intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance). These will be provided to you by the last week 
of January to help you prepare for the NATO Informal Defense Ministerials starting 8 February 
in Nice, France. 

In support of related NATO efforts, we will also provide these metrics and a proposed force 
contribution assessment methodology to the appro% NATO officials 

~P.G~ 

copy to: 
CJCS 
USD(P) 

Admiral, U.S. Navy 

0 SD 18 6 61 • I• 
11-L-0559/0SD/27684 



TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

ADM Ed Giarnbastiani 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: New Metrics 

I sure would like to see some new metiics on 

1) Our contributions to NATO 

2) The usabil ity of our forces 

November 19,2004 

I'mdisturbed that we seem to be unable to lay out decenttracking metrics. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
111904-16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ 11--_/-?-/-t>-1---

11-L-0559/~ /27685 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

ADM Ed Giambastiani 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: New Metrics 

FOO& 

T sure would like to see some new metrics on 

1) Our contributions to NATO 

2) The usability of our forces 

November 19,2004 

I'm disturbed that we seem to be unable to lay out decent tracking metrics. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks. 

D!IR:ss 
111904-16 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••• 
Please respond by I~ /?/ o ~ ---, __...,,,_ ___ _ 
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. ' ' . FOR OFFICIAL 8!~ etf:t~ 

November 19, 2004, 4 :00 PM 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Response to CIO (Kasich Group) Snowfl ake 

I support the points Ken Krieg made to you in his memo of October 25 , and have 
spoken with DepSecDef, the Chairman and Vice Chairman, Steve Cambone, and 
Mike Wynne as you asked. This memo amplifies Ken's and suggests ways ahead. 

How do we empower the CIO for the Department? 

All principals supported the concept of a strong, information-age Ch ief 
Information Officer (CTO) for DoD, with skills and powers to help transform the 
Department into an information-age organization. Success will involve leadership, 
communications, and marketing skills. How empowered he or she will be depends 
on answers to the questions raised below. 

A strong C10 can' t succeed without the backing of the Secretary's '.'fuJI faith and 
credit," but empoweri n!i the CTO reguires leadership, not new authorities. 
• Both Title 40 and Title 10 give the CJO significant powers regarding budget 

and program oversight. Despite perceptions that Title 10 perpetuates Service 
and agency stovepipes, all applicable authorities come together at your level 
and you can choose how to balance them. Adoption of an enterprise-wide, 
information-centric focus would be a major change, but wouldn't require new 
statutes . 

• Thus, I agree with Ken that the first question for you to decide JS whether or 
not vou personally want to take this issue on. But, 1f you do take it on, YOU 

also have to be willing to follow through. This can't be donejust with periodic 
expressions of support. Key net-centric programs are underway, but they were 
begun when budgets were growing. Historical patterns don't bode well for 
continued net-centric transformation in a time of constrained resources without 
a sustained commitment from the top. As Ken puts it: "In a competition 
between digits and widgets, the widgets usually win." Supporters of net
centric transformation may wince when their own china starts being broken. 

The CJO must become the "enabler" of information age transformation, but not 
the "doer." He or she must communicate the value of a net-centric environment 

,en, r>PPlt:IAL tJ~I! fJNL\' 
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and drive and enforce standards, such as configuration, security and data 
management. 

To achieve this, governance is key. Trnst must be built before people will be 
willing to take chances, and to get this trust the CIO must: 

o Establish consistent and clear policies. 

• Bring Principal Staff Assistants (PSAs) and components along as partners, and 
empower them to succeed. 

• Measure progress. 

• Find a big stick to prod the Department along. Industry ClOs point to the 
leverage provided by clearly enunciated standards, coupled with an ability to 
report to their Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) on compliance with the 
standards throughout their organizations. 

The qualifications for the CJO will depend on what you want from the position 

• Given the importance of your personal backing for the CIO, if you decide 
you're not willing to engage on a sustained basis, then leave the model as is. 
Look primarily to hire a technically oriented ASD/Nll with a secondary role as 
an information-oriented CIO. The Nll/CIO staff will do their best to leverage 
existing authori ties to continue promoting information age transformation . 

o Four models of a stronger CJO were proposed during the discussions with 
principals (no effort is made to rank them here): 
l. Emphasize the CJO role and leave it with Nl1, but as DoD CJO/ASD(Nll). 
2. Dual-hat an Under Secretary as CJO. 
3. Establish a stand-alone CIO. This led to two variants: 

a. A stand-alone CJO within OSD, which might not be Senate-confirmed. 
b. A completely new model, in which the CJO would have an internal role 

and also an external one, as Chairman of a DSB-like Defense Informa
tion Board, which would serve as an Information Advisory Committee 

Each of the last 3 models may have significant legal and organizational 
questions to be worked out. 

What is the next step for the Kasich Group? 

From a long range point of view, the most important element for the Department is 
to put in place a process for continuous transformation, one that will be hard to roll 
back and will transcend the tenure of any particular leader. The Kasich Group 
could provide advice on such approaches. 

PeJlt Of?FteIAL USE OP,L1i 2 
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Once the type of CIO is decided, the recruiting process will be a major key to 
success: A world-class search committee should be set up to begin the search as 
soon as the questions above are answered, perhaps with Kasich Group support. 

The Kasich Group also could help address some serious issues, such as: 

• The industry model doesn't work exactly here: 
• DoD is much larger and more complex than any company. 
• If a business fails, it goes out of business. I fDoD fails, people die. There 

are, therefore, reasonable limits to the amount of risk DoD can accept. 
o Our need to use competition makes it hard to impose sole-source standards 

(industry noted their standards often were product-specific). 
o Industry's two-to-hire, one-to-fire model for component CIOs will need 

careful monitoring if it is to work within the government's military and 
civilian personnel systems. 

How do we ensure that this effort to produce an Information Age CIO will 
succeed? I fit doesn't, it will be years before someone tries again. 

I recommend that: 

• A small DoD-only group begin addressing the above issues and prepare a short 
briefing to introduce the CIO issue to the SLRG, or a subset, in December. 

• A longer SLRG session be scheduled in January in which the CEOs and ClOs 
from, say, two or three of the companies you saw before would spend 30-45 
minutes with the SLRG to provide private sectorperspectives. The CIO 
recruiting action would stem from th is second session, though candidates could 
begin to be evaluated earlier against the different organizational models. 

• The Kasich Group be engaged to help with the preparations for-the second 
session, and also to address some of the issues raised above. . 

• Execution of the implementation strategy Ken recommended be deferred until 
the new CJ O is on board, though NJJ will prepare interim approaches as your 
direction unfolds. 

Hope this helps. WilI be glad to discuss any of these issues further. 

F6lt OFFICIAL USE O~,L'Y 
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TO: Lin Wells 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 
Mike Wynne 
Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: CIO 

F0e'8 

October 26,2004 

Attached is a memo I sent to Ken Krieg and his response. Lin, please consult with 

the folks on this list and come back to me with some proposals. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/4/04 SccDcf'mcmo to Krieg ( 100404-l 9] 
l 0/25/04 Krieg !tr t.o SecDef 

D}iR:dh 
102504-25 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I I J I 1 / DI{ 

( 
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October 25,2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: KenKrieW,-

SUBJECT: CIO (Kasich Group) Snowflake 

This memorandum is in response to your questions in subject snowflake. The 
views are mine alone. My first question - and the key insight from the roundtable 
discussion - is will this area be one of your key priorities in the next period of 
time? The clear consensus was that the effectiveness of the CI Os stemmed from 
the commitment of their CEOs to this area. Assuming that it will be in the top tier 
(a crowded level, l realize), here are some thoughts on your two questions. 

How do we empower a CIO for the Department? 

To be effective, the CIO must be perceived as a DoD vice OSD official. The CIOs 
worldview has to be broad (operational and business, now and in the future), his 
focus has to be on customers (joint war fighters and key decision-makers),and his 
style has to be balanced (integrating strategy vice advocating specific programs). 
There are three areas of empowerment -perceived authority, actual authority, and 
the individual's capability to use the authority. 

• Perceived authority is derived from the Secretary by the level of the 
position, in part, and, more fully, by the time and attention you give to it. 
The CIO is now a dual-hat position with the Assistant Secretary for 
Networks and Information Integration, I would respectfully argue that the 
role is a little lost in the noise right now. 

• Actual authorities probably could be strengthened in three areas -- by 
practice more than by legislation: 

1. The establishment of a DoD implementation strategy led by the CIO 
and agreed to by the SLRG/SEC - setting out direction, standards, 
and responsibilities. This should be of the 500-day variety vice the 
"hard-to- measure" grand strategy statements. 

2. The CIO would oversee implementation of the strategy and report 
regularly to you (and the SLRG/SEC) on performance and 
accountability. 

3. To add a little pressure to the system, you should establish dual
reporting lines for the component CIOs linking them to both the 
Component heads (i.e., Service Secretaries, etc.) and the DoD CIO. 
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o The individual's capability to use that authority will come from picking the 
right person. This is a key hire. 

Much of this is in the Department's control. To work, the CTO will have to be and 
be seen as a key member of the senior leadership group. 

What is the next step in the Kasich Group? 

As we work through this issue, I think we can use John and his team in the 
following ways: 

o As a red team to bounce development ideas off of. 
o Potentially help with the personnel search. 
• Use a combination of CIOs plus their chairman for a "seminar discussion" 

with SLRG at kick-off for a QDR topic. 
o Lastly, you might think about bringing one or two of them on either DBB 

orDSB. 

Hope this helps. 
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October 4,2004 

TO: Ken Krieg 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1),, 
SUBJECT: CIO 

What is the next step in the Kasi ch Group and the CIO for the Department" 

And how do we empower a CIO for the Department? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
8/13/04 Ken Krieg Memo to Sec Def re: Snowflake Response on CIO 

DHR:ss 
100404-19 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Lin Wells 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 
Mike Wynne 
Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld iA1-
SUBJECT: CJO 

October 26,2004 

Attached is a memo I sent to Ken Krieg and his response. Lin, please consult with 

the folks on this list and come back to me with some proposals. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/4/04 SecDef memo to Krieg [ I 00404-19) 
10/25/04 Krieg ltr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
102504-25 
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October 4,2004 

TO: Ken Krieg 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld)), , 

SUBJECT: CTO 

What is the next step in the Kasich Group and the CJO for the Department? 

And how do we empower a CIO for the Department? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
8/13/04 Ken Klieg Memo to SecDefre: Snowflake Response on CIO 

DHR:u 
100404-19 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by f O / 'J.-'f/of 
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October 25, 2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Ken Kriew 

SUBJECT: CJO (Kasich Group) Snowflake 

This memorandum is in response to your questions in subject snowflake. The 
views are mine alone. My first question - and the key insight from the roundtable 
discussion- is will this area be one of your key priorities in the next period of 
time'? The dear consensus 1,v .. 1s that the effectiveness of the CI Os stemmed from 
the comminnent of their CEOs to this area. Assuming that it will be in the top tier 
(a crowded level, I realize), here are some thoughts on your two questions. 

How do we empower a CIO for the Department? 

To be effective. the CIO nmst be perceived as a DoD vice OSD official. The CIOs 
worldviev,1 h .. 1s to be broad (operational and business, now and in the future), his 
focus has to be on customers Uointwar fighters and key decision-makers). and his 
style has to be balanced (integrating strategy vice advocating specific programs). 
There are three areas of empowerment - perceived authority. ac..-tua] authority. and 
the individual's capability to use the authority. 

• Perceived authority is derived from the Secretary by the level of the 
position. in part, and, more fully, by the time and attention you give to it. 
The CIO is now a dual-hat position with the Assistant Secretary for 
Networks and Information Integration. I would respectfully argue that the 
role is a little lost in the noise right now. 

• Actual authorities probably could he strengthened in three areas -- by 
practice more than by legislation: 

1. The establishment of aDoD implementation strategy led by the CJO 
and agreed to by the SLRG/SEC - setting out direction, standards, 
and responsibilities. This should be of the 500-day variety vice the 
"hard-to- measure" grand strategy statements. 

2. The CIO would oversee implementation of the strategy and report 
regularly to you (and the SLRG/SEC) on performance and 
accountability. 

3. To add a little pressure to the system, you should establish dual
reporting lines for the component CIOs linking them to both the 
Component heads (i.e., Service Secretaries, etc.) and the DoD CJO. 

OSD O 19 7 0 ~os 
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• The individual's capability to use that authority will come from picking the 
right person. This is a key hire. 

Much of this is in the Depai1menfs control. To work, the CIO will have to be and 
be seen as a key member of the senior leadership group. 

What is the next step in the Kasich Group? 

As we work through this issue. I think we can use John and his team in the 
following ways: 

• As a red team to bouna development ideas off of. 
• Potentially help with the personnel search. 
• Use a combination of ClOs plus 1heir chairman for a "seminar discussion" 

with SLRG at kkk-off for a QDR topic. 
• Lastly. you might think about bringing one or two of them on either DBB 

or DSB. 

Hope this hdps. 
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December 1,2004 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

cc: Paul Butler 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: CIO 

Please read this material from Lin Wells, set an appointment, and come to me 

personally with your recommendation so we can discuss it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/1 9/04 Lin Wel ls memo to SccDcf re: CIO 

DHR:dh 
120104-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 12121 / !!..:f I I ~~~ 
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November 19,2004, 4:00 Pf\.f · 

I supp011 the points Ken Krieg made to you in his memo of October 25, and have 
spoken with DepSecDef, the Chairman and Vice Chairman, Steve Cambone, and 
Mike Wynne as you asked. This memo amplifies Ken's and suggests ways ahead. 

How do we empower the CIO for the Department? 

All principals suppo11ed the concept of a strong, information-age Chief 
Information Officer (CIO) for DoD, with skills and powers to help transform the 
Department into an information-age organization. Success will involve leadership, 
communications, and marketing skills. How empowered he or she will be depends 
on answers to the questions raised below. 

A strong CIO can't succeed without the backing of the Secretary's "full faith and 
credit," but empowering the CIO requires leadership, not new authorities. 
• Both Title 40 and Title l Ogive the CIO significant powers regarding budget 

and program oversight. Despite perceptions that Title 1 Operpetuates Service 
and agency stovepipes, all applicable authorities come together at your level 
and you can choose how to balance them. Adoption of an enterprise-wide , 
information-centric focus would be a major change, but wouldn't require new 
statutes. 

• Thus, I agree with Ken that the first question for you to decide is whether or 
not you personally want to take this issue on. But, if you do take it on, you 
also have to be willing to follow through. This can't be done j ust with periodic 
expressions of support. Key net-centric programs are underway, but they were 
begun when budgets were growing. Historical patterns don' t bode well for 
continued net-centric transfo1mation in a time of constrained resources without 
a sustained commitment from the top. As Ken puts it: " In a competition 
between digits and widgets, the widgets usually win." Supporters of net
centric transformation may wince when their own china starts being broken. 

The CIO must become the "enabler" of information age transformation, but not 
the "doer." He or she must communicate the value of a net-centric ' environment 
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and drive and enforce standards, such a5 configuration, security and data 
management. 

To achieve this, governance is key. Trust must be built before people will be 
willing to take chances, and to get this trust the CIO must: 

• Establish consistent and clear policies. 

• Bring Principal Staff Assistants (PSAs) and components along as partners, and 
empower them to succeed. 

• Measure progress. 

• Find a big stick to prod the Department along. Industry CIOs point to the 
leverage provided by clearly enunciated standards, coupled with an ability to 
report to their Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) on compliance with the 
standards throughout thei r organizations. 

The qualifications for the CIO wiJI depend on what you want from the position 

• Given the importance of your personal backing for the CIO, if you decide 
you're not willing to engage on a sustained basis, then leave the model as is. 
Look primari ly to hire a technically oriented ASD/NII with a secondary role as 
an information-oriented CIO. The NIUCIO staff will do their best to leverage 
existing authorities to continue promoting information age transformation. 

• Four models of a stronger CIO were proposed during the discussions with 
principals (no effort is made to rank them here): 
1. Emphasize the CIO role and leave it with NII, but as DoD CIO/ASD(Nll). 
2. Dual-hat an Under Secretary as CIO. 
3. Establish a stand-alone CIO. This led to two variants: 

a. A stand-alone CIO within OSD, which might not be Senate-confirmed. 
b. A completely new model, in which the CIO would have an internal role 

and also an external one, as Chairman of a DSB-like Defense Informa
tion Board, which would serve as an Information Advisory Committee 

Each of the last 3 models may have significant legal and organizational 
questions to be worked out. 

What is the next step for the Kasich Group'? 

From a long range point of view, the most important element for the Department is 
to put in place a process for continuous transformation, one that wi ll be hard to roll 
back and will transcend the tenure of any part icular leader. The Kasich Group 
could provide advice on such approaches. 

F0R 0FFICIAL tJSF.! 6f.LY 2 
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Once the type of CIO is decided, the recruiting process will be a major key to 
success: A world-class search committee should be set up to begin the search as 
soon as the questions above are answered, perhaps with Kasich Group support. 

The Kasich Group also could help address some serious issues, such as: 

• The industry model doesn' t work exactly here: 
• DoD is much larger and more complex than any company. 
• If a business fails, it goes out of business. IfDoD fails, people die. There 

are, therefore, reasonable limits to the amount of 1isk DoD can accept. 
• Our need to use competition makes it hard to impose sole-source standards 

(industry noted their standards often were product-specific). 
• Industry's two-to-hire, one-to-fire model for component CJOs will need 

careful monitoring if it is to work within the government's military and 
civilian personnel systems. 

How do we ensure that this effort to produce an Information Age CTOwil 
succeed'? If it doesn't, it will be years before someone tries again. 

T recommend that: 

• A small DoD-only group begin addressing the above issues and prepare a sh01t 
briefing to introduce the CIO issue to the SLRG, or a subset, in December. 

• A longer SLRG session be scheduled in January in which the CEOs and CIOs 
from, say, two or three of the companies you saw before would spend 30-45 
minutes with the SLRG to provide private sector perspectives. The CIO 
recruiting action would stem from this second session, though candidates could 
begin to be evaluated earlier against the different organizational models. 

• The Kasich Group be engaged to help with the preparations for the second 
session, and al so to address some of the issues raised above. 

• Execution of the implementation strategy Ken recommended be deferred until 
the new CTO is on board, though NIT will prepare interim approaches as your 
direction unfolds. 

Hope this helps. Will be glad to discuss any of these issues further. 

FOR OFFICIAL l'.1~ Ol~Llr 
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No'vember 19, 2004, 4:00 PM 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OFDEFEN~~:: ,.~ .. " 
0

• - . . 

DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Response to CIO (Kasich Group) Snowflake 

I support the points Ken Krieg made to you in his memo of October 25, and have 
spoken with DepSecDef, the Chairman and Vice Chairman, Steve Cambone, and 
Mike Wynne as you asked. This memo amplifies Ken's and suggests ways ahead. 

How do we empower the CIO for the Department? 

All principals supported the concept of a strong, information-age Chief 
Information Officer (CIO) for DoD, with skills and powers to help transform the 
Department into an information-age organization. Success will involve leadership, 
communications, and marketing skills. How empowered he or she will be depends 
on answers to the questions raised below. 

A strong CIO can't succeed without the backing of the Secretary's "full faith and 
credit," but empowering the CTO reyuires leadership, not new authorities. 
• Both Title 40 and Title IO give the CIO significant powers regarding budget 

and program oversight. Despite perceptions that Title IO perpetuates Service 
and agency stovepipes, all applicable authorities come together at your level 
and you can choose how to balance them. Adoption of an enterprise-wide, 
information-centric focus would be a major change, but wouldn't require new 
statutes. 

• Thus, I agree with Ken that the first yuestion for you to decide is whether or 
not you personally want to take this issue on. But, if you do take it on. YOU 

also have to be willing to follow through. This can't be done just with periodic 
expressions of support. Key net-centric programs are underway, but they were 
begun when budgets were growing. Historical patterns don't bode well for 
continued net-centric transformation in a time of constrained resources without 
a sustained commitment from the top. As Ken puts it: "In a competition 
between digits and widgets, the widgets usually win." Supporters of net
centric transformation may wince when their own china starts being broken. 

The CTO must become the "enabler" of information age transformation, but not 
the "doer." He or she must communicate the value of a net-centric environment 
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and drive and enforce standards, such as configuration, security and data 
management. 

To achieve this, governance is key. Trust must be built before people will be 
willing to take chances, and to get this trust the CIO must: 

• Establish consistent and clear policies. 

• Bring Principal Staff Assistants (PSAs) and components along as partners, and 
empower them to succeed. 

• Measure progress. 

• Find a big stick to prod the Department along. Industry CIOs point to the 
leverage provided by clearly enunciated standards, coupled with an ability to 
report to their Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) on compliance with the 
standards throughout their organizations. 

The qualifications for the CIO will depend on what you want from the position 

• Given the importance of your personal backing for the CTO, if you decide 
you' re not willing to engage on a sustained basis, then leave the model as is. 
Look primarily to hire a technically oriented ASD/NII with a secondary role as 
an information-oriented CIO. The NII/CIO staff will do their best to leverage 
existing authorities to continue promoting information age transformation. 

• Four models of a stronger CIO were proposed during the discussions with 
ptincipals (no effort is made to rank them here): 
I. Emphasize the CIO role and leave it with NII, but as DoD CIO/ASD(NII). 
2. Dual-hat an Under Secretary as CIO. 
3. Establish a stand-alone CIO. This led to two variants: 

a. A stand-alone CIO within OSD, which might not be Senate-confirmed. 
b. A completely new model, in which the CIO would have an internal role 

and also an external one, as Chairman of a DSB-like Defense Informa
tion Board, which would serve as an Information Advisory Committee 

Each of the last 3 models may have significant legal and organizational 
questions to be worked out. 

What is the next step for the Kasich Group'? 

From a long range point of view, the most important element for the Department is 
to put in place a process for continuous transformation, one that will be hard to roll 
back and will transcend the tenure of any particular leader. The Kasich Group 
could provide advice on such approaches. 

2 
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Once the type of CTO is decided, the recruiting process will be a major key to 
success: A world-class search committee should be set up to begin the search as 
soon as the questions above are answered, perhaps with Kasich Group support. 

The Kasich Group also could help address some serious issues, such as: 

• The industry model doesn't work exactly here: 
• OoD is much larger and more complex than any company. 
• If a business fails, it goes out of business. IfDoD fails, people die. There 

are, therefore, reasonable limits to the amount of risk DoD can accept. 
• Our need to use competition makes it hard to impose sole-source standards 

(industry noted their standards often were product-specific). 
• Industry's two-to-hire, one-to-fire model for component CIOs will need 

careful monitoring if it is to work within the government's military and 
civilian personnel systems. 

How do we ensure that this effort to produce an Information Age CIO will 
succeed? If it doesn't, it will be years before someone tries again. 

I recommend that: 

• A small DoD-only group begin addressing the above issues and prepare a short 
briefing to introduce the CTO issue to the SLRG, or a subset, in December. 

• A longer SLRG session be scheduled in January in which the CEOs and CI0s 
from, say, two or three of the companies you saw before would spend 30-45 
minutes with the SLRG to provide private sector perspectives. The CIO 
recruiting action would stem from this second session, though candidates could 
begin to be evaluated earlier against the different organizational models. 

• The Kasi ch Group be engaged to help with the preparations for the second 
session, and also to address some of the issues raised above. 

• Execution of the implementation strategy Ken recommended be deferred until 
the new CIO is on board, though NII will prepare interim approaches as your 
direction unfolds. 

Hope this helps. Will be glad to discuss any of these issues further. 

Pe)ft e)PPtCIAL tT~~ "I~L i 
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January 28, 2005 

MEMORANDUM FOR DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: ~---·-· 

SUBJECT: CIO 

After we spoke in December, you asked me to prepare a reply from you to the Secretary 
on the CIO question. Based on our conversation in the car yesterday, I've revised a 
January 7 paper that I'd sent up, and the new version is attached for your consideration 
(Tab 1 ). In addition to our two discussions, it reflects recent talks with John Kasich, Pete 
Geren, Ken Krieg, Steve Cambone, and others. 

Per yesterday's discussion, the memo focuses only on the CJO-ASD(NII) combination 
vice the four organizational options I'd originally proposed. 

We have looked at the concept of a Defense Information Board, which you'd,raised 
earlier. It is feasible, but given the difficulties of establishing a new Advisory Board 

under FACA rules, an Information Sub-Panel of the DSB may be a much easier way to 
achieve the same goals. 

Next under is an amplification of some of the qualifications you might want in a C10/ 
ASD(NII) 

Will be glad to discuss at your convenience. I'm leaving for PACOM tomorrow, back on 
February 3rd, but my staff can make any changes to the memo while I'm gone. 

11-L-0559/0SD/27705 
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Qualifications for CIO/ASD(Nll) 

I ) Experience in managing a very large organization (not just consultant experience) 

2) At least some knowledge ofDoD 

3) Sufficient technical expertise to understand what is required for success in three 

critical areas -

• network operations (notjust the old telephone company/c.omms network ops), 

• network security, and 

• performance in a very large, heterogeneous environment 

Failure in any one of these could undo the vision, and 

4) An ability to implement a collaborative environment and practices (human side) across 

a very large constituency. 
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January 28,2005 
MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Paul Wolfowitz 

SUBJECT: CIO 

You asked me to take a look at Lin Wells' memo (Tab A) on expanding the functions of 

the DoD CTO. I've done this, with recommendations below. 

Both Lin's memo, and Ken Krieg's earlier note, said that you 12ersonally would have to 

devote significant management time if you wanted to empower the CJO to lead the 

Department's information age transformation. The issue is important, but a realistic look 

at your schedule regrettably causes me to doubt if you will able to devote such time. That 

said, T think there is a lot that can and should be done-it really is important to have 

someone pull the Department's information pieces together, but the industry CJO model 

may not be entirely appropriate for DoD, given our size and intensity. 

Lin's memo teed up various organizational options, but the first step is to decide what 

you want from the CIO. Lin, Pete Geren and Ken Krieg are working with John Kasich 

to refine the CJO role for the DoD environment. In the long run, a combined USD(I) and 

NII t<)cused on information seems the best way to drive the Department's information 

transformation. However, since that reorganization isn't on the table now, the focus 

should be on leveraging the CIO function with ASD(NII). The CIO should have both 

the strategic vision and experience to help lead the transformation of the Department, and 

also sufficient technical management prowess to deliver an environment that assures 

acceptable performance for, say, time critical targets in a mobile tactical network. 

One way to reduce the demand on your time is to ensure the ClO has enough clout to be 

able to ensure that your vision for information age transformation is carried out. Once 

you let the Department know what you expect of the CIO, this approach could let you 

focus your support for him or her on those occasions when it really would be needed. 
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November l 9, 2004, 4 :00 PM 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Response to ClO (Kasich Group) Snowflake 

I support the points Ken Jvieg made to you in his memo of October 25, and have 
spoken with DepSecDef, the Chairman and Vice Chairman, Steve Cambone, and 
Mike Wynne as you asked. This memo amplifies Ken's and suggests ways ahead. 

How do we empower the CJO for the Department'? 

All principals supported the concept of a strong, information-age Chief 
Information Officer (CJ 0) for DoD, with skills and powers to help transform the 
Department into an information-age organization. Success will involve leadership, 
communications, and marketing skills. How empowered he or she will be depends 
on answers to the questions raised below. 

A strong CJO can't succeed without the backing of the Secretary's "full faith and 
credit," but empowering the CJO requires leadership, not new authorities. 
e Both Title 40 and Title 10 give the ClO significant powers regarding budget 

and program oversight. Despite perceptions that Title 10 perpetuates Service 
and agency stovepipes, all applicable authorities come together at your level 
and you can choose how to balance them. Adoption of an enterprise-wide, 
information-centric focus would be a major change, but wouldn't require new 
statutes. 

e Thus, I agree with Ken that the first question for vou to decide is whether or 
not vou personally want to take this issue on. But. if you do take j1 on. you 
also have to be willing to follow through. This can't be done just with periodic 
expressions of suppmt. Key net-centric programs are underway, but they were 
begun when budgets were growing. Historical patterns don' t bode well for 
continued net-centric 1ransformation in a time of constrained resources without 
a sustained commitment from the top. As Ken puts it: 11ln a competition 
between digits and widgets, the widgets usually win.11 Supporters of net
centric transformation may wince when their own china starts being broken. 

The CJO must become the "enabler" of information age transformation. but not 
the ''doer." He or she must communicate the value of a net-centric environment 
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and drive and enforce standards, such a~ configuration, security and data 
management. 

To achieve this, governance is key. Trust must be built before people will be 
willing to take chances, and to get this trust the CJO must: 

• Establish consistent and clear policies. 

• Bring Principal Staff Assistants (PSAs) and components along as partners, and 
empower them to succeed. 

• Measure progress. 

• Find a big stick to prod the Department along. Industry ClOs point to the 
leverage provided by clearly enunciated standards, coupled with an ability to 
report to their Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) on compliance with the 
standards throughout their organizations. 

The qualifications for the CJO will depend on what vou want from the position 

• Given the importance of your personal back ing for the CJO, jfyou decide 
you're n.Q! willing to engage on a sustained basis, then leave the model as is. 
Look primarily to hire a technically oriented ASD/NJI with a secondary role as 
an information-oriented CJO. The Nll/CJO staff will do their best to leverage 
existing authorities to continue promoting information age transformation. 

• Four models of a stronger C]O were proposed during th e discussions with 
principals (no effort is made to rank them here): 
] . Emphasize the CJO role and Jeave it with NJI, but as DoD CJO/ASD(NJI). 
2. Dual-hat an Under Secretary as C10. 
3. Establish a stand-alone CJO. This led to two variants: 

a. A stand-alone Cl O within OSD, which might not be Senate-confirmed. 
b. A completely new model: in which the Cl O would have an internal role 

and also an external one: as Chairman of a DSB-like Defense lnforma-
1ion Board, which would serve as an Information Advisory Committee 

Each of the last 3 models may have significant legal and organizational 
questions to be worked out. 

What is the next step for the Kasich Group? 

From a long range point of view: the most important element for the Department is 
to put in place a process for continuous transformation, one that will be hard to roll 
back and will transcend the tenure of any particular leader. The Kasich Group 
could provide advice on such approaches. 

2 
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Once the type of Cl O is decided, the recruiting process will be a major key to 
success: A world-class search committee should be set up to begin the search as 
soon as the questions above are answered, perhaps with Kasich Group support. 

The Kasich Group also could help address some serious issues, such as: 

o The industry model doesn't work exactly here: 
e DoD is much larger and more complex than any company. 
• Jf a business fails, it goes out of business. lfDoD fails, people die. There 

are, therefore, reasonable limits to the amount ofrisk DoD can accept. 
• Our need to use competition makes it hard to impose sole-source standards 

(industry noted their standards ofien were product-specific). 
• Industry 's two-to-hire, one-to-fire model for component C!Os will need 

careful monitoring if it is to work within the government's military and 
civilian personnel systems. 

How do we ensure that this effo11 to produce an Information Age ClO will 
succeed? Jf it doesn' t, it will be years before someone tries again. 

I recommend that: 

e A small DoD-only group begin addressing the above issues and prepare a short 
briefing to introduce the C)O issue to the SLRG, or a subset, in December. 

e A longer SLRG session be scheduled in January in which the CEOs and C!Os 
from, say, two or three of the companies you saw before would spend 30-45 
minutes with the SLRG to provide private sector perspectives. The ClO 
recruiting action would stem from this second session, though candidates could 
begin to be eva)ua1ed earlier against the different organizational models. 

o The Kasich Group be engaged to help with the preparations for the second 
session, and also to address some of the issues raised above. 

e Execution of the implementation strategy Ken recommended be deferred until 
the new CJ O is on board, though NJJ wj]] prepare jnterim approaches as your 
direction unfolds. 

Hope this helps. Will be glad to discuss any of these issues further. 

FOlt Ol<FICIAL USE OP;JL1/ 
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October 25,2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Ken Kriefy, 
1U 

SUBJECT: CIO (Kasich Group) Snowflake 

This memorandum is in response to your questions in subject snowflake. The 
views are mine alone. My first question - and the key insight from the roundtable 
discussion - is will this area be one of your key priorities in the next period of 
time? The clear consensus was that the effectiveness of the CI Os stemmed from 
the commitment of their CEOs to this area. Assuming that it will be in the top tier 
(a crowded level, I realize), here are some thoughts on your two questions. 

How do we empower a CIO for the Department? 

To be effective, the CIO must be perceived as a DoD vice OSD official. The CIOs 
world view has to be broad ( operational and business, now and in the future), his 
focus has to be on customers Uoint war fighters and key decision-makers), and his 
style has to be balanced (integrating strategy vice advocating specific programs). 
There are three areas of empowerment- perceived authority, actual authority, and 
the individual's capability to use the authority. 

• Perceived authority is derived from the Secretary by the level of the 
position, in part, and, more fully, by the time and attention you give to it. 
The CIO is now a dual-hat position with the Assistant Secretary for 
Networks and Information Integration. I would respectfully argue that the 
role is a little lost in the noise right now. 

• Actual authorities probably could be strengthened in three areas -- by 
practice more than by legislation: 

1. The establishment of a DoD implementation strategy led by the CIO 
and agreed to by the SLRG/SEC - setting out direction, standards, 
and responsibilities. This should be of the 500-day variety vice the 
"hard-to- measure" grand strategy statements. 

2. The CIO would oversee implementation of the strategy and report 
regularly to you (and the SLRG/SEC) on performance and 
accountability. 

3. To add a little pressure to the system, you should establish dual
reporting lines for the component CIOs linking them to both the 
Component heads (i.e., Service Secretaries, etc.) and the DoD CIO. 

11-L-0559/0SD/27713 
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o The individual's capability to use that authority will come from picking the 
right person. This is a key hire. 

Much of this is in the Department's control. To work, the CTO will have to be and 
be seen as a key member of the senior leadership group. 

What is the next step in the Kasich Group? 

As we work through this issue, I think we can use John and his team in the 
following ways: 

o As a red team to bounce development ideas off of. 
o Potentially help with the personnel search. 
• Use a combination of C\Os plus their chairman for a "seminar discussion" 

with SLRG at kick-off for a QDR topic. 
• Lastly, you might think about bringing one or two of them on either DBB 

orDSB. 

Hope this helps. 
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TO: Lin Wells 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 
Mike Wynne 
Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: CIO 

October 26,2004 

Attached is a memo I sent to Ken Krieg and his response. Lin, please consult with 

the folks on this list and come back to me wjth some proposals. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
J 0/4/04 Sec Dd memo w Krieg-[ I 00404-19) 
l 0/2 5/04 Kri cg ltr to Sec Def 

DHR:dh 
102504-25 

•••.•.•.......•.........•.........................•. ,., ..........•....... 
Please respond by II JI 1 / O'f r ' 

_..,,..~ 2 
Ul, i 7 
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October 4,2004 

TO: Ken Krieg 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~. 

SUBJECT: ClO 

W hat is the next step in the Kasich Group and the CIO for the Department'! 

And how do we empower a CTO for the Department'! 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
8/13/04 Ken KJieg Memo to SecDefre: Snowflake Response on ClO 

DHR:ss 
100404-19 

•••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by f O I ~ CJ / O ± 

S:; 
; 

~~&.1- ~-M~L,o/. 

vh 
L 1-~I Ju-.J7e/ 

. l~.r-

FOGO 
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From the Desk of 
Paul Wolfowitz 
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THE DEPUTY SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON,D.C. 20301 

MAR - 3 2111 

MEMORANDUM FOR SEW.TAR Y OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Paul Wolfowi~ IA.) 

SUBJECT: CID 

You asked me to take a look at Lin Wells' memo (Tab A) on expanding the functions of 
the DoD CIO. I've done this, with recommendations below. 

Both L:in' smemo, and Ken Krieg's earlier note, said that you P-ersona11y would have to 
devote significant management time if you wanted to empower the CIO to lead the 
Department's information age transformation. The issue is important, but a realistic look 
at your schedule regrettably causes me to doubt if you wi11 able to devote such time. That 
said, I think there is a lot that can and should be done-it really is important to have 
someone pull the Department's information pieces together, but the industry CIO model 
may not be entirely appropriate for DoD, given cur size and intensity. 

Lin's memo teed up various organizational options, but the first step is to decide what 
you want from the CIO. Lin, Pete Geren and Ken Krieg are working wi:th John Kasich 
to refine the CIO role for the DoD environment. In the long nm,a combined USD(I) and 
NII focused on information seems the best way to drive the Department's information 
transformation. However, since that reorganization isn't on the table now, the focus 
should be on leveraging the CIO function with ASD(NII). The CIO should have both 
the strategic vision and experience to help lead the transformation of the Department, and 
also sufficienttechnical management prowess to deliver an environmentthat assures 
acceptable performance for, say, time critical targets in a mobile tactical network. 

One way to reduce the demand on your time is to ensure the CIO has enough clout to be 
able to ensure that your vision for information age transformation is earned out. Once 
you let the Department know what you expect of the CIO, this approach could let you 
focus your support for him or her on those occasions when it really would be needed. I 
can provide more routine backing. 

oso 1867.3-04 
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MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Paul Wolfowitz 

SUBJECT: CIO 

You asked me to take a look at Lin Wells' memo (Tab A) on expanding the functions of 
the DoD CIO. I've done this, with recommendations below. 

Both Lin's memo, and Ken Krieg' s earlier note, said that you personally would have to 
devote significant management time if you wanted to empower the CIO to lead the 
Department's information age transformation. The issue is important, but a realistic look 
at your schedule regrettably causes me to doubt if you will able to devote such time. That 
said, I think there is a lot that can and should be done-it really is important to have 
someone pull the Department's information pieces together, but the industry CIO model 
may not be entirely appropriate for DoD, given our size and intensity. 

Lin's memo teed up various organizational options, but the first step is to decide what 
you want from the CIO. Lin, Pete Geren and Ken Krieg are working with John Kasich 
to refine the CIO role for the DoD environment. In the long run, a combined USD(I) and 
NII focused on information seems the best way to drive the Department's information 
transformation. However, since that reorganization isn't on the table now, the focus 
should be on leveraging the CIO function with ASD(NII). The CIO should have both 
the strategic vision and experience to help lead the transformation of the Department, and 
also sufficient technical management prowess to deliver an environment that assures 
acceptable performance for, say, time critical targets in a mobile tactical network. 

One way to reduce the demand on your time is to ensure the CIO has enough clout to be 
able to ensure that your vision for information age transformation is carried out. Once 
you let the Department know what you expect of the CIO, this approach could let you 
focus your support for h:im or her on those occasions when it really would be needed. I 
can provide more routine backing. 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
The Honorable Colin Powell 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld ~. 

SUBJECT: Iraqi Security Forces Update 

Dear Mr. President, 

NOV 2 2 2004' 

Attached is the latest update on Iraqi Security Forces. I'm sending a copy along to 

UK's Minister of Defense Geoff Hoon, so that he can provide one to Prime 

Minister Blair. 

RespectfulJy, 

Altach. 
11/15104 lrnqi Security Forces Update 

DH~:ss 
I I 1804-1 

OSD 18680-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/27720 
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15 November .2004 .· 
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.:·- ).-~ . . 

'''.{/ :: _ 

_ . ,_,.. 

Data as of: 15 NOV 04 Version M1 
.: \· ;·. • .. 
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Grand Total all Iraai Securitv Forces 
-•1111 ....., ___ l"\.~-!-1 TT~- fl-I., 

a ·ua '-'•••'-•.,.• '-'l" ...... ......., ••• ,,, 

• Ministry of Interior Forces 

-Police 
-C ivi I Intervention 
-Emergency Response 
-Border Enforcement 
-Highway Patrol 

-Dignitary Protection 

• Ministry of Defense Forces 

-Army 

-National Guard 
-Intervention Force 

- Special Operations 
-Air Force 
-Coastal Defense Force 

Data as of: 15 NOV 04 
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Trained & Equipped 

64,948 

Trained & Equipped 

50,934 

115,882 
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Trained and Equipped Iraqi Security Forces 
' --- •1111 r:, __ ~~-!-l IT-"' ~-1 •. 

.a. v• '-'•••""'•~• ""'~" '-'•••,.., 
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0 
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200000 ~ 
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('IS 
I., - 150000 ~ 
<IJ 
Q. 
Q. 

= 100000 Q" 
t..w 
'O = ('IS 50000 'O 
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= ('IS 
I., 0 f-

<:)I>. 

~ 'i?'-v 

May 2003= 
0 Iraqi Security 

Forces 

~~ 
ov 

.. 
$:)I>. <:)~ <:)~ ~~ 

rtP ef1 i' 
Q « '?-~ 

~ )v 

• Iraqi Regular Army 
mi Iraqi National Guard 
• Border Enforcement 
EJ Army Special Opns Bde 

<::I~ I <::I~ 5:) ~ f:>Cc> <:)(o 

.J>:, (I (o{) ef1 i' 
~ 0 Q ~ '?'-~ 

EJ Iraqi lntei-vention Force 
• Iraqi Regular Police SeNce 
D Ci~l lntei-vention Force 

~<"o 
~ 

)v 

• Coastal Defense & Air Force 

- Does not include 74,000 in Facilities Protection Service trained by Ministry Of Interior but employed by other 
ministries. 

*Anticipate a drop next week. Working with Joint Headquarters to determine exact number of soldiers who have 
been officially dropped from the rolls as a result of recent fighting, intimidation, and due to 

oa~ anticipated police losses in Mosul. 
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Minist. of Interior Forces-Projection - - - --·-· -- -.1111 TI-- "'~-?-1 Il-- "'- •-
• ...,. '-'···"'" ...... "'"~a.>"" '-' ••• , 

Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, and Equipped) Units on hand over time 

Security 
Force 
Element 

Regular Iraqi 
Police <1) 

Special Police 
Regiments 

Publ ic Order 
Battalions 

Emergency 
Response Unit 

Iraqi Highway 
Patro1(2l 

Bur. of 
Dignitary 
Protection 

Special Police 
Commando 
Battalions 

Dept of Border 
Enforcement 
(3) 

Current 
Targeted 

End State 

135,000 

1,200 

3,600 

270 

6,300 

500 

2,019 

29,360 

89% . 

45% 

57% 

Notes 

1 MAY 05 1 AUG 05 I 1 JAN 06 I 1 MAY 06 

46% 59% l~~,~~1111[ Jflt:;i;~~?t - ·--· -,--- .. ·-·· 1···---~-- . ·-
\~.{;jf 0r0i '.i}j; :r:?:Jj~.~i~o£:)t~: :::~:tli~f i·:fa;:/ 

,~ .,.~ {~'.{\i~§o~){:/1 j:f ~{f ti:,{~1iti~1 ;f ~~~ii~~,:~ltli 
:: ~- ·:, ~:·, ~tw;;1··~a.:r!i~}~X J~~F;;:-~;,90~~'.~~~::::j~;_ :·Jt~'.~~J~!~~~~~~~j1;\~~~~~t~~~~j.::.~!\; 

UNDER DEVELOPMENT 

'i1 ooo/{:·\t )~o,lWtJ ,j ,~:;,'i~~r{ :~ ~'!:i~~1tJi? i\iii?~t0: 
• -. i' ' -~ 

75% -,859/o. 
·., .. I :.;-,,_, .... ··: . - ··,-.,-.. ' ·l '-

62% 66% IW!llii iiA~itfll~i~1Ut:~ 
Legend 

1. Police figures reflect trained and equipped individuals, not units 1~· I 10-100 % OF REQUIREMENT 2. On 23 October, I raqi Highway Patrol authorizations were expanded from 1,500 to 6,300 officers. 
Training timellnes for the expanded force are under development. 

3. Border Police considered trained based on training by coalltfon forces; capabilities are uneven 

Data as of: 15 NOV 04 
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D 40-69 % OF REQUIREMENT 

1139 % OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 
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Defense Forces-Proi!ction 
111111 

Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, and Equipped) Units on hand over time* 

Security 
Force 
Element 

Iraqi Regular 
Army 

Iraqi 
Intervention 
Force 

Iraqi National 
Guard 

Commando 
Battalion 

Iraqi Counter 
Terrorism 
Force 

Current 
Targeted 

End State 

27,000 

6,584 

61,904 

1,516 

451 

·eased on achievement of L imited Operational Capability 

Data BS of: 15 NOV 04 

.. ·.· 74%·;.· .. ::·· 
··; ····:.:.-. , .. , 

67% 

40% 

1 MAYOS 1 AUG 05 

,J;f; 

·2}J:;;.;.;'.'.E ~ii;it}[, ;ii~i~i t~ 
.••• · ·· " . • • _ .. , .•• _ .... __ ·- ... .. ~ · · - •·-·· .. -.·, •• .,., ..,,,_t;, ::.,v, •c~ ••• : .i/ , •: 

58% 

Legend 

llll 10-100 % OF REQUIREMENT 

D 40-69 'Y1 OF REQUIREMENT 

1139 % OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 
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MNF-1 and Iraqi Security Forces 
r, __ ~...., - ! .. I Wl-- ~-1-. 
a ·va '-'•••'-•"• '-'.:ii" '-'•••" .. 

Albania 7 4 El Salvador 
Australia 406 Estonia 

Azerbaijan 
Bulgaria 445 ltaly 

MN F-1 = 32 Countries 
380 Korea 2,956 Norway 
48 Lat\4a 119 Poland 

Lithuania 86 Portugal 
33 Romania 

3, 128 Moldova 11 

•1111 
91Tonga 

2,477 Ukraine 
129 United Kingdom 
741 us 

0 

631 
1,590 
7,862 

138,472 1501 Hungary 2691 Macedonia 

Czech Rep 98 Japan 792 Mongolia 132 
Oenmarl< 

Singapore 
Slovakia 103! 

383 Kazakhstan 30 Netherlands 1,364 Thailand 0 Total 162,511 

M<AQI POU::.:ir-a( "~i~'l?t '~;k~;~-i IRACM ~~~.':.';::w·EIUND INJRAJNWG ':.:: l N ates 
CIVIL INTERVENTION Ft>~ce.,.1'.,,.,;, ;,-,,L:·,.:"(\ \'::<: :-,·,:·.'~~·:·''.:..f:f;Q, CIVIL INTERVENTION FORCE 1,091 I .... .,.,.. T.-. ......... , .... T•T .... . •Georgia expected to increase 

forces from 162 to 300 and add 
a 500 man battalion for UN 
Security 

. •' . ' '('· .• '·"L- '· '''·:,~·,•.,·,•,• .. •, '::'I ...... . l'A , • .· .· I 
EMERG~~CY .RES~OH~E. U.~l_'::·:\_>\ 't>}: ) }/:t):}l,.::/\ .. EMERGENCY RESPONSE UNIT 168 

BU~EA~OF,·DIGNITA~Y P~~t~~;jl9~/ ;:1.:_>>,:1·/tft ~~ijM BUREAU OF DIGNITARY PROTECTION 484 ! 
.HIGHWAY i:>~T~O-.: .. : :}. :,'.': '( ·:/:'.: ~_; ·,;;;:.:~; 0,:·\~'.:•ii;;;~;~t: HIGHWAY PATROL 370 

SPEei~ ~ouce cOMMA~ooiAtt~ld'~l '··.'.'\;-} '';':Ci'.;&I .. SPECIAL PoucE coMMANDo BATTALIONS 1.sso . 
_DEPT 0~ BORQl:1 EN~~R,(:~~~~f/:'.<"/i.'.j_.'.;\ ::;:~(t·i~jif"\ DEPT Of' BORDER ENFORCEMENT 15,190 I 
ARMY . . · . · ·:: .. '- .. · .. ·.' .- , ·' · .. - , ... ,:: ,.:,,''·' 12·63il ARMY 9,526 

• • • • • • I • ,,'' • • ' ' ' : .. :. ' · ··. ·:. -~:·,'I ... -·' . '.'\ ~:,· I 
NAT'L.GUARD · . :, . · -:;.. . ': ': .'.,\: .. · ::«,973 NATL GUARD '4,873 I 

INTERVENTION FORCE.' . ' .. :_:c: ~\';'.' ·''1oo3 INTERVENTION FORCE 6,903 ! 
SPECIAL OPS FqRCES · . .. . < ;;_;:~,· SPECIAL OPS FORCES 662 

AIR FORCE : ·· ·· ::· :,:, _·-:. '20 AIR FORCE 206 

COASTAL DE~ENSE : . COASTAL DEFENSE 536 

52%G048% 
0 Iraqi Forces On Hand O MNF-f 

Data as of: 15 NOV 04 

45o/o 

D Trained Iraqi Forces D MNF-f 
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•Armenia , Singapore & 
Thailand pending deployment 
of their forces 

NATO Trainin Team= 41 
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NATO Training in Irai 
- - ---. Ill 

• SHAPE OPLAN passed Military Committee under silence on 10 
November. Now being forwarded to the NAC. 

• Force Generation Conference 9-10 November was held to fill NTM-1 
Combined Joint Statement of Requirements for forces. 

• NATO Training Implementation Mission-Iraq (NTIM-1) becomes NATO 
Training Mission-Iraq (NTM-1) when Activation Order (ACTORD) is 
published. 

• Conducted out-of-country training as follows: 
- 21 senior IZ officials attended Key Leader Training at Joint Warfare Centre 

in Stavanger, NO (1-8 NOV). 

- Three officers attended the Combined Joint Operations Centre Course at 
NATO School in Oberammergau, GE (6-13 NOV). 

Data as of: 15 NOV 04 
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Data as of: 15 NOV 04 

Back Up 
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Iraqi Security Forces Mol Update 
.., 6'.rr! _ ! - 1 •t-..... n-•·· 
t:'UI '-'•••'-•A• .... , J .... - ••• ., •1111 

100% OF 

TRAINED & TRAINED & AUTHORIZED 
COMPONENT AUTHORIZED ON DUTY EQUIPPED ON TRAINED & 

EQUIPPED 
31 JAN '05 EQUIPPED 

POLICE 135,000 87,133 47,342 52,800 JUL '06 

CIVIL 
INTERVENTION 3,720 1,091 1,091 3,120 JUL '05 

FORCE 

EMERGENCY 
270 168 166 270 FEB '05 RESPONSE UNIT 

BORDER 
29,360 16,237 14,593 16,107 AUG '06 ENFORCEMENT 

HIGHWAY 
6,300 925 370 370 TBD PATROL 

DIGNITARY 
500 484 484 500 DEC '04 

PROTECTION 

SPECIAL POLICE 2,019 2,019 900 2,019 JAN '05 
COMMANDO BNS 

TOTAL 177,169 108,057 64,948 75,186 AUG '06 

Data as of: 15 NOV 04 
9 
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Iraqi Security Forces MoD Update 
T'.' - - '""".l"r!-~ -1 "I' T-~ ~-1., • 
a ·va " ............. .....,.r...._ ............... .. •1111 

LIMITED FULL OPERATIONAL 31 JAN '05 100% FULL 
OPERATIONAL CAPABIL TYC2> L/F CAPABILITY OPERATIONAL 

COMPONENT AUTHORIZED CAPABILITYCtl (BATIALIONS) CAPABILITY 

ARMY 27,000 3,887 620 10,915 /10,915 JUL '05 

NATIONAL 61,904 43,445 0 45,000 I 0 SEP '05 
GUARD 

INTERVENTION 6,S84 0 1,816 1794 / 4,790 MAY 'OS 
FORCE 

SPECIAL OPS 1,967 590 0 0 / 725 SEP '05 

TBD BASED ON TBD BASED ON 
AIR FORCE 502 167 0 AIRCRAFT AIRCRAFT 

PROCUREMENT PROCUREMENT 

TBO BASED ON TBO BASED ON 
COASTAL 582 409 0 PATROL BOAT PATROL BOAT 
DEFENSE PROCUREMENT PROCUREMENT 

TOTAL 98,539 48,498 2,436 57,709 / 16,430 MAR '06 

( 1) Limited Operational Capability = unit is conducing combat operations. but continues to receive advanced unit t raining and may still require some 
equipment 

(2) Full Operational Capability= unit is fully manned, trained, and equipped and is capable of conducting independent operations 

Data as of: 15 NOV 04 
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COMPONENT 

Iraqi Police Service 

Civil Intervention Force 

Emergency Response Unit 

Dept of Border Enforcement 

Highway Patrol 

Bureau of Dignitary Protection 

Special Pollce Commando Battalions 

Iraq Regular Army 

Iraqi Natfonal Guard 

Iraqi Intervention Force 

Iraqi Special Ops Force 
• Commando Battalion 
• Counter Terrorist Task Force 

Air Force 

Coastal Defense Force 

Data TOTAL 

3 Week TIP Training 

8 Week Academy 

Specialized Training 

TRAINING 

5 Week Specialized Training 

8 Week Specialized Training 

4 Week Academy 

Specialized Training 

3 Week TIP Training 

8 Week Academy Training 

3 Week Initial Training 

2-3 Week Advanced Training 

Mentoring by US Contractors 

4 Weeks Basic Training 

1-3 Weeks Advanced Training 

Cadre : 4 Weeks 

Basic Training: 4 Weeks 

Collectlve Training : 4 Weeks 

Basic Training: 3 Weeks 

Collective Training : 4 Weeks 

Cadre: 4 Weeks 
Basic/Collective Training: 8 Weeks 

Urban Operations Training: 6 Weeks 

Field Training Provided by US Special Forces (Small 
Unit tactics Ranger type training) 

12 Week course on Close Quart~ Combat 

Varies by specialty: 1-6 months 

Basic Training: 8 Weeks 

Specialized Training at Umm Qasr 
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Forces Training 
Ill 

NUMBER IN TRAINING 

1,053 
2,709 
213 

0 

0 

597 

0 

NA (Prior Service IPS) 

0 

3 Police Special Force Bns 

5,019 

1,428 

5,087 

72 

39 

127 

16,344 11 
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Unit 

Police 

Civil Intervention Force 

Special Police Commando Bns 

Emergency Response Unit 

Department of Border 
Enforcement 

Highway Patrol 

Bureau of Dignitary Protection 

Regular Army 

National Guard 

Intervention Force 

Commando Battalion 

Counter• T errorlst Task Force 

Air Force 

Coastal Defense Force 

Data as 

Iraqi Security Forces Missions 
•1111 

Mission 

• Provide law enforcement, public safety and internal security 

• Provide a national level, high end, rapid response police capablUty to counter large scale 
disobedience and Insurgents. 

• Provide a direct action, special operations, and counter Insurgency capability in support of 
Ministry of Interior. 

• Provide a special operations police capability In support of the Iraqi Police Service. 

• Protect the Integrity of Iraq' s border and monitor and control the movement of persons and 
goods 

• Provide law enforcement, public safety, and internal security, and convoy security along Iraq's 
Highways. 

• Provide close protection, convoy security, and fixed-site security for Iraq I key political leaders. 

• Defend Iraq against external threats. 
• When directed, assist the Ministry of Interior in providing defense against Internal threats to 
natlonal security. 

• Conduct stablllty operations to support the achievement of internal security, Including (as 
required) support to Ministry of Interior elements. 
• Conduct Constabulary duties in support of Internal security 

• Conduct operations In order to defeat anti•lraqi forces In Iraq, wtth primary focus on urban 
areas 
• · Assist In the restoration of a secure and stable environment in which the Iraqi Police Services 
and Iraqi National Guard can maintain law and order 

• Sup~ort for Iraqi Counter Terrorist Force. Similar in Of'ganlzatlon, training, and mission to US 
Army anger Battalion 

• Direct action counter-terrorism similar In organization, mission, and training to US Special 
Operations Forces with counter-terrorist function 

• Provide aerial reconnaissance, and rotary and fixed wing transport for Iraqi Security Forces 
and authorities 

• Conduct security operations on the Iraqi coastline and over territorial waters, Including gas 
and oil platforms out to 12 nautical miles 
• In conjunction with DBE, conduct police operations on the Iraqi coastline and out to 12 
nautical mlles to counter piracy, smuggling and other unlawful activities 12 
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Significant Events Since Last Report 
. - --.1111 

Manning: 
• Completed emergency recruitment of 780 new soldiers to fill losses in the Iraqi 

Intervention Force's First Brigade. 
• Began rebuilding of Mosul Police after their collapse in the face of multiple insurgent 

attacks. 
• 259 soldiers now part of the 1st Mechanized Battalion, with 10 MTLB armored 

personnel carriers. 

Training: 
• 2,506 Iraqi Police Service students graduated from the Basic Course 
• . 1,091 Public Order Battalion officers completed their 5-week training program. 
• 125 Bureau of Dignitary Protection students graduated from courses in VIP Personnel 

Security Detail Operations, Motor Escort Operations, and VIP Site Security. 
• 70 Iraqi police personnel graduated from the Emergency Readiness Unit Phase I 

course. 

Data as of: 15 NOV 04 
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Significant Events Since Last Report 
- •1111 

Equipping: 
• Issued 600 weapons, 10 vehicles, 212 radios, and 350 body armor vests to Ministry of Interior 

forces 
• Issued 4,812 sets of body armor, 287 weapons, 1990 helmets, 11,000 field jackets, 9 vehicles, 

5,000 pairs of running shoes and 8,000 uniforms to Ministry of Defense forces. 
Building: 
• Awarded a $45M contract to construct all new facilities for one Iraqi National Guard Brigade. 
• Awarded contract for water pipeline and pump station at Al Kasik. 
• Completed master plan and statement of work to construct a brigade set of barracks and facilities 

at Rasheed/Ar Rustamiyah in Baghdad. 
• Awarded four police station projects worth combined total of $650,000. 
Mentoring/Employing: 
• LtGen Abdul Qader commanding Iraqi forces in Fallujah with Iraqi liaison officers providing 

liaison to Joint Headquarters. National Joint Operations Center and Joint Headquarters 
Operations Center operating and tracking Iraqi Army operations. 

• 1st Brigade, 1s1 Division (Iraqi Intervention Force); 3rd Brigade(-), 5th Division (Regular Army); 36th 
Commando Battalion; two Shewani Special Forces battalions; and Police Emergency Response 
Unit; deployed for operations vicinity of Fallujah. 

• Iraqi Air Force conducts reconnaissance missions in support of MND/SE locating downed power 
lines and leaking pipelines. 

• 1s1 Police Commando Battalion returned from Mosul and operating in Baghdad. 2nd Police 
Commando Battalion returned to Baghdad from North Babil and continues operations in Samarra. 
3rd Police Commando Battalion deployed to Mosul for operations. 

Data as of: 15 NOV 04 
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TO: Doug Feith 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen Dick Myers 

SUBJECT: Elections in Iraq 

~s-1110 
04-/0JLf316-£S 

October 26, 2004 

Attached is a note I am sending Condi. It seems to me you ought to get a group 

together here, and we ought to start thinking about these things. 

Thanks. 

DHR:db 
102S04-26 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 11 / 1 q / 0 ~ 

I 

f8{;8 
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October 26, 2004 

SUBJECT: Iraqi Elections 

The Iraqi elections in January could produce a variety of outcomes. Candidates 

could win who are right on the mark, somewhere in the middle, or notably 

unhelpful. 

The NSC needs to think through appropriate strategies and objectives now to: 

- Do what we can so the outcome is favorable to the President's goals. 

- Strategies to deal with all of the various possible outcomes. 

Let me know what we can do to help. 

=t'OOO 
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ACTION MEMO 

~f~ 
FO~ SECRETA~ OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Policy on Detainee Body Cavity Examinations 

• On October 15,2004, you asked Policy to examine if DoD needs a policy on detainee 
body cavity exams, 

• I have reviewed this matter and recommend that you sign the attached memorandum 
(Tab A} that promulgates DoD-wide policy and guidelines on the use of body cavity 
exams on detainees in OoO control (Tab B). 

COORDINATION: 
OGC 
Joint Staff 
Health Affairs 

Attachments : 
As Stated 

Mr. Dell'Orto 25 October 2004 
Director, Joint Staff 27 October 2004 
CAPT Jack Smith 2 November 2004 
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DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

1 0 1 0 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1010 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR POLICY 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR SPECIAL 

OPERATIONS AND LOW INTENSITY CONFLICT 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR 

HEALTH AFFAIRS 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 
COMMANDER, U.S. CENTRAL COMMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. EUROPEAN COMMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. PACIFIC COMMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. SOUTHERN COMMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. SPECIAL OPERA TIO NS COMMAND 

SUBJECT: Policy Statement and Guidelines on Body Cavity Searches and 
Exams for Detainees Under DoD Control 

Body cavity exams for detainees under DoD control shall be conducted in 

accordance with the attached policy guidance. Please ensure that this guidance is 

distributed within your organization. The Joint Staff is responsible for implementing this 

policy . 

Attachment: 
As stated 

11-L-0559/0SD/27738 
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Policy Statement and Guidelines on Body Cavity Searches and Exams 
of Detainees in DoD Control. 

The United States has a significant and legitimate interest in performing appropriate 
security searches and medical exams that address the safety, health, and security concerns 
ofDoD personnel and detainees under DoD control. However, the use of body cavity 
exams and searches may conflict with the customs of some detainees. Therefore, 
effective immediately, the following guidelines arc in effect: 

• Do not perform routine detainee body cavity exams or searches (to include hernia 
exams). 

• Body cavity exams may be performed for valid medical reasons with the verbal 
consent of the patient. However, these exams should not be performed as part of 
a routine medical intake exam. 

• Body cavity searches ~~ e conducted ~when there is a reasonable belief 
that the detainee is co~Hi_;g an item that presents a security risk. 

• To the extent possible and consistent with military necessity, a body cavity exam 
or search, whether conducted for medical or security reasons, should be 
conducted by personnel of the same gender as that of the detainee being searched. 

• All body cavity exams and searches will be conducted in a manner that respects 
the person. 

1 {• The first general officer in the chain of command shal l be the approval authority 
\_. for body cavity searches (other than those pe1formed for valid medical reasons). 

• For the purposes of this policy, a detainee is a person under the control of the 
Department of Defense as a result of armed conflict, including the global war on 
terrorism, and includes enemy combatants, enemy prisoners of war, and civilian 
internees. 

11-L-0559/0SD/27739 



TO: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 
Doug Feith 

Donald RumsfelSvJ\. 

SUBJECT: Checking Detainees for Health 

E:5- tQ)G 

C4/013B1S 
October 15,2004 

879 

I don't see why U.S. taxpayers have to worry about whether detainees have 

hernias or enlarged prostates, particularly since examinations for it lead to charges 

of abuse. 

Please find out whether that practice is still going on or if it has been discontinued. 

DHR:ss 
101 404 -1~ 

···························· ···········································•J 
Please respond by --~,_L,~ / o_'#-
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I-04/0 13818 
FOR DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE E S-\OSlo 

FROM: Ryan Henry, PD Under Secretary of Defense for Policy 

SUBJECT: Response to Snowflake on Detainee Body Cavity Ex 

BEC 31 2004 

• You questioned whether it is necessary to require a GO/FO a1Pproval for a detainee 
body cavity search and if Pete Geren's edit of bullet # 3 of the policy fixed the 
problem (Tab A). 

• We remain convinced that such approval should be required r would not jeopardize 
force protection. 

o Policy convened a group of policy,' legal, corrections, ope onal and medical 
experts and assessed that this policy will not impact curre perations. 

• Units in Afghanistan no longer conduct routine body c ty searches. 

• Alternative non-invasive means of checking detainees for contraband are 
available. I 

• When the Secretary asked for this policy, we understood his •t tent to be to minimize 
the use of detainee body cavity searches, except for extraordi ary security 
circumstances. 

o As written, this draft policy ensures that detainee body caVhy searches are 
conducted as an exception, not the norm. 

o Approval at the GO/FO level will emphasize to lower-levttq commanders that this 
course of action is only for use in extraordinary circumstances. 

• Recommend that you sign the attached memorandum that promulgates the policy 
attached at Tab B. 

COORDINATION: 
OGC Chuck Allen 
Joint Staff Col Ban-y Coble 

I 6 December 2004 
I 6 December 2004 

P8K 8FPit!IAL rJ:!tE ONE i 
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DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFEN E 
1 010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1010 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY EPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OFTHEJOINTCHTEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR POLICY 
COMMANDER, U.S. CENTRAL CO MAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. EUROPEAN C MMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. PACIFIC COM AND 
COMMANDER, U.S. SOUTHERN MMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. SPECIAL OPE A TIONS COMMAND 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFE SE FOR SPECIAL 

OPERATIONS AND LOW INTEN ITY CONFLICT 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OFDEFENSE FOR 

HEALTH AFFAIRS 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Policy Statement and Guidelines on Body Cavity Searches and 
Exams for Detainees Under DoD Control 

Body cavity exams for detainees under DoD control shall!be conducted in 

accordance with the attached policy guidance. Please ensure that this guidance is 

distributed within your organi1.ation. The Joint Staff is responsible for implementing this 

policy. 

Attachment: 
As stated 
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Policy Statement and Guidelines on Body Cavity Sea1 ches and Exams 
of Detainees in DoD Control. 

The United States has a significant and legitimate interest in ped nning appropriate 
security searches and medical exams that address the safety. hea th, and security concerns 
of DoD personnel and detainees under DoD control. However, t e use of !body cavity 
exams and searches may conflict with the customs of some detai 1ees. Therefore, 
effective immediately, the following guidelines arc in effect: 

• Do not perform routine detainee body cavity exams or se trches (to include hernia 
exams). 

• Body cavity exams may be performed for valid medical I easons with the verbal 
consent of the patient. However, these exams should not be performed as part of 
a routine medical intake exam. 

• Body cavity searches are to be conducted only when ther ~ is a reasonable belief 
that the detainee is concealing an item that presents a sec 1rity risk. 

• To the extent possible and consistent with mili tary neces; ity, a body cavity exam 
or search, whether conducted for medical or security reat ons, shou Id be 
conducted by personnel of the same gender as that of the detainee being searched. 

• All body cavity exams and searches will be conducted in a manner that respects 
the person. 

• The first general officer in the chain of command shall be the approval authority 
for body cavity searches (otherthan those performed for' alid medical reasons). 

• For the purposes of this policy, a detainee is a person und !r the control of the 
Department of Defense as a result of armed conflict, inch ding the global war on 
terrorism, and includes enemy combatants, enemy prison' rs of war, and civilian 
internees. 

1'61t 61'11 tt!IAL t,~l! eHLl 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
The Military Assistant 

IO December 2004 - 1700 

MEMORANDUM FOR USD(P) 

Subject: Policy on Detainee Body Cavity Examinations 

Sir, 

The DSD reviewed the attached document and states the following: 

"Ryan 1) Do you really mean to require GO/PO approval when there is a 
reasonable belief that there is a security risk involved? 2) See Pete Geren' s comment. 
Does my edit of bullet #3 fix the problem? Please reclear this. PW" 

Please provide a copy of this tasker with your response. 

SUSPENSE: ,i6oec04 
ATI ACHMENT: As Stated 

an E. O'Connor 
Captain, USN 
Military Assistant to the 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

0.;. D I K 1 '/:J-D "/ 
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ACTION MEMO 

FOi{s°~ OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Ryan Henry, Principal Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Policyt..(Jl~"'W\ 

SUBJECT: Policy on Detainee Body Cavity Examinations 

• On October 15,2004, you asked Policy to examine if DoD needs a policy on detainee 
body cavity exams . 

• J have reviewed this matter and recommend that you sign the attached memorandum 
(Tab A) that promulgates DoD-wide policy and guidelines on the use of body cavity 
exams on detainees in DoD control (Tab B). 

COORDINATION: 
OGC Mr. Dell'Orto 25 October 2004 
Joint Staff Director, Joint Staff 27 October 2004 
Health Affairs CAPT Jack Smith 2 November 2004 

Attachments: r) ~ YR 
As Stated {_ ( ~ J£?J 
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DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1 010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 -1010 
JAN 1 2 2005 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OFTHEJOTNT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR POLICY 
COMMANDER, U.S. CENTRAL COMMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. EUROPEAN COMMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. PACIFIC COMMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. SOUTHERN COMMAND 
COMMANDER, U.S. SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR SPECIAL 
OPERATIONS AND LOW INTENSITY CONFLICT 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR 
HEALTH AFFAIRS 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 
DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Policy Statement and Guidelines on Body Cavity Searches and 
Exams for Detainees Under DoD Control 

Body cavity exams for detainees under DoD control shall be conducted in 

accordance with the attached policy guidance. Please ensure that this guidance is 

distributed within your organization. The Joint Staff is responsible for implementing this 

policy. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

OSD 18742-04 
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Boykin, Jason CIV WHS/ESO 

From: 
Sent: 

Bruhn, Michael, Mr. OSD-A TL 
Monday, May 23.200512:13 PM 
Boykin, Jason CIVWHS/ESD To: 

cc: 
Subject: 

Williams.. yanessa. Mrs, OSD-ATL . . ) 
RE: USO ij7oo-U4 (lntenm Responseto Bold Ideas tor Acqu1s1t1on 

Close it as far as I'm concerned. Thx 

Michael L. Bmhn 
Director of Operations 
f'or the Under Secretary of Deren~e 
<AcquisWno Jecboulog,• and J1a2islirs> 

l(b)(6) 

---Original Message--
From: WilUams, Vanessa, Mrs, OSD-ATl 
Sent: Monday, May 23, 200512:12 PM 
To: Boykin, Jason CIV WHS/ ESO 
cc: Bruhn, Michael, Mr, OSD-ATL 
Subject: FW: OSD 18755-04 (fntenm Response to Bold Ideas for Acquisition) 

We have this case as closed. The attached action memo was signed by Mr. Wynne on 23 Nov 04. 
We have no further response from the SecOef. 
<< Fil~: .osd 18755-04_Complete.pdf>> 
----Ong1hal Message--

From: Bruhn, Michael. l'w, OSD-ATL 
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2005 9:38 /JM 
To: Williams, Vanessa, Mrs, OSO-ATL; Barker, Elizabeth, CTR, OSD-ATL; Gamble, Michael, CTR, OSD
ATL 
Subject: FW: OSD 18755-04 (Interim Response to Bold Ideas for Acquisition) 

Pis check, thx 

l\tlichael L. Bruhn 
Director of Operations 
for the Under Secretary of Defense 

(Arnujsjtjon.Terhnology and Logjstjc.s.1 1~)~) I 
----Original Message---

From: Boykin, Jason CIVWHS/ESD 
Sent: Monday. May 23, 2005 9:32 AM 
To: Bruhn, Michael, Mr, OSD-All. 
Subject: OSD 18755-04 (fnterim Response to Bold laeas for Acquisition) 

Mike , 

11-L-0559/0SD/277 4 7 D5D 
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I 'm still carrying this as open . What do you show? It ' s 
o l d, can I close it? 

Thanks, 
J B. 

Jason 0. llo,t;n · ESD. WHS l .... (b-)(-
6
) ___ ___, 

2 
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ACQUIS1Tl0N. 
TECHNOLOGY 

AND LOGISTICS 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE' 

3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-3010 

ACTION MEMO 

November23, 2004, 12:00pm 

C:t7 FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

A.~ From: Michael W. Wynne, Aeling Under Secretary of Dcf-'1./ j-t..lsition 
, ....... ,;. Technology and Logistics) v•;r· ... 

Subject: Interim Response to Bold Ideas for Acquisition 

• The purpose of this memo is to give you i-nme early returns .m response to your 
snowflake on Bold Ideas in Acquisition Management. The ideas arc relatively 
easy to implement and would better align key organizations to incenti. vize 
joinl:ress, tho first step in improving acquisition. These ideas would be steps 
towards a bolder concept but would be useful whether or not you, and perhaps 
the Congress, embrace a bolder proposal. Since jointness is a Department 
objective, you can also achieve a major refocus by aligning resources with a 
policy directive. 

• For aligning resources, it will be necessary to direct Program Analysis and 
Evaluation (PA&E) to protect funding forjoint, transfonnational and 
international programs, which AT&L will identify in each of the Services' 
fiscal guidance. Changes to those programs would re(1uire 11!{ approval prior 
to POM submission. This change would put your objectives for Joint, 
Transformational, and those Lntemational programs you support, at the top of 
the priority list. Unfortunately, as you know.joint programs are at or near the 
lowest priority Jirthe Service progranuncrs. As SecretaryRochc ruefully puts 
it: "Joint means Navy won't pay." Transfmmational programs usually mean 
new programs and in any budget end-game, current programs beat new 
programs. Currently, international programs compete for the dubious 
distinction of being the lowestpliority for the Services. Attached is a memo 
which gives such budgeting direction (Tab A) I recommend you sign it. 

• Most of the objectives of Secretary Aldridge's Study regarding acquisition, and 
even an earlier study ( 1992) by Secretary Yockey, were to achieve jointness 
and to address capabilities, not individual systems. As I construct a bold 
proposal, drivingjointness and avoiding duplicate systems, such as trucks, will 
be the overarching objectives , , saving slots should be secondary and should 
nol therefore be the objective. In the interim, the following steps would be 
effective in promotingjointness and could be implemented this cycle: 

0 
OSD 18755-04 
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• Realign all Service research and development (R&D) commands and 
laboratories under the Director Defense Research and Engineering (D,DR&E). 
Establish Centers of Excellence with the current DoD/Service lab resources 
(including the universities doing basic research) in order to concentrate Science 
& Technology(S&T) and R&D effort~ in specific areas. Developmental 
priorities would be addressed without duplicativestructures. if you agree, J 
will taskD,DR&E to come back to me in forty five days with a 
recommendation on how they would organiL-c: these capabilities. Examples of 
otganiratialsthat will be realigned can be found at Tab B. 

• Realign all Logistics organizations and functions, currently resident within the 
Services, under the llp:q, Under Secretary of Defense (Logistics and Material 
Readiness) (DUSD(L&MR)). Ir you agree, I will ta. the DUSD(L&MR) to 
come back to me in forty five days with a recommendation on how they might 
organize to accomplish this objective. This consolidated logistics focus would 
facilitate efficiencies, balam:~u workloads and make public private 
partnershipsm:>re productive. Examples of organizations that will be realigned 
can be found at Tab C. 

COORDINATION: Tab D 

RECCJ.t.!ENDATIONS: 
l. Recommend you sign the memo at Tab A. 

2. Recommend you approve developmentof implementation plans forrealigning 
R&D commands and laboratories as well as Material Management and 
Maintenance organizations (Tabs B and C )-with response within 45 days. 

Approve 

Disapprove:--------

See Me: 

CC: DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC20301-1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRET ARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 
CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 
UNDER SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
COMMANDERSOFTHECOMBATANTCOMMANDS 
ASSISTANT SECRETARIES OF DEFENSE 
GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION 
INSPECTOR GENERAL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF 

DEFENSE 
ASSISTANTS TO THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DIRECTOR, ADMINISTRATION AND MANAGEMENT 
DIRECTOR, PROGRAM ANALYSIS AND EV ALVA TION 
DIRECTOR, NET ASSESSMENT 
DIRECTOR, FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
DIRECTORS OF THE DEFENSE AGENCIES 
DIRECTORS OF THE DOD FIELD ACTIVITIES 

SUBJECT: Priority for Joint, Transformational, and International Acquisition Programs 

In order to ensure appropriate emphasis is given to Joint, Transformational, and 
International programs, I am directing Program Analysis and Evaluation (PA&E) to 
protect funding, in the budgeting process, for programs in these categories. The Under 
Secretary of Defense (Acquisition Technology and Logistics) USD(AT&L) will 
identify the program funding for each of these programs in the Services' fiscal 
guidance. 

Changes to these programs shall require USD(AT&L) approval prior to Program 
Objective Memorandum submission. The process is intended to ensure the integrity of 
these Joint, Transformational,and International programs critical to transforming the 
Department of Defense and meeting the capability needs of our warfighters. 

ft 
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Proposed RDT&E 
Realignment 

• Office of Defense Research (Science) 

- Office of Naval Research (Naval Research Lab as 
the Defense Research Lab) 

- Army Research Office 

- Army Research Lab 

- Air Force Office of Scientific Research 

- Air Force Research Lab 
- Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 

• Office of Technology and Engineering 
(Demonstrations and Prototypes) 
- R&D Components of the Naval Systems Commands 

and Warfare Centers (Non .. ACAT I) 

- Marine Corps Warfighting Lab 

- R&D Components d. Army Research, Development 
& Engineering (Non-ACAT I) 

- R&D Components of the Air Force Systems 
Program Offices(Non ... ACAT I) 

11-L-0559/0SD/27752 



Proposed Logistics 
Realignment 

• Materiel Management 
- Army, Navy and Air Force Inventory Control Potnts 

- DLA Supply Centers 

- Other Materiel Mgt storage locations from the 
Services and Defense Agencies 

- Army Arsenals 

- Marine Corps Logistics Base 

• Maintenance and Repair Facilities 
- Army and Marine Corps Maintenance Depots 

- Naval and Marine Corps Aviation Depots 

- Naval shipyards 

- Air Logistics Centers 

• Distribution Centers/Depots 

- Defense Distribution Depots 

- Weapons stations and ammunitions depots 

- Operational (retail level) stock points 

• Logistics Information Services 
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COORDINATION 

General Counsel November23,2004 
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TO: Mike Wynne 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 
Gordon England 
Jim Haynes 
Ken Krieg 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Acquisition Reform 

?l 

TAB 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Jim Roche 
Les Brownlee 
Powell Moore 

October 21,2004 

DoD has a long way to go to ensure that our acquisition process achieves the appropriate 

jointness and interoperability needed in the 21 '1 Century. Despite the progress with 

JROC and the work by AT &L and JFCOM on Command and Control, we still end up 

with the Marine Corps and Army procuring, dtiving, and training with different kinds of 

heavy trucks, for example. As we move fo1ward with the QDR, we absolutely must 

transform the acquisition process. There are numerous suggestions floating around 

including: 

- Have those in acquisition stay in their jobs longer 

- A process to select the best people with the right backgrounds for key acquisition 
jobs 

- Develop a Congressional strategy that gets the legislation needed to cut through 
red-tape and minimize bureaucratic roadblocks 

- Consider improvingjoint acquisition by having more truly joint programs, and 
perhaps having officers from one service head up programs for other services 

-Other? 

Please get back to me with some bold proposals. This needs to get fixed. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
102004-18 

..........•....•.... , ...................•...................................... 

-w . 
C/l -

-
~ 
<1 

-\ 
0 

~ · 

Please respond by _______ _ 
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
CHAIRMAN OF lHE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General RichardB. Myers, CJCS/ftNt/11 ! 
SUBJECT: Acquisition and Jointness 

CM- 2195-04 
22 November 2004 

,,. ~-.-
• • ~ r 

• Issue. You expressed a desire that we fix. the acquisition process to achieve better 
jointness and interoperability (TAB). Specific examples include differences in 
Army and Marine Corps trucks and associated training. 

• Conclusion. The Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS) 
is evolving to manage the jointness and interoperability aspects of acquisition 
programs. It will be more adaptive to transformational programs (like the Army's 
Future Combat System) that leverage spiral development and other accelerated 
acquisition techniques. I will arrange for a briefing if you would like an update on 
the process. 

• Discussion. When the Marine Corps wa~ acquiring a new model truck, it first 
examined the suitability of the current Army variant and concluded that it was 
incapable of operating from the beach and soft sand during expeditionary 
operations. For that reason, the Corps turned its attention to another variant that 
was more suitable. Under the old requirements-generation process, this Marine 
Corps acquisition program was beneath the threshold for joint review. Under the 
current capabilities-based process, that would not be the case. All programs, 
regardless of threshold, arc currently assessed for their jointness. Furthermore, 
JC IDS covers all aspects of,ioint acquisition. including training. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment.: 
As stated 

<.:o py to: 
USD(AT&L) 

Prepared By: VADM Robert F. Willard, USN; Director, J-8;1 .... (b-)(-

6

) ____ _. 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONL'f 
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TO: Mike Wynne 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 
Gordon England 
Jim Haynes 
Ken Krieg 

Donald Rumsfeld ? i. 
SUBJECT: Acquisi tion Refonn 

TAB 

POUO 

Paul Wolfow itz 
Jim Roche 
Les Brownlee 
Powell Moore 

October 21,2004 

DoD has a long way to go to ensure that our acquisition process achieves the appropriate 

jointness and interoperability needed in the 21st Century. Despite rhe progress with 

JROC and the work by AT &L and JFCOM on Command and Control, we still end up 

with the Marine Q:q:s and Army procuring, driving, and training with different kinds of 

heavy trucks, for example. As we move forward with the QDR, we absolutely must 

transform the acquisition process. There are numerous suggestions floating around 

including: 

- Have those in acquisition stay in their j obs longer 

-A process to select the best people with the right backgrounds for key acquisition 
j obs 

- Develop a Congressional strategy that gets the legislation needed to cut through 
red-tape and minimize bureaucratic roadblocks 

- Consider improvingjoint acquisition by having more truly joint programs, and 
perhaps having officers from one service head ~ programs for other services 

-Other? 

Please get back to me with some bold proposals. This needs to get fixed. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
102004-18 

·····················~························································· Please respond by ________ _ OSD 1875 5 -04 
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TABA 

TO: 

cc 
FROM: 

Gen Pete Pace 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld -p/,. 
SUBJECT: Training Matter 

F8ti8 

November 2,2004 

Are you doing anything to fix that problem of the lack of jointness and 

interoperability in common training with respect to the heavy 1nK.ks -between the 

Marines and the Anny and any other service? 

Thanks . 

........••.••••........................... , •.•.....................•..... 
Please respond by _ ____._lt.._.l,"--'J...._IO'i__._ __ 

• .t .t 

H5l".J(') 
· ... r Tab A 

0SD 18826- 04 
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. · ~ 

CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHEFS O•' STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 , _,..,., ' ... ,....., '" 't• ""I-, 
- ••. ! .. .... -· 

INFO.MEMO 
CM-2201-04 
22 November 2004 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE _/ 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJC~lf [ t, 1,,-

SUBJECT: Training Matter 

• Question. "Are you doing anything to fix that problem of the lack ofjointness and 
interoperability in common training with respect to the heavy trucks - between the 
Marines and the Army and any other service?" (TAB A) 

• Answer. Joint Motor Transportation Training is occurring on a situational basis. 
Discussion of moving toward a common neet of heavy trucks is in the initial steps of the 
JROC process. 

• Analysis 

• The Army, in conjunction with the respective Services, offers motor transportation 
training al Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri, to support Army, Marine Corps, Navy and 
Air Force requirement-;. Technical training for five of the six Air Force basic vehicle 
maintenance specialties is conducted jointly with the Navy through the Jnterservice 
Training Review Organization at Naval Air Station, Port Hueneme, California. The 
sixth course is collocated at the A,my Technical Training Center at Aberdeen Proving 
Grounds, Maryland. 

• Additionally, the Army and Air Force recently entered into a Memorandum of 
Understanding to train Air Force personnel to perform 88M (operator) duties in the 
USCENTCOM area of responsibility. This initiative has Air Force personnel 
receiving Am1y training on driving techniques and convoy defense operations and 
procedures. 

• The Joint Capability Board has tasked the Focused Logistics Functional Capability 
Board to investigate joint approaches for a common fleet of heavy trucks. The Joint 
Stafr,J-4, J-7, the Service.sand OSD(AT&L) are participating in this effort. A 
roadmap should be available for review by February 2005. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Allachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Major General Jack Catton, USAF; Director, J-7~-(b-){_
6

_> ----
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TABA 

November 2,2004 

ro: Gen Pete Pat'e 

C C Gen Dick Myers . 

FROM: Donald Rwnsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: TrainingMatter 

Are you doing anything to fix that problem of the :ack of jointness and 

interoperability :in conunon training with respecttD the heavy truclG -between the 

Marines and the Arm/ and arrJ other service? 

Thanks. 

OHR:a 
llm()4.l 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 11h~JoY 

j•", .,. _, 
•./ 1 .•. 

i ;' 

Tab A 
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TABB -. 
COOR DIN A TJON 

Unit Name Date 

USA COL Roy Howle 9 November 2004 

USN CAPT Curt Goldacker lONovember 2004 

USAF Col Shelby Ball 9 November 2004 

USMC Col A. E. Van Dyke lONovember 2004 

Tab B 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Ryan Henry 
Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Fbl"J&za 
TABA 

Donald Rumsfeld }fl 
SUBJECT: Sinai Commitment 

Here we are, three years later, and we still have a significant number of people' 

committed to the Sinai force. Please get a plan to me to cut it by one-third. We 

should also have a plan to cut it to no more than IOOwithin two years. 

We can do this. 

Thanks. 

DHlbs 
093004-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ I o_,J"""-r:t_,_._/ _o 1+---

Tab A 

H5~6 
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,. 

CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-t999 

INroMEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJ, ll{t,v 

CMJ»o21cr~ .\ 11: ?~ 
23 November 2004 

SUBJECT: Multinational Force and Observers (MFO) Sinai Commitment 

• Issue. "Here we are, three years later, and we still have a significant number of 
people committed to the Sinai force. Please get a plan to me to cut it by one-third. 
We should also have a plan to cut it to no more than JOO within two years." (TAB A) 

• Conclusion. There are several options available to reduce the DOD Sinai 
commitment, all of which require a significant interagency investment and the 
agreement of Israel, Egypt and MFO HQ Rome (TABB). 

• Discussion. If such prerequisites can be met, the Department of Defense can 
reduce its MFO commitments by over one-third by transitioning from a static 
observation plan - rrernirg all check points (CPs) 24/7 - toan alternating 
observation coverage plan, manning selected CPs on an irregular basis. 
Additional MFO force reductions include contracting existing DOD-provided 
support capabilities (aviation, finance, postal, materiel management) and 
elimination of MFO sectors five and six (TAB C). 

COORDINATION: TAB D 

Attachments: 
As stated 

j(b)(6) 
Prepared By: Lieutenant General J. T. Conway, USMC; Director.J-3i.__ ___ _. 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Ryan Henry 
Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 

Paul Wolfowitz 

l'OtfO 
TABA 

Donald Rumsfcld )fl 
SUBJECT: Sinai Commitment 

Here we are, three years later, and we still have a significant number orpeople 

committed to the Sinai force. Please get a plan to me to cut it by one-third. We 

should also have a plan to cut it to no m::>re than lOOwithin two years. 

W c can do this. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
093004-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ I o_..l ....... 1-::'f_._._.l_o ~'--

Tab A 
FOGO 
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TABB 

27 October 2004 

INFORMATION PAPER 

Subject: Mu1tinational Force and Observers (MFO) Sinai Commitment 

I. Purpose. To provide information on ways to reduce OOD 1v1FO Sinai force 
1eve1 commitments. 

2. Key Points 

• Efforts lo reduce the DOD MFO commitment will require interagency 
support and agreement by the 1982 MR) Protocol signatories: Israel, Egypt 
and MFO HQ Rome. 

• (F@l>.!Ji@) Meeting the SccDef force reduction timeline requires OSD(PJ 
negotiations to be completed in sufficient ti me to a11ow the US An11y time to 
identify, alert and mobi1ize the required force. 

(r-'51tJ'5) MF0-49 (Jan06, 395 personnel (PER);rcduccd from MF0-
48, 687 PER): 

• Negotiations completed 
• Forces sourced / a1erted 
• Forces rnobi1ized 
• Forces deploy 

June 2005 
Ju1 y 2005 
October 2005 
December 2005 

a(F@UO, MF0-50 (Jan07, 89 PER): 

• Negotiations comp1eted 
• Forces sourced / alerted 
• Forces mobilized 
• Forces deploy 

June 2006 
Jul y 2006 
October 2006 
December 2006 

• (FSUO)-Therc arc several long-term tasks OSD(P) should pursue to support 
both the near-term force 1eve1 reductions and the u1timate goa1 of 
withdrawing all US Sinai forces. 

(FSUS) Inform signa tories and MFO HQ Rome of USG intent to 
initiate MFO force level reduc tions beginning January 2006 and full 
US infantry battalion withdrawal by January 2007. 

"(Ft5DO) Intensify efforts to identify donor nations to backfill the US 
infantry batta1ion ob1igation. Identified donor nation would have to 
be vetted with the signatories and MFO HQ Rome. 

Tab B 



(FOUO)lnitiate talks and ultimately negotiations to close the MFO 
Sinai mission and transfer focus towards a Gaza observation 
m1ss10n. 

• (fileth,) The following actions reduce current force levels by over one-third. 
lf executed, the estimated MF0-49 force level would be 395 PER. 

e,.e,t,e,) Transition from a static observation plan to an alternating 
observation coverage plan in US sectors five and six. 

• ~fil6d0) US sectors five and six contain 12 fixed observation 
posts and check points. 

• (FOGO) US forces currently staff all 12 sites daily. 

• z(P660j An alternating coverage plan allows the commander to 
develop a plan to staff selected fixed sites based on mission 
requirements and intelligence assessments. Rotating staffing 
for up to six fixed sites on an alternating basis should reduce 
infantry battalion requirements by two companies, or 150 PER. 

• {POU61 Concurrently, infonn signatories and MFO HQ Rome 
of USG intent to not field the infantry battalion requirement 
beginning Jn."luary 2007 and initi.~te red1.1c-tion in US forGI:'! 
levels beginning January 2006. This action supports staffing 
requirements for a new observation plan. 

(fileUe) Outsource US-provided helicopter support resident in the 
MFO support battalion. 

• (POGO) US Army provides 10 UH- 1 helicopters with crew and 
required support personnel, and is scheduled to replace UH-1 
fleet with UH-60 aircraft in FYOS, which may increase 
personnel requirements. 

• (PeUB) Contracting helicopter capability will require 
additional funding, estimated 2 years ago to be $18M dollars 
the first year and $13M dol1ars in the outyears, causing an 
increase in USG MFO fundin g levels. Increased funding levels 
wi11 require a Presidential Determination finding and the 
identification of a funding source. 

• (FOGO) Contracted helicopter support will reduce US force 
levels by 105 PER and possibly an additional 37 PER in the 
MFO Support Battalion HQ structure. 

(reth''1) Eliminate redundant US force structure and capabilities. 

B-2 TabB 
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• ~0ele1'.) Task Force Sinai (US e1ement of MFO) contains two 
battalion headquarters for 687 PER. The infantry battalion 
headquarters provides command and contro1 (C2)for the 
observation mission, and the support batta1ion headquarters 
provides C2 for MR) logistic operations. 

• (l-\5t,C,) Combining both operations under one battalion C2 
node is executable, but requires a n assessment by the US 
A1my and agreement by the signatories and MFO HQ Rome. 

• (FOUO) Reduction of one battalion headquarters could reduce 
force level by 37 PER. 

• (FOl:!fe) The following actions reduce MF0-50 force levels to 89 PER. 

(P.Ot,0) OSD(P) identifies a new donor nation to replace US infantry 
batta1ion capability in IV(R) sectors five and six. 

• (F0el16, Donor nation would have to be vetted and approved by 
the signatories and MFO HQ Rome. 

• (~"tJ''5) If no donor nation is identified, recommend 
e1iminating sectors five and six and moving sector four 
southern boundary to include the town of Taba. A boundary 
change would have to be negotiated with the signatories and 
MFO HQ Rome. 

• (J•eue, Eliminating US infantry battalion ob1igations reduces 
current force level by 425 PER. 

(l'e5tf8' Outsource selected US-provided MFO support battalion 
capabilities. 

• (,.OUO) Rep1ace exp1osive ordnance demohtion, materiel 
management, postal, finance and selected medical capabilities 
with contracted services. 

• (f"t,ey Contracted capability would increase MR) costs, 
requiring an additional funding source and a Presidential 
Determination finding. 

• ~feH::te, Contracted logistic support should reduce US force 
levels by 43 personnel. 
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TAB C 

• - ... •t-2. :i_._..., .. ~ ;-: - I·,: ~- 't 
J 

Sinai Commitment 
and 

Force Reduction IPR 

01 November 2004 

This Joint Staff briefing is classified 

UNCLASSIFIEDl/~31 B 
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SecDef Direction 

"··--····••111 
• Cut US Multinational Force and Observer (MFO) 

Sinai force by one-third 

• Develop a plan to reduce US force levels to 100 
within 2 years 

11-L-0559/0SD/27769 
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Assumptions 

--····••111 
• MFO signatories and contributor nations do not want to decrease 

MFO structure or alter its mission 

• Israel and Egyptwant US military presence for security 
- Keeps United States engaged in Middle East peace process 
- United States serves as MFO backbone 
- Helps ensure other MFO participants will not back out 
- United States is honest broker 
- United States funds one-third of MIFO costs 

• US force level reduction may need to be met with an increase in US 
commitment in other areas 
- Must make best efforts to recruit backfill donor nations 
- Contract and fund helicopter support 
- Increasing OLIVE HARVEST support 
- Increase civilian observer unit to expand coverage 

11-L-0559/0SD/27770 
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Jan 05 Oct05 

MFO- 48 (687 PER) 

Headquarters Staff 
Medical Detachment 
Infantry Battalion HQ 

Line Company 
Line Company 
Services 
Materiel Management 

EOD Detachment 

Aviation Detachment 
Line Company 

Line Company 
Suoport Battalion HQ 

MFO Transition Timeline 

--···••1111 
I I 

Jan 06 Oct06 Jan 07 

Negotiations 
With 

Signatories 

MFO- 4.9 (395 PER) 

Headquarters Staff 
Medical Detachment 

Infantry Battalion HQ 

Line Company 
Line Company 
Services 

Materiel ftj'lanagement 
EOD Detachment 

11 -L-0559/0SD/27771 

Negotiations 
With 

Signa~ 

MFO - 50 (89 PER) 

Headquarters Staff 

Medical Detachment 

T ab C 
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MF0-48 Force Structure 

MFO Headquarters Staff 27 
Infantry Battalion HQ 125 
Line Company 75 
Line Company 75 
Line Company 75 
Line Company 75 
Support Battalion HQ 37 
Services 12 
Materiel Management 14 
EOD Detachment 5 
Medical Detachment 62 
Avialioa Detachmeat :105 
Total 687 

One Third Reduction End State 

--····••111 
MF0-49 Force Structure 

MFO Headquarters Staff 
Infantry Battalion HQ 

Line Company 

Line Company 
Line Company 
Line Company 
Support Battalion HQ 

Services 
Materiel Management 
EOD Detachment 

Medical Detachment 
At+•iatior:1 Detachfflent 

Total 

27 
125 
75 
75 
75 
75 
37 

12 
14 
5 
62 
105 
395 

Tab C 

F&Wil 
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MF0-49 Force Structure 

MFO Headquarters Staff 27 
Infantry Battalion Headquarters 125 
Line Company 75 
Line Company 75 
Services 12 

Materiel Management 14 

EOD Detachment 5 
Medical Detachment 62 
Total 395 

MFO Force 100 End State' 

--····••111 
MF0-50 Force Structure 

MFO Headquarters Staff 27 
Infantry Battalion Headquarters 125 . 
Line Company 75 
Line Company 75 

Services 12 

Materiel Management 14 

EOD Detachment 5 
Medical Detachment 62 

Total 89 

T ab C 

H560 
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MFO Force 100 
. . ···- - - - - - - - - - --,----··•11111 

• OSD(P) 
- Inform signatories of force drawdown and propose alternatives 

• Identify donor nation backfil l for US infantry battalion or 
eliminate some sectors 

• Outsource selected US capabilities (postal , limited medical, 
EOD, materiel management) 

- Obtain Presidential Determination and funding for contracts 

• Chairman of the JCS publish PLAN ORD directing US Army to 
identify: 
- US-provided capabilities that can be contracted 
- Force structure required to support limited MFO engagement 

• Complete: Oct 06 

11-L-0559/0SD/2777 4 
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;'.:~~:~~;1t":_'.!\ ~t-· _,_:~/y·~:~' ;~. - - ~ ·- -_:4.;_ 

One Third Reduction · --····••111 
• OSD(P} 

- Inform signatories of force drawdown and propose alternatives 
• Modify observation plan reducing force requirements 
• Identify donor nation backfill for US force reductions 
• Outsource selected US capabilities (aviation) 

- Obtain Presidential Determination and funding for contracts 
- Recommend MFO increase civillian observer unit personnel 

• Chairman of the JCS publish PLANORD directing US Army to: 
- Identify US provided capabilities that can be contracted 
-Assist Task Force Sinai development of modified observation plan 
- Develop plan to consolidate US MFO forces into one task force 

• Complete: Jan 06 

11-L-0559/0SD/27775 
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MFO Sinai Zone$ and Se~tQrs 
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USA 

ISA/NESA 

TABD 

COORDINATION PAGE 

COL Chappell 

Mr. Hulley 
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10 November 2004 

27 October 2004 
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FSUO 

November 8, 2004 
.. ~ ... : : .: ?: !.'..7 

TO:. Paul Wolfowitz } 

Gen Dick Myers . 
. Steve Canibone 
Ray DuBois 

FROM: Donald Rumsf el°'), 
I 

SUBJECT: Alert Status 

We need to think through whether we want to lower the alert status arrangements 

and, therefore, costs for those activities that DoD is engaged in. 

Please get back to me .witla proposal. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
110804.11 

~;e·:S~ ~~;~:;;~~· •• • • j?J~i; ••••••• ••••• •• ••••••• •••• • • • •• • ••• •• •••• 
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Fbt,16 

\ 
~(,'\ October 6 ,2004 

TO: David Chu 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld/y~, 

SUBJECT: Individual Ready Reserve 

I understand the Marines very carefully follow their Individual Ready Reserve and 

the rest of the services don ' t do as good ajob. 

Please find out what the Marines do, and let's fashion a program we agree with 

and impose it on all the services. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
100604-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by l 0/2!\ /oL/. 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C.20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

November 23,2004 - 12:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: David S.~ Chu, USD(P&R) 

~1/~ Vr t/ .. (! k~..- ..(.(3 ,.I,.?~ V ~,-7' 
SUBJECT: lndividcra1 ·Ready Reserve(IRR)-SNOWFLAKE (attached) 

• You recommended that we fashion a program to improve IRR management by using 
the Marine Corps program as a model. We are doing so. 

• At the July 2004 IRR Conference we developed an aggressive IRR program based on 
the three pillars of the Marine Corps program: Expectation Management, Management 
Concepts, and IRR Use and Access. 

o Expectation Management: A deliberate DoD-wi<le program to educate service 
members, the public, and the Congress on the IRR, and members' Military 
Service Obligations (MSO) and responsibilities. 

o Management Concepts: Tracking of musters, memb~r location, and readiness. 

o IRR Use and Access: The services are reviewing the Marine Corps model of 
linking members to an operations plan, local face-to-facemuster/assessments, 
and tracking the currency of mil itary experience. 

• Web-based technologies will be employed. We are encouraging the Services to adopt 
the USMC Reserve Duty On-Line (ROOL) web-based RC usage tool. Tt captures 
volunteer and recruiting opportunities, civilian employment information, and more. 

• First quarterly update on IRR improvement programs from the Services is due to me 
next month; Twill provide you a summary. 

Attachment: As stated 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: Colonel Joseph Viani, OASD/RA(M&P), .... ____ .... 

0 0SD 18875-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/27780 



q, 
~C:...' October 6,2004 

TO: David Chu 

CC.' Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcldty~. 

SUBJECT: Individual Ready Reserve 

I understand the Marines very carefully follow their Individual Ready Reserve and 

the rest of the services don't do as good ajob. 

Please find out what the Marines do, and let's fashion a program we agree with 

and impose it on all the services. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
100604-2 

•.••••.••••.•••••.•..••.•............................................... , 
Please respond by _ _..l--=o_,.[ ..... z.;:;.....,q.'-1-/ ..... o ...... L/ __ _ 

0SD 18875- 04 
11-L-0559/0SD/27781 
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.-:,:~ ~n.20CM 
· ~;:~~:.~'.·(:.T.'. .r·:::.~: i° ~-\_::c:N~)E 

TO 

CC Gen Dick Myers 

FROM DonaldR.umsf'eld ~, 

SUBJECT : Virginia National Guard 

I understand that the: Virginia National Guard is not good. Every, ere l tum., 

someone teU. me they are resigning ar that tbey uc DDt rtCIUitins Ml so forth. 

What do we do about tlxiq,it? Sboulcl ~ne talk with the Oo 

need M'W leadenbip? What do you propose? 
' • I 

Thanks. 

' DHa.6 

I 

I 
I 

m1M-11 I .~ ....•••••..••...............•.••• ~ ..... ~ ••••... ..•.......•. 

Plea.tt rupond by __ {3'-+l+-f1 ..... / ....... o-+y-...-~ 

11-L-0559/0SD 27782 

mor? Doesit 

, ............ . 

TOT&l.. P.0t 
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PERSONNELAND 

READINESS 

FOR: 

FROM. 

SUBJECT: 

; 

--··.- t·· .-.·· ~ -

UNDER se::cRETARY OF DEFEN¥--i~\ ·; :;: ,- '. .:)'.in ,( 
4CXX) DEFENSE PENTAGON " _,_., ... , .. . ._ ' · .. , L .. _ .... ,'.) 

WASHINGTON, o.C. 29301-4000 
WJq rD'/ 3 P1\f 6: 3 0 

INFO MEMO 

! November 22, 2004 - 15:00 
! . 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DavidS.~SD(P&R) \ . r ~,M 'r');,[!. (?A.,u,.r &?t!IA./~ v ,c, , 

Virginia National Guard-SNOWFLAKE ( attached) 
I 

• The Virginia Army National Guard achieved only 65 percent of· s FY 2004 
recruiting mission, but 94.8 percent of its strength mission. 

• The Virginia llir National Guard is performing better, achieving 8.3 percent 
of its FY 2004 strength mission. 

• Virginia Army National Guard is one of nine that have missed their ARNG 
recruiting missions for the past four years. ! 

i 

o They are: CT, DE, HI, IL, LA, MA, MD, VA and VI. 

o Overall, the Virginia Anny National Guard missed its FY. 004 
recruiting mission of 56,002 by 7,209 and its authorized stren th of 350,000 
by 7,081. I 

, We have engaged the Guard leadership to 100k at a rebalancing ot structure. 

o We will meet with LTG Blum and his Directors on December 3 to 
I establish the "way abead1

' . 

Attadunent: As stated 

~ Prepared by: Mr. Rich Kiimmer, OASD/RA(M&P)L___j 

l 

0 qsn 1eas1-01i 
11-L-0559/0SD/27783 



PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

P6ti8 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENsE :.· ,-:: -~~ C::7 '' :-•:: 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON ~:.::I>L~··.· .. C: c·:::.~\{ 

WASHINGTON, D .C. 2030"1·4000 

ACTION MEMO 

November 22,2004 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action __ _ 

Dr. David Chu~ SD (PERSONNEL AND ~~A~1,NESS) 
~ tt~ J .{., {',.4 11.,., Y- ~ -4- ,-1/ .b/JJ 

SUBJECT: MEASURINGB-OOTS ON GROUND (BOG)--Snowflake 

• The auached paper (Tab A) addresses your snowflake (Tab B) concerning "Anny 
deployment length to Iraq and Afghanistan." 

• We have worked with the Joinr Staff, Joint Forces Command and the Army (tab C) to 
craft a truthful and simple deployment measure. 

• We believe that this measure will allow the troops and their families to form realistic 
expectations of deployment duration for tours in support of the Global War on Terrorism. 

• If you agree we will ensure this measure is promulgated as policy in the deployment 
process. 

RECOMMENDATION: Review and approve the auached measure of "Boots on the 
Ground." 

Approved ______ Disapproved ______ Other ______ _ 

COORDINATION: Joint Staff (Tah C) 

Allachrnents: 
As Stated 

Prepared by: Dr. Paul Mayberryr::=J 

-A. 
11-L-0559/0SD/27784 
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DRAFT 

''Booti, on Ground (BOG)" 

SecDef Guidance: 
• Truthful, simple policy 
• A goal, not a promise 
• Be precise; above all, be honest 

Concept: 
• Boots on Ground is a unir management metric based on time in theater, defined as 

the CENTCO~t AOR in suppon of OJF/OEF. 
• Individual expectations arc set based on unit's BOG date. 
• BOG is measured from the dace the center of mass of the unit main body arrives 

in theater until the center of mass of the unit main body departs theater as reported 
by the service component command. 

R efi nernen ts: 
• Exact unit arrival dace as reported by unit commanders to the service component 

CLli111nand and validated by CENTCOM. 
• Combat units report BOG at the Brigade/Regiment 1cve1. 

- All casked subordinate units will have The s.ame BOG date-unless a 
subordinate unit is moving independently of the brigade or regiment. 

• Supporting or separate units will repor1 BOG at the banalion. s.quadron, company, 
or detachment as defined by UJC/DUJC/UTC. 

• Deployments are not to exceed 365 days, to include all tum-over and coordination 
time between rotating units. 

• Sec Def approval required for any BOG extensirm of Army units beyrmd 365 day.-;. 
- For other Services, Sec Def approval required for any BOG extension beyond 

prior approved Service rotation policy on which deployment was hasC'd. 

Process Changes: 
• CENTCOM will: 

- Submit all BOG extension requeststJin1ug.h .Jnint Staff for SecDef approval. 
- Receive, validate, and publish BOG dates for units on SIPRNET website. 

• CENTCOM Service Component Commands will: 
Track BOG and return dates for allocated units to support sourcing decisions. 

- Ensure BOG policy is di:-;seminated. understnnd. and enforced throughout 
their units and arbitrate all discrC'pancies conceming BOG for their units. 

• The Joint Staff will monitor BOG policy implementation. 
• If the Combatant Commander determines the requirement for a unit is no longer 

needed, that unit may redeploy prior to 365 days and a back fill unit will not be 
deployed. 

DRAFT 

11-L-0559/0SD/27785 
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; :··;. ~-..... ~.. . 

TO: David Chu 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen Pete Pace 

f'OOO 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~Jl, 
SUBJECT: A1my Deployment Length Policy 

Please wrile down a truthful, simple policy thal can govern Army deployment 

length lo Iraq and Afghanistan. l t should make clear that whatever we decide 

upon is a goal, not a promise; and that many variables over which we exercise 

little control may cause perturbations. 

Be precise and, above all, honest in laying it out. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
102704-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I I·/ 11.-[o t 

I 

OSD 18889-04 
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Reply ZIP Code: 
203 18-0300 

THE JOINT STAFF 
WASHINGTON, DC 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR 
PERSONNEL AND READINESS 

Subject: OIF /OEF Boots on the Ground/ Army Deployment Length Policy 

~=<. 
1. Thank you for lhe opportun ity to review the proposed OSD IP&R) draft 
Boots on the Ground (BOG)policy. l The Joint Staff has reviewed and 
coordinated with J- 1. OCJCS/LC1 USJFCOM, USA, USAF, USMC and USN. 
Recommended changes and comme nls are enclosed. 

2. The:: Join t Staff point of contact is Lie utenant Colonel Wallin, USAF; J -3; 
!(b)(6) I 

Enclosure 

Re ference: 

v"cL,-

/V A':::.:Q.,_. ~ 
NORTON A. SCHWARTZ 
Lieutenant General, USA 
Director, Joint Staff 

I USD(P&R) memorandum, 12 November 2004, "OJF /OEF Boots on the 
G round/ A,my Deployment Length Policy" 

1:) ( ~~ I (V'\ ( A~e.l \ ' 
. 

~ •'D 0. ~~l ~'-Ol~~ ~~. 
~ ~ ~c£~~..J~,\..A>e•6. ~~(.c\2..~<i., .. 

"u:..e., .. ~ .. \:>c.>t-u~-s.-t• • ~~~--~-
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ENCLOSURE 

mMMENTS ON OIF/OEF BOOTS ON THE GROUND/ ARMY 
DEPLOYMENT LENGlH RJLICY DRAFT 

I. General Comment: All occurrences of "365days" should be replaced 
with" 12 months," for the following reasons: 

a. Aligns policy guidance with Department of the Anny max Boots on 
the Ground (BOG)definition of 12 months. 

b. Standardizes understanding of BOG policy within Joint Staff, 
combatant commands and Services. 

c. Maintains current flexibility for force deployment/ redeployment 
planning and execution. 

d. Is a more realistic, albeit less accurate, expectation fix US forces 
deploying to the USCENfCOM AOR 

2. Page 1, "Concept"paragraph, 1st bullet. Change as follows: "Boots 
on Ground (BOG) is a unit management metricdefined as "date main 
body of the unit has reported in theater as reperted b~/ the sen·ice 
componeRt command based on time in theater. defined as the 
USCENTCOM AOR in support of OIF /OEF." 

REASON: Paragraph deals with BOO metric. Provides clarification and 
specificity of the BOO metric, a unit's BOG begins as soon as the unit 
arrives in the USCENTCOM AOR . 

3. Page 1, "Concept"paragraph, 2nd bullet. Change as follows: 
''Individuals; expectations are set. .. " 

REASON: Correct punctuation. 

4. Page I, "Concept"paragraph, 3rd bullet. "BOG is measured based 
on time ·n theater, defined as the QENTCOM AOR in co, ,ppert of OIF/OEF 
from the date the center of mass cf the unit main body arrives in theater 
until the center of mass of the unit main body departs the theater; a 
unit's BOO will not exceed 12 months." 

REASON: Paragraph deals with the BOG definition and how BOCi is 
measured. Provides specificity and standardization on start date and 
end date for determining BOG, supported by US Army. 

5. Page 1, "Refinements"para.c:raph, 2nd bullet. Change as follows: 
"AnnyGfombat units report BOO at the Brigade/Regiment level. USMC 
combat units report BOO at the Battalion! Squadron level." 

Enclosure 

11-L-0559/0SD/27788 



.. . 

REASON: USMC combat units report BOG at the battalion and 
squadron level. USMC battalion and squadron level units deploy for 7-
months in accordance with approved Service rotation policy. Regimental 
headquarters and above deploy for approximately 12 months. Different 
deployment lengths require USMC units Lo report BOG at battalion and 
squadron level. 

6. Page l, "Refinements"paragraph, 2nd bullet, sub-bullet. Change as 
follows: "All tasked subordinate units will have the same BOG date 
unless a subordinate unit is moving independentlv of the 
brigade/regiment or battalion/ sguadron." 

REASON: Provides guidance and c1arification for determining BOG for 
subordinate units that are independent of their higher echelon. The 
deployment flow plan is normally in phases and it is unrealistic to expect 
all units to have the same BOG. 

7. Page l, "Refinements"paragraph, 3rd bullet. Change as follows: 
"Supporting or separate units will report BOO at the battalion, squadron, 
company, or detachment level as defined by UIC/DUIC {UTC for Air Force 
..... ~1-,.\,, 
.!!.!!.!.!.f?.. • 

REASON: Clarifies that not all Services use UIC/DUIC for reporting 
BOG. The US Air Force uses UTCs. 

8. Page l, "Refinements"paragraph, 5th bullet. Change as follows: 
"SecDef approval required for any BOG extension of .4,rmy units beyond 
~12. months. 

REA.SON: The 12 months BOG is the maximum established BOG 
regardless of Service. 

9. Page l, "Refinements"paragraph, 5th bullet, sub-bullet. Change as 
follows: "Fer-et:her gerviees, SeeDef approval required for af.l:y BOG 
entension beyond standard SeFViee rotation poliey on whieh deployment 
was based. USMC and Naval units executing GNFPP/GMFP schedule in 
support of the CENTCOM AOR will continue to follow the GNFPP/GMFP 
process unless otherwise directed in a CJCS EXORD Modilicalion and 
subsequent GNFPP /GMFP change." 

REASON: Service deployment rotation policy is well defined and there is 
a rigorous system in place to manage deployments that exceed 
established standards. Service standard rotation policy can and should 
be managed by the Services. Additionally, the SecDef is briefed on 
duration of non-standard Service contributions during the normal 

2 
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SecDefOrders Book process. The addition cf GNFPP/GMFP wording 
acknowledges USMC and US Navy concerns. Changes to these Service 
programs are briefed annually and whenever operational changes occur 
using the SecDef Orders Book process. 

10. Page 1 , "Refinements"paragraph. Add sixth bullet to read: 
"Selected individuals from a unit may exceed the 12 months BOG due to 
operational circumstances." 

REASON: The operational situation may require that specific 
individuals within a unit may be required to exceed BOG in order to lill a 
critical skiU requirement. 

11. Pai:e 2, "Process Chani;:es:" parai;:raph, 1st bullet, 2nd sub-bullet. 
Change as follows: "Receive, validate, and publish BOG dates for all 
units on a SIPRNET accessible website. This website shall be accessible 
by all Force Providers (Joint and Service)to ensure proper planning, 
mobilization and training to support required rotations." 

REASON: Provides guidance to ensure dissemination or critical BOG 
information in a timely manner to all force providers through a universal 
secure manner. 

3 
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TO: David Chu 

cc: Gen Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen Pete Pace 

FOUO 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld -,,It, 
SUBJECT: A1my Deploymenl Lenglh Policy 

October 27 ,2004 

' .. ,... . f . -:- ' 

Please wrile down a lrulhful, simple policy lhal can govern Army deploymenl 

length to Iraq and Afghanistan. It should make clear lhat whalever we decide 

upon is a goal, not a promise; and that many variables over which we exercise 

little control may cause perturbations. 

Be precise and, above all , honest in laying it out. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
102704-6 

································-········································ 
Please respond by 11 j 1 'J..../o ·~ 

OSD 18889-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/27791 
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.. . ES-1211 

: . ! 0:. J-f4/0 l 4~40-
·nep~ecDef 

USDP ~Q) 

FOR: 

tFROM: 
f lf, 

ACTION MEMO 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

MIRA RTCARDEL, ASSISTANT SECRETARYO DEF 
FOR INTERN A TTON AL SECURITY POLICY (ACTfN 

SUBJECT: Thank You Letters for Afghanistan Election Assistance 

Four nations deployed additional forces to ISAF primarily in support of the Afghan 
presidential election: 

• Spain: Sent a light infantry battalion of 550, to augment long-tenn ISAF presence of 
approximately 500 troops 

• Italy: Sent a light infantry battalion of 500 to augment a long-term ISAF presence of 
500troops. 

• Germany: Sent approximately 70 psychological warfare troops to augment long-term 
ISAF presence of 2 100 troops. 

• Netherlands: Sent approximately 250 troops, including 6 F-16s, to augment long
term presence of approximately 500. 

At Tab A are proposed thank you letters to the MoDs of Italy, Spain, G 
Netherlands for your signature. 

RECOMMENDATION: SecDef sign suggested thank you lett rs at~ , 

APPROV E ~ ~ 
OTHER -----

1 6 ?004 

-

DASO (Et;R/NA TO 
:T_SA_SO_ -.,....-,-..,.L)~;- · 
i 

Coalition Mgt ~ary 'Tigfie, -1 :No1,· 04 

Prepared by: COL A.I Torre~. ISP/EPS ~ 
Prepared on: 11 /3/200416:06 'L__j 

Dir(NATO): ___ _ 

11·-L-0559/0SD/27792 
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'( 

' .. ... 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: , 

SUBJECT: Thank you to Italians 

""'"' 
October 29,2004 

I-oL\/o\4Sl() 
E<;-\~\ \ 

We probably ought to send a thank you to the Italians for stepping up and 

providing troops for the Afghan election, and anyone else who helped. 

DIIR ss 
102904-23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ( I { ~ / D y 

FOGO 
11-L-0559/0SD/27793 
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON HEADQUARTERS SERVICES 

EXECUTIVE SERVICES & COMMUNICATIONS 

December 1 ,2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR CABLES DUTY OFFICER 

SUBJECT: Release of Message - SECDEFLetterto Italy MOD Martino and 
Netherlands MOD Kamp 

The attached package contains a message/cable to be released via the Defense 
Messaging System (DMS). 

The text of the message and accompanying letter ( as appropriate) has been 
reviewed and cleared for release. 

Please return a copy of this memo along with a copy of the transmitted message to 
the Correspondence Control Division. 

Thank you. 

-M°JJ ;£~ " 
Executive Services and Communications (' 

Correspondence Analyst C 
-c.. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

OSD 18894-04 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

The Honorable Antonio Martino 
Minister of Defense 
Via XX, Settembre 8 
00187Rome 
Italy 

Dear Antonio, 

DEC 1 2004 

I want to express my deep appreciation for Ital is support to the recent 
election in Afghanistan. Your contributions helped ensure that this historic 
election occurred in a safe environment. 

It is reassuring that we can count on Italy to be in the war on terrorism. 

Thanks so much. 

Sincerely, 

,.,, 
11-L-055\JfsD/27795 

OSD 18894-04 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

The Honorable Henk Kamp 
Minister of Defense of the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
P.O. Box 20701 
2500 ES The Hague 
The Netherlands 

Dear Minister Kamp: 

DEC l 2004 

I want to express my deep appreciation for the supp011 of The Netherlands to 

the recent election in Afghanistan. Your contributions helped ensure that this 

historic election occurred in a safe environment. It is reassuring that we can count 

on The Netherlands in the l6C' on terrorism. 

Sincerely, 

i-Jft_~ 

A 
11-L-055WSD/27796 

OSD 18894-04 



UNCLASSIEi'IGC 

DTG: 1016462 NOV 04 PAGE 01 .:, t ,:,i 

Drafte r ' s Name 
:) ff :..,:-., ::: :.,_ . .:. n,;, 

Action Pree ROUTI NE 
Info P.::cc ROUTIKE 

S~:ccat 

F::om: SECDEF WASHNGTO)J c:· 
To : AMEM13ASSY ROME 

Info : SECSTATE WASHINGTQ)J DC 

SECDEF \'1ASflTKGTON t •:/ 1 : ::..;IRS ;. 
SECDEF l'1ASf1 IKGTON ;: .. :,1 / F ::.. s / rJ.; c :: :SP/ USDl? EUR ?OL ( / 

TEXT F'OLLOWS 

UNCLASSIFIED 

SUBJECT: LETTER TO ITALIA~ MI NISTER OF DEFE~SE 

1 . REQUEST Al'1EMBASSY FOR\'lARD SUBJECT LETTER TO THE HONORABLE MARTINO 
AS SOOK AS POSSIBLE . SIGKED ORIGII\AL TO FOLLOW. 

(BCGDJ TEXT ) 

TIIC IIONORABLJI: ANTONIO MARTIKO 
MINISTER OF DEFENSE 
VIA X.X , SCTTEMBRE 8 
001 87 ROME 
ITALY 

DEAR ANTO)JIO, 

(PARA) I l'1ANT TO EXPRESS At' DEEP APPRECIATION FOR ITALY ' S SUPPORT TO 
THE RECENT ELECTION I )J AFGHANISTAK. YOUR CONTRIBUT IO)JS HELPED E)JSURE 
THAT THIS HISTORIC ELECTION OCCURRED l)J A SAFE ENVIROKMENT . 

(PARA ) I T IS REASSURING T!IAT WC CAN COUNT ON ITALY TO BE IN TJJE WAR 
ON TERRORISM. 

(PARA) THA.\JKS SO MUCH . 

SINCERELY, 
/ /DONALD II. ? 'Jl•:SFt::LD/ / 

(END TEXT ) 

UNCLASSIFIED 

11-L-0559/0SD/27797 
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UNCLASSIE'IED 

DTG: 1017112 NOV 04 !?AGE 0 1 of 01 

D:::-a f-::.er' s Name : COL A ( nc TORRES. DES~ Q[,'FICCR 
C::: f ~ce/ ?hone : E OR , !_b __ 6) I 

Rel easer ' s Info DONALD H. RIJMSF'ELD, SECDEF' , - 7100 

l\r.ti n n p-,..pr. ROlJT TNP. 

F rom: 
To : 

Info : 

Info P~ec ROUTINE 
sr:ccat 

SCCDEu WAS IJINGTO'.'J DC 
AMEBASSY T IJE llAGUE 
SECSTATE WASllINGTO>J DC 
SECJ3f'-C/5E2DEF-~ 
SECDEF WASHIKGTON CC/ /(;H.l.:RS/ / 
SECDEP (aJASflI I.\GTON DC// F : LE / '..:SJP I SP/ TJS DP SCJR POL// 

TEXT FOLLO\...JS 

U>JCLA.SSIFIED 

SUBJECT: LETTER TO THE NETHERLA:JDS MINISTER OF DE:ENSE 

1. REQUEST AMEMBASSY FORWARD SUBJECT LETTER TO THE HONORABLE KAMP AS 
SOOK" AS POSSIBLE . SIGKED ORIGI'.'JAL TO F OLLOW. 

(BEGIK TEXT ) 

T JJE 110 NORAl3LE JJE'.'JK KAMP 
MI:JISTER OF DEFENSE OF THE KINGDOM OF THE NETHERLAKDS 
P . 0. BOX ?.0701 
2500 ES T !IC JJAGUE 
THE NETHERLA!\DS 

DEAR MINISTER KAMP : 

(PARA) I WANT TO EXPRESS ilU DEEP APPRECIATIO:J FOR THE SUPPORT OF THE 
NETflERLAI.\DS TO T f!E RECENT ELECTION n AFGIIANISTAI.\ . YOUR 
CONTRil3UTIONS llELPED Cl\SURE TfJAT TII IS JJISTORIC CLECTION OCCURRED n A 
SAFE EKVIRONMENT . IT IS REASSURING THAT WE CAN COUNT ON THE 
NETflERLAI.\DS I'.'J TIIE WAR ON TERRORISM. 

SINCERELY. , 
/ /DONALD 11. RUNSFELD/ / 

(END TEXT) 

U'.'JCLASS H 'IED 

11-L-0559/0SD/27798 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO:~e/J 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1 000 

The Honorable Antonio Martino 
Minister of Defense 
Via XX, Settembre 8 
00187Rome 

Italy 4_ l ~ _<. 

Dear Minister iJl!l.!11! 0 

I want to express my deep appreciation for Jta1y's support to the recent 

election in Afghanistan. Your contributions helped ensure that this historic 

election occurred in a safe environment. lt is reassuring that we can count on Jtaly 

to be ,~ in the war on terrorism. 

Sincerely. 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/27800 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON_ DC 20301-1000 

The Honorable Henk Kamp 
Minister of Defense of the Kingdom of the Nether1ands 
P.O. Box 20701 
2500 ES The Hague 
The Netherlands 

Dear Minister Kamp: 

I want to express my deep appreciation for the support of The Netherlands to 

the recent e1ection in Afghanistan. Your contributions helped ensure that this 

historic election occurred in a safe environment. It .is reassuring that we can count 

on The Netherlands td@ eojdPk in the war on terrorism. 

Sincerely, 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/27801 



,/' C 

TO: 

FROM: 

GenDick~ 

Donald Rumsfeld \}.. 

SUBJECT: Manning Requests 

P888 

November 1,2004 

I just read~ October 6 memo on manning at Genercll Sanchez's headc1uarters. It 

seems to me we have a real problem. A combatant commander asks for 

something. 1be Joint 9:aff agrees to it. You recommend it to me. Then the 

Services never fulfill it. 

I would like a proposed solution to this problem fast. Either there is something 

wrong with the reque~t, ocwe ought to fill the request-but we shouldn't do what 

we are doing. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/6/04 CXS memo to SecDef re: Manning at General Sinmz' s Headquarters [OSDl 366S-04 l 

OHll.:db 
110104-16 

········································-································ 
Please respond by _ _..U ..... / ... i_'l-....._/ _o ..... 'f __ _ 

.. , 

OSD 18899-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/27802 



CHAJRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, O.C . .2:031Mffll 

INFO MEMO CM-210s-o.rl~ OCT -7 AM 6: 53 
6 October 2004 

FOR: SECRETARY CF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. ~' CJC~ /IJ/6 

SUBJECT: Manning at General Sanchez's Headquarters 

• Issue. "At the recent Congressional hearings on Abu Ghraib, there were several 
questions concerning the manning at General Sanchez's Headquarters. I'd like to see a 
lay down of the manning requests and how we filled them over the relevant period." 
(TAB A). 

• Conclusion. Overall, manning requirements for General Sanchez's Headquarters (CJTF-7) 
fluctuated from a low of 870 personnel to a high of 1,415. As depicted on the attached 
chart (TABB), the fill rate ranged fmn a low of 65 percent to a high of 83 percent of 
stated requirements. USCENTCOM managed the coordination and fill of CJIF-7 
personnel requests during the relevant period. 

• Discussion 

• The initial CJTF-7 organization \NclS made up of the Amy's V Cbq:s Headqua,ters 
and augmented by a combination of individual Serviceaugmentees, coalition m 
interagency personnel. 

• In January 2(X)4, the USJFCCM J-1 mt. \oitt1 the Services to identify naming 
solutions for CJTF-7's Phase IV personnel requirements. At this time the C.J'IF-7 
Joint Manpower Document reflected an increase from 1,036 to 1,415 personnel. Due 
to the increase in n:q.ri.mtetsvalidated by USCENTCOM, the corresponding fill 
level dropped to 65percent in January 2004. This WB the lowest personnel fill rate 
for General Sanchez' s headquarters. 

• Services are required to provide "best-qualified" individu,ds to fill Combat.ml 
commander reqttirements "in a timely m:na:," The rime recJJied to fill a new 
nanirgrequirement depends on the source- an Active Component individual can be 
on station in 30-45 days; a Reserve Component (RC) individual may require as many 
as 180days to aniveon station. Cun-ently, there are over2DO RC individuals serving 
our headquarters in Iraq, contlibutingto the "requirernentto fill" time Jag. 

COORDTNATTON: TAB C 

Attachments: 
As stated 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared By:. RADM Donna L Crisp, USN; Director. J-I1._ ___ _, 

11-L-0559/0SD/27803 OSD 13665-04 



TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Gen. Abizaid 

TABA 

Donald Rumsfeld y/l_ 
SUBJECT Manning at General Sanchez's HQ 

September 10,2004 

At the recent Congressional hearings on Abu Ghraib, there were several questions 

concerning the manning at General Sanchez's Headquarters. I'd like to see a lay 

down of the manning requests and how we filled them over the relevant period. 

Thanks. 

DHR:S$ 
091004-6 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ q_l'S....,_ __ _ 

11-L-0559/0SD/27804 
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! 23 Jan 04: JFCOM, JS J1 P&SR: Services agree to source 598 of 
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/]j, 11 Feb 04: JFCOM releases message confinning sourcing of CJTF-7 
and responsibilityto fill IA requirements. ! 15 Apr 04; P&SR for MNF-IIMNC-1. End of CJTF-7 JMD 

! 15 May 04: MNF-IIMNC-1 stand-up. C.frF-7 stands down 

8 15 Jun 04: MNF-1/MNC-I FOC TabB 
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NAME 

Col Higham 

Col Jones 

TABC· 

COORDINATION PAGE 

AGENCY DATE 

USJFCOM 15 September 2004 

USCENTCOM 14 September 2004 
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CHAIRMAN OFllEJONT CHEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE / 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJ~ ll{U,, 
SUBJECT: Manning Requests 

CN-iz'f j :O:(j.() ' "'. 'I: ') I 

26 Noveaber 2004 

• Issue. "I just read this October6 memo on manning at General Sanchez's headquarters. 
It seems to me we have a real problem. A combatant commander asks for something. 
The Joint Staff agrees to it. You recommend it co me. Then the Services never fulfill it. 
I would like a proposed solution to this problem fast. Either there is something wrong 
with the request, or we ought to fill the request - but we shouldn't do what we are 
doing." (TAB A) 

• Conclusion. The current process for staffing the Joint Task Force (JTF) Headquarters 
(HQ) is not meeting the combatant commanders' requirements. The process rakes too 
long to fill needs and is inadequate to handle the current volume of manning requests 
worldwide. My staff developed a solution to staffing the JTF HQ and briefed it to the 
Operations Deputies on 12November. This proposed solution was approved and will be 
implemented before th(; -.;1id of November. 

• Discussion. From 25 September to I October, a team led by USJFCOM with 
representation from the Military Departments and the Joint Staff visited Combined 
Forces Command- Afghanistan (CFC-A) to assess staffing. It determined CFC-A was 
staffed at unacceptable levels. The results were briefed to the Joint Chief\ of Staff on 
22 October, during which the Joint Chiefs committed to provide IOO-percent manning to 
CFC-A. Subsequently, you signed an execution order directing the JOO-percent fill of the 
command by 15 December. 

• My staffs proposal is similar to the method used to staff CFC-A to l OOpercent. While 
the current process is builr around concurrence between the Services and combatant 
commands, the proposed course will be directive and result in a total-manning solution. 
My staff and USJFCOM, in conjunction with the Military Departments, will determine 
the optimum staffing answer and will present rhe result to you and publish it as an order 
under your authority. This will speed delivery of forces and leverage USJFCOM as the 
Joint Force provider. Additionally. USJFCOM continues to work on the related issue of 
forming JTF HQs. CDRUSJFCOM is scheduled to present that effort to you on 
1 December. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Rear Admiral Donna L. Crisp, USN; Director, J-1 ; ... l (b_)_(
6
_) ____ _, 

l'OR Wif!tatb~LV OSD 188 99-04 
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• 

TO: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld Q 
SUBJECT: Manning Requests 

November 1,2004 

89J 

I jm,t read this October 6 memo on manning at General Sanchez's headquarters. It 

seems to me we have a real problem. A combatant commander asks for 

something. The Joint Staff agrees to it. You recommend it to me. Then the 

Services never fulfill it. 

I would like a proposed solution to this problem fast. Either there is sarethirY:J 

wrong with die request, <r we ought to fill the request- but we shouldn'tdo what 

we are doing. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/6/04 CJCSmemo to SecDef re: Manningal General Sanchez's Headquarters [OSD 13665-04] 

t>HR:dh 
110104-16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by II / 1-;.. / o V 

oso 18899-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/27808 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C, 2031""9 

INFO MEMO cK-uos-oiffiq ccr -7 Ai~ 6: 53 
6 October 2004 

FOR SECRETARYOF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, ex~ /D( 6 

SUBJECT: Manning at General Sanchez's Headquarters 

• Issue. "At the recent Congressional heatings on Abu Ghraib, there were several 
questions concerning the~ at General Sanchez's Headquarters. I'd like to see a 
lay down of the manning requests and how we filled thm over the relevant period." 
(TABA). 

• Conclusion. Overall, nanirg requirements for Gcncrnl Sandlez' s Hcadqumtcrs (CJ'IF-7) 
fluctuated from a low of 870 personnel to a high of 1,415. As depicted on the attached 
dart (TAB B ), the fill rate ranged from a low of 65 percent to a high of 83 percent of 
stated req..u.mnents. USCENTCOM managed the coordination and fi II of CJ'IF-7 
personnel requests during the relevant peiiod. 

• Discussion 

• The initial CJ'I'F-7 organization was made up of the Army' s V Cbz:ps Headqumters 
ana augmented by a combmallon of indi v:iduai Service augmentees, coalition ana 
in teragency personne I. 

• In January 2004, the USJFC:XM J-1 met with the Servicesto identifyrcem:in; 
solutions for CJTF. 7's Phase IV personnel requirements. At this time the CJ'IF-7 
Joint Manpower Document reflected an increase from 1,036 to 1,415 personnel. Due 
to the increase m requirements validated by USCENTCOM, the con-esponding fill 
level dropped to 65 percent in JanuaIY 2004. This was the lowest personnel fill rate 
for General Sanchez's headquarters. 

• Services are required to provide "~1-qualified" individuals to fill Combatant 
cmnrnanderrequirernentc; "in a tirnelymne:." The time r:eq.ti.red to fill a new 
ll'El"l'lin; requirement depends on the source-an Active Component individual can be 
on station in 30-45 days; a Reserve Component (RC)indi vi dual may require as nay 
a; 180 days 10 arrive on ttjm, Currently, there are over 200 RC individuals serving 
oor headquarters in Iraq, contnbutingto the "requirementto fill" time lag. 

COORDINATION: TABC 

A ttachrnents: 
As stated 

Prepared By: RADM Donna L.~ USN;Director, J-It ... (b_)(_
6
> __ _. 

oso 13665-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/27809 
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TO: 

cc: 
FROM: 

Gen. Didt f4ecs 

Gen. Abizaid 

TABA 

Donald Rumsfeld P • 
SUBJECT Manning at General Sanchez' sHQ 

September 10,2004 

At the recent Congressionalhearings on Abu <hmb,there were several questions 

concerning the nenniig at General Sanchez's Headquarters. Pd lli.e to see a lay 

down of the manning requests and how we filled dun o,·er the relevant period. 

Thanks. 

OHR:a 
091004-6 

...............•......... _!~1···,········································· 
Pleasi! respond by '1 / 1'5" I 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/27810 
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&. 23 Jan 04: JFCOM, JS JI P&SR: Services agree to source 598 of 
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fr1 11 Feb 04: JFCOM releases message confirming sourcing of CJTF-7 
and responsibility to fill IA requirements. 

fe' 15Apr 04: P&SR for MNF-IIMNC-1. End of CJTF-7 JMD 

fe' 15May04: MNF-IIMNC-lstand-up. CJTF-7 standsdown 

8 15Jun 04: MNF-1/MNC-1 FOC TabB 
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NM'IE 

Col Higham 

Col Jones 

TABC· 

COORDINATION PAGE 

AGENCY 

USJFCOM 

USCENTCOM 

DATE 

15 September 2004 

14 September 2004 

TabC 
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Ms. Cecconi 

UNCLASSIFIED 
TABB 

COORDINATION PAGE 

USJFCOM 9 November 2004 

UNCLASSIFIED 
11-L-0559/0SD/27813 

TabB 



FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

CHAIRMANOFll£JONT CHEFS OF STAFF 

WASHNGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

lNFOMEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM, General Richard B. Myers, CJCs(IJ#llf~1, 

SUBJECT: Manning Requests 

".L~ If ~ 11'\tJ rt. t . ... / H f': lJ") 
1,I , , : ,.J 

• Issue. ''I just read this October 6 memo on manning at General Sanchez's headquarters. 
Tt seems to me we have a real problem. A combatant commander asks for something. 
The Joint Staff agrees to it. You recommend it to me. Then the Services never fulfill it. 
T would like a proposed solution to this problem fast. Either there is something wrong 
with the request, or we ought to fi ll the request -- but we shouldn' t do what we are 
doing." (TAB A) 

• Conclusion. The cunent process for staffing the Joint Task Force (JTF) Headquarters 
(HQ) is not meeting the combatant commanders' requirements. The process takes too 
long to fill needs and is inadequate to handle the cun-ent volume of manning requests 
worldwide. My staff developed a solution to staffing the JTF HQ and briefed it to the 
Operations Deputies on l 2November. This proposed solution was approved and will be 
implemented before the end of November. 

• Discussion. From 25 September to 1 October, a team led by USJFCOM with 
representation from the Military Departments and the Joint Staff visited Combined 
Forces Command -Afghanistan (CFC-A) to assess staffing. lt determined CFC-A was 
staffed at unacceptable levels. The results were briefed to the Joint Chiefs of Staff on 
22 October, during which the Joint Chiefs committed to provide JOO-percent manning to 
CFC-A. Subsequently, you signed an execution order directing the JOO-percent fill of the 
command by 15 December. 

• My staffs proposal is simihu- to the method used to staff CFC-A to lOOpercent, While 
the current process is built around concmTence berween the Services and combatant 
commands, the proposed course will be directive and result in a total-manning solution. 
My staff and USJFCOM, in conjunction with the Military Departments, will detennine 
the optimum staffing answer and will present the result to you and publish it as an order 
under your authority. This will speed delivery of forces and leverage USJFCOM as the 
Joint force provider. 

COORDINATION: TABB 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Rear Admiral Donna L. Crisp, USN; Director, J- lr .__)_(
6
-) ___ ___, 

~--> 
t..,J 

-
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Ms. Cecconi 

UNCLASSIFIED 
TABB 

COORDINATION PAGE 

USJFCOM 9 November 2004 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Powell Moore 

COL Steve Bucci 
Cathy Mainardi 

November 22,2004' 
,, .... ~. ' . . 

. ':' : . ! " -~ . ':> ? 
• + I - ' I~ 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfel* 

Meeting with Fresh'man Senators and Congressmen 

We ought to invite all the freshman senators and congressmen down to the 

Pentagon sometime in the next week. 

Thanks. 

DHRss 
112204-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I I / i,~ { -'J ~ 

OSD 1891 7-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/27816 



THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF PEFENSE _ _ 

WASHINGTON, DC 203:> !_·1-~ 

LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS November 23,2004 4:30 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Powell A. Moore, Assi,taot Secreta\iY of Defense 
for Legislative Affairs (b)(S) I -----

SUBJECT: Response to SECDEF Snowflake regarding Meeting with Freshmen Senators 
and Congressmen 

• You asked to meet with the new Senators and Congressmen next week. Freshman 
orientation has concluded and it is highly unlikely that any of the freshmen will be 
in town next week. 

• The Deputy Secretary did meet with House Republican Freshmen on the Hill 
during their orientation last week. We are planning an orientation day in the 
Pentagon sometime in early January when all freshmen are expected to return to 
Washington. 

Attachment: 
SECDEF Snowflake 112204-2 

11-L-0559/0SD/27817 OSD 18917-04 



TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Powell Moore 

COL Steve Bucci 
Cathy Mainardi 

November 22, 2004· 

Donald Rumsfel'f" 

Meeting with Fres.11man Senators and Congressmen 

We ought to invite all the freshman senators and congressmen down to the 

Pentagon sometime in the next week. 

Thanks. 

OHR~s 
112204·2 

········································-································ 
Please respond by 11 / i,~ /,::, ~ 

remo 
OSD 18917-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/27818 



TO: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Special Forces Update 

TABA 

October 15,2004 

I 'd like a piece of paper that is clear -- without a lot of extra words, that is readable 

- diat explains what I've done with respect to Special Forces since I came. 

I think I know, but I'd like to see some quantification of it. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
IOI 504-3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by /I /1 fe£' 

~ 
N 
N 

--
" () 
(\ 

'i'" 
0SO 18958-04 C 

....t 
Tah A 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ,. · --
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D . C .20301-4000 

ACTION MEMO 

SECRETARY OFDEFE~~-~\ DepScc Action 

David S. C. Chu, USO (P&R)~>~~./' (_ 6-/v.i..__ 
\ ·" . .,- -~-
--· ,_~/ " ., .;·~~~"1.l:,I4_t_"j ..::-. ,J 

Responsibility for Federal Voting Assistance Program (FVAP) 
--SNOWFLAKE (Tab B) 

You requested the redirection of absentee voting assistance responsibilities for non-DoD 
affiliated citizens covered under the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting 
Act (UOCAVA) and Executive Order 12642 of June 8 , 1988 (T ab C ). 

The proposed Executive Order designates the Secretary of State as the Presidential 
designee for UOCAVA and absolves you of such responsibility. 

• The Department or State would assume executive branch policy and oversight 
responsibilities for administration of UOCAVA and would provide direct absentee 
voting assistance to overseas citizens and non-DoD Federal employees overseas. 

• DoD would continue to provide direct absentee voting assistance to Uniformed 
Services voters, their family members, and overseas DoD employees and contractors. 

RECOMMENDATION: That you approve the transfer of responsibi lities for UOCA VA 
to the Secretary of State. A memorandum from you to the President and a draft 
Execuri ve Order are at Tab A. 

COORDINATION: DoD General Counsel reviewed the draft Executive Order. I have 
discussed the proposed shift in responsibility with Under Secret.i7. of State/or 
Management, Grant S. Green. Jr. and he is aware of our intenl. L Ta. b D) 

Approved _______ Disapproved ______ Other ______ _ 

Prepared by: P. K. Brunelli, Director. FVAP~ .... (b-)(-
5

) ____ _, 

ft 

11-L-osM>so121a20 OSD 18960-04 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: Responsibility for Federal Voting Assistance Program (FV AP) 

The enclosed Executive Order designates the Secretary of State as the Presidential 
designee for the Uniformed and Overseas CWzensAbsentee VotingAct (UOCA VA). 

• The Department of State would assume Executive Branch policy and oversight 
responsibilities for administration of UOCA VA and would provide direct absentee 
voting assistance to overseas citizens and non-DoD Federal employees overseas. 

• DoD would continue to provide direct absentee voting assistance to Uniformed 
Services voters, their family members, and overseas DoD employees and contractors. 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/27822 



DRAFT 

Executive Order of ----

Designation of the Secretary of State as the Presidential Designee Under Title 
I of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act 

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and laws of the United 
States of America, including section 101 ( a) of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee 
Voting Act (Public Law 99-410) ("the Act") and section 301 of title 3, United States Code, it is 
hereby ordered as follows: 

Section I. The Secretary of Stale is hereby designated as the "Presidential designee" under Title 
I of the Act. 

Section 2. In order to effectuate the purposes of the Act, the Secretary or State is hereby 
authorized to delegate in writing any or all functions, responsibilities, powers, authority, or 
discretion devolving upon him in consequence of this designation to any person or persons 
within the Department of State. 

Section 3. The Secretary of Defense shall cooperate with the Presidential Designee in carrying 
out the purposes of the Act and shall establish a voting assistance program in the Department or 
Defense for matters pertaining to absent uniformed services voters (as that term is defined in 
section 107 of the Act) and overseas Department of Defense civilian employee and contractor 
voters. 

Section 4. Executive Order 12642 of June I 0, 1988, is revoked. 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

11-L-0559/0SD/27823 
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TO: David Chu 
Powell Moore 

cc: LanyDi Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld <iJ/l FROM: 

SUBJECT: Absentee Ballots 

September 30,2004 

Immediately following the election, please start the process of redirecting the 

absentee ballot responsibility (The Federal Voting Assistance Program or FY AP), 

for everyone except the military, to the Depai1.ment of Stale. 

DoD should handle j ust the military, since the military is less than half the total. 

People think of the embassies as the logical place to be helpful on this.matter. 

Thanks. 

01-fR:ss 
093004-!R 

········································································~ 
Please respond by __ J o__,/'------2..._'f

4
/_o~tf1-------

FOGO 

·7'?"/" 

11-L-0559/0SD/27825 
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.......... --
Feder1l Register 

Vol. 53, No. tU 

Friday • .lune 10. 19&8 

Title 3-

: · The President 

lfR Doc. l&-133SZ 
l'iled &+M; 12:29· PIIII 
Billing code lt!JS.-01-M 

21975 

Presidential Documents 

Executive Order 12642 t.f June 8, 1988 

Designation of the Secretary of Defense as the Presidential 
Designee Under Title I of the Uniformed and Overseas 
Citizens Absentee Voting Act 

By virtue cf the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and 
laws cf the United States of America. including section 101(a] of the Uni
formed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act [Public law 99-410) ("the 
Act"). it is hereby ordered as follows: 

Section 1. The Secretary of Defense is hereby designated as the "Presidential 
designec" under Titler of the Act .... 

Sec.!. In order to effectuate the purposes of the Act, the Secretary of Defense 
is hereby authorized to delegate any or all of the fum.:tions, responsibilities, 
powers, authority, or discretion devolving upon him in consequence of this 
Order to any person or persons within the Department tf Defense. 

THE WIDTE HOUSE, 
June· 8. 1988. 
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---·---------------

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

David Chu 
Powell Moore 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Absenlee Ballots 

Sep~CIJ!bCr 30, 2004 

r , #'-- •• 1 • - • , r-. 

Trnmedialely following the election, plea5e start the process of redirecting the 

absenlee ballot responsibility (The Federal Voting Assistance Program or FV AP), 

for everyone except the mi litary, to the Department of State. 

DoD should handle jus t the military, since the military is less than half the total. 

People think of the embassies as the logical place to be helpful on this matter. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
093004-18 

••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 

!Vbp 
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Executive Order of ----

Designation of the Secretary of State as the Presidential Designee Under Title 
I of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act 

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and laws of the United 
States of America, including section lOI(a) of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee 
Voting Act (Public Law 99-410) ("the Act") and section 30 I oftitle 3, United States Code, it is 
hereby ordered as follows: 

Section 1 . The Secretary of State is hereby designated as the "Presidential designee" under Title 
I of the Act. 

Section 2. In order to effectuate the purposes of the Act, the Secretary of State is hereby 
authorized to delegate any or all functions, responsibilities, powers, authority, or discretion 
devolving upon him in consequence or this designation to any person or persons within the 
Department of State. 

Section 3. The Secretary of Defense shall cooperate with the Presidential Designee in carrying 
out the purposes of the Act and shall establish a voting assistance program in the Department of 
Defense for matters pertaining to absent uniformed services voters (as that term is defined in 
section 107 of the Act), their family members, and overseas Department of Defense civilian 
employee and contractor voters. 

Section 4. Executive Order 12642 of June 1 0, 1988, is revoked. 

THE WHITE HOUSE 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READIN ESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFEN~ 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C.20301-4000 
,,... .. ......... ~ 

INFO MEMO 

-·, 

November 23,2004 - 5:00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSf"' 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, USO P&R) 
\ 

·····-- -· 
SUBJECT: Responsibilily for Voting Assislance Provided to Overseas Citizens 

--SNOWFLAKE(Tab A} 

• Executive Order 12642 (June 8, 1988)assigns DoD responsibility for the 
requirements of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act 
(UOCA VA). A new Executive Order is needed to carry out your intent. 

• The proposed Executive Order at Tab B transfers responsibilities for UOCAVA to the 
Secretary of State. 

• The Department of Defense would conlinue to provide absentee voting assistance to 
absent Uniformed Services voters, their family members, overseas DoD employees 
and overseas DoD contractors. 

• The Department of State would assume policy and oversight responsibilities for 
administration of UOCAVA and would provide absentee voting assistance to overseas 
citizens and other overseas Federal employees. 

• DoD will determine personnel , space, and budget resources that should be transferred 
from rhe Deparrmenr of Defense to the Department of State. 

• We have begun the process of coordinating this action with the Department of State. 

RECOMMENDATION: Information Only. 

Attachments: As stated 

A J {b)(6) 
Prepared by: P. K. Brunelli, Director, FV fir) ______ _ 

G 
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TO: David Chu 
Powell Moore 

cc: 
FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Absentee Ballots 

r0u0 

Sept~~~ber 30,2004 

,- ~... .. '' - .. ,-, ' 

Immediately following the election, please start the process of redirecting the 

absentee ballot responsibility (The Federal Voting Assistance Program or FY AP), 

for everyone except the military, to the Department of State. 

DoD should handlejusl the military, since the military is less than half the total 

People think of the embassies as the logical place to be helpful on this matter. 

Thanks. 

DHR·.ss 
093004-18 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __J_~ J 2.'f /_qlf __ 
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Executive Order of ----

Designation of the Secretary of State as the Presidential Designee Under Title 
I of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act 

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and laws of the United 
States of America, including section 101 (a) of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee 
Voting Act (Public Law 99-410) ("the Act") and section 301 of title 3, United States Code, it is 
hereby ordered as folJows: 

Section I. The Secretary of State is hereby designated as the "Presidential designee" under Title 
I of the Act. 

Section 2. In order to effectuate the purposes of the Act, the Secretary of State is hereby 
authorized to delegate any or alJ functions, responsibilities, powers, authority, or discretion 
devolving upon him in consequence of this designation to any person or persons within the 
Department of State. 

Section 3. The Secretary of Defense shall cooperate with the Presidential Designee in carrying 
out the purposes of the Act and shall establish a voting assistance program in the Department of 
Defense for matters pertaining to absent uniformed services voters (as that term is defined in 
section 107 of the Act), their family members, and overseas Department of Defense civilian 
employee and contractor voters. 

Section 4. Executive Order 12642 of June IO, 1988, is revoked. 

THE WHITE HOUSE 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
The Military Assistant 

14 February 2005 - 1040 Hours 

MEMORANDUM FOR: DR. DAVID S.C. CHU, USD/P&R 

SUBJECT: Responsibility for Federal Vot~g Assistance Program (FVAP) 

Sir: 

Please see Mr. Patterson's comments to you on the attached: : 

"David -
I know the Secretary is keen on this initiative. Though you've 
discussed with Grant Green, is Stale going to agree or will 
this initiative snag a big non-concur? The Department may 
still want to press ahead, but believe State's view needs to be 
known. v/r Dave" 

Thank you. 

Attachment: 
OSD 18960-04 

ean E. O'Connor 
Captain, USN 
Military Assistant to the 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Suspense: Monday, 21 February 2005 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

W A S HINGTON, o_c_ 20301-4000 

ACTION MEMO 

SECRET ARY OF D EFENSE\ DepSec Action _ __ _ 

David S. C. Chu, USD (P&~~-t/ ( 8~ 
···- - •· ,;1 / ._-r,,;:rz.~,,,,.:-!-:; ~ r 

Responsibility for Federal Voting Assistance Program (FV AP) 
--SNOWFLAKE (Tab B) 

You requested the redirection of absentee voting assistance responsibilities for non-DoD 
affiliated citizens covered under the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting 
Act ( UOCA VA) and Executive Order 12642 of June 8, 1988 (Tab C). 

T he proposed Execut ive Order designates the Secretary o f State as the Presidential 
designee for UOCAVA and absolves you of such responsibility. 

• The Department of State would assume executive b ranch policy and oversight 

responsibilities for administration of UOCAVA and would provide direct absentee 
voting assistance to overseas citizens and non-DoD Federal employees overseas. 

• DoD would continue to provide direct absentee voting assistance to Uniformed 
Services voters, their family members, and overseas DoD employees and contractors. 

RECOMMENDATION: That you approve the transfer of responsibilities for UOCA VA 
to the Secretary o f State. A memorandum from you to the President and a drart 
Executive Order are at Tab A . 

COORDINATION: DoD General Counsel reviewed the draft Executive Order. l have 
discussed the proposed shift in responsibil ity with Under Secretary of State for 
Management, Grant S. Green, Jr. and he is aware o f our intent. 

Approved _______ Disapproved _____ _ Other -------

l"!"'!"~=---,~:-::""":=~-P-. K
1

, B_n_rn,elli._ Director, FVAP,_r _H_
6

_> ___ _ 

~r,, ~ 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000DF.FF.NSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1 ODO 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: Responsibility for Federal Voting Assistance Program (FVAP) 

The enclosed Executive Order designates the Secretary of State as the 
Presidential designee for the "Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting 
Act (UOCAVA). 

The Department of State would assume Executive Branch policy and 
oversight responsibilities for the administration of UOCAVA and would provide 
direct absentee voting assistance to overseas citizens and non-Department of 
Defense (DoD) Federal employees overseas. 

DoD would continue to provide direct absentee voting assistance to 
Uniformed Service voters, their family members, and overseas DoD employees 
and contractors. 

Enclosure: 
As stated 

G 
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DRAFf 

Executive Order of ----

Designation of the Secretary of State as the Presidential Designee Under Title 
I of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act 

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and laws of the United 
States of America, including section 101 ( a) of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee 
Voting Act (Public Law 99-410) ("the Act") and section 30 1 of title 3, United States Code, it is 
hereby ordered as fo llows: 

Section I . The Secretary of State is hereby designated as the "Presidential designee" under Title 
I of the Act. 

Section 2. In order to effectuate the purposes of the Act, the Secretary of State is hereby 
authorized to delegate in writing any or all functions, responsibili ties, powers, authority, or 
discretion devolving upon him in consequence of this designation to any person or persons 
within the Department of State. 

Section 3. The Secretary of Defense shall cooperate with the Presidential Designee in carrying 
out the purposes of the Act and shall establish a voting assistance program in the Department of 
Defense for matters pertaining to absent uniformed services voters (as that term is defined in 
section 107 of the Act) and overseas Department of Defense civilian employee and contractor 
voters. 

Section 4. Executive Order 12642 of June I 0, 1988, is revoked. 

THE WHITE HOUSE 
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TO: 

cc: 
FROM: 

David Chu 
Powell Moore 

Larry Di Rita 

Donaki Rumsfeld ~ {l 
SUBJECT: Absentee Ballots 

September 30,2004 

Immediately rollowing the election, please start the process of redirecting the 

absentee ballot responsibility (The Federal Voting Assistance Program or FVAP), 

for everyone except the military, to the Department of State. 

DoD should handle just the military, since the military is less than half the total. 

People think of the embassies as the logical place to be helpful on this matter. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
09)004-18 

·······································-·· ·········· ·· ········· ·· ······· ' 
Please r.espond by _ _ ! o_,/,_?-_1~?,_o_.j _ _ _ 

OSD 189 60-04 
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~·ederal Reai1ter 
Vol. 53. No. 112 

Friday, June 10. 1988 

Title 3-

, The President 

[Fll. Doc.a&-U:152 

Filed 6-8-11; u:za· pm] 
Billing code 3195-01-M 

21975 

Presidential Documents 

Executive Order 12642: of June 8, 1988 

Designation d the Secretary of Defense as the Presidential 
Designee Under Title I of the Uniformed and Overseas 
Citizens Absentee Voting Act 

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution 11nrl 
laws of the United Slates or America, including section 101(a] of the Uni
formed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (Public Law 99-410) ("the 
Act"), it is hereby ordered as follows: 

Section 1. The Secretary of Defense is hereby designated as the "Presidential 
designee" under Title I of the Act. • 

Sec. 2. lh order to effectuate the purposes of Lhc Act, the Secretary ti Defense 
is hereby authorized to delegate any or all of the functions. responsibilities. 
powers, authority, or discretion devolving upon him in consequence or this 
Order lo any person or persons within the Department of Dcrensc. 

THE WHITE HOCSE, 
June 8, 1988, 

11-L-0559/0SD/27839 



COORDINATION SHEET 

Voting Assistance Provided to Overseas Citizens 

General Counsel of th~ DoD 
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retie 

TO: Doug Feith 

SUBJECT: Letter to Hungarian MoD 

•, , .. , ,, 
, _; ~~ber 17, 2004 

ES- t4.3'a 
04/0l5Soi'f-£$ 

Someone should draft a nice letter from me to the Hungarian Minister of Defense 

thanking him for his efforts on this and seeing that we leave him happy. They 

apparently tried hard. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
USADO BUDAPEST HU Cable R J 70S56Z NOV 04 

DHR:dh 
111704,$ 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _ _ /'--1-#/-=-],......a(.-"'-,,....La ......... r- -

OSD 18964-04 
eooo 

! 8- 11-0 4 P12: t5 IN 
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P6U6 

NOV 14 2004 

TO: Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 

CC: Pau] Wo]fowitz 
GEN John Abizaid 
GEN George Casey 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe1tyf', 

SUBJECT: Acting on Inte] Quick]y in Iraq 

Do our tactical warfighters on the ground in Iraq fee) they can act quickly on 

intel1igence they gamer in the field without excessive restrictions? I've received 

some indications that there is a sense that since sovereignty, our mid-grade 

commanders feel somewhat constrained. I hope that isn't true and I'd like your 

assessment. My fee1ing is that our commanders must be able to act quickly when 

they gain battJefield inte1ligence. 

DHR:ss 
112304-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ , __ 2_/.--=---1 .... / ~0 ...... ~....__ __ 

0 so 1 8 9 6 5 - 0 4 
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TO: Jim Haynes 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld'\}--

SUBJECT: Lawsuit Infonnation 

71..(<-~ 
1000 

'November 5,2004 

· ~ I ' ,..., ~' 

Please give me some information on this lawsui t that is being filed against me by a 

GITMO detainee. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
FBIS Report re: GITMO Detainee 

DHR:ss 
110404-15 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

FOUe 
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Text 
Morocco: Former Guantanamo Detainee to Sue Rumsfeld Over Alleged Torture 
GMP2004I 104000229 Casal,fa11ca As.sahifa in Arabic 3 Nov ()4 

[Unattributed report on page one: A rvloroccan lawyer sues Rumsfe1d in court"J 
[FBIS Translated TextJ 

Mr. Mohamed Hila!. a Rabat lawyer. has cold Assahifa that he is determined to take legal 
action against US Secretary fi..lr Defense. Donald Rumstcld, in the United States, in coordination 
with Amerkan lav,'Yers. 

Mr. Hila! says that he will be asking frll' compensation for his client Radhouane Benchakroun 
for the damage caused to him by the torture he was subjected to at the hands of American troops 
when he was detained in Guantanamo jail. 

This will be the second case of its kind. Jn fact a British lawyer has already lodged a similar 
lawsuit against the Ame1ican Defense Department. 

[Description of Source: Casablanca Assahifa in Arabic -Imkpr:mlcnt ,vcr:kly ncv,'spapcr] 

'IflISREl'ORTMA Y CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MA TERJAL. COPYil'iG .4/'V/J /JISS/:,.,/WNA TION JSl'ROHIBITE/) 
WITHOUT PERMISSION OF 11fE COl'YRIGHTOWNERS. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SHAFIQ RASUL 
c/o 14 Inverness Street 
London NW17 HJ 
England; 

ASIFIQBAL 
c/a 14 Inverness Street 
LondonNW17 HJ 
England; 

RHUHELAHMED 
c/o 14 lnvernessStreet 
London NW17HJ 
England; and 

JAMAL AL-HARITH 
c/o 159 Princess Road 
Manchester M144RE 
England 

.. against .. 

DONALD RUMSFELD 
Department ri Defense 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington D.C. 20301-1000; 

Plaintiffs 

AIR FORCE GENERAL RICHARD MYERS 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff' 
9999 Joint Staff Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 2D31R-Ql91; 

ARMY MAJOR GENERAL GEOFFREY MILLER 
Former Commander, Joint Task Force 
Guantanamo Bsy Naval Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200: 

-1 -

. . 
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ARMY GENERAL JAMES T. HILL 
Commander, United States Southern Command 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, OC 20310-0200; 

ARMY MAJOR GENERAL MICHAELE DUNLAVEY 
Fonner Commander, Joint Task Force 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington] D.C. 203109200; 

ARMY BRIGADIER GENERALJA Y HOOD 
Commander, Joint Task Force, GTMO 
Guantiinamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C 20310-0200; 

MARINE BRIGADIER GENERAL MICHAEL LEHNERT -
Commondcr Joint Task Foroc-160 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba 
e/o Headquarters USMC 
2 Navy Annex (QC) 
Washington, D.C. 20380-1775; 

ARMY COLONEL NELSON.J. CANNON 
Commander, Camp Delta 
Guantinamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C 20310-0200; 

ARMY COLONEL TERRY CAA RICO 
Commander Camp X-Ray, Camp Delta 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200; 

ARMY LIEUTENANT COLONEL WILLIAM CLINE 
Commander, Camp Delta 
Quantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 

- 2 -
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Washington, D.C. 20310-0200; 

ARMY LIEUTENANT COLONEL DIANE BEAVER 
Legal Adviser to General Dunlavey 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba 
c/o United States Anny 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200 

and 

JOHN DOES 1·1001 lndlviduals involved in the illegal : 
Torture of Plaintiffs at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base : 

All in their personal capacities 

Defendants. 
• 

COMPLAINT 

(Violations cf the Alien Tort Statute, the Fifth and Eighth Amendments to the U.S. 
Constitution, the Geneva Conventions, and the Religious Freedom Restoration Act) 

Plaintiffs Shafiq Rasul, Asif Iqbal, Rhuhel Ahmed and Jamal A\-Harith, by 

and through their undersigned attorneys, Baach Robinson & Lewis PLLC and Michael 

Ratner at the Center for Constitutional Rights, as and for their complaint against 

Defendants Donald Rumsfeld, Air Force General Richard Myers, Army Major General 

Geoffrey Miller, Army General James T. Hill, Army Major General Michael E. Dunlavey, 

Army Brigadier General Jay Hood, Marine Brigadier General Michael Lehnert, Army 

Colonel Nelson J. Gannon, Army Colonel Terry Carrico, Army Lieutenant Colonel 

William Cline, Army Lieutenant Colonel Diane Beaver and John Does 1-100, hereby 

allege as follows: 

-3-
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INTRODUCTION 

1. Plaintiffs are citizens and residents ct the United Kingdom. They are not 

now and have never been members a. any terrorist group. They have never taken up 

arms against the United States. 

2. Plaintiffs Shafiq Rasul, Asif Iqbal and Rhuhel Ahmed were detained in 

Northern Afghanistan on November 28, 2001, by General Rashid Dostum, an Uzbek 

warlord temporarily allied with the United States as part of the Northern Alliance. 

Thereafter, General Dostum placed Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed in the custody cf 

the United States military. Because Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were unarmed 

and not engaged in any hostile activities, neither General Dostum ncr any of his troops 

ever could have or did observe them engaged in combat against the United States, the 

Northern Alliance or anyone else. On information and belief, General Dostum detained 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed and numerous other detainees who were not 

combatants; he handed detainees including Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed to the 

custody of the United States in order to obtain bounty money from the United States; 

and the United States took custody cf Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed without any 

independent good failh basis for concluding that they were or had been engaged in 

activities hostile to the United States. 

3. Plaintiff Jamal AI-Hanth works as en internet web designer in Manchester, 

England. Intending to attend a religious retreat, Plaintiff AI-Harith arrived in Pakistan on 

October 2, 2001, where he was advised to leave the country because d animosity 

toward British citizens. Heeding the warning, he planned to return to Europe by 

traveling overland through Iran to Turkey by truck. While in Pakistan, the truck in which 

Plaintiff AI-Harith was riding was stolen at gunpoint by Afghans; he was then forced into 

-4-
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a jeep which crossed the border into Afghanistan. PlaintiiAI-Harith was then handed 

over to the Taliban. Plaintiff AI-Harith was beaten by Taliban guards and taken for 

interrogation. He was accused d being a British special forces military spy and held in 

isolation. After the US invasion a Afghanistan, the Taliban released Plaintiff Al-Harith 

into the general prison population. When the Taliban government fell and the new 

government came to power, Plaintiff AI-Hari1h and others in the prison were told that 

they were free to leave and Plaintiff AI-Harilh was offered transportation to Pakistan. 

Plaintiff AI-Harith thought it would be quicker and easier to travel to Kabul where there 

was a British Embassy. Officials of the International Committee d the Red Cross 

("ICRC·) instructedAI-Harith to remain at the prison and they offered to make contact 

with the British Embassyto fly him home. Plaintiff Al-Harlth also spoke directly to British 

Embassy official:, who indicated that they were making arrangments to fly him to Kabul 

and out rf. the country. After Plaintiff AI-Harith had been in contact with the British 

Embassy in Kabul for approximately a month discussing the logistics of evacuating him, 

American Special Forces arrived and questioned Plaintiff. The ICRC told Plaintiff AI

Hariththat the Americans would fly PlaintiiAI-Harith to Kabul; two days before he was 

scheduled to fly to Kabul, American soldiers told Plaintiff AI-Harith, 11Yoo.'re not going 

anywhere. We're taking you to Kandahar airbase." 

4. All four Plaintiffs were first held in United States custody in Afghanistan 

and later transported to the United States Naval Base at Guantdnamo Bay Naval 

Station, Cuba ("Guantiinamo"), where Defendants imprisoned them without charge for 

more than two years. During Plaintiffs' imprisonment, Defendants systematically and 

repeatedly tortured them in violation of the United States Constiition and domestic and 

international law, and deprived them of access to friends. relatives. courts and counsel. 

•5· 
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Defendants repeatedly attempted to extract confessions from Plaintiffs without regard to 

the truth or plausibility of these statements through the use of the illegal methods 

detailed below. 

5. Plaintiffs were released without charge in March 2004 and have returned 

to their homes in the United Kingdom where they continue to suffer the physical and 

psychological effects ff their prolonged arbitrary detention, torture and other 

mistreatment as hereinafter alleged. 

6. In the course of their detention by the United States, Plaintiffs were 

repeatedly struck with rifle butts. punched, kicked and slapped. They were "short 

shackled" in painful "stress positions" for many hours at a time, causing deep flesh 

wounds and permanent scarring. Plaintiffs were also threatened with unmuzzled dogs, 

forced to strip naked, subjected to repeated forced body cavity searches, intentionally 

subjected to extremes of heat and cold for the purpose cf causing suffering, kept in filthy 

cages for 24 hours per day with no exercise or sanitation, denied access to necessary 

medical care, harassed in practicing their religion, deprived of adequate food, deprived 

ofsleep, deprived of communicationwith family and friends, and deprived of information 

about their status. 

7. Plaintiffs' detention and mistreatment were in plain violation of the United 

States Constitution, federal statutory law and United States treaty obligations, and 

customary international law. Defendants' treatment d' Plaintiffs and other Guantanamo 

detainees violated various provisionsd law includingthe FifthAmendmentto the United 

States Constitution forbidding the deprivation d' liberty without due process; the Eighth 

Amendment forbidding cruel and unusual punishment; United States statutes prohibiting 

torture, assault, and other mistreatment: the Geneva Conventions: and customary 

- 6-
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international law norms prohibiting torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatment. 

a Plaintiffs' torture and other mistreatment was not simply the product cf 

isolated or rogue actions by individual military personnel. Rather it was the result of 

deliberate and foreseeable action taken by Defendant Rumsfeld and senior officers to 

flout or evade the United States Constitution, federal statutory law, United States treaty 

obligations and long established nom,s of customary international law. This action was 

taken in a misconceived and illegal attempt to utilize torture and other cruel, inhuman, or 

degrading acts to coerce nonexislent information regarding terrorism. It was 

misconceived because, according to the conclusion of the US military as expressed in 

the Army Field Manual, torture does not yield reliable information, and because 

Plaintiffs-along with the vast majority a. Guantdnamo detainees ho.d no information 

to give. It was illegal because, as Defendants well knew, torture and other cruel, 

inhuman or degrading treatment of detainees .:s not permitted under the United States 

Constitution, federal statutory law, United States treaty obligations, and customary 

international law. 

9. On or about December 2, 2002, Defendant Rumsfeld signed a 

memorandum approving numerous illegal interrogation methods, including putting 

dctoincce in "stress positions" for up to four hours; forcing detainees to strip naked, 

intimidating detainees with dogs, interrogatingthem for 20 hours at a time, forcing them 

to wear hoods, shaving their heads and beards, keeping them in total darkness and 

silence, and using what was euphemistically called "mild, non-injurious physical 

contact." Af3 Defendant Rumsfeld knew, these and other methods were in violation of 

the United States Constitution, federal statutory law, the Geneva Conventions, and 
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customary international hw as reflected in, inter alia. the United Nations Convention 

Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 

("CAT}. This memorandum ri December 2, 2002, authorizing torture and other 

mistreatment, was originally designated by Defendant Rumsfeld to be classified for ten 

years but was released at the direction of President George W. Bush aftw the Abu 

Ghraib torture scandal became public. 

10. After authorizing, encouraging, permitting, and requiring the acts of torture 

and other mistreatment inflicted upon Plaintiffs, Defendant Rumsfeld, on information 

and belief, subsequentlycommissioneda 'Working Group Report"dated Manti 6,2003, 

to address "Detainee Interrogations in the Global War on Terrorism: Assessment of 

Legal, Historical, Policy and Operational Considerations." This report, also originally 

claooiliad for a period of ten yoaro by Defendant Rumsfeld1 wi:aG aloe rclaa.Ded after tho 

Abu Ghraib ttrture scandal became public. This report details the requirements cf 

international and domestic law governing interrogations, including the Geneva 

Conventions; the CAT; customary international law; the torture statute, 18 U.S.C. 

§2340; assault within maritime and territorial jurisdiction, 18 U.S.C. § 113; maiming, 18 

U.S.C. §114; murder, 18 U.S.C. §1111; manslaughter, 18 US.C. §1112; interstate 

stalking, 18 U.S.C. §2261a; and conspiracy 18 U.S.C. §2 and §371. The report 

attempts to address "legal doctrines under the Federal Criminal Law that could render 

specific conduct, od1erwise criminal !wt unlawful." Working Group Report at p. 3 

(emphasis in original). The memorandum is on its face an ex post facto attempt to 

create arguments that the facially criminal acts perpetuated by the Defendants were 

somehow justified. It argues first that the President as Commander-in-Chief has 

plenary authority to order torture, a proposition that ignores settled legal doctrine from 
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King John at Runnymede to Youngstown Sheet & Tube, 343 U.S. 579 (1952). It next 

tries to apply common law doctrines cf self-defense and necessity, arguing the 

erroneous propositionthat the United States has the right to torture detained individuals 

because it needs to defend itself or because it is necessary that it do so. Finally, it 

suggests that persons inflicting torture and other mistreatment will be able to defend 

against criminal charges by claiming that they were following orders. The report asserts 

that the detainees have no Constitutional rights because the Constitution does not apply 

to persons held at Guantanamo. However, the report acknowledges that U.S. criminal 

laws do apply to Guantanamo, and further acknowledges that the United States :s 
bound by the CAT to the extent that conduct barred by that Convention would also be 

prohibited by the Fifth, Eighth or Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution. On June 

22, 2004, the conclusions a this report and other memoranda attempting to justify 

torture were repudiated and rescinded by President Bush. 

11. In April 2003, following receipt ct the Working Group Report, Defendant 

Rumsfeld issued a new set d. recommended interrogation techniques, requiring 

approval for four techniques. These recommendations recognized specifically that 

certain of the approved techniques violated the Geneva Conventions and customary 

international law, including the use of intimidation, removal of religious items, threats 

and isolation. The April 2003 report, however, officially withdrew approval for unlawful 

actions that had been ongoing for months, including hooding, forced nakedness, 

shaving, stress positions, use of dogs and "mild, non-injurious physical contact." 

Nevertheless, on information and belief these illegal practices continued to be employed 

against Plaintiffsand other detainees at Guanthnamo. 
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12. Defendants well knew that their activities resulting in the detention, torture 

and other mistreatment of Plaintiffs were illegal and violated clearly established law -

i.e., the Constitution, federal statutory law and treaty obligations of the United States 

and customary international law. Defendants' after-the-fact attempt to create an 

Orwellian legal fa~ade makes dear their conscious awareness that they were acting 

illegally. Therefore they cannot claim immunity from civil liability. 

DI ,1 VENUE 

13. This Court has jurisdiction over Plaintiffs' claims under 28 U.S.C. § 1331 

{federal question jurisdiction); and 28 U.S.C. §1350 (Alien Tort Statute). 

14. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391 (a)(3) and 28 

U.S.C.§ 1391(b)(2). The alleged acts described below are "inextricably bound up with 

the District of Columbia in its role as the nation's capital." Mundvv. Weinberger. 554 F. 

Supp. 811,818 (D.D.C. 1982). Decisions and acts by Defendants ordering, facilitating, 

aiding and abetting, acquiescing, confirming and/or conspiring in the commission of the 

alleged acts reached the highest levels cf the United States Government. On 

information and belief, approval for all alleged acts emanated under color of law from 

orders, approvals, and omissions occurring in the Pentagon, numerous government 

agencies headquartered in the District of Columbia, and the offices a. Defendant 

Rumsfeld, several of which are in the District of Columbia. Venue for claims arising 

from acts of Cabinet officials, the Secretary of Defense and United States agencies lies 

in the District of Columbia. See id.; Smith v. Dalton, 927 F. Supp. 1 (D.D.C. 1996). 
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PARTIES 

15. Plaintiff Shafiq Rasul was born in the United Kingdom and has been at all 

times relevant hereto a citizen and resident of the United Kingdom. He t not now and 

has never been a terrorist or a member cf a terrorist group. He has never taken up 

arms againstthe United States. At the time of his initial arrest and detention, he was 24 

years old. 

16. Plaintiff Asif Iqbal was born in the United Kingdom and has been at all 

times relevant hereto a citizen and resident of the United Kingdom. He is not now and 

has never been a terrorist or a member of a terrorist group. He has never taken up 

arms against the United States. At the time of his initial arrest and detention, he was 20 

years old. 

17. Plaintiff Rhuhcl Ahmed was born in the United Kingdom and has been at 

all times relevant hereto a citizen and resident of the United Kingdom. He is not now 

and has never been a terrorist or a member of a terrorist group. He has never taken up 

a1111s against the United States. At the time of his initial arrest and detention, he was 19 

years old. 

18. Plaintiff Jamal AI-Harith was born in the United Kingdom and has been at 

all times relevant hereto a citizen and resident d' the United Kingdom. He is not now 

and has never been a terrorist er a member d a terrorist group. I-le has never taken up 

am,s against the United States. At the time of his initial arrest and detention, he was 35 

years old. 

19. Defendant Donald Rumsfeld is the United States Secretary cl Defense. 

On information and belief, he is a citizen of Illinois and a resident of the District cf 

Columbia. Defendant Rumsfeld is charged with maintaining the custody and control of 
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the Guantanamo detainees, including Plaintiffs, and with assuring that their treatment 

was in accordance with law. Defendant Rumsfeld ordered, authorized, condoned and 

has legal responsibility for the arbitrary detention, torture and other mistreatment ri 

Plaintiffsas alleged herein. Defendant Rumsfeld is sued in his individualcapacity. 

20. Defendant Myers is a General in the United States Air Force and was at 

times relevant hereto Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. On information and belief, 

he is a citizen and resident of Virginia. As the senior uniformed military officer in the 

chain of command, Defendant Myers is charged with maintaining the custody and 

control cf the Guantanamo detainees, including Plaintiffs, and with assuring that their 

treatment was in accordance with law. Ch information and belief, Defendant Myers was 

informed cf torture and other mistreatmentd" detainees at Guanthamo and Abu Ghraib 

prison il ha:J. and condoned such activities. Defendant Myers was in regular contact 

with Defendant Rumsfeld and participated in and implemented decisions taken in the 

District of Columbia. Defendant Myers is sued in his individual capacity. 

21. Defendant Miller is a Major General in the United States Army and was at 

times relevant hereto Commander of Joint Task Force-GTMO. On information and 

belief, he is a citizen· and resident of Texas. At times relevant hereto, he had 

supervisory responsibility for Guantdnamo detainees, including Plaintiffs, and was 

rc3pomiiblc for assuring that thoir treatment was in accordance with law. On 

informationand belief, Defendant Miller was in regularcontactwith Defendant Rumsfeld 

and other senior officials in the chain of command based in the District of Columbia and 

participated in and implemented decisions taken in the District of Columbia. On 

information and belief, Defendant Miller implemented and condoned numerous methods 

of torture and other mistreatment as hereinafter described. On information and belief, 
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Defendant Miller was subsequently transferred to Abu Ghraib where he implemented 

and facilitated torture and other mistreatment of detainees there. These acts were 

filmed and photographed and have justly inspired widespread revulsion and 

condemnation around the world. Defendant Miller is sued in his individual capacity. 

22. Defendant Hill is a General in the United States Army and was at times 

relevant hereto Commander of the United States Southern Command. On information 

and belief, he is a citizen and resident of Texas. On information and belief, Defendant 

Hill was in regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other senior officials in the 

chain of command based in the District <£ Columbia and participated in and 

implemented decisions taken in the District d Columbia. On information and belief, 

General Hill requested and recommended approval for several abusive interrogation 

techniques which were used on Guantanamo detainees, including Plaintiffs. Defendant 

Hill is sued in his individuals capacity. 

23. Defendant Dunlavey is a Major General in the United States Army and 

was at times relevant hereto Commander of Joint Task Forces 160/170, the successors 

to Joint Task Force-GTMO. On information and belief, he is a citizen and resident of 

Pennsylvania. At times relevant hereto, he had supervisory responsibility for 

Guantanamo detainees, including Plaintiffs, and for assuring that their treatment was in 

:iccord.o.noo with law. On information and belief, Defendant Dunlavey was in regular 

contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other senior officials in the chain of command 

based in the District of Columbia and participated in and implemented decisions taken 

in the District of Columbia. Cn information and belief, Major General Dunlavey 

implemented and condoned the torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading acts and 

conditions alleged herein. Defendant Dunlavey is sued in his individual capacity. 
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24. Defendant Hood is a Brigadier General in the United States Army and i; 

the Commander of Joint Task Force-GTMO, which at all relevant times operated the 

detention facilities at Guanthnamo. On information and belief, he is a citizen and 

resident of South Carolina. At times relevant hereto, he had supervisory responsibility 

for Guantanamo detainees, including Plaintiffs, and foc assuring that their treatment was 

in accordance with law. On information and belief, Defendant Hood has been and 

continues to be in regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other senior officials in 

the chain of command based in lhe District ct Columbia and participated in and 

implemented decisions taken in the District of Columbia. Defendant Hood i:I sued in his 

individual capacity. 

25. Defendant Lehnert is a Brigadier General in the United States Marine 

Corps and was at times relevant hereto Commander ct the Joint Task Fon:e 

responsible for the construction and operation of Camp X-Ray and Camp Delta at 

Guantanamo. On information and belief, he is a citizen and resident cf Florida. At times 

relevant hereto, he had supervisory responsibilityfor Guantanamo detainees, including 

Plaintiffs, and for assuring that their treatment was in accordance with law. On 

information and belief, Defendant Lehnert was in regular contact with Defendant 

Rumsfeld and other senior officials in the chain of command based in the District cl 

Columbia and participated in and implemented decisions taken in the District cf 

Columbia. Defendant Lehnert is sued in his individual capacity. 

26. Defendant Cannon is a Colonel in the United States Army and the 

Commander cl Camp Delta at Guantanamo. On information and belief, he is a citizen 

and resident of Michigan. At limes relevant hereto, he has and continues to have 

supervisory responsibility for Guantanamo detainees including Plaintiffs and for 
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assuring that their treatment was in accordance with law. On information and belief, 

Defendant Cannon has been in regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other 

senior officials in the chain of command based in the District of Columbia and 

participated in and implemented decisions taken in the District of Columbia. Defendant 

Cannon is sued in his individual capacity. 

27. Defendant Carrico is a Colonel in the United States Army and was at 

times relevant hereto Commander of Camp X-Ray and Camp Delta at Guantdnamo. On 

information and belief, he is a citizen and resident of Texas. At times relevant hereto, 

he had supervisory responsibility for Guantanamo detainees including Plaintiffs and for 

assuring that their treatment was in accordance with law. On information and belief, 

Defendant Carrico was in regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other senior 

officials in the chain of command based in the District of Columbia and participated in 

and implemented decisions taken in the District of Columbia. Defendant Carrico is sued 

in his individual capacity. 

28. Defendant Beaver is a Lieutenant Colonel in the United States Army and 

was at times relevant hereto Chief Legal Adviser to Defendant Dunlavey. On 

information and belief, she is a citizen and resident of Kansas. On information and 

belief, knowing that torture and other mistreatment were contrary to military law and 

regulations, she nevertheless provided an opinion purporting to justify the ongoing 

torture and other mistreatment d. detainees at Guantdnamo, including Plaintiffs. On 

information and belief, Defendant Beaver was in regular contact with Defendant 

Rumsfeld and other senior officials in the chain a. command based in the District of 

Columbia and participated in and implemented decisions taken in the District d' 

Columbia. Defendant Beaver is sued in her individual capacity. 
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29. Plaintiffs do not know U,e true names and capacities of other Defendants 

sued herein and therefore sue these defendants by fictitious names, John Does 1-100. 

Plaintiffs will amend this complaint to allege their true names and capacities when 

ascertained. John Does 1-100 are the military and civilian personnel who participated in 

the torture and other mistreatment of Plaintiffs as hereinafter alleged . 

. E 

30. Plaintiffs are citizens and residents r:i the United Kingdom. 

31. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed are boyhood friends and grew up streets 

away from each other in the working-class town of Tipton in the West Midlands of 

England. 

32. Plaintiff Shafiq Rasul attended a Catholic elementary school before 

studying at the same high school as Plaintiffs Iqbal and Ahmed. An avid soccer fan, 

Plaintiff Rasul played for a local team before going on to study computer science at the 

University cf Central England. He also worked part time at an electronics store. 

33. Plaintiff Asif Iqbal attended the same elementary school as Plaintiff Rasul 

and the same high school as both Plaintiffs Rasul and Ahmed. After leaving high 

school, Plaintiff Iqbal worked at a local factory making road signs and building bus 

shelters. I-le was also an active soccer player and volunteered at the local community 

center. 

34. Plaintiff Rhuhel Ahmed attended the same high school as Plaintiffs Iqbal 

and Ahmed. Like Plaintiff Iqbal, he worked at a local factory and worked with children 

and disabled people at the local government-funded Tipton Muslim Community Center. 
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35. In September 2001, Plaintii Iqbal traveled to Pakistan to join his father 

who had arranged a marriage for him with a young woman from his family's ancestral 

village. His longtime friend, Plaintiff Ahmed traveled from England in October in order to 

join him at his wedding as his best man. Plaintiff Rasul was at the same time in Pakistan 

visiting his family with the expectation a continuing his degree course in computer 

science degree within the month. Prior to the wedding in Pakistan, in October 2001, 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed crossed the border into Afghanistan in order to offer 

help in the ongoing humanitarian crisis. After the bombing in Afghanistan began, 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed tried to return to Pakistan but were unable to do so 

because the border had been closed. Plaintiffs never engaged in any terrorist activity or 

took up amis against the United States. 

36. Plaintiffs Racul1 Iqbal and Ahmed never engaged in combat against the 

forces of the United States or any other entity. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed never 

conducted any terrorist activity or conspired, intended, er planned to conduct any such 

acijvity. Plaintiffs Rasul. Iqbal and Ahmed never belonged to Al Qaeda or any other 

terrorist organization. 

Detention in Afghanistan 

37. On November 28, 2001, Plaintiffs Rasul. Iqbal and Ahmed were captured 

and detained by forces loyal to General Roshid Dosturn, an Uzbek warlord who was 

aligned with the United States. 

38. No U.S. forces were presentwhen Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were 

detained. Therefore, no U.S. forces could have had any information regarding Plaintiffs 

other than that supplied by the forces of General Dostum, who were known to be 
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unreliable and who were receiving a per head bounty r:i., on information and belief, up to 

$35,000. 

39. With U.S. military forces present, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, along 

with 200 to 300 others, were crammed into metal containers and transported by truck to 

Sherbegan prison in Northern Afghanistan. General Dostum's forces fired holes into tie 

sides of the containers with machine guns, striking the persons inside. Plaintiff Iqbal 

was struck in his arm, which would later become infected. Following the nearly 18-hour 

journey to Sherbegan prison, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were among what they 

estimate to have been approximately 20 survivors in the container. 

40. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were held in Sherbegan by General 

Dostum's forces for about one month, where they were exposed to extremely cold 

conditions without adequate clothing, confined to tigh! spaces, and forced to ratiD food. 

Prison conditions were filthy. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed and other prisoners 

suffered from amoebic dysentery and were infested with lice. 

41. In late December 2001, the ICRC visited with Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and 

Ahmed and informed them that the British Embassy in Islamabad, Pakistan had been 

advised of their situation and that embassy officials would soon be in contact with 

Plaintiffs. 

42. On December 28, 2001 , U.S. Special Forces arrived at Sherbegan and 

were informed cl the identities cf Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed. 

43. General Dostum's troops chained Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed and 

marched them through the main gate of the prison, where US. Special Forces 

surrounded them at gunpoint. 
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44. From December 28, 2001 until their release in March 2004, Plaintiffs 

Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were in the exclusive physical custody and control cl the 

United States military. In freezing temperatures, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were 

stripped of their clothes, searched, and photographed naked while being held by 

Defendant John Does, two U.S. Special Forces soldiers. American military personnel 

took Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed to a room for individual interrogations. Plaintiff 

Rasul was bound hand and foot with plastic cuffs and forced onto his knees before an 

American soldier il. uniform. Both Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were interrogated 

immediately and without knowledge of their interrogators' identities. Bah were 

questioned at gunpoint. While Plaintiff Iqbal was interrogated, Defendant John Doe 

held a 9mm pistol physically touching his temple. At no time were Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal 

and Ahmed afforded counsel or given the opportunityto contact their families. 

45. Following their interrogations, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were led 

outside where a Defendant John Doe immediately covered their eyes by putting 

sandbags over their heads and applying thick masking tape. They were placed side-by

side, barefoot in freezing temperatures, with only light clothing, for at least three to four 

hours. While hooded and taped, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed wae repeatroly 

threatened with beatings and death and were beaten by a number ri Defendant John 

Does. U.S. military personnel. Plaintiff Iqbal estimates that he was punched, kicked, 

slapped, and struck by US military personnel with rifle butt~ at least 30 <r 40 times. 

46. Thereafter, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were placed in trucks with 

other detainees and transported to an airport about45 minutes away. 

47. Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were led onto one pbuE and Plaintiff Ahmed was 

led onto a second plane. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, still hooded with their 
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hands tied behind their backs and their legs tied in plastic cuffs, were fastened to a 

metal belt attached to the floor cf. each aircraft. The soldiers instructed Plaintiffs Rasul, 

Iqbal and Ahmed to keep their legs straight out in front cf. them as they sat. The position 

was extremely painful. When any of Plaintiffs or other detainees tried to move to relieve 

the pain, an unknown number of Defendant John Does struck Plaintiffs and others with 

rifle butts. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were flown by the U.S. military to 

Kandahar. 

48. Upon arrival in Kandahar, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, still covered 

with hoods, were led out cl the planes. A rope was tightly tied around each of their right 

anns, connecting the detainees together. 

49. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, who were still without shoes, were 

forced to walk for nearly an hour in the freezing cold, causing them to sustain deep cuts 

on their feet and rope burns on their right arms. 

50. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were herded in1o a tent, where soldiers 

forced them to kneel with their legs bent double and their foreheads touching the 

ground. With their hands and feet still tied, the position was difficult to maintain. 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were repeatedly and violently beaten by Defendant 

John Does, US soldiers. Each was asked whether he was a member a Al Qaeda and 

when each responded negatively, each was punched violently and repealedly b,J 

soldiers. When Plaintiffs Ra.qi)_ Iqbal and Ahmed identified themselves as British 

nationals, Defendants John Doe soldiers insisted they were "not white" but "black" and 

accordingly could not be British. The soldiers continued to beat them. 

51. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were "processed" by American soldiers, 

and had plastic numbered wristbands placed on their wrists. Soldiers kicked Plaintiff 
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Rasul, assigned the number 78, several times during this process. Arneriian soldiers 

cut off his clothes and conducted a body cavity search. He was then hi through an 

open-air maze constructed of barbed wire. Plaintiffs Iqbal, assigned number 79, and 

Ahmed, assigned number 102, experiencedthe same inhumane treatment. 

52. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, dehydrated, exhausted, disoriented, 

and fearful, were summoned by number for interrogation. When called, each was 

shackled and led to an interrogation tent. Their hoods were removed and they were told 

to sit on the floor. An armed soldier stood behind them out of their line of sight. They 

were told that if they moved they would be shot. 

53. After answering questions as to their backgrounds, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal 

and Ahmed were each photographed by soldiers. They were fingerprinted and a swab 

from their mouth and hairs plucked from their beards were taken for DNA identification. 

54. An American soldier questioned Plaintiff Iqbal a second time. Plaintiff 

Iqbal was falsely accused by the interrogator of being a member of Al Qaeda. 

Defendant John Does, US soldiers, punched and kicked Plaintiff Iqbal il the back and 

stomach before he was dragged to another tent. 

55. Personnel believed by Plaintiffs to be British military personnel later 

interrogated Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, with US soldiers present. Plaintiffs 

Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed ware falsely accused cl being members of the Al Muhajeroon. 

During the interrogation, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were threatened by 

Defendant John Does, armed American soldiers, with further beatings if they did not 

admit to various false statements. 

56. Plaintiffs Rasul and Ahmed slept in a tent with about 20 other detainees. 

Plaintiff Iqbal was in another tent. The tents were surrounded by barbed wire. 
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Detainees were not allowed to talk and were forced to sleep on the ground. American 

soldiers woke the detainees hourly as )Ht of a systematic effort to deprive them cf 

sleep. 

57. Defendant John Does, interrogators and guards, frequently used physical 

violence and unmuzzled dogs to threaten and intimidate Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and 

Ahmed and other detainees during the interrogations. 

58. At or around midnight of January 12 or 13, 2002, US army personnel 

entered the tent of Plaintiffs Rasul and Ahmed. Both were made to lie on the ground, 

were shackled, and rice sacks were placed over their heads. They were led to another 

tent, where Defendant John Does, US soldiers, removed their clothes and forcibly 

shaved their beards and heads. The forced shaving was not intended for hygiene 

purpooco, but rather was, a, infonnation and belief, designed to distress and humiliate 

Plaintiffs given their Muslim faith, which requires adult males to maintain beards. 

59. Plaintiff Rasul was eventually taken outside where he could hear dogs 

barking nearby and soldiers shouting, "Get 'em boy." He was then given a cavity search 

and photographed extensively white naked before being given an orange uniform. 

Soldiers handcuffed Plaintiff Rasul's wrists and ankles before dressing him in black 

thermal gloves, dark goggles, earmuffs, and a facemask. Plaintiff Rasul was then left 

outside & hours in freezing temperatures. 

60. Plaintiff Iqbal, who was in another tent, experienced similar treatment cJ 

being led from his tent to be shaved and stripped naked. 

61. Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were escorted onto large cargo planes. Still 

shackled and wearing facemasks, both were chained to the floor with no backrests. 

They were forced by Defendant John Does to sit in an uncomfortable position for the 
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entire flight to Guantanamo (of approximately eighteen to twenty hours) and were not 

allowed to move or given access to toilet facilities. 

62. Plaintiff Ahmed remained in Kandahar for another month. American 

soldiers interrogated him four more times. Sleep-deprived and malnourished, Plaintiff 

Ahmed was also interrogated by British agents who, on information and belief were 

from the British intelligence agency, MIS, and he vvas falsely told that Plaintiffs Rasul 

and Iqbal had confessed in Cuba to allegations d membership in the Al Muhajeroon. 

He was told that he could return to the United Kingdom in exchange for admitting to 

various accusations. Distraught, fearful of further beatings and abuse, and without 

benefit cf contact with family or counsel, Plaintiff Ahmed made various false 

confessions. Plaintiff Ahmed was thereafter transported to Guantanamo. 

63. As noted above, Plaintiff AJ-Harith was being held in custody by tho 

Taliban in Southern Afghanistan as a suspected British spy. a was interrogated and 

beaten by Taliban troops. When the Taliban government fell, Plaintiff Al·Harith was in a 

Taliban prison. He contacted the British Embassy through the ICRC and by satellite 

phone and was assured he would be repatriated to Britain. Two days before his 

scheduled repatriation, US forces informed him that he was being detained and taken to 

Kandahar, where he was held in a prison controlled by US forces and interrogated and 

beaten by US troops. Plaintiff Al Harithwo.e flown to Guantanamo from Kandahar on or 

about February 11,2002. 

64. Prior to take-off, Plaintiff Af-Harith, like Plaintiffs Ra~, Iqbal and Ahmed, 

was hooded and shackled; mittens were placed on his hands and earphones over his 

ears. Chains were then placed around his legs, waist and the earphones. The chains 
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cut into his ears Goggles were placed on his eyes and a medical patch that, on 

information and belief, contained muscle relaxant was applied. 

Captivity and Conditions at Camp X-Rav. Guantanamo 

65. Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were transported to Guantanamo in mid-January 

2002. Plaintiffs Ahmed and AI-Harith were transported there approximately one month 

later. During the trip, Defendant John Does, US soldiers, kicked and punched Plaintii 

Ahmed more than twenty times. Plaintiff AI-Harith was punched, kicked and elbowed 

repeatedly and was threatened with more violence. 

66. Upon arrival at Guantanamo, Plaintiffs were placed on a barge to get to 

the main camp. Defendant John Does, US Marines on the barge, repeatedly beat all 

the detainees, including Plaintiffs, kicking, slapping, elbowing and punching detainees in 

the body and head. The Marines announced repeatedly, "You are arriving at your final 

destination," and, "You are oow property of the United States Marine Corps." 

67. Plaintiffs were taken to Camp X-Ray, 1IE prison camp for detainees. 

Soldiers forced all four Plaintiffs on arrival to squat outside in stress positions in the 

extreme heat. Plaintiffs and the other detainees had their goggles and hoods removed, 

butthey had to remain with their eyes closed and were not allowed to speak. 

68. Plaintiff Iqbal, still shackled and goggled, fell over and started shaking. 

Plc:.tinlirr lql.J~I was lh1;111 giv1;1u a ~vily :il;!cm;h arid lrc111:.pu1ltnJ lo c111ulh1;1r area for 

processing, including fingerprinting, DNA sampling, photographs, and another 

wristband. 

69. Plaintiff Rasul was forced to squat outside for six to seven hours and went 

through similar processing. Unmuzzled barking dogs were used to intimidate Plaintiff 

Rasul and others. At one point, Defendant John Doe, a soldier from a unit known as the 
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Extreme Reaction Force(ERF), repeatedly kicked Plaintiff Rait.d in the back and used a 

1iot shield to slam him against a wall. 

70. After processing, Plaintiis were placed in wire cages of about 2 meters by 

2 meters. Conditions were cruel, inhuman and degrading. 

71. Plaintiffs were forced to sit in their cells in total silence for extended 

periods. Once a week, for tw::> minutes, Plaintiffs were removed from their cells and 

showered. They were then returned to their cells. Once a week, Plaintiffs were 

permitted five minutes recreation while their hands remained chained. 

72. Plaintiffswere exposed to extreme heat during the day, as their cells were 

situated in the direct sunlight, 

73. Plaintiffs were deliberately fed inadequate quantities of food, keeping them 

in a perpetual etato d' hungor. Much cf the food consisted of ·MRE'a• (meals ready to 

eat), which were ten to twelve years beyond their usable date. Plaintiffs were served 

out of date powdered eggs and milk, stale bread from which the mold had been picked 

out and fruit that was black and rotten. 

74. Plaintiffs and other detainees were forced to kneel each time a guard 

came into their cells. 

75. Plaintiffs at night were exposed to powerful floodlights, a purposeful tactic 

to promote sleep deprivation among the detainees. Plaintiffs and the other detainees 

were prohibited from putting covers over their heads to block out the light and were 

prohibitedfrom keeping their arms beneath the covers. 

76. Plaintiffs were constantly threatened at Camp X-Ray, with guards stating 

on multiple occasions, 'We could kill you at any time; the world doesn't know you're 

here: we could kill you and no one would know." 
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77. Plaintiff AI-Harith was taken to the medical clinic and w:s told that his 

blood pressure was too high. He was given, on information and belief, muscle relaxant 

pills and an injection of an unspecified substance. 

78. Qi various occasions, Plaintiffs' efforts to pray were banned or 

interrupted. Plaintiffs were never given prayer mats and did not initially receive copies 

ct the Koran. Korans were provided to them after approximately a month. On one 

occasion, a guard in Plaintiff Ahmed's cellblocknoticed a copy (f the Koran on the floor 

and kicked it. On another occasion, a guard threw a copy d' the Koran in a toilet 

bucket. Detainees, including Plaintiffs, were also at times preventedfrom calling out the 

call to prayer, with American soldiers either silencing the person who was issuing the 

prayer call or playing loud music to drown out the call to prayer. This was part d a 

continuing pattern of disrespect and contempt for Plaintiffs' religious beliefs and 

practices. 

Interrogation at Camp x .. Ray 

79. Plaintiffs were extensively interrogatedat Camp X-Ray. 

80. During interrogations, Plaintiffs were typically "long shackled," whereby 

their legs were chained using a large padlock. The shackles had sharp edges that 

scraped the skin, and all Plaintiffs experienced deep cuts on and around their ankles, 

resulting in scarring and continuing chronic pain. During the interrogations, Plaintiffs 

were shackled and chained to the floor. Plaintiffs were repeatedly urged by American 

interrogators to admit that they were fighters who went to Afghanistan for 'Jihad." In 

return, Plaintiffs were promised that if they confessed to these false assertions, they 

could return to the United Kingdom. Plaintiff Iqbal, who was interrogated five times by 
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American forces over three months at Gamp X-Ray, was repeatedly encouraged and 

coerced to admit to having been a "fighter." 

81. Plaintiff AI-Harith was interrogated approximately ten times at Camp X· 

Ray. He was interrogated by both British and American authorities. On one occasion, 

an interrogator asked Plaintiff AI-Harith to admit that he went to Pakistan to buy drugs, 

which was not true. On another occasion, Plaintiff AI-Harith was told that there was a 

new terrorism law that would permit the authorities to put his family out in the street it 

Plaintiff AI-Harith did not admit to being a drug dealer or a fighter. Ch another ocason, 

interrogators promised money, a car, a house and a job if he admitted those things. As 

they were not true, he declined to admit them. 

82. Following Plaintiff Ahmed's first several interrogations at Camp X-Ray, he 

was isolated in a cellblock where there were only Arabic speakers. Plaintiff Ahmed, 

who does not speak Arabic, was unable to communicate with anyone other than 

interrogators and guards for approximately five months. 

Conditions at Camp Delta 

83. Around May 2002, Plaintiffs were transferredto Camp Delta. 

84. At no time wtre Plaintiffs advised as to why they were being transferred, 

lir what purpose they were detained, why they were considered "unlawful combatants," 

and what medical and legal rocourccc might be o.voilo.blo. 

85. At Camp Delta, Plaintiffs were housed in mesh cages that were 

subdivided from a larger metal container. There was little to no privacy and the cages 

provided little shelter from the heat during the day or the cold at night The cages 

quickly rusted because cf the sea air. The cells contained metal slabs at waist height; 
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detainees could not sit on the slabs because their legs would dangle off and become 

numb. There was not enough room in the cells to pray. 

86. Constant reconstruction work and large electric generators, which ran 24 

hours a day, were used as )Ht of a strategic effort to deprive Plaintiffs and others of 

sleep. Lights were often left on 24 hours a day. 

87. Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were in the same cellblock. Plaintiff Ahmed was 

placed in isolation for about one month. There was no explanation given as to why 

Plaintiff Ahmed had been placed in isolation. Following this period, he was placed in a 

different cell and interrogated by mostly American interrogators who repeatedly asked 

him the same questions for six months, 

88. After six months at Camp Delta, Plaintiff Ahmed was moved to a cell 

directly opposite Plaintiff Rasul. Plaintiff Iqbal was placed in isolation for about one 

month. Again, no explanation was given for the arbitrary placement in isolation. 

89. Plaintiff Ahmed was repeatedly disciplined with periods of isolation for 

such behavior as complaining about the food and singing. 

90. Plaintiff Iqbal, after about one month at Camp Delta, was moved to 

isolation and given smaller food portions because it was believed he was belittling a 

military policeman. He was disciplined with another week of isolation when he wrote 

"have a nice day'' on a Styrofoam cup. 

91. After hti last period cf isolation. Plaintiff Iqbal was moved to a block which 

housed only Chinese-speaking detainees. During his time there, he was exposed to 

aggressive interrogation. After being there for months, Plaintiff Iqbal's mental condition 

deteriorated further. 
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92. Plaintiff AI-Harith was put into isolation for refusing to wear a wristband. 

Plaintiff AI-Harith was also placed in isolation for writing the fetter "D" on a Styrofoam 

cup. The isolation block was freezing cold as cold air was blown through the block 

twenty-four hours a day. The isolation cell was pitch black as the guards claimed the 

lights were not working. Plaintiff Al·Harith was placed .it isolation a second time around 

Christmas 2002 foc refusing to take an unspecified injection. When he refused, the ERF 

was brought in and Plaintiff AI-Hanth was "ERFed": he was beaten, forcibly injected and 

chained in a hogtied position, with his stomach on the floor and his arms and legs 

chained together above him. The ERF team jumped on his legs and back and kicked 

and punched Plaintiff Al·Harith. Plaintiff AI-Hanth was then placed in isolation for 

approximately a month, deprived at various inteivals of soap, toothpaste or a 

toothbrush, blankets or toilet paper. He was also deprived of a Koran during this 

second period d. isolation. 

93. On information and belief, "ERFingst i.e., the savage beatings 

administered by the ERF teams, were videotaped on a regular basis and should be 

available as evidence of the truth of the allegations contained herein. 

94. The Camp Delta routine included compulsory "recreation"twice a week for 

fiieen minutes. Attendance was enforced by the ERF. As soon as fifteen minutes had 

possod, detainees were immediately returned to their cells. Plaintiff Rasul noted that 

one would be forced to return to his cell even if in the middle of prayers. 

95. Around August 2002, medical corps personnel offered Plaintiffs Rasul, 

Iqbal and Ahmed injections of an unidentified substance. Plaintiis Rasul, Iqbal and 

Ahmed, like most detainees, refused. Soon after, Defendant John Does, the medical 

corps, returned with the ERF team. The ERF team members were dressed in padded 
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gear, thick gloves, and helmets. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were shackled and 

restrained with their arms and legs bent backwards while medical corps pulled up their 

sleeves to injecttheir arms with an unidentified drug that had sedative effects. 

96. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed received these injections against their 

will on approximately a dozen occasions. Plaintiff AI-Harith received 9 a:- 10 compulsory 

injections on six separate occasions. 

97. Plaintiff Iqbal was deprived d his Koran and other possessions. His 

hands were shackled in front of him. When Plaintiff Iqbal looked back, a guard pushed 

him in the comer. There Defendant John Does punched him repeatedly in the face and 

kneed him in his thigh. 

Isolation and Interrogations at Camp Delta 

98. Interrogation booths either had a miniature camera hidden in them or a. 

one-way glass window. Thus, on infonmation and belief, some or all d the 

interrogations of Plaintiffs and other detainees are recorded and are available as 

evidence of the truth of Plaintiffs' allegations herein. 

99. In December 2002, a tiered reward system was introduced at Camp Delta, 

whereby detainees were placed on different levels lT tiers depending on their level r:i 

co-operation and their behavior atthe camp. 

100. lnterrogatorc and guards frequently promised to provide (I" threatened to 

withdraw of essential items such as blankets or toothpaste - referred to as "comfort 

items" - in order to coerce detainees into providing information. The truthful assertion 

that Plaintiffs had no information to give did not result in the provision d. "comfort items." 

To the contrary, the interrogators demanded that lhe Plaintiffs confess to false 

allegations and promised "comfort items" in exchange. 
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101. Isolation of detainees was frequently used as a technique to "wear down" 

detainees prior to interrogation. There were a«> primary ways in which prisoners would 

be placed in isolation: (1) for punishment. for a set period of time for a specific reason; 

or (2) for interrogation, with no specific time limit. 

102. Between October 2002 and May 2003, Plaintiff Rasul was interrogated 

about five or six times. Most of the interrogations involved the same questions that had 

been asked before. In April 2003, Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were given polygraph tests 

and were led to believe that they might be allowed to return home if they passed. 

103. After tWJ hours of questioning as to whether he war;; a member of Al 

Qaeda, Plaintiff Rasul was returned to his cell. Two weeks later, he was interrogated by 

a woman who may have been army personnel in civilian clothing. She informed him 

that he had passed the polygraph test. Plaintiff Rasul was transferred to a different 

cellblock and informed by interrogators that they had videos which proved that he and 

Plaintiffs Iqbal and Ahmed were members of Al Qaeda and linked to the September 11 

attacks. 

104. A week later, Plaintiff Rasul was transferred to an isolation block, called 

"November." Plaintiff Rasul asked the army sergeant why he was being moved and 

was informed that the order was from the interrogators. Plaintiff Rasul was placed in a 

metal cell. To make !he conditions of confinement continuously debilitating, the air 

conditioning was turned ctr during the day and turned on high at night. Temperatures 

were near 1 oo degrees during the day and 40 degrees at night. The extremes a heat 

and cold were deliberately utilized to intimidate. discomfort and break down prisoners. 

For one week, Plaintiff Rasul was held in isolation without interrogation. Later, he was 

taken to a room and "short shackled and placed in an extremely cold room for six to 
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seven hours. Short shackling consists of chaining the ankles and wrists cl<Rly together 

to force the detainee into a contorted and painful position. He was unable to move in the 

shackles and was not afforded an opportunity to go to the bathroom. He was hardly 

able to walk and suffered severe back pains. He was taken back to his cell without 

explanation. 

105. The next day Plaintiff Rasul was "short shackled" and chained to the floor 

again for interrogation by an US Army intelligence officer named Bashir, also known as 

Danny. He was shown photographs d three men who were supposedly Plaintiffs 

Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed with a man purported to be Mohammed Atta. Plaintiff Rasul 

repeatedly and truthfully denied being the person in the photograph. Further, he 

repeatedly and truthfully denied any involvement with Al Qaeda or the September 11 

attacks. Qi five or six more occasions, Plaintiff Rasul was interrogated in similar 

fashion. During these interrogations, Plaintiff Rasul was not provided with food and was 

not permittedto pray. 

106. Following the first interrogation, on five or six occasions, Plaintiff Rasul 

was removed from his cell and brought back to the interrogation block for intervals of 

about four or five days at a time. He was repeatedly "short shackled," exposed to 

extremely loud rock or heavy metal music, and left alone in the interrogation room for up 

to 13 hours .in the "long shackle" position. 

107. During this period, a Marine captain and other soldiers arrived at Plaintiff 

Rasul's cell to transfer him to another block, where he would remain in isolation for 

another two months without "comfort items." 

108. On one occasion, Plaintiff Rasul was brought to the interrogation room 

from isolation to be questioned by interrogators from the Criminal Investigations Division 
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(CID). These interrogators, identified as "Drew'' and 'Terry," informed Plaintiff Rasul 

that they were going to begin military tribunals. 

· 109. After continued interrogations as to his alleged presence in a photograph 

with Osama Bin Laden, Plaintiff Rasul explained that he was working in England and 

going to college at the time the photograph was taken. Plaintiff Rasul told interrogators 

his place of employment at an English electronics shop and his attendance at University 

r:£ Central England and implored interrogators to corroborate what he was telling them. 

The interrogators insisted he was lying, 'lb Plaintiff's knowledge, no effort was made to 

find corroborating information which would have confirmed that Plaintiff Rasul was living 

in England at the time of the alleged meeting with Bin Laden in the photograph. 

110. About a month after his second isolation period, Plaintiff Rasul was "long 

ohacldodn and placed in a room, where he wo.s met by Bachir and a woman drcsocd .il 

civilian clothing. Bashir informed Plaintiff Rasul that the woman had come from 

Washington to show him a video of an Osama Bin Laden rally in Afghanistan. After the 

woman showed Plaintiff Rasul a portion d' the video, she asserted that it showed 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed sitting down with Bin Laden. The woman interrogator 

urged Plaintiff Rasul to admit that the allegation was true, but the persons in tlE video 

were not the Plaintiffs. Plaintiff Rasul continued truthfully to deny involvement. He was 

threatened that if he did not confess, he wolAd be returned to isolation. Having been in 

isolation for five to six weeks, with the result that he was suffering from extreme mental 

anguish and disorientation, Plaintiff falsely confessed that he was in the video. 

111. Plaintiff Rasul was then returned to isolation for another five to six weeks. 

During that period he had no contact with any human being except with guards and 
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interrogators who questioned him regarding the identity cf certain individuals in 

photographs. 

112. Plaintiff Rasul was then transferred to another cellblock, where both 

Plaintiffs Iqbal and Ahmed were being held. Here, Plaintiff Rasul was denied "comfort 

items" and exercise privileges. 

113. Around mid-August of 2003, Plaintiff Rasul was moved within Camp Delta 

and placed in anolher cell block without explanation. After about two weeks, Plaintiff 

Rasul was taken to a building known as the ·srown Building" and was informed by an 

army intelligence interrogator named "James" that he would soon be moving to a cell 

rBt to ltintilfs Iqbal and Ahmed. 

114. Following the meeting with the army intelligence interrogator, Plaintiff 

Rasul was broughtto "Kilo Blook" the next day, where Plaintiff's Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed 

were reunited and able to speak with one another. 

115. For the next two weeks, Plaintiffs Rasu(, Iqbal and Ahmed were brought in 

succession to be questioned by an army intelligenceofficer, known only as "James," as 

to their purported involvement in the 2000 video of Bin Laden. 

116. On one occasion, Plaintiff Rasul was administered a voice stress analyzer 

test by "James." 

117. After his last interrogation by "James," Plaintiff Rasulwa.s infonnedthat he 

would soon be turned over to Navy Intelligence. Before that, however, in September 

2003, Plaintiff Rasul was further interrogated. He was brought into an interrogation 

room ir eight hours. Be was denied requests to pray and to have food or water. The 

following day, British officials questioned Plaintiff Rasul. Plaintiff Rasul informed an 

official, who gave the name "Martin," that he had been kept in isolation for three months 
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without cause and had severe knee pain from the lack of exercise. Later that evening, 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were taken to what was, on information and belief, a 

CIA interrogation block. 

118. Plaintiffs oontinued to be held in the Kilo Black and were occasionally 

brought in for interrogation by a navy intelligence officer who gave the name "Romeo." 

119. Plaintiff Iqbal was treated in a manner similar to the other Plaintiffs. 

120. Plaintiff Iqbal was interrogated on several occasions, sometimes for as 

long as eight hours. 

121. The typical routine was to be "short shackled" and placed in an extremely 

cold room. 

122. Plaintiff Iqbal was relegated to Level 4, the harshest level, for about two 

weel(G, with ,·ittually no "comfort items." Soon after, he was placed in isolation on the 

instruction of intelligence officers. 

123. Plaintiff Iqbal's isolation cell was covered in human excrement. Plaintiff 

Iqbal had no soap or towels and could not clean the cell. He was unable to ~ 

anywhere. 

124. Plaintiff Iqbal was interrogated periodically to review photographs. On one 

occasion, he was placed in a "short shackled" position and Ml in a room with the air 

conditioning turned down to 40°. Plaintiff Iqbal was left in the "short shackle" position for 

about three hours. Then, Defendant John Doe, an interrogator calling himself "Mr. 

Smith," entered 1he room and teased Plaintiff Iqbal about the temperature. "Mr. Smith" 

told Plaintiff Iqbal that he was able to get anything Plaintiff Iqbal wanted. "Mr. Smith" 

then pulled out pornographic magazines and taunted him. Plaintiff Iqbal refused to talk 

to "Mr. Smith." "Mr. Smith" left Plaintiff Iqbal alone for another three or four hours in the 
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frigid room. In that one day, Plaintiff Iqbal had been "short shackled" for seven to eight 

hours. Upon returning to his cell, he became ill with flu and requested medication. One 

of the military police officers, Defendant John Doe, denied him medication, and 

informed him that he was acting under orders from intelligence. 

125. The next day, a Marine Captain and about 15 soldiers escorted Plaintiff 

Iqbal to another isolation block. He was left there for several days. Prior to his 

interrogation, Plaintiff Iqbal was "short shackled" and then introduced to an interrogator 

who gave the name "James". Because the pain from the shackling became 

excruciating, Plaintiff Iqbal began to scream. After about three or four hours, "James" 

unshackled him. 

126. After three days, Plaintiff Iqbal was taken to the "Brown Building," where 

he was "long ahackled• and ldl. in a room with strobe lighting and very loud music 

played repeatedly, making it impossible for him to think or sleep. After about an hour. 

Plaintiff Iqbal was taken back to his cell 

127. The next day, Plaintiff Iqbal was "short shackled" in the interrogation room 

for five or six hours before later being interrogated by "Drew." who identified himself as 

an agent from CID. Plaintiff Iqbal was shown photographs, but refused to look at them. 

He was "short shackled" for about four or five hours more. After a while. he was unable 

to bear the conditions and falsely conressed that he was pictured in the photographs. 

128. Four days later, agents from the FBI interrogated Plaintiff Iqbal about his 

activities in 2000. 

129. Plaintiff Iqbal remained in isolation and was questioned at one point by a 

military intelligence officer giving the name of 'OJ." Soldiers threatened him with further 

beatings if he did not answer the questions. 
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13l. PlaintiiAhmed was interrogatedon numerousoccasions, particularlywith 

respect to his knowledge of the Bin Laden video. He was interrogated every three or 

four days, and the typical procedure was that he was first "short shackled" and placed in 

a freezing room with loud music for several hours. 

131. Before arriving at Guantanamo, Plaintiff' Ahmed was seriously sleep-

deprived and malnourished. He was the first of the Plaintiffs to admit to various false 

accusations by Interrogators. 

132. Upon Plaintiff Ahmed's arrival at Camp Delta, he was placed in isolation 

for about one month. Following this period, he was placed in a different cell and 

interrogated by mostly American interrogators who asked him lhe same questions for 

six months. 

133. Plaintiff AI-Ho.rith also was given a lie detector test approximately one year 

into his detention which he was told he passed. 

134. Plaintiff AI-Harith on three or four occasions witnessed Defendant John 

Does, military police, using an industria! strength hose to shoot strong jets of water at 

detainees. He was hosed down on one occasion. A guard walked along the gangway 

alternating the hose on each cell. Plaintiff Al-Harith was hosed down continuously for 

approximately one minute. The pressure of the water forced him to the back d his cell. 

The contents of his cell, including his bedding and Koran, were soaked. 

135. Plaintiff Rasul, in the next cell, also had all the contents d his cell soaked. 

136. In or around February 2004, Plaintiffs heard from military police that they 

would be released and sent home soon. Before leaving camp Delta, Plaintiffs all were 

interrogated a final time. Plaintiffs were asked to sign statements admitting to 

membership in Al Qaeda and participation in terrorist activity. Plaintiffs declined. 
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137. In March 2004, Plaintiffswere releasedfrom Camp Delta and flown to the 

United Kingdom. 

lniuries 

738. Plainiiffs suffered and continue to suffer from the cruel, inhuman, and 

degrading treatment they experienced during their detention. The "short shackling" 

which Plaintiffs were exposed to resulted in deep cuts at their ankles, permanent 

scarring, and chronic pain. Plaintiff Rasul has chronic pain in his knees and back. 

Plaintiff Ahmed also suffers from pem,anent deterioration of his eyesight because d the 

withhotding of required special lenses as "comfort items." 

139. Plaintiff AI-Har(th suffers from severe and chronic pain in his knees from 

repeatedly being forced onto his knees and pressed downwards by guards whenever he 

left his cell. Heal'iO has experienced pain in his right elbow. 

140. Plaintiffs further suffer from acute psychological symptoms. 

Developmentand Implementation of a Plan of Torture 
and Other Physical and Psychologlcal Mistreatment of Detainees 

141. The torture, threats, physical and peyohologioal abuso infliotcd upon 

Plaintiffs were devised, approved, and implemented by Defendant Rumsfeld and other 

Defendants in the military chain of command. These techniques were intended as 

interrogation techniques to be used on detainees. 

142. It :swell-established that the use of force in interrogation is prohibited by 

domestic and international law. The United States Army strictly prohibits the use of 

such techniques and advises ~ interrogators that their use may lead to criminal 

proaccution. Army Field Manual34-52, Ch.1, "Intelligence Interrogation," provides: 
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lit Against lse of Force 

The use cf force, mental torture, threats, insults, er exposure to 
unpleasant and inhumane treatment of any kind is prohibited by 
law and is neither authorized nor condoned by the US 
Government .... The psychological techniques and principles 
outlined should neither be confused with, nor construed to be 
synonymous with, unauthorized techniques such as brainwashing, 
mental torture, or any other form of mental coercion to include 
drugs. These techniques and principles m:e intended to seive as 
guides in obtaining the willing cooperation of a source. The 
absence of threats in interrogation is intentional, as their 
enforcement and use normally constitute violations of 
international law and may result in prosecu.f.fon. (Emphasis 
supplied). 

143. Further, accordingto Field Manual 34-52, ch. 1: 'Experience indicates that 

the use of force .is not necessary to gain the cooperation of sources for interrogation. 

Therefore, the use cf force Is a poor technique, as it yields unreliable results, may 

damage subsequent collection effor1s, and can induce the cource to say whatever he 

thinks the interrogatorwants to hear." 

144. Army Field Manual27-10, 'The Law of Land Warfare," summarizes the 

domestic and international legal rules applicable to the conduct of war. Field Manual 

27-10 recognizes the following sources of the law of war: 

The law of war is derived from two principal sources: 

a. Lawmaking Trea.ies ( or Conventions), such as the Hague 
and Geneva Conventions. 

b. Custom. Although Gome of 1hc law of war ha:. not been 
incorporated in any treaty or convention to which the United 
States is a party, this body of unwritten or customary law is 
firmly established by the custom of nations and well defined 
by recognized authorities on international law. 

Jd.. at Ch. 1, § I. 

145. In spite of the prohibitions on the use of force, threats, and abuse in 

the Army Field Manual, and is clear acknowledgement that their use violates 
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international and domestic law, Defendant Rumsfeld approved techniques that were 

in violation of those prohibitions and thus knowinglyviolated the rights of Plaintiffs. 

146. In a press release dated June 22, 2004, Defendant Rumsfeld admitted 

that beginning December 2, 2002, he personally authorized the use of interrogation 

techniques that are not permitted under FM 34-52. Further, in the press release, 

Defendant Rumsfeld admits that he personally was consulted when certain of the 

techniques were to be utilized. 

147. The techniques practiced on Plaintiffs - including beatings, "short 

shackling," sleep deprivation, injections of unknown substances, subjection to cold 

or heat, hooding, stress positions, isolation, forced shaving, disruption a religious 

practices, forced nakedness, intimidation with vicious dogs and threats - were 

known to and appro,·ed by Defendant Rumsfeld and others in the military chain of 

command. 

148. Article 3 common to all four Geneva Conventions requires that all 

persons in the hands d. an opposing force, regardless of their legal status, be 

afforded certain minimum standards of treatment: 

Persons taking no active part in the hostilities, including members of armed 
forces who have laid down their arms and those placed hors de combat by 
sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause, shall in al circumstances be 
treated humanely, without any adverse distinction founded on race, colour, 
religion or faith,sex, birth er wealth, or any other similar criteria. 
To this end the following acts are and shall remain prohibited at anytime and 
in any place whalsoever with respect to the above-mentioned persons: 

(a) Violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, 
cruel treatment and torture: 

,. 'Ii .... 

(c) Outrages upon personal dignity, in particular, humiliating and degrading 
treatment. 
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149. The Third Geneva Convention cf 1949, Art. 130, bars the 11willful killing, 

torture or inhuman treatment ... willfully causing great suffering or serious injury to 

body or health" of any prisonerd"war. 

150. In February 2002, the White House issued a press release, which 

advised: 

The United States is treating and will continue to treat all of the 
individuals detained at Guantanamo humanely and, to the extent 
appropriate and consistent with military necessity, in a manner 
com,e,1ent with the principles c£ the Third Geneva Convention of 
1949. 

The President has determined that the Geneva Convention applies 
to the Taliban detainees, but not to the al-Qaeda detainees. Al
Qaeda is not a state party to the Geneva Convention; it is a foreign 
terrorist group. As such, its members are not entitled to POW 
status. 

151. On information and belief, Dcfcndanl Rumofold and all Defendants 

were aware of this statement cf the President. Moreover, Defendant Rumsfeld knew 

that this statement of policy was a departure from the previous policy of the United 

States that the laws of war, including the Geneva Conventions, were always to be 

honored. Defendant Rumsfeld knew that the Department of State and the uniformed 

services took the generally recognized position that the Geneva Conventions could 

not be abrogated or ignored. 

152. f lowever, Defendant Rumsfeld and others deliberated failed to 

implement the Presidential Directive in any event. Defendant Rumsfeld and other 

Defendants in the chain of command had no good faith basis for believing that 

Plaintiffs were members of er affiliated with Al Qaeda in any way. Indeed, 1he policy 

as announced was incoherent in that Defendant Rumsfeld and the other defendants 

had no way cl knowing who was and who was not a member of Al Qaeda or the 
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Taliban and Defendants took no steps to implement any reliable fact-finding process 

which might ascertain who was and who was not a member of Al Qaeda or the 

Taliban, including in particular a "competent tribunal" as mandated by the Third 

Geneva Convention, Art. 5, U.S. military regulations and long standing practice of 

the U.S. anned forces 

153. Defendant Rumsfeld and all Defendants were aware that torture and 

other mistreatment perpetrated under ah'" of law violates domestic and 

international law at 

154. Defendant Rumsfeld and all Defendants were aware that Plaintiffs 

were tortured and otheiwise mistreated or knew they would be tortured and 

otherwise mistreated while in military custody in Afghanistan and at Guantanamo. 

155. Dcfcndnnt Rumofcld and a.II Defendants took no steps to prevent the 

infliction of torture and other mistreatmentto which Plaintiffs were subjected. 

156. Defendant Rumsfeld and all Defendants authorized and encouraged the 

infliction d torture and other mistreatment against Plaintiis. 

157. Defendant Rumsfeld and al Defendants were aware that prolonged 

wtitrnry detention violates customary international law. 

158. Defendant Rumsfeld and all Defendants authorized and condoned the 

prolonged arbitrary detention d. Plaintiffs. 

Count I 
ALIEN TORT STATUTE 

Prolonged Arbitrary Detention 

159. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege lhe allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 158 of this Complain! as if fully set forth herein. 
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160. As stated by the Supreme Court of the United States, the allegations 

contained herein "unquestionably describe 'custody in violation of the Constitution or 

laws or treaties of the United States."' Rasul v. Bush, 124 S. Ct 2686, 2698, n.15 

(2004) (citation omitted) (Plaintiffs Rhuhel Ahmed and Asif Iqbal were also Plaintiffs in 

that case). 

161. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were unarmed and were detained in a 

prison camp operated by non-U.S. forces and Plaintiff Al-Harith had been detained and 

mistreated by the Taliban as a suspected British spy and was trapped in a war zone 

when Defendants took physical custody of their persons. Plaintiffs never engaged in 

combat carried arms, or parlicipated in terrorist activity or conspired with any terrorist 

person or organization. Defendants could have had no good-faith reason to believe that 

they had done so. 

162. The Plaintiffs were detained under the exclusive custody and control d 

Defendants for over two years without due process, access to counsel or family, or a 

single diarge of wrongdoing being levied against them. 

163. The acts described herein constitute prolonged arbitrary detention in 

violation of the law cf nations under the Alien Tort Statute, 28 U.S.C. §1350, in that the 

acts violated customary international law prohibiting prolonged arbitrary detention as 

reflected, expressed, and defined in multilateral treaties and other international 

instruments, international and domestic judicial decisions, and other authorities. 

164. Defendants are liable for said conduct in that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the prolonged 

arbitrary detention of Plaintiffs. 
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165. Defendant's unlawful conduct deprived Plaintiffs d their freedom, cf 

contact with their families, friends and communities. As a result. Plaintiffs suffered 

severe psychologicalabuse and injuries. 

166, Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

Counfll 
ALIEN TORT STATUTE 

Torture 

167. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 1 sa ct this Complaint as if fully setforth herein. 

168. The acts described herein were inflicted deliberately and intentionally for 

purposes which included, among 'others, punishing the Plaintiffs or intimidating 1hem. 

The alleged acts did not serve any legitimate intelligence-gatheringcr other government 

purpose, Instead, they were perpetraledtocoerce, punish. and intimidatethe Plaintiffs. 

In any event, torture is not permitted as a legitimate government function under any 

circumstances. 

169. The acts described herein constitute torture in violation of the law cf 

nations under the Alien Tort Statute, 28 U.S.C. § 1350, in that the acts violated 

customary international law prohibiting torture as reflected. expressed. and defined in 

multilateral treaties and other international instruments, international and domestic 

judicial decisions and other authorities. 

170. Defendants are liable for said conduct in that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified and or/conspired together in bringing about the torture and other physical and 

psychological abuse of Plaintiffs as described above. 
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171. Plaintiffs suffered severe, immediate and continuing physical and 

psychological abuse as a result of the acts alleged herein. Plaintiffs continue to suffer 

profound physical and psychologicaltrauma from the acts alleged herein. 

172. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

Count Ill 
ALIEN TORT STATUTE 

Cruel. lnhumanor DegradingTreatment 

173. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 158d this Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

174. The acts described herein had the intent and the effect of grossly 

humiliating and debasing the Plaintiffs, forcing them to act against their will and 

conscience, inciting fear and anguish, and breaking their physical and moral resistance. 

175. These acts included infer alia repeated severe beatings; the withholding of 

food, water. and necessary medical care; sleep deprivation; lack of basic hygiene; 

intentional exposure to extremes of heat and cold and the elements; continuous 

isolation for a period of months; forced injections; sexual humiliation; intimidation with 

unmuzzled dogs; deprivation of the rights to practice their religion and death threats. 

176. The acts described herein constitute cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatment in violation d the law of nations under the Alien Tort Statute, 28 U.S.C. § 

1350, in that the acts violated customaty international mv prohibiting cruel, inhuman or 

degrading treatment as reflected, expressed, and defined in multilateral treaties and 

other international instruments, international and domestic judicial decisions and other 

authorities. 
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177. Defendants are liable for said conduct :in that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered acquiesced, confimied, 

ratified, aided and abetted end/or conspired together in bringing about the cruel, 

inhuman or degrading treatment of Plaintiffs as described above. 

178. Plaintiffs suffered severe immediate physical and psychological abuse as 

a result of Iha acts alleged herein. Plaintiffs continue to suffer profound physical and 

psychological trauma from the acts alleged herein. 

179. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

Count IV 
VIOLATION CE TI-IE GENEVA CONVENTIONS 

180. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the allcgationo conlaincd in paragraphs 1 

through 158 r.f. this Complaint as iffully set forth herein. 

181. As detailed herein, Plaintiffs were held arbitrarily, tortured and otherwise 

mistreated during their detention in violation of specific protections of the Third and 

Fourth Geneva Conventions including but not limited to Article 3 common to all four 

Geneva Conventions. 

182. Violations ct· the Geneva Conventions are direct b'ml)' violations as l'd 

ao violation~ of customary international law. 

183. Defendants are liable for said conduct in that Defendants participated .m, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated. ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/er conspired together in bringing about the prolonged 

arbitrary detention, torture. abuse and mistreatment of Plaintiffs as described above. 
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184. As a result of Defendants' violations cf the Geneva Conventions, Plaintiffs 

are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be determined at trial. 

coumv 
CLAIMS UNDER THE CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES 

Violation of the Eighth Amendment 

185. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

thorugh 158 rf. this Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

186. Defendants' actions alleged herein against imprisoned Plaintiffs violated 

the Eighth Amendment to tho United Statec Constiition. Over the oourse d an 

arbitrary and baseless incarceration:lir more than b.t:> years, Defendants inflicted cruel 

and unusual punishment on Plaintiffs. Despite never having been tried by any tribunal, 

Plaintiffs and other detainees were repeatedly denounced as guilty of terrorist acts by 

Defendant Rumsfeld, President Bush, Vice President Cheney and others. The acts of 

cruel, inhuman or degrading unusual punishmentwere imposed based on this arbitrary 

and impermissible declaration ri guilt. 

187. Defendants were acting under color of law of the United States at al times 

pertinent to the allegations set forth above. 

188. The Plaintiffs suffered severe physical and mental injuries as a result of 

Defendants' violations of the Eighth Amendment. They have also suffered present and 

future economic damage. 

189. The actions of Defendants are actionable under Bivens v. Six Unknown 

Named Federal Aaents, 403 u.s. 388 (1971 ). 

100. Defendants arc Jiablo for said conduct in that Dcfcndante partioipatod in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the prolonged 
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arbitrary detention, physical and psychological torture and abuse, and other 

mistreatment of Plaintiffsas described above. 

191. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

CountVI 
CLAIMS UNDERlHECONSTITUTIONOFTHE UNITEDSTATES 

Violation of the Fifth Amendment 

192. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 158of this Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

193. Defendants, actions alleged herein against Plaintiffs violated the Fifth 

Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

191. The arbitrary and baseless detention d Plaintiffs tor more than two years 

constituted a clear deprivation ct their liberty without due process, in direct violation cl 

their Fifth Amendment rights. 

195. The cruel, inhuman or degrading, and unusual conditions of Plaintiffs' 

incarceration clearly violated their substantive rights to due process. See Citv of Revere 

v. Mass. Gen. Hosp., 463 U.S.239, 244(1983). 

196. Defendants' refusal to permit Plaintiffs to consult with counsel er to have 

access to neutral tribunals to challenge the fact and conditions d their confinement 

constituted violations of Plaintiffs' procedural rights to due process. 

197. The abusive conditions d Plaintiffs' incarceration served no legitimate 

government purpose. 

198. Defendants were acting under the color of the law of the United States at 

all times pertinentto the allegations set forth above. 
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199. The Plaintiffs suffered severe physical and mental injuries as a result of 

Defendants' violations of the Ydlh Amendment. They have also suffered present and 

future economic damage. 

200. The actions rJ Defendants are actionable under Bivens v. Six Unknown 

Named FederalAaents, 403 US. 388 (1971). 

201, Defendants are liable for said conduct in that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the prolonged 

arbitrary detention, physical and psychological torture and abuse and other 

mistreatment of Plaintiffs as described above. 

202. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

CountVlt 
CLAIM UNDER THE RELIGIOUS FREEDOM RESTORATION ACT 

203. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 158 of this Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

204. Defendants' actions alleged herein inhibited and constrained religiously 

motivated conduct central to Plaintiffs' religious beliefs. 

205. Defendants' action~ imposed a substantial burden on Plaintiffs' abilities to 

exercise and express their religious beliefs. 

206. Defendants regularly and systematically engaged in practices specifically 

aimed at disrupting Plaintiffs' religious practices. These acts included throwing a copy 

of the Koran in a toilet bucket, prohibiting prayer, deliberately interrupting prayers, 

playing loud rock music to interrupt prayers, withholding the Koran without reason or as 
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punishment, forcing prisoners to pray with exposed genital areas, withholding prayer 

mats and oonfining Plaintiffs under condition, whre it was impossible er infeasible ir 

them to exercise their religious rights. 

207. Defendants were acting under the calor of the law of the United States at 

all times pertinentto the allegations set forth above. 

208. The Plaintiffs suffered damages as a direct and proximate result ri 

Defendants' violations of the Religious Freedom Restoration Act, 42 U .S.C.A §§ 2000bb 

et seq. 

209. Defendants are liable lor said conduct in that Defendants participated m, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the denial, 

di<,ruption and interference with Plaintiffs' religiou., practiooe and boliofe as doecribod 

above. 

210. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 
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WHEREFORE Plaintiffs each demand judgment against Defendants jointly 

and severally, including compensatory damages ii the amount of $10,000,000 each 

(Ten Million Dollars), punitive damages, the cmts c:l this action, including reasonable 

attorneys' fees, and such other and further imf' as this Court may deem just and 

proper. 

Dated October 27 ,2004 

Barbara Olshansky (NY 0057) 
Jeffrey Fogel 
Michael Ratner 
CENTER FOR CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 
666 Broadway, 7T/1 Floor 
NewYorlc., NY, 20012 
212/614-6439 

Attomeys ii· Plaintiffs 
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BAACH ROBINSON & LEWI 
Eric L. Lewis D.C. Bar No. 394643 
Jeffrey D. RobinsonD.C. Bar No.376037 
Lois J. Schiffer D.C. Bar. N:,. 56630 
1201 FStreetNW, Suite500 
Washington, D.C. 20004 
2021833-8900 
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G ENERAL COUNSEL 

FOR: 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D . C - 2 0301-1600 

INFO MEMO 
. ~ .... ".4, •f t ,..., . ., 

November 17 ,2004 11 :30 a.m. 

FROM: 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

William J. Haynes II ~ 

SUBJECT: Detainee Lawsuits 

• You asked me to provide information about a lawsuit that is purportedly being 
fi led against you by a Moroccan former GTMO detainee, Radhouane 
Benchakroun. 

• We have found no record of a lawsuit filed against you by Mr. Benchakroun or 
any other Moroccan former GTMO detainee. 

• The Casablanca Assahifa newspaper reported that lawyer Mohamed Hilal 
in tends to file a lawsuit against you on behalf of his client, Radhouane 
Benchakroun. (Tab A) We have found no record of a current or former 
GTMO detainee named Radhouane Benchakroun. 

• F ive GTMO detainees were released to Moroccan authorities in August 
2004, including Radhouane Chekkouri and Brahim Benchakroun. Mr. 
Hilal apparently represents Brahim Benchakroun. 

• Several other former GTMO detainees have filed a lawsuit, Rasul, et al. v. 
Rumsfeld, et al., against you and other DoD officials in your individual 
capacities. (Tab B) 

• This case was fi led in the Uni ted States District Court for the District of 
Columbia by four former GTMO detainees who are citizens of the United 
Kingdom and who were released in March 2004. They allege that they 
were tortured during their detention at GTMO in violation of the 
Constitution and domestic and international law. They seek $10M each in 
compensatory and punitive damages. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachments: As stated. 
l(b)(6) 

Prepared By: Christine S. Ricci, Associate Deputy General Counsel (LC)~._ ___ __. 
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Text 
Morocco: Former Guantanamo Detainee to Sue Rumsf'eld Over Alleged Torture 
GMP2004 l 104000229 CasablancaAssahifa in Arabic 3 Nov 04 

[Unattributed report on page one: A Moroccan lawyer sues Rumsfcld in court"] 
[FBIS Translated Text] 

Mr. Mohamed Hilal, a Rabat lawyer, has told Assahifa that he is determined to take legal 
action against US Secretary for Defense, Donald Rumsfeld, in the United States, in coordination 
with American lawyers. 

Mr. Hilal says that he will be asking for compensation for his client Radhouane Benchakroun 
for the damage caused to him by the torture he was subjected to at the hands of American troops 
when he was detained in Guantanamojail. 

This will be the second case of its kind. In fact a British lawyer has already lodged a similar 
lawsuit against the American Defense Department. 

[Description of Source: Casablanca Assahifa in Arabic -Independent weekly newspaper] 

THIS REPORT MAY CONTAIN COPYRIGHTED MA TERJAL. COPYING AND /JISSf.'.t/lNATION IS PROHIBITED 
WITHOUT PERMISSION OF THE COPYRIGHT OWNERS. 
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UNITED STATES [)!STRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

SHAFJQ RASUL 
c/o 14 Inverness Street 
London NW1 7 HJ 
England; 

ASIFIQBAL 
do 14 Inverness Street 
London NW17 HJ 
England; 

RHUHELAHMED 
c/o 14 lnvernessStreet 
London NW17 HJ 
England; and 

JAMAL AL·HARITH 
c/o 159 Princess Road 
Manchester M14 4RE 
England 

• against~ 

DONALD RUMSFELD 
Department of Defense 
1000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington D.C. 20301·1000; 

Plaintiffs 

AIR FORCE GENERAL RICHARD MYERS 
Chairman, Joint Chiefs ri Staff 
9999 Joint Staff Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 2D!l1R-9999: 

ARMY MAJOR GENERAL GEOFFREY MILLER 
Former Commander, JointTask Force 
Guantdnamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 203106200; 

• 
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CA No. __ _ 



ARMY GENERAL JAMES T. HILL 
Commander, United States Southern Command 
clo United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200; 

ARMY MAJOR GENERAL MICHAELE DUNLAVEY 
Former Commander, Joint Task Force 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C 20310-0200; 

ARMY BRIGADIER GENERAL JAY HOOD 
Commander, Joint Task Force, GTMO 
Guanthamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200; 

MARINE BRIGADIER GENERAL MICHAEL LEHNERT 
Commender Joint T.acik FvrQQ-180 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba 
c/o Headquarters L..JSNC 
2 Navy Annex (CMC) 
Washington, DC 20380-1775; 

ARMY COLONEL NELSON J. CANNON 
Commander, Camp Delta 
Guanthnamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200; 

ARMY COLONEL TERRY CARRICO 
Commander Camp X-Ray, Camp Delta 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200; 

ARMY LIEUTENANT COLONEL WILLIAM CLINE 
Commander, Camp Oe!ta 
auantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba, 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
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Washington, D.C. 20310-0200; 

ARMY UEIJTENANT COLONEL DIANE BEAVER 
l..egal Adviser to General Dunlavey 
Guantanamo Bay Naval Base, Cuba 
c/o United States Army 
Army Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20310-0200 

and 

JOHN DOES 1-100, individuals involved in the illegal 
Torture of Plaintiffs at Guantanamo Bay Naval Base 

All in their personal capacities 

Defendants. 

COMPLAINT 

(Violations cf the Alien Tort Statute, the Fifih and Eighth Amendments to the U.S. 
Constitution, the Geneva Conventions, and the Religious Freedom Restoration Act) 

Plaintiffs Shafiq Rasul, Asit Iqbal, Rhuhel Ahmed and Jamal AI-Harith, by 

and through their undersigned attorneys, Baach Robinson & Lewis PLLC and Michael 

Ratner at the Center for Constitutional Rights, as and for their complaint against 

Defendants Donald Rumsfeld, Air Force General Richard Myers, Am,y Major General 

Geoffrey Miller, Army General James T. Hill, Army Major General Michael E. Dunlavey, 

Amiy Brigadier General Jay Hood, Marine Brigadier General Michael Lehnert, Army 

Colonel Nelson J. Gannon, Army Colonel Terry Carrico, Army Lieutenant Colonel 

William Cline, Army Lieutenant Colonel Diane Beaver and John Does 1-100, hereby 

allege as follows: 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. Plaintiffs are citizens and residents d the United Kingdom. They are not 

roll and have never been members d any terrorist group. They have never taken up 

arms againstthe United States. 

2. Plaintiffs Shafiq Rasul, Asif Iqbal and Rhuhel Ahmed were detained in 

Northern Afghanistan on November 28, 2001, by General Rashid Dostum, an Uzbek 

warlord temporarily allied with the United States as part of the Northern Alliance. 

Thereafter, General Dostum placed Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed in the custody cf 

the United States military. Because Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were unarmed 

and not engaged in any hostile activities, neither General Dostum nor any of his troops 

ever could have or did observe them engaged in combat against the United States, the 

Northern Alliance or anyone else. On information and belief, General Dostum detained 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed and numerous other detainees who were not 

combatants; he handed detainees including Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed to the 

custody of the United States in order to obtain bounty money from the United States; 

and the United States took custody cf Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed without any 

independent good faith basis for concluding that they were er had been engaged in 

activities hostile to the United States. 

3. Plaintiff Jemal AI-Hanth works as an internet web designer in Manchester, 

England. Intending to attend a religious retreat, Plaintiff AI-Harith arrived in Pakistan on 

October 2, 2001 , where he was advised to leave the country because cf animosity 

toward British citizens. Heeding the warning, re planned to return to Europe by 

traveling overland through Iran to Turkey by truck. While in Pakistan, the truck in which 

Plaintiff AI-Harith was riding was stolen at gunpoint by Afghans; he was then forced into 
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a jeep which crossed the border into Afghanistan. Plaintiff AI-Harith was then handed 

over to the Taliban. Plaintiff AI-Harith was beaten by Taliban guards and taken for 

interrogation. He was accused of being a British special forces military spy and held in 

isolation. After the US invasion d Afghanistan, the Taliban released Plaintiff Al-Harith 

into the general prison population. When the Taliban government fell and the new 

government came to power, Plaintiff AI-Harith and others in the prison were told that 

they were free to leave and Plaintiff AI-Harjth was offered transportation to Pakistan. 

Plaintiff AI-Harith thought it would be quicker and easier to travel to Kabul where there 

was a British Embassy. Officials of the International Committee of the Red Cl'Cfl, 

("ICRC") instructedAl·Harith to remain at the prison and they offered to make contact 

with the British Embassyto fly him home. Plaintiff AI-Harith also spoke directly to British 

Embassy officials who indicated that Uiey were making arrangements to fly him to Kabul 

and out of the country. After Plaintiff Al·Harith had been in contact with the British 

Embassy in Kabul for approximately a month discussing the logistics of evacuating him, 

American Special Forces arrived and questioned Plaintiff. The ICRC tdd Plaintiff AI

Harith that the Americans would fly Plaintiff Al·Harith to Kabul; bao days before he was 

scheduled to fly to Kabul, American soldiers told Plaintiff AI-Harith, "You're not going 

anywhere. We're taking you to Kandahar airbase." 

4. All tour Plaintiis were first held in United States custody in Afghanistan 

and later transported to the United States Naval Base at Guantanamo Bay Naval 

Station, Cuba ("Guantanamo"), where Defendants imprisoned them without charge for 

more than two years. During Plaintiffs' imprisonment, Defendants systematically and 

repeatedly tortured them in violation of the United States Constiition and domestic and 

international law, and deprived them of access to friends, relatives, OJ1.Dt1, and counsel. 
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Defendants repeatedly attempted to extract confessions from Plaintiffs without regard to 

the truth or plausibility <f these statements through the use of the illegal methods 

detailed below. 

5. Plaintiffs were releasedwithout charge in March 2004 and have returned 

to their homes in the United Kingdom where they continue to suffer the physical and 

psychological effects of du prolonged arbitrary detention, torture and other 

mistreatment as hereinafter alleged. 

6. In the course of their detention by the United States, Plaintiffs were 

repeatedly struck with rifle butts, punched, kicked and slapped. They were "short 

shackled" in painful "stress positions" for many hours at a time, causing deep flesh 

wounds and permanent scarring. Plaintiffswere also threatened with unmuzzled dogs, 

forced to strip naked, subjected to repeated forced body cavity searches, intentionally 

subjected to extremes of heat and cold for the purpose cf causing suffering, kept in filthy 

cages fcr 24 hours per day with no exercise or sanitation, denied access to necessary 

medical care, harassed in practicing their religion, deprived ct adequate food, deprived 

of sleep, deprived of communication with family and friends, and deprived ct information 

about their status. 

7. Plaintiffs' detention and mistreatment were in plain violation of the United 

States Constitution, feder.al. statutory law and United States treaty obligations, and 

customary international law. Defendants' treatment cf Plaintiffs and other Guantanamo 

detainees violated various provisions ct law including the FifthAmendmentto the United 

States Constitution forbidding the deprivation a. liberty without due process; the Eighth 

Amendmentforbidding cruel and unusual punishment; United States statutes prohibiting 

torture, assault. and other mistreatment: the Geneva Conventions: and customary 
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international law norms prohibiting torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatment. 

a Plaintiffs' torture and other mistreatment was not simply the product cf. 

isolated or rogue actions by individual military personnel. Rather it was the result of 

deliberate and foreseeable action taken by Defendant Rumsfeld and senior officers to 

flout oc evade the United States Constitution, federal statutory law, United States treaty 

obligations and long established norms of customary international law. This action was 

taken in a misconceived and illegal attempt to utilize torture and other cruel, inhuman, or 

degrading acts to coerce nonexislent information regarding terrorism. It was 

misconceived because, according to the conclusion of the US military as expressed in 

the Army Field Manual, torture does not yield reliable information, and because 

Plaintiffs-along with the vast majority cf Guantanamo detainees had no information 

to give. It was illegal because, as Defendants well knew, torture and other cruel, 

inhuman or degrading treatment of detainees :is not permitted under the United States 

Constitution, federal statutory law, United States treaty obligations1 and customary 

international law. 

9. On or about December 2, 2002, Defendant Rumsfeld signed a 

memorandum approving numerous illegal interrogation methods, including putting 

dcloinccs in "stress positions" .tr up to four hours; forcing detainees to strip naked, 

intimidating detainees with dogs, interrogatingthem for 20 hours at a time, forcing them 

to wear hoods, shaving their heads and beards, keeping them in total darkness and 

silence, and using what was euphemistically called "mild, non-injurious physical 

contact." As Defendant Rumsfeld knew, these and other methods were in violation d 

the United States Constitution, federal statutory law, the Geneva Conventions, and 
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customary international law as reflected in, inter alia. the United Nations Convention 

Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 

("CAT''). This memorandum of December 2, 2002. authorizing torture and other 

mistreatment, was originally designated by Defendant Rumsfeld to be classified for ten 

years but was released at the direction of President George W. Bush after the Abu 

Ghraib torture scandal became public. 

1 O. After authorizing, encouraging, permitting, and requiring the acts of torture 

and other mistreatment inflicted upon Plaintiffs, Defendant Rumsfeld, on information 

and belief, subsequentlycommissioneda "Working Group Report"dated l\.1an:h 6.2003. 

to address "Detainee Interrogations in the Global War on Terrorism: Assessment of 

Legal, Historical, Policy and Operational Considerations." This report, also originally 

clo.soiliod tor a period o1 ton yoaro by Defendant Rumofcld, wo.o QloO rclco.ccd after the 

Abu Ghraib torture scandal became public. This report details the requirements of 

international and domestic law governing interrogations, including the Geneva 

Conventions; the CAT: customary international law; the torture statute, 18 U.S.C. 

$2340; assault within maritime and territorialjurisdiction, 18 U.S.C. $113; maiming, 18 

U.S.C. §114; murder, 18 U.S.C. §1111; manslaughter, 18 U.S.C. §1112; interstate 

stalking, 18 U.S.C. §2261a; and conspiracy 18 U.S.C. §2 and $371. The report 

attempts to address "legal doctrines under the Federal Criminal Law that could render 

specific conduct, otherwise criminal m! unlawful." Working Group Report at p. 3 

(emphasis in original). The memorandum is on its face an ex post facto attempt to 

create arguments that the facially criminal acts perpetuated by the Defendants were 

somehow justified. It argues first that the President as Commander-in-Chief has 

plenary authority to order torture, a proposition that ignores settled legal doctrine from 
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King John at Runnymede to Youngstown Sheet& Tube, 343 U.S. 579 (1952). It next 

tries to apply common law doctrines a self-defense and necessity, arguing the 

erroneous proposition that the United States has the right to torture detained individuals 

because it needs to defend itself or because it is necessary that it do so. Finally, it 

suggests that persons inflicting torture and other mistreatment will be able to defend 

against criminal charges by claiming that they were following orders. The report asserts 

that the detainees have no Constitutional rights because the Constitution does not apply 

to persons held at Guantanamo. However, the report acknowledges that U.S. criminal 

laws do apply to Guanthamo, and further acknowledges that the United States is 

bound by the CAT to the extent that conduct barred by that Convention would also be 

prohibited by the Fifth, Eighth or Fourteenth Amendments to the Constitution. On June 

22, 2004, the conclusions r£. this report and other memoranda attempting to justify 

torture were repudiated and rescinded by President Bush. 

11. In April 2003, following receipt d' the Working Group Report, Defendant 

Rumsfeld issued a new set cf recommended interrogation techniques, requiring 

approval for four techniques. These recommendations recognized specifically that 

certain of the approved techniques violated the Geneva Conventions and customary 

international law, including the use of intimidation, removal of religious items, threats 

and isolation. The April 2003 ~port, however, officially withdrew approval for unlawful 

actions that had been ongoing for months, including hooding, forced nakedness, 

shaving, stress positions, use of dogs and "mild, non-injurious physical contact." 

Nevertheless, on informationand belief these illegal practicescontinuedto be employed 

against Plaintiffs and other detainees at Guanthnamo. 
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12. Defendants well knew that their activities resulting in the detention, torture 

and other mistreatment of Plaintiffs were illegal and violated clearly established law -

I.e., the Constitution, federal statutory law and treaty obligations of the United States 

and customary international law. Defendants' after-the-fact attempt to create an 

Orwellian legal fa~ade makes clear their conscious awareness that they were acting 

illegally. Therefore they cannot claim immunity from civil liability. 

I ANDVENUE 

13. This Court has jurisdiction over Plaintiffs' claims under28 U.S.C. § 1331 

(federal question jurisdiction); and 28 U.S.C. §1350 (Alien Tort Statute). 

14. Venue is proper in this district pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 139"1 {a)(3) and 28 

U.S.C. § 1391(b)(2). The alleged .rts described below are "inextricably bound up with 

the District of Columbia in its m1e as the nation's capital." Mundvv. Weinberger. 554 F. 

Supp. 811, 818 (D.D.C. 1982). Decisions and acts by Defendants ordering, facilttating. 

aiding and abetting, acquiescing, confirming and/or conspiring in the commission of the 

alleged acts reached the highest levels of the United States Government. On 

information and belief, approval for all alleged acts emanated under color of law from 

orders, approvals, and omissions occurring in the Pentagon, numerous government 

agencies headquartered in the District of Columbia, and the offices <£ Defendant 

Rumsfeld, several of which are in the District of Columbia. Venue for claims arising 

from acts of Cabinet officials, the Secretary tf Defense and United States agencies lies 

in the District of Columbia. See k:I.; Smith v. Dalton, 927 F. Supp. 1 (D.D.C. 1996) . 
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PARTIES 

15. Plaintiff Shafiq Rasul was born in the United Kingdom and has been at all 

times relevant hereto a citizen and resident of the United Kingdom. He is not now and 

has never been a terrorist or a member of a terrorist group. He has never taken up 

arms against the United States. At the timed his initial arrest and detention, he was 24 

years old. 

16. Plaintiff Asif Iqbal was born in the United Kingdom and has been at all 

times relevant hereto a citizen and resident of the United Kingdom. He is not now and 

has never been a terrorist or a member <£ a terrorist group. He has never taken up 

arms against the United States. At the time of his initial arrest and detention, he was 20 

years old. 

17. Plaintiff Rhuhcl Ahmed wa.c born in the United Kingdom and has been at 

all times relevant hereto a citizen and resident cf the United Kingdom. He is not now 

and has never been a terrorist or a member of a terrorist group. He has never taken up 

arms against the United States. At the time ri his initial arrest and detention, he was 19 

years old. 

18. Plaintiff Jamal AI-Harith was born in the United Kingdom and has been at 

all times relevant hereto a citizen and resident c£ the United Kingdom. He is not now 

and has never been a terrorist or e member of a terrorist group. He has never taken up 

arms against the United States. At the time of his initial arrest and detention, he was 35 

years old. 

19. Defendant Donald Rwnsfeld is the United States Secretary of Defense. 

Qi information and belief, he ii a citizen of Illinois and a resident of the District cf 

Columbia. Defendant Rumsfeld is charged with maintaining the custody and control of 
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the Guanthnamo detainees, including Plaintiis, and with assuring that their treatment 

was in accordance with law. Defendant Rumsfeld ordered, authorized, condoned and 

has legal responsibility for the arbitrary detention, torture and other mistreatment of 

Plaintiffsas alleged herein. Defendant Rurnsfeld:ssued in his individualcapacity. 

20. Defendant Myers is a General in the United States Air Force and was at 

times relevant hereto Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. Cb information and belief, 

he fi a citizen and resident of Virginia. As the senior uniformed military officer in the 

chain of command, Defendant Myers is dlarged with maintaining the custody and 

control ct the Guantanamo detainees, including Plaintiffs, and with assuring that their 

treatment was in accordance with law. On information and belief, Defendant Myers was 

informed ct torture and other mistreatment of detainees at Guanthamo and Abu Ghraib 

prison in Jr.iq and condoned such activities. Defendant Myers was in regular contact 

with Defendant Rumsfeld and participated in and implemented decisions taken in the 

District of Columbia. Defendant Myers is sued in his individual capacity. 

21. Defendant Miller is a Major General in the United States Army and was at 

times relevant hereto Commander of Joint Task Force-GTMO. On information and 

belief, he is a citizen· and resident of Texas. At times relevant hereto, he had 

supervisory responsibility for Guanthnamo detainees, including Plaintis, and was 

rcoponoiblc for assuring that thoir treatment was in accordance with law. On 

information and belief, Defendant Miller was in regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld 

and other senior officials in the chain of command based in the District of Columbia and 

participated in and implemented decisions taken in the District of Columbia. On 

information and belief, Defendant Miller implemented and condoned numerous methods 

of torture and other mistreatment as hereinafter described. On information and belief, 
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Defendant Miller was subsequently transferred to Abu Ghraib where he implemented 

and facilitated torture and other mistreatment of detainees there. These acts were 

filmed and photographed and have justly inspired widespread revulsion and 

condemnationaroundthe world. DefendantMilleris sued in his individualcapacity. 

22. Defendant Hil! is a General in the United States Army and was at times 

relevant hereto Commander d the United States Southern Command. On information 

and belief, he is a citizen and resident of Texas. On information and belief, Defendant 

Hill was in regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other senior officials in the 

chain of command based il the District of Columbia and participated in and 

implemented decisions taken in the District of Columbia. On information and belief, 

General Hill requested and recommended approval for several abusive interrogation 

techniques which were used on Guantinamo detainees, including Plaintiffs. Defendant 

Hill is sued in his individuals capacity. 

23. Defendant Dunlavey is a Major General in the United States Amiy and 

was at times relevant hereto Commander of Joint Task Forces 160/170, the succes.§Ors 

to Joint Task Force-GTMO. On information and belief, he is a citizen and resident of 

Pennsylvania. At times relevant hereto, he had supervisory responsibility fir 

Guantdnamo detainees, including Plaintiffs, and for assuring that their treatment was in 

a.ccord:incc with law. On information and belief, Defendant Dunlavey was in regular 

contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other senior officials in the chain of command 

based in the District <f Columbia and participated in and implemented decisions taken 

in the District cf Columbia. On information and belief, Major General Dunlavey 

implemented and condoned the torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading acts and 

conditions alleged herein. Defendant Dunlavey is sued in his individual capacity. 
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24. Defendant Hood is a Brigadier General in the United States Army and is 

the Commander of Joint Task Force-GTMO, which at all relevant times operated the 

detention facilities at Guantdnamo. On information and belief, he is a citizen and 

resident of South Carolina. At times relevant hereto, he had supervisory responsibility 

for Guantinamo detainees, including Plaintiffs, and for assuring that their treatment was 

in accordance with law. On information and belief, Defendant Hood has been and 

continues to be .ii regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other senior officials in 

the chain of command based in the District of Columbia and participated in and 

implemented decisions taken in the District d Columbia. Defendant Hood is sued in his 

individual capacity. 

25. Defendant Lehnert is a Brigadier General in the United States Marine 

Corps and was at times relevant hereto Commander d the Joint Task Force 

responsible for the construction and operation of Camp X-Ray and Camp Delta at 

Guantanamo. On information and belief, he is a citizen and resident of Florida. At times 

relevant hereto, he had supervisory responsibilityfor Guantanamo detainees, including 

Plaintiffs, and for assuring that their treatment was in accordance with law. On 

information and belief, Defendant Lehnert was in regular contact with Defendant 

Rumsfeld and other senior officials in the chain d' command based in the District of 

Columbia and participated in and implemented decisions taken in the District cl 

Columbia. Defendant Lehnert is sued in his individualcapacity. 

26. Defendant Cannon is a Colonel in the United States Army and the 

Commander ct Camp Delta at Guantanamo. On information and belief, he is a citizen 

and resident of Michigan. At times relevant hereto, he has and continues to have 

supervisory responsibility for Guantanamo detainees including Plaintiffs and for 
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assuring that their treatment was in accordance with law. On information and belief, 

Defendant Cannon has been in regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other 

senior officials in the chain of command based in the District of Columbia and 

participated in and implemented decisions taken in the District of Columbia. Defendant 

Cannon is sued in his individual capacity. 

27. Defendant Carrico is a Colonel in 1he United States Army and was at 

times relevant hereto Commander of camp X-Ray and Camp Delta at Guantdnamo. Qi 

information and belief, he is a citizen and resident of Texas. At times relevant hereto, 

he had supervisory responsibility for Guantdnamo detainees including Plaintiffs and for 

assuring that their treatment was in accordance with law. On information and belief, 

Defendant Carrico was in regular contact with Defendant Rumsfeld and other senior 

officials in the chain of command based in the District of Columbia and par1icipated in 

and implemented decisions taken in the District of Columbia. Defendant Carrico is sued 

in his individual capacity. 

28. Defendant Beaver is a Lieutenant Colonel in the United States Army and 

was at times relevant hereto Chief Legal Adviser to Defendant Dunlavey. On 

information and belief, she is a citizen and resident of Kansas. On information and 

belief, knowing that torture and other mistreatment were contrary to military law and 

regulations, she nevertheless provided an opinion purporting to justify the ongoing 

torture and other mistreatment of detainees at Guantanamo, including Plaintiffs. On 

information and belief, Defendant Beaver was in regular contact with Defendant 

Rumsfeld and other senior officials in the chain ct command based in the District a. 

Columbia and participated in and implemented decisions taken in the District of 

Columbia. DefendantBeaver is sued in her individualcapacity. 
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29. Plaintiffs do not know the true names and capacities of other Defendants 

sued herein and therefore sue these defendants by fictitious names, John Does 1-100. 

Plaintiffs will amend this complaint to allege their true names and capacities when 

ascertained. John Does 1-100 are the military and civilian personnel who participated in 

the torture and other mistreatment of Plaintiffsas hereinafter alleged. 

FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 

30. Plaintiffs are citizens and residents of the United Kingdom. 

31.. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed are boyhood friends and grew up streets 

away from each other in the working-class town d Tipton in dE West Midlands a 
England. 

32. Pfaintiff Shafiq Rasul attended a catholic elementary school before 

studying at the same high school as Plaintiffs Iqbal and Ahmed. An avid si:xrer fan, 

Plaintiff Rasul played for a local team before going on to study computer science at the 

University cf Central England. He also worked part time at an electronics store. 

33. Plaintiff Asif Iqbal attended the same elementary school as Plaintiff Rasul 

and the same high school as both Plaintiffs Rasul and Ahmed. After leaving high 

school, Plaintiff Iqbal worked at a local factory making road signs and building bus 

shelters. He was also an active soccer player and volunteered at the local community 

center. 

34. Plaintiff Rhuhel Ahmed attended the same high school as Plaintiffs Iqbal 

and Ahmed. Like Plaintiff Iqbal, he worked at a local factory and worked with children 

and disabled people at 1he local government-funded Tipton Muslim Community Center. 
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35, In September 2001, Plaintiff Iqbal traveled to Pakistan to join his father 

who had arranged a marriage for him with a young woman from his family's ancestral 

village. His longtime friend, Plaintiff Ahmed traveled from England in October in order to 

join him at his wedding as his best man. Plaintiff Rasul was at the same time in Pakistan 

visiting his family with the expectation cf continuing his degree course in computer 

science degree within the month. Prior to the wedding in Pakistan, in October 2001, 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed crossed U,e border into Afghanistan in order to offer 

help in the ongoing humanitarian crisis. After the bombing in Afghanistan began. 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed tried to return to Pakistan but were unable to do so 

because the border had been dosed. Plaintiffs never engaged in any terrorist activity or 

took up arms against the United States. 

36. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed never engaged in combat against 1he 

forces of the United States or any other entity. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed never 

conducted any terrorist activity or conspired, intended, or planned to conduct any such 

activity. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed never belonged to Al Qaeda or any other 

terrorist organization. 

tention in Afghanistan 

'31. On November 28, 2001 , Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were captured 

and detained by forces loyal to General Rttohid Dosturn, an Utbek warlord who was 

aligned with the Uibl States. 

38. No U.S. forces were presentwhen Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were 

detained. Therefore, no U.S. forces could have had any information regarding Plaintiffs 

other than that supplied by the forces of General Dostum, who were knovvn to be 
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unreliable and who were receiving a per head bounty d., on information and belief, up to 

$35,000. 

39. With U.S. militaryfol'l'fS present, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, along 

with 200 to 300 others, were crammed into metal containers and transported by truck to 

Sherbegan prison in Northern Afghanistan. General Dostum's forces fired holes into the 

sides of the containers with machine guns, striking the persons inside. Plaintiff Iqbal 

was mm in his arm, which would later become infected. Following the nearly 18-hour 

journey to Sherbegan prison, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were among what they 

estimate to have been approximately 20 sunivors in the container. 

40. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were held in Sherbegan by General 

Dostum's forces for about one month, where they were exposed to extremely cold 

conditions without adequate clothing, confined to tigh! spaces, and forced to ration food. 

Prison conditions were filthy. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed and other prisoners 

suffered from amoebic dysentery and were infested with lice. 

41. In late December 2001, the ICRC visited with Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and 

Ahmed and informed them that the British Embassy in Islamabad, Pakistan had been 

advised cf their situation and that embassy officials would soon be in contact with 

Plaintiffs. 

42. On December 28, 2001, U.S. Special Forces arrived at Sherbegan and 

were informed of the identities d. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed. 

43. General Dostum's troops chained Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed and 

marched them through the main gate of the prison, where U.S. Special Forces 

surrounded them at gunpoint. 
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44. From December 28, 2001 until their release in March 2004, Plaintiffs 

Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were in the exclusive physical custody and control d the 

United States military. In freezing temperatures, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were 

stripped of their clolhes, searched, and photographed naked while being held by 

Defendant John Does, two U.S. Special Forces soldiers. American military personnel 

took Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed to a room for individual interrogations. Plaintiff 

Rasul was bound hand and foot with plastic cuff.~ and forced onto his knees before an 

American soldier in uniform. Both Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were interrogated 

immediately and without knowledge cl their interrogators' identities. Bah were 

questioned at gunpoint. While Plaintiff Iqbal was interrogated, Defendant John Doe 

held a 9mm pistol physically touching his temple. At no time were Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal 

and Ahmed afforded counsel or given the opportunity to contact their families. 

45. Following their interrogations, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were led 

outside where a Defendant John Doe immediately covered their eyes by putting 

sandbags over their heads and applying thick masking tape. They were placed side-by

side, barefoot in freezing temperatures, with only light clothing, for at least three to four 

hours. While hooded and taped, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were repeatedly 

threatened with beatings and death and were beaten by a number of Defendant John 

Does, U.S. military personnel. Plaintiff Iqbal estimates that he was punched, kicked, 

slapped, and struck by US military personnel with rifle butts at least 30 or 40 times. 

46. Thereafter, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were placed in trucks with 

other detainees and transported to an airport about 45 minutes away. 

4 7. Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were led onto one plane and Plaintiff Ahmed Wc1S 

led onto a second plane. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, still hooded with their 
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hands tied behind their backs and their legs tied in plastic cuffs, were fastened to a 

metal belt attached to the floor cf. each aircraft. The soldiers instructed Plaintiis Rasul, 

Iqbal and Ahmed to keep their legs straight out in front cf. them as they sat. The position 

was extremely painful. When any of Plaintiffs or other detainees tried to move to relieve 

the pain, an unknown number of Defendant John Does struck Plaintiffs and others with 

rifle butts. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were flown by the U.S. military to 

Kandahar. 

48. Upon arrival in Kandahar, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, still covered 

with hoods, were led out of the planes. A rope was tightly tied around each of their right 

arms, connectingthe detainees together. 

49. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, who were still without shoes, were 

forced to walk n nearly an hour in the freezing cold, causing them to sustain deep all:s 

on their feet and rope burns on their right arms. 

50. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were herded into a lent, where soldiers 

forced them i o kneel with their legs bent double and their foreheads touching the 

ground. With their hands and feet still tied, the position was difficult to maintain. 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were repeatedly and violently beaten by Defendant 

John Does, US soldiers. Each was asked whether he was a member of Al Qaeda and 

when each responded negatively, each was punched violently and repealedly by 

soldiers. When Plaintiffs Rasul Iqbal and Ahmed identified themselves as British 

nationals, Defendants John Doe soldiers insisted they were "not white" but "black" and 

accordingly could not be British. The soldiers continued to beat them. 

51. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were "processed" by American soldiers, 

and had plastic numbered wristbands placed on their wrists. Soldiers kicked Plaintiff 
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Rasul, assigned the number 78, several times during this process. American soldiers 

cut off his clothes and conducted a body cavity search. He was then led through an 

open-air maze constructed <:f. barbed wire. Plaintiffs Iqbal, assigned number 79, and 

Ahmed, assigned number 102, experiencedthe same inhumane treatment. 

52. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, dehydrated, exhausted, disoriented, 

and fearful, were summoned by number ir interrogation. When called, each was 

shackled and led to an interrogationtent. Their hoods were removed and they were told 

to sit on the floor. An armed soldier stood behind them out ci their line cf sight. They 

were told that if they moved they would be shot. 

53. After answering questions as to their backgrounds, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal 

and Ahmed were each photographed by soldiers. They were fingerprinted and a swab 

from their mouth and hairs plucked from their beards were taken for DNA identification. 

54. An American soldier questioned Plaintiff Iqbal a second time. Plaintiff 

Iqbal was falsely accused by the interrogator ci being a member of Al Qaeda. 

Defendant John Does, US soldiers, punched and kicked Plaintiff Iqbal in the back and 

stomach before he was dragged to another tent. 

55. Personnel believed by Plaintiffs to be British military personnel later 

interrogated Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, with US soldiers present. Plaintiffs 

Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were falsely accused ct being members of the Al Muhajeroon. 

During the interrogation, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were threatened by 

Defendant John Does, armed American soldiers, with further beatings if they did not 

admit to various false statements. 

56. Plaintiffs Rasul and Ahmed slept in a tent with about 20 other detainees. 

Plaintiff Iqbal was in another tent. The tents were surrounded by barbed wire . 
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Detainees were not allowed to talk and were forced to sleep on the ground. American 

soldiers woke the detainees hourly as part of a systematic effort to deprive them ct· 

sleep. 

57. Defendant John Does, interrogators and guards, frequently used physical 

violence and unmuzzled dogs to threaten and intimidate Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and 

Ahmed and other detainees during the interrogations. 

58. At or around midnight of January 12 or 13, 2002, US army personnel 

entered the tenl d Plaintiffs Rasul and Ahmed. Both were made to lie on the ground, 

were shackled, and rice sacks were placed over their heads. They were led to another 

tent, where Defendant John Does, US soldiers, removed their clothes and forcibly 

shaved their beards and heads. The forced shaving was not intended for hygiene 

purposes, but rather was, on infonnation and belief, designed to distress and humiliate 

Plaintiffs given their Muslimfaith, which requires adult males to maintain beards. 

59. Plaintiff Rasul was eventually taken outside where he could hear dogs 

barking nearby and soldiers shouting, "Get 'em boy." He was then given a cavity search 

and photographed extensively while naked before being given an orange unifonn. 

Soldiers handcuffed Plaintiff Rasul's wrists and ankles before dressing him in black 

thermal gloves, dark goggles, earmuffs, and a facemask. Plaintiff Rasul was then Mt 

outside for hours in freezing temperatures. 

60. Plaintiff Iqbal, who was in another tent, experienced similar treatment of 

being led from his tent to be shaved and stripped naked. 

61. Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were escorted onto large cargo planes. Still 

shackled and wearing facemasks, both were chained to the floor with no backrests. 

They were forced by Defendant John Does to sit in an uncomfortable position for the 
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entire flight to Guantanamo (of approximately eighteen to twenty hours) and were mt 

allowed to move er given access to toilet facilities. 

62. Piaintii Ahmed remained in Kandahar for another month. American 

soldiers interrogated him four more times. Sleep-deprived and malnourished, Plaintiff 

Ahmed was also interrogated by British agents who, on information and belief were 

from the British intelligence agency, MIS, and he was falsely told that Plaintiffs Rasul 

and Iqbal had confessed in Cuba to allegations of membership in 1he Al Muhajeroon. 

He was told that he could return to the United Kingdom in exchange for admitting to 

various accusations. Distraught, fearful of further beatings and abuse, and without 

benefit cf contact with family or counsel, Plaintiff Ahmed made various false 

confessions. Plaintiff Ahmed was thereafter transported to Guantanamo. 

63. As noted above, Plaintiff AI--Harith was being held in custody by the 

Taliban in Southern Afghanistan as a suspected British spy. He was interrogated and 

beaten by Taliban troops. When the Taliban government fell, Plaintiff AI-Harith was in a 

Taliban prison. He contacted the British Embassy through the ICRC and by satellite 

phone and was assured he would be repatriated to Britain. Two days before his 

scheduled repatriation, US forces informed him that he was being detained and taken to 

Kandahar, where he was held in a prison controlled by US forces and interrogated and 

beaten by US troops. Plaintiff Al Harithwas Down to Guantdnamo from Kandahar on or 

about February 11,2002. 

64. Prior to take-off, Plaintiff Al·Harith, like Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed, 

was hooded and shackled; mittens were placed on his hands and earphones over his 

ears. Chains were then placed around his legs, waist and the earphones. The chains 
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cut into his ears Goggles were placed on his eyes and a medical patch that, on 

information and belief, contained muscle relaxant was applied. 

Captivity and Conditions at Camp X-Rav. Guantdnamo 

65. Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were transported to Guantanamo it mid-January 

2002. PlaintiffsAhmed and AI-Harith were transported there approximately one month 

later. During the trip, Defendant John Does, US soldiers, kicked and punched Plaintiff 

Ahmed more lhan twenty times. Plaintiff AI-Harith was punched, kicked and elbowed 

repeatedly and was threatened with more violence. 

66. Upon arrrval at GuantAnamo, Plaintiffs were placed on a barge to get to 

the main camp. Defendant John Does, US Marines on the barge, repeatedly bwt all 

the detainees, including Plaintiffs, kicking, slapping, elbowing and punching detainees in 

the body and head. The Marines announced repeatedly, "You are aniving at your final 

destination," and, "You are now property cf the United States Marine Corps." 

67. Plaintiffs were taken to camp X-Ray, the prison camp for detainees. 

Soldiers forced all four Plaintiffs on arrival to squat outside in stress positions in the 

extrame heat. Plaintiffs and the other detainees had their goggles and hoods ramoved, 

but they had to remain with their eyes closed and were not allowed to speak. 

68. Plaintiff Iqbal, still shackled and goggled, fell over and started shaking. 

Pli:1i11lifl Iqbal was l11e11 yivi:111 a c.:1vily ~ec:1.rch cull.I lre111spurlel.1 lo i:lllulher c11ec:1 for 

processing, including fingerprinting, DNA sampling, photographs, and another 

wristband. 

69. Plaintiff Rasul was forced to squat outside for six to seven hours and went 

through similar processing. Unmuzzled barking dogs were used to intimidate Plaintiff 

Rasul and others. At one point, Defendant John Doe, a soldier from a unit known as the 
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Extreme Reaction Force(ERF), repeatedly kicked Plaintiff Rai.d in the back and used a 

riot shield to slam him against a wall. 

70. After processing, Plaintiffs were placed in wire cages of about 2 meters by 

2 meters. Conditions were cruel, inhuman and degrading. 

71. Plaintiffs were forced to sit i1 their cells in total silence for extended 

periods. Once a week, for two minutes, Plaintiffs were removed from their cells and 

showered. They were then returned to their cells. Once a week, Plaintiffs were 

permittedfive minutes recreation while their hands remained chained. 

72. Plaintiffs were exposed to extreme heat during the day, as their cells were 

situated in the direct sunlight. 

73. Plaintiffs were deliberately fed inadequate quantities cr food, keeping them 

in a perpetual state of hunger. Much cf the food consisted c£ ·MRE's" (meals ready to 

eat), which were ten to twelve years beyond their usable date. Plaintiffs were served 

out of date powdered eggs and milk, stale bread from which 1he mold had been picked 

out and fruit that was black and rotten. 

74. Plaintiffs and other detainees were forced to kneel each time a guard 

came into their cells. 

75. Plaintiffs at night were exposed to powerful floodlights, a purposeful tactic 

to promote sleep deprivation among the de1ainees. PlainliHs and the other detainees 

were prohibited from putting covers over their heads to block out the light and were 

prohibited from keeping their arms beneath the covers. 

76. Plaintiffs were constantly threatened at Camp X-Ray, with guards stating 

on multiple occasions, 'We could kill you at any time; the world doesn't know you're 

here; we could kill you and no one would know." 
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77. Plaintiff AI-Harith was taken to the medical dinic and was told that his 

blood pressure was too high. He was given, on information and belief, muscle relaxant 

pills and an injection of an unspecifiedsubstance. 

78. Qi various occasions, Plaintiffs' efforts to pray were banned or 

interrupted. Plaintiffs were never given prayer mats and did not initially receive copies 

of the Koran. Korans were provided to them after approximately a month. On one 

occasion, a guard in Plaintiff Ahmed's cellblock noticed a copy cf the Koran on the floor 

and kicked it. On another occasion, a guard threw a copy of the Koran in a toilet 

bucket. Detainees, including Plaintiffs, were also at times prevented from calling out the 

call to prayer, with American soldiers either silencing the person who was issuing the 

prayer call or playing loud music to drown out the call to prayer. This was part cf a 

continuing pattern of disrespect and contempt for rlaintiffs' religious beliefs and 

practices. 

Interrogation at Camp X•Ray 

79. Plaintiffswere extensively interrogated at Camp X-Ray. 

80. During interrogations, Plaintiffs were typically 'long shackled," whereby 

their legs were chained using a large padlock. The shackles had sharp edges that 

scraped the skin, and all Plaintiffs experienced deep cuts on and around their ankles, 

resulting in scarring and continuing chronic pain. During the interrogations, Plaintiffs 

were shackled and chained to the floor. Plaintiffs were repeatedly urged by American 

interrogators to admit that they were fighters who went to Afghanistan for '1ihad." In 

return, Plaintiffs were promised that if they confessed to these false assertions, they 

could return to the United Kingdom. Plaintiff Iqbal, Vv11o was interrogated five times by 
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American forces over three months at Gamp X-Ray, was repeatedly encouraged and 

coerced to admitto having been a "flghter." 

81. Plaintiff AI-Harilh was interrogated approximately ten times at Camp X-

Ray. He was interrogated by both British and American authoriiies. On one occasion, 

an interrogator asked Plaintiff AI-Harith to admit that he went to Pakistan to buy drugs, 

which was not true. On another occasion, Plaintiff AI-Hanth was told that there was a 

new terrorism law that would permit the authorities to put his family out in the street it 

Plaintiff AI-Harith did not admit to being a drug dealer or a fighter. Ch another occasion, 

interrogators promised money, a car, a house and a job if he admitted those things. As 

they were not true, he declined to admit them. 

82. Following Plaintiff Ahmed's first several interrogations at Camp X-Ray, he 

was isolated in a cgllblock where there were only Arabic speakers. Plaintiff Ahmed, 

who does not speak Arabic, was unable to communicate with anyone other than 

interrogators and guards for approximately five months. 

Conditions at Camp Delta 

83. Around May 2002, Plaintiffs were transferred to Camp Delta. 

84. At no time were Plaintiffs advised as to why they were being transferred, 

for what purpose they were detained, why they were considered "unlawful combatants," 

and what medical and legal roocurcos might be o.vo.ilnblc. 

85. At Camp Delta, Plaintiffs were housed in mesh cages that \Vere 

subdivided from a larger metal container. There was little to no privacy and the cages 

provided little shelter from the heat during the day or the cold at night. The cages 

quickly rusted because of the sea air. The cells contained metal slabs at waist height; 
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detainees could not sit on the slabs because their legs would dangle off and become 

numb. There was not enough room in the cells to pray. 

86. Constant reconstruction work and large electric generators, which ran 24 

hours a day, were used as part cf a strategic effort to deprive Plaintiis and others of 

sleep. Lights were often left on 24 hours a day. 

87. Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were in the same cellblock. Plaintiff Ahmed was 

placed in isolation for about one month. There was no explanation given as to why 

Plaintiff Ahmed had been placed in isolation. Followingthis period. he was placed in a 

different cell and interrogated by mostly American interrogators who repeatedly asked 

him the same questions for six months. 

88. After six months at Camp Delta, Plaintiff Ahmed was moved to a cell 

directly opposite Plaintiff Rasul. Plaintiff Iqbal was placed n isolation 1or about one 

month. Again, no explanation was given for 1he arbitrary placement in isolation. 

89. Plaintiff Ahmed was repeatedly disciplined with periods of isolation for 

such behavior as complaining aboutthe food and singing. 

90. Plaintiff Iqbal, after about one month at Camp Delta, was moved to 

isolation and given smaller food portions because it was believed he was belittling a 

military policeman. He was disciplined with another week of isolation when he wrote 

"haveanice day"on a Styrofoam cup. 

91. After his last period of isolation, Plaintiff Iqbal was moved to a block which 

housed only Chinese-speaking detainees. During his time there, he was exposed to 

aggressive interrogation. After being there for months, Plaintifflqba!'s mental condition 

deteriorated further. 
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92. Plaintiff AI-Harith was put into isolation for refusing to wear a wristband. 

Plaintiff Al·Harith was also placed in isolation for writing the fetter "D" on a Styrofoam 

cup. The isolation block was freezing cold as cold air was blown through the block 

twenty-four hours a day. The isolation cell was pitch black as the guards claimed the 

lights were not working. Plaintiff Al·Harith was placed in isolation a second time around 

Christmas 2002 h refusing to take an unspecified injection. When he refused, the ERF 

was brought in and Plaintiff AI-Hanth was ~ERFedn: he was beaten, forcibly injected and 

chained in a hogtied position, with his stomach on the floor and his arms and legs 

chained together above him. The ERF team jumped on his legs and back and kicked 

and punched Plaintiff AI-Harilh. Plaintiff AI-Hanth was then placed in isolation for 

approximately a month, deprived at various inteivals of soap, toothpaste or a 

toothbrush, blankets or toilet paper. He wac also deprived d a Koran during this 

second period cf isolation. 

93. Cb information and belief, "ERFings,1" i.e., the savage beatings 

administered by the ERF teams, were videotaped on a regular basis and should be 

available as evidence of the truth of the allegations contained herein. 

94. The Camp Delta routine included compulsory "recreation" twice a week for 

fifteen minutes. Attendance was enforced by the ERF. As soon as fifteen minutes had 

possod, detainees were immediately returned to their cells. Plaintiff Rasul noted that 

one would be forced to return to his cell even if in the middle of prayers. 

95. Around August 2002, medical corps personnel offered Plaintiffs Rasul, 

Iqbal and Ahmed injections cf. an unidentified substance, Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and 

Ahmed, like most detainees, refused. Soon after, Defendant John Does, the medical 

corps, returned with the ERF team. The ERF team members were dressed in padded 
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gear, tlik gloves, and helmets. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were shackled and 

restrained with their arms and legs bent backwards while medical corps pulled up their 

sleeves to inject their arms with an unidentified drug that had sedative effects. 

96. Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed received these injections against their 

will on approximately a dozen occasions. Plaintiff Al,Harith received 9 or 10 compulsory 

injections on six separate occasions. 

97. Plaintiff Iqbal was deprived d his Koran and other possessions. His 

hands were shackled in front of him. When Plaintiff Iqbal looked back, a guard pushed 

him in the corner. There Defendant John Does punched him repeatedly in the face and 

kneed him in his thigh. 

Isolation and Interrogations at Camp Delta 

98. Interrogation booths either had a miniature camera hiddon in thorn er a 

one-way glass window. Thus, on information and belief, some or all d the 

interrogations of Plaintiffs and other detainees are recorded and are available as 

evidence of the truth of Plaintiffs' allegations herein. 

99. In December 2002, a tiered reward system was introduced at Camp Delta, 

whereby detainees were placed on different levels or tiers depending on their level ri 

co-operation and their behavior at the camp. 

100. Interrogators and guards frequently promised to provide <r threatened to 

withdraw of essential items such as blankets or toothpaste - referred to as "comfort 

items" - in order to coerce detainees into providing informalion. The truthful assertion 

that Plaintiffs had no informationto give did not result in the provision cf "comfort items." 

To the contrary, the interrogators demanded that the Plaintiffs confess to false 

allegations and promised "comfort items" in exchange . 
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101. Isolation cf detainees was frequently used as a technique to "wear down" 

detainees prior to interrogation. There were two primary ways in which prisoners would 

be placed in isolation: (1) for punishment, for a set period of time for a specific reason; 

or (2) for interrogation, with no specific time limit. 

102. Between October 2002 and May 2003, Plaintiff Rasul was interrogated 

about five or six times. .Mc:a: of the interrogations involved the same questions that had 

been asked before. In April 2003, Plaintiffs Rasul and Iqbal were given polygraphtests 

and were led to believe that they might be allowed to return home if they passed. 

103. After MO hours of questioning as to whether he was a member of Al 

Qaeda, Plaintiff Rasul was returned to his cell. Two weeks later, he was interrogated by 

a woman who may have been army personnel in civilian clothing. She informed him 

that he had passed the pol~·~raph test. Plaintiff Rasul was transferred to a different 

cellblock and informed by interrogators that they had videos which proved that he and 

Plaintiffs Iqbal and Ahmed were members of Al Qaeda and linked to the September 11 

attacks. 

104. A week later, Plaintiff Rasul was transferred to an isolation block, called 

"November." Plaintiff Rasul asked the army sergeant why he was being moved and 

was informed that the order was from the interrogators. Plaintiff Rasul was placed .ii a 

metal cell. To make the conditions of confinement continuously debilitating, the air 

conditioning was turned df during the day and turned on high at night. Temperatures 

were near 100 degrees during the day and 40 degrees at night. The extremes d' heat 

and cold were deliberateiy utilized to intimidate, discomfort and break down prisoners. 

For one week, Plaintiff Rasul was held in isolation without interrogation. Later, he was 

taken to a room and "short shackled" and placed in an extremely cold room for six to 
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seven hours. Short shackling consists cf. chaining the ankles and wrists closely together 

to force the delainee into a contorted and painful position. He was unable to move in the 

shackles and was not afforded an opportunity to go to the bathroom. He was hardly 

able to walk and suffered severe back pains. He was taken back to his cell without 

explanation. 

105. The next day Plaintiff Rasul was "short shackled" and chained to the floor 

again for interrogation by an US Army intelligence officer named Bashir, also known as 

Danny. He was shown photographs of three men who were supposedly Plaintiffs 

Rasul. Iqbal and Ahmed with a man purported to be Mohammed Atta. Plaintiff Rasul 

repeatedly and truthfully denied being the person in the photograph. Further, he 

repeatedly and truthfully denied any involvement with Al Qaeda or the September 11 

attacks. Qi. five or aix more occasions, Plaintiff Ra.sul was interrogated in similar 

fashion. During these interrogations, Plaintiff Rasul was not provided with food and was 

not permitted to pray. 

106. Following the first interrogation, on five or six occasions, Plaintiff Rasul 

was removed from his cell and brought back to the interrogation block for intervals cf 

about four or five days at a time. He was repeatedly "shoit shackled," exposed to 

extremely loud rock or heavy metal music, and left alone in the interrogation room for up 

to 13 hours in the "lonJ;: shackle" position. 

107. During this period, a Marine captain and other soldiers arrived at Plaintiff 

Rasurs cell to transfer him to another block, where he would remain in isolation for 

another oo months without 'comfort items." 

108. On one occasion, Plaintiff Rasul was brought to the interrogation room 

from isolation to be questioned by interrogators from the Criminal Investigations Division 
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(CID). These interrogators, identified as "Drew" and Terry," informed Plaintiff Rasul 

that they were going to begin military tribunals. 

· 109. After continued interrogations as to his alleged presence in a photograph 

with Osama Bin Laden, Plaintiff Rasul explained that he was working .h England and 

going to college at the time the photograph was taken. Plaintiff Rasul told interrogators 

his place of employment at an English electronics shop and his attendance at University 

d Central England and implored interrogators to corroborate what he was telling them. 

The interrogators insisted he was lying, 'lb Plaintiff's knowledge, no effort was made to 

find corroborating information which would have confirmed that Plalntiff Rasul was living 

in England at the time of the alleged meeting with Bin Laden in the photograph. 

110. About a month after his second isolation period, Plaintiff Rasul was "long 

.:,hocltlcd" and placed in a room, where he wo.o mot by Bashir and a woman drcsocd in 

civilian clothing. Bashir informed Plaintiff Rasul that the woman had come from 

Washington to show him a video of an Osama Bin Laden rally in Afghanistan. After the 

woman showed Plaintiff Rasul a portion of the video, she asserted that it showed 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed sitting down with Sin Laden. The woman interrogator 

urged Plaintiff Rasul to admit that the allegation was true, but the persons in tl'e video 

were not the Plaintiffs. Plaintiff Rasul continued truthfully to deny involvement. He was 

threatened that if he did not confess, he would be returned to isolation. Having been in 

isolation for five to six weeks, with the result that he was suffering from extreme mental 

anguish and disorientation, Plaintiff falsely confessed that he was in the video. 

111. Plaintiff Rasul was then returned to isolation for another five to six weeks. 

During that period he had no contact with any human being except with guards and 
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interrogators who questioned him regarding the identity of certain individuals in 

photographs. 

112. Plaintiff Rasul was then transferred to another cellblock, where both 

Plaintiffs Iqbal and Ahmed were being held. Here, Plaintiff Rasul was denied ycomfort 

items" and exen.ise privileges. 

113. Around mid-August of 2003, Plaintiff Rasul was moved within Camp Delta 

and placed in anolher cell block without explanation. After about two weeks, Plaintiff 

Rasul was taken to a building known as the "Brown Building" and was informed by an 

army intelligence interrogator named 11James11 that he would soon be moving to a cell 

next to Plaintiffs Iqbal and Ahmed. 

114. Following the meeting with the army intelligence interrogator, Plaintiff 

Rasul was brought to "Kib Block" tho next day, where PlaintiffsROGul, Iqbal and Ahmed 

were reunited and able to speak with one another, 

115. For the next two weeks, Plaintiffs Rasul. Iqbal and Ahmed \\ft"e brought in 

succession to be questioned by an army intelligence officer. known only as "Janes, 11as 

to their purported involvement in the 2000 video d Bin Laden. 

116. On one occasion, Plaintiff Rasul \\'lti administered a voice stress analyzer 

test by 'James." 

117. After his last interrogation by "James," Plaintiff Rasul was informed that he 

would soon be turned over to Navy Intelligence. Before that, however, in September 

2003, Plaintiff Rasul was further interrogated. He was brought into an interrogation 

room for eight hours. He was denied requests to pray and to have food or water. The 

fallowing day, British officials questioned Plaintiff Rasul. Plaintiff Rasul informed an 

official, 'Who gave the name 'Martin," that he had been kept in isolation for three months 
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without cause and had severe knee pain fu:m the lack ~ exercise, Later that evening, 

Plaintiffs Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were taken to what was, on information and belief, a 

CIA interrogation block. 

118. Plaintiffs continued to be held in the Kilo Black and were occasionally 

brought in for interrogation by a navy intelligence officer who gave the name "Romeo." 

119. Plaintiff Iqbal was treated in a manner similar to the other Plaintiffs. 

120. Plaintiff Iqbal was interrogated on several occasions, sometimes for as 

long as eight hours. 

121. The typical routine was to be "short shackled" and placed in an extremely 

cold room. 

122. Plaintiff Iqbal was relegated to Level 4, the harshest level, for about two 

weeks, with virtually no "comfort items." Soon after, he was placed in isolation on the 

instructionof intelligenceofficers. 

123. Plaintiff Iqbal's isolation cell was covered in human excrement. Plaintiff' 

Iqbal had no soap or towels and could not clean the cell. He was unable to sit 

anywhere. 

124. Plaintiff Iqbal was interrogated periodically to review photographs. On one 

occasion, he was placed in a "short shackled position and Y: in a room with the air 

conditioning turned down to 40". Plaintiff Iqbal was left m the "shortshackle"positionfor 

about three hours. Then, Defendant John Doe, an interrogator calling himsetf "Mr. 

Smtth," entered the room and teased Plaintiff Iqbal about the temperature. "Mr. Smith" 

W Plaintiff Iqbal that he was able to get anything Plaintiff Iqbal wanted. "Mr. Smith" 

then pulled out pornographic magazines and taunted him. Plaintiff Iqbal refused to talk 

to "Mr. Smith." "Mr. Smith" left Plaintiff Iqbal alone for another three er four hours in the 
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frigid room. In that one day, Plaintiff Iqbal had been "short shackled"for seven to eight 

hours. Ur:xm returningto his cell, he became ill ,dth flu and requested medication. One 

of the military police officers, Defendant John Doe, denied him medication, and 

informed him that he was acting under orders fhm intelligence. 

125. The next day, a Marine Captain and about 15 soldiers escorted Plaintiff 

Iqbal to another isolation black. He was left there for several days. Prior to his 

interrogation, Plaintiff Iqbal was "short shackled" and then introduced to an interrogator 

who gave the name "James". Because the pain from the shackling became 

excruciating, Plaintiff Iqbal began to scream. After about three or four hours, "James" 

unshackled him. 

126. After three days, Plaintiff Iqbal was taken to the "Brown Building," where 

he woG "long ahaokled~ and lit in a roan with strobe lighting and very loud music 

played repeatedly, making it impossible for him to think or sleep. After about an hour, 

Plaintiff Iqbal was taken back to his cell. 

127. The next day, Plaintiff Iqbal was "short shackled" in the interrogation room 

for five or six hours before later being interrogated by "Drew," who identified himsel as 

an agent from CID. Plaintiff Iqool was shown photographs, but refused to look at them. 

He was "short shackled" for about four or five hours more. After a while, he was unable 

to bear the conditionsand :falsel.yconfessedthat he was pictured in the photographs. 

128. Four days later, agents from the FBI interrogated Plaintiff Iqbal about his 

activities in 2000. 

129. Plaintiff Iqbal remained in isolation and was questioned at one point by a 

military intelligence officer giving the named "OJ." Soldiers thrmtmtrl him with further 

beatings if he did not answer lhe questions. 
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130. Plaintiff Ahmed was interrogated on numerous occasions, particularly with 

respect to his knowledge of the Bin Laden video. He was interrogated every three or 

four days, and the typical procedure \oVaS that he was first "short shackled" and placed in 

a freezing room with loud music for several hours. 

131. Before arriving at Guantanamo, Plaintiff' Ahmed was seriously sleep-

deprived and malnourished. He was the first of the Plaintiffs to admit to various false 

accusations by interrogators. 

132. Upon Plaintiff Ahmed's arrival at Camp Delta, he was placed in isolation 

for about one month. Following this period, he was placed in a different cdl and 

interrogated by mostly American interrogators who asked him the same questions for 

six months. 

133. Plaintiff AI-Horith alao was given a lie detector test approximately one year 

into his detention which he was told he passed. 

134. Plaintiff AI-Harith on three or four occasions witnessed Defendant John 

Does, military police, using an industrial strength hose to shoot strong jets of water at 

detainees. He was hosed down on one occasion. A guard walked along the gangway 

alternating the hose on each cell. Plaintiff Al-Harith was hosed down continuously for 

approximately one minute. The pressure of the water forced him to the back d his cell. 

The contents of his cell, including his bedding and Koran, were soakl'd. 

135. Plaintiff Rasul, in the led cell, also had all the contents a. his cell ~ed. 

136. In or around February 2004, Plaintiffs heard from military police that they 

would be released and sent home SOOIL Before leaving Camp Delta, Plaintiffs all were 

interrogated a final time. Plaintiffs were asked to sign statements admitting to 

membership in Al Qaeda and participation in terrorist activity. Plaintiffs declined. 
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137. In March 2004, Plaintiffs were released from Camp Delta and flown to the 

United Kingdom. 

Injuries 

138. Plainiiffs suffered and continue to suffer from the cruel, inhuman, and 

degrading treatment they experienced during their detention. The "short shackling" 

which Plaintiffs were exposed to resulted in deep cuts at their ankles, permanent 

scarring, and chronic pain. Plaintiff Rasul has chronic pain in his knees and back. 

Plaintiff Ahmed also suffers from permanent deterioration of his eyesight because d the 

withholding of required special lenses as 11comfort items." 

139. Plaintiff AI-Harith suffers from severe and chronic pain in his knees from 

repeatedly being forced onto his knees and pressed downwards by guards whenever he 

left his cell. He also has experienced pain in his right elbow. 

140. Plaintiffsfurther suffer from acute psychologicalsymptoms. 

Development and Implementation of a Plan of Torture 
and Other Physical and I t I Detainees 

141. The torture, threats, physical and psyohological :abuE:o lnlliotcd upon 

Plaintiffs were devised, approved, and implemented by Defendant Rumsfeld and other 

Defendants in the military chain of command. These techniques were intended as 

interrogation techniques to be used on detainees. 

142. It is well-established that the use of force in interrogation is prohibited by 

domestic and international law. The United States Army strictly prohibits the use d 

~uch techniques and advises its interrogators that their use may lead to criminal 

proaccution. Army Field Manual34-52, Ch, 1, "Intelligence Interrogation," provides: 
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Prohibition lseof Force 

The use a force, mental torture, threats, insults, or exposure to 
unpleasant and inhumane treatment of any kind is prohibited by 
law and is neither authorized nor condoned by the US 
Government.. •. The psycnotogical techniques and principles 
outlined should neither be confused w~h. nor construed to be 
synonymous with, unauthorized techniques such as brainwashing, 
mental torture, or any other form of mental coercion to include 
drugs. These techniques and principles are intended to serve as 
guides in obtaining the willing cooperation of a source. The 
absence of threats in interrogation is intentional, as their 
enforcement and use rmmly constitute violations of 
international law and may result in prosecuffon. (Emphasis 
supplied). 

143. Further, according to Field Manual34-52, ch. 1: "Experience indicates that 

the use of force is not necessary to gain the cooperation of sources for interrogation. 

Therefore, the use of force is a poor technique, as it yields unreliable results, may 

damage subsequent collection effi:tts, and can induce the source to say whatever he 

thinks the interrogator wants to hear." 

144. Army Field Manual27-10, ''The Law of Land Warfare," summarizesthe 

domestic and international legal rules applicable to the conduct of war. Field :Maim 

27-1 O recognizes the following sources of the law of war: 

The law of war is derived from MIO principal sources: 

a. Lawmaking Treaties ( or Conventions), such as the Hague 
and Geneva Conventions. 

b. Custom. Although eomc of the IGw of war ha3 not been 
incorporated in any treaty or convention to which the United 
States is a party, this body of unwritten or customary law .ii 
firmly established by the custom of nations and well defined 
by recognized authorities on international law. 

Jd.at Ch.1. § I. 

145. In spite of tha prohibitions on the use of force, threats, and abuse in 

the Army Field Manual, and its clear acknowledgement that their use violates 
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international and domestic law, Defendant Rumsfeld approved techniques that were 

in violation of those prohibitions and thus knowingly violated the rights of Plaintiffs. 

146. In a press release dated June 22, 2004, Defendant Rumsfeldadmitted 

that beginning December 2, 2002, he personally authorized the use cf. interrogation 

techniques that are n:t permitted under FM 34-52. Further, in the press release, 

Defendant Rumsfeld admits that he personally was consulted when certain of the 

techniques were to be utilized. 

147. The techniques practiced on Plaintiffs - including beatings, "short 

shackling," sleep deprivation, injections of unknown substances, subjection to cold 

er heat, hooding, stress positions, isolation, forced shaving, disruption of religious 

practices, forced nakedness, intimidation with vicious dogs and threats - were 

known to and approved by Defendant Rumsfeld and others in the military chain of 

command. 

148. Article 3 common to all four Geneva Conventions requires that all 

persons in the hands cf. an opposing force, regardless cf. their legal status, be 

afforded certain minimum standards of treatment: 

Persons taking ro active part in the hostilities, including members of armed 
forces who have laid down their arms and those placed hors de combat by 
sickness, wounds, detention, or any other cause, shall in all circumstances be 
treated humanely, without any adverse distinction founded on race, colour, 
religion or faith, se,c, birth <:rwealth, or any other similar criteria. 
To this end the following acts are and shall remain prohibited at any time and 
in any place whatsoever with respect to the above-mentioned persons: 

(a) Violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, 
cruel treatment and torture; 

(c) Outrages upon personal dignity, in particular, humiliating and degrading 
treatment. 
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149. The Third Geneva Convention-cf 1949, Art. 130, bars the "willful killing, 

torture or inhuman treatment ... willfully causing great suffering or serious injury to 

body or health• cf any prisoner cf war. 

150. In February 2002, the White House issued a press release, which 

advised: 

The United States is treating and will continue to treat all of the 
individuals detained at Guantanamo humanely and, to the extent 
appropriate and consistent with military necessity, in a manner 
consistent with the principles cl. the Third Geneva Convention of 
1949. 

The President has determined that the Geneva Convention applies 
to the Taliban detainees, but not to the al-Qaeda detainees. Al
Qaeda is not a state party to the Geneva Convention; it is a foreign 
terrorist group. As such, its members are not entitled to POW 
status. 

151. Ol. infonnation mid boricf, Dcfcndanl Rumcfold and all Dofondants 

were aware of this statement ct· the President. Moreover, Defendant Rumsfeldknew 

that this statement of policy was a departure from the previous policy of the United 

States that the laws of war, including the Geneva Conventions, were always to be 

honored. Defendant Rumsfeld knew that the Department of Stale and the uniformed 

services took the generally recognized position that the Geneva Conventions could 

not be abrogated or ignored. 

152. J lowever, Defendant Rumsfeld and others deliberated failed lo 

implement the Presidential Directive in any event. Defendant Rumsfeld and other 

Defendants in the chain of command had no good faith basis for believing that 

Plaintiffswere members of or affiliated with Al Qaeda in any way. Indeed, the policy 

as announced was incoherent in that Defendant Rumsfeld and the other defendants 

had no way d knowing who was and who was not a member of Al Qaeda or the 
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Taliban and Defendants took no steps to implementany reliable fact-finding process 

which might ascertain who mr, and who was not a member cl Al Qaeda or the 

Taliban, including in particular a "competent tribunal" as mandated by the Third 

Geneva Convention, Art. 5, U.S. military regulations and long standing practice of 

the U.S. armed forces 

153. Defendant Rumsfeld and all Defendants were aware that torture and 

other mistreatment perpetrated under color of law violates domestic and 

international law at. 

154. Defendant Rumsfeld and all Defendants were aware that Plaintiffs 

were tortured and otherwise mistreated or knew they would be tortured and 

otherwise mistreated while in military custody in Afghanistan and at Guantanamo. 

155. Defendant Rumofeld and all Defendants took no steps to prevent the 

infliction of torture and other mistreatmentto which Plaintiffs were subjected. 

156. Defendant Rumsfeld and • Defendants authorized and encouraged the 

infliction ci torture and other mistreatment against Plaintiis. 

157. Defendant Rumsfeld and • Defendants were aware that prolonged 

arbitrary detention violates customary internationallaw. 

158. Defendant Rurnsfeld and • Defendants authorized and condoned the 

prolonged arbitrary detention a Plaintiffs. 

Count I 
ALIEN TORT STATUTE 

Prolonged Arbitrary Detention 

159. Plaintiis repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 158 of this Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 
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160. As stated by the Supreme Court of the United States, the allegations 

contained herein "unquestionably describe 'custody in violation of the Constitution or 

laws or treaties of the United States."' Rasul v. Bush, 124 S. Ct. 2686, 2698, n.15 

(2004) (citation omitted) (Plaintiffs Rhuhel Ahmed and Asif Iqbal were also Plaintiffs in 

that case). 

161. Plaintiis Rasul, Iqbal and Ahmed were unarmed and were detained in a 

prison camp operated by non-U.S. forces ard Plaintiff A\-Hari1h had been detained and 

mistreated by the Taliban as a suspected British spy and was trapped in a war zone 

when Defendants took physical custody of their persons. Plaintiffs never engaged in 

combat, carried arms, or participated in terrorist activity or conspired with any terrorist 

person or organization. Defendants could have had no good-faith reason to believe that 

thoy had done so. 

162. The Plaintiffs were detained under the exclusive rustody ard control of 

Defendants for over two years without due process, access to counsel or family, or a 

single charge of wrongdoing being levied against them. 

163. The acts described herein constitute prolonged arbitrary detention in 

violation of the law ct· nations under the Alien Tort Statute, 28 U.S.C. § 1350, in that the 

acts violated customary international law prohibiting prolonged arbitrary detention as 

reflected, expressed, and defined in multilateral treaties and other international 

instruments, international and domestic judicial decisions, and other authorities. 

164. Defendants are liable fir said conduct in that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the prolonged 

arbitrary detention of Plaintiffs. 
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165. Defendant's unlawful conduct deprived Plaintiffs of their freedom, tf 

contact with their families, friends and communities. As a result, Plaintiffs suffered 

severe psychologicalabuse and injuries. 

166. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

Count II 
ALIEN TORT STATUTE 

Torture 

167. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 158 £l this Complaint as i fully set forth herein. 

168. The acts described herein were inflicted deliberately and intentionallyfor 

purposes which included, among 'others, punishing the Plaintiffs or intimidating them. 

The alleged acts did not serve any legi!imate intelligence-gatheringor other government 

purpose. Instead, they were perpetratedto coerce, punish, and intimidate the Plaintiffs. 

In any event, torture is not permitted as a legitimate government function under any 

circum3tance~. 

169. The acts described herein constitute torture in violation of the law of 

nations under the Alien Tort Statute, 28 U.S.C. § 1350, in that the acts violated 

customary international law prohibiting torture as reflected, expressed, and defined in 

multilateral treaties and other international instruments, international and domestic 

judicial decisions and other authorities. 

170. Defendants are liable for said conduct ii that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered acquiesced, confinned, 

ratified and or/conspired together in bringing about the torture and other physical and 

psychological abuse of Plaintiffs as described above. 
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171. Plaintiis suffered severe, immediate and continuing physical and 

psychological abuse as a J19j; of the acts alleged herein. Plaintiffs continue to suffer 

profound physical and psychologicaltrauma from the acts alleged herein. 

172. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

Count111 
ALIEN TORT STATUTE 

Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment 

173. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 158 d this Complaint as iffully set forth herein. 

174. The acts described herein had the intent and the effect of grossly 

humiliating and debasing the Plaintiffs, forcing them to act against their will and 

conscience,incitingfear and anguish, and breakingtheir physical and moral resistance. 

175. These acts included inter alia repeated severe beatings; the withholding of 

food, water, and necessary medical care; sleep deprivation; lack of basic hygiene; 

intentional exposure to extremes of heat and cold and the elements; continuous 

isolation for a period of months; forced injections; sexual humiliation; intimidation with 

unmuzzled dogs; deprivation of the rights to practice their religion and death threats. 

176. The acts described herein constitute cruel, inhuman or degrading 

treatment in violation of the la.w c£ nation-, under the Alien Tort Statute, 28 U.S.C.§ 

1350, in that dE acts violated customary international law prohibiting cruel, inhuman or 

degrading treatment as reflected, expressed, and defined in multilateral treaties and 

other international instruments, international and domestic judicial decisions and other 

authorities. 
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1n. Defendants are liable for said conduct in that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the l11ll'1, 

inhuman or degrading treatment of Plaintiffs as described above. 

178. Plaintiffssuffered severe immediate physical and psychological abuse as 

a re.ult of lhe acts alleged herein. Plaintiffs continue to~ profound physical ard 

psychological trauma from the acts alleged herein. 

179. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

CountlV 
VIOLATION OF THE GENEVA CONVENTIONS 

180. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the allcgationo contmncd in paragraphs 1 

through 158 d this Complaint as iffully set forth herein. 

181. As detailed herein, Plaintiffs were held arbitrarily, tortured and otherwise 

mistreated during their detention in violation d specific protections of the Third and 

Fourth Geneva Conventions including but not limited to Article 3 common to all four 

Geneva Conventions. 

182. Violations t£ the Geneva Conventions are direct treaty violations as well 

no violations d. cus1omary intemational law. 

183. Defendants are liable for said conduct in that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the prolonged 

arbitrary detention, torture, abuse and mistreatment of Plaintiffs as described above. 
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184. As a result of Defendants' violations of the Geneva Conventions, Plaintiffs 

are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be determined at trial. 

CountV 
CLAIMS UNDER THE CONSTITUTION OF TI-IE UNrTED STATES 

Violation of the Eighth Amendment 

185. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

thorugh 158a. this Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

186. Defendants' actions alleged herein against imprisoned Plaintiffs violated 

the Eighth Amendmont to the United 9::ctEs Constitution. Over the course ot an 

arbitrary and baseless incarceration for more than tMo years, Defendants inflicted cruel 

and unusual punishment on Plaintiis. Despite never having been tried by any tribunal, 

Plaintiffs and other detainees were repeatedly denounced as guilty of terrorist acts by 

Defendant Rumsfeld, President Bush, Vice President Cheney and others. The acts of 

cruel, inhuman or degrading unusual punishment were imposed based on this arbitrary 

and impermissible declaration of guilt. 

187. Defendantswere acting under color of law of the United States at al times 

pertinent to the allegations set forth above. 

188. The Plaintiffs suffered severe physical and mental injuries as a result of 

Defendants' violations cf. the Eighth Amendment. They have also suffered present and 

future economic damage. 

189. The actions of Defendants are actionable under Bivens y. Six Unknown 

Named Federal Aaents, 403 us 388 (1971). 

100. Defendants arc liable for oo.id conduct in that Defendants partioipatod in, 

set the conditions, directly andlor indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the prolonged 
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arbitrary detention, physical and psychological torture and abuse, and other 

mistreatment d Plaintiffs as described above. 

191. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

Count'VI 
CLAIMS UNDER THE CONSTITUTION OF TI-IE UNrTED STATES 

Violation c£ the Fifth Amendment 

192. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs, 

through 158of this Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

193. Defendants' actions alleged herein against Plaintiffs violated the Fifth 

Amendment to the United States Constitution. 

1 Q'1. The arbitrary and baseless detention of Plaintiffsfor more than two yoars 

constituted a clear deprivation of their liberty without due process, in direct violation of 

their Fifth Amendment rights. 

195. The cruel, inhuman or degrading, and unusual conditions of Plaintiffs' 

incarceration clearly violated their substantive rights to due process. See City of Revere 

v. Mass. Gen. Hose., 4.6'3U.S. 239,244(1983). 

196. Defendants' refusal to permit Plaintiffs to consult with counsel or to have 

access to neutral tribunals to challenge the fact and conditions d' their confinement 

constituted violations of Plaintiffs' procedural rights to due process. 

197. The abusive conditions a. Plaintiffs' incarceration served no legitimate 

government purpose. 

198. Defendants were acting under the color of the law of the United States at 

all times pertinentto th! allegations set forth above. 
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199. The Plaintiffs suffered severe physical and mental injuries as a result of 

Defendants' violations of the Fifth Amendment. They have also suffered present and 

future economic damage. 

200. The actions d Defendants are actionable under Bivens v. Six Unknown 

Named Federal Aaents, 403 U.S.388 (1971 ). 

201, Defendants are liable for said conduct in that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the prolonged 

arbitrary detention, physical and psychological torture and abuse and other 

mistreatment of Plaintiffs as described above. 

202. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

CountVB 
CLAIM UNDER THE RELIGIOUS FREEDOM RESTORATION ACT 

203. Plaintiffs repeat and re-allege the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 

through 158 a. this Complaint as if fully set forth herein. 

204. Defendants' actions alleged herein inhibited and constrained religiously 

motivated conduct central to Plaintiffs' religious beliefs. 

205. Defendants' actions imposed a subs~nti~I burden on Plaintiffs' abilities to 

exercise and express their religious beliefs. 

206. Defendants regularly and systematically engaged in practices specifically 

aimed at disrupting Plaintiffs' religious practices. These acts included throwing a copy 

of the Koran in a toilet bucket, prohibiting prayer, deliberately interrupting prayers, 

playing loud rock music to interrupt prayers, withholding the Koran without reason or as 
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punishment, forcing prisoners to pray with exposed genital areas, withholding prayer 

mats and confining Plaintiffs under conditions ffl'Dl! it was impossible oc infeasible for 

them to exercise their religious rights. 

207. Defendants were acting under the color d' the law of the United 9:a:ES at 

all times pertinent to the allegations set forth above. 

208. The Plaintiffs suffered damages as a direct and proximate result d 

Defendants'violations ci the Religious Freedom RestorationAct, 42 U.S.C.A §§ 2000bb 

et seq. 

209. Defendants are liable for said conduct .in that Defendants participated in, 

set the conditions, directly and/or indirectly facilitated, ordered, acquiesced, confirmed, 

ratified, aided and abetted and/or conspired together in bringing about the denial, 

disruption and interference with Plaintiffs' religious praotioos and boliofe as doccribod 

above. 

21 O. Plaintiffs are entitled to monetary damages and other relief to be 

determined at trial. 

-so. 
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WHEREFORE Plaintiffs each demand judgment against Defendants jointly 

and severally, including compensatory damages in the amount of $10,000,000 each 

(fm Million Dollars), punitive damages, the costs of dis action, including reasonable 

attomeys' fees, and such other and further relief as this Court may deem just end 

proper. 

Dated: October 27 ,2004 

Barbara Olshansky (NY 0057) 
Jeffrey Fogel 
Michael Ratner 
CENTER FOR CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS 
666 Broadway, t''1 Roar 
New York, NY,20012 
212/614-6439 

Attomeys for Plaintiffs 
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BAACH ROBINSON& LEWIS 
Eric L. Lewis D.C. Bar No. 394643 
Jeffrey D. Robinson D.C. Bar No.376037 
Lois J. Schiffer D.C. Bar. 1'b. 56630 
1201 F Street NW, Suite 500 
Washington, D.C. 20004 
202/833·8900 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: DonaldRumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Inspirational Story 

Mr. President, 

Attached is an inspirational story you will enjoy reading. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
11/5104 W11.vld11gto11 Tim11.1: Not Breaking His Stride 

DIIR:ss 
112904-30 

11- L-0559/0SD/27953 
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Washington Times 
November 5,2004 
Pg.2 

Not Breaking His Stride 
Soldier fights to return to war after losing leg 
By Estes Thompson, Associated Press 
FORT BRAGG, N.C. - Pfc. George Perez still feels the sweat between his toes when he 
exercises. He's still plagued with cramps in his calf muscle. And sometimes, when he gets out of 
bed at night without thinking, he topples over. Pfc. Perez, 21, lost his leg to a roadside bomb in 
Iraq more than a year ago, but despite the phantom pains that haunt him, he says he is determined 
to prove to the Anny that he is no less of a man - and no less of a soldier. 

"I'm not ready to get out yet," he says. "I'm not going to let this little injury stop me from what I 
want to do." 

Pfc. Perez is one of at least four amputees from the elite 82nd Airborne Division to re-enlist. 
With a new carbon-fiber prosthetic leg, Pfc. Perez intends to show a medical board that he can 
run an 8-minute mile,jump out of airplanes and pass all the other paratrooper tests that will 
allow him to go with his regiment to Afghanistan next year. 

On Sept. 14,2003, Pfc. Perez, of Carteret, N.J., and seven other members of his squad were 
rumbling down a road outside Fallujah when a bomb blast rocked their Humvee. Pfc. Perez 
recalls flying through the air and hitting the ground hard. 

The blast killed one of his comrades. Pfc. Perez felt surprisingly little pain, but when he tried to 
get up, he couldn't. He saw that his left foot was folded backward onto his knee. His size 121/2 
combat boot stood in the dusty road a few feet away, still laced. 

A photograph of Pfc. Perez's lonely boot transmitted around the world and spread across two 
pages of Time magazine became a stark reminder that the war in Iraq was far from over. 
Doctors initially tried to save part of his foot. But an infection crept up his leg, and Pfc. Perez 
agreed to allow the amputation below the knee joint. "I was going to stay in no matter what," he 
recalls telling the surgeons. "Do whatever would get me back fastest." 

Pfc. Perez was left with a rounded stump that fits into the suction cup of the black carbon-fiber 
prosthetic leg. When he arrived at Walter Reed Army Medical Center in Washington for his 
rehabilitation, Pfc. Perez asked a pair of generals who visited his bedside whether it was possible 
for him to stay in the Army. 

"They told me, 'It's all up to you, how much you want it,"' he says. "If I could do everything like 
a regular soldier, I could stay in." He wasted little time getting started. At one point, a visitor 
found him doing push-ups in bed. He trained himself to walk normally with his new leg, and 
then to run with it. Pfc. Perez has to rise at least an hour earlier than his fellow soldiers to allow 
swelling from the previous day's training to subside enough for his stump to fit into the 
prosthetic. 
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But it is a comfort for Pfc. Perez to know that he's not alone. At least three other paratroopers in 
the 82nd have lost limbs in combat during the past two years and re-enlisted. One of them, Staff 
Sgt. Daniel Metzdorf, lost his right leg above the knee in a Jan. 27 blast. He appealed three times 
before the fitness board allowed him to stay on. "I think it's a testimony to today's professional 
Army," says division commander Maj. Gen. Bill Caldwell. "I also think, deep down, it is a love 
for their other paratroopers." 

In July, amputee program manager Chuck Scoville of Walter Reed told a congressional 
committee that amputations accounted for 2.4 percent of all wounded in action in the Iraq war -
twice the rate in World Wars I and II. Ptc. Perez is one of about 160 Iraq and Afghanistan war 
veterans who have passed through Walter Reed's amputee patient program. The military says it 
does not track the number who choose to stay in the service. "It isn't something that historically 
we've had to deal with a whole lot," says Lt. Col. Frank Christopher, the surgeon for the 82nd 
Airborne. 

Today, Pfc. Perez looks every bit the paratrooper - tall, in ripped-ab shape and serious-looking. 
His uniform is sharply creased, his maroon beret sits at a precise angle above one eye and the 
black leather boot on his good leg gleams with a mirror shine. The only thing that sets him apart 
at a glance is the white running shoe on his prosthetic leg. 

Pfc. Perez has to go before another medical fitness board to determine whether he will be 
allowed to jump again. He also must pass the fitness test for his age -run two miles in less than 
16 minutes and do at least 42 push-ups and 53 sit-ups in two-minute stretches. 

For now, he must be content with a job maintaining M-16s and M-4s, machine guns and grenade 
launchers in his company's armory. But his dream is to attend the grueling Army Ranger school 
at Fort Benning, Ga., a serious challenge to even the most able-bodied soldier. 
"I got a lot of things to do," he said. 111 want to do as much as I can, as much as they'll let me." 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: 

FROM: 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
The Honorable Colin Powell 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsf el~ 

SUBJECT: Afghan Security Forces Update 

Dear Mr. President, 

November 30, 2004 

As we discussed yesterday, 1 will begin sending these updates every two weeks in 

this shorter format. 

Respectfu 11 y, 

A11ach 
11122104 Afghan Security Forces Updatr 

DHR:ss 
112404-9 

osn 19o9a-04 
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• Ministry of Interior Forces 

- National Police 

- Highway Police 

- Border Police 

- Criminal Investigator Police 

- Counter Narcotics Police 

• Ministry of Defense Forces 

- Afghan National Army Corps 

- Afghan Air Corps 

- Intermediate Commands 

AfPhan Security_Forces 
o.. - •• 1111 

Trained & Equipped 

30,462 

Trained & Equipped 

15,523 

45,985 

Note: ANA totals dropped because of attrition 

Data As of: 22 Nov 04 
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Interior Forces-Proiection 
•1111 

Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, Equipped) Policing Units on hand over time 

Security 
Force 
Element 

National 
Police (1) 

Highway 
Police 

Border (2) 
Police 

Counter
Narcotics 
Police 

Notes: 

Trained 
NLT Dec 05 

40,430 

8,000 

12,000 

1,570 

22-Nov-04 1-Feb-05 1-May-05 1-Aug-05 

68o/o 

67°/o 

(3) 

1-Sep-05 

1. Meeting of the lnteragency Police Coordination Action Group (IPCAG) on 16 Nov headed by German 
Ambassador Schmidt confirmed the new numbers shown for police. Highway, Counter Narcotics, Criminal 
Investigators and Traffic Police are all in the total figure of SO, 000. 
2. The meeting also directed that the Border Police number to be reduced from 24,000 to 12,000. This is in 
addition to the National Police total of 50,000. The total police is 62,000. 
3. 100010 Manned and Trained by 1 Jan 06, but equipping will lag behind. 

Data As of: 22 Nov 04 
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·han Armed F orces-Proiection 
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Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, Equipped) Army Units on hand over time 

Afghanistan 
Security 

I Endstate 
Forces 
Elements 
Ministry of 
Defense I 3,000 
General Sta 

Corps 43,000 

Air Corps 3,000 

Sustaining 
I 21,000 

Institutions 

Data As of: 22 Nov 04 

I 22-Nov•04 I 1-Feb-05 I 1-May.05 I 

48% 

41% 
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1-Aug-05 I 1..Jan .. 06 I 1·Apr·07 

47°/o 

40°,4 

51% 

63% 

Legend 

• 70-100 % OF REQUIREMENT 

D 40-69 % OF REQUIREMENT 

• 39 % OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 5 



Coalition Co, 

OEF & ISAF = 42 Countries 
Albania 22 Denmark 
Australia 4 Egypt Ireland 
Austria 3 Estonia Italy 
Azerbaijan 22 Finland Jordan 
Belgium 615 France Korea 
Bulgaria 42 Georgia Lat\1a 
Canada 1014 Gennany 2,~(}1 Lithuania 
Croatia 50 Greece 149 Luxembourg 
Czech Rep 20 Hungary 140 Macedonia 

A -- han Fort:ofOta:8a' ·:a,:rftC ~~f 
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11% 

Data As of: 22 Nov 04 • Coalition Forces • US Forces • Afgflan Forces 

14 
10 

534 
174 
210 

11 
49 
10 

Mongolia 17 Spail 
Netherlands 472 Swee 
New Zealand 8 Swit 
Norway 254 TurkE 
Poland 119 UK 
Portugal 47 USA 
Romania 564 
Slovakia 66 

14% 

21% 

• Coalition Forces • us For 
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November 11, 2004 

T-OL\/0\5~19 

TO: Doug Feith 
l:S-\)1~ 

CC: Gen Dick Myen 

FROM: r · ' 
) 

' .. 
SUBJECT: Moo of Argentina 

, J 

I spoke to the MoD of Argentina oo November 10. He said: 

• He Jooked forward to seeing me io South America this next week 
·,,,, 

• Argentina wanted to work on exercises with our armies. 

• He has instructions to talk to me about what he thinks about the coalition in 

Haiti. 

• . He looks forward to talking about our mutual interests in the Hemisphere. 

I need to know more infonnatioo about what he is talking about io temis of 

exercises - what we've done, what he might want to do- before I meet with him 

there. 

Thanks. 

DHR:cll 
111104-)0 

Policy Executive Secretariat Note 

November 29, 2004 

• • • ••• •. • •. • ••. •. • •••• •. •. •• •••. • • •• • • • 1 Captain Marrion, 

Please respond by I I J /~ Lot{ The talking. points included in the CY 200~ 
---,------Defense Ministerial of the Americas OASD!lSA ~np 

book for SecDefs meeting with the Argentine Minister 
of Defense addressed the snowflake issues. 

J ri '~ ~~~tj-
~artlett 

FOd& ~~ Director . 
Policy Executive Secretariat 
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'FOR OFFICIAL ffSE 6rfLY 

TALKING POINTS FOR ARGENTINA 

Bilateral with Mr. Jose Pampuro, Minister of Defense 
Addressed as: Mr. Minister PAMPURO [pronounced ·'pahm-POO-row"] 

16 November 2004, 2:00-2:30 PM 

, Your troops (640 in flood-wrecked Gonaives) are performing admirably in Haiti. 

o They persevered in their security mission, even though they lost all their 
personal effects in the flood and were up to their waists in mud. 

, I am keeping an eye on Haiti. It's bleak, and seems to be deteriorating. 

o MG Lugani [ chief of the Argentine contingent + Deputy Commander of the 
UN force, MINUST AH] impressed the team I sent to Haiti. 

o My team recommended we try to help MINUST AH with information and in 
improving situational awareness. That sounds like a good idea. 

o l expect GEN Craddock will visit Haiti shortly. We also plan to -send a NEW 
HORJZONS humanitarian engineering exercise in February. 

o The UN ought to hurry up and get all the forces promised in place (6,700 
troops authorized, 3,100 in place). It is hard to see how the Government can 
govern ifMINUSTAH doesn't have troops to provide basic security. 

o Reconstituting the Haitian Army is a bad idea. And integrating ex-military 
into the police may create more problems than it solves, unless very stringent 
conditions can be met. MINUSTAH's job is to provide security while the 
police are rebuilt. 

o There are two Haiti scenarios of especial concern to the US: 1) a humanitarian 
crisis, such as mass starvation or massacres, and 2) a mass migration. 

• Our countries have a strong military-to-military relationship based on peacekeeping. 

o At the 2002 Santiago ministers meeting, I proposed working with Latin 
America to build up regional peacekeeping capabilities. 

o We are building this idea into a global approach (GPOJ). 

• I appreciate your personal efforts to get legislation so U.S. servicemen have 
immunities while on exercises in Argentina. 

F()f< "PPl~fAL t,~'3 t,NLY 
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PrJft rJPPl(INL t55E r,t~L i 

o I know it's a tough sell ... not to mention ArticJe 98. 

o But it would be a shame if exercises such as UNIT AS fell by the wayside 
because of this. We want to keep working with Argentina. 

• J hear MERCOSUR is discussing ideas for a new regional security arrangement. 

o The Central Americans are making strides with their arrangement, the 
Conference of Central American Armed Forces. SOUTH COM is an observer, 
and we've been able to support that effort. 

o Where do you see this heading? 

o Might such a regional arrangement provide the political cover to seek 
temporary immunities for US troops in countries with no Article 98? 

• A new priority for us is science and technology cooperation with the Southern Cone. 

o GEN Kem just visited the new Army Material Command science office in 
Buenos Aires. I have high hopes for it. This is good for both countries. 

o Our new Office of Naval Research bureau in Chile has only been up a year and 
is already delivering interesting results. 

• What are your thoughts for the Ministerial? 

o I have heard from many of our colleagues about their concern over the nexus 
between terrorists, drugs, and organized crime gangs. 

o In Quito, I intend to highlight the importance of clearly defini11g and 
coordinating the roles of military and Jaw enforcement. 

o I understand Colombia will have the same message 

• Without clear responsibilities and good coordination, you risk leaving seams 
that terrorists, traffickers, and criminal gangs can exploit. 

POft OPPleIAL t'JSE 6NLY 
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December 1,2004 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld _3 ___ ,.,. ~ 
SUBJECT: A Patriot 

Mr. President-

You'll want to read this about Mayor Daley's son, Patrick. As you will note, he is 

a supporter of yours and says it right out to the press! 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
Sneed, Michael. "He Wants to Serve His Country," Chicago S1m-Tinu!s, November 30,2004 

DHR:dh 
120104-5 
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'He Wants To Serve His Country' 

Chicago Sun-Times 
November 30,2004 

'He Wants To Serve His Country' 

By Michael Sneed, Sun-TimesColumnist 

Mayor Daley's only son, Patrick, has joined the Army during a time of war. 

He reports to active duty as an enlisted soldier in the Army's regular airborne infantry. 

Page 1 of2 

His activation date: between Christmas and New Year's. His destination: presumably North Carolina's 
Ft. Bragg. His final destination?lt could lead him to Iraq or Afghanistan within a year. 

"He wants to serve his country," said a Sneed source, "He's a patriot. It's just that it's a pretty dangerous 
time to be doing so. His father is very proud but his mother, Maggie, is nervous as any mother would be. 
It's a pretty honorable thing to sign up in a time of war." 

Earned MBA 

Tn an exclusive interview with the Sun-Times, Patrick Daley -- who recently graduated with honors from 
the University of Chicago's MBA program and could have pursued lucrativejob offers·· told Sneed 
why he made the decision. 

"lt's been in the back of my mind for some time," said Patrick Daley, one of Mayor Daley's four 
children, including Nora, Elizabeth and a second son. Kevin, who died. "I left West Point during my 
freshman year when I was 18 years old and always remembered their motto, 'Duty, Honor and Country.' 
But Twas so young and not really old enough to understand what it really meant. But I know now. 

"T suppose when you're 18 years old •• as Twas at West Point -- you're selfish and T didn't want to devote 
JO years to an uncertain future. Tt took me a while to learn that there's also a virtue in selflessness.And I 

believe that virtue is to serve your country. And the values of West Point are still with me." 

So what turned him around? 

"l suppose you could say that one defining moment was Sept. 11 and the nightmare at the World Trade 
Center. I had flown into New York the night before because I had worked there for Bear Steams. But T 
was frustrated, T didn't know how T could help. I didn't know what I could do, so I gave blood and 
volunteered at a hospital. 

Decided in grad school 

"But it was really last fall when I decided I wanted to serve my country by joining the military. It wasn't 
that anything special was happening.Twas still in graduate school. But it had always been in the back of 
my mind. And before I knew it, it was in the forefront. I graduated from the University of Chicago in 
June and could have gone into investment banking or private equity, but it didn't surprise anyone when l 
told my close friends T wanted to join the military. 

"I'm 29 and on the old side to go into the military but not too old." 

11-L-0559/0SD/27967 
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'He Wants To Serve His Country' Page 2 of 2 

Patrick Daley's father and uncles were young men during the Vietnam War. "Although my family has a 
history of serving in the military reserve, I will be the first person in my family to go active." 

Patrick Daley decided to enlist rather than enter service through officers training. 

"In the military, doors go up and out rather than down," he said. "It's a close bet that I may make a career 
out of the military. and it's better to start at the bottom. But 1 can tell you one thing: My family wasn't 
surprised" 

So did Patrick Daley have the biggest <.:olkction of G.I. foes? Was he a big fan of war movies? Did he 
play soldier as a kid? "T suppose some of that is true, but I will tdl you that J always enjoyed military 
history," said Patrick Daley, who graJuated from Mount Cannel High School before finishing his 
undergraduate degree at the University of lllinois. 

It's no secret among Patrick Daley's close friends rhal he was a big supporter of President Bush. "Well, 
that's true," he said. "ljust hope that I can be of service." 

So is he scared? 

"Look. I have friends in Iraq and Afghanistan. They te11 me it isn't as bad as you read in the press, that 
much in those countries is working and that we are making progress." 

Mayor suppot·tive 

So how do his parents feel? 

"Dad is very supportive and mom is <loingjust what mothers are supposed to do. worrying about her 
son." 

In the end, Patrick Daley found a way to fulfill his view of public service. "There are many paths of 
service·· policeman. fireman, political and the military -- but it's an al]-vQ]unteer era. J've ahvays 
wanted to find a way to serve ... just like my grandfather and my father. Think Qf it. It's amazing. I get 
to serve my country." 

11-L-0559/0SD/27968 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Stephen J. Hadley 

f t_@j 

"'"" 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Broadcasting 

December 1,2004 

Someone ought to take a look at the Broadcasting Board of Governors and the 

International Broadcasting Bureau. V 
CX) 

My impression is that it gets money fiom Congress, but it is deadlocked and not () 

functioning well. Apparently, it is a free-standing agency assigned to work on an 

important matter. Is anyone paying attention to it? 

What do you think? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
120104-1 3 

reiuo 
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i TO: VADM Jim Scavridis 
I 

irROM: 
i 

.Donald Rumsfcld ~ 
i SUBJECT: Afghanislan Update Brief 

August 27, 2004 

i We probably ought to update rhis Afghanistan Straregi.: Update brief, After 1 

1 
receive 11n updated version, we ought 10 plan to give it lo the President. the PC or 

! an NSC al some point 

I Thanks. 
' I 
IA1tncli. ( ) 
: ll/2J/04 Afgh11nistan $1n11e~ic Update c,,,</'~ 
' 6 
I 

' I l)Hf\:Jb 
I LJJll(M•ll lU """""'"'.\.d•>< 
i 
1······································································••, 
;Pleau respond by q} ,o /-oy ~ ,R-

11-L-0559/0SD/27970 
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' ,.FROM: 
! 
ISUHJECT: 
t 

V ADM Jim Siavridis 

Donald Rumsfeld vi..., 
Afghanistan Update Brief 

August 27, 2004 

! We probably ought lo update this Afghanistan Strategic Update brief. After I 

i receive an updated version. we ought to plan 10 give it 10 the President. the PC or 

i an NSC at some point. 

I 
!Thank.s:. 
l 
I Attnch ) 

8123.'04 Mgh1111is1en S1ra1cg1c Update ( ~ f"jy; 
. b"") - · 
i f)HRdll 
I OUJfi<.I) '""""'P"'••.l.d·" 

' 
!········································································ ' 
; Pleau respond b)' ____ q'-'-}_1_0_.J'--0__,_y ______ _ 
! 
! 
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AFGHANISTAN STRATEGIC UPDATE 

23 August 2004 

8E8/5Jf!ff!REL GCTF 1 
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/ ~ 

FUGO 

Aucusf 13, l004 

TO: Paul Butler i;, V 
FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 14 

:~:::,::::::~.~::b,tldon't=<mbuwhoga,e;l\o ,J { a, U 
me. It was not from this recent trip, but I believe it was from someone in the US. 

It was not presented to me by the person directly, because it would not fit on the 

plane. 

J would like to see the thank you lerter that was prepared. If it isn't good enough, I 

want to dictate another one. 

Thanks. 

OtlR:d, 
01131)4.l (u-l.&x 

•...••..•••..••......... ......•......••...••••..•••..••....•••...•..•••. , 

Pl~ase respond by _ _ _ 'i_,/"""_{ ..... t ... /_l>_.'f ____ _ _ _ _ 

F8'ti8 

11-L-0559/0SD/27973 

,J.-..,.k, yw 1~~,, 
o..~cl,.,,c/. 

v/~ r 

1-f C, ( bre~ t-r,j 
I tj/~ 
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- .... , . - .. 

THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

His Excellency Dali J azi 
Minister of National Defense 
Republic. of Tunisia 

Dear Mr. Minister: 

APR 5 DM 

I enjoyed our recent meeting at the Pentagon and I 
look forward to continued cooperation between our two 
countries. 

The beautiful mosaic arrived in perfect condition, 
and I do thank you for presenting me with such a 
memorable gift. 

Thank you as well for the nice medallion and the 
book, Mosaics of Roman Tunisia. You were very kind to 
remember me with such thoughtful gifts. 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

\ 

OSD 04852.04 
11-L-0559/0SD/2797 4 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Pete Pace 

Donald Rumsfdd 17~ 
SUBJECT: Travel 

F8e:T8 

I would like you folks to limit travel for the period ahead. 

August 9,2004 

We have a lot of things we need to get done and that need senior level thought and 

attention if we are going to get closure on them. It concerns me that so many of 

the four of us are gone so often. 

Thanks. 

DH!blh 
080904-4 

··~······································································ 
Please respond by ________ _ 

.,.,~mo 
OSD 19275-04 
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August 2, 2004 

TO: Pau1 But1er 
V ADM Jim Stavridis 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Force Deployment Rules 

Please set a meeting with Myers, Pace, Chu, Abell, Schoomaker and Brownlee to 

discuss this memo from David Chu. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
7/30/04 ASD(P&R) memo to SecDefre: Force Deployment Rules for Operations IRAQI 

FREEDOM AND ENDURING FREEDOM 

DHR:dh 
080204-1 

..................................................•..................... , 
Please respond by q <;/u'f 

OSD 19276-04 
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PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS 

/ .... - -.. ,\ 

UN DER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE/ / , ,/ 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON / /y\. 

WASHINGTON, O .C . 20301 ·4000 / 'f\\ U 
ACTION MEMO ry_, 

July 30, 2004, 1300 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: UNDER SE~Y OF DEFENSE, PERSONNEL AND READINESS 
· t-t-f(.;i< v · (? • ( } A,z "-"" ,-.:~ J5 .:7,-~. .,? 9 

SUBJECT: Force D~ ent Rules for Operations IRAQI FRE?ooM and ENDURING 
FREEDOM 

The following summarizes for the deployment rules used to source active duty and reserve 
forces. 

Active Component Forces 

• Dwell Time: a minimum 1: 1 ratio of deployed time (in support of any contingency 
operation) to home station time. Whenever possible, forces are chosen based upon longest 
dwell time. ~ 

• Forces assigned to other Combatant Commanders may be used if risk is acceptable.~,' .J 

• Units will deploy at required readiness levels. C,, 
o Units wi~h less than req~ired readiness ratings m~y be used ~f required training can be ( < / 

accompltshed, or the unit can be cross-leveled with appropnate personnel and . ····-~···· ·· 
equipment. ,,_ r J . ,.., P i .rn) J · 

~rt ·. 9~ ; {(\;iu 
• Time in theater guidelines differ for each Service. \ ' 

o Army: Units (not soldiers) will serve one-year boots on the ground (BOG). BOG is 7 
defined as when the~ot individuals) arrives in the OIF/OEF \ 
AOR ( e.g., arrival in Kuwait). The Joint Staff has defined BOG as "the window of 
time a unit (main body) physically arrives in theater until the window of time the unit 
physically departs the theater. 11 

o Marine Corps: Marine units below Regimental/Group level deploy for seven months. 
Regimental/Group Headquarter.sand above deploy for twelve months. The Marines 
volunteer their OIF/OEF forces as a "surge" capability if the on-ground situation 
requires more forces . · 7 

0 
11-L-05~SD/27977 
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o Air Force: The Air Force rotates personnel in accordance with its Air Expeditionary 
Force (AEF) cycle. Beginning September 2004, the baseline deployment will be 120 
days in a 20-month cycle. Each Airman deploys only once during a cycle, although 

1 / so~-~e~~a!tte~ __ -.vil_l_~g11.oy Ion~~ Some 
~ deployment ruleshave been modified at the unit level to increase volunteerism or 

provide stability in key missions, (e.g. senior personnel rotations in the Combined Air 
Operations Center are for 1 year). 

o Navy: The Fleet Response Plan (FRP), calls for surge capability to meet global 
requirements while moving away from traditional scheduled/longer deployments. 
Currently, CNO deployment goals are 6 months portal to portal with 12 months in a 
non-deployed status. -... 

• Alternative sourcing is considered before re-deploying active forces in violation of above 
( criteria or service guidelines. Options include: 

() { 1p} ' o Can COCOM handle the task with forces already in country, with a gap? 
O\j~.\,fl. o Can the in-country force be extended without violating "boots on ground" criteria? 
0 o Can host nation (Iraqi/ Afghani) and coalition support be used? ----l'(J~ "~', 

r.:<- o Can the duty be outsourced and supported by a contractor? r 
J .. "'"\? o Can similar specialties from other Services support the requirement? + 

\·_,..,., o Can other geographic Commanders' forces be used without undue risk? 1· 

} 

• Low Density/High Demand (LD/HD) assets are closely managed under the Global 
Military Force Policy to preserve their capabihty to respond to emerging crises. Before an 
asset is tasked above levels sustainable without significant adverse effects, Joint Staff 
asks: 
o Can another asset be substituted or lower-priority/exercises joint experiments be 

canceJled? 
o Can a Prepare to Deploy Order (PTDO) minimize excessive deployments, while 

maintaining home-station training? 
o Can the asset support one AOR, but be quickly re-ro11ed into another AOR during a 

crisis? 

Reserve Component Forces 

• Activate Reserve component forces only after determining that it is both prudent and 
judicious to do so. 
o Voluntary duty- no restrictions on tour duration. 
o lnvoluntary duty - .maximum of 24 ~e months. 

• Involuntarily recalling the Individual Ready Reserve only after considering Selected 
Reserve members & volunteers. 

11-L-0559/0SD/27978 
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• Second or subsequent involuntary recalls - previous service (length & nature) is 
considered and the maximum break between tours is provided (1 in 6 planning factor 
considered). 

• Maximize Predictability- mobilization orders to be provided in a timely manner 
(minimum of 30 days prior to active duty report date). 

• Training when mobilized - members may not be mobilized solely for the purpose of 
} training, but training related to the mobilization mission is permitted. (Legislative relief 

being requested) . 

....... -·--~, 
• _

1

Mem~~tained on active duty only as Jong as absolutely necessary. 

L/' 
• Members taking leave prior to release from active duty are voluntarily retained to use 

accrued leave. 

General Observations 
• These rules evolved in response to changing needs since September 11 , 2001 . They are 

therefore likely to evolve further. The rules recognize that this is an all-volunteer force; 
equitable sharing of our burden is essential to retaining today's volunteers and attracting 
their future replacements: 

• Upon your confirmation of these rules, we will publish the associated implementing 
guidance. 

Decision 

Schedule meeting to discuss __ / ___ Proceed without further discussion -----

l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: Paul Mayberryi .... ___ __, 

11-L-0559/0SD/27979 
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August 2,2004 

TO: Steve Cam bone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ t Y,r r 
SUBJECT: Guidelines for Agency Review 

Have you ever heard of this set of guidelines for handling CIA review of our 

speeches and papers? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
7-04 Guidelines for Handling External Request for Agency Review of Speeches and Papers 

L>HR:dh 
080204-~ 

·································-······································· 
Please respond by ---------

AUG 4 2004 

~,1< 

OSD 19279-04 
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• 

• 

• 

GujdeJjnes for HandHng External Requests for 
Agency Review of Speeches and Papers 'ttfr 

Last January, we formalized and implemented policy and procedures on 
how to handle requests for Agency clearance of official speeches and 
other draft papers. We have just completed a six-month review to adjust 
and validate the procedures and will soon be ready to release some updated 
guidance. However, the basic tenets of the guidance will remain the same, 
and this is a good time to issue a reminder. It is important to remember 
that a request is looking for Agency clearance and not personal opinion. It 
is imperative that we get each request into the Agency process. Each of 
us has a responsibility to ensure that every request is vetted properly. We 
have asked our customers to send requests via the DCI Operations Center; 
however, that has not always been the case, and some requests have been 
submitted directly to Agency officers. If such a request comes to you, you 
are responsible for getting it Into the proper process - via the DCI Operat ions 
Center. If a request seems unusual or out ot the ordinary, please make sure 
that you Inform your chain of command. 

If asked by senior government officials - Undersecretary and above - to 
review speeches or other draft papers to be placed in the public domain, 
the fol lowing procedures must be adhered to : 

• Immediately contact the EA/DOI via the DC I Operations Center 
(703·482-7551) that a request has been submitted for formal 
review of a speech or article. 

• Provide a copy of the draft to the DCI Operations Center tor 
appropriate distribution and documentation. 

• The official Agency response to the request will be prepared by 
the EA/DOI, in conjunction with the on-duty EA/DDO, and passed 
to the requester via the DCI Operations Center with a tile copy to 
the DAC. 

• The officer receiving the request should not provide the Agency 
response. 

v 

tED 39~6941D 7•04 
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POGO J.,t" 
~ 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Drug Problem in Afghanistan 

Let's get a major plan going for the drug problem in Afghanistan 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080204-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by --=-8-+-/70~,I--JJ f)""-'1_,__ __ 

I I + 

August 2, 2004 

f,-~(P116 
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August 2,2004 

TO: Paul McHale 
VADM Jim Stavridis 

cc: Doug Fei th 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Wiring for Homeland Security Counci l to OSD 

I don' t know what the problem is, but I am disconnected from the Department of 

Homeland Security and from the Homeland Security Council. The National 

Security Council knows that I am the member of the NSC, that it is my office that 

should get contacted, and that we decide in my office who will participate in the 

meetings. 

But with respect to Homeland Security Counci l and the Department of Homeland 

Security, we have gotten off on a different foot. Everyone thinks it is Paul 

Mc Hale who is the member of the Council, and we never even get notified or 

copied. 

1 want to end it immediately. Something is fundamentally wrong with the system. 

J want somebody to take the time to contact those people, talk to them, get their 

systems changed, and get it completely reversed, so that the principal point of 

contact in the Department of Defense is my office. I would like a report back no 
~ 

later than tomorrow when that has happened-that the rewiring has taken place for 

::::~:nts, phone calls, svrc, meetings, whatever.~ 

// ~~ DBR:dh 
080204-6 

--~/. j 
•••••••••••••••••••• I. I ••• I • • A~.-~, .......................... "J ..... , 
Please respond by o · 

FAT llil 
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TO: SECDEF 3 August 2004 

FROM: VADM JIM STAVRIDIS 

SUBJ: HOMELAND SECURITY CONNECTION 

1. Sir, on the general issue ofDoD connectivity to OHS and the HSC, 
Paul McHale and I have met and are working all our contacts to 
ensure fu11 connectivity at the appropriate level - decided by YOU -
in future interactions. We have strongly emphasized that our office 
is the principal point of contact in DoD for all documents, phone 
calls, SVTC, and meetings. Both HSC and DHS have 
acknowledged this. We've also emphasized the need for advance 
notice! 

a. I called Dr. Hadley's office and clarified it with them. 

b. Paul has called Fran Townsend and clarified it with her. He has 
also spoken with the new Deputy at Homeland Security 
Council, Mr. Rapuano. Everyone is very clear on the need to 
loop DoD in general and you in particular up front so we make 
conscious and correct decisions about who is participating in 
any given interaction. 

2. On the specific issue of the call on Saturday to which you were 
added late, there were two problems: 

a. HLS began the call at 1600, but did not request DoD 
participation until 1620. This issue of late notification will be 
addressed by the measures above. 

b. We did experience some communication issues in hooking you 
into the call once it was clear what was going on. There were 
difficulties with a cell phone carried by Mr. Cirrelli. I've 
persona11y met with Cables and Communication folks to ensure 
there will not be any repetition. 

3. I'm confident this will not be a problem in the future, and Paul and I 
are tracking closely to ensure it runs smoothly . 

. I J~ 

v{ ·~ 

11-L-0559/0SD/27984 ·~j 
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TO: Paul Butler 
VADM Jim Stavridis 

CC: Doug Feith 

71(,:-.~ 

F9'ef9 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld p jL 
SUBJECT: Drugs in Afghanistan 

August 3, 2004 

l would like to have a meeting with Mary Beth Long and Doug Feith to talk about 

drugs in Afghanistan. 

Please make a note that when I go to Afghanistan, one of the things I want to focus 

on is the drug situation, what we are doing and why we aren't doing more. 

Thanks. 

DIIRdh 
080304-15 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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August 4,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~-

SUBJECT: Article 

Please get this entire article from the August 9 issue of New York magazine. 

Thanks. 

Allach. 
Mailer, Norman. New Yorkmagazine, August 9 ,2004, p. 34-35 

DHR:dh 
080404-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

oso 19284-04 
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T elephomJ {b J(SJ 

Facsimile I._ _____ ____. 

OAT£: q \ t, TIME: 

TO= J<Y"f (!_..L- Lr_)(6_) _____ ___, 

FROM; Hary MARSHALL 

NUMBER OF PAGES (INCLUDING THIS PAGE) ~ 

Subject: A,J~ "vl~ 
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more to lake o,·cr the world with mili
tacy force_ 

NM Can it be that Iraq is telling us 
asmuch? 

JBM ut' s go bade to 1'i¥ the Republi
cans selected N:M' York for the conwn
tim.Doyou think they s!.ill havehopes.of 
cashingin on the mcmoryof9/ll? 

NHAcoupteofyemago,NewYorkmay 
ha,·c seemed liJe the pedect: place to go; 
the event had been so l:nwmatic.And the.re 
is a lai:ge political profit i n offering emo-
tiooal closure to a national nigbtmllre like 
the f8ll o.fthc Twin Towers. NinHleven 
feiled tlie two mostopalesomt pillarsofthe 
American economy Italso atta:kedtheim~ 
plicit81lsump&n thatifyau worlcmfor the 
corporation, )'OU were pit of & [11,.'W upper 
class. Tu offi!r an analogy, let us suppclSC 
thi!t in the se11enteenth renttuy. V-1les 
had been m.ed snd sar.bdovemight by lilt~ 
ter,.day Huns. Fr.mcc w:ul.d have been 
emotionally gutted. So itwas ltittl us.After 
an, those 'Iwin Towers spo• of Alnerb's 
phallichegemonyintbeworldevenasVer- * 
sailles decl.ami the divine right lfkinp. ,..______ ---,&,,1,,--

anAmerican malefeltgeldedbytbe 
event. Equally, the average American Rumsfeld 
housewife \\'8.$ desolated by theterrifying • 
Jl0SS1'bilitythat.onecouldworktbrya3Sto JS the o-1..,.one 
buildafamj)yandb-eitallinanbour.How fthat'l..llJ 
could the Republican~ nur chmsc New O COVell 
Yorkasthcplacetaroldtheirconvcntion'f Pd call an 
Giwn the heroic deatm d:the New Yorn. 
firemen:indpolire, thesin!willabo~ honorable man. 
to working-cla .. .., votes. The Republicans Of that h 1 
willcertainlYoot faiho mal<e tl:ie conntc· W: 01e 
tion that ili.e protesten. are besmirehingthe I! g 1-.. ...... , 
mem.otyof9/11.Butaa,upleof}<earsha.w 8D , IE S 
gtine by. and v,e've also learned that lhcrc e 0~ ly one 
are a few things wro1ig about the pi.cture Ill 
we've~ of9/~l. ~ newset or ronspiracy '\lUO seems 
theones are building. There arejm.t too a} 
many facts t::a-:are not readily explicable. re to me. 

Ma.-andJohn 
Buffalo all 
oummerlVhtel in 
Maine, in 1979. 

llrnn, --

.,._ !Ji>W'l'ORKMETRO.COM 11-L-0559/0SD/27988 

Then: n1ay well be mom a&.- the oom'ffl
tion for the protest mo,·ementto 1o:it into 
9/u with some critical incisiveness. I an 
no longer aronspiratorialist-l spent t.oo 
many years wandering around in the "by-
11'/ayS of the Wanm R.epon.. 8Jt there are 
clemCtltS here wbicli. are not easy to eitpWn. 
I doo'tbelieve for amomentdlere was di
rect complicity. In America, we don'tgo in 
as.)'Ctforrnajorpolmcalcoups-tllere's too 
much to lose l'or the powens dmt re, and 
we are s~ii; ademotndicsociety. But there 
ffl\Y ha,·cbeenasentiment.:in theadminia
tration-let tbem scream and squeal over 
:bsone-tbatma,ybethe worst thin~ .in the 
'MJrld might not be that we sulfur a disaster. 
Pearl Harbor. after all, galvanir.ed America. 
WdhrutPcarl Harbor, wemigbtnever haw 
bee1:abletDgotowarin thecompanyofthe 
Russians.. Indeed, Roosm:ltwas accum:1 ri 
kno'"ing about Pearl Hatbor in advance 
and \\-elcoming jt, Well,J 'WOUldn't go that 
far. I d:n 'tthink the admini">tr.ationknew 
that the World Thule Centerwas R(lingto 
l:e a1tackt'd. Still, someudutbings did hap
pen that day. Immensely cd:i'. 1l1ere was 
lilD1'e thar.unbeliw.i.bleinefficiency.l doo 't 
know that the9/ll CommiBllldid aD 
they could with that. They were deter
minL't:l,after afl, to bri~ in 8 unanitr.OllS 
report. That al\\. means that the radical 
end~are cutotf1 It's like playing~,vith-, 
out the aces, ldngs, and queens, the twos, 
threes, and 1hc foms. 

JIM Whathappcn,;ifihere\ a terrorist 
attack between now and the ele::tim? 

NM I d:n 't know whether it'll benefit 
Kerry or B1!h Tha.t5 har<l to detide. Hush 
has been saying to America: "I've made 
America more sea.Jre_ l'l'Crrede America 
safer: He could be lu1badlyby a laq.,.>eat:
t.ack. OD the other hand, there is a~ 
jerk reflex .in Americans to rallv behind 
1he presidentwhcu there's a~
So, I canl pretcndto knowlhe anwcr. 

JBM Starti.ngwith the WTO protest in 
Seattle in '9!f. a culture has fonnL'tl ; 
ar01md the anti-corporate,anti-global- ~ 
ization, anti-Bush movcm-:nt, Where do 1! 
you think it'sgoing?where should it go? ~ 

HM A good many peopleoftherignt,. not 
flag coll!lel'Vll!ives but I rue conservatives, 
can feel in aroJtd. with Ir8'l and women ;o 

on the left.cmcmnirgone deepfeeling. it 
is that the corporation~arc stifling our o 
lives.NotonlyecotlOlllicaily, whereCl:lrpo- i 
rations can claim, arguably, that they brhlg 8 
prosperity (arnf:rankly, rm certainly not 

schooled enough in economics to argue ~ 
that point pn, or con), but I can 511,)' the 
corporation is bad for us acsthcticalh· 
speaking, OJltUial..lyspealdng, spiritually : 
speaking. Just contemplate thcirmas.mit' 1 

empty architecture, their ma~.{iveempha• f 
sis on TV commercials, which are a : 



cxcq>tion, octlly enough, and by this I'll I products for the same teal moDe)', 
prc:.tably antagoruze a good many people, . JBM Well. I agi:ee we're fig~g a spir
is Donald Rum.~·fe!d. C5£ that whofc gaoi, 1tual war against the oxp:ira.ti.<n. And 

an}thing, but he does believe in what he rnakesureyou havejobsandfood." What 
a;s. It isn't as if h1.: searches for the m::z:t. lhcy'n.: oll'eringisstability. What we'reof
useful resJXlnse he can come up with a; the fering is a deeper quality ct'lite. 
mmant. to wield or savehio power. He's HMToWinthiswarwill takca:Ieastso 
inteoosred in his ideas fir:<;t. The (DK is year:sandaprofollnd reiohtialinAmeri-
subservienttothe ideas. can values. We'd hr,,to gct.twavfrom ma-

JRl\1 What makes you say that'! nipul.ation. Whatwe've ~nowi.t a species 
NM~o,e hes real Hcmirls. He does- of eoonomk; political, an<l spiritual brain

n't weigh his words. Ihomething lf1*s washrg, vast.lysuperior10theoldSovie!s, 
h.imangry,he' sangiy. 11· somcthingpleases \,\,h)wereerufle;sly crude intheir attmp:s. 
him, hesnuk Ifne hasdoubtsubouthow O.ir govtrmnental and corporate leaders 
the situntion is going, he expresses those ,u-c nu:h more sul±l.e. Rc1m:mberyears 
doubts. In that sa-ee, he's the only one of .ig:i, when you were around is, you were 
that coven fd ~llmhoncrahleman. Let ~ashirt111atsaidm.i'SsYonit? And 
1111.: emphasize: I randi.agne tutallywith I said, "Not only do you spend money to 
people [ con~ider honoro:1ble. But never buy the &hilt, but you ulso advertise the 
have I seen an admiiiiitr.iliorthat h,~, had, company that sold it toyoU:' And. you siud, 

~~ 

empire-building. He lwd nothing to Dffer 
but wodd conquest. So, if b.:'s n.:clcctcd, 
what wil he do if things remain b3d in 
Iraq? You1l look back on the Patriot Act as 
being libe!al and gentle. 

JIM I \\~U never look l:a:x. on the P.<1-
tri ot Act as being liberal and gentle. 
While the protests will not hilvc a direct, 
politic:al p.in-

MM You agree with me on that? 
JBM YeS. I feel confidentin sayilqthat 

giventhcparai::netet'liufhuwll'el~be d-f. 
lowed to protest, I don't see m1y way it · 
could hal-e a clrecl political gain.Hmvev
er, I do feel that when yuu'ic out thete, 
and s~ all the different types of people 
who hilvc come together-particularly 
nowwith the mixture cf groups tlR: will 
be~ doget aSell'lethat. the spir
itual revolution may be awakening. Amt 
fhafs the only hop.:, I believe, against the 
total corporatizat:ion of America. 

HM.AU right,butifwe Jase the election, 
it's goi.ngto be a very~ve spirit'llal ed
ucation. I would be much happier if the 
protest nmvcmcnL, rould spread their ac• 
Q\lilie$ o-,-er the rec fourye.m;. I dun'thave 
a great deal ofbopc that most oftbe people 
in"Ohed are mll)· tliinkmg of tbis ele<!tion 
somueb as expreMing theneedtow.nt,. tD 
gain some&df-therapy, and toe:rcpre85 their 
outrage ;;t what's been donem them, pb 
their need to gain power in the countercul· 
ture. lb:rc'sall s::ttsofmotives, some no
ble,somcmeretricious. But it'sap<lortime 
:o exerdseourm:a. drunatiademocra.tic 
privileges. What we do have wcr all the 
year~ to come is tJ-:e confidence that we 
breathe a ~l ellll er spiritual air than the 
greedbags who run our country. and so it 
is not impossible that over decades to 
come, much that webel.iew! in will Jet 
cometo be. a:c I dnnotwish to end on so 
sweet and positive a n:te .. It i ~ better to 
remind ourselves that wisdom is ready to 
mid!. u~ fmn the most unexpected quar
tecs. Here, I c,.io1efrom a man who be
camev.~sealittletoo late in life: 

"Naturally.the common people don't 
want"8", but after an, it is the leaders cf a 
~vbo dctcnnincthe policy, and it is 
alwaJ,'Sa simple matter to drag the people 
along.whether it5sad~oraiiscist 
dictatorship, c.r ap'arlianient, orac ommu
nist dictatorship. Voi~ ornovoi1.1;:, th~peo
plecan alwaysbc brought to the bidding a 
the le.'k.iers. This is easy. All you have tccb 
.istellthemtheyan1: being al:tadaed,and de
nounce the pacifists for lack of patriotism 
and exposing the oount:cy to danger. It 
workB tl1e same in every rountryr:' 

Tirat was Hermann Goering speakin;J 
.tthe Nurembeigtri als after World War 
II. It is one thing tu be forewamed. \'\'"ill 
w-e ever be forearmed? • 
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TO: ADM Vern Clark 

cc; Gen. Dick Myers 
~ &-'6-LN'O 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe ld 'J~~ 
SUBJECT: Navy's Initiatives 

August 4,2004 

Auached is an op-ed by Peter Brookes. It looks to me to be an interesting 

laydown. 

T have not sent the President anything that describes what you have been doing. 

Do you have a brief paper you th ink would be appropriate for me to send him? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Brookes, Peter. "Show of Force." New York Post, August 2,2004, p. 34-35 

DHR:dh 
080404-3 
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Please respond by ----------

fOlJO 
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Show·Of Force 

New York Post 
August 2,2004 

Show Of Force 

By Peter Brookes 

Page I of 2 

Seven American aircraft-carrier strike groups are plying the world's seven seas right now in one of the 
biggest military exercises since the end of the Cold War. 

Officially, it's the first test of the Navy's new strategy, the Fleet Response Plan (FRP). Unofficially, it 
puts America's potential foes on notice: The U.S. Army may be stretched pretty thin at the moment -
but the U.S. Navy isn't. 

It's a bold statement of U.S. power reminisent of one President Teddy Roosevelt sent in 1907 - the 
two-year global circumnavigation by the Great White Fleet. 

Each carrier strike group (CSG) includes one can-ier with 75 aircraft, 4 combat ships, a submarine, 
cruise missiles and 6,500 sailors. No other nation can put to sea - anywhere on earth - such an 
incredible display of military might. 

With China holding its yearly war games off Taiwan, Iran cracking open U.K-sealed nuclear facilities 
and North Korea's continued belligerent nuclear blustering, the exercise, Summer Pulse '04, couldn't 
come at a more important time. 

This exercise is extraordinary. Rarely does the U.S. have more than two of its 12 carriers at sea at any 
one time. That's because American carriers operate on a two-year cycle - six months at sea, followed 
by 18 months in the shipyards in overhaul and in training for its next deployment. 

Under the Navy's new strategy, the smaller, more responsive CSG has replaced the vaunted, behemoth 
aircraft-carrier battle group (which consisted of one carrier, I Oto 15 ships and subs and 10,000 sailors) 
as the Navy's core carrier unit. 

The Pentagon wants to be able to send six CSGs anywhere in the world in less than 30 days. Moreover, 
it plans to have two more CSGs ready within another 90 days to reinforce the first six carriers or relieve 
two of them. 

(Six aircraft carriers - at a minimum -would be needed for a China-Taiwan contingency or a second 
Korean war.) 

But there's more to it than sending 45,000 sailors to sea for the summer, giving a sea trial to the new 
strategy or sending a shot across the bow of potential troublemakers: 

Reassuring Friends and Allies: One of the biggest concerns among America's partners is that U.S. 
military might is over-committed and unavailable if big trouble breaks out beyond Iraq or Afghanistan. 
Could America's involvement in the Middle East and South Asia encourage North Korea to invade 
South Korea or China to coerce Taiwan? 

To dispel these fears, the Navy will operate with friends and allies from the Americas, Europe, Africa, 

11-L-0559/0SD/27991 
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Show Of Force Page 2 of 2 

Australia and Asia during this groundbreaking exercise. In July, for instance, the USS Enterprise and 
USS Truman CSGs operated off the coast of Morocco with 10 other nations in a smaller exercise, 
Majestic Eagle '04. 

Reviving Preemption: Some have suggested that the idea of preemption died with the revelation of the 
intelligence failures over 9/ 11 and Iraqi WMD. But word that the arrow of preemption has vanished 
from our quiver i~just the thing our enemies, especially the terrorists, want to hear. 

America must be able to strike first. 

Of course, accurate intelligence is a must, but it makes no sense for this nation to take the first punch 
like we did on 9/11 . Being able to muster the power of several aircraft carrier task forces at almost a 
moment's notice is a tremendous complication and deterrence to those who threaten us. 

The aircraft carrier provides America's policymakers with 90,000 tons of cold-steel U.S. diplomacy. 
Without firing a single shot, the presence of 4.5 acres of floating, sovereign American territory off the 
coast has made more than one foreign leader think lwice about acting foolishly. At the onset of 
international crises, American presidents often utter the worried words, "Where are the carriers?" 

The Navy's forward-leaningFRP gives the commander-in-chief the opportunity to have naval forces 
available more rapidly than ever before. And though this great nation should always be slow to war, 
when the president needs a big stick, it's good to know the carriers wi ll be there. 

Peter Brookes, a Heritage Foundation senior fellow,is a Naval Academy grad. 

11-L-0559/0SD/27992 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Steve Cam bone 

Paul Butler 

Donald Rumsfeld4' 

Formers 

71..(<-~ 
f E,t,E, 

August 4,2004 

0 i/1 

I want to think about having the former directors of the NSA, NRO, DIA and 

NGA in to talk about intelligence. 

Please get me a Ji st of the Jase four or five in each of those categories, and let me 

look at them. 

Thanks. 

[)HR:dh 
080404- 12 

AUG 

S:><--
~ a fftl-cLJ. 

fL-
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Erin, 

Here is the requested information re: the last 
five former Directors rf NSA. E-mail addresses 
were not currently available. 

Lt Gen Kenneth A. Minihan, USAF (Ret) 
rb)(6) I 

rbre'F William E. Odom, Ur (Ret) 

UNCLAS81FJ[D;;roR OFFICfALUSE ONLY 
11-L-0559/0SD/27994 



Former Directors of the NRO 

The Honorable Robe1i J. Hennann (Dr.) r)(6) I 
The Honorable Edward C. (Pctc)Ald.ridge, Jr. r)(6) I 
The HonorablcMartin C. Paga 

l(b )(6) I 
The Honorable Jeffrey K. Harris 

(b)(6) 

The Honorable Keith R Hall 
l(b)(6) I 

The Honorable Peter B. Teets (current) 

11-L-0559/0SD/27995 



DIA 11-URMER OIRECfORS 
as of 9 Jun 2004 

r~f Ji HARRY E (ED} SJTER, USA 

INCUMBENCY: December 1988· September 1991 

l,I GEN J~MES R, Cif PPER,JR., USAF 
l (b)(6) 

Wqr)s 30l-22]-7300iDirector,NlMA asof 13 September2001) 
j (b)(6) 

[NCUM BEN CY: 18 November 1991 • 3 I AUi:,aust 1995 

INCU¥,BENCY· I September 1995- 15Fcbruary 1996 
Home: l ... \(b_)_{6_) __ __.J 

INCUMBENCY: 16February 1999-27 July 1999 
Homc: l(b)(6) I 
Office-·. -----· 

VICE ADMIRAL THOMAS R. WILSON, USN 

l(b)(6) I 
INCUfBENCY· ?7July 1999· J9July 2002 
Home: ~b)(6) I 

Home: (b )(6) 

Address in Minnesota smning 1 Sept 20()~ 
A TK Precision Systems Group 
tvrNO 1-2080 
5050 Lincoln Drive 

1

,/;fc~~' Minneso,, 5543~1097 

11--L-0559/0SD/27996 



RVG. • 5'. 2004 5 : 36PM N0.467 

NATIONAL GEOSPATIAL•INTEL!LIGENCE AGENCY 

DATE: DIRECTOR'S OFFICE 

Mr . Redmond, next under are th e names of, the two 
farmer directors of NIMA, includin g their addre sses 
and phone numbers as-requested : 

RADM J . J . 
rb)(61 

"Jack" Dantone, us~ 

LTG J'a.mes C King 

NPIC -
Ms , Nao c y Pvo"" 

Mr . Leo Eazlowooct 

l(b)(6) I 
',tr . ?rc:sn k ~uocco 
l(b)(6) 

~o Phone Listed 

DMA 
-;; 

I 

T 
( R e l ) 

(Ret) 

Mai. ten . P.1ilip r,;. ~Uber , USAF (Ret. ) 
(b)(6) 

(Rct) 

'.Jl\CLASS1 :.-'I2~i ,~ 

11-L-0559/0SD/27997 
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August 5, 2004 

TO: Gen. Dick Myers 

CC: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeldjl/l. 

SUBJECT: Offer from Georgia 

The President of Georgia mentioned the possibility of Georgian troops working 

with Azerbaijan and Ukraine to protect UN personnel in Iraq. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080504-3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _ _ _ -_ ____ _ 

FOGO 

11-L-0559/0SD/27998 



TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Larry Di Rita 
Andy Hoehn 

Doug Feith 
Ryan Henry 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: POTUS and GlobaJ Postw-e Review 

August 5,2004 

.l.. - 0 ~ / 0\ 0 l\ q S° 
ES- u:) S \ 

The White House is thinking about the possibility of the President talking a bit 

about the Global Posture Review. The emphasis very likely would be on two 

things : 

1. The good things that accrue to our troops in terms of strain on families and 

the like. 

2. The improved relationships with allies. 

We may be getting asked to provide some assistance in that regard. 

Thank:-.. 

DHR:dh 

080504-7 tJ! s-J C <.\ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 • •••. 
Please respond by _ _ _ -_____ _ 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

l(b )(6) 

LanyDi Rita 
Andy Hoehn 

Doug Feith 
Ryan Henry 

Donald Rumsfeld J¥l 

Augusts, 2004 

I-6t{a\O ~s 
E~,63S\ 

b <,;/ rz,.. 
- t) r ,'"'\err-& (!;ia o-~ v.,., 

l~(/'1\"- ~ 
SUBJECT: POT\.)$ and Global Posture Review ""I 1 ~~ 

The White House is thinking about the possibility of the President talking a bit / _ ( 4' {-
about the Global l\stJre Review. The emphasis very likely would be on two L v..i 

~: 

1. 1be good things that accrue to our troops in terms of stnlw on families and 

the like. 

2. The improved relationships with allies. 

Wa may be getting asked to provide some assistance .m that regard. 

Thanks. 

····················································~···················· Please respond by ---------

NJG I 2 '1n4 

11-L-0559/0SD/28000 
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To prepare for the future, we are also working with allies across 
the world to restructure our global force posture - the numbers, 
types, locations and capabilities of U.S forces around the world. 
Since the end of the Cold War, our forces have essentially remained 
where they were stationed during the Cold War. We need to 
rearrange our forces, so they are positioned to deal with the less 
predictable dangers of the 21st century - the threats of terrorism, 
rogue states and weapons of mass destruction. 

That is why, over the coming decade, we are going to bring 
home many of the heavy, legacy forces of the Cold War era, while 
deploying lighter, more flexible, and rapidly deployable forces across 
the world. We will also move our troops closer to the places where 
they are likely to fight, instead of the places where the wars of the last 
century ended. We will position them so the can surge quickly to deal 
with unexpected threats. And we will take advantage of 21st century 
military technologies to reduce the number of U.S. forces stationed at 
overseas bases, while deploying increased combat power in every 
region of the world. Today, when one high-tech ship or tank or 
weapon can deliver the same combat power that once required ten 
ships or tanks or weapons, it is no longer relevant to measure 
America's commitment by counting numbers of troops and equipment 
in a particular country or region. 

These changes in our force posture will allow us to strengthen 
existing alliances, while giving us the opportunity build new 
partnerships with countries that are eager to work with US. forces 
and increase cooperation with our military. They will also reduce the 
stress our troops. and on military families. Under the plan I am 
announcing today, we will bring home nearly 70,000 uniformed 
personnel, and nearly 100,000 families and civilians employees, over 
the next ten years. For our service members, this will mean more 
time on the home front and fewer moves over a career. For military 
spouses it will mean fewer job changes, greater stability, and more 
time for their kids to spend with grandparents and school friends back 
home. These changes will also be betterfor our military communities 
here in the US., allowing us to make better use of domestic bases 
and training ranges. And they will save the taxpayers money, 
allowing us to close hundreds of unneeded foreign bases and 
facilities around the world. 

11 L 8668/888/f!8881 



Let me be clear: every step we are taking will increase our 
ability to project our Nation's military power to deal with today's and 
tomorrow's dangers. In so doing we will also strengthen the 
capabilities of our allies, and their ability to be partners in meeting the 
challenges of the 21st century. Ft:r over two years now we have 
consulted our allies abroad and Congress here at home. We have 
benefited from this dialogue, and have reflected many of their ideas in 
our plans. The changes we propose will bring better U.S. military 
capabilities to every part of the wor1d, improve our ability to protect 
our allies, and strengthen our ability to deter and, if necessary, defeat 
any aggressor who threatens the peace and freedom of the world. 

11-L-0559/0SD/28002 
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Au&ust 5, 2004 

d'l/t) ;d.JJS' 
e> --o;CP< 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 

SUBJECT: Sinai 

Do we still have 682 people in the Sinai? Let's figure out a way to cut that in half. 

Please come in with a proposal. I want to get going. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
8/4/04 Response to SD #080404-10 
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Sir, 

P6tffi 

TO: V ADM Jim Stavridis 

SUBJECT: Sinai 

Please find out how many folks we still have in the Sinai. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080404-10 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Provided in response to SecDef question on n 
Sinai : 
According to the 4 Aug us Anny Ops S1Jl'l'l'Clary, th re are 682 US 
ISO the UN MFO mission. Currently the MFO for is USA Natio 
includes the MFO BN, Spt Co, and AVN Co. The Omi ssi on beg 

-febd 
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rently in 

orces on the Sinai Peninsula 
l Guard. The total force 
in April 1982 . 
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INSPECTOR GENERAL 
OEPARTMENTCF DEFENSE 

400 ARMY NAVY DRIVE 
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22202-4704 

INFOMEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

C r;-,.v-f t( o t. # 

u 17¥0 -6'1 

June 29,2004 11 :30a.m. 

• At the conclusion of your June 17 ,2004, Press Briefing, during which briefing one 
reporter asked you if there was "an intention to hide [a certain detainee] from the Red 
Cross," you asked, " is there anything we want to calibrate on this detainee subject," 
stating, among other things: "We want to communicate accurately .. , . Our policy is 
clear, unambiguous and demonstrable." 

• By coincidence, on the same day of your Press Briefing, T received a classifi ed 
briefing iJJ Afghanistan on the protocols governing how and when ~eprov1de · 
Information about detainees to the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICX) . 

• In talk ing with commanders and s taftJ udge advocates who are dealing dai ly and 
routinely with the ICRC on detainee issues in Afghanistan, I learned that there is a 
"clear, unambiguous and demonstrable" protocol -- at least at Bagram Air Base -- to 
govern the transfer of data about deta inees, and deception is NOT our intention -
against the ICRC or otherwise. 

• In order to ass ist you in responding to any furthe r press questions about reporting 
detainee information to the ICRC, I asked the intelligence officer and staffjudge 
advocate at Bagram Air Base to_prepare an unclassified explanation of why we under 
certain circumstance delay passing on 'detaineeinformation to the ICRC. In summary, 
the primary reasons that we delay reporting detainee information to the ICRC are: (1) 
force protection; and (2) so as not to hjnder our ability to defeat threats. 

• I would respectfully submit the attachment as field input or "talking points" for any 
further press or congressional inqui1ies on the subject. 

COORDINATION: Nooe 

Attachment: As stated 

Prepared by: L. Jerry Hansen. De puty Inspector General~-{b-}(_
5

_) ___ .... 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

Question regarding Detention Operations in Afghanistan: 

I UNDER ST AND NORMAL PRACTICE IS TO ASSIGN AN INTERNMENT SERIAL NUMBER (TSN) 
WITHIN A REASON ABLE PERIOD AFfER DETENTION, AND TO ALLOW TCRC TO INTERVIEW 
DETAINEES ONCE THE ISN IS ASSIGNED. WHY DON'T WE DO THAT IN EVERY CASE? 

Response: 

ONCE AN ISN NUMBER IS ASSIGNED TO A DETAINEE AND JCRC ACCESS FOR INTERVIEWS IS 
GRANTED, WE CAN EXPECT THE ICRC TO PROMPTI., Y NOTIFY THE FAMILY OF A DETAINEE 
THAT HE IS IN OUR CUSTODY. fN CERTAIN SITUATIONS, THIS CAN AFFECT FORCE 
PROTECTION AND HINDER OUR ABILITY TO DEFEAT THREATS. SPECIFICALLY: 

• A terrorist ceH that does not know one of its members is in custody will likely continue to operate for at 
least a limited period of time. If we can learn about the cell from the detainee, ~ have a good chance of 
not only stopping its mission, but exploiting or destroying the cell. 

• Similarly, disclosure that a highly placed detainee has been captured could provide warnings to the 
enemy still at large that we possess information regarding their whereabouts. This disclosure could 
result in their taking measures to avoid capture. 

• Notice that an individual has been taken into custody may cause the enemy to make assumptions about 
the sources and methods used to capture him. In response, the enemy may endanger real sources or 
innocent people. 

• The disclosure that a specific leader or organizer is in custody could cause the enemy to assume the 
detainee will disclose certain information. As a result, the enemy might hide weapons, move high value 
targets, or anticipate our actions. This may impact the success of future coalition actions, and could, 
endanger US Forces participating in those actions. 

• If enemy forces discover a key leader is in custody, there may be an attempt to gain his release by force. 
This would clearly endanger the Ii ves of our forces and potentially disrupt our mission . 

.r~s A PRACTICA~MA ER, DELA YING ASSTGNMEN AN ISN AND ICRC ACCESS HAS 
ONLY OCCU ON RARE AND INFREQUE OCCASIONS. -· . 

~ 

.:··· " 
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i 
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TO: Steve Cambone 

cc: Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Gen. Pete Pace 

71..(<-~ 

~o 

FROM: Donald Rumsfcld ~ 
SUBJECT: Meetings on Intel Legislation 

August 9,2004 

There is going to be a series of meetings on intel, fleshing out the legislation and 

the proposals, and teeing up issues for the President to decide. It is going to be 

small-CIA, DoD and NSC for the most part. You should be the DoO 

represenlati ve. 

Dick Myers and Pete Pace will want a representative on that group also. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
OS0904-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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August 9,2004 

TO: Paul Butler 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Defense/Justice Issue 

Here is a note from Steve Hcrbits. Please screw your head into it and sec if we 

can get this solved properly. Let me know what it is, and let's try not to take too 

long on it. 

Thanks. 

Attt1ch. 
8/6/04 Herbits ltr to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
080904·7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ 8....,/'"""'J..'--1..,...._/ O__,_l-/ __ 

OSD 19297 - 04 
11-L-0559/0SD/28008 
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STEPHEN E. HERBITS 

August 6,2004 

To: 

Fran: 

Re: 

By Pax:: 

Dear Don, 

Don Rumsfeld 

Stephen Herbits 

Defen.se/J ustice Issue 

l(b )(6) 

The ~mached is becoming a public issue down here. 

"'-!(b.;...;.)(6-'-) ___ __,! ' • .., .. , ...... 

You nay recall that I acted as the Cl'laiman1s liais::n on the Presidential Advisory 
Commission on Holocaust Assets in dte United States (Edgar M. Bronfman) in 1998 and 
1999, so I an familiar with the issue in some detail. 

r huvc learned that the issue i~ before advisory mediation as I w1·ite this, with F:re:i 
Fickling as the Mediator. 

Both Defense and the Justice Department have apiece of this issue. Its ultimate 
resolution should be to do what is rigt, and particularly what is consistent. lolittl what the 
United States has been asking of other natioos during the last five years. As you can 
imagine, the Army's instinct is not necessarily coincident. 

Perhaps you and the Attorney General can get this resolved easily and in a timely 
manner, i.e. before public litigation scheduled for October. 

Thanks. 

11-L-0559/0SD/28009 
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• VERBATIM 

Give Holocaust 
survivors their due 
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Finafly, in 1999. thl 
U.S. Commis..~ion on 
Holocaust Al!C'tS' . 
called the Gold 
Train a, "egregious 
.failure'· o/ iM 
United Stottt. 
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SOUTH FLORIDA SUN-SENTINEL (Ft Lauderdale) Editorial, July 23,2004 

Promptly Settle 'Gold Train' Suit 
-------~---···-~----

South Florida Sun-Sentinel Editorial Board 

July 23.2004 

The U.S . gov(::mment is trying to shirk responsibility for one oft he most shameful 
episodes in the mtim's histmy .. It mustn'r get awny with it. 

Late in World 1k' II, the Nazis sei2ed millions of dollars' wxt:h of gold,jewelry, 
antiques, artwork and other vnluables from Hungarian Jews and put the items on a train to 
Austria. The war ended shortly thereafter, and the train W:l9 turned over to U.S.forces, 
who explicitly promised to return the heirlooms to their rightful owners. 

They never did, and there is substantial evidence that U.S.military personnel cook the 
items, which were later auctioned off in New York. That evidence came to light in 1999, 
and led to a class-action lawsuit in federal cnn:t in Miami by Holocaust survivors and 
their families, including an estimated 2,000 people in South Florida, seeking 
compensation for property lost abo.ud the 'Hrgn:ialGold Train. 11 

Amid accusations that the government W9S "foot dragging" and "intimi.dat.in;J"clderly 
plaintiffs, U.S.District Judge Patricia Seitz ordered the pmt ies to submit to mediation, 
which is to begin early next month. In case no agreement is reached, Seitz has scheduled 
a Septembertrial. 

'lhis case should never go to trial. The U. S Justice Department should address the issue 
head-on and reach ajust settlement rather than rely on legal technicalities ro avoid 
liability, as it has done so far. For example, it argued that the plaintiffs hnd filed the suit 
too late, but Seitz said the case could go forward because the plaintiffs "were induced or 
tricked by the government's misconduct into allowing the filing deadline to pass." 

'nlis is not an image the United States should be projecting at a time when U.S.troops' 
responsibilities in Iraq include safeguarding Iraq ls' personal property and that nation's 
priceless antiquities. 

me Presidential Commission on Holocaust Assets called the Gold Train episode "an 
example of ell egregious failure of the United States to follow its oy,,n policy regarding 
restitution of Holocaust victims' property." Seventeen senators, including Sen. Bill 
Nelson of Florida, and a number of House members, including South Florida Reps. Alcee 
Hastings, Robert Wexler, Peter Deutsch, lleana Ros-Lehtinen and Kendrick Meek, have 
written to Attorney General John Ashcroft urging him to reach "a fair and expeditious 
resolution" of the case. 

11-L-0559/0SD/28011 
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He should promptly accede to their request. The legitimate claims of Holocaust victims 
are reason enough to dQ so, but tl1e United States, which preaches the .rule of law and 
accountability around the world, also must showthat it will not Jet narrow self-interest 
stand m the way of its own compliance with the rule of law. 

Copyright (c) 2004, South Florida Sun-Sentinel 

11-L-0559/0SD/28012 
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THE TAMPA TRIBUNE EditoriaJ, Sunday July 25,2004 

Settling An Old Holocaust Debt 

Published: Jul 25, 2004 

Tn a few weeks a class-action lawsuit involving a very old dispute goes to court-ordered 
arbitration. H.rg:n:ial Jews and their SUtVivors arc asking for compcn sation from t:lE 
U.S .governmentfor a liuleof what was stolen from thm at the dose of World 
wrn. 

This is one of those rare cases WEil strictly following the law won't Jea.d to justice. And a 
viGtory for the Justice Department jn the Miami Gtse will feel, to the public. like a kss. 

The government has a number of arguments. The heirlooms,jewclry, art and gold were 
first stolen by Nazis, not American troops. After more than a half-century, it's hard to 
prove who owned what. Consider the wartime confusion. Consider sovereign immunity. 

Consider that Hrga:::ia1 Jews were not U.S. citizens at the time. The statute of 
limitations has run out. There are probably other technicalities that argue against 
settlement. 

The case for givin;J this dwindling group of former refugees what they ask js simple: It's 
the right thing to do. 

Some history: During World WE' II, the Nazis occupied Hungary and stripped the .s,s 
there of valuables worth perhaps $100 million. MKy H.rgn::ial Jews didn't survive the 
war. Yet the rule-obsessed fascists had handed out receipts for that they stole. The items 
were loaded into several dozen boxcars and shipped to Austria 

That's where the invading American troops found the cpl.d train as the war ended. 
Evidence shows U.S. officers confiscated china, file furniture and paintings for their 
off~, and some of the items vanished. 

In 1948,possibly to cover the looting, the remaining goods were declared unidentifiable 
and were auctioned ll'l New York. Paperwork about the unfortunate episode wm, 
classified as national security. 

Plaintiffs in the class-action suit are ~ for up to $10,000 each. Let's pay gladly and 
S£rf, "Sorryit took so long." 

### 
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Justice for 'Gold Train' Victims 
Over the past decade, this nation played a laud

able role in helping to persuade European govern
ments and companies, including recalcitrant Swiss 
banks, to live up to their moral duty to settle restitu
tion claims by Holocaust survivors even when their 
legal liability was murky. Regrettably, the Justice 
Department has taken a much less high-minded ap
proach to a three-year-old lawsuit by elderly survi
vors over America' s mishandling rf valuables the 
Nazis collected from Hungarian Jews and then load
ed onto a train heading for Austria. 

that detailed " an unexplained departure" from 
America' s otherwise stellar record ci adhering to 
laws and regulations calling for the preservation of 
victims' assets and their return to the country from 
which they were seized. Some rf the choicest Gold 
Train kx)t was either commandeered by high-rank
ing officers or sold for personal use by Army per
sonnel. Other valuables were auctioned in New York 
and the proceeds given to a United Nations refugee 
agency. Still other property was stolen from the 
warehouse. Two suitcases d' gold dust simply van
ished. Meanwhile, emphatic calls by the Hungarian 
government and Hungarian Jewish groups for re
turn (f the train' s contents were ignored. 
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Instead cf' facing up to responsibility for the 
contents cf the "Hungarian Gold Train," which the 
American Army took for safekeeping in 1945, the 
government h.is raised a host (f technical legal de
fenses seeking to void the claims. or at least delay 
the moment cf reckoning. This is particularly dis
maying since essential facts aren ' t really in dispute. 

They were documented five years ago in ll re
port by a special presidential advisory commission 

The opening (f court-ordered mediation ses
sions last week provides a new opening for a fair 
and expeditious settlement. Attorney General 1ohn ~ 
Ashcroft ought not hesitate to seize. it, much .as 17 
Republican and Democratic senators wisely coun
seled him fn a recent letter. 

ca 

se 

Venice Without 
There·, a very good chance that when the Ven

ice Biennale - the oldest international exhibition (f 
art - opens next summer. no American artists ,viU 
be included. That would be a signil'icanl cultural and 
diplomatic default, a confession, in essence, that the 
United States cannot sustain a coherent cultural pol
icy. 

Lasl December. the already fragile syi;tern for 
choosing American artists for international exhibi
tions br~)ke down completely. The two nonprofit 
partners - the Pew Charitable Trusts and the 
Rockefeller Foundation - pulled their funding, say
ing they had other priorities. The National Endow
ment for the Arts, which convenes the panel that 
vetted artist nominations,droppcd out. That left the 
State Department, which had authorized the devel
opment (f plans to broaden the selection process. 
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August 5, 2004 

;I -o Jf $h rf l ;~ n; 'J: r.i s 
€1-1r3 

TO: 

CC: 

Doug Feith 

Gen. Dick Myers 
if~" Jr 

JuOt,f 
SUBJECT: IPAP Project 

The President of Georgia said that the IP AP project in NATO is being slowed 

down by France and Germany. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
080504-4 
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TO: 

CC: 

BI11Luti 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

~ 
SUBJECT: MANPAD Issue 

Aupstl~,.2.Q(M. 
/·: .. \ . -

t -of/o1101'1 
~"'4t/lJ 

In the meeting with Ivanov, the subject came up about how we could get 

agreement on the MANP AD issue. SQ~~!l.~ .s~gg~ .t~lling .~Aeh other 

~~~11_ever we sell any _o_f !h~ ~ anyone else. Why doesn't that work? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dll 
Oil 504-10 (IS ClllllpUICr).doc 
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August 9,2004 

TO: Paul Butler 
V ADM Jim Stavridis 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J! 
SUBJECT: Meeting on Who Receives Security 

Please set a meeting with Steve Cambone, Dick Myers, Paul Wolfowitz and me to 

discuss who receives security. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
5/3/04 USD(I) memo lo SecDefre: Security 

DHR:dh 
080904·18 
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Please respond by ti / 2 / 0 L{ __ _ 

FOOCt 

oso 19313-04 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Steve Cambone 

Paul Wo]fr)witz 

Donald Rumsfeld ').. 

Apri 1 16, 2004 

SUBJECT: Attached 

10:11 AM 

Look at the attached. It shows that people have some security depending on threat 

level. 

] would like to know what security they actually have had during the last 12 

months, by month, and what they thought the threat level was. 

See the attached. 

Thanks. 

DHR/azn 
041604.01 

-Slt J 
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Anw:..H&..D, l.t'!>~t> ATTlrc..1-\~£,JT 

'SE.t\1NO, 

V 'Yc,DQ. IJc>s e.tJ2o 
'/\4 

Atlach:Attachment B, /info Memo to Cambone fromDUSD-CJ&S Re: Protecr;ve 
Service Operations 

Please respond by: _______ ~ __ k_3 __________ _ 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

INTELLIGENCE 
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Prepared by: Col Kevin Jacobsen, ODUOI&~ 
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INTELLIGENCE 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
50CX> DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 ·5000 

MAY - 3 2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: STEVE CAM BON~ 

SUBJECT: Protective Service Operations 

• This responds to your question (Tab B), " / would like to know what security they 
actually had during the last 12 months, by month, and what they thought the 
threat level was" concerning protective service operations conducted by each 
Military Department (Service). 

• Each Service reported data (Tab A), by month that reflects the total number of 
personnel used to provide personal protection to each protectee. Personal 
protection is provided by special agent5 (A) and when applicable are supported by 
drivers, administrative, and military police, which we call "support" (S). 

• In the Services' report, each of the last 12 months is color-coded to show the 
threat level as determined by the responsible Services' field commanders. 

• Determining a threat to an individual while lacking a specific and credible 
threat information is subjective. The overall threat levels published by DIA, 
Department of Homeland Security, and COCOMs are taken into 
consideration, however the following are other factors field corrunanders 
consider when determining the overall threat 

o Terrorism (kidnapping, assassination) 
o Criminal activities (kidnapping for ransom, assault or murder) 
o Civil disobedience (embarrassment of activities by demonstrators) 
o Wrong place, wrong time (natural disaster, victim of another's 

accident) 
o Association and/or proximity to another threatened person (collateral 

effects) 

11-L-0559/0SD/28020 
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• When the Services reported threat level for each month, they used the 
following general criteria: 

o LOW: No significant threat to protectee or the protectee is not 
exposed to the general population. 

o MEDIUM: General information, which shows the protectee may be 
targeted, based on his/her position or the protectee is exposed to the 
environment where the terrorist or criminal threat level is assessed as. 
medium. 

o HIGH: Credible and specific information that shows the protectee is 
targeted and/or the protectee is exposed to an environment where the 
terrorist or criminal threat level is assessed at high or critical. 

• TAB (C) was previously provided to you and is attached for background. 

COORDINATION: DUSO (CI&S); Army CID; Air Force OSI; Navy NCIS 

Prepared by: Col Kevin Jacobsen, ODUSD (Cl&S.) ~ 
11-L-0559/0SD~ 



Threat Levels: 
Low- Green 
Medium - Yellow 
High- Red 

Position 
Sec of Defense 

SDt to SecDers Fam 
Dep Sec of Def 

CJCS 

VCJCS 

SEC ARMY** 
CSA 

VCSA** 
Gen Franks (RET 

ARMY LED PROTECTION 
OSD/JCS Principals have Agent Only Details 

A= Agent 
S = support 

Mar-03 I Apr-03 I Mav-03 I Jun-03 I Jul-03 I Aun-03 I S.ep-03 I Oct-03 I Nov-03 I Dec-03 I Jan-04 I Feb-04 I Mar-04 

35 34 34 34 34 34 34 34 32 30 31 31 31 

Metrol I I I I 3 I ~ I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 - ~ ... ..... .... 37 33 

AMB Bremer'" 
SHAPE 
USAREUR ••• 

. DEP EUCOM CDR 
NATO U.S. Re --
KFOR 
SFOR 
CGCFLCC 
DCG CFLCC 
VCor 

38 I 34 
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Threat Levels: 
Low- Green 
Medium - Yellow 
High- Red 

NAVY LED PROTECTION 

Oc:t-03 
I 

A-2/8-2 IA-2/S-2 A-3/S-2 
A-4 
A-6/S-2 

I 
A-3 A-
A-4 A-5 
A-7 A-8 

A-1 A-1 

A-1 A-1 
I 

-nS-2 

11-L-0559/0SD/28024 

A =Agent 
S = Support 

Nov-03 Mar-04 

A-3/S-2 . _ 2 IA~4lS-2 
A-4 

A-1 A-1 
A-1 
A-2 A-1 A-1 

A-8 



Position I Mar-03 I Aor-03 I Mav-03 I Jun-03 I Jul-03 I Aun-03 I Sep-03 I Oct-03 I Nov-03 I Dec-03 I Jan-04 I Feb-04 I Mar-04 
I I I I I I 

I ! ! I I I 
A-1 
A-2 

A 1 ~-: [ A::U 

F -M !~ 
IA-1 

A-1 

A-1 A-1 A-1 

A-1 

Ira 
CPA BASRAH 
CPA HILLAH 
Total 
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1 nrear Leve1s: AIR FORCE LED PROTECTION 
Low- Green A= Agent 
Medium- Yellow AF Principals have Agent Only Details 
High - Red 

Position Mar-03 Aor-03 Mav-03 Jun-03 Jul-03 Aua-03 Seo-03 Oct-03 Nov-03 Dec-03 Jan-04 Feb-04 Mar-, 
SECAF A-14 A-10 A-6 A-4 A-9 A-10 A-1 A-11 A-3 A-9 A-6 A-4 A-14 
USECAF A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-7 A-3 A-3 
CSAF A-2 A-2 A-2 A-2 A-2 A-2 A-4 A-6 A-6 A-2 A-9 A-2 A-2 
VCSAF A-1 A-1 A-1 A-3 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 A•1 A-1 A-1 A•1 
USAFE A-9 A-9 A-14 A-9 A-9 A-9 A-9 A-9 A-9 A-11 A-9 A-9 A-9 
NORTHCOM A-4 A-4 A-4 A-4 A-4 A-4 A-4 A-4 A-4 A-4 A-8 A-6 A-12 
SOCOM 
AFMC/CC 
ACC/CC 
AMC/CC 
AFSOC/CC 
AFSPC/CC 
PACAF/CC 
AETC/CC 
TRANSCO Ml CC 
USCENTAFICC 
SOUTH AF/CC 

CFACC/CC 
Deputy CFACCfCC 

3rd AF/CC 
12th AF/CC 
13th AF/CC 
CPA Principals 
Chief of Defense (ChoD) 
Philippines 

ChoD Uzbekistan 
ChoD Colombia 

ChoD Jordan 
ChoD Japan 
ChoD Hungary 
ChoD Bulgaria 
Militatyof Defense(MoD) 
Vietnam 
NATO Ministerial I I I I I I I IA-70 
Global Air Commander 
Conference I I I J J I IA-35 

Miodle Eastern Air 
Symposium A-20 A-20 

T I T 
otal A-43 A-49 A-52 A-45 A-48 A-50 A-86 A-138 A-95 A-78 lA-80 JA-54 lA-88 
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Threat Levels: 
No color code 
annotated: Threat 
level is assessed by 
lead PSO agency 

Position 
President of the U.S 

Vice President of the U.S 
Sec Def 
Deputy Sec Def 
CJCS 
VCJCS 
CENTCOM 
Deputy CENTCOM 
SOUTHCOM 
J5SOUTHCOM 
U.S. Ambassador to 
Ecuador 
US Naval Forces 
SOUTHCOM 
US Naval Forces 
Europe/CC 
Secretarv of Enerav 
Chief, US Military Training, 
CENTCOM 
President of Latvia 
US SECDEF for Policy 
usss 

Total 

Mar-03 Anr-03 Mav-03 
A-3 A-1 

A-1 

A-2 

A-1 A-1 A-1 

I I 
A-4 A-3 A-3 

AIR FORCE SUPPORT TO 
OTHER AGENCY LED'PROTECTION 

Jun.03 Jul.03 Aua-0:3 Sec-03 Oct-03 Nov.03 Dec-03 
A•2 A-4 A-2 

A-7 
A-4 A-4 A-4 

A-3 A-3 A-4 A-4 
A-5 A-4 A-4 

A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 A-1 
A-2 

A-2 
A-1 

A-1 A-1 

A-1 

A-2 

A-4 A-4 A-4 A-4 A-4 A-4 

A-7 A-13 A-10 A-6 A-13 A-27 /A-19 
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A =Agent 

Jan-04 Feb-04 Mar.()4 
A-4 

A-6 A•S 
A•2 

A-5 A-6 A-4 
A-4 A-4 A·4 
A-4 
A·1 A-1 A-1 

A-3 

A·2 A-1 
A-1 

A-1 
A-8 A-3 A-4 

I 
A-33 A-21 A-20 



' . 

US Army Criminal Investigation Command 
Positim I ocat;on H.a.me. # of SA Military Police 5PI 
Sec of Defense 
Dep Sec of Def 
CJCS 

World Wide 
World Wide 
World Wide 
World Wide 
World Wide 
World Wide 
World Wide 
World Wide 
World Wide 
World Wide 
Europe 
NATO 
KFOR 
SFOR 

Sec Rumsfeld 
Sec Wolfowitz 
Gen Meyers 
Gen Pace 

22 a 

VCJCS 
Sec Army 
CSA 
VCSA 
CENTCOM (RET) 
SHAPE 
USAREUR 
DEP EUCOM CDR 
NATOU.S. Rep 
KFOR 
SFOR 
CG CFLCC CENTCOM 
DCG CFLCC CENTCOM 
V Corps CDR CENTCOM 
JJI Corps CDR CENTCOM 
CG, CFC-A AFGAHNISTAN 
CG, CJTF-180 AFGAHNISTAN 
C, OMC-A AFGAHNISTAN 
CPA Augmentation ITO 
Metro Team/Residence CONUS 
Travel Team World Wide 
ATOIC Pentagon 

14 

7 
8 

Act Sec Brownlee* 0 fulltime 
Gen Schoomaker 2 
Gen Casey O fulltime 
Gen Franks (Ret) 1 

Gen Jones 10 
Gen Bell 

GenWald 
LTG Kinnan 
TF FALCON 
COMSFOR 
L TG McKiernan 
MG Speaks 
LTG Sanchez 
LTG Metz 
LTGBarno 
BG(P) Austin 
MGWastin 
CPA 
Principals 1-4 
Principals 1-7 

1 

1'** 
1•• 
1•• 
1•• 
10 
1·· , ... 
1*" 
1·· 
27 
49 
19 

a 
0 
a 
0 
0 

0 
a 
0 

8 
43**'* 

15 
11"'* 
13** 
12'*'* 
10** 
15"'* 
10** 
12·· 
15'** 
10** 

120·· 
a 
0 
0 

• Will change with new SEC Army 
•• BMM and only while deployed 

Total PSU SA-
3 

174 Total MP SPT- 286 

**" Also performs residence and installation security and travel team 

Air Force Office of Special Investigations 
Position I ocat;on Name 
USAFE Ramstein AFB Gen Fogelsong 
NORTHCOM Peterson AFB Gen Eberheart 
SECAF Andrews AFB Hon Sec Roche 
Dep SECAF Andrews AFB Hon Sec Teets 
CSAF Andrews AFB Gen Jumper 
VSAF Andrews AFB Gen Moseley 
CENTCOM Mac Dill AFB Gen Abizaid 
AFMC/CC 
ACC/CC 
AMC/CC 
AFSOC/CC 
AFSPC/CC 
PACAF/CC 
AETCICC 
CPA 

Wright-Patterson Gen Martin 
Langley AFB Gen Homburg 
Scott AFB Gen Handy 
Mac Dill AFB Gen Hester 
Peterson AFB Gen Lord 
Hickham AFB Gen Begert 
Randolph AFB Gen Cook 
Baghdad, Iraq 

TOTAL SA 

# of SA Mjljtary Police $PT 
9 By Threat Level 
4 2 Auth/1 Assigned 
2 By Threat Level 
1 By Threat Level 
2 By Threat Level 
1 By Threat Level 

By Threat Level 
By Threat Level 
By Threat Level 
By Threat Level 
By Threat Level 
By Threat Level 
By Threat Level 
By Threat Level 

14 By Threat Level 
41 

2 
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Naval Criminal Investigative Service 

Posit ion 
SECNAV 
CNO 
Cmdt Marine Corps 
NCISHQ 
COMUSNAVEUR 
COMSIXTHFL T 

DEPCONCAOC 
COMPAC 
COMPACFLT 
COMSE\/ENTHFL T 
COM FIFTH FLT 
Counter Intel 
Travel/CPA Support 

b0G@li0o 
Washington D.C. Hon England 
Washington O.C. ADM Clark 
Washington D.C. GEN Hagee 
Washington D.C. 
Naples, Italy ADM Johnson 
Gaeta, Italy VADM Ulrich 
Larissa, Greece 
Hawaii ADM Fargo 
Hawaii ADM Doran 
Yokosuka, Japan VADM Willard 
Bahrain VADM Nichols 
CENTCOMAOR 
World Wide/Iraq 

# at SA Additional ser 
5 By Threat Level 
3 By Threat Level 
3 By Threat Level 
6 
10 By Threat Level 
3 By Threat Level 
3 By Threat Level 

By Threat Level 
By Threat Level 

1 By Threat Level 
1 By Threat Level 

20 USMC 
44 

TOTAL SA 101 

TOTAL DOD SA 315 TOTAL SPT· 286 (+) 

MAJ Oli ver Rose/CI OP-OP {b)(
5

) 
'L-~-;-:::':'""-----, 

APPROVED BY: COLPalgutt (b)(6) 
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August 9, 2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )~ 

SUBJECT: VOA Broadcasts to Iran 

Here is a memo from Seth Cropsey and the U.S. International Broadcasting 

Bureau broadcasts to Iran. 

Please take a look at it and get back to me with your suggestions. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
7/14/04 Cropsey memo to SecDef 

DHR:dh 
080904, 17 

·····························-································-·········· 
Please respond by K / 2,1 / of 

I 

P8'08 

oso 19314-04 
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I , l(b)(6) 
, 01 1 H,:2004 11: ,19 FA.~ ... ____ _, ISB DIRECTOR 

Broadca.rnng Board of CovenuJrs 

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASllNG BUREAU 

MEMORANDUM for SECDEF \"
FROM: Seth Cropsey, Director, U.S. International Broadcasting Bureau ~ 
SUBJ: Voice of America Broadc.."'\Sts to Iran ;;.._ 
14 July '04 

This memo responds to your request of 8 June for infonnation about VOA 's Pentian 
language television broadcasts. 

VOA Television to Iran 
VOA inaug,.irated a one-half hour daily primetimt television news program, News & 
Views, in July 2003. The new program brought to six the number of hours that VOA 
bro:idcasts on television to Iran per week, (vice Iran's four 24/7 intemational TV 
broadcast operations); all VOA TV broadcasts to Iran are transmitted via satelhte. The 
Iranian govenunent admits that there are about three million households that can receive 
television signals through satellite dishes. Our research places the figure at 
approximately 15 percent of the adult population or nearly seven million households: 
satellite broadcasts are a highly effective way of reaching the Iranian people. 

News & Views offers a mixture of international: region.al, and local news geared to its 
audience's interests, as well as current affairs programming addressed to viewers' oft
stated thirst for infonnation about human rights, democracy, and civil sodety. 

Iranian Response 
Over the previous month and in addition to its regular news stories, News & Views 
featured an interview with Justice Sandra Day O'Connor who told how her appointment 
by President Reagan as the first female Supreme Court justice "opened many doors to 
women in the U.S. and the rest of the world." Other featurc.s included an interview from 
London with a journalist and dissident recently released from an Iranian prison who 
argued that the U.S. mission in Iraq helps guarantee peace a.od stability in the region as it 
promotes democratic change. The ruling mullahs' fear of these broadcasts is dear. A 
panel discussion on the future of democracy that aired the first week in July featured 
participation by phone from Tehran of a young woman who is the spokesman for a group 
called "Women For Democracy." The police arrested her and her mother less than a day 
after the broadcast aired. 

In the absence ofother accurate and relevant Persian-language television news broadcasts 
Ne',',ls & Views established a large audience immediately. A telephone poll co11ducted 
kss than two months after the program went on the .ur last summer dete:nnined the 
audience at about 13 percent of the viewing public. Since then. the program ha.s received 
similar phone poll results of over 17 percent. 

News & Views is a solid and established TV news program that receives a tremendous 
volume of email from its growing audience-and shares representative emails with its 
viewers thus establishing a dialogue .imong Iranians who are unhappy with their rulers 
and have no ocher means of communicating this dissatisfaction wilh feJJow citi2cn.s. A 

330 Independer.ee Avenue, SW Washington. DC 20237 
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_) ___ ..... IBB DIRECTOR 

recent email asked 'why VOA couldn't air more emails from other listeners on the air?' 
The answer is that VOA doesn't have tbe funds to broadcast more than a daily half hour 
news program. 

What ls to Bt Done? 
The pWl)ose of this memo is to ask your assistance in securing the approxiniately $10 
million it would take to increase News & Views to a three-hour daily program of news 
and current affairs programming far a single year. The expanded show would cover in
depth such subjects as the extraordinary corruption of the ruling mullahs, their diversion 
of Iranian taxpayers' revenue to finance international terrorism, the lessons of east and 
central Europe in throwing off the communist yoke; and extensive reporting on women's 
issues, separation of cbuzch and state, and the different forms of democratic governance 
that emails from our audience make it clear they desperately want. 

The precedent exists for the transfer of DoD funds to international broadcasting in the 
assistance DoD provided-in approximately the same amount-to build and install radio 
transmitters in Afghanistan following the defeat of the Taliban. This assistance was 
highly successful. It increased the security of our deployed forces, and of the U.S. il) the 
same way that longer and more in-depth broadcasts to Iran would divert that country's 
ruler&' sponsorship of terror :md efforts in Iraq while it helped advance the cause of 
democracy in Iran. 

A specific and detailed plan for increasing TV news and current affairs programming to 
Iran from its current level of one-half hour daily to three hours each day appears 
immediately below. The costs arc aonual. 

TV Requirements 
Salaries 
AP Graphics 
Acquired Video 
Regional News Feeds 
Transmission and Remotes 
Overtime 
Subtotal 

Persian Service Requirements: 
Salaries 
Overseas stringers 
Domestic stringers 
Travel 
Telephone Toll 
Simultaneous Translators 
Office Supplies 
Misc expenses 
Other Contractual Services 
Subtotal 

$2,386,088 
$40,000 

$200,000 
$100,000 
$500,000 
$100,000 

$3,326,088 

$2,377,000 
$150,000 

$50,000 
$200,000 

$10,000 
$100,000 

$30,000 
$20,000 
$50,000 

$2,987,000 

2 
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IBB 
Satellite Transmission services 
Research 
Advertising 
Subtotal 

One Time Costs: 
Graphic Equipment 
Edit Suites Equipment 
Open/Sets 
Avstar Licenses 
VJ Equipment 
Minicam Cameras 
Cairo Polycom 
Library Shelving 
Furniture/Computers 
Subtotal 
Total Requirements for FY'04 

Conclusion 

··---· - ··-· -
IBB DIRECTOR 

$2,300,000 
$50,000 

$100,000 
$2,450,000 

$230,000 
$175.000 
$100,000 

$45,000 
$200,000 
$80,000 
$30,000 
$75,000 

$350,000 
$1,285,000 

$10,048,088 

Bernard Lewis observes lhar Ayatollah Khomeini's spoken words communicated directly 
to lran by phone and by cassettes was the first electro:lically engineered revolution in 
history. U.S . international broadcasting also reaches the Iranian people directly. 

Both ratings and audience response in the fonn of email, phone calls, and letters from 
Iran to the Persian language service here in Washington show that Iranians are watching 
VOA's broadcasts because they are meaningful to their lives. To quote again from 
VOA's Iranian viewers, Mohammad A's email from Tehran of31 May swns the 
audience response best "We do not have credible and trustworthy media in Iran and all 
the media is censored. You are now carryi11g a very significant responsibility and you are 
the hope of the lrani:m youth." 

We have ao experienced and invigorated management structure in place; the modest plan 
ot1llined above responds both to the United States' need to address the tranian audience, 
and the latter's clearly expressed desire for more programming th:it offers hope for a freer 
and democratic furore. All we ask is for the means. 

3 
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) ___ __, IBB DIRECTOR 

Bmadcasting Board of Governor.. 

INTERNATIONAL BROADCASIDlG BUREAU 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR 
330 Independence Avenue, SW 

Room 3300 
Wasl\ington, DC 20237 

Phone:!_(b-)(5_> ____________ _ 

DATE 7·1 Y-O'{ NO. OF PAGES (including cover sheet) ___ _ 

TO THE ATTENTION OF: {b)(
6

) 

-------- ---;;::;:;;;:::1.---------------...J-
l ( b) ( 6) I 

FAX Nmv1BER: _ _,_ _________ .;.J.---

FROM: INTERNATIONAL BROADCASTlNG BUREAU 
DlRECTOR1 S OFFICE: 

COMMENTS: 

r CO~"TIDENTIALITV NOTICE 
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J prohibited. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

VADM Jim Stavridis 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Reducing Troop Numbers 

August 9,2004 

Please set a meeting for the Joint Staff, Policy and me to go over this paper that 

shows where we have troops around the world. T would like to get those numbers 

down. 

T would like them to come in with suggestions on how to do it. 

Thanks. 

Allach. 
7/7/04Joint Staff Paper re: US Overseas Troops 

DHR:dh 
080904,21 
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Please respond by ________ _ 
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Augutt 13, 2004 

10: Paul Butler 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld tVil 
SUBJECT: CIA On-Campus Recruiting 

Please find out how many colleges prohibit ClA from recruiting on campus and 

fur how many years that has been the case-when it ftrsl started dudng the 

Vietnam War, etc. I may want tu use it in my testimony. 

Thanks. 

flHR:dh 
OKJJ(M.l) (IIMmpUl<l)duc 

········································································· 
Please respo11d by __ _;;3_,,/"""'J:...&, ... /_t>-L'{ ______ _ 

f?6t;8 
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Butler, Paul, CIV, OSD 

From: Chu, David, CIV, OSD-P&R 
Monday, August 16,200410:22 AM 
Butler, Paul, CIV, OSD 

Sent: 
To: 
cc: 
Subject: 

Wellock, Stephen M., CAPT, OSD-P&R 
RE: SecDef snowflake 

Paul: 

Here's Mr. Rebi.s latest bulletin: "For the last 20 years, no college campuses ... denied access to CIA recruiting. 
During the Vietnam era, a handful ... wouldn't allow recruiting on campus ... but those colleges didn't preclude CIA from 
setting up shop in local hotels" off-campus. 

Bottom line: I don't think this is an important explanation of our shortfalls, but would be glad to pursue further, 
especially if SECDEF has some specifics that allow a more sophisticated line of inquiry(e.g., there could have been subtle 
pressures whose de facto effect was to discourage young Americans from considering the Agency). 

David 

-----Original Message-----
From: Butler, Paul, CIV, OSD 
Sent: Monday, August 16,2004 9:47 NII 
'lb: Chu, David, CIV, OSD-P&R 
Subject: RE: SecDef snowflake 

Thanks. I think it is very important that we look into the past. The point is to draw out the fact that there are lots of 
reasons why H UMI NT deteriorated so the historical information is very relevant. Thanks 

-----Original Message-----
From: Chu, David, CIV, OSD·P&R 
Sent: Monday, August 16,2004 8:52 NII 
To: Butler, Paul, CIV, OSD 
Cc: Wellock, Stephen M, CAPT, OSD-P&R 
Subject: RE: SecDef snowflake 

Paul: 

First check with Bob Rebalo is that CIA does NOT face recruiting barriers on college campuses. He's 
double-checking, however. Sometimes a campus will ask CIA to adjust its schedule to avoid confrontation with 
other events, but that's the extent of any problem he knows about. 

As he pursues his due diligence, I've asked him to see if there was indeed a problem in the past, when it 
occurred. etc. 

Hope this helps. 

David 
-----Original Message-----

From: Butler, Paul, CIV, OSD 
Sent: Monday, August 16,2004 8:22 NII 
1.b: Chu, David, CIV, OSD-P&R 
Subject: RE: SecDef snowflake 

Thanks so much. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Chu, David, CIV, OSD-P&R 
Sent: Monday, August 16,2004 8:17 AM 
1.b: Butler, Paul, CIV, OOD; Abell, Charles S., CIV, OSD-P&R 
cc: Plata, Nancy D, CIV, OSD·P&R; Wellock, Stephen M, CAPT, OSD·P&R 
Subject: RE: SecDef snowflake 

1 
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Paul: 

ru call the CIA Chief Human Capital Officer, Mr. Rebalo, in a few minutes to secure. 

David 

P.S. to!(b)(6) fleaseget me phone number and see if he's available at 8:45. 

- Original Message--· 
From: Butler, Paul, CIV, OSO 
Sent: Sunday, August 15,2004 12:47 Fl.4 
To: Ou, Davi:1, CIV, OSD-P&R; Abel, CharlesS., Cl\/, OSD-P&R 
SUbject SecDe1snow/lake 

Sec Def sent snowflake from the plane asking about how many colleges prohibit CIA from recruiting on 
campus and for how many years that has been the case, when did itforst start (Vietnam war era), etc. 
Needs it tomorrow (Monday) since he may want to use in his testimony. I know we provbably keep 
this for the milrtary. Any ideas how I go about finding this type of data? 

2 
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TO: 

cc: 

Larry Di Rita 

Mary Clai~ urphy 

FOUO 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld "J)}L 
SUBJECT: Invitees to CPA Function 

August 15,2004 

When we have the function for the CPA and Ambassadors from the coalition 

countries at our house, let's include Margaret Tutwiler, Reuben Jeffery, Larry Di 

Rita, and some of the other people who served in Baghdad. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081504· 1 (ts computer).doc 
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Please respond by ____ q,...._ __________ _ 

Pt>t:J8 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Doug Feith 

Paul Wolfowitz 

FOtJO 

Donald Rumsfeld~ ... 

SUBJECT: Russian-Baltic Border Issues 

August 1S, 2004 

In the meetings with Russian MoD Ivanov, the subject came up of some border 

infringements by NA TO aircraft along the BaJtics. When I talk to the people from 

the BaJtics, they cJaim the Russians are infringing on their border. 

It seems to me that we ought to encourage NA TO to consider the kind of 

arrangements we have with the Russians, whereby there is a protocol and there are 

established procedures, so neighbors can live together as good neighbors, rather 

than fussing at each other. 

Please come back to me with a proposal. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081504-7 (LS oomputer).doc 

...............................................•........................ , 

Please respond by 'f / J Ji) ~ --------+(-~-------.,__ _____ _ 

FOY0-
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TO: 

cc: 

Bill Luti 

Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

/ ~ 

F'OUO 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )fl 
SUBJECT: Nuclear Safety Visit 

August 15, 2004 

1-ot/ot!o'/o 
ct -o'f9o 

Who is going to follow up on the point the Russians brought up about having them 

do a reciprocal visit on nuclear safety with a NATO country, probably us? 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081504-9 {ts oomputer).doc 
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Please respond by ____ ~-1-l-;.;---=7-i/L--o+-t------

f?OUO 
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ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
2900 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-2900 

INFOMEMO 
INTERNATIONAL SECURITY 

POLICY 
DepSecDe. 

USID((D
1 

~7 200~ 
. 11040 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Mira R. Ricardel, ASD/ISP (::o;~ AUG 2 6 

SUBJECT: Response to Questions About Nuclear Safety Visit 

2004 

ES-0490 

• You asked, "who is going to follow up on the point the Russians brought up about 
having them do a reciprocal visit on nuclear safety with a NATO country, probably us?" 

• The person responsible for this issue is Dr. Dale Klein, Assistant to the Secretary for 
Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Defense Programs. 

• Dr. Klein's office is now working to develop a proposal for a reciprocal NATO 
nuclear accident/incident response exerc ise, and plans to discuss this matter with 0 
officials from the UK and France. ~ 
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COORDJNA TION 
On 

SecDef Snowtlake on Nuclear Safety Visit 
18 August 2004 

DASO (Forces Policy) John Rood 

Principal Director (Forces Policy) Mark Schneider 

Director (NATO and Theater Strike) David Shilling 

J7(. ff /19/(1(/ 

/fA/J,> f/l'!/07/ 
/2H<J 81t1 /()£( 

/4vtl4.J./k(f; u/,· ~ 
114C..tf~~ 

Deputy ATSD for Nuclear Matters Steve Henry 
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TO: Bill Luti 
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P6ti0 
~;,\L 
~ 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 'yJ1_ 
SUBJECT:. More Info for Cable on Ukraine 

August 15, 2004 

For the cable on Ukraine, I talked to the MoD in the car about free and fair 

elections after bringing it up with Kuchma earlier. 

Let's also remember that I mentioned to them the possibility of their helping with 

protecting the UN and training and equipping Iraqi security forces. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
081S04-14 (Is computer).d<X: 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: VADM Jim Stavridis 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Checklist for papers 

i l.ffi 

F0l-9"0 

August 16,2004 

Please talk to GEN Craddock about how we are supposed to handle trips in terms 

of getting a checklist of thank you notes, taskers, outgoing cables, and a key list of 

action items. 

There is a format for this, and apparently you did not have it. I would like you to 

get it and sec if we can get back into the rhythm. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
081604-9 

.......................•............•................................... , 
Please respond by 8/i-v / D 'f 

Fooe 

'8/t "'1 

~sp~ 
~~ · 

v{ (l 
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TO: 

FROM: 

VADM Jim Stavridis 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ -

110 00 

SUBJECT: Cables and Thank You Notes 

August 16,2004 

In the future, I need to get the cables and thank you notes faster. Saving them 

until the last leg (when we're doing the SVTCs and I have to read all the material 

Steve Cam bone has sent)j ust doesn' t work. If they do them the same day and get 

them in on a 5-6 day trip like that, I can easily deal with a ll of them. 

The day we arrived home I didn't have a chance to read the last chunk of them, 

and then we headed right into a very busy week. It's not a good way to do it; let's 

get it fixed. If that means someone has to mi~oing to a function (to a castle, 

dinner, palace, etc.), then that's what it means:'\ve have so many people along on 

the trips so they can trade off responsibilities. 

We need to have a checklist - who is assigned which cables so they get them done 

on time. In the future, let's put a deadline on them. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
081604·1 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by ----------
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TO: SECDEF 16August 2004 

FROM: V ADM JIM ST A VIUDIS 

SUBJ: TRIP CHECKLIST and MEMO TO THE PRESIDENT 

I. Sir, I spoke with GEN Craddock today, and he provided me a copy of 
the trip checklist you mentioned. The senior Policy representative on 
each trip is responsible to construct a detailed matrix for each trip that 
shows who is responsible for each product and give them hard 
deadlines for each of the products - cables, thank you, Presidential 
memo, and so forth. I will persona11y track this and ensure they do 
what is required to get the material in each day so there is not a large 
drop at the end of the trip. 

2. I've also spoken with leadership in Policy to re-emphasize that they 
need to get these products into us in a timely fashion. 

3. On the memo for the President, clearly the speech writer is not the 
right person to draft this important document. I will ensure that 
henceforth an appropriate "substance person" is assigned the task, and 
will pay particular personal attention to its development and drafting. 
We'I1 get you a quality product in a more timely fashion on future 
trips. 

Very respectfully, 
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August 16, 2004 

TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Senate Select Committee's Iraq assessment 

I just finished reading the conclusions of the Senate Select Committee on 

Intelligence in their pre-war assessment on Iraq. 

It presents a number of conclusions critical of the intelligence community. To the 

extent that any of the conclusions apply to intelligence community activities 

involving DOD, please get involved to see that whatever deficiencies may exist 

are rectified and any other appropriate actions are taken. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Select Corruniuee on Intelligence Report 

DHR:5s 
081604-7 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 

Please respond by CJ/ 1 O / o ':f 
( I 
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INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

400 ARMY NAVY DRIVE 
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22202-4704 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Joseph E. Schmitz, Inspector Gene 

-··- . ,, -

'°;:~~f r---"\ 'JI ,.-... tt ... 

• • I • I I 

• After you suggested yesterday that we should be looking not only at Department of 
Defense contracts that might have been tainted by Darleen A. Druyun but also by 
any other "criminals" associated with Ms. Druyun, the General Counsel volunteered 
that The Boeing Company, Incorporated, (Boeing) has also been "partially debarred" 
from government contracting as a result of criminal allegations. Attached, for your 
convenience, is a brief description of this matter, which was included with my 
October 8,2003, Quarterly Update to you. 

• Following is a brief summary of my Office's involvement in that matter. Even 
before receiving your "snowflake" of yesterday, I had already instructed my staff to 
share whatever information we can with the Acting Undersecretary of Defense 
(AT &L), who agreed yesterday to address your concerns about contracts tainted by 
any other "criminals" associated with Ms. Druyun. 

• Since September 5,2002, the Defense Criminal Investigative Service,jointly with 
the Air Force Office of Special Investigations and the National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration Office of Inspector General, have been investigating 
allegations that Boeing used Lockheed Martin Corporation's proprietary documents 
to successfully bid on Air Force contracts for the Evolved Expendable Launch 
Vehicle program. On July 24,2003, the Air Force suspended (a temporary measure 
short of debarment) three Boeing divisions and three fonncr Boeing employees from 
government contracting. The affected Boeing divisions arc the Launch Systems 
Division, Chicago, TL; Boeing Launch Services, Chicago, TL; and the Delta 
Programs Division .. Huntington Beach, CA. To date, the divisions arc still under 
suspension, and the investigation continues. 

• I will respond more fully to your "snowflake" within the time you requested 
(1/13/05). 

Attachment: As stated. 
cc: Acting USD (AT&L); General Counsel 

. ~(b)(6) Prepared By: Charles W. Bcarda11, Acting Deputy Inspector General 
F8R: 8FFICl7'L@S1! 8Pft,,r ..... _____ ..., 

LA¥/ ENfl8RC~PtlEN"f :nmSl'l'JYE 
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INSPECTOR GENERAL 
DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 

400 ARMY NAVY DRIVE 
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA 22202-4704 

October 8,2003, 11 :30 a.m. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Joseph E. Schmitz, Ins 

SUBJECT: Inspector General Quarterly September 2003) 

• Attached at Tab A is a summary of Fourth Quarter FY 2003 significant 
accomplishmentc; of the Office of Inspector General. 

• Over the course of the last quarter l provided 13 Info Memos in lieu of one-
011-one briefings whenever there was a need to brief you on IG issues. A 
summary is at Tab B. 

• At the request of the Vice Chainnan of the President's Council on Integrity 
and Efficiency, I drafted a reso1ution to commemorate the 25th anniversary 
of the enactment of the Inspector General Act of 1978, signed into 1aw on 
October 12, 1978, which has been introduced in the House (H. J. Res. 70) 
by Chairman Tom Davis, House Committee on Government Reform 
(Tab C), and in the Senate (S. J. Res. 18) by Chairwoman Susan Collins, 
Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs (Tab D). 

• We held our 15thAnnual Awards Luncheon on September25,2003. It 
was my privilege to honor those members of the OIG team who set the bar 
"very much higher" than the high standards of performance we enforce. 
We were also honored to have Dan Gable as our guest speaker. I have 
already provided your front office a video of his remarks. 

COORDTNATION: None 

Attachments: 
As stated 

. µb)(6) 
Prepared by: Joseph E. Schrmtz1 ... _______ __, 
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• JG Support to the Combatant Commanders: 

o The Inspector General and his four Deputies met with the Joint Forces Command 
(JFCOM) Deputy Commander and staff to review possibilities for partnering. 
They requested IG support evaluating manpower allocation and acquisition plans, 
updating Combatant Command IG policy, and formulating a joint IG trnining 
curriculum. We return in October to scope projects and plan the way forward. 

• Improved Financial Performance: 

o As part of the Department's goal to achieve a favorable audit opinion on the 
FY2007 DoD financial statements, the Under Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) 
issued a memorandum to the Services and Defense Agencies to prepare 
comprehensive mid-range financial improvement plans which will be used as a 
roadmap for achieving a favorable audit opinion. The Comptroller also directed 
the OIG, DoD to plan for the increased internal and contract audit resources to 
meet the FY2007 goal. Reprogramming of about $184M from the Military 
Departments and Defense Agencies to the OIG, DoD is planned forFY2004; 
about 96% of the total is for contract support to achieve the 2007 goal. 

• OJG Transfonnation: 

o The Office of the Chief of Staff restructured combining administration, 
information management, comptroller, and security into a single robust entity. 

2 

The Deputy Inspector General for Intelligence transitioned two audit teams {14 
auditors) to Intelligence and Thomas Gimble was named as the Assistant Inspector 
General for Intelligence. The Deputy Inspector General for Inspections arx:l Policy 
established the Inspections and Evaluations Directorate. Initially the directorate 
will focus on the sexual climate at the Military Academies, human trafficking, 
support to Combatant Commands and Joint IG doctrine and training. 

o We promulgated four new OIG policy memoranda on the following subjects: 
"Leadership Assist Visits (Rev.)"; "Release of OIG Reports Containing Privacy 
Act Protected Information"; "OrderoflnspectorGeneral Succession (Rev, l)"; 
and "Robust Leadership Development and Succession Planning." 

• Reslllts of Major Criminal J,zvestigatitms: 

o Enaam Amaout of Benevolence International Foundation was sentenced to 11 
years for defrauding donors by concealing that donations were used to supp01t 
terrorist groups. 

o Former Boeing employees were indicted for theft of trade secrets from Lockheed 
Martin involving Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle 

11-L-0559/0SD/28052 
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August 17 ,2004 

TO: Steve Cambone 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1>~ 
SUBJECT: Note from EUCOM 

Please take a look at this note from EUCOM, and tell me what you think we ought 

to do about it. 

Thanks. 

Attach 
Note from EUCOM 

DHR:ss 
081 704-4 
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FROM: COMEUCOM 16 AUG 04 

TO: SECDEF 

t<fr:. SECRETARY, 

I AM IN RECEIPT OF I~STRUCTIONS TO PROCEED WITH THE TEMPORARY 
TRAKSFER OF 87 PERSO~~EL, FOR UP TO ONE YEAR, TO AUGMENT THREE CENTCOM 
IKTELLIGENCE STAFFS. I HAVE CO)JDUCTED Ji.N ANALYSIS OF THE IMPACT OF SUCH 

A REDUCTION ON JAC MOLESWORTH AND ITS CRITICALLY IMPORTANT MISSIO)JS B 
SUPPORT OF OUR KATION.i\L AND THE.i\TER OBJECTIVES. I Hl\.VE REQUESTED A 
REVIEW OF THIS REQUIREME)JT BY THE JOIJ'.:T STAFF PRIOR TO EXECUTING THIS 
DIRECTIVE, AND I H.AVE BEEN INSTRUCTED TO COMPLY tvITH THE DIRECTIVE 
PE)JDING COMPLETION OF THE REQUESTED REVInv. 

I AM l'i'R.ITING TO VOICE At' I~TE~T TO COMPLY AS REQUESTED, BUT ALSO TO 
EXPRESS MY CO~CERK WITH REGARD TO THE IMPACT OF SUCH A REDUCTION ON OUR 
CRITICl\.L MISSIO~ CP,PABILITIES AT ,T.AC MOLESWORTH. WHE~ THIS REDUCTIOK IS 
IMPLEMENTED, tvE WILL IMMEDI.ATELY HAVE TO TERMIKATE ACTIVITIES FOR ONE 
YE.AR IK THE FOLLOWING AREAS: 

1. ALL TARGETING, TO IKCLUDE BOA ANr· TIME SENSITIVE TARGETING 

2. ALL AIR TO AIR DEFENSE ANALYSIS 

J. ALL ORDER OF BATTLE MAINTENAKCE 

4. LONG TERI1 THEATER STRATEGIC ESTIMATES 

~. ALL COU~TRY STUDIES IK 91 COU~TRY AOR 

6. ALL EXERCISE SUPPORT 

FURTHER, WE WILL REDUCE THE FOLLOWING CAPABILITIES: 

1. I~ DEPTH POLITICAL-MILITARY ANALYSIS OF WESTERK EUROPE 

2. RUSSI AK MARITIME FOCUS 

3. COLLECTIOK MANAGEMEKT 

THE NEGATIVE IMPACT OF THIS REDUCTION ON THIS THEATER WILL BE FELT 
I~ KEY .!I.REAS UPON WHICH WE HAVE COME TO DEPE~D FOR GWOT AND OTHER 
IMPORTAKT ACTIVITIES. IT WILL SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCE THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 
JAC MOLESWORTH AND OUR 'tJARFIGHTING CAPABILITY ACROSS THE BOARD, TO 
IJ'.:CLUDE ONGOING SUPPORT TO OTHER COMBATANT COMMANDERS. THE SAME 
PERSONKEL IDENTIFIED FOR THIS AUGMENTATION MISSIOK ARE ALREADY 
PROVIDING SIGNIFICANT SUPPORT TO CE~TCOM FOR BOTH OEF AND OIF VI.A 
RE.ACHBACK FOR IK DEPTH AKALYSIS AND AN.ALYTICAL SUPPORT FROM J.AC 
MOLESWORTH. A SY~ERGISTIC /\ND FOCUSED SUPPORT MISS IO~, LEVERAGIKG THE 
FULL CAPABILITY OF THE JAC, SHOULD BE OF GREATER BE)JEFIT TO THE GWOT 
AND TO CE)JTCOM THAN A DISPERSAL OF THE SAME ASSETS. 

I REQUESTED RECONSIDERATION OF THIS REQUIREME)JT, PRIOR TO 
EXECUTIOK, AS THERE CURRENTLY EXISTS 11 STANDIKG COMMANDS AKO JTFS 
SUPPORTING OIF AND OEF, EACH HAVI)JG AN ORGA.'HC INTELLIGE)JCE STAFF. 11-t' 
HOPE WAS THAT EFFORTS TO (:QN8CL::.;1::/ :'.:o["_' -:-: : :rnn:1c: -,;;1r, PERHAPS EVEN 
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ELIMIKATE SOME OF THESE MULTIPLE STAFFS WOULD HAVE BEEN POSSIBLE AKO 
ADVISABLE BEFORE IMPLEMENTING A REDUCTIOK OF THIS MAGNITUDE AT JAC, 
MOLESWORTH. 

M' RECENT VISIT TO ISRII.EL HIGHLIGHTED ISRAELI CONCER\J OVER THE 
RECE\JT UCP TRII.KSFER OF LEBA\JON AND SYRIA TO CENTCOM. THE IDF IS 
CONCERNED O'ilER THEIR RESULTIKG LACK OF ACCESS AND REPRESENT.11.TIOK WITH 
CENTCOM ON M.11.TTERS PERTAINING TO THESE TWO COUKTRIES. I HAVE EXPLAINED 
THAT THE UCP "SEAMS" BETWEE::-1 EUCOM AND CENTCOM ARE "SOFT", VICE RIGID 
LINES AND THAT WE ARE QUITE ABLE AND 1'JILLING TO BE INTERLOCUTORS WITH 
CENTCOM AND BACK ON MATTERS PERTAIKIKG TO LEBANOK A.~D SYRIA, II\ EFFECT 
"REPRESENTING" CENTCOM FOR AND TO THEM. AS THEIR DESIRE IS TO DEVELOP 
GWOT INTELLIGE\JCE ON A BILATERAL BASIS EVE\! FURTHER, THIS IS ANOTHER 
REASO\J FOR ADDRESSIKG THE PENDI\JG .JAC MOLESWORTH REDUCTIONS 1'JITH 
CAUTIO\J. 

FINALLY, WE ARE IN THE PROCESS OF ACHIEVING A BREAKTHROUGH OF SORTS 
WITH REGARD TO BUILDI\JG THE FIRST NATO STRII.TEGIC IKTELLIGENCE 
CAPABILITY AD.JACENT TO JAC, MOLESWORTH, WITH THE Il\vALUABLE ASSISTAKCE 
OF JAC AND EUCOM PERSOKNEL. LACK OF ORGA.~IC INTELLIGE::-JCE HAS BEE::-1 ONE 
OF NATO'S CLEAREST 1'JEAK\JESSES FOR .l,fANY YEARS. CURREKT EFFORTS TO REMEDY 
THIS SHORTFALL ARE TRULY TRII.NSFORMATIO\JAL FOR THE ALLIA\JCE, AND ARE 
GENERATIKG ENTHUSIASM. Al\JY SIGKIFICA.~T MANPOWER REDUCTION AT JAC WILL 
REDUCE OUR ABILITY TO BRI::-JG THIS EFFORT TO FRUITI0::-1, AT LEAST WITHIN 
CURREKT TIMELI:-JES AKO ESTIMATES. 

I HAVE ADVISED THE CHAIRMA::-1, THE VICE CHAIRMAN, MD USD (I) OF MY 
CONCERNS. I OFFER THESE COMMENTS 1::-1 KEEPING WITH MY RESPOKSIBILITIES TO 
PROVIDE MY BEST MILITARY ADVICE WHEN APPROPRIATE AND NECESSARY. I\J MY 
VIEW, THIS IS SUCH A TIME. 

U\JLESS OTHERWISE INSTRUCTED, EUCOM WILL IMMEDIATELY IMPLEMENT THE 
DIRECTIVE WE HAVE RECEIVED. 

VERY RESPECTFULLY, 
,JIM 
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August 18,2004 

TO: 

FROM: 

Steve Cambone 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Mike DeLong's book 

Please contact Mike DeLong and be sure he clears his book for classified material. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
081804-3 

AUG 2 1 '.';..,0 ~ 
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MEMEORANDUM FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Through: Under Secretary of Defense for lnte11igence ~ AUG 3 0 m4 

From: Deputy Under Secretary of Defense, CI&S 
jOfr{U;D~ 

SUBJECT: LtGen Mike DeLong's Upcoming~ blication 

As requested, LtGen Mike DeLong was contacted reference the 
pending release of his book. LtGen Delong stated the CENTCOM Security 
Office, specifically Mr. Dan Morris, Deputy J-2, CENTCOM and Mr. Barry 
HammiII, CENTCOM Deputy Judge Advocate General accomplished a 
security review. 

Additionally, LtGen Delong stated that when writing the book, he was 
mindful not to include or go into the who, what, when, why and how. 

According to LtGen DeLong, the book is currently in print and 
expected on store shelves around 12 September 2004. 
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INFO MEMO 
8/25/20045:39 PM 

FOR: Ms. Haave 

FROM: Buckley,J{.~ 

SUBJECT: SecDef Snowflake re: LtGen DeLong ' s Book 

• Please see Colonel Sweat's note: "Is this acceptable to DoD?" 
o I personally called LtGen DeLong reference this subject. He stated part 

of his job whi le assigned to CENTCOM was to review like material for 
classified information before public dissemination. 

o He stated he had the book reviewed by Mr. Dan Morris, Deputy J-2; 
CENTCOM to ensure it met all requirements and did not divulge any 
classified information. Mr. Morris can be reached at: 

• DSN: (b)(6) ....._ __ -....-...._ __ 
• Commercial: (b)(6) _____ _, 

• LtGen DeLong's contact information: 
o H omq(b)(6) I 
o Cell : 1 .... ------· 

o He stated Twas the fifth or sixth person to call reference this subject. 

Prepared by: mmb/ .... !(b_)(6_) _ _. 

~~VIII~ ~'4'l 
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December 2,2004 

TO: Dina Powell 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Powell Moore 

Here's a background sheet on Powell Moore, and also some points that I have 

developed with respect to the job he could do as a U.S. Ambassador for this 

Administration. He is first rate. He is leaving. He would very much like to serve 

the country. I hope you will see that his name is carefully considered. You never 

know what might happen, but this is a person who has been carrying the mail, as 

has his wife, Pam, for many, many decades. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Powell :\foun· Biu 
Talking Points 011 Powell :\foun· 

DHR:ss 
120204-1 

OSD 19335-04 
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POWELL A. MOORE 

Powell A. Moore is the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Legislative Affairs. He was 
nominated by President Bush for this position on April 23,200 I and confirmed by the 
Senate on May 1,200 I. 

Mr. Moore formerly served as the Chief of Staff for Senator Fred D. Thompson, Republican 
of Tennessee, and Chairman of the Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs. Mr. Moore 
held this position from September 1998 until assuming his current duties. 

Active in public policy affairs in Washington for more than 37 years, Mr. Moore is a former 
Assistant Secretary of State for Legislative Affairs under President Reagan and served on 
the White House staff under Presidents Nixon, Ford, and Reagan. 

Mr. Moore began his Washington career in 1966 as Press Secretary to Senator Richard B. 
Russell, Democrat of Georgia, and served in this capacity until Senator Russell's death in 
January of 1971. He then joined the Nixon Administration, first serving as Deputy Director 
of Public Information for the Department of Justice and later as a member of the White 
House Legislative Affairs staff. 

He left the White House in 1975, and for the subsequent six years, engaged in government 
relations and legislative affairs consulting, representing a variety of corporations and 
associations. 

Mr. Moore returned to the White House in January 1981 on the day fol lowing Ronald 
Reagan's inauguration as the 40th President of the United States. As Deputy Assistant to the 
President for Legislative Affairs during 1981, he managed the Senate component of the 
legislative affairs office at the White House. 

In January of 1982, President Reagan nominated him to be Assistant Secretary of State for 
Legislative Affairs, and he was confirmed by the Senate on February 4, 1982. 

After leaving government in late 1983 and before returning in 1998, Mr. Moore advised and 
represented business interests as a consultant and as Vice President for Legislative Affairs of 
the Lock.heed Corporation. 

Mr. Moore was born in Milledgeville, Georgia, on January 5, 1938. He graduated from the 
University of Georgia in Athens in 1959 after attending preparatory school at Georgia 
Military College in Milledgeville. After graduation, he was commissioned as an Infantry 
officer in the United States Army where he served for three and one-half years with tours in 
Baumholder, Germany, and Fort Benning, Georgia. 

Mr. Moore lives in Washington, D.C. with his wife Pamla. He has a daughter, Mrs. Frances 
M. Preston of Franklin, Tennessee; and a son, Allen Moore of Springfield. Virginia. Mr. 
and Mrs. Moore together have four grandsons and a granddaughter. 
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Talking Points to Support a Recommendation 
Of Powell Moore to be an Ambassador 

• Powell Moore's career has prepared him to serve as an Ambassador and lead an embassy 
team to advance the interests of the United States overseas. 

• He has a longstanding history of achieving measurable results in developing and 
implementing strategies to deliver public policy messages. 

• As a member of the President's legislative affairs and national security team for the past 
four years, he has a deep understanding of the President's national security and foreign 
policy goals 

• His career in legislative affairs has provided him with solid preparation for a diplomatic 
post where accurate reporting and insightful analysis are essential. 

• Powell Moore has an in-depth knowledge of the United States government. He has 
worked for Senators Richard Russell of Georgia and Fred Thompson of Tennessee, on 
the White House staff under Presidents Nixon, Ford and Reagan and in the Departments 
of Justice, State and Defense. He also understands the interests and issues of the Nation 
having worked closely with scores of Senators and Representatives from every region on 
a variety of issues including trade, manufacturing, agriculture and finance. 

• As Assistant Secretary of State and Assistant Secretary of Defense, he has accompanied 
Members of Congress to more than forty nations where he has paiiicipated in meetings 
with numerous international leaders. 

• His introduction to U.S. ties to Europe came early in his career when he served for two 
years as an Infantry officer in Germany at the time of the Berlin crisis. 

• His wife, Pamla Moore, would be an exceptional representative of our nation. 
o Pamla came to Washington from Atlanta in L 989 as a key member of the staff of 

President G.H.W. Bush's Peace Corp Director, Paul Coverdell. Her association 
with the late Senator Coverdell spanned more than 20 years in Republican 
fundraising and political activities in Georgia and in Washington. 

o As Director of the Office of Private Sector Relations for the U.S. Peace Corps, 
she raised more than $12 million in private sector donations to support the Peace 
Corps' initiative into former Warsaw Pact countries. 

o She cun-ently directs the National Blood Foundation, which provides support for 
transfusion medicine research with an endowment of more than $4 million. 

o Pamla was an alternate delegate from the District of Columbia to the Republican 
National conventions in Philadelphia in 2000 and in New York in 2004. 

o On November 2,2004, she won a non-partisan election with more than 70 percent 
of the vote to represent the eastern section of Georgetown on a District of 
Columbia Advisory Neighborhood Commission. 

• Powell Moore has loyally served in the Administration of President Bush during his first 
term and is eager to serve the President and the Nation in a challenging assignment 
abroad in the second term. 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Butler 

Donald Rumsfcld -{ J. 

f t_@j 
H9'10 

SUBJECT: Thank You Note for Bill Timmons 

December 3,2004 

Tf we have not prepared a thank you to Bi ll Timmons for his heads up on the 

calling cards for the military, please draft one. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
120304-10 
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• !lEC. 1. 2004 4: 52PM TIMMONS & COMPANY 

VIA FAX 

Memorandum for the Honorable Donald Rurnsfeld 

From: Bill Timmons~ 

D:te: I December 2004 

Subject: Prepaid Telephone Callirg Cards for MJ:ia¥ 

NO. 542 P. 2 

Request your personal assistance on an issue of :inportanoeto oor servicemen and 
women and their families. In the next few weeks 1he FCC intends to issue an order 
concerning prepaid calling cards that threaten! te inereasen.if'..,s..cm-the.wiJ.~~.t..and . .other 
users of this low-cost telephone serviee ~by"as much as 20%: . ·~ 

, .. _. ... ., ... _ .. ·- ,, ........ . 

Ten years ago calling card service that contained promotional advertisements 
(called enhanced cards) we placed in servtce. Telephone calls using these enhanced 
cards are infamatialaland outside regulated service and therefore rd subject to _ 
intrastate access or universal service fees. After all these years the FCC intends to make l 
these cards fall in a revenue category that w.IL cause troops ,md other card users to 
contribute more so others may contribute less. 

Consistent with the goals of universal scrvice,_tbe c~ds ~~J:-~Or~!~~~"~~st 
calling forthose who need it m:::st -milit.ary, senior, rural, m i.ZJ otjty •. ~ . .9"!.:-.m~~. 
users. The.USO provides free pre-paid ·cards.to service perso~~l S:S.P~ o[.':~rm.i.£1.1 
.p}fone Home p~pj!3m." Wal-Mart, Sam's Club, dru_g stores, military exchanges, and · 
ol&eiiitail"oriilets sell the inexpensive calling cams. Members of Congress have 
communicated with FCC OBiman Powell not to take money out of soldiers' pockets 
while they defend our country. In fact, in the closiz9days of this Congress through np:»:t:. 
language for the final budget legislation Congiess directed tbe FCC "not to take any ·1 
action that would directly or indirectly have the effect of raising the rates charged to J. 
military personnel or their families for telephone calls placed us.in;Jprepaid phone cards." 
On23 July of this year the Pentagon weighed in when Charles Abell wrote the FCC 
pointing out the increased costs to service personnel and families if this order were 
implemented. 1lte FCC ehainnan put off official action until after the election but now 
intends to go forward. 

D:n, about the only a venue open seems to be White House involvement to protect 
the low-cost prepaid calling cards for the militmy. May I suggest you call Andy Card 
and ask him to help? 

Thanks a bunch. 
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Timmons & Company 

Bill Timmons fouruled Timmons and Compllny in 1975. 

Mr. Timmons is Chairman Emeritus with responsibility for guiding corporate 

planning. From its formation until 1986, Mr. Timmons served as the company's 

president. recommending plans designed to achieve clients' goals in their relations 

with the federal government. 

Between 1969-1974, Mr. Timmons was Assistant to the President for Legislative 

Affairs to Presidents Richard Nixon and Gerald Ford, where he was responsible for 

the Administrations' legislative programs and the principal advisor on Congressional 

relations. As a senior White House spokesman on Capitol Hill, he also coordinated 

strategy for depai1ment and agency legislative initiatives. Prior to his White House 

service, Mr. Timmons served 12 years in senior positions on Capitol Hill as 

Admmistrative Assistant to Representative Bill Brock (R-TN) and as an aide to 

Senator Alexander Wiley (R-WI). Bill served four years in the U.S. Air Force 

during the Korean War period. 

Page 1 of 2 

He has held commissions from four Presidents and is a member of numerous 

professional. service. fraternal. and social organizations. Mr. Timmons has attended 

ever)' Republican Kational Convention since 1964. He wa\ Director of Congressional 

Relations for the Nixon-Agnew campaign in 1968; National Convention Mm1ager for 

Richard Nixon in 1968 and 1972, for Gerald Ford in 1976, and for Ronald Reagan 

in 1980 and 1984: and Kational Political Director for Reagan-Bush in 1980. He was 

also Deputy Director of the Transition for President-elect Reagan in 1980, and a 

senior advisor to Vice President George Bush's campaign in 1988 and Senator Bob 

Dole's bid in 1996. In 2000, he was a senior advisor to Governor Bush for the 

11-L-0559/0SD/28064 
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Timmons & Company 

Contact 

Bryce L. (Larry) Harlow 

President and Managing Director 

Richard J. Tarplin 

* Name: 

* Email: 

Chairman and Managing Director Message: 

Page I of I 

.------------------.... ;;] .... ::: 

Timmons and Company, Inc. 

1875 Eye Street. KW. 

Suite 400 

Washington, D.C. 20006 

tel 202.331.1760 

fax 202.822.9376 

copyright 2003 Timmons and Company, Inc. 
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nc. :. 2004 4: 52P~ :I~MOKS i COMPANY 

c=:~·--: 
nA .F..fiK"::=· .. - .. ............ ---··, . 

Memorandum for the Honorable Donald Rumsf eld 

From: Bill Timmons~ 

l .. ..,., r- ... -·. 
. . - ~ . - . . .. 

Date: I December 2004 

Subject: Prepaid Telephone Calling Cm:1s for Militaiy 

Ii" ,4· ·, ,U, ~ l e 2 

; ........... -
' . 

Request your personal assistance on a,. issue of importance to our servicemen and 
women and thei.c: families. In the next few weeks the FCC intends to issue an order 
concerning. prepaid calling cards that threatens to increase rate~ on the military and other 
u.sers- of this low-cost telephone service by as m.x:h as 205. 

Ten years ago calling card service that contained promotional advertisements 
(called enhanced cards) \'t8S placed in sexvice. Telephone calls using these enhanced 
cards are in:fomatialal and outside regulated service and themface not subject to 
intrastate access or universal service fees. After all these years the FCC intends to make 
these cards fall in a revenue category that will ca.use-troops and other card users to 
cxntr.ib.ite more so ethers may contribute less. 

Consistent with the goals of universal service, the cards today provide low-cost 
calling for those who need itnost -military, senior, rural,mirmty, and low-income 
users. The USO provides free pre-paid cards to service personnel as part of "Operation 
Phone Home program." Wal-Mart, Sam's Club. drug stores, military exchanges, and 
other retail outlets sell the inexpensive cal ling can:is. Members of Congress have 
communicated with FCC ChaimBn Pa,,ell not to take money vut of soldie?:s1 pockets 
while they defend our country. In fact, in the closing days of this Congress through tep:>tt 
language for the :firal budget legislation Congress directed the f CC "not to take any 
action that would directly or indirectly have the effect of raising the rates charged to 
military personnel or their families for telephone calls placed usirq prepaid phone ca!ds.'' 
On 23 July of this year the Pentagon weighed in when Charles Abell wrote the FCC 
pointing wt:. the increased costs to service personnel and families if this order were 
implemented. The FCC chairman put off official actionutil after the election but now 
intends to go forward. 

Den, about the only avenue open seems to be 'White I fouse involvement to protect 
the low-cost prepaid calling cards for the military. May I suggest you cal I Andy Card 
and ask him to help? 

Thanks a bunch. 

oso 19346-04 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. Bill Timmons 
Chairman Emeritus 
Timmons and Company, Inc. 
1875Eye Street,N.W. 
Suite400 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

Dear Bill, 

DEC 1 5 2Xl4 

Thanks for the heads up about the calling card 
issue. It is important, and we are looking into it. 

oso 19346-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/28067 
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TO: Gen Richard Myers 
Doug Fe ith 

f t_@j 

FOGO 

,. ,.. . ·• ' - • • • c~ , ,-: ·~ 

~·:; . ... , - ' ' ,; . ~- .; . ..,; 

FROM: Donald Rumsfelct'91'.,, 

SUBJECT: Common G lobal Environment Assessment 

August 31, 2004 

I th ink we should have a common global environment assessment, and use DoD's 

Regional Centers and Combatant Commanders to help communicate with the rest 

of the world so they share our assessment. We need to show them the intelligence 

and our analysis. We need to get them thinking about the world the way we are 

thinking about it, or learn from them about what they are thinking. 

Only if we have a common understanding of the global environment - the threats 

and capabilities we face -- will we be likely to end up singing off the same sheet of 

music. 

P lease come back to me with a proposal as to how we should proceed. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
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Policy Executive Secretariat Note 

FEB 1 6 200~ 

I-04/0 11748/ES-0626 

Reference: 083 I 04-15, Common Global Environment 
Assessment 

Captain Marriott, 

Ryan Henry briefed Sec Def on October 20,2004 on 
DoD Regional Centers. Attached is the October 20 briefing. 

Respectfully request consideration that the 
October briefing answers the snowflake action. 

lj)-. LJ.,,-L~~~ 

'~Bartlett 
~fy Director 
Policy Executive Secretariat 

11-L-0559/0SD/28069 
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TO: Gen Richard Myers 
Doug Feith 

FROM: 

F8~8 

SUBJECT: Common Global Environment Assessment 

August 31,2004 

I-o'-tJou, 4 e 
Et- 0-od.lo 

I think we should have a common global environment assessment, and use DoD' s 

Regional Centers and Combatant Commanders to help communicate with the rest 

of the world so they share our assessment, We need to show them the intelligence 

and our analysis. We need to get them thinking about the world the way we are 

thinking about it, or learn from them about what they arc thinking. 

Only if we have a common understanding of the global environment - the threats 

and capabilities we face -- will we be likely to end up singing off the same sheet of 

mus1c. 

Please come back to me with a proposal as to how we should proceed. 

Thanks. 

OHR:~ 
083104-IS 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ____ C\ __ \_~----

FOtxJO O SD 193 4 7 -0 4 
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DoD Regional Centers -
Post 9111 Transformation 

l!>ELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
Oraft working papers. Do not release under FOrA) 

SecDef Briefing 
20 October, 2004 
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DoD Regional Centers 

Overview 
POLICY 

D Assumptions 

o Background 

CJ Evolving Vision 

CJ lmplementingthe Vision 

CJ Next Steps 

Bottom Line 
'i.littif;ioiif:R.egiona.l Centers' contribution to national security 

•:,iYr\tM:.:·n.eed· to· transform 
··»the way we think about Regional Centers 
> the way we employ them 
~ how we support them 

(DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
Draft working papers. Do not release under FOIA) 20-0ct-04 
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, DoD Regional Centers 
J, 

• . ~t~t>.:- / 
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,, -\"''..,__:. _______ ,/,.,,. Assumptions 
POLICY 

D DoD's five Regional Centers for Security Studies were designed before 9/11 to 
address the strategic challenges we then faced. 
> And the Marshall Center has largely accomplished its orginal r r m11 

D In a post-9/11 world, the Regional Centers can now do more to strengthen U.S. 
national security and international support by 

9 Harmonizing views on the nature of common security challenges 
» Serving as a key USG tool in countering ideological support for terrorism 
9 Edmrgon the role of defense in civil society (current focus) 

[J The value of a collaborative set of centers with a coherent message exceeds the sum 
of their individual contributions. 

}.- No one Regional Center is inherently more important than any other 

D Properly fashioned, Regional Centers can be a test bed for experimentation in 
interagency "jointness" 

9 Focusing all elements of USG power 
9 Proving ground for low-key joint i~ initiatives 
9 Ro~tir,e liaisor, aod ~ activities \IWt1 NGOs, particularly humanitarian organiza1ions, b inform 

dec1s1on-mak1ng 1n crises 

CJ If the Regional Centers assume a leadership role within the USG security cooperation 
community, investing in them can have a multiplier effect. 

(DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
Draft working papers. Do not release under FOrA) 
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.. 
Center for 

Hemispheric 
Defense Studies 

*=RC Location 

(DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For 
C>raft working papers. Do not release 

.. ------ ---
.. ...... ... .. 

... 

. .. 

Africa Center for 
Strategic Studies 

20·0d·04 
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Near East
South Asia 
Center for 
Strategic 

~ Studies 

I 
; 

; 

.... 

" ) 
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DoD Regional Centers 

Background 
POLICY 

Marshall Center I 1993 I Army EUCOM $26.9M 2,304 J 

Asia-Pacific I 1995 I Navy PACOM $13.SM 1,012 I 
Center 

Center for I 1997 I NDU I SOUTHCOM I $5.SM I 862 l 
Hemispheric 
Defense 

l 1999 I NDU I EUCOM I I I 

Africa Center $10.3M I 9051 

Near East-South 12000 INDU I CENTCOM I $6.SM I 1,458 I 
Asia Center 

I I I Total I 
I 

$63.3M I 5,940 I 
FY04 Budget FY04 Participants 

£)EL1BERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
Ura ft working papers. Do not release under FO IA) 

Africa 

CHO 

Asia- M~hall 
Pacific 20-0d-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/28075 

64,566 $416 

27,732 $498 

5,9531 $924 

2,9131 $3,530 

5,543 I $1,227 

106,000 

FY04 ParticipantDays 
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POLICY 

DoD Regional Centers 

Background 
Regional Center budgets 

30 -------------------

25 I > a: • -....,< I 

Regional Center participants 
70,000-.----------------

60,000 ;,------------::a~---~------1 

E 20 ~ 60,000 1 ----""'7'-----------1 
~ m - ~ ~ 15 ~ 40,000 r----;r--------------1 
~ m 
~ ~ m 10 :u 30,000 _ 

~ 

s I :;>....--::: »- ....-:::!.: *g I:. zo,ooo -

~OJ,.,-;~=-.-----~::;=~~~=--,----,-_J 0 

<c ~°'~ <c ~~ <c 
~0/jf'J 

<c 
~~ ...... 

<c ~~"' <c 

10,000 +-------~~----------! 

0 I , , ? , .-:;::- , )fi"'r llli I er::, , , , I 

~o.,~ ~~ ~o_,":) ~OJ'°~~ ~OJ'b ~OJ°"~~~ ~~"' ~"' ~~~ ~~ 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Fiscal Year Fiscal Year 
-+- Marshall Center ....._ Asia-Pacific Center 
-..- CHDS -H-Africa Center 
-+-N:SACenter 

~Jifm~rii' f6~9·h:1i~e.9y.gtes .. t9 ;weer+ . ...-
(DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
Draft working papers. Do not release under FOIA) 20-0ct~04 
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... , '-,,• ... DoD Regional Centers ~
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. --- "· ------ ' Evolving Vision for the Centers 
POLICY 

Objective 

Target 
audiences 

How they 
operate 

Yesterday: Today: 
D Influence thinking in D Inform thinking on 21st 

immediate post-Cold War century security 
era challenges 

D Educate on the role of O Educate on the role of 
military in civil society defense in civil society 

o Defense 

CJ "Autonomous " not l 

coordinated 

D Government national 
security 

D "Autonomous, but 
cooperative" 

(DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
Oraft wor1dng papers. Do not release under FOrA) 20-0ct-04 
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Tomorrow: 
D Become USG vanguard in: 

> Harmonizing threat 
awareness 

»' Countering ideological 
support for terrorism 

> Educating on the role of 
defense in civi I society 

CJ Public and private national 
security; other "thinkers" 

Q 'Cooperative and coherent;" 
working in an integrated 
fashion with SecDef agenda 

7 , 



DoD Regional Centers ~

"'"'-J,, 
..... _ ...... _-< .... _' 
- ·. '/' 

/ -- • 'i" 
,' ~ • r ~~ / 

', -----:· ,• Moving Toward '"Tomorrow'' 
POLICY 

CJ What is required to transition to "Tomorrow"? 
9 Mission 

9 Governance 

9 Metrics 

9 Resources 

IJ)ELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
graft working papers. Do not release under FOIA) 

20-0ct-04 
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DoD Regional Centers 

'Mission lliiiiil 

POLICY 

Today: 
CJ Education and outreach -

forums for exchanging views 

D Pri')larily conc~rn.ed with 
reg1onar secunty issues 

CJ Limited target audience 
9 Defense elites, primarily military 

CJ Few cooperative programs with 
government security 
cooperation organizations 

(DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion l)Urposes only. 
Draft working papers. DO not release under FOIA) 

Tomorrow: 
CJ "Strategic communication" -

immersion and outreach 
activities 

9 Harmonize threat awareness 
9 Counter ideological support for terrorism 
9 Educate on role of defense in civil society 

D Balanced treatment of global 
and regional security matters 

CJ Expanded target audience 
9 Security elites, including government, "think 

tanks," media, NGOs 

CJ Broader cooperative programs 
9 Among Regional Centers 
9 lnteragency"ioint" experimentation centers 
9 Foreign govemment-soonsored think tanks 

20-oc1-04 ).,- Colleges and universities 

11-L-0559/0SD/28079 
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DoD Regional Centers 

Governance 
ltOUCY 

Today: Tomorrow: 
D Regional Centers independent CJ Harmonized, collaborating institutions 

institutions, now starting to collaborate 

CJ Various governance models CJ Unifying governance model 

).> Conflicting directives 

> Different practices regarding Boards of Visitors 

)> Multiple and not always optimal Executive 
Agents 

).> Fragmented, limiting legislation 
• Hit or miss audits 

~ One Directive consolidating oversight and support 

).> One Board of Visitors 

~ Single ExecutiveAgent 

> Common. enabling legislation 
• US DP-initiated audits 

l> Few arrangements between centers and 
potential enabling organizations 

> Memorandaof agreement, e.g. between Regional 
Centers and D~r:ise. Security Cooperation Agency, 
NDU, or other mst1tut1ons 

r.:J Directors semi-connected to SecDef 
> DoD only staffing 

CJ Directors more direct\x connected to 
SecDef through USD(P) 

}> 11Joint" interagency staffing - DoD Director, Dos 
Deputy, interagencv staffing 

(DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
Draft working papers. Do not release under FOIA) 
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DoD Regional Centers 

Metrics 
POLICY 

Today: 
D Metric formulation and data 

collection are ad hoc 

D Exjstina metrics .no:t used to 
guide center act1v1t1es 

4>EL1BERA TIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion~urposes only. 
Uraft working papers. Do not release under FOrA) 

Tomorrow: 
r:J Consistent metrics for 

20-0ct-04 

. 
measuring: 

}.> Effectiveness of generating attitudinal 
shifts of participants 
• Ent/1/ and exit surveys 

» Policy insights gained from exchanges 
and research 

• Ability to feed the OUSD(PJ policy 
process 

> Quality of product 
• Demand for product 

)i.> Operational effectiveness and efficiency 
• Outside support (money, staff, facilities, 

etc.) 

)- DoD and interagency value added 
• Venue of choice for security cooperation 

outreach activities 

11-L-0559/0SD/28081 
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Do~ Regional Centers 

SuppQrt 
Today: 
l:J The newer centers have 

smaller budgets but equal 
potential value 

l> Newer centers responsible for 
strategically important regions 

D PJsymmetric rescu~a»s 
I 

l> The largest budget is "'"6x th? s te of 
the smallest 

D Funding flwctuations eompl1 cabu 
planning 1 

o Few visits from officials 
_ > Minimum participation by US military 

Cl Uneven technology applications 

Tomorrow: 
r:J Cenb> ~s havJ» equival1 

DoD 

CJ Roughly symmetric t:P 

(within 25o/o} 

D Stab~ fwnd1 ng with In 
l> Discretionafy funding i!, 

performance 

o Robust participation t 
> Increased DoD and wide 

Cl Learning technology 1 
(Ul::Lll::Sl::RATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 20-0ct-04 
Draft working papers. Do not release under FOIA) 
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DoD Regional Centers 

·Next Steps ' ·.. ..... ./ .. 
.... ,,,_." -~------~/::,<· 

POLICY 

D Work with Center Directors to develop a model for post 9-1 I 
Regional Centers 

» Generate an execution plan to transform mission and roughly equalize Centers 
» Develop roadmap for making Regional Centers interagency 11jointness" labs 

• Make initial inquiries with USAID, DOSI and DOE 
> Identify Regional Centers 1 post 9-11 path and support/resource needs 

• Develop integrated post 9-11 curriculum 
~ Develop program for Senior OSD participation at Regional Centers 

o Approve establishment of a single Executive Agent 

D Approve establishment of a single Board of Visitors 

Cl Followthrough on requested legislation 

{DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
Draft working papers. Do not release under FOfA) 20-0ct-04 
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POL.ICY 

DoD Regional Centers 

Future Role 

Regional 
COCOMS 

Operational Chain of Command 

(DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
Draft working papers. Do not release under FOfA) 
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POLICY 

Backup 

tDELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
'-lraft working papers. Do not release under FOrA) 
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POLICY 

Background 
Dollars Spent per Participant Day 

6000 --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---

5000 '. 

4000 

f I 3000 I 

o I . . . 

2000 1--~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~---....... ~~~~~~~~--. 
• 

1 ODO I ai. - ......__ ... ::;:o- - -<.:... 

e .... • • 0 L---------,,.------,,-----..-----.------,.---,--,-----1 

~~ ~ ~Iv ~'4 ~ <t,cfp ~ . ~ <4'~ <i',t, <to"' <c'd'-
Fiscal Year 

I Asia-Pacific Center • CHDS 
L_. )( Afcica Center llE NESA Center 1 

* Asia-Pacific FY96 discrepancy caused by first year start-up costs 

/DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion J)Urposes only. 
'laft working papers. Do not release under FDrA) 
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DoD Regional Centers 
·I -•'t•: / 

\ ". '/ ,... ,.,...-:_,• Background 
lpQLICV 

Marshall 1 22,eso I 64,566 
(1993) 

Asia-Pacific I 3,290 I 21, 732 
(1995) 

CHDS I 2,055 [ 5,953 
(1997) 

Africa j 2,918 ] 2,913 
{l 999) 

NESA ] a25 J s,543 
(2000) 

(DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
0 raft Vt10rking papers. Do not release under FOrA) 

I +185% I $338 

I +743% I $912 

I +190o/o I $1,036 

1-0.2% I s1, 668 

1 +572% I $1,521 

20-0ct-04 
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I $416 I + 23o/o 

I $498 I - 45% 

I $924 I - 11% 

I $3,530 I + 112% 

I $1,227 I - 19% 
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a . 
. DoD Regional Centers 

Consolidated Legislative Proposal -
POLICY 

CJ Reinforces unified governance model 
> Gives all Regional Centers the same authority 

D Broadens participant base to include 
)i,l' Foreign security elites (not just defense elites) 
~ Variety of USG participants 
» Other security "thinkers" 

D Allows Regional Centers to accept gifts and donations 
)- Increases accounting transparency by creating a gift fund 
» Permits foreign and domestic gifts and donations 

CJ Authorizes Regional Centers to charge for education and training 
» Allows Foreign Military Sales (FMS)i International Military Education and Training 

(IMET), and other security assistance funds to be used for Regional Center programs 

tl>ELIBER.ATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussios.Jla.arposes only. 
Urafl working papers. Do not release under F' rAJ 
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POLICY 

DoD Regional Centers 
USG Educational Institutions with 
International Part.icifl.ants 

Regional Centers (5) Senior DoD Institutions (11) DoD Institutions (65) USG Proararns (218) 

• Africa Center • National Defense University 
• Asia-Pacific Center • Naval Postgraduate School 

• Service War Colleges (3) • Center for Hemispheric Defense 
• Marshall Center • Air Force Institute of Technology 

FY03 Funding 

3000 

25001 
2700 

2000 -

i 1soo -... 
- 1000 

5: LIIIL-III - 63.3 

USG [k)D Senior DOD RC' 
*FY04 funding 

(DELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
Draft working papers. Do not release under FOIA) 
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• Service academies 
• Education and training in 
~arfighting, support skms. and 
1ntel 

• DoS 
• OoE 
• USAID 

700 

- 600 
g 000 e. 

Annual Participants 
630 

i: 
I 200 
1'I 
a. 100 47.3 16.7 

0 -USG DoD Senior DOD 
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POLICY 

CJ 5 Regional Centers for Security Studies 

[J National Defense University 

o Naval Postgraduate School 

Cl Air Force Institute of Technology 

a Army War College 

a Naval War College 

o Air War College 

jpELIBERATIVE DOCUMENT: For discussion purposes only. 
Uraft working papers. Do not release under FOIA) 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FOU8 

SteveCambone ~ 

Donald Rumsfeld" Y' '-
SUBJECT: 9/1 1 Commission Recommendation 

Please read the attached on the 9/11 Commission Recommendation on 

paramilitary activity. 

Thanks. 

Attach 
08/30/04 O'Connell Jnro Memo toSecDef 

DHR:s..~ 
083104-17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

SE~JSITl'IE 
A m ~4M~T 

oso 19348-04 
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AUG 3 0 20ii ,J t . 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE r 
FROM: Thomas W. O'Connell, Assistant Secretary of Defense (SO/LJC) ~~ 
SUBJECT: 9/11 Commission Recommendation for Consolidated Paramilitary~~ O<{ 

Activities 

At a recent roundtablc, you asked me to contact 9/11 Commissioner John 
Lehman about the above subject. You wanted to know the basis for the 
recommendation. 

John said the Commission's time with CIA (including Director) led them to 
conclude: 

• Agency had "haphazard" approach to paramilitary missions. 

• Common thread throughout Agency approach was "unwillingness to take 
risk". They insisted on legal review at every step. CIA was "reluctant to 
pull the trigger when opportunities were presented." 

• Commission thought entire Agency approach was "muddled, at best." 

• Commission secs Agency/DOD mismatch - DOD has capability, CIA has 
authorities. 

• Commission believed SECDEF's post 9- 11 actions vis-a-vis SOCOM and 
Special Ops in general placed DoD in far superior position to conduct these 
operations. 

• Commission was reluctant to cite Agency/national weaknesses in 
unclassified report. 

• Mr. Lehman a.:iked to bring Commissioner K~trey to the Pentagon for 
SO/LIC overview. 



TO: Peter Rodman 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe~ 

SUBJECT: VOA Broadcasts to Iran 

71..(<-~ 

Peeo 

Please talk to Seth Cropsey personally, for me, on this matter. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 

August 30, 2004 

8/8/04 Feith Memo on VOA; 8/26/04 Rodman Info Memo to SecDef; 10/24/03 Rodman Action Memo to 
SecDef (018009/03) 

DHR:ss 
083004-10 
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TO: Doug Feith 

SUBJECT: VOA Broadcasts to Iran 

August 9, 2004 

:!" ~r410,s1 
!1-d'{lr 

Here is a memo from Seth Cropsey and the U.S. International Broadcasting 

Bureau broadcasts to Iran. 

Please take a look at it and get back to me with your suggestions. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
7/14/04 Cropsey memo to SecDcf 

····························································-···········' Please respond by ! / ,_, 7 / 0 '( , 

S,r 
I 

Res~" alkckcl 

Peoe 

11-L-0559/0SD/28094 
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INFO MEMO 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DepSecD~f 
USD(P)~ ~)B/11 

1-04 681- S 
fS-0'-ll'B 

FROM: Peter W. Rodman, Assistant Secretary of Defense (IS~ W, 2 6 AUG 1004 

SUBJECT: VOA Broadcasts to Iran (SecDef Snowflake) 

• You asked for my suggestions regarding International Broadcasting Bureau Director 
Seth Cropsey's request that DoD supply 1he funds for an increase in VOA's TV 
broadcasts to Iran. 

• We supported this proposal when it was submitted to the Deputy last year (memo 
attached). 

• As was the case then, there still does not appear to be any legal way to transfer DoD 
funds to VOA for this purpose. 

• If the IBB goes to 0MB for this funding increase. we should be prepared to support it. 

DUSD (NESA)Jfl- PDASD(ISA) q.J-
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? FOR: DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFEN;E ,. . _. 

~ ~<i"'flR OM: Assistant Secretary of Defense, Int ei\i a\ona I Security Affairs p-y (Peter Rodman, l(b)(6) ~ \ l<[_ \,\Jv\ 2 4 OC! 

SUBJECT: Proposal to Fund IBB Farsi TV to Iran 

2GC3 

Background: 

Seth Cropsey, Director of the International Broadcasting Bureau (IBB ), submitted a 
proposal to us to fund an increase in IBB TV broadcasting to Iran from one half hour per 
day to three hours per day, for the pe1iod of one year. (TAB A) The cost is nearly S10 
million. The amount is included in the IBB's fiscal year 2005 budget rcquest1 but the IBB 
would like to begin the increased broadcasts now. 

• We support this proposal. As Iran increases its propaganda broadcasts into Iraq to 
destabilize the situation there, we should improve our ability to counterTehran,s dis
and mis-infonnation campaigns by speaking directly to the Iranian people, who are 
receptive to our broadcasts. 

• OGC advises that the Department of Defense cannot under any circumstances fund 
this program directly or transfer funds to the IBB to fund this initiative. 

• The Office of the Under Secretary of Defense Comptroller has evaluated this 
proposal,, and has forwarded it to 0MB to see if 0MB has funding sources that can be 
used for this purpose. 

Recommendation: That you phone Robin Cleveland to express our support for this 
program and to see if 0MB has resources that can be used for this purpose. 

Anachments: As sta!ed 

DEPSECOEF OEC/SIOU: 
APPROVED:. ____ _ 

i DISAPPROVED •. ·_----

if DUSD NESA !',\, /" ' c ~ ~a~]tt{t •:.& 
Prepared by:Robert Reill'i;i/NESA/N (b)(6) ;;w }' 'tlJ CU · ... / 

w ~// ~ l)jf ~ 6-1-fa?-.. ~ '.-~ Uk~-~ 
~~ .. ~ -w. ::::v 200,J' , - -: ~ f1 n Q · ' ,•' .(. 
.''. ~ . )-.) 1..,~ I . _, 
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_) ___ _, IBB P1RECTOR 

INIERNATIONAL BR0ADCASI1NG BUREAU 

MEMORANDUM for SECDE.F 
FROM: Seth Cropsey, Director. U.S. International 'Broadcasting Bureau 
SUBJ: Voice of America Broadcasts to Iran 
14 July ' 04 

This memo responds to your :requ~t of8 June for information about VOA'r, Pers:!an 
language television broadcasts.. 

VOA Television to Iran 
VOA inaugurated a one-half hour daily primetimc television news program. flews & 
Views, in July 2003. The-new program brought to six the number of hours \hat VOA 
broadcasts on television to Irv, per wetk, (vice lran's four 24/7 international TV 
broadcast operations); all VOA TV broadcasts to Iran are transmitted via satellite. The 
Iranian governm~t admits that there are about three million households thal can receive 
television signals through satellite dishes. Our research pla.ces the figure at 
approximately 15 percent of the adult population or nearly seven million households; 
satellitt broadcasts arc a highly effective way of renching the Irania11 people. 

New!&, Views offers a mixture of international, region.al, and local news geared to its 
audience's interest,, as well as current affairs progrllJMliDS ad.dressed to viewers' oft
stated thirst for information about human rights, democracy, and civil &ociety. 

lranlao Respon1e 
Over the previous month and in addition to its regular news stories. News & ViewJ 
featured an interview with Justice Sandra Day O'Connor who told bow her appointment 
by President Reagan as the .tint female Supreme Court justice "opened many doors to 

· womc:n in the U.S. and the rest of the world." Other fearures included an interview from 
London with a joumalist and dissident recently relc:11.Sed from an Iranian prison who 
argued that the U.S. mission in Iraq helps guarantee peace and st.ability in the region as it 
promotes democratic cb.arlge. The ruling mullahs' fear of these broadcasts is clear. A 
pil.Tlel discussion on the future of democracy th1t aired the first week in July featured 
participation by phone from TchJan of a young woman who is the spokesman for a group 
cal1ed "Women For Democracy." The police arrested her and her mother less than a day 
after the broadcast aired. 

In the absence of other accurate and relevant Persi~-language television news broadcasts 
News & Views established a Jarge audience immediately. A telephone poll conducted 
less than two months after the program went on the air last summer dettnn.intd the 
:i.udience at about 13 percent of the viewing public. Since then, the program haa n:ceived 
similar phone poll result£ of over I 7 percent 

News & Views is a solid and established TV news proifatn that receives a tremendous 
volume of email from its growing audience-and shares representative emails with its 
viewers thus establishing a dialogue .among Iranians who are unhappy wjth their rulers 
and ha.ve no other means of communicating this dissatisfac1ion wil.b fell ow citizens. A 

330 Lldependence Avenue, SW 
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tecent email asked 'why VOA couldn·t air more emails from o1berlistc:ncrs on the air?' 
The answer is that VOA doesn't hav~ the funds to broadc.st more than a dailybalfhour 
news program. 

What Is to Bt Done? 
Toe p\ll'Pose of this memo is lO asi: your a.&Sistance in securing the approxm,ately SlO 
million it would take to .increase New, & YiewJ to a three-hour daily program of news 
and current .:ufairs programming for a single year. The expanded show would cover in
depth such .rubjecu as the extraordinary corruption of lhe ruling mullahs, their diversion 
of Iranian taxpayers' revenue to finance international terrorism., the lessons of east and 
central Europe ill throwing off the communist yoke; and extm.sive reporting on women's 
issues, separation of chwch and Slate, and the different fonns of democratic governance 
that emails from our audience malce it clear they dcspe%2lely want 

The precedent exists for the trlfflsferofDoD funds to international broadcasting in the 
assistance DoD provided-in approximately the same amown-to build and install radio 
transmitters 1.n Afghanistan following the defeat o!the Taliban. This assis1ance was 
highly successful. It increased the security ofour deployed forces, and of the l..'.S. io the 
same way that loDicr and more iD-dep1h broadcasts to lran would divert that cou.ntry•s 
rulers' sponsorship of terror and ef!om in Iraq while it helped advance the cause of 
democracy in Izan. 

A specific and detailed plan for inaeumg TV n""'s and CWTCnt affairs programming to 
Iran from its current level of one-balfhour daily to three ho\lIS each day appears 
immediately below. The cosu are annu~. 

TV Requirements 
Salaries 
AP Graphics 
Acquired Video 
Regional News Feeds 
Transmission and Remotes 
overtime 
Subtotal 

Persian Service Requirements: 
Salaries 
Overseas stringers 
Domestic stringers 
Travel 
T e\ephone Toll 
Simultaneous Translators 
Office Supplies 
Misc expenses 
Other Contractual Services 
Subtotal 

$2,386,068 
$40,000 

$200,000 
$100,000 
$500,000 
$100,000 

$3,326,088 

$2.377,000 
$150,000 
$50,000 

$200.000 
$10,000 

$100,000 
$30,000 
$20,000 
$50,000 

$2,987,DDO 

2 
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188 
Satellite Transmission services 
Research 
Advertising 
Subtotal 

One Time Costs: 
Graphic Equipment 
Edit Suites Equipment 
Open/Sets 
Avstar Licenses 
VJ Equipment 
Minicam Cameras 
Cairo Polycom 
Library Shelving 
Furniture/Computers 
Subtotal 
Total Requirements for FY'04 

Conclusion 

$2,300,000 
$50,000 

$100.000 
$2,450,000 

$230,000 
$175,000 
$100,000 

$45,000 
$200,000 

$80,000 
$30,000 
$75,000 

$350,000 
$1.285,000 

$10,048,088 

Bemard Lewis ob.serves that Ayatollah.Khomeini's spoken words communicated directly 
to Iran by phone and by cassettes wu the first electronically engineered revolution in 
history. U.S. international broadcasting also reaches the Iranian people directly. 

Both ratings cll'ld audience response in the form of emai~ phone calls, and 1~m from 
Iran t0 the Persian language service here in Washington show that Iranians are wa1ching 
VOA's broadcasts because they arc meaningful to their lives. To quote again from 
VOA's Iranian viewers, Mohammad A', email from Tehran of31 May sums the 
audience response best: "We do not lave credible and nunworthy media in Iran and all 
lhe media is censored. You are now carryin& a very ,ignificant responsibility Bl\d you are 
the hope of the Irani.au youth." 

Wr: have an experienced and invigorated m:magement sllilcture in place; the modest plan 
outlined above responds both to the United States' need to address the Iranian audience, 
and the latter's clearly expressed desire for more progriUDJlling th:it offers hope for a freer 
and democratic future. All we a.sk is for the means. 

3 
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TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Larry Di Rita 
Matt Latimer 

ren,e 

Donald Rumsfel~· 

Force Posture Testimony 

August 30,2004 

The testimony I wi ll present in mid-Sept to the SASC on Force Posture is tenibly 

important. I would like to get the first half by this Friday. 

Please get an outline from Dr. Cambone to get started. We need to discuss 

transformation in the broadest sense and then bring it down to force posture 

because the force posture arrangements are a direct result of our abi lity to use 

greater flexibili ty and agility. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
083004-5 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Donald Rumsfeld ~, 

Geren Paper 

f t_@j 

f6U6 

August 30,2004 

Please take a look at the attached, from Pete Geren, and see me on it tomonow. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Abu Ghrnib paper by Pete Geren 

DHR:ss 
083004-6 

.................................. . . 1••································· 
Please respond by __ O,~_,[_,......_ ____ _ 
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"Mr. Chairman, I know you join me today in saying to the world,judge us by 
our actions, watch how Americans, watch how a democracy deals with the 
wrongdoing and with scandal and the pain of acknowledging and correcting our 
own mistakes and our own weaknesses." 

-- Secretary of Defense Rumsf eld 
May 7 ,2004 before the Senate Armed Services Committee 

Lost in the public conversation about the recently released reports on Abu Ghraib 
is a powerful and important message for the world and for Americans -
for Baby Boomers who cut their political teeth on Watergate and Generation X'ers who 
did so on Whitewater. 

It is an important message for Americans who have grown to expect accountability 
for public officials to be a game of semantic dodge ball, who have watched people they 
wanted to trust hide behind clever spin, hair-splitting, high fences and legal technicalities. 

These reports came forward in a world of low expectations. Many, if not most, 
expected a whitewash from the Rumsfeld-appointed Schlesinger Panel and a team of 
Generals investigating Generals. It is understandable that Americans, with their civic 
morality numbed by Whitewater, Watergate and various other "Gates", expected no more 
than whitewash from the people they have placed in positions of trust. 

On May 7 ,2004 in a hearing before the Senate Armed Services Committee, the 
Secretary of Defense invited the world's scrutiny of our handling of this grave affair. He 
said: 

"Mr. Chairman, I know you join me today in saying to the world, judge 
us by our actions, watch how Americans, watch how a democracy deals 
with the wrongdoing and with scandal and the pain of acknowledging 
and correcting our own mistakes and our own weaknesses." 

He offered this view of American values: 

;'We value human life. We believe in individual freedom and in the rule 
of law. For those beliefs, we send men and women of the armed forces 
abroad to protect that right for our own people and to give others who 
aren'tAmerieans the hope of a future of freedom. 

11-L-0559/0SD/28102 



Part of that mission, part of what we believe in, is making sure that 
when wrongdoings or scandal do occur, that they're not covered up, but 
they're exposed, they're investigated, and the guilty arc brought to 
justice." 

The events of the last week proved the Secretary true to his words. They proved 
that this Administration will follow the facts where they lead, put the full story before the 
American people, and stand accountable. 

Let me add further, this was done in a Presidential election year, in a close 
election, two months before election day, a period during which even the most virtuous 
could be tempted to stray from their convictions. 

Over one-hundred and seventy years ago, an adopted son of Texas, Sam Houston, 
lived by the creed, "Hew to the line and let the chips fall where they may." Today, 
President Bush, another adopted son of Texas, has demonstrated that his Administration 
will live by those words. 

Abu Ghraib is a painful chapter in American history. It was, as Secretary 
Rumsfeld described it, a "body blow" to our country. As terrible as the cost has been, the 
crimes of Abu Ghraib would have been compounded had the world seen politics as usual, 
had America done anything but what this Administration has done. 

On May 7, with calls for his resignation echoing in the Senate Armed Services 
Committee chamber, Secretary Rumsfeld announced the standard for this 
Administration's review of Abu Ghraib: 

"And there's no question but that the investigations have to go forward ... And it does 
not matter one whit where the responsibility falls. It falls where it does." 

Sam Houston could not have said it better nor meant it more. The events of the last 
week bear witness to that fact. Let the world take note and watch how this democracy 
deals with wrongdoing and scandal. 

11-L-0559/0SD/28103 



TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Pete Geren 
Gen. Maples 

Ryan Henry 

Donald Rumsfeld@· 

Wrapping Up 

August 27,2004 

It seems to me we are at a point where we ought to begin wrapping up the prison 

abuse issues. 

Specifically, why don't we make a list of all the problems that have been found in 

the various investigations and reports, and then list what we have done or are 

doing to correct each one. 

The fact is that, as we get into new circumstances, things have to be reviewed and 

adjusted. Problems occur and, as they occur, we will fix them. In each case, show 

whose responsibility the problem was and who has been assigned the task of 

fixing it. In almost every case, it will be the Army. The Army has to fix the 

training, fix the military intelligence, etc. 

Please come up with a format and talk to me about this. 

Thanks. 

IJIIR:dll 
082 704-5 (ts computer).doc ~~:: ::::~: :: ............. -~:/;~I~~-.............................. . 

OSD 1935::;-04 
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August 21,2004 

TO: Paul Woll'owitz 

CC: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsleld ,7/t 
SL"R.JECT: Response to Senator :VlcCain 

Please get an answer to .John :VlcCain on the attached letter he sent to .John Handy. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
S/20/04 }lcCain ltr to Gen. Handy 

DHRdh 
OSJ604-4 (I< <mllputcrl 00< 

······································································••t 
Please respo11d l,j ___ 'f~/_3_/_o_(/ _____ _ 
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O"lleral Iolul. W. Handv, VSAJ1 
O.m1mand1;:r • 
Air '.\ilobilityCommllld 
402 Scott Dmc. Umt 3EC 
Saott AirP«ce Bue.n. 62225-5310 

August:20, 2004 

I write regarding)'eur 1)1tln!.en1I JflOe!ltly~ in lJ.S. lllews and WorldR,por1 that 
'lam not a mu,cle DIii!,, but I have sluckll!'i fizi,gcr tbroup lilnificmt pieces of mellll," a11d ·1 
could poke a hole i:1to the tomided lftU ci'the &irplqc." lhe qllOlcl 'Wtl'e c:hqac=Ji::cd u 
rupJIQf1inJ the al:Qlliliw:m of new lirretucliq fUlbq fir the AD' Farce. 

/J,J you are IWl.re, the ~lacy ofDefeme bu o.rdcnd aUJ.orougb dlyehl of altemmv11 
r,p,dmg the 1Wertepl&coamtpropm. All )'Oil ailo know, tllill WII precipit;illc by findin~ 
of a Ddme ScienceBoanl. tuk b'OC that, IIDODI other thi~, there is ng pyiq;e that 
curoccm (l05Cs an~ c:a1111n>phic dnl& to the I<C-1":> lleet miaaicm ,cadi.ncu Cid ibat 
the Air Force's malmmnce.resune i1 well poiaed tc dell with CUT01ian a.ad ~thet aaf:n& 
Jm)blOIDII. !nfaa,ihcfindingsindioatetut:die /\irP-'1claimt of~JoconvlliOQ 
problem1 ad coltp,wth w ... ovt11,laled,. It alao fomid that the ltC-13SE ct11 tly~o 2040. 
Thae bdizip dispn,wed.1a1Cltion1 to the c.enlrlzy npoatcdly ado by ctvilian Air Force 
leadtnliip n,prdina: the purpmtlldly 11rp1t need toleue 1 OOBoeiJ!i 7fi71. In other \11/0rds, the 
'dominatingntioale' citldby tho Air Foree to Cozipu forb.ayjngtup1ym paybilli0.11.S of 
dollm :maie for leasm,Bo=i9'1 XC-767A tw::1:11 Ihm they would for buying 1hom. outziabt, 
hu been collONllively shown 10 be without merit. TbB Air Foice'a ~tatioo.11 (I!). tbil ilSllfl 
rm:nain s i:utter ofcllllti.numg investigativeeonc:cu. I uuutd r:x, conoaua about l1IQh 
misconduct in a letm tc !heSecntary, dated July 28,2004. 

AaplCII oftblt dell, !'lllp.& &om ibc laow the oripal Air FOIW proponl pa8Kd 1hlwp 
~• 9\ltlido the 110il0Sl btqel PfGCC11 to the: inlprgpm- eonlllld of liOll.wJ aecinivea u ibe 
Bodna Company, ba'f'e been -21&udrlezy' mviewed uid i\mduneatally criticized by 1be s-te 
eommittao Ot:I Am.ads~*; 1u s-• Committoo oa ~. scieoo, 1114 
Tmap(lltatfm,; the DfJpartmmt of Jumor, tu Defeme Deplr1mant'1 om" of !Ii.Cl ln,peGwr 
a-I; the Defime Sci.me, Baud; 1bc C<:iqrcaiomJ Buqct Oflioc; the General AocoQISliQs 
o&e; iu Conp:uioml. R.e9euch Strvioei 1111: omu orM.mag-1 IDd B~ !be Dmmc 
Depe:f:mllat'1 Ofticc of Programr, A.ulyail aml !Vllu.llioa; the btitutil for Defeme Am.1)'11111: 
f.b.e 1Ddutrial Colleae of the Armed Forcea. Natical. Defmle tJ'~ity and olhen. Notably, 
While HOUie Cbldof Slaff Andy Can:l ll!d fonur Defiml• DepartzDem ComplrolllCI' Oeaera1 . 

-·-- . 

"2 

l · d ...... tBa..m .............................................................................................. JtV: ~: o t..tnfr~:sz.:a!lv .. ; ...... . .............. 
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Jov Zaklld hive also waiped m 1'ith 1eriOU1 coneau allollt vuiom 111pccu of the 1Qkm

ll'Opm. Rlgnmab)y, fO'l,I:' cammcnra reflect a distu!Wll llmd Illa! l recently .11011:d in my Iceni 
fMln:!l ll, 2004 IUd July ll, 2004 io die Scacmy ofDcf'•c. whcnby Air P=• ..,.(fo,_.d 
rf&n COGtiullll to publidy 1\IIIP(IC\ an acquilitiOD 11n1eay 1bat bM beeo con,;.lui""llly lli,;wv. to 
>ea folly. 

I bopc cbat you will ~ !bat 111a palb b'wlnl 1111 the llllka-npl~cmcim pi:op'llll dllC 
,e S~ ofDdtna~ ord.nd 11 ... 10 l:,e ~ ot,je,c:lml)', ID~y. lrid fne from 
olitieal prlll,I\IZ'C, kt I\ICII. ,1 ii DOI .ell-Nnied by ludl .:ollllD!mllZy. 
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UNITED STATES TRANSPORTATION COMMAND 
509 SCOTT Dfl -----"""..,).!",-, """!e_~---iwsmm, I All FORCE BASE l.112225.w7 

The Honorable John McCain 
United States Senate 
Washington DC 20510-0505 

Dear Senator McCain 

r·,:, rr'l ., -, .. ' .... ' ~· _,. , -. . · u. I 7 
.. -14 's~~-tember 2004 

Thank you for your letter regarding tanker recapitalization, 20 Aug 04. I ll6S disheartened 
to read the U.SNews a11d World Report account of a "light between the Air Force and the 
Senate" in the sentence leading into my quote regarding the health of our KC-13SEs. I share 
your eagerness to leiu-n the results of the KC- 135 Recapitalization Analysis of Alternatives 
(AoA) and the OSD-led Mobility Capability Study(MCS). Rest assured I have no preference or 
agenda regarding an acquisition strategy or a particular tanker platform. I continue to take very 
seriously my responsibilities to provide robust aerial refueling capabilities to combatant 
commanders around the globe in support or our nation's objectives. 

Sincerely 

Commander 

cc: 
The Honorable Donald H. Rumsfeld 

OSD 144 71-0t 
·~ 

11-k.D..~iOSOJ281 oa 



August 25, 2004 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

CC: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rum sf eld <y\L 
SUBJECT: DFI Fund Response 

Please draft a response to these three Senators· letter on the CPA and DFI, and let 

me see your proposed draft from you to them before it goes. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
8/19/04 Senators Wyden, Harkin. and Dorgan ltr to SccDcf [OSD #12458-04] 

DHR:dh 
082504-28 (ls cumplll~r).do~ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by ____ CJ __ ,/_3__,.../_o~r~-----

oso 19357-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/28109 
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From the Desk of 
Paul Wolfowitz 

.......... 
• ... :11111, 

. -~.~-~, 
.15~.- _. - _ 

~Tb1lll~~ 
/f .· . . . . 

·-?~Ill. 
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1iinittd ~mtts ~matt ~ 
WASHINGTON, DC 20510 -a=i 

August 19, 2004 

I 
N 
0 

;w The Honcnble Donald Rum.sfeld 
Departmcu ofDefmse ~ 

The Penta.son / w 
.I:: 

Washington. DC 20301 

Dears~ Rumafcld: 

We are writing about recent press reports that indicate sa.a. biDiaD ill~ Fund 
fbr Iraq (DFI) mauy cannot be ICCOanmd far. The reports indicate that the Coafitioa 
ProviJional Authority (CPA). which wu in cbarp of the money tbrou&1J.out thepmod in 
question,, allocated the money to lnqi ministries earlier this yar, prier to the tami:nttion 
of the CPA. The CPA apparently tnnsfmed thi& staggering sum of money witb no 
written rules or gaidcli:na for msnring adequate mamgaial. 1inaucial or contracaw. 
controls over the fimds. 

Amons the distu:rbiq fmrtinp are that the payroll, af the ministries, under CPA con.tro~ 
were reportedly padded with tbousanda of ghost employees. JD. one example, the report 
indicates that the CPA paid for 14,000 pardl eYen 1'loup the ICllUal iiumber af plldl 
couldn't be validated. h mother aample,, 8,.206 guaid.s were listed on a payro~ but 
only 603 real individuals could be counted. Such enormous disempmci• Ilise vexy 
seriou questions about potmltial md, waste. md abuse. 

The reports nise anew very serious questions about the quality of the CPA's oversight 
and accouatability in the recanstrw:tiou of Iraq. lraq is oaw a sovereign nation, but it is 
clear that the United States will cantinuc to play a major role in the country's 
recanstruction. It is therefore impemive th• tbe U.S. govemment ax1m.11 cardbl 
control and oveniab,t aver cxpenditun:s of taxpayer dollars. Contimled flilmm to 
account for funds. such as lhe S8.8 billion of cOZ1ccm here, r:sr Hallibmtcm's repeated 
failure to !W.ly ac.count for S4.2 billion for logistical support in ll'aq md Kuwait, and the 
refusal, so far, of the Pan.tagon to take cm:ractive action arc a dii;sl!:Nice to the American 
raxpayu, the Iraqi people and to our mm and women i:a. unifom.. 

We are requestiug a full. written account of the S8.8 billion rransferrcd earlier this year 
_ from the CPA to the Iraqi ministries, including the ammmt each mmistry received and tbe 

way in which the mini.say spent the mouey, as well as a da.te certam. for when the 
Pentagon will fiully install adequate managerial. financial and comracmal.controla aver 
taxpayer dollars and PF1 expenditures in Iraq. We look forward to hearing from your 
office in the next two weeks. 

~s77:. 
Tom"'H-

11-L-0559/0SD/28111 
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DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

1010 DEFENSE PENTAGON ~/: ,~~-= ' 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 -1010~~-,. , .. .. , ,. .. 
1 

'- - ' 

INFO MEMO 
0 : C'5 

September I 0,20042:25 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

· .~./ SEP 2 7 2004 
FROM: Paul Wolfowttzf lfi 

SUBJECT: CIO for DoD 

• You asked me to pu11 together a small group to address issues ra ised by Ken Krieg in 
his Aug. I 3, 2004 memo to you regarding the roles and authority of CI Os. 

• Such a group is being assembled. and will meet on Oct. 1st in your conference room. 
The agenda and attendee list are attached. We are working with your schedule and 
hope you will be able to attend the last session. 

• As Ken noted, the Department has a C JO. John Sten bit occupied that position when 
he was here, and Lin Wells is acting in that capacity now. 

• The question remains, how do we move the Department to use this person/role 
effectively? Ken pointed out, "In leading private sector companies, the CTO is one 
of the key business leaders. The position is the strategic leader on information 
inside the enterp1ise and has significant authority in paitnership with the senior 
sector leaders ( equivalents of service secretaries, service chiefs, etc.)". 

• Independently, Art Cebrowski hac.; proposed a change to the charter for the 
ASD(NIJ)/CIO to enhance his role; a revised chatter along these lines is being 
staffed. 

• In addition, various net-centric transformational initiatives are coming to fmition . 
Information-based approaches are proving their ope.rational worth in Iraq, 
Afghanistan, and elsewhere. 

·' 

COORDINATION: Ken Krieg~ 

Attachments; As stated 

1 i-1 -0559/~SD/28112 Prepared by: Linton \Vell.5 I • {b)(6) 
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0800-0820 

0820-0830 

0830-0845 

0845-9030 

DRAFT 

Agenda 
Department of Defense Meeting with Industry Chief Information Officers 

October 1,2004 
The Pentagon, Room3E921 

Arrival 

Welcome & Introductions 
• Mr. Pete Geren, Special Assistant 

Olfice c£ the Secretary ct· Defense 

• Mr. John Kasich 
Managing Director, Lehman Brothers 
Former Chairman, U.S. House cf Representatives Budget Commillee 

Meeting Goals and Expectations 
• Mr. Ken Krieg 

Director, Program Analysis & Evaluation 
Office cf the Secretary c£ Defense 

• Mr. Mark Kvamme 
Partner 
Sequioa Capital 

DoD Briefing - V ADM (Rel) M: Cebrowski 
• DoD C[O PerspectiveLin Wells.Acting DoD C!O!ASD(Nll) 

• Why IT is Crucial to Lhe Warfighter and DoD Key Challenges 
Mr. John Garstka 
Assistant Directm:{or Concept and Operationifor Force Tran.~formation 
Office a the Secretary ct· Defense 

• Nelcenlric Operations Experience- Global War on Te1Torism 
Senior Militw:-,.· -BG Cone preferred 

0930-0945 Break 

Page I of 4 
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0945-1145 

1145- 1200 

1200-1300 

1300- 1315 

1315- 1400 

DRAFT 

Moderated Discussion: Role of CIO in a Netcentric Enterprise 
Mr. Ken Krieg 

Industry CIO Organization Structure, Challenges, and Perspectives 
1000- 1010 Mr. Robert B. Carter, Executive Vice President, 

Chieflnformation Officer, Federal Expres.f 
101 O - 1020 Mr. Brad Boston, Senior vice President and 

Chief It!formation Officer, Cisco Systems 
1020- 1030 Ms. Carol Kline, Chief Information Officer, 

America Online 
1030 - 1040 Mr. Robert DeRodes, Executive Vice Presidefll and 

Chie.flt!formation Officer, Home Depot, Inc. 
1040- 1050 TED 

1050--1100 
Chieflnjbrmation Officer -Johnson & Johnson 
Large Tnmsilio11 Company Representative 
(i.e. Automotive, GE, or CitiGroup, etc.) 

Break 

Working Lunch 
• Round Table Discussions and Recommended A cl ions 

Break 

Discussion with Department of Defense Leadership-Ken Krieg 

• Secretary f?f'De.fense 
• Deputy Secretary <?{'Defense 
• Service Secretaries 
• Chairman of the Joint Chief.'.; cf Sta.ff 
• DoD CJOs/Private Sector C/Os 

11-L-0559/0SD/28114 
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DRAFT 

Department of Defense Meeting with Industry Chief Information Officers 
Updated as of September IO, 2004 

Attendee List (Defense) 

Name 

1. Boulelle LTG, 
Steven 

2. Cebrowski V ADM 
(Ret). Art 

3. Geren. Pete 

4. Gilligan, fohn 

5. Guthrie, Priscilla 

6. Krieg, Ken 

7. Lentz. Robert 

8. Myers, Margaret 

9. Shea LtGen, Robert 

10. Wells H, Linlon 

11. W ennergren, Dave 

Attendee List (Industry) 

Name 
12. Banahan, Tom 

13. Boston, Brad 

14. Carter, Robcrt 

15. DeRodes, Robert 

16. Kline, Carol 

17. James. Wilber 

18. Kasich, John 

19. Kvamme. Mark 

20. Schlein, Ted 

21. TBD 

22. TBD 

Title/Organization 

Chief Information Officer, Department of Amy 

Director, Office of Force Transformation. Office of the Secretary of Defense 

Special Assistant, Office of the Secretary of Defense 

Chieflnromrntion Oflieer, Department of the Air Forcc 

Deputy. Chief Information Officer. Department of Defense 

Director, Program Analysis & Evaluation, Office or the Secrclary orDef'cnse 

Director, Information Assurance, Department of Defense. Chief Information Otl1ce 

Principal Director, Chieflnformation Officer, Department of Defense 

J-6, Joint Chiefs or Slaff 

Acting, Chieflnr01111ation Officer, Department or Defense 

Chief Information Officer. Department of the Navy 

Title/Organization 

Managing Dircctor, Lehman Brothers 

Senior Vice President and Chief information Officer. Cisco Systems 

Executive Vice President, Chieflnformalion Oflicer, Federal Express 

Executive Vice President and Chief Information Officer. Home Depot 

Chief Jnlbnnation Officer, America Online 

Partner, Rockport Capital 

Managing Dircctor, Lehman Brothers 

Partner, Sequoia Capital 

General Partner. Kleiner Perkins Caufield& Byers 

Chieflnromrntion Officer, fohnson & Johnson 

Chieflnromrntion Officcr, Large Transition Company 

11-L-0559/0SD/28115 
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Other Attendees 

Name 
23. Bollinger, Terry 

24. Cocca, Vivian 

25. Dingman, Michael 

26. Garstka, fohn 

27. Goldman, Harriet 

28. Holland, Charles 

29. King, Steve 

30. McVaney, Ed 

31. Sega, Ronald 

DRAFT 

Title(Organization 

Contraclor, Defense Venlure Calalysl Initiative Supporl 

Information Assurance Transformation Leader, Assistant Secretary of Defense, 
Networks and Information Integration 

Contraclor, Defense Venture Catalyst Initiative Support 

Assistant Director for Concept and Operations for Force Transformation Office of 
the Secretary of Defense 

Contractor, Defense Venture Catalyst Initiative Supp011 

Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Science & Technology 

Associate Director for Information Assurance and Defense Venture Cata! yst 
Initiative 

Defense Business Board* 

Director of Defense Research and En gi nceri ng, Secretary of Defense, Under 
Secretary for AcquisiLionTcchnology& Logistics 

32, van T ii borg. Andre Director, Info mati on Systems. Deputy Under Secretary of Defense, Science & 
Technology 

•Request from Office a tire Secretary a Defe,ue (Comptroller) 

Wrap up with Additional Senior Invitees 

Secretary of Defense 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 
Service Secretaries 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 

Page 4 ct4 
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NETWORKS AND 
INFORMATION 
INTEGRATION 

( /lCr?..,I) 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
6000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301.6000 
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. . ,. 
. . ., UNCLASSIFIED 

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE · 
The Military ~tant 

30 August 2004 - 1030 Hours 

SUBJECT: CIO 

Sir, 
The DSD has asked 1hat you please prepare a response that DSD can send to Se<:Def. 
Also,_please coordina~response wnfi Mr. Ken Krieg. Please see attached document. 

Suspense: 8 September2004 

Stephori . G y 
Colonel, USM 
.Military Assistant 1o 1he 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

UNCLASSIFIED 

11-L-0559/0SD/28119 
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Augug 131 2004 

Memorandum for. 

ka~Ddma 

PeteGerm 

From: 

Cc: 

Subject: Snowtlllre JlllpOW oa CJO 

Several m:rd:hs ago you asked me to thiri{ about whether we should have a 
CJO in the Department. The easylDIWCI' is yes. 

By rc:ap_onsibility and title _you have one in ~ Assistant Secrctuy for 
Network and lillbnnation Jntqratioq - who is dual-hatted• CfO. Un 
WiJs serves .m that ca pa city on an acting basis until either Fnm Huwy (J" 

an a1temato mconfinnod by 1bc Scoate. 

The harder answer is that there: is &till a wice gap in theltmdant view of the 
role of the ao between that in the prifttc sector and te government. In 
leadin& private sector comr.ma, tne CIO is one of the DY bllliness leooers. 
The ?,ti.al is the strategic leader on information insid, ti. emeapaisc and 
has 11,1gnificant authority m partnenhip with the aenior RCtor laden 
( eqwv alm ta qf' service secretaries, tervice chiefs etc.) 'ID mate a joint, 
enterprise approach to information. In DoDts case, ccnverµna to an 
approacb lil(e this will require significantchanges in the roles and behaviors 
ofServicel, Aaenciea. ard OSD db. 

ln~Y• Pete Gena informedJIMl 1hat the Kesich GloUP. bu identified
this as a s1gniticantmue of interest. Pete is ssaq,inar on October 
1 in the Pentagon with Jcm Kasich and a number of · private acctor 
CIOs to t:hmk about the ~cstion ot'how DoD might adapt e me aivca the 
breadth and complexity of our entapri•. 

Jt mightbe 'llSeful to get anumberofk seniorlcadcn of the Department in 
this seminar. If you are interested, I will work with Pete mJcccp you 
iuformod. 

11-L-0559/0SD/28120 



oi,~f.-_n: __ ~e 1-i E SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
• ~ DEFENSE PENTAGON 

HAS 8£::'=N W ~f,,INGTON, DC 20301-1000 
AP,,ltdllllO-PIAJ 

JUL l zoo,_ 
. '' 

:TRAN~ORMAn~ ACTION MEMO 
OfflCE 

~ ~ - - June 24, 2004, 10:30 AM ~e 

":: ~::.:::~=~::::::::orre Transformation R{OLJ ~V 

SUBJECT: Transformation and ASD(NlI)/DoD CIO Chatter 

Since the stand·up of ASD(NII)/DoD CTO a little over a year ago, the 
organization's chaiterhas been in staffing. The Department is missing a significant 
transformational opportunity if the charter goes forward in its present form. I suggest the 
Department leverage the NII charter development to adopt an enterprise-wide approach to 
infonnation management, in lieu of the fragmented, piecemeal processes we now have. 

The key issue is if we are to have a CIO, how do we do it right. 

Defense Transfonnation hinges on the successful development of a net--centric 
• capable force and the recognition that information and communications technology (ICT) 
I' and information ac:tivjtjes are our gre.at sow·ce ofp::w:!C', yet we see~ to be poorly 

organized for it. 'lhis is a governance issue which requires us to craft new organizational 
relationships to exploit this new source of power effectively. Specifically, the broad 
relationship between owners of the processes that IC!' supports and the DoD CIO must be 
crafted for success using demonstrated effective commercial business models. 

Unlike successful firms, DoD lacks an enterprise-wide approach to the 
management of its JCT resources. Services' authorities, fragmented JCT oversight by 
various acquisition executives and bureaucratic legacies all impede the development of an 
integrated approach to information management. This tiBS one of the concerns and 
recommendations I presented in my Strategic Transformation Appraisal to the SLRG. 
During my briefings to the individual Service Secretaries and Service Chiefs it continually 
surf aced as an issue of frustration. 

To serve you and the Secretary best, the DoD CIO should pe1fon11 four roles, as is 
done in successful finns, with authorities appr~rrate. to each: 

P . . l ff . d d . l~ d . f" . • nnc1pa sta assistant an a visor on an m ormat1on management, 
networks, and related areas 

• Enterprise-level strategist from the ~erspective 
• ltT architect for the DoD enterprise 
• DoD·wide l,T executive 

f1SA so"· -
[~.l?:..::S~t>-"!"_--t..,,..~~...,. 
ISAM!. os6 
/i\,1-W__,,,~......, ............... ....,_,. 
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. . , . . . 

J • lmplementing these roles will involve technical, organi1.ational, cultural and 
Joperational change. There is no good time for this tight, h.Jt there is a significantrhance 
for success under you and the Secretary. I'mp:cepated to work with Lin Wells and others. 
I have discussed this with Fran Harvey. 

• 

I'm asking your conwrrence to begin this approach, since there will be significant 
resistance ftom some q.mters. 

l'm>ue 1be approaclJ oc Non Concur ____ Other ____ _ 
I JUL 2a1 

11-L-0559/0SD/28122 
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COORDINATION: NONE 

Piq>aial by: A. K. Cebrowski, Din,ctor, Foo:e T,..sformaoLJ 

• 
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-: . . 

fO: Paul Wollowilz 

FRCM: Doaak1 Rumsfdd 7).. 
SUBJECT: CIO for DoD 

Pleaseputtagethcr 1. small group toadmssthis question that Ken ~discuaa 
in the attached memo, and get back to me with a rq,ort by Oclober 1 . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

,, ••• '•"' ,,, _ ___.,~o_,./ ..... ,L..,F-/&.o ,,,__ ___ _ 
' I r 
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e110g12ooe 02:2s l(b)(6) ?1l~~ 
- i AG$ GUEST HOUSE 

-
I 

August 25,2004 
f] '":· '? ._. ! -

TO: VADMJimStavridis 

CC: I.any Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld rp/\.., 
SUBJECT: Information Needed Today 

Please get me t:hat piece of ()aper l had that shows how many courts martial there 
are per year (there were four categories) at any given time. 

Also1 get me: 

- the total number of active, guard, reserve and civilian employees in the 
Department of Defense, separate! y 

- the total number of prisons under the jurisdiction of DoD and overseas, 
separately 

PAGE 82 

- who (what organizations) in DoD is responsible for managing the people in the 
prisons 

- who is responsible for training the people who work in the prisons-MPs and 
MI 

- who is responsible for training the military intelligence people 

- the total number of people involved with. prisons-the guards, the military 
police, and also the interrogation people 

- the total number of detainees that have existed from the time I came in (on 11 

chart)-what the total number was at the peak and what it is now. 

I need all the ans\.vers to these questions before tomon-ow morning. 

Thanks. 

DHR d~ 
os2,04-5 (,s comp~1e1).d()( 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a•••••••••••••• 

Please respond by f / 2- t,/ DL( ___ ......... ......_ _____________ _ 
OSD 19380-04 
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TO: 

cc: 

Honorable Andrew H. Card, Jr. 

Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

August 25,2004 

FROM: Donald Rumsfold 2.A-:.-----r~ ~ 
SUBJECT: Transforming the USG 

Attached is a short draft presentation on transforming the U.S. Government for the 
21st century. This brief is obviously in an ear1y stage. 

Andy. it seems to me that these are the kinds of national security. homeland 
security and other issues that you folks in the White House are considering. 
Clearly. they don't fit neatly into the responsibilities of any single department or 
even into any one of the White House councils. But then, the problems we face in 
the \vor·\d don't fit neatly into any one department or into any one of the various 
\Vhire House councils. 

In any event, we have folks in DoD who have been thinking about some of these 
things. ff anything here is of interest to you, the Vice President or Condi. Jet me. 
know. We would be happy to try to be helpful. If you would like to talk about 
any of these ideas, let me know. 

Thanks. 

Auach. 
8/20/04 Transforming lhc U.S. Gnvcrnmcnl 1°01' thl' 2 I '1 (\'ntury 

DI\Rdh 
082104-20 (r, computer).doc 

0 SD 1 9 3 8 1 - 0 4 
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8/20/2004 

Transforming the U.S. 
Government for the 21st 

Century 

23 August 2004 

This briefing is classified 
FAR AFFIAIAI l 15lF ANI V 

Draft Working Papers Not Subject to FOIA 

11-L-0559/0SD/28127 
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POtJ6 

Purpose 

• Public attention generated by 9/11 Commission report and 
Congressional hearings have focused Nation on need to 
improve national security 

• Opportunity for Administration to: 

- Go beyond 9/1 I Commission recommendations 

- Go beyond the issue of terrorism 

- Prepare for broader challenges of 21 st century 

• Consider whether the USG might: 

- Restructure institutions 

8/20/2004 

- Create or realign authorities 

- Take further action 

FOl:JO 

11-L-0559/0SD/28128 
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FOU9 

Restructure Institutions - Illustrative Ideas 

• Domestic intelligence - Go beyond law enforcement approach and 
integrate with foreign intelligence while duly preserving civil liberties? 

• Strategic Communications - Create entity in the USG that draws on 
US private sector prowess in media, IT, advertising, and entertainment? 

• NSC and HSC - Restructure organizations? 

• US Country Teams- Transform US Embassy Country Teams for 21st 
century operations? 

• UN and other international institutions - Reorganize to prevent 
crises and assist member states that lack capacity for effective 
governance? 

• National Guard - Organize, train and equip the National Guard for 
homeland defense? 

8/20/2004 FOUO 

11-L-0559/0SD/28129 
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rouo 
Create or Realign Authorities - Illustrative Ideas 

• lnteragency "Jointness" - Increase through "Goldwater-Nichols" for 
whole USG? 

• Build Local Capacity - Help international partners build their capacity 
to counter enemies and replace US forces 

- Seek additional authorities for: "Train and Equip," Commander's Emergency 
Response Program (CERP), Global Peace Operations Initiative 

• Homeland Security - Is it time for review of how USG responsibilities 
and authorities are allocated to ensure right capabilities and assets 
address key problems? 

• Congress - Streamline Congressional oversight (e.g., Joint 
Committees; smaller committees; merged authorization and 
appropriation committees) and speed nomination/confirmation process? 

8/20/2004 FOUO 
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Take Action - Illustrative Ideas 

• Bio-Defense- Launch Strategic Bio-Defense Initiative? 

• Common Threat Assessments - Implement initiative to develop 
common threat assessments with key allies and partners? 

• Non-Governmental Action - Mobilize private philanthropies and utilize 
public-private partnerships to promote educational reform and 
economic development in Muslim world? 

• Civilian/Military Recruiting and Retention - Review 
incentives/disincentives for public/military service? 

8/20/2004 FOtJO 
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WayAhead 

• Assign tasks to refine ideas and develop action plans (assign 
duties, set deadlines, develop metrics, track progress) 

• Recommend to Congress actions requiring new legislation 

• Develop draft Executive Orders where appropriate 

8/20/2004 FOUO 
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Additional Illustrative Ideas 

• Establish standing USG planning 
function for building & maintaining 
coalitions 

• Establish "National Security University" 
educational system for interagency 

• Expand unconventional warfare, civil 
affairs and foreign internal defense 
capabilities 

• Establish Deputy National Intelligence 
Director to serve as all-source 
intelligence "archivist" and Chief 
Information Officer for Intel Community 

• Re-evaluate USG nat 
roles and missions (a 
USG) 

• Build civilian reserve · 
international stability 4 

reconstruction operat 
security and intelligen 

• Strengthen weak gov1 
that they can increas~ 
legitimacy and author 
"ungoverned" territory 
via civic si,cticn projec 

8/20/2004 fiOtJO 
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August 21,2004 

'Y~~~! ~- ... 
~ ' I 

...... '): ,n l : i ... . ~ ... \..l 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: PA on Global Posture 

Attached is Andy Hoehn' s memo on the global force posture summary. Your 

folks ought to get a full court press on it. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
8/20/04 DAS D (Strategy) memo to SecDef re: Global Posture: Reaction to POTUS Speech 

DHR:dh 
082104-11 (ts computer). doc 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 1 

Please respond by ____ i'..._/ 1-"'--J ...... /.__o_yL..--_____ _ 

0 SD 1 93 8 ~ - 0 4 
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INFO MEMO 
I-04/011142-STRA T 

AUG 2 O 2004 USD/P ~AUG 2· I 2004 
DepSecDe~ 

PDUSD/P 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ~ <1,/ z.O 

FROM: Andy Hoehn, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Strategy Q~ /,1 
SUBJECT: Global Posture: Reaction to POTUS Speech(U) 

Here is an updale on recenl reaclions to the President's posture announcement on August 
16. Public Affairs reports that coverage overall has been 90% positive. 

• Foreign reaction, especially official statements, has been almost universally positive, 
while domeslic reaclion has been somewhat more mixed. 

o Domestic media tends to emphasize US politics, while foreign media gives 
more prominence to the slrategic value or the review. 

• In general, those who have done sunicient fact-linding(e.g. Wall SlreetJoumal and 
BBC) have responded very positively. 

DOMESTIC 

• Op-eds offer expected election-season political commentary, such as Ron Asmus' s 
critical Aug !Spiece in the Washington Post. 

o But op-eds Charles Krauthammerin the Post and Marcus Corbin in the 
Baltimore Sun were highly supportive. 

• Most editorials - like the Washington Post, Boston Globe, and Detroit Free Press -
offer a generally understanding, if mixed, viewpoint. Some common themes are: 

o Credit for the Administration's strategic rationale; 

o Support for long-overdue moves in Europe; 

o Concern about impact in Korea; and 

o Criticism for announcing the changes at a campaign event. 

• Only a few editorials have been decisively positive or negative: 

o The Wall Street Journal's good piece was the result of time we invested with 
their editorial wrilers. 

o The New York Times' negative editorial was expected- they wrote a similarly 
negative piece on US-German relations lasl May. 

o The Philadelphia Inquirer produced an oddly negative and speculative 
editorial, which we have responded to via a letter to the editor. 
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FOREIGN 
• Foreign official reaction has been positive - testimony to our consultation efforts over 

the past 9 months. 
o Ranges from very positive (Australia, Italy) to surprisingly benign (Russia). 

• In foreign media, the review's strategic aspects have received significant attention, 
along with stones on local impact and speculation about US political motives. 

• See the attached paper /<.)r samples of both official and press statements from allies 
and interested parties. 

WAY AHEAD 
• Your op-ed is being finalized. 

• We will continue to respond to negative editorials via letters and to push out op-eds 
like Doug Feith' s piece in the August 19 Washington Post. 

• We wil l encourage combatant commanders to speak out. 

• We will approach selected Defense Policy Board members - such as Harold Brown, 
James Schlesinger, and Barry Blechman - to write op-eds and take interviews. 

• SASC plans a hearing on 20 September. 

ATTACHMENT: As stated. 

Prepared by: :Mike Brown and Scan Smcland,Strategy,!(b)(6) 
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SAMPLE OF t~OREIGN REACTION 

Official 

• Karsten Voight, German PM Schroeder's coordinator for US relations: "This is 
positive ... a success story." 

• UK MoD: "The UK government and NATO have been consulted ... hut it is too early 
to say what impact there will be on US deployments in the UK" 

• Italy MF A: "Absolutely not [a symbol of a weaker commitment]. The Cold War is a 
thing of the past." 

• Japan MFA: "Japan welcomes the review of the US military framework that will better 
suit the global security environment and further contribute to peace and stability." 

• South Korea MF A: "The South Korean government has been well aware of this plan." 

• Australia MoD: "It wi 11 improve the US capability to contribute to intemational efforts 
to defeat global threats." 

• Russia's MoD: "I don't see anythingalarming in these plans." 

Note: No official commentary reported yet from China, France, Singapore, or India. 

Press 

• Germany: Deutsche Welle and Frankfurter Allgemeine - likely negative impacts on 
the German economy and local affinities for US troops, but also the need for NATO 
to improve its own capabilities. 

• UK: BBC and Financial Times - largely favorable discussion of the strategic 
rationale and implications, but speculation on the fate of UK-based F-15s. 

• Japan: Japan T.inmandAsahi - praise for the strategic rationale, and detailed 
reporting on speci fie proposals for posture in Japan. 

• South Korea: Korea Herald - focuses exclusively on impact in Korea and ongoing 
Future of the Alliance talks. 

• Australia: Sydney Morning Herald - new posture may weaken deterrence in Korea. 

• Singapore: The Straits News - quotes from President, very little discussion or 
strategy or implications in Asia. 

• India: The Hindu - cursory discussion of the rationale, with quotes from the President 
and critics. 

• France: Minimal exposure in French press. mostly quotes from the President and 
critics. 

Note: Little press commentary to datefrom China or Russia. 
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August 21, 2004 

~. ~r. 
i..: :., ~J 

TO: Matt Latimer 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld<y/.-, 

SUBJECT: Operation OVERLORD 

Here are some interesting thoughts about Operation OVERLORD you might want 

to take a look at. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
8/18/04 Historian memo "OVERLORD What Ifs" 

DI IR dh 
lf/l2 i ll4-l 6 (IS computer).doc 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _____ ~----------

0 SD 1 9 3 8 Lt - 0 4 
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Hlln'OltJCAL OFl"ICI!'. 

OSD HlSTCRICAl OFFICE l(b)(6) 

OFFICE OF' THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1777 NORTH KENT STREET 

ARLINGTON, VA. 22209--21 &S 

August 18, 2004 

MEMORANDUM FOR: R. F. DUBOIS 

SUBJECT: OVERLORD What Ifs 

In response to your E-Mail, "what went wrong With Operatlon Overlom'', 
herewith some of the more obvious observations. 

Operation OVERLORD was an operational plan for the first 90 days (D + 
90) of a campaign to defeat the Germans in Northwest Europe in 1944. 
Retrospective analyses of the campaign have identified what ere considered 
errors in planning and execution. 

Plannjpg: 

1 . Concentration on knowledge of coastal area landing sites to relative 
neglect of inland areas. 

2. Insufficient attention to problem of bocage or hedgerow areas which 
became major obstacles to operations. 

Execution: 

1. Inadequate intelligence on German unit disposition. Presence of 
German 32na Division at Omaha Beach -not previously detected; made 
Omaha landing a bloodbath for U.S. forces on 6 June. 

2. Landing at wrong places- U.S. 4ttt Division landed one kilometer south 
of where it was supposed to on Utah Beach. This caused delays in 
advance inland. 

3. Failure to take Caen as early as planned. Caen was a key objective, 
the gateway to Paris. Instead of a few days it took the better part of 
t.No months to capture it. 

4. Hedgerow fighting. These obstacles held up advances for weeks. 
U.S. forces not properly prepared in advance to cope with them. 

11-L-055QSD/28140 
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5. Failure to dose the Falaise -Argentan gap in August British and 
American forces missed the opportunity to. bag more than a dozen 
German divisions by leaving open a 25-mile gap in the planned 
encirclement. Most of 1he Germans escaped. SUocess of this 
maneuver might have shortened the war by months, since it is unlikely 
that the Germans could have stopped what probably would have been 
a much more rapid Allled advance to the Germen border. 

Cb.!~tfe~ 
~Goldberg t' 
OSD Historian 

P.03/ 03 
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August 21,2004 
..,~··· ~··· _ .... ,·-•. 7_: J3 
L~J' ... -

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~--- Jr //~ 
SUBJECT: Global Posture Reaction 

Mr. President-

Attached is a summary of some of the immediate reactions to your announcement 

with respect to global posture adjustments. I thought you might like to see it. 

We look forward to seeing you on Monday. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
8/20/04 DASD (Strategy) memo to Sec Def re: Global Po~turc: Reaction to POTUS Speech 

DHRdh 
082104-10 (ts complllcr).doc 

0 so 1 9 3 8 5 - 0 4 
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INFO MEMO 
1-04/0ll142-STRAT 

AUG 2 O 2004 USD/P ~AUG 2 0 2004 
DcpSccD~e 

PDUSD/P 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE ~ 1,/2-0 

FROM: Andy Hoehn, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for Strategy C..,~ {,1 " 
SUBJECT: Global Posture: Reaction to POTUS Speech (U) 

Here is an update on recent reactions to the President's posture announcement on August 
16. Public Affairs reports that coverage overall has been 90% positive. 

• Foreign reaction, especial1y official statements, has been almost universa11y positive, 
while domestic reaction has been somewhat more mixed. 

o Domestic media tends to emphasize US politics, while foreign media gives 
more prominence to the strategic value of the review. 

• In general, those who have done sufficient fact-finding(e.g. Wall Street Journal and 
BBC) have responded very positively. 

DOMESTIC 
• Op-eds offer expected election-season political commentary, such as Ron Asmus's 

critical Aug 18 piece in the Washington Post. 

o But op-eds Charles Krauthammer in the Post and Marcus Corbin in the 
Baltimore Sun were highly supportive. 

• Most editorials - like the Washington Post, Boston Globe, and Detroit Free Press -
offer a generally understanding, if mixed, viewpoint. Some common themes are: 

o Credit for the Administration's strategic rationale; 

o Support for long-overdue moves in Europe; 

o Concern about impact in Korea; and 

o Criticism for announcing the changes at a campaign event. 

• Only a few editorials have been decisively positive or negative: 

o The Wall Street Journal's good piece was the result of time we invested with 
their editorial writers. 

o The New York Times' negative editorial was expected - they wrote a similarly 
negative piece on US-German relations last May. 

o The Philadelphia Inquirer produced an oddly negative and speculative 
editorial, which we have responded to via a letter to the editor. 
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FOREIGN 
• Foreign official reaction has been positive - testimony to our consultation efforts over 

the past 9 months. 

o Ranges from very positive (Australia, Italy) to surprisingly benign (Russia). 

• Tn foreign media, the review's strategic aspects have received significant attention, 
along with stories on local impact and speculation about US political motives. 

• See the attached paper for samples of both official and press statements from allies 
and interested parties. 

WAY AHEAD 
• Your op-ed is being finalized. 

• We will continue to respond to negative editorials via letters and to push out op-eds 
like Doug Feith's piece in the August 19 Washington Post. 

• We will encourage combatant commanders to speak out. 

• We will approach selected Defense Policy Board members - such as Harold Brown, 
James Schlesinger, and Barry Blechman - to write op-eds and take interviews. 

• SASC plans a hearing on 20 September. 

ATTACHMENT: As stated, 

Pn.'l)an.'Clby: Mike Brown and StanSmeland, Strategyj{b)(6) 
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SAMPl.,E OF FOREIGN REACTION 

Official 

• Karsten Voight, German PM Schroeder's coordinator for US relations: "This is 
positive ... a success story," 

• UK MoD: "The UK government and NATO have been consulted ... but it is too early 
to say what impact there will be on US deployments in the lJK" 

• Italy MFA: "Absolutely not [a symbol of a weaker commitment]. The Cold War is a 
thing of the past." 

• Japan MFA: "Japan welcomes the review of the US military framework that will better 
suit the global security environment and further contribute to peace and stability." 

• South Korea MFA: "The South Korean government has been well aware of this plan." 

• Australia MoD: "It will improve the US capability to contribute to international efforts 
to defeat global threats." 

• Russia's MoD: "I don't see anything alarming in these plans." 

Note: No official commentary reported yet from China, France, Singapore, or India . 

.l!cess 

• Germany: Deutsche Welle and Franlifurter Al lgemeine - 1 ikel y negative impacts on 
the German economy and local affinities for US troops, but also the need for NATO 
to improve its own capabilities. 

• UK: BBC and Financial Times - largely favorable discussion of the strategic 
rationale and implications, but speculation on the fate of UK-based F-1 Ss. 

• Japan: Japan Times and Asahi -praise for the strategic rationale, and detailed 
reporting on specific proposals for posture in Japan. 

• South Korea: Korea Herald- focuses exclusively on impact in Korea and ongoing 
Future of the Alliance talks. 

• Australia: 5),'dneyMorning Herald - new posture may weaken deterrence in Korea. 

• Singapore: The Straits News - quotes from President, very little discussion of 
strategy or implications in Asia. 

• India: The Hindu - cursory discussion of the rationale, with quotes from the President 
and critics. 

• France: Minimal exposure in French press, mostly quotes from the President and 
critics. 

Note: Little press commentary to datefrom China or Russia. 
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TO : 

cc: 

Gen Dick Myers 

Paul Woitowitz 
Steve Cam bone 

I ~ 

TABA 

ft,O() 

FROM: Donald RumsfeJd/'y l 
SUBJECT: Tracking Ideas 

.... ,. .,. ,, . . 
:''._.·1 · .. 

October 29,2004 

I think we need to put more discipline into tlie ta of tracking individual hwnan 

beings. We need to get a Manhattan Project goirq that integrates a variety of 

intelligence disciplines and military capabilities. 

Please see rre with some ideas. 

Thanks. 

DHR:11 
10290'·16 
..........................................•..•................•...... , ... 
Please respond by 11 r~ , .. y 

0 SD 1 9 4 0 9 - 0 4 
Tab A 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 

ADM Giambastiani 

Donald Rumsfeld 'y~ 

7 ') J°'' . '-{'-~'') 

s e ed 

SUBJECT: Joint Task Force HQ Brief 

December 2,2004 

I was impressed with Ed Giambastiani's concept for the JTF HQ. Clearly a lot of 

good work by his staff and the Joint Staff as well went into it. 

I do want to see you carefully think through whether it ought to be an active cadre 

of folks instead of reserves. I cannot see any reason whatsoever to use reserves. 

Once you think that through, I'd like to sec an implementing document that I can 

sign in the next two weeks. We need to move out on this. 

Thanks. 

UHR:ss 
120204-10 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by t 2-/J C. / 0'-1 

Thanks. 

I e,t:H"J OSD 19415-04 
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TO: 

FROM: 

f t_@j 

FO'eJO 

The Honorable Andrew H. Card 

Donald Rumsfcld ~ 
SUBJECT: Prepaid Calling Cards for Military 

December 3,2004 

Attached is a note from my friend, Bill Timmons, raising a matter of importance 

and concern on telephone credit cards for the military. It is self-explanatory. 

The solution lies total ly outside the Department of Defense, as Tread it. T would 

very much appreciate your interest in this. 

Thank you, sir. 

Attach. 
12/1 /04 Memo to SecDef from Bill Timmons 

DHR:ss 
120304-3 
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VL4FAX 

Memorandum for the Honornble Donald Rumsf eld 

From: Bill Timmons~ 

Dte: 1 December 2004 

Subject: Prepaid Telephone Ql1l:irg Garcls for Military 

NJ. 542 P. 2 

Request your personal assistance on an issue of importance to our servicemen and 
women and their families. 1'1 the next few weeks the FCC intends to issue an order 
concerning prepaid calling cards that threatens to increasera1es on the military and other 
users of this low-cost telephone service by as much as 20%. 

Ten years ago calling canI service that contained promotional advertisements 
(called enhanced cards) was plal'ed .in service. Telephone calls using these enhanced. 
cards are info.matia'lal and outside regulated service and therefore not subject tD 
intrastate access or universal service fees. After all these years the FCC intends to make 
these cards fall .:ii a revenue category that will caa~ troops and o1her card users to 
contribute more so others 1l'B¥ contribute less. 

Cono,istent with the goals of universal service, the cards today provide low-cost 
calling for those who need it nmt - military, senier, rural, mill ority, and low•income 
users. The USO provides free pre-paid cards to service personnel as part of"'Operation 
Phone Home program." WaJ .. Mart, Sam's aub, drug stores,mi.litary exchanges, and 
other retai I outlets sell the inexpensive calling cards. Members of Congress have 
communicated with FCC ClBi.mal Powell not to take money out of soldiers' pockets 
while they defend our country. In fact, in the closing days of this Congress through npxt 
language for the fi'lal budget legislation Congress direded the FCC "not to take any 
action tltaJ would directly or indirectly have the effect of raising the rat.es charged to 
military personnel or their families for telephone calls plal'ed using prepaid phone cards." 
On 23 July ofthis year the Pentagon weighed .in when Charles Abell wrote the FCC 
pointing OJt the increased costs to service personnel and families if this order were 
implemented. The FCC chairman put off off'"tcial acticn unti I after the election but now 
intends to go fonvard. 

Don, about the only avenue open seems to be White I {ouse involvement to protect 
the low-cost prepaid calling cards for the military. May T suggest you call Andy Qm:I 
and ask him to help? 

Thanks a bunch. 
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S E C R E T A R Y OF T H E A R M '(. ·· ,. ·' ~ ·. · · · 
WASHINGTON 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY~F D NSE,)1/6'1 
~ I 

FROM: Francis.J: ff ey, Secretary of the Arm) 
/ ·' 

SUBJECT: Command Sergeant Major (CSM) James R. Jordan's Retention 
Beyond Retention Control Point (RCP) 

• This information memorandum is in response Lo your inquiry concerning lhe 
November 28, 2004, Fayetteville Observer article regarding CSM Jordan. 

• CSM Jordan is the Brigade CSM for the 35th Signal Brigade (Airborne), XVIllth 
Airbome Corps, Fort Bragg, North Carolina. The above-mentioned article reported 
that CSM Jordan hud requested to extend beyond his mandatory retirement date in 
order to deploy with his unit to fraq, hut did not clearly report the status of hi s request. 

• The Anny Human Resources Command approved CSM Jordan's request on 
September 13,2004. His request was approved as an exception to policy in 
accordance with Army Regulation 601-280, paragraph 3- 10. The approved 14-month 
exception, thru August 2006, will allow CSM Jordan to de.ploy with his unit and then 
retire upon completion of redeployment processing. 

• This was a good news/ personal interest story. 

COORDTNATlON: NONE 

. l(b)(6) Prepared By: LTC David R. AlexanderIII _____ _. 
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~enior N cu Jordan uec1ctes Io ::stay w1m tt1s learn 

Fayetteville (NC) Observer 
November 28,2004 

Senior NCO Jordan Decides To Stay With His Team 

By Henry Cuningham, Military editor 

rage 1 u1 .1. 

Command Sgt. Maj. James R. Jordan asked to stay in the Army for a year beyond his mandatory 
retirement date so he could complete a deployment to Iraq with the 35th Signal Brigade. 

"We are cun-ently at war," Jordan said. "We are doing things, and it requires leaders to do certain things. 
That's what I am, a leader." 

Like his younger brother, retired basketball star Michael Jordan, James Jordan loves his job, believes in 
helping his team, expects maximum effort from those around him, and will leave on his own terms. 

The sergeant m1.~or stands 5-foot-7. His brother is about 6-foot-6. At Fort Bragg, the older brother has 
kept a low profile and avoided calling attention to his family connection. 

Command Sgt. Maj. Jordan and about 500 soldiers of the brigade are scheduled to depart today for a 
year in Iraq. 

Under normal conditions, the 47-year-old Jordan, who entered basic training in June 1975 and had three 
assignments in Korea, would start winding down his Army career in the spring as he approached the 30-
year mark. 

His colonel promised to support whatever decision he made, but Jordan had no intention of getting on an 
airplane April.29, flying home and leaving his brigade. 

"That's not the way you want to end a 30-year career," Jordan said. 

"People ask, 'Why?"' said Col. Bryan Ellis, the brigade commander. "The answer is, he is completely 
selfless. We all want to sec it go well." 

No-nonsense 

Jordan is a no-nonsense noncommissioned officer with a shaved head and a wry sense of humor. In his 
job, he advises the commander as the senior enlisted soldier in the brigade of 2,450. Many of them arc 
young specialists and sergeants facing back-to-back extended tours overseas. 

"If you don't believe in selfless service, you are not going to make it in this business," Jordan said. 

It's not your age that counts, it's your mind, said Jordan, the oldest person in the brigade. He went to 
airborne school, where most soldiers are in their teens or early 20s, as a 36-year-old first sergeant. At 47, 
he will nm eight miles for physical training and expects soldiers to be alongside him, not lagging 
behind. 

Three years of Junior ROTC at New Hanover High School in Wilmington helped convince Jordan that 
the Army was for him. 
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"I figured I wanted to be a soldier, pl us I was the oldest of five kids," he said. "I wanted to get out of the 
house and do something myself." 

In the early 1990s, he, as a sergeant first class, was the noncommissioned officer in charge of the team 
fielding the Mobile Subscriber Equipment, the Army's cell phone system. 

"You would ask senior people for the answers to questions," said Ellis, the brigade commander. "They 
would always say, Talk to Sgt. I st Class Jordan.' He was the one that had the answers about anything
the training, the fielding, the maintenance." 

As Jordan sees it, his job is to help get the brigade to Iraq and back and resume the hectic work of 
providing communications for the 18th Airborne Corps around the world. 

"The brigade has got to be prepared to do the mission when we return," Jordan said. "Quite a few critical 
people arc preparing to get out of the Army when they return." 

Preparing for danger 

In recent months, he has been focused on preparing his soldiers for the dangers of Iraq. 

"One of the things we found out is you've got quite a few soldiers who arc technically smart," Jordan 
said. "They can make a computer do everything you want it to do." 

But the computer-savvy soldiers also must know what to do on a F01t Bragg firing range or when a 
convoy is ambushed in Iraq. 

"Yourtechnical skills ain't going to help you be able to put steel where it needs to be," he said. 
"'Technical' ain't got nothing to do with it out there. You've got to be 'tactical' -just as qualified as the 
infantry." 

And don't tell the command sergeant major that a soldier can't pass the marksmanship test. 

''That's the wrong answer," he said. "You'l1 stay at that till you get it done. If you don't get it done today, 
you're going back tomorrow. Then tomon-ow you get a little bit of love because I'll be standing over top 
of you, making sure you get it right." 

That's what a sergeant major is for, he said. 

A noncommissioned officer can't be effective sitting in an office or standing back with hands on hips, he 
said. 

"Some of my family really don't even know what I do," he said. ''They know I'm in the Army. That's 
about it. My immediate family and my wife, my kids, not extremely happy, but they arc on the team. 
They say, 'Daddy, do what you've got to do."' 

Jordan said his mother told him he has "been in it forever." 

''I've been doing this by myself for so long, being my own person, being my own soldier," he said. 'Tm 
going to continue doing it the same way until the day I feel like I need to hang it up, not when they feel 
like I need to hang it up." 

11-L-0559/0SD/28152 
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....... 

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Fran Harvey 

GEN Pete Schoemaker 
Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld y/l 
SUBJECT: Extension 

I take it there is a way for Chief Master Sergeant Jordan to stay in the service for 

an extra year, as he has requested. Please advise. 

Thanks. 

DHRdh 
113004-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 12. / 4 / OL{ 

FOt;O 

OSD 19S44-04 
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TO : Fran Harvey 

CC: GEN Pete Schoomaker 
Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld y/l 
SUBJECT: Extension 

fOl,O 

I take it there is a way for Chief Master SergeantJordan to stay in the service for 

an extra year, as he has requested. Please advise. 

Thanks. 

OHRclh 
113004-1 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 12. / 4 / o'-{ 

OSD 19544-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/28154 



TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsf eld °Al 
SUBJECT: E-mail from Ron Arons 

-.~·, r-·· .. ·. . " 

I ~e'.e!e~o.~er 7, 2004 
t . , •••• 

Please take care of the attached e-mail regarding an idea to disarm Al-Sadr' s 

people. 

Thanks. 

Atwc:h. 
08/18/04 E-mail from Ron Arons to SecDef re: HIDA technology 

OHR:u 
09CY704-10 

···········~····························································· 
Please respond by------ ---

11-L-0559/0SD/28155 oso 19580-0lf 
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r)~ 
fMm: Ron Arons! .... <b_)_(6_) ______ __, 

Seht: Thursday, August 26, 2004 11 :10 AM 

To: . Donald Rumsfeld 

Subject: A couple of Ideas 

Dear Mr. Secretary, 

Mayt e I'm missing something but ................... . 

Why ::an't we use HyperSound technology, already in the Defense Department's hands, lo disam1 Al-Sadr's people guarding tlte 
mosi:;ue? I direct you to the following articie: .1:!1!Q://www.ra~~sweapon.htm 

Why ,::an'! we throw e couple of smoke or slink bombs at Al-Sadr's people guarding the mosque. 

Just U)me thoughts 

Ron/Irons 
Princnton '78 

I . . r , 
l?id--c. :-<.., ~..i;; <.: :..c. .. ..__ n :, . { c)···,. ,,;_,._....;, 

... ~,.....~. , : • .. ~-- # .. ~ 1\ ,1 . . • .... t...- :_ .... ,. ( : ~ " ·\ 

C. • ; -(.,< .. : 
A·fTK.M. 

\J'1 ,.,'t~ Mi46,n.u1e l'A-'T14.& u ·. ~ID.A {o,f.uJoii) 

11-L-0559/0SD/28156 OSD 19580-04 



. ' 
·· A.'l'CPwerSonic Sound as a Weapon 
~ 

ATC Hypersonic Sound as a Weapon 

By :~ar•hall SELLA New York Times March 23, 2003 
5035 worda, Late Bdition - Final, Section 6, Pag• 34, Co1W'IID 3 

Oriitin.al linJu 

bttps//www.nytimH.com/2003/03/23/:magadae/23S01JHD.btal 

For tbe moment, though, HSS is unfinished buain•••· A• night must follow 
day, there ar• Defense Department applica·tion•- Noni• a1'd A.'1'.C. have 
been bu•y ·honing something called ~igh Inteneity Directed Acoustics 
(BIJIA, in house ~argon). :tt is d-irect:ional sound -- am ofhhoot of RSI 
but: on• that never., ever transmits H'•ndel or waterfall aOUDda. Altbousrb 
the technology thus far has be.ia routinely referred to•• a •nonlethal 
w•atioJ1, • the Jlentagc;,,n now prefe:ra to stres• the frieJldli-er-sounding 
•hafling intruders• funct.icm. 

::i:11 :t·eality, BIJ:IA .la both warniDg and weapon. If uaed frG111 ·• battleship, 
it can ward off atray crafts at 500 yards witb a pinpointed verbal· 
warc.ing. Should the offending vee•el continua to withi11 200 ya.rd.•, the 
at•zn warnings are repleced by 120-decibel sound• tnat are•• physically 
disabling as ahrapnel, certain nohes., p:ro~eeted at the right piteh, can 
.incapacitate even a atone-deaf terroriat, the bo11:ea in_your head are 
brutalised by. tone'• full effect whether you're clutchinsr th• aid .. of 
youz •bll :ba a9011:y or not. 

"B•aides, • Norri• ••Y•, _laughing darkly, •grabbing your eara i• as good 
as a pair of handcuffs.• · 

Nimbly holding a big black plate, Horris stand.a with me in an A.T,C. 
aou11:l chamber. Sb.ca be'• poiaed bebind the weapon, .he will baa% no 
soun.:I once it • a powered up• not a peep. "HI:DA caza instantaneously cause 
1oaa of equili.briua, vomiti:lis, migraines -- real.ly, we can pretty much 
pick our ailment,• be saya brightly. •we•ve delivered a couple dozen 
unit• so far, but will bave a lot .ore out by June. !'bey•re talking 
ai.11.lODa I • 

(Las,; month, A,T,C. -cut a five~yaar, multimillion-dollar licens:I.D!l 
ag:re,ament with General Dynamicra, one of the giant• -of t:he milita:ry
indur1trh.l complex,) 

Norr:.• proda- his aaaistaat to locate the 'baby noi•• on a laptop, then 
d• the device at .me. A.t f.:l.rat, the DOi•• i• dreadhl -- juat pr:laally 
wrons, - ~ but not ulll)ear-a:ble • I repeatedly tel.l Borr:l.a. to ere.Dk it up 
(tryS.ng to approximate battle-•t:reagth volWN, without the nau•ea), 
untiJ the noise hn•t •o much a noise •• an •••ault o.n my nervoue 
syat1a. 1' nearly fall dotm and, for SOiiie reaaoa, :lily eyes hu-t. Wheu 
.I bravely aak bow h:l.gb tbily•d tuZDed the dial, Rorria lau.9he 
upro1riou.aly. •Tbat wa• nothinsi• he bellow,. 

•That waa aJ:iout 1 perceut of what au enemy would get. ODe perce~t1• 
TWo bours later, l oatl still feel the ache i11 the beak of -my head. 

11-L-0559/0SD/28157 
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AD,.INISTRATION AND 
MAN AGEMENT 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1950 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1950 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

"' -· . 

FROM: Raymond ~ois, Di~tor, iq7ninistration and Management 

1<cu, C)U,,I ~ 1v,.10'1 
SUBJECT: Services/Non-cfSD Directives Review 

• In your attached snowflake of November 17 ,2004, you requested information 
on what the Services and non-OSD elements ofDoD are doing to update their 
directives. You asked for an analysis of their directive systems, and for a 
memo prompting a comprehensive review of their directives. 

• Defense Agency/Activity directives promulgate their DoD-wide policy through 
the WHS-administered directives systems. Their parent USDs and ASDs 
oversee the content. 

• The Services have their own procedures for publication of directives, 
regulations, and instructions, which vary widely. WHS reviewed the Services' 
policy level publications and identified the following sample data reflecting 
publications in selected functional areas that are older than January 1999: 

o Air Force: 14of 21 Directives in the Manpower/Organization series (66%). 

o Anny: 28 of 29 Regulations in the Organization/Functions series (97%). 

o Navy: 18 of 22 Instructions in the Operations/Readiness series (82% ). 

o Marine Corps: 92 of 1260rders in the General Admin/Mgmt series (73%) 

• All four services have actions ongoing to modernize their publications 
programs in various stages of development. 

• The Joint Staff is actively managing its Directives Program, with only 27 out 
of 267 publications ( l 0%) older than five years. Updates to many of these 
older publications are awajting re lease of updated DoD issuances, 

• The memorandum to the Service Secretaries is attached at Tab A, with 
courtesy copy provided to the CJCS. 

RECOMMENDATION: That you sign the memorandum at Tab A 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: As stated 

Prepared By: Mr. John C. Krysa, WHS/ESCD,l(b)(5} 

11-L-0559/0SD.....,./2-8-15_8 _ __, 
OSD 19721 -04 



SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
l 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHING TO~, DC 20301- I 000 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS 

SUBJECT: Review of Service Directives 

In recent years, we have adopted significant changes in DoD and Service policies, 
programs, missions, organizations, and responsibilities. World events, current and 
emerging threats, and evolving technologies have all helped drive these changes. It is 
imperative that we codify in our policy level directives, regulations, and instructions the 
decisions we make to guide our departments through these changing times. 

At my direction, OSD Components conducted a comprehensive review of DoD 
Directives to ensure that they are current with today's defense posture. Of 653 DoD 
Directives, 259 were certified as cmTent, 3 17 required revision, and 77 will be cancelled. 
A sample review of your directives, regulations, and instructions indicates your Service 
requires a similar review. In selected functional areas, the majority of your policy level 
issuances are older than five years. 

Therefore, I request that you conduct a thorough review of your publications to 
ensure that they are current with Service guidance and consistent with their counterpmt 
DoD Directives. As DoD Directives are revised or cancelled, these changes will be 
posted on the following web site: http://www.dtic.mil/whs/directives/. I direct your 
attention to this web site because revisions and cancellations of DoD Directives may 
guide your prioritization of effort. 

Please provide me an assessment of your policy level publications by February I, 
2005 to include your plan of action. 

cc: Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

ft 
11-L-05sVso12a159 



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1950 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGT ON, DC 20301-1950 

ADMINISTRATION ANO 

MANAGEMENT 

ACTION MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
Pau, a(lt{et 
1 
·'J C'. ; FROM: Raymond ~ois, Difitftor, ~inistration and Management 

1--,J v.,,,_ I (cu, c:::)u/ ~ 1z.j ~ / o '1 
SUBJECT: Services/Non-~D Directives Review 

• In your attached snowflake of November 17 ,2004, you requested infonnation 
on what the Services and non-OSD elements of DoD are doing to update their 
directives. You asked for an analysis of their directive systems, and for a 
memo prompting a comprehensive review of their directives. 

• Defense Agency/ Activity directives promulgate thei r DoD-wide pol icy through 
the WHS-administered directives systems. Their parent USDs and ASDs 
oversee the content. 

• The Services have thei r own procedures for publication of directives, 
regulations, and instructions, which vary widely. W d the Services' 
policy level publications and identified the ti am le ng. 
publications in selected functional areas th t are olde an anuary 1999: Jr t') i.. 
o Air Force: 14of 21 Directives in the Manpower/Organization series (66%). 

o Army: 28 of 29 Regulations in the Organization/Functions series (97%). 

o Navy: 18 of 22 Instructions in the Operations/Readiness series (82%). 

o Marine Corps: 92 of 126 Orders in the General Admin/Mgmt series (7390 

• All four services have actions ongoing to modernize thei r publications 

programs j n various stages of development. ~ ~ ~ u_ (Jvl..- · I IV O 
1-

• The Joint Staff is actively managing its · · es Program, with only 27 out 
of 267 publications ( I 0%) older t five years Updates to many of these 
older publications are awaiting re ted DoD issuances. 

• The memorandum to the Service Secretaries is attached at Tab A, with 
courtesy copy provided to the CJCS. 

RECOMMENDATION: That you sign the memorandum at Tab A 

COOR DINA TTON: NONE 

Attachment: As stated MASO 

Prepared By: Mr. John C. Krysa., WHS/ESCD, (b)(S) ____ __, 

11-L-0559/0SD/28160 



SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR SECRETARTESOFTHEMILTTARYDEPARTMENTS 

SUBJECT: Review of Service Directives 

In recent years, we have adopted significant changes in DoD and Service policies, 
programs, missions, organizations, and responsibilities. World events, current and 
emerging threats, and evolving technologies have all helped drive these changes. It is 

jR,p'eralive that we codify in our policy level directives, regulations, and instructions the 
decisions we make to guide our departments through these changing times. 

At my direction, OSD Components conducted a comprehensive review ofDoD 
Directives to ensure that they are current with today's defense posture. Of 653 DoD 
Directives, 259 were certified as cmTent, 31 ?required revision, and 77 will be cancelled. 
A sample review of your directives, regulations, and instructions indicates your Service 
requires a similar review. In selected functional areas, the majority of your policy level 
issuances are older than ~ears. 

2. 
Therefore, I request that you conduct a thorough review of your publications to 

ensure that they are current with Service guidance and consistent with their counterpart 
DoD Directives. As DoD Directives are revised or cancelled, these changes will be 
posted on the following web site: http://www.dtic.mil/whs/directives/ .I direct your 
attention to this web site because revisions and cancellations of DoD Directives may 
guide your prioritization of effort. 

Please provide me an assessment of your policy level publications by February 1, 
2005 to include your plan of action. 

cc: Chairman,Joint Chiefs of Staff 

ft 
11-L-os5Wso12a 161 



November 17, 2004 
• • # ... , .. • 

TO: RayDUBois 

FROM: Donald Rwnsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: DoD Directives 

I just looked over this "DoD Directives Review Update." It really is disappointing 

that we are only at 50% after four years. 

What about the Services? What about other non-OSD elements of DoD? 

Why doQ·' t you get a list of all of those and draft a memo for me to send to all of 

them to get them to do the same~. Let's stay on top of this. 

Thanks so much. 

Attach. 
11/12/04 Dir, A&M memo t:>SecDef re: DoD Dim::t:nes Review Update [OSD 18207-04] 

DHR:itb 
JI 1'/'IM.l 

,,.-·· 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ /_2'-...... /_3_/_o_~-----

11-L-0559/0SD/28162 
OSD 19721-04 
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~~ . _. ~ . -~= ·__ . -... . .. 
... _-~. - . : .. :, . .:. 

Noveaber 11, 20CM 
2QJ'.1 re-~Llo~IG\M}.e~ 

E~- \~l~ 
TO: Doua Feith. 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Iceland 

Please tab a look al this Reykjavik cable and tell me what you think we ought to 

do. 

Thanks. 

AtladL 
AMEM8ASSY llEBJA Vlk Cmlt O 090'741Z NOV OIi: "blllld: Bow to Ga si..t" 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

~-11 -04 P04: 46 I N 

OSD 19751-04 
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TO: Doug Feith 

SUBJECT: Afghanistan 

7 'l ,· ·, y(•)1. 

f0l:'J0 

· November 29, 2004 

According to Abizaid, with respect to the drug strategy for Afghanistan, it appears 

not to be synchronized -- no one's in charge. Department of State has to develop 

a strategy. Other countries in the region want to get involved - Pakistan, 

Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan, along with Afghanistan. Why don't you 

see what you can do about that. 

Than.ks. 

DHR:ss 
112904-23 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ 1_1-__ i _J_o _ _ _ 

11-L-OS~SD/28164 
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TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: 

71(,:-.~ 
=7@1tjeY' 

· Sf!Cftt:f ._ 
.. , : : ,~ 

• l ·- • .,.) 

SUBJECT: Chinese MOD Invitation 

October 29, 2004 

I-ol.\[O\L\S lG 
E CS - \d-~ 

In my meeting with the Chinese CHOD yesterday, he reiterated the Chinese 

MOD's invitation for me to come to China. 

DHR:ss 
102904-R 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ -____ _ 

Upon removal of attachmenta 
thla document becomes 

FOl:JO 

11-L-0559/0SD/28165 
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TO: Gen Dick Myers 

/ ~ 

TAHA 
fQ{i[Q 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld -:P Jl.. 

SUBJECT: Location of Civil Affairs 

October 29,2004 

What is taking so long in deciding where Civil Affairs ought to be located'! H they 

don't agree I want it kicked up to me and I will figure it out. f.,et's get it moving. 

Thanks. 

-puu& 

11-L-0559/0SD/28166 
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CHAIRMAN CF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF ... . - ... ·- ..· :... "-·; '-· .·. ,,._ 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2D31S.9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJcs/11(/(tz/7 
SUBJECT: Location of Civil Affairs (SF -888) 

'7"''1 p·- l -~ ~1-l 6: 33 
CM-2i2s'--04. .., ,., 

9 December 2004 

• Answer. The following is an interim response to your question (TAB A). My 
staff has requested USSOCOM schedule an OpsDeps Tank session dmi.ng 
December to review three concepts for the assignment of Civil Affairs (CA) forces 
under either USSOCOM or the Army. 

• Analysis. On 26 August, an Army CA Tiger Team briefed the Army Vice Chief 
of Staff on three concepts for the assignment of CA mits (TABB). On 
8 November, USSOCOM recommended CA forces supporting USSOCOM be 
assigned to USSOCOM, others should be assigned to the Army. The Army, 
however, recommends all CA forces be assigned to USSOCOM. The pu'l)ose of 
the OpsDeps Tank is to develop a recommended course of action for your 
decision. 

COORDINATION: TAB C 

Attachments: 
As stated 

. l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: LtGen James T. Conway, USMC: Director. J-3;._ ______ __. 

OSD 19857-04 



TABB 

CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 2031B-99fi 

CH-2043-04 
ACTION l\'IEMO 13 September 2004 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action __ _ 

FROM: General RichardB.Myers, CJCS~'f/tO 

SUBJECT: Location of Civil Affairs (CA) 

• Question. "When are we going to get closure on where the Civil Affairs 
functions ought to be located? What is the pacing item there? Is it getting on my 
schedule?" (TABA) 

• Answer. The Army hac; completed its study of the issue. VCSA was briefed on 
26 Aug and approved a recommendation that all CA and PSYOP Units remain 
assigned to US Army Special Operations Comnand (USASOC). 

• Analysis. TAB B summari1.es Army staffbriefing to the VCSA. TAB C is a 
VCSA memorandumgivingthe USASOC Commander his recommendation. 

RECOMMENDATION: Approve the scheduling of a meeting with you, U SD(P), CSA, 
CMC, CDRUSSOCOM and me to review the Army recommendation. 

Approve ___ Disapprov...__ __ Othc.._ __ 

COORDINATION: TAB D 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Lt Gen Norton A. Schwartz, USAF; Director, J-3 ~,_(b_)(_s) __ ...., 

Tab B 

11-L-0559/0SD/28168 



TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsf'eld /y~ 
SU BJ ECT: Location of Civil Affairs 

APR 17 2004 

When are we going to get closure on where the Ci vi 1 Affairs functions ought to be 

located? What :is the pacing item there? Is it getting m ll!f schedule? 

Thanks. 

DHR,dh 
1Ml3(}ol-1~ 

..............................•..........................•.............. , 
Please respond by ~f 1/ 0 r 

I 

Tab B 

11-L-0559/0SD/28169 



30 August 2004 

INFORMATION PAPER 

Subject: Army 'Tiger Team" Brtefmg to Vice Chief of Staff 

I. Purpose. To summarize latest Army briefing on Civil Affairs (CA} issues. 

2. Kev Foint:s. On 26 August, the CA/PSYOP Tiger Team (CAPOTil briefed the 
Vice Chief of Staff, Army (VCSA) on options for the assignment d' CA units. 

• The CAPOIT presented the following findings: 

- CA (and PSYOP) forces can best support operations by remaining 
under US Army Special Operations Command (USASOC) . 
Reassigning CA to Army Forces Conunand would not increase Army 
interest in these activities, improve the bansitialto post-combat 
stabilization operations, nor support the Anny Campaign Plan. 

- Addressing CA and PSYOPchallenges requires partnership between 
US Army Forces Command and USASOC. 

- Operations would benefit from creation of a full-time strategic-level 
Ctvil Militaiy Operations (CMO) plannL.~g/ cccrdinatton r.anabilitv. 

- The Anny should consider elevatingCMO to a doctrinal "battlefield 
operating system. -

- USASOC must redesign the current CA and PSYOP force structure 
for IOOdularity and use Total Army Analysis to review AC/RC mix. 

- Extending the Reserve Component C\. branch to the Active 
Component and creating a PSYOP branch would promote the 
management, professionalism and availability of those officers. 

• VCSA approved the findings and gave the f<.,llowing guidance: 

- Continue to work the force structure for CA and PSYOP. 

- Determine how to integrate CA, PSYOP and supported units per the 
Army Campaign Plan. This should include Combat Tminirg Centers. 

- Return in 90 days to brief the implementation plan. 

Tab B 

11-L-0559/0SD/28170 



DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
OFFICE OF THE WCE CHIEF OF STAFF 

201 ARMY PENTAGON 
WASHINGTONDC 20310-0201 

I 6 AUG lOOf 

MEMORANDUM FOR COMMANDING GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY 
SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND (AIRBORNE), FORT BRAGG, NC 28310 

SUBJECT: Results of G-3 Directed Civil Affairs (CA) and Psychological Operations 
Tiger Team (CAPOTI) 

1. As per our meeting and your requestfor assistance on 29 April 2004, I convened 
a Civil Affairs and Psychological Operations Tiger Team (CAPOTI) to analyze your 
Civil Affairs and PSYOP~Way Ahead" concept. The Team also analyzed two 
additional concepts for points of comparison. The team consisted of members of the 
Anny Staff, selected Army major commands, and selected outside agencies. It 
ensured all doctrinal, organizational, training, materiel, leadership, personnel, and 
facilities issues were reviewed and considered. 

2 The Tiger Team determined civil affairs and psychological operations forces could 
best support the Army by remaining under the Army Special Operations Command 
(USASOC). The Army's Force Generation Model's emphasis on modularity will 
assure that this capability is realized as CA and PSYOP staff planners will be 
assigned down to 1he BCT UA level. The Tiger Team recommends that USASOC 
should redesign the current CA and PSYOP force structures for modularity and 
re look the AC/RC mix. 

3. During the conduct of the Tiger Team review and assessment the fol lowing three 
concepts were developed: 

a. Concept 1 - USACAPOC. with all currently assigned forces, remains 
assigned to USASOC and transforms to support modularity. 

b. Concept 2 - HQ USACAPOC with all CA and PSYOP Forces reassigned 
to JFCOM. 

c. Concept 3 - SOF supporting forces assigned to USASOC and 
conventionalforces assigned to FORSCOM. 

4. Recommendation: The CAPOTT endorses Concept 1 by utilizing the comparison 
criteria ofTraining/Readiness. Modularity, Flexibility, and Predictability. Recommend 
USASOC begin coordination with FORSCOM to support transformation and support 
modularity IAW Concept 1, 

Tab B 



• 

SUBJECT: Results of G-3 Directed Civi I Affairs and Psychological Operations Tiger 
Team (CAPOTT) 

5. Although this constitutes the closure of this Tiger Team, the members are 
available to assist in any capacity. We need to continue to build on the momentum 
gained thus far. Furthermore, USASOC's pll'suit d branches for CA and PSYOP will 
help to increase professionalism, management, and availability of the officers m 
those branches. 

6. The POC for this action is COL Jose Olivero, HODA, G-3, MOSO-SOD, DSN~ 
l<b)(6) t !<b)(6) I 

(1 . '7 .11 /
1 

() 

V r;_<-/,1i.,. / . f :l-t~--i·~ 
RICHARD A. CODY ~ 
General, United States Army 
Vice Chief of Staff 

2 
11-L-0559/0SD/28172 
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TABC 

COORDINATION PAGE 

Unit Name Date 

USA MG Robinson 23 November 2004 

USMC COL Van Dyke 23 November 2004 

OSD(SOLIC) COL Romano 3 November 2004 

USSOCOM Col B uckmelter 2 November 2004 

USJFCOM COL Milburn 23 November 2004 

Tab C 
11-L-0559/0SD/28173 



TO: 

cc.· 

FROM: 

f t_@j 

Honorable Andrew H. Qm:i, Jr. 

Dina Powell 

DonaldRumsfel~ 

December 9,2004 

SUBJECT: Jim Dem1y - Pro~ Cancidateforthe President's Commission on 
'laKRefonn 

Attad1ed is a background sheet of James M. I:ary. He is world-cl a~ - a brilliant 

lawyer and finarci.al expert. 

As you will see from his background sheet, he has brood experience. He is a solid 

Republican. He would be a superb member of the President's Conunission on 'lac 

Reform. 

Please let me know if I can provide any additional infonna1ion. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Jim Denny Background Sheet 
Denny political contributions 

Dffil:dh 
120504-18 
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James M. D:n:y is a retired Vice Chairman of Sears, Roebuck and Co. He 

joined Sears in I 986as Vice President-Finance, became Chief Financial 

Officer in 1988, Vice Chairman in I 992and retired in 1995upon completion 

of the program to unbundle the financial services/retail conglomerate 

through a series of spin-offs and sales of its financial services businesses. 

Earlier positions include Executive Vice President and Chief Financial 

Office with G.D. Searle and Co., Chairman of Pearl Health Services, Inc., a 

publicly held Searle-affiliated company, and Treasurer of the Firestone Tire 

& Rubber Company. He began his career as a lawyer, practicing in New 

York and Paris with the finmf Dewey, Bal1antine, Bushby, Palmer and 

Wood. 

Denny is a director of ChoicePoint, Inc., GA TX Corporation, and Gilead 

Sciences, Inc., where he also serves as Chairman, and several private 

companies. Previous board memberships include Allstate Corporation, 

Astra AB, General Binding Corporation, General Instmment Corporation, 

The Principal Financial Group, and Sears, Roebuck and Co. Since his 

retirement fi::an Sears, he has been engaged in investment related activities 

including serving on the advisory Board of Evanston Capital Management 

and as an advisor to William Blair Capital Partners, LLC. from 1995 to 2000 

and as a trustee of the Searle Family Trusts. 

Denny is a director and a past Chairman of Northwestern Memorial 

Healthcare Corporation and is current Chairman of Northwestern Memo1ial 

Foundation. He is a member of the Board of Directors of Georgetown 

University and the Board ofTmstees ofDePaul University. He also serves 

as a member of the boards of the Catholic Extension Society and the 

11-L-0559/0SD/28175 
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Catholic Theological Union, a member of The Bernardin Center National 

Advisory Board, and as a Vice Chi:ir of the Finance Council of the 

Archdiocese of Chicago. He received the Princeton Club of Chicago's 

Community service award in 1999, an honorary degree from Catholic 

Theological Union in 2003, and was the American Ireland Fund 2002 

Chicago Dinner Honoree. 

Denny attended Princeton University from 1950to 1954and, following 

completion of military service in Korea, graduated from the University of 

Minnesota in 1957 and the Georgetown University law Center in 1960 

where he was an editor/ officer of the law review. 

Denny was born in Minneapo1is, Minnesota. He is married to the fonner 

Catherine Florance. They have six children and nine grandchildren. 

11-L-0559/0SD/28176 



James M. & Catherine M. Denny 

1999through 2004 Political Contributions 

Date Name 
05/28/1999 Porterfar Congress 
05/28/1999 Governor George W. Bush Presidential Exp. 
12/17/1999 Empower America Supporter 
05/04/2000 Abraham Senate 2000 
06/09/2000 Mark Kirk for Congress 
06/09/2000 Mccollum for U.S. Senate 
06/09/2000 McCollum for US. Senate 
09/22/2000 Mark Kirk for Congress 
10/20/2000 Illinois Victory 2000 
11/16/2001 Bill Simon for Governor 
11/16/2001 Citizens For Corinne Wood 
10/03/2002 Illinois Republican Party 
04/08/2003 Illinois Republican Party 
06/23/2003 Andy McKenna for Senate 
09/09/2003 Bush - Cheney '04 
09/09/2003 Bush- Cheney '04 
05/11/2004 Illinois Republican Party 
07/26/2004 RNC Presidential Trust 
09/21/2004 CITIZENS FOR KARMEIER 
10/0712004 Martinez for U.S. Senate 

Total Political Contributions 

TOTAL 

Additional Family Contributions to Bush • Cheney '04 
09/09/2003 Andrew Bowyer 
09/09/2003 Catherine Denny Bowyer 

09/09/2003 James M. Denny Jr. 
09/09/2003 Katherine Denny 

09/09/2003 Mathew Denny 
09/09/2003 Catherine Q. Denny 

09/09/2003 Norton O'Meara 
09/09/2003 Sarah Denny O'Meara 

Consolidated Denny Family Contributions 

11-L-0559/0SD/28177 

Paid Amount 
500.00 

1,000.00 
1,000.00 
1,000.00 
1,000.00 
2,00000 
2,000.00 
1,000.00 
5,000.00 

250.00 
1,000.00 
5,000.00 

25,000.00 
2,000.00 
2,000.00 
2,000.00 

10,000.00 
5,000.00 
1,000.00 
1,000.00 

68.750.00 

$ 68,750.00 

2,000.00 
2,00000 

2,000.00 
2,000.00 

2,000.00 
2,000.00 

2JOOO.OO 
2,000.00 

$ 16,000.00 

$ 84,750.00 



TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

GEN John Abiz.aid 

Gen Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

71..(<-~ 

PetJe 

GEN George Casey • _.111 

Donald Rumsfeld ? ///" 
Militia Theory 

December 10, 2004 

Attached is an e-mail I received on militias. What do you think of it? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/16/04 Pickard e-mail to SD re: Militia Theory 

DHR:dh 
120904-49 

........................................................................ , 
Please respond by I/~ / o< r· 

Pet'J8 

oso 19863-04 
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!(b)(5) I ClVj OSD 

From: ._!(b .... )( __ 6.._) -----------" 

Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2004 4:02 PM 

To: !(b)(6) I 
Subject: FW: Militia theory 

From DR1s ·email 

·-··Original Message-· ... ··-------------------
From: Ronn S. Pickard!(b)(6) I 
Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 2004 11:51 PM 
To: Donald Rt1msfeld 
Subject: MILITIA THEORY 

Don, 

The Department of Defense has no militia theory. 

Fundamentally, the term "militia" refers to a citizenry voluntarily mobilized for the common defense. 

Page 1 of3 

The strategy of terrorism is ultimately simple. A community is criminally attacked. The folks in the community 
naturally organize to defend themselves. Terrorist allies within the government block the government from 
passing proper laws to enable the community to defend itself lawfully and openly. Terrorist allies within the 
community attacked promote the formation of illegal militias and, thus, control the linkage between illegal militia 
units. The illegal militia units are then run up against each other and the government. Totalitarianism results. A 
well regulated militia would make such shenanigans impossible. 

Things immediately became unglued in Iraq after Allawi stated that there would be "no militia laws". How could 
the people of Iraq possibly support a government that seeks to disarm and disorganize them in the face of such 
violence? Without a lawful self-defense how much easier could it be for terrorists to dominated communities? 

The Kurdish militia had repelled Saddam Hussein and his agents when they were in power with a minimum of 
support from the United States. The Allawi government with U.S. support has sought to stand down the Kurdish 
militia and replace them with government paid police. The result as with the situation in Mosul was predictable. 
The militia has to be properly regulated not eliminated. 

There is a world of difference between a well regulated militia, a poorly r~gulated militia, an unregulated militia, 
and an illegal militia. The Department of Defense has no analysis of the difference. 

The principles of a well regulated militia are universal, although unknown to the D.0.D. 

1. The basic militia unit must be neighborhood based so that the members are first defending their own 
families and neighbors. This makes the militia unit naturally conservative and responsible. It would be 
extremely difficult for a neighborhood based militia unit under proper regulations to sustain illegal activities 
because everyone in the neighborhood would know what they were doing. It would be too easy for 
authorities to investigate reports of misbehavior and provide remedial discipline. 

2. The members of the basic militia unit elect their own sergeant. This makes the militia unit a bulwork of 

democracy and assures community support for the unit. 
3. The militia sergeants must swear into "the regular uniformed officer corps" - in municipalities this means 

the local police station. Sergeants serve, in effect as reserve police officers. They are always subject to 
the martial laws. No law commands individual militia members to mobilize unless the order comes from a 
governor or the president. However, the social conditions of the basic militia unit effectively require 
members to mobilize at the call of their sergeants unless there are exceptional political conditions afoot. 

11/17/2004 
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Once mobilized, militia men:ibers are under the martial laws. 

Our Constitution gives it to the Congress to write the militia code for the nation and leaves it to the states to 
implement that code. The President becomes commander-in-chief of the militia if he declares a state of 
emergency. 

The Congress never wrote the appropriate militia code. The lack of a national militia code resulted in the militias 
of the individual states becoming independent only state organs -- which. was the necessary precondition if not the 
ultimate cause of the Civil War. 

It would be easy to implement a good Standard Militia Code in Iraq. Provide the form for neighborhoods to 
form units and elect sergeants. Assign local police officers to the units and ex-military personnel to drill them. 
This would put an immediate end to the insurgency because it would give the citizenry the mechanism to lawfully 
root it out and also prevent the only course to power the insurgency depends upon. 

If even the weak PLA issued a Standard-Militia Code, the Palestinian people would immediately and openly 
establish neighborhood militia units. These units would put a prompt end to the petty crime in the neighborhoods 
that is the necessary precursor to the gangs and larger illegal militia organizations. Once the Palestinian 
neighborhoood militias were up and properly regulated, they would quickly put an end to any intimidation by the 
existing illegal militias such as that of Hamas and the al Aqsa Martyr's Brigade. What seems so difficult from a 
centralized political perspective is essentially simple on the neighborhood level. 

The political opposition to well regulated militias is simply motivated. If folks in a neighborhood had a well 
regulated militia unit, they would use different but similar neighborhood based organization to address other 
political concerns. The well regulated militia entrenches the principles offreedom, democracy, and good 
government. 

This is evident in urban American. Good neighborhood watches use the natural principles of a well regulated 
militia. Where the good neighborhood watch exists, the community is safe. Governing urban Democratic Parties 
actively and systematically oppose those who independently select their neighborhood leadership for any 
purpose. We have the common phenomenon of Democratic politicians pulling back their opposition to a 
neighborhood's self-organizing when crime surges and then pouncing back in after the the crime is reduced. The 
meetings are flooded out with public employees, etc., when the crisis is solved. In minority areas where the 
Democrats' hold is especially strong, gangs can simply take over. Although the American neighborhood watch 
rarely displays arms, they are present in the background. 

The well regulated militia simply formalizes the rights and procedures that are natural and appropriate. The well 
regulated militia, of course, also instructs and disciplines the use of arms. 

The problems with militias around the world are predictable when we look at how the ind,ividual principles of the 
well regulated militia are ,:nanifest or absent. In Iraq, even urban militias are tied to family and tribes rather. than 
be_ing neighborhood based. Local unit leaders are appointed not elected. The regular uniformed officer corps 
plays no role. It would be easy to replace these structures with a well regulated militia structure. 

The well reguated militia requires that the regular uniformed officer corps is under local civil authority except for 
states of emergency. · 

It should be expected that members of a well regulated militia in. their individual capacity as citizens would form 
civic associations and have political impacts. It wpuld be best for such associations to follow the principles of 
American non-profit organizations. 

It is also proper that militias have communications and joint operational infrastructures by which they can operate 
if their regular uniformed ·officers are absent. Those communications and joint operational infrastructures should 
develop under the law and the supervision of the regular uniformed officer corps. For instance, in case of strife, a 
police department headquarters could be compromised or officers might need to be sent to particular hotspots. 
The neighborhood militia should still be able to mobilize and communicate. When regular officers return, their 
authority should be immediately recognized. 

11/17/2004 
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It is common in America for citizens to take action to apprehend a suspect, and for those citizens to immediately 
follow the orders of police officers when they arrive on the scene. The prinicples involved are natural. 

Under our Constitution, our Congress should enact legislation that gives our citizens the specific right and 
regulations to fonn neighborhood militia units, elect sergeants, and be assigned officers. If we had a Standard 
Mllitia Code, the neighborhoods across the America would form militia units virtually overnight. Street crime and. 
neighborhood gangs would vanish in a few short weeks. This is not a pipe dream. It is based on practical 
experience. l served as chair of an ad hoc community neighborhood watch in a high crime minority area in Los 
Angeles. At one point we dissolved what had become the heaviest drug trafficking intersection in Los Angles in 
two weeks without arrests - then the politicos swept in. 

My concern is with applying the natural principles of a well regulated militia without written regulations and formal 
structures. Although this immediately pacifies neighborhoods, the corruption of these structures looms. 

We should take advantage of the crises in this country and abroad to enact the full regulatory structures that 
would govern appropriately long after the crises are past. Parties will always seek to dominate and exploit any 
neighborhood structures (let alone militia) for other political purposes. Only by good regulations can militia be 
properly governed and sustained. 

Presently, the D.O.D. position is against any militia because it has no theory of regulation let ale>ne the regulations 
themselves. 

Citizens have the natural right to mobilize for the common defense. It is essential thal this be properly regulated. 
The alternative Is untenable. 

At the time our Constitution was written ·the wisdom of the following words of the Second Article of the Bill of 
Rights was self-evident: 

~A well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and 
bear arms shall not be infringed.• 

Your D.O.D. has analysts who would be willing to work on the development of militia theory and a Standard Militia 
Code. Would you care for names? 

It would be easy to have the assistance in doing this from police departments across America. The people would 
support, the Congress would pass, an~ the President would sign such a code. 

Sincerely yours. 
Ronn S. Pickard . r (6) 
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TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Post-Election Plan' 

.. / 

OCT 15 • 
·I-64fOf~eO~ 

ES- \6'-\9 

I need a report on how the U.S. Government is going to hold the Coalition 

together after the Iraq election, and keep the troops we need in there. We must get 

ahead of.the cunre. 

I need to be persuaded that you and the Department of State .are doing what we 

need to do to see that that happens. 

Thanks. 

DHR;ss 
101404-5 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

OSD 19871-04 
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TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Gen Diclc Myers 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Coalition Members 

.. . ···: 17 
. ' 

uctober 19, 2004 

:c.-oL\(o\~'llO 
ES- \0'\.~ 

I want a report as to what countries we're working with to help them pare down 

their coalition·forces slightly, so they don't pull out completely. 

We can afford to have some smaller countries take 50 or 100 people out and still 

manage the problem. But losing them completely would be harmful. 

Thanks. 

DHR:11 
101904-4 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

FUGO 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1100 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1100 

INFOMEMO 

. ..-.--_ .... \~' .·~·· ~.: -
' • •• '... . ~ . • i .: 

t' - ; ' .. ' . . 
'-~ -· .I! 

~~,, ."-" , ... i ·"111· 26 , ·! . 'I • ..., .;: • 

COMPTROLLER December 9, 2004, 5:00 PM 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Tina W. Jon~ 

SUBJECT: Government Accountability Office (GAO) Report on Defense Depai1ment's Failure 
to Track Personnel Spending 

• You asked me to look into an Early Bird article referencing a GAO report regarding 
oversight of Military Personnel appropriations. (TAB A) 

• The GAO report cited in the article criticized the Department for insufficient oversight of 
the use of Military Personnel appropriations. 

• We do have proper controls in place to ensure that we properly use funds appropriated for 
Military Personnel. In addition, we agree with the GAO report that the Department would 
benefit from increasing oversight and having greater visibility into the execution of the 
Military Personnel appropriation. 

• We have drafted explicit guidance that requires reviews that will provide greater visibility 
and will monitor compliance through our financial metiics program. This guidance is under 
review by other agencies prior to its incorporation in the Department of Defense Financial 
Management Regulation. 

• It may be appropriate in some cases to make changes to cun-ent accounting systems to gain 
this visibility. I have asked the Military Departments to do a cost benefit analysis of making 
changes to ctment systems. lf the analysis shows that these changes would provide 
increased visibi lity and improved internal controls. and that they are cost effective, we will 
pursue them through our financial system improvement effort. 

COORDINATION: None. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

. l(b)(6) 
Prepared By: Tern McKay,_ _____ __, 

11-L-0559/0SD/28184 
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December 1,2004 

TO: Tma Jonas 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld v/l 
SUBJECT: GAO Report 

What is thl item about in today's Early Bird referencing a GAO report that says 

DoD is n::t. providing proper oversight to ensure that milita11' personnel 

appropria1ions are directed to cover pay, benefits and expenses? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Mc<Jlillchey, David. ''Deteni,c Department Not Tracking Per:s::n'el Spending, Report Says," 

GovExec.com, November30, 2004. 

DHR:dh 
120104-17 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ 1 ..... 1: ..... /_4_/_o __ 'f __ _ 
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" - uerense uepartment Not Tracking Personnel Spending, Report Says 

GovExec,com 
November 30,2004 

Page 1 of2 

Defense Department Not Tracking Personnel Spending, Report 
Says 

By David McGlinchey 

The Defense Department 1s not providing sufficient oversight to ensure that military personnel 
appropriations actually are directed to cover pay, benefits and expenses, according to a new Government 
Accountability Office report. 

As a result of the report, the Office of the Secretary of Defense has ordered a study on the cost and time 
needed to modify the relevant financial systems to comply with regulations. 

GAO released smlar findings to lawmakers in 2003, and the fiscal 2004 conference report on defense 
appropriations called on the Pentagon to •• strengthen the annual review process'' and ''provide 
transparency of disbursementsat the same level as the budget submission." 

In the report released this week, however, GAO announced that the Pentagon is not following 
eongressionaldircction on oversight. 

11 Themilitary services are not matching obligationsto disbursements at the individual disbursement 
transaction level in all the years that disbursements can occur as required by the Financial Management 
Regulationi II the report (GA 0-0S ·87R) said. "Additionally, the services are not reprnting the obligation 
balances at the budget submission level as directed by congressional conferees." 

In their repo11, GAO noted that military persotu1el appropriations, also known as MILPERS, make up a 
significant amount of the Defense Department's budget. In fiscal 2003, MU.PERS accounted for more 
than $ I 09 billion. That figure also includes allowances, housing, travel and reserve training. GAO 
investigators said the insufficient budget review is stopping lawmakers from making infonned decisions 
on funding. 

"This has made it difficult, if not impossible, for decision-makers to oversee how the services actually 
use MILPERS funds," the GAO report said. 

The investigators took the Office of the Secretary of Defense to task for failing to implement the reforms 
from the top. 

110SD has not provided the services with explicit instructions in the Financial Management Regulation 
· requiring them to review MILPERS obligations," the report said. ''Moreover, OSD has not effectively 

monitored the services' compliance with the Financial Management Regulation's requirement 1:D review 
obligation balances. Unless the services strengthen their year-end reviews and certification processes, 
the actual use of MILPERS funds will continue to be mmiked, and the baseline for future budget 
requests may be inaccurate.'' 

GAO did note that the Anny has made some progress in developing p1ior year financial reports with 
great detail. In a Nov. 23 directive, top Defense officials ordered the Air Force, Navy and the Defense 
Finance and Accounting Service to complete a feasibility study on recording and reporting detailed 

11-L-0559/0SD/28187 
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disbursements for prior years' spending. That study is scheduled to be completed by Jan. 31,2005. 

11-L-0559/0SD/28188 



'IO: Doug Feith 

FROM. 

~: Defense Policy Boord 

¥8M8 

G5-l0lflf 
a+/016G7f 

December 9,2004 

Please send me the complete list of Defense Policy Board members. I 'W:l't to 

make some changes. 

Thanks . 

DHlt:db 
120!IC)4.33 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by i 'J,/ / D / fl 'f · 

0 SD 1 9 8 9 8 - 0 4 

- 1 ., 
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POLICY EXECUTIVE SECRETARIAT NOTE 

December 10,2004 
1-04/016678 
ES- 1644 

To: CAPT Marriott, Executive Secretary 

Subject: Defense Policy Board- Snowflake# 120904-33 

In response to the SecDef s note, attached is the current 
list of Defense Policy Board members. 

~ 
Director, PES 

cc: PDUSDP 
USDP/SA 

f6ft. ePPl(;IAt "!'.! t,ftff.!f 

11-L-0559/0SD/28190 
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TO: Doug Feith 

FROM. 

SUBJEX::T: Defense Policy Boud 

Go-l0lf'+ 
Of/o;667f 

December 9,2004 

Please send me the complete list of Defense Policy Board members. I want to 

nake some changes. 

Thanks. 

DHll:411 
12090il-33 

........................................................................ , 
Please respond by f 'J,,/ J" / b tf 

0 SD 1 9 8 9 8 - 0 4 

- 1 '..._ " 
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Members: 

Dr. Kenneth Adelman 

Honorable Richard Allen 

Dr. Martin Anderson 

Dr. Gary Becker 

Dr. Ba1Ty Blechman 

Dr. Harold Brown 

Ms. Victoria Clarke 

Dr. Eliot Cohen 

Ms. Devon Cross 

Gen(Ret) Ronald Fogleman 

Amb Thomas Foley 

Hon Tillie Fowler 

Hon Newt Gingrich 

GEN (Ret) Charles Horner 

Dr. Fred Ikle 

ADM (Ret) David Jeremiah 

GEN (Ret) John Keane 

Dr. Henry Kissinger 

VP Dan Quayle 

Defense Policy Board 
as of October 2004 

Senior Counselor, Edelman Public Relations 

Senior Counselor, APCO Worldwide 

Senior Fellow, Hoover Institution 

Professor, University of Chicago 

President & Chairman, DFI International 

Counselor, CSIS 
Partner, Warburg Pincus & Co 

Comcast 

Professor, Johns Hopkins University 

President, Donors' Forum on International Affairs 

Chairman and CEO, Durango Aerospace, Inc 

Partner, Akin, Gump, Strauss, Hauer& Feld LLP 

Partner, Holland & Knight LLP 

CEO, The Gingrich Group 

Consultant and Author 

Chairman of the Board, Telos Corporation and 
CMC Energy Services 

President Technology Strategies & Alliances 

URS Corporation 

Chairman, Kissinger Associates, Inc 

Investment Banker, International Consultant 
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/ 
Dr. James Schlesinger 

Dr. Kiron Skinner 

Dr. Helmut Sonnenfeldt 

Dr. Ruth Wedgwood 

Mr. Christopher Williams 

Honorable Pete Wilson 

Mr. R. James Woolsey 

Senior Advisor, Lehman Brothers 

Assistant Professor, Carnegie Mellon 
University and Research Fellow, Hoover 
Institution 

Guest Scholar, Brookings Institution 

Professor of International Law and Diplomacy 
and Director of International Law and 
Organization, Johns Hopkins 

Partner, Johnston and Associates 

Former Governor, California 

Partner, Shea & Gardner 
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TO: President George W. Bush 

CC: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 
The Honorable Colin Powell 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

December 10, 2004 

FROM: Donald Rurnsfeld ~,,,c...-----.:ft fL--J 
SUBJECT: Iraqi Security Forces Update 

Dear Mr. President, 

Attached is the latest update on Iraqi Security Forces. I'm sending a copy along to 

UK's Minister of Defense Geoff Hoon, so that he can provide one to Prime 

Minister Blair. 

Respectfully, 

Attach. 
12/06/04 ls.qi Security Forces Update 

DHR:ss 
121004-4 

. 
OSD 1990 7-04 
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Grand Total all Ira . i Secu, 
T.'-- ~t'r.~! .-1 TT-~ ~-•-· 
a VI '-'&&1'-IC.&I ..._,_,'- "'.Ill l • 

• Ministry of Interior Forces 
{Police, Civil Intervention, 
Emergency Response, 
Border Enforcement, 
Highway Patrol, Dignitary 
Protection) 

• Ministry of Defense Forces 

{Army, National Guard, 
Intervention Force, Special 
Operations, Air Force, 
Coastal Defense· Force) 

Data as of: 06 DEC 04 

Trained & Eguit 

69,310 

Trained & Equh 

46,930 

116,24t 
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Trained and Equipped Iraqi Security Forces 
I:'..-..- ~~ -~-. IT __ r,,. __ 1_. • v• '--'••l"-lAl V.:t'I;" '-'Ill l .. 
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May 2003= 
0 Iraqi Security 

Forces 

'S ~ 0 <c ~ 'S 

• Iraqi Regular Army 
11 Iraqi National Guard 
• Border Enforcement 
D Army Special Opns Bde 
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'sf ~ ~· 
<cei ~ 'i> 

a Iraqi lnterwntion Force 
• Iraqi Regular Police SeNce 
D Ci'-11 lnterwntion Force 
m Coastal Defense & Air Force 

•1111 

- Does not include approximately 74,000 in Facilities Protection Service trained by Ministry Of Interior but 
employed by other ministries. 

Data as of: 06 DEC 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/28197 
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Minist1 of Interior Forces-Projection . -----.1111 - ~-- "-£>P- _ ! _ ll 'l'T- - lf""t.-1- . 
l ' UI '-1111\.IRI v;,~ '-'111 't .. 

Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, and Equipped) Units on hand over time 

Security 
Force 
Element 

Regular Iraqi 
Police (1> 

Special Police 
Regiments 

Public Order 
Battalions 

Emergency 
Response Unit 

Iraqi Highway 
Patroll21 

Bur. of 
Dignitary 
Protection 

Special Police 
Commando 
Battalions 

Dept of Border 
Enforcement 
(3) 

Current 
Targeted 

End State 

135,000 

1.200 

3,600 

270 

6,300 

500 

2,019 

29,360 

: 06 DEC 04 

I S4% I 

1 FEB 05 1 MAY 05 1 AUG 05 1 JAN 06 1 MAY 06 

46% 59% .;@:?{i~~t-~;'{: _:~ :1?liI} ··,.:;,-}Mr,J::·:'. 
.. ... · .:.'.:Jt:;.,,J ·, V .. 1·*,.1.J .~~:,t'c,· '" ., _._ _, __ ...... ~ . .a. ... 1• 1 1 • ... • • ··-· > ,·-/l·:·c.\:"' .: )A~~.;·.~:.; ·~. : .. 

50% {Ji\;iJi~:i.{)JtJ;l :1~Jift~~~~-:;:·~)~ ~};)::::i~Piii{.-< -~Ef?:\ti~,~:~J1nI.i\ 
:.~; )::\:~ ..... ';_,.::;~~· .. ::~~~i1;~\~: ..... t:~·-.':;:!:?\! ·:;\--:·~ ... i!_;;·::~~~>:: ?~t~ .. ?\ :'. .. ... . · ....... t:f)~:1: •• ::r(.f~ft·i .. ·~~./·'.· .... t_~=;.:·:t-:::.. t' ·:.: ~-i~/(:1~~\; .{:1-:.:i{f~Vit?:; 
·r. ,··0 '1Q0%.!•~·~ 1··· · ,·,· -. . •JOOo/• ' · · .,.• · :. ,, ::100%•' .. ,.· ··:,·· '-'''·100%·/1,. :.- · "·'· · \100%·•1·l.:~i::"-. 
... ··: .~::·;:,\ ,'.:-#~:;) .;~·~;::~:{:: .. : .:. ·,;,?';·i}/. :·:· .•'.~~-::·:.: {:·[-"~· _.~:~~: // }~.;~·~, .. : : :.':."·::· . .'_' .. ·<.' .... ·· J({.".; \ ·. ~;-:'.'.".: .. ~:~:·}· ·· ··.!. \ . . · ,/.:\~·~<k·~,l;·.._r}·· . .'.i:·?f~i 

.:··. ,··. ,.:::~:-~-.~r~.:X}?t l-'·;··.:·:i:.·:•'10.·~-~\~f'.i~·fl'.F\th:9_0i~:i::':·:?::1:i:;?)\:j.~iri~;l·::1".~'.,l.tJ:{1~~r.~;ff{ 
UNDER DEVELOPMENT 

?t'·. · · ·/ ;/ , · '·.t .. ;:· •.. ;} ·,.:: .·.';/(1:\'. ·.··
0
:.:: ·.j{· .<:--){: ' ..... :.·: ~.: .... · ·:· ·i/'.;-,.l.'

0
·f:. i'.' .f;: :·,·:,:'}·/ .'~·?\':,:j}'/: 

. : .. ·. "'.,,97 Yo .. : :.;, '·, : : ,' .:·1:IOA~-:> ':. (' . ::<~·'.,99. ~ ;1.N,f ;, -'d ·'.~:::,1,~~ .• Yi ':.; ·: . .- . \· \. ·JQ9Yt:t :~i- '1S:'{ ·.•.it:1.Q.~.-. ~o .. >'.·;~-.{i 
· ::·: ·:~ ··~:.~ 2lii't-." ·1 .: ·. · · tt; ?·i:-;~~~ ·.~:;.,:~.~I~~~~::. ::;~i~ .... t·:;·j .. :;:.-:'-1.r \·: ·f(. ::· ~~ · .. ;~·r:· ·._. :if~.t;;/~; .. :. :t 11 .. ·~~< ·:·:fj~·-;~~~t1Ifi~Z~.1?~~'.ii~}} 

45% c·:~' ~(j~~}1;;r~\~f ~;~;~gf, ~'.~~~~~;~} ~:&~ii~i~/f !iii 
46% 54% 66% ': : .• t;4i{/ ,t~;11r (: r::;~;:;fii 
Notes Legend 

1. Police figures reflec1 trained and equipped individuals, not units 

1,:-: 170-100 % OF REQUIREMENT 

D 40-69 % OF REQUIREMENT 

2. On 23 October, Iraqi Highway Patrol authorizations were expanded from 1,500 to 6,300 officers. 
Training timelines for the expanded force are under development. 

3. Border Police considered trained based on training by coalition forces; capabilities are uneven 

Data as of: 06 DEC 04 - 39 o/o OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 

11-L-0559/0SD/28198 
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Defense F orces-Proi!ction 
•1111 

Projected Percentage of goals of Capable (Manned, Trained, and Equipped) Units on hand over time* 

Security 
Force 
Element 

Iraqi Regular 
Army 

Iraqi 
Intervention 
Force 

Iraqi National 
Guard 

Commando 
Battalion 

Iraqi Counter 
Terror ism 
Force 

Current 
Targeted 

End State 

27,000 

6,584 

61 ,904 

1,516 

451 

•eased on achievement of Limited Operational Capability 

Data as of: 06 DEC 04 

----- · - -- - -·- -··-· - ·· 

1 MAYOS 1 AUG 05 1 JAN 06 

\1t?P f:=-'.-:;l~~-\~~{5}t:ttff~ :·~~<Ift\:::-:.:?:!!it:\j :';h 6lr :;<;ifl!t\~I• ... -,.~. as•~:.,.?,"· · 1~~-... ~ M% t•i:.''" . ,..t,,., ,·,j OO%,,,,,?)· .. · t-- ··.r~OO%C!\t.·,,.p, 
iJ:tft?ti:rrJt~: tri1~~Jf~?{ t1;;~ijJ:;;.;:!~Jttit11 ::·_i( \J::J:t~~·'~8tf;\'.. 
1~!ts~~?\~t }~/??: : .. ??{/;-~W;}~;:w-~;i\JJirtl ··t: ::;!tF;-~-~,1&J 
~ ;~1.-lto.~ -};,:s-:,'. s'~~-.:~ -0.Q.%,.~ -. .:!- :;.~< )';·~1~0:.Yo ::/ : ..... 1 '' {':: ;i;-:.-. ooJlt,te:.:,,· iW"·:.,IJ, •. ~ ~ro;{°·· ("· t • .,•l "'~}~,!'- :'I·~~·,.;:~:-..•. '.,· (·"i ~,.o..··,,-,· .~· . .--.~ .~:·., JO\'~ ::1 ' ·. ·~:~·~ ,', .. f,~1··~,....,,;..,\w;r. 

,,~}\~~t,ff.·\~~,=~~;~Q~· ,ttt=)~.i· .~/ ~;.~:=· .-: :~r·/~~·~1:..~9-i~:,-.-:,{~i.?'\·~:-l \/ )\? t~ ·~}\~~Y\.~·-;._y· 
§/" )\~}J::Jt; ?~:11re /\· . / -~ 

·;·,.-.,·,ucv.-.- ·,·,,:·.· .-·, .. ,-:..<.100!'/o .. _.; :: 
·;-_t~}t):)({ . tt~\~'.\J~~::· ;·t· ','.:~: 

··r/}\'·· ... :~'/;{\!:!-/~. 
·,' .. ;·.~, ,100.~ ,«'.~ .. .,l~, 
;J/~~l~\,t.t2~t\;{:,:1 [Jlfl 

67% 

40% 58% ·J1;1ii~!~~1,i1' 
Legend 

[~:J 10-100 % OF REQUIREMENT 

D 40-69 % OF REQUIREMENT 

1139 91. OR LESS OF REQUIREMENT 

11-L-0559/0SD/28199 
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Albania 731 El Salvador 
Australia 389 Estonia 

Georgia 
Azerbaijan 1511 Hungary 
Bulgaria 320 Italy 
Czech Rep 98 Japan 
Denmark 392 Kazakhstan 

~ l) 
52%~ '-'48"/o 

EJ Iraqi Forces On Hand D MNF-1 

Data as of: 06 DEC 04 

MNF-1 and Iraqi Security Forces 

MNF-1 = 32 Countries 
381 Korea 3,109 Norway 
58 Lat"1a 120 Poland 

300 Lithuania 101 Portugal 
272 Macedonia 33 Romania 

3,109 Moldova 11 Singapore 
792 Mongolia 132 Slovakia 

30 Netheriands 1,622 Th ii n 

' 

EMERGENCY RESPONSE UNIT 

BUREAU Of DIGNITARY PROTECTION 

HIGHWAY PATROL 

SPECIAL POLICE COMMANDO BATTALIONS 

DEPT OF BORDER ENFORCEMENT 

ARMY 

NAT'LGUARD 

INTERVENTION FORCE 

SPECIAL OPS FORCES 

AIR FORCE 

COASTAL DEFENSE 

... ~55o/o 

45°/o-y 

D Trained Iraqi Forces D MNF-1 

11-L-0559/0SD/28200 

2,641 

245 

576 

141 
2,830 

15,518 

10,340 

42,128 

4,063 

674 I 
I 

1111 
9 Tonga · ! 44 

2,488 Ukraine ! 1,587 
135 United Ki?9dom 9,207 
744 us 139,397 
33 

O Total 165~13] 

•Armenia & Thailand pending 
deployment of their forces 

206 ! .. - ......... .. 

~•' ! I! 4U1 

i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 

! 
I 
I 
i 
I 

(•Ihf?J I ;t.j i-141 
Facilities Protection 

Service 

73,992 

NATO Trainin Team= 59 

6 



Back Up 

Data as of: 06 DEC 04 
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. COMPONENT AUTHORIZED 

POLICE 135,000 

CIVIL 
INTERVENTION 3,720 
FORCE 

EMERGENCY 
270 RESPONSE UNIT 

BORDER 
29,360 ENFORCEMENT 

HIGHWAY 
PATROL 6,300 

DIGNITARY 
PROTECTION 500 

SPECIAL POLICE 
COMMANDO BNS 4,450 

TOTAL 
179,600 

Iraqi Security Forces Mol Update 
- -- -.1111 

TRAINED & • ! 100°/oOF 
TRAINED & AUTHORIZED 

ON DUTY 
EQUIPPED 

EQUIPPED ON TRAINED & 
31 JAN '05 ;EQUIPPED 

92,727 50,798* 52,800 JUL '06 

3,277 1,091 3,121 JUL '05 

245 147 270 FEB '05 

18,590 14,999 16,107 AUG '06 

521 141** 141 
TBD 

576 484 500 
DEC '04 

3,900 1,650 4,450 JAN '05 

119,355 69,310 77,389 AUG '06 

•increase in police from last report due to inclusion of updated training data (from last two month's graduations) on the 3-week Trans ition Integration 
Program. Trained police include 34,801 from the three-week TIP training, and 15,997 8-week academy graduates. 
•• Drop from last week due to losses from intimidation of Iraqi Highway Patrol in the Anbar Province. 

Data as of: 06 DEC 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/28202 
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Iraqi Security Forces· MoD Update* 
.-. __ 1~..-~-!.~ I I l ... .,. n-lu 
A ' VI '-l'Aaa'-aAa -~.._ -•••.,., 

COMPONENT 

REGULAR 
ARMY 

NATIONAL 
GUARD 

INTERVENTION 
FORCE 

SPECIAL OPS 

AIR FORCE 

COASTAL 
DEFENSE 

TOTAL 

AUTHORIZED 

27,000 

61,904 

6,584 

1,967 

502 

582 

98,539 

OPERATIONAL* · 

3,428° 
4BNS 

40,115*** 
39 BNS 

2,062 
3BNS 

674 
2BNSH 

167 
1 SQDN (-) 

484 
2 SQONS 

46,930 
48BNS 

3 SQDNS 

. Operational: unit is conducting security operations . 

31 JAN '05 

13BNS 

45BNS 

9BNS 

2BNSH 

TBO BASED ON 
AIRCRAFT 

PROCUREMENT 

2SQDNS 

69BNS 
3 SQDNS 

.. Includes trained Army personnel above battalion level, as well as in operational battalions . 
*** Drop from last report reflects losses due to intimidation in Anbar Province. 

i i 
I ~ 

100% FULL 
OPERA TIO"'AL 

CAPABILITY 

JUL '05 

SEP '05 

MAY '05 

SEP '05 

TBD BASED ON 
AIRCRAFT 

PROCUREMENT 

TBD BASED ON 
PATROL BOAT 

PROCUREMENT 

MAR '06 

** •• Drop of five battalions due to moving the training location of three battalions from a base that suffered construction 
delays caused by AIF attacks to another training base, and due to delay in starting two battalions' training because 
unexploded ordnance caused delay in making training space available at Numiniyah. Two battalions wtll complete 
training by 6 Feb, and the last three by 27 Feb. 

Data as of: 06 DEC 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/28203 
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i Securi Forces Training 
•1111 

COMPONENT TRAINING NUMBER IN TR~ING' 

Iraqi Police Service 3 Weetc. TIP Traini ng 371 

8 Week Academy 4,2.77 

Specialized Training 177 

Clvll Intervention Force S Weetc. Specialized Training 1,550 

Emergency Response Unit 8 Week Sp&eialtzed Training 98 

Dept of BorCMr Enforcement 4 Week Academy 

Specialized Training 519 

Highway Patrol 3 week TIP Training 0 

8 Week Academy Training NA (Prior Service IPS) 

Bureau of Dignitary Protection 3 Week Initial Training 

2·3 Week Advanced Training 92 

Mentoring by US Contractors 

Sp&elal Police Commandos Specialized Training (Tadji Basa) 1.180 

Iraq Regular Army Cadre: 4 Weeb 
Basic Training: 8 weeks 6,912 

Colklctlve Train ing: 4 Weeks 

Iraqi National Guard Basic Training: 3 WHks 2,013 

Collective Train ing: 4 Weeks 

Iraqi Intervention Force cadre: 4 W.eks 

Basic/Collective Training: 8 Week$ 

Urban Operations T!'llinl r,g: 5 weeks 2,001 

lraqt Specfal Ops Force Field Training Provided by US Speclal Forces (Small Unit 
• Commando Battalion tactics Ranger type training) 

• Counter Terrorist Task Force 12 Weelc: course on Close Quarter Combat 

Air Force Varies by specialty: 1-6 months 39 

Coastal Defense Force Baslc Training: 8 Weeks follo-d by specialized Training at 
Umm Qasr (In Progress) 130 

TOTAL 19,359 

Data as of: 06 DEC 04 
10 
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Unit 
. . 

Polle• 

Civil Intervention Foree 

Speclal Police Commando Bns 

Emergency Response Unit 

Oepanment of Border Enforcement 

Highway Patrol 

Bureau of Dignitary Protection 

Regular Army 

National Guard 

Intervention Foree 

Commando Battalion 

Counter-Terrorist Task Foree 

Air Force 

Coastal Defense Force 

Data as of: 06 DEC 04 

Iraqi Security Forces Missions 
•1111 

Mission 

' 

, Provide law enforcement, publle safety and lntemal security 

, Provide a national level, high end, rapid response police capablllty to counter large scale disobedience 
and Insurgents. 

• Provide a direct action, speelal operations, and counter Insurgency eapablllty In support of Ministry of 
Interior. 

• Provide a speelal operallons police capablllty In support of the Iraqi Pollee Service. 

, Protect the Integrity of Iraq's border and monitor and control the movement of persons and goods 

• Provide law enforcement, public safety, and lntemal security, and convoy security along Iraq's Highways. 

• Provide close protection, convoy security, and fixed-site security for Iraqi key polltlcal leaders. 

• Defend Iraq against external threats. 
• When directed, assist the Ministry of Interior In providing defense against internal threats to national 
security. 

, Conduct stablllty operations to support the achievement or Internal security, Inch.Kling (as required) 
support to Ministry or lnlerlor elements. 
• Conduct Constabulary duties In support or Internal security 

• Conduct operations In order to defeat antl•lraql forces In Iraq, with primary focus on urban areas 
, Assist In the restoration of a secure and stable environment In which the Iraqi Police Services and Iraqi 
National Guard can maintain law and order 

, Support for Iraqi Counter Terrorist Force. Similar in organi:iation, training, and mission to .US Army 
Ranger Battalion 

• Direct action counter-terrorism slmllar In organization, mission, and training to US Special Operations 
Forces with counter-terrorist function 

• Provide aerial reconnaissance, and rotary and fixed wing transport for lraql Security Forces and 
authorities 

• Conduct securit/ operations on the Iraqi coastline and over tenltorlal waters, including gas and oil 
platforms out to 1 nautical miles 
• In conjunction with DBE, conduct police operations on the Iraqi coastline and out lo 12 nautical miles lo 
counter piracy, smuggling and other unlawful activities 

11 
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Si .. nijicant Events Since Last 

Manning: 
• 1000 recruits report to training for the Regular Army. 
• 128 soldiers reported to the 1st Transportation Regiment after c, 

training with the Iraqi Training Battalion 
• 500 recruits are starting the Border Enforcement Course in Jore 

Training: 
• 2,486 begin eight week training course at Jordan Training Facil 
• 7 43 Public Order Battalion personnel, and 807 Police Mechaniz• 

(formerly called Special Police Regiment) started their 5-week ii 
program 

• 760 direct recruited soldiers completed training with the 1st Divi 
assigned throughout the Division 

Equipping: 
• Issued 2,442 weapons, 6,900 body armor vests, 1 million round 

ammunition and 6,220 set of uniforms to Ministry of Interior Fo1 
• Issued 2,000 and uniforms, 122 vehicles 1.02 millions rounds of 

to Ministry of Defense Forces. 
Data as of: 06 DEC 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/28206 
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Significant Events Since Last Report --------1111 
Building: 
• $775M worth of construction work continues; Some slippage due to security situation in Sunni 

areas. 

• Assessment of damage to police infrastructure is ongoing; submitted bids for work on five 
previously assessed stations valued at $1.5 million, and began construction at eight others valued 
at $2.5 million. 

Mentoring/Employing: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

7th Battalion , 3 Brigade (Iraqi Intervention Force) is conducting local security operations and 
force protection mission in Samarra. 

Both 1 st and 2nd Brigades (Iraqi Intervention Force) are conducting operations in vie Fallujah . 

Four battalions in the An Bar province have become ineffective due to intimidation a_nd losses; 
new timeline reflects adjusted estimate to equip and base new battalions based on e~timated 
contracted delivery dates for equipment; infrastructure timeline pending. 

1st Special Police Commando Battalion has elements operating in Mosul, 2nd Special Police 
Commando Battalion has elements operating in , North Babil, Baghdad and Sammara and Jrd 
Special Police Commando Battalions is operating in Baghdad. 

Data as of: 06 DEC 04 

11-L-0559/0SD/28207 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Incentive Pay for SOF 

71..(<-~ 
fiooo 

DEC 1 6 2004 

Please have a meeting between Doug Brown and David Chu regarding this memo. 

Then come to me with a proposal as to what you think we ought to do for 

incentive pay for Special Operations Forces. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/10/04 USD (P&R) memo lo SD re: lm:enlives lo fncreas;e Retention of Special Operations forces 

DHR:dh 
121504-16 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by i / I 3 / 0~ r J 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, O.C. 20301·4000 

INFO MEMO 
PERSONNEL AND 

READINESS December 10,2004, 11 :57 AM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE DEPSEC __ _ 

FROM: David S.C. C~~· (P&R) ~ ~ . .. . / I .-~ u-zJ, l : L:/{, . .,,_. , c;:, <1 c:. t.· c., ,:/ 
SUBJECT: lnccntiv~ ncrease Retention of Special Operations Forces (SOF) 

• We worked closely with the SOCOM staff and Services to develop an optimal 
compensation package that focuses on retention of highly trained/experienced SOF 
special operators. 

• The Services recognize the need to increase targeted retention incentives for special 
operators. However, Services viewed SOCOM's initial proposed set of incentive 
pays as excessive. Instead, the Services agreed that favorable retention results could 
be attained with a more conservative incentive package. 

• A balance of special duty pay, retention bonuses, and assignment pay will comprise 
the following retention incentive package, effective January 1,2005. 

o Special Duty Assignment Pay: $375/mo for SOF enlisted in MFP- 11 billets 

o Selective Reenlistment Bonus: Services de termine use based on retention needs 

o Critical Skills Retention Bonus: Creative contract'i maximize retention potential 

- ~ ~ . 
' ~ .. I 

··. :·· ' ... -···,, ·.~-~----...;..~ 
, , 1

1
• • ... :.! J .. !.:!t.• t·l~~~~~~~ 

• 1 Jt!ar corr1tac1 opliorr for members who hav~ complaLd U y~ars of suvlu only. 

o Assignment Incentive Pav: $750/mo for enlisted with 25 or more years of service 

• We wiIJ closely monitor SOFretention to ensure timely adjustments in compensation 
are implemented. 

COORDINATIONS: NA 

Prepared By: Lt Col Melissa Applegate. ODUSD(MPP)/Compensation~._(b-)(-6) ___ __. 

11-L-OSQSD/28209 
DSD 19962-04 



OFFICE OF TIIE SECRE THE SPECIAL Js}~X£FDEFENSE 
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Paul Butler 
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oso 199 62-04 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON , D .C. 20301·4000 

INFO MEMO 

OFFiCE Cr~ 
",...C_E,..' "'U · 0C ,,1 .1,:._.. .:l ({ 

PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS December 10, 2004, 11 :57 AM 

,}! FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DEPSEC 

uLA FROM: David S.C.~ C . P&R) ~ . d r ""'/ 1 ·.u:z;J< e.L!~ /CJ .c)e:e..o/ 
SUBJECT: Incentives o ncrease Retention of Special Operations Forces (SOF) 

MASO 

• We worked closely with the SOCOM staff and Services to develop an optimal 
compensation package that focuses on retention of highly trained/experienced SOF 
special operators. 

• The Services recognize the need to increase targeted retention incentives for special 
operators. However, Services viewed SOCOM's initial proposed set of incentive 
pays as excessive. Instead, the Services agreed that favorable retention results could 
be attained with a more conservative incentive package. 

• A balance of special duty pay, retention bonuses, and assignment pay will comprise 
the following retention incentive package, effective January 1,2005. 

o Special Duty Assignment Pay: $375/mo for SOF enlisted in MFP-11 billets 

o Selective Reenlistment Bonus: Services determine use based on retention needs 

o Critical Skills Retention Bonus: Creative contracts maximize retention potential 

.. ' 

, ... ,I ' 

·, , .;,_ .. i'l, .,',, -~----
• - ~ 4. - ~- • - ~~Rl:l!&!.!.!lll~Rl&:1!.!.!111~ 
1 year m11tract opflo11 for members who have completed U years if service 011/y. 

o Assi~nment IncentivePay: $750/mo for enlisted with 25 or more years of service 

• We will closely monitor SOFretention to ensure timely adjustments in compensation 
arc implemented. 

COORDINATIONS: NA 

l
(b)(6) 

'PreparedBy: Lt Col Melissa Applegate, ODUSD(MPP)/Compensation, ______ _ 

11-L-055QSD/28211 
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'• · --·· ... . . . ' ... · , .... 

- ~. --· ·-· ~, .. _ 

NOV 14 2004 ~ 

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu 

Mike Wynne ~ 

Donald Rumsfeld y V \.. 
SMART Program for Math and Science Education 

As you work on the idea of increasing the number of young Americans who study 

math and science subjects;, please ensure that any incentive program you create 

includes an associated obligation. For example, if we are going to pay for some 

years of education in math or science, we should expect a commitment on their 

part Lo serve in the Department using the education the taxpayers have paid for. 

Please don't move forward on a plan that doesn' t include a return on the 

taxpayers' investment. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
110304-3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 1 '2-J S / OLf 

USD PDUSD 

AA HA 

Pl Readiness 

MPP CPP 
.A" 

PLANS MC&FP 

cco 

F6U6 
OSD 19965-04 11-L-0559/0SD/28212 



SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1 000 

... , ',' -

INFO MEMO -:~~'! "-·~ I 3 !.11 9: 2 6 

December 8.2004 - 1 :00 PM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: DR. D~. C. CHU, USD(P&R) . :\ 
~ 7pr'f/7' ~I ,0v ? :/!~~- <' 7' 

SUBJECT: S:viART Program for Math and Science - Snowflake (attached) 

• You asked tbal the SMART Program include an associated obligation for 
payment of a student's education. 

• We've done just that. The Program has a payback component, both for service 
and funding. Scholars and Fellows will be required to sign a written service 
agreement to serve in the Deprut ment of Defense for a time equal to their 
scholarship/fellowship, and refund the government if they do not honor their 
obligation. 

• The financial obligation may be waived by you, or in a case of bankruptcy. 

• The conditions of a service agreement requirement are cun-ent ly in law and are 
being applied in other training and scholarship programs for employees seeking to 
obtain an academic degree. 

ATTACHMENT: As seated 

Prepared by: Janice Thigpen, ODUSD(CPP), l .... (b_H_6> ___ ..... 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/28213 DSD 19 965 - 0~ 



NOV O 4 2004 @) 

TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

David Chu 

Mike Wynne ~ 

Donald Rumsfeld y V \. 
SMART Program for Math and Science Education 

; . . ::-·· ·~ ~ 
._ -· ,_ ..... ~-

As you work on the idea of increasing the number of young Americans who study 

math and science subjects, p lease ensure that any incentive program you create 

includes an associated obligation. For example, if we are going to pay for some 

years of education in math or science, we should expect a commitment on their 

part to serve in the Department using the education the taxpayers have paid for. 

Please don't move forward on a plan that doesn't include a return on the 

taxpayers' investment. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
110304-3 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 1 '2-J 5 J OLj 
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iVfessage Page I of 2 

"(e)~'ER\1(.'E AGREE"IENT FOR RECWIENTSOF ASSISTANCE.-"(!) To receive financial assistance 

under this section-

"(A) in the case of an employee of the Department of Defense, U1e employee: shall be 

required to enter into a written agreement to continue in the employment of the departmem for the 

period of obligated service detenninedunderparagraph (2) of this subsection; and 

"(B) in the case of a person not an emp1oyee of the Department ofDefense. the person 

shall be required to enter into a written agreement to accept employment in the Department of Defense 

forthc period or obligated service determined under paragraph (2) of this subsection. 

"(2) For the purposes of this section, the period of obligated service for a recipient of a 

scholarship or fellowship shall be detem1ined by the Secretary of Defense. Generali y, the period of 

obligated service may not be less than the total period for which the recipient was provided financial 

assistance. The peliod of obligated service is in addition to any other period for which the recipient is 

obligated to serve in the civil service of the United States. 

"(3} An agreement entered into under this subsection shall include any terms and conditions that 

the Secretary of Defense detennines necessary to protect the interests of the United States or otherwise 

appropriate for carrying out this section." 

"(f) REFUND FOR PERIODOFUNSER\IEDOBLIGATEDSERVICE.-{l) A person who is not an 

employee under this program. but who receives financial assistance under this section and who 

voluntarily fails to complete the educational program for which financial assistance has been provided, 

or fails to maintain satisfactory academic progress as detem1ined in accordance with regulations issued 

by the Secretary, shall refund to the United States an appropriate amoum, as determined by the 

Secretary; 

"(2) A person who is an employee under this program who-

'"(A) voluntarily fails to complete the educational program for which financial assistance 

has been provided, or fails to maintain satisfactory academic pro grcss as determined in accordance with 

11/3/2004 

11-L-0559/0SD/28217 
-- ,L - --------------------



Message 

regulations issued by the Secretary: or 

"(B) before completion of the period of obligated service required

"(]) voluntarily terminates his or her employment, or 

Page 2 of 2 

"(ii) is removed from his or her employment on the basis of misconduct. shall 

refund to the United States an appropriate amount, as determined by the Secretary of Defense. 

"(3) An obligation to reimburse the United States imposed under paragraph ( 1) is ti.Jr all purposes 

a debt owed to the United States . 

.. (4)The Secretary of Defense may waive, in whole or in part, a Tefimcl required under paragraph 

(l) of this subsection if the Secretary determines that recovery would be against equity and good 

conscience or would be contrary to the best interests of the United States. 

"(5) A discharge in bankrnptcy under title 11, United States Code, that is entered less than five 

years after the tennination of an agreement under this section does not discharge the person signing such 

agreement from a deht arising under Ruch agreement or under this snhsection." 

11/3/2004 
11-L-0559/0SD/28218 ···-----------------------------------------



TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

David Chu 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

IOOJ 

SUBJECT: Changing Force Structure in Guard 

November 30,2004 

Please report back to me after you have had that December 3 meeting with Blum 

on how to change force structure in the National Guard. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
l l/17/04SecDefmemo #11 1704-10, USO (P&R) memo to SecDef#OSD 18887-04 

Dl!R:dh 
113004-11 ~/~~;; ~::;:;,:; ~:; .... i~/ f / ~-i ...................................... ' 

FSt,O 

O so 1 9 9 7 1 - 0 4 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

David Chu 

Gen Dick Myers 

Donald Runufeld ~ , 
SUBJECT : Virginia National Guard 

_ ... _ . Nov~mber 17, 2004 
·. ~ ;- : ·· ;,, •• '! :' :-

~.) -·-' 
.. - ·. \\ ,.,• 

I understand that the Virginia National Guard is not good. Everywhere I tum, 

someone tells me they are nsigning er that they arc not recruiting and so forth. 

What do we do aboutfixina.it? Should someone talk wi th the Governor? Does it 
need new leadership? What cb you propoae? 

Thanks. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _ _ (1,---t-+U-1 ....... /_o-+y-

P6t,6 

TOTA. P.01 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF D~F;EN$£;· .. : -:.'.''.: _ 

4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON . 
WASHINGTON, D .C. 20301-4000 QIJ 

6
. 

31 r , "f\'1 fl~\/ ~j I il ' 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

INFO MEMO 

November 22,2004 - 15:00 

/FOR: 

fl«& FROM: 
~ '0\l~~~ 

f>8,\l SUBJECT: 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

David S. ~SD(P&R) 
c.: __ y_t,?f.,A t:)""',, , ;_ e A..u-,, ~t'l A./~"~· c.~· !,)-

Virginia National Guard-SNOWFLAKE (attached) 
,1\d~ 

• The Virginia Army National Guard achieved only 65 percent of its FY 2004 
recruiting mission, but 94.8 percent of its strength mission. 

• The Virginia Air National Guard is performing better, achieving 98.3 percent 
of its FY 2004 strength mission. 

• Virginia Army National Guard is one of nine that have missed their ARNG 
recruiting missions for the past four years. 

o They are: CT, DE, HI, IL, LA. MA, MD, VA and Yl. 

o Overall , the Virginia Army National Guard missed its FY 2004 
recruiting mission of 56,002by 7,209 and its authorized slrength of 350,000 
by 7,08 1. 

• We have engaged the Guard leadership to look at a rebalancing of structure. 

o We will meet wilh LTG Blum and his Directors on December 3 to 
establish the '·way ahead". 

Attachment: As stated 

l(b)(6) 
Prepared by: Mr. Rich Krimmer. OASD/RA(M&P),._ ___ __, 

0 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

FOR: 

FROM: 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C20301 ·4000 

INFO MEMO • ... .. . 

December 10,2004-10:00 AM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

DR. DAV~. ' CHU, us~ (~ERSONNEL. AND READINESS) 
. -H;i/..J. e, '4i~-'1.-~ /?· e1,e'~ <"7 

SUBJECT: Guard Re . ent-SNOWFLAKE (attached) 

• Initial meeting with LTG Blum on December 161; more work is needed before 
we can provide you with a plan. 

• General Blum has already alerted the state adjutants general (in writing) that 
future force structure will flow to states with sustained recruiting and retention 
success, at the expense of states that fall short. 

• This is an opportunity to rebalance the Guard, building units of the type we 
now need, shedding those less necessary. 

• We will lay out a plan that plots by state how strength should move, and the 
numbers and types of new units that should be established. I anticipate 
forwarding this to you by the end of next week. 

RECOMMENDATION: Information Only 

Attachment: 
As stated 

cc: General Myers 

0 0 so 1 9 9 7 1 - O 4 
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UNDER SECRET ARY OF O~f;EN$f;; / ~ ~-:-_,:~°.'::/: 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON'· . 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000 
r~ w•1 ?3 PM 6: 31 

PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

INFOMEMO 

November 22,2004 -15:00 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE /FOR: 

{Jt<B FROM: David S. ~SD(P&R) 
\ e,o\lt~ 

f)aU, SUBJECT: 
~~ t:J"'r t/. (?A.,,u.-r ?"7 ,v.,11 ,,.. c, f,1-

Virginia National Guard-SNOWFLAKE (attached) 
11\d~ 

· • The Virginia Anny National Guard achieved only 65 percent of its FY 2(X)4 
recruiting mission, but 94.8 percent of its strength mission. 

• The Virginia Air National Guard is performing better, achieving 98.3 percent 
of its FY 2004 strength mission. 

• Virginia Army National Guard is one of nine that have missed their ARNG 
recruiting missions for the past four years. 

o They are: CT, DE, HI, IL, LA, MA, MD, VA and VI. 

o Overall, the Virginia Anny National Guard missed its FY 2004 
recruiting mission of 56,002 by 7,209 and its authorized strength of 350,000 
by 7,081. 

• We have engaged the Guard leadership to look at a rebalancing of structure. 

o We will meet with L TG Blum und his Directors on December 3 to 
establish the "way ahead". 

Attachment: As stated 

Prepared by: Mr. Rich Krimmer, OASD/RA(M&P)~-(b-)(-
5

) __ ____, 

0 
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,,. .. ·· 

TO: 

cc: 

Peter Rodman 

Doug Feith 

"'"" 

SUBJECT : Central American Cooperative Security 

Nq;,~~m~er1~7, ~~: ~\;-
. ' : . . 

GS-14-% 
Ci-t/015914-'=S 

Should we thlnk about encouraging and helping the Central American countries 

fonn a cooperative security organization that is more robust than the entity they 

currently have? It wouldn't be a Central American NATO, but-it could be better 

organized, trained and equipped 1han it currently is. 

Why don't you think about it and let me know what you come up with. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
11170+1 

·····················-············· · ········································ 
Please respond by I '2-t J., I a:y 
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'10: Peter Rodman 

cc: Doug Feith 

SUBJECT: Central American Cooperative Security 

November:1.7, 2004: ;'. ·: 
' ' I .• 

GS-1lt% 
C4/0t59l4-~S 

Should we think about encouraging and helping the Central American countries 

form a cooperative security organi7ation that is more robust than the entity they 

currently have? It wouldn'tbe a CentralAmericanNATO, but.it could be better 

organized, trained and equipped than it cmrently is. 

\Vhy don't you thiri< about it and let me know what you come up with. 

Thanks. 

·~:::~. ::;~::;~ ~; .... · t; I~ Z :·r ...................................... . 
--/ Je( ~! 
we tu\M ~(/ &.t 

CA..Jvfh/.'Yv1-f' M Ji, fAA 
c;~ !vSC f,rf/ n, 

1A, J ,ta!A ~ 

u'Vl12-

OSD 19980--04 
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TO: Commanding Officer, USS John F Kennedy 

cc: Gordon England 
ADM Vern C lark 

DEC1421M 

FROM: DonaldRumsfcldY----'1..., L__P 
SUBJECT: Return of JFK to Homeport 

Welcome home from an exceptional combat cruise. You did a superb job during 

our Ministers of Defense meeting afloat, and the excellence you showed in that 

event clearly was reflected throughout the cruise. 

Well done! 

DHR:ss 
121304-30 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

0 SD 20042- 04 
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71.{•}1 

,~:r+ 112,f;,t7, ~h(. 

PWG"'" 

'10: Doug Feith 
V ADM Jim Stavridis 

SUBJECT: Phone Calls toMoDs 

ES-1372 

04/015,276-ES 
November 11,2004 

We need a project 1D have me s ystemtically call MoDs. I should probably do one 

(I:' two per wt-ck -NA TO allies, countries helping in Afghanistan and Iraq, 

countries doing something for Haiti er Liberia, countries we are trying to get to do 

something,countries who have experienced casual ti~, etc. 

If I did one or two per weeki it seems to me we could work through the list every 

six months. It would be a very good thing to do and would make a difference. 

Thanks . 

~1~~~·;;;~;;;1;,·····;~~;;]t;1:········································ 

-,uuo ... 

Col( r tl (rf:r;; OJls 
Upon removal Of attact.ments 
thla document becomee ~ iJ eol, .;\ ( \ co 
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.. 

TO: 

FROM: 

- 'l ,<' ·, ; y'\~·1 

FOR OFFICIAL t'J:3t: eHLY 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Comptroller 6/25/04 Weekly Report 

J unc 30, 2004 

Please get on these issues raised in Lairy Lanzillotta's attached letter. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/25/04 USD(C) memo to SecDefre: Weekly Report 06/25/04 f0SD 09611-04] 

LJHR:i.lh 
063004-2 

......................................................................... 
Please respond by 1/ 11/ot 

ren 9f PI@L'ct tJ.S,E fii31 (LY 
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T HE SEC RE T AR Y OF DEFENSE 
WA S HINGT O N 

DEC 1 5 2004 

Mr. William B. Magrath 
l(b)(6) 

Dear Mr. Magrath, 

Thank you for your recent letter regarding your 
brother, Private First Class John Magrath, and his 
Medal of Honor flag. 

You raised an important question, and I have 
passed it along to the Under Secretary for Personnel 
and Readiness, Ivlr. David Chu. He will be in touch 
with you. 

I do appreciate your brother's service to ow 
nation. 

Sincerely. 

0 SD 20087-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/28229 



Mr. WiUiamB. Magrath 

Dear Mr. Magrath, 

Thank you for your recent Jetter regarding your 
brother, Private First Class John Magrath, and his 
Medal of Honor fl ag. 

You raised an important question, and I have 
passed it along to the Under Secretary for Personnel 
and Readiness, Mr. David Chu. He will be in touch 
with you. 

I do appreciate your brother's service to our 
nation. 

Sincerely, 

~M· ...------

I : : · \ 

\. ·. ··' 

l,;D ~ 
.. w Butler 

/1-frt 

11-L-0559/0SD/28230 
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November 22,2004 

TO: Paul Butler 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J 
SUBJECT: Letter from Bill Mqgrath 

Please look into this Jetter from Bill Magrath regarding the Congressional Medal 

of Honor flag and follow up with him. 

Let me know what was done. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
I 1/8/04 Letter from Bill McGrath 

DHR:ss 
l 12204-4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _ _..l_v+/ .....,1 o=--,1-J o--l·f------

csc. 
~S~ f"-l~M ~ 

{~ I~ y%L MJLL 

~~ 

"' 

OSD 20087•04 
FOU8 
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/ 
(b)(6) 

,.. ' ....... . 

Nov. B,2002 

Dear Mr. Rumsfeld: 

I have been told by the "Congressional Medal a Honor Society" that Congress 
approved, and President Bush signed a Bill approving a" M a I a Honor"llag. 

Mv brother PFC John Magratl I was killed in action in .ttaJy in i 945 and awarded m ''Medal 
Of Honor~ posthumously. The only one in the 10th Mountain division so honored. 

I would like to fly a !\OH flag in his memory, but the "ConQressional Medal Of Honor 
Society" told me this past week that only recipients of the Medal Of Honor" from July of 
2002 can have one. 

!; John I~ deserving c:l having one because he gave his life for his Com1try m 1945? 
The least his Country candoforhim is to let him have a MOH Flagfly in his honor. 

I understand that the Department of Defense is responsible for distributing tl:e flags. 

We have John's MOH displayed in our home here in Martingham. We would be honored 
if you could spare the time to vistt us, ard read his citation. 

Awaiting your conunents,I am, 

Respectfully yours, 

~ 

OSD 20087-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/28232 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHNGTON, D.C.20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 

r ' 12: II -~ 
.1 

February 17, 2005, 9:00 AM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE "' 

FROM: DavidS. C. Chu, Under Secretaryof Defense'.~(~;(.cf,. L cl...lU~ :x.d"/Ajdr 
(Signature and date) 

SUBJECT: Letter from Bill Magrath 

• This responds to your note, "Please look into this letter from Bill Magrath reg~u-ding 
the Congressional Medal of Honor Flag and follow up with him. Let me know what 
was done,, (Tab A). 

• Our staff responded directly to Mr. Magrath on December 22, 2004 (Tab B). 

• The flag is a new entitlement and authorized for only those individuals who 
receive the MedaJ of Honor after October 23,2002. The statutory sections, 
initiated by Congress, do not allow issuance of flag to those who received the 
Medal of Honor prior to this date. 

• We will seek, in coordination with the Services, a change in legislation to also' 
authmize the presentation of a flag to current living Medal of Honor award recipients 
and those living primary next of kin of deceased Medal of Honor award recipients. 

COORDINATION: Tab C. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

J
(b)(6) 

Prepared by: Lt Col Tim Donohue, ODUSD (MPP) OEPM .... ____ _ 

ft 
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November 22,2004 

TO: Paul Butler 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld j-
SUBJECT:. Letter from Bill MQgrath 

Please look into this letter from Bill Magrath regarding the Congressional Medal 

of Honor flag and follow up with him. 

Let me know what was done. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
1118104 Letter from Bill McGrath 

DHR:ss 
112204-4 

c~rl.-- l5"<._ ~r:6L 

1' t Q_ L~SL-.1& ... PL$. 
~ ffi .(,..)tl&nG 111 ~ Is. 

················································~························ 
Please respond by _ _.Jc..;..v--i.J .... I o:::a...+-/ •_:'('---

11-L-0559/0SD/28234 
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• l4D:iw\ B. MaITT"ath 
(b)(6,) 

Nov.8,2002 

Dear Mr. Rumsfefd: 

I have beentOkl by the ~al Medal a HonorSocfeiyt that Con~ 
approved, and President Bush signed a Bill approving a "Medal ~ Honor" nag. 

My lxd:l'er PFC jjT} Mf9alh was klled il action in Italy in 1945 and awarded the '"Medal 
a Honor'posthumous/y. The only meinthe 101h Mountain division so honored. 

· lwouldHketotly aM)H flag in his memory, bt11he ' 'co~mialMedaJOHonor 
Society' told me this past week that cny redpiel11S c:A the "IVledal a Honor'" from ~ cl 
2002 can have one. 

J;John l~deserving of having~ because he gave his ire for hisCountcym 1945? 
The least tis Country can do for him isto let hinhave a t,,,OH flag fly in his honor. 

I understand thatthe Depar1ment d O:!fa:se is responsible tirdfstributing the flags. 

We have John's MOH displayed inar home here in Martingham. We would be honored 
if )00 could spam the moot> visit m , and read his citation. 

Awaiting~ comments. I am, 

Respectfuly yours. 

e 

11-L-0559/0SD/28235 
0SD 2008 7-04 
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OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

"""'9()NN'1,.. A ND 
READINESS 

Wiliiam B, Magrath 

Dear Mr. Magrath: 

WASHINGTON, D .C. 2030H~OOO 

2 2 DEC 2004 

.~ •. ~.-~, 
~ . 

I I . , I ·. : i \ ' 
\ . ' 
I . . 
.... . ·---

Thank you for your recent letter to the Secretary of Defense regarding the Medal 
of Honor flag. Since my office is responsible for the Depaitment's military awards 
policy, I was asked to respond. 

The Department of Defense Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 2003, section 903, 
required the Secretary of Defense to design and designate a flag as the Medal of Honor 
Flag. Pursuant to this law and codified in title 10, United States Code, the Medal of 
Honor Flag shall Ix presented each person to whom a medal of honor is awarded after the 
date of the enactment of the law, which was October 23, 2002 . 

It is clearly not our intent to slight those, including your belated brother, who have 
given unselfishly in service to their Nation and no doubt added immeasurably to the 
defense of rur nation. However, under the provisions of this law, the Department does 
not have the authority to grant the flag to prior recipients of the Medal of Honor or their 
next of kin. WhiJc the requirement may seem stringent, the past and current awards 
system provides for suitable recognition of individual members' acts of valor and the 
sacrifices made by all Service men and women. 

I hope this info,mation is helpful. I appreciate your personal interest in this matter 
and concern for the recognition of those who have faithfully served the United States of 
America. 

Sincerely, 

11-L-05.SD/28237 
OSD 200 Bi-04 



._ 
Donohue, Tim S.1 Lt. Col.1 OSD-PB 

Subject: FW: Snowflake: MOH Flag Request 

···-·Original Message·-··· 
From: Hall, Nikki, LTC, DOD OGC 
Sent: Wednesday, January 19,2005 1:10 PM 
To: Donohue, Tim S, Lt. Col., OSD·P&R 
Subject: RE: Snowflake: tvn, Flag Request 

Tim-

The statutes are pretty clear. The specific language is "after October 23, 2002 ... " To award a Congressional Medal of 
Honor flag to anyone who was awarded the MOH prior to October 23, 2002 will 1ake a change in the legislation authorizing 
the presentation. This may be a situation where a change would be beneficial to pursue. 

Cheers 

Nikki 

Lieutenant Colonel Nikki A. Hall 
Associate Deputy General Counsel 
(Personnel& Health Policy) 
Phone: !(b)(6) I 
CAUTION: This message may contain information protected by the attorney-client, work 
product, deliberative process, or other privilege. Do not dissieminatewithout the prior 
approval of the Office of the DoD General Counsel. 

-··-Original Message----
From: Donohue, Tim S. Lt. Col.1 OSD·P&R 
Sent: Wednesday, January 19, 2005 11 :27 
To: Hall, Nikki, LTC, boD OGC 
cc: Mintz, Terry L CN, OSD·P&R; EaJ1e. Sheila M, CIV OSD·P&R 
Subject: Snowflake: ID-I Flag Request 

Nikki, 
Ref past discussions, we're beginning to see some inquiries on MOH flag eligibility and we're 
hamstrung by the 23 Oct 02 and futur~ forward date. Do we have any leeway with policy to alter 
award of flag·· for all past MOH recipients, all living members only? 

Specifically, here1s most recent inquiry and our reply. We now have a SecDef snowflake, ,,Pis look 
into this letter from Bill McGrath regarding the Congressional Medal of Honor flag and follow up with him. 
Let me know what was done." DR. Appreciate your assist 
Thanks, Tim 

<< File: MoH Flag Request- Magrath.doc>> 

··---Original Message··-·· 
From: Sprance, William, Mr, DoD OGC 
Sent: Tuesday, August 17, 2004 12:59 PM 
To: Donohue, Tims. Lt. Col .. OSD-P&R 
Subject: RE: ~ Flag 

Tim, 
Pursuant to 10 U.S.C. 3755 (Army), 6257 (Navy) and 8755 (Air Force), as well as 14 U.S.C. 505 (Coast Guard), 
the Medal of Honor flag is authorized for those individuals who receive the MOH after October 23, 2002. The 
statutory sections do not authorize those who received the MOH before October 23, 2002, to receive the flag. 
A/ 
Bill 
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William R. Sprance 
Associate Deputy General Counsel 

(Personnel and Health Policy) 
Department of Defense1 Office of the General Counsel 

This message may contain information protected by the attorneywork product, attorney-client, deliberative process or 
other privilege. Do not disseminate without the approval of the OtHce of the General Counsel 

---- Original Message---
From: Donohue, tiJn S. LI. Qll., 050-P&R 
Sent: Monjay, August 16,2004 10:51 AM 
To: Spm,rce, WIiiiam, M', DoD OGC 
Cc: Link, Ryan A, CPT, OSD-P&Ri Loo, BradfordG, crv, OSD-P&R 
Subject:FW: MOH Flag 

Bil l, 
We're working on creating a Medal of Honor flag aJJd a quest.ion has come up on which MOH 
recipients are entitled to receive the flag. The attached P.L 107-248at bottom, contains a 
reference for each Service·· Sec 3755 covers Army is below. Here's our quest.ions: 

1. Are all pas t MOH recipients, pr ior to legislation enactment (23 Oct. .2002), entitled t.o receive 
the MOH flag? 

2. Or does President give flag to just. those MOH recipients after enactment of this legislation (23 
October 2002)? 

Appreciate your lnterpre.tation/udvice. on who get!> ·· as it wi ll affect policy development and nag 
distribution. 
Thanks, Tim 

<< OLE Object: Picture (Device Independent Bitmap) >'> 
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PERSONNEL AND 
READINESS 

UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D .C. 20301·4000 

INFO:MEMO 
?~5 I' " '.' - 2 ;--;: q: 4S 

February 17, 2005, 9:00 AM 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE " 

FROM: David S. C. Chu, Under Secretary of Defense (~4 ;t"J: (. .ci.1,H., ::ilJ-/~f~:r-
. (Signature and date) 

SUBJECT: Letter from Bill Magrath 

• This responds to your note, "Please look into this letter from Bill Magrath regarding 
the Congressional Medal of Honor Flag and follow up with him. Let me know what 
was done" (Tab A). 

• Our staff responded directly to Mr. Magrath on December 22,2004 (Tab B). 

• The flag is a new entitlement and authorized for only those individuals who 
receive the Medal of Honor after October 23,2002. The statutory sections, 
initiated by Congress, do not allow issuance of flag to those who received the 
Medal of Honor prior to this date. 

• We will seek, in coordination with the Services, a change in legislation to also 
authorize the presentation of a flag to current living Medal of Honor award recipients 
and those living primary next of kin of deceased Medal of Honor award recipients. 

COORDINATfON: Tab C. 

Attachments: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Lt Col Tim Donohue, ODUSD ( OEPM 
r )(6) 

utler 

0 
11-L-0559/0SD/28240 
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November 22,2004 

TO: Paul Butler 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld j-
SClB.JECI':. Letter from Bill MQgrath 

Please look into this letter from Bill Magrath regarding the Congressional Medal 

of Honor flag and follow up with him. 

Let me know what was done. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
11/8/04 Letter from Bill McGrath 

DHR.-ss 
tl2204-4 

csrL- l.I'"'c... ~ 16L 

'P ( Q l~~cJ& ., Pts. 
~ 65 .(}J~6Q(5 1]i I ~ ,S 

·················································~······················· 
Please respond by _ ...... 1..c....v..J,.J """'' o::;_J.-} o_y....._· __ 
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(b )(6) 

Nov. 8.2002 

fulr Mr. Rumsfeld: 

I have been told by the 'Congressional Medal Of Honor Society'' that Congress 
approved, and President Bush signed a Bill approving a "Medal Of Honor" flag. 

My brother PFC JolYI MBQ!ath was kBled in action in Italy in 1945 and awarded the '"Medal 
Of Honor" posthumously. The only ooe in the 10th M>untain division so honored. 

I would llke to fly a MJH flag in h i memory, but the-Conqressional Medal <I Honor 
Society" told me this past week that only recipients of ire 'Medal Of Honor" from July of 
2002 can have Cl'le. 

l!i John less deserving of ~ one t>ecause he gave his life ir his Country in 1945?. 
1he least his Country CS'l do for him is to let him have a MOH Flag fly In his honor. 

I understand that the Department of Defense Is responsible for distributing the flags. 

We have John's MOH displayed in our hare herein Martingham. We would be honored 
i1)1)u could spare the time lo visit us, and read his citation. 

Awalting )UlJJ' comments, I am, 

Respectfully yours, 

e 

oso 20087·0 4 
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CORRESPONDENCETASKER 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
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OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301..400() 

r-:.,-.-.~:."l 
r .J . ·.•:, '1 \\ 

., I r , 
\~ \ • I/ / 
'· ....... . . : · 

'~ . '-' .::--_ .. ~ 

PERSONtEJ..~ 
READINESS 

Wjl)jam R Mal1rath 

Dear Mr. Magrath: 

2 2 DEC 2004 

Thank you for your recent letter to the Secretary <i Defense regarding the Medal 
of Honor flag. Since my office is responsible for the Depaitment' s military awards 
policy, I was asked to respond. 

The Department of Defense Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 2003, section 903, 
required the Secretary of Defense to design and designate a flag as the Medal of Honor 
Flag. Pursuant to this law and codified in title 10, United States Code, the Medal of 
Honor Flag shall be presented each person to whom a medal of honor is awarded after the 
date of the enactment of the law, which was October 23,2002. 

It 1s clearly not our intent to slight those, including your belated brother, who have 
given unselfishly in service to their Nation and no doubt added immeasurably to the · 
defense of our nation. However, under the provisions of this law, the Department does 
not have the authority to grant the flag to prior recipients of the Medal of Honor or their 
next of kin. While the requirement may seem stringent, the past and current awards 
system provides for suitable recognition of individual members' acts of valor and the 
sactifices made by all Servicemen and women. 

I hope this information is helpful. I appreciate your personal interest in this matter 
and concern for the recognition of those who have faithfully served the United States of 
Ame1ica. 

Sincerely, 

· · ctor, Policy 

11-L-os4so12s244 
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SUBJECT: Medal of Honor Flag 

Office of General Counsel Lt Col Nikki Hall. 19 January 2005 

l 
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~F.N-83- 2005. 13 : 36 DASO MPP OEFM P.01/01 

OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301-4000 .·/···· ("r . .. , . ': 
' I ' . ·. 
. . . 

2 2 DEC 2004 

,-

Wjl)jam B 
l(b)(6) 

Magrath 

Deaf Mr, Magrath: 

Thank :yo.1 for your recent letter to the Secretary of Defense regarding the M:dal. 
of Honor flag. Since my office is responsible for the Department's military awards 
policy, I was asked to respond. 

~--

The Department of Defense Appropriations Act for Fiscal Year 2003, SEd:im 903, 
required the Secretary of Defense to design and designate a flag as the Medal of Honor 
Flag. Pursuant to this law and codified in t:itJe 10, United States Code, the N!:al. ct' 
Honor Flag shall be presented each person to whom a medal of honor is awarded after the 
date of the enactment of the law, which wa') Qt, le 23,2002. 

It is clearly not oor intent to slight those, including your belated brother, who have 
given unselfishly in service to their Nation and no doubt crl:a:i immeasurably to the 
defense of our natim. However, under t:l'B provisions of this law, the Department does 
not have the autrority to grant the flag to prior recipients of the Mdll cf Honor or their 
next of kin. While 1he requirement J1f¥ seem strilgent, the past and cun-ent awards 
~provides for suitable m:xg:ri.tial of individual netbat'S' acts of valor and the 
sacrifices made by all Service men and women. 

I hope this infamatim is helpful. I appreciate your personal interest in this matter 
and concern for 1he :reo.,gnitic.nof those who have faithfuUy served the t.himi States of 
America. 

Sincerely, 

ll 
APR- 04-2002 23:53 11-L-0559/0SD/28246 



TO: 

FROM: 

Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld 1f'\ 
SUBJECT: Iceland 

Condi, 

71..(<-~ 
f.000 

December 14, 2004 

I'm ready to go and start the process on Iceland, along the lines of the memo I 

gave you. I need a yes or no. It is $281 million/year, and we just had our budget 

reduced by $10 billion. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
121404-4 

0SD 20124-04 
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TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Japanese 

,, 

.. 

November 19, 2004 

T- O'-\\ O\S~ 15 
ES-\454 

Please coordinate with me on dates when we do the Japanese 2+2. 

Thanks. 

DHRu 
1 I 1904-22 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by Iv/ ?, / D 1 

1<;- 11-04 11 :37 !'~ 

oso 201:30-04 
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GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON -

WASHINGTON, D. C.20301-1600 :;::;_'_. -

INFOMEMO 
GENERAL COUNSEL 

' ... " ··~ !· < _. 

December 14, 2004, 6:00 PM 

FOR: SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: WilliamJ. Haynes II, General Counse~ 

SUBJECT: Withdrawal of Marine from Romania 

• You asked what the legal basis was for the quick withdrawal of the Marine Security 
Guard (MSG) detachment commander from Romania, whether his removal was 
pursuant to the SOFA, and whether this action was unusual. 

• MSG personnel arc accredited members of the Administrative and Technical (A&T) 
staff of the Embassy. 

o This status - pursuant to the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations -- gives 
them immunity from host nation criminal jurisdiction, and from civiljurisdiction 
for acts relating to official duties (the same immunity that foreign embassy staff 
personnel have in the U.S.). 

o As part of the Embassy stall~ he was not covered by NA TO/Partnership for Peace 
Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA). 

• The decision to remove the Marine from Romania was made at the Embassy in 
Bucharest (by the Ambassador, in consultation with the Deputy Chief of Mission and 
the Regional Security Officer). 

o His removal was consistent with government practice in similar situations 
involving embassy staff, and was not done pursuant to the SOFA. 

• The Vienna Convention does not explicitly provide for removal of Embassy staff 
from a host country, but removal is consistent with the immunity afforded to them. 

• This purpose of providing immunity is not to benefit individuals, but to have 
consistent rules for how countries should treat diplomatic personnel stationed in their 
territory. A country may waive a person's immunity. We are not aware, however, of 
any past U.S.waiverof the .mmmityof an MSG member. 

0 
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November 17,2004 

e:s-l4 3b 

TO: Peter Rodman cu /o15~2-E.s 
Roger Pardo-Maurer 

cc: Doug Feith 

SUBJECT: Options for Haiti 

Steve Herbits gave me a paper on Haiti , which I then gave to either Peter Rodman 

or Roger Pardo-Maurer. I forget who I gave it to. 

I would like it back, but I would like to know from whomever I gave it to what 

their opinion is about it, and whether or not there is anything we could do about it 

or whether Millennium Challenge would fit. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dn 
111704-l.1 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by _ __.;,/_Z.--:_/.__z,,/ o y __ 

J J-1 -P55919§P128259 
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OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
,,. 

2400 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-2400 

INTERNATIONAL 
SECURITY AFFAIRS 

FOR: 

THROUGH: 

FROM: 

INFO MEMO 
1-04-016494-WH 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

Peter W. Rodman. Assistant Secretary of~r'JS_",) (}1~-11lEC 201II 

Roger Pardo-Maurer, DA.SD- Western H~mi~~~ 
SUBJECT: HAITI PROPOSAL EVALUATION (U) 

·vou a .. ked ftw views on the auached proposal to help Haiti. 

Our analysis is immediately und~r. with a summary. These impressions are based 
on informal di.,cussions wilh people al State, AID, and various Haiti experts. 

Anachment 

-

Cl 

'""" OSD 20178-04 
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Evaluation of Proposal 

oS D r°c.~tc.~ 

·;o/ sf o ··I 

"An Initiative forthe Revitalization of Haiti: an Interdisciplinary Project" 

Summary: 

The project carries a big price tag, and there is plenty of competition for donor 
funds. 

• On the plus side, it addresses the full spectrum of Haitian governance 
problems which are a high priority to international donors, and identifies 
credible experts to be recruited for execution. 

• The project would be more competitive if it had a narrower focus (e.g. on a 
region, or on the connection between security, investment, and the Diaspora). 

• A clearer statement of the mission, value-added, and benchmarks for success 
would also be helpful. 

• The interdisciplinary approach which is the basis of the proposal is an 
appropriate analytical tool, but in terms of implementation there is a risk of 
overstretch. 

• A more narrowly tailored interdisciplinary approach (e.g. public health+ 
economic opportunity, education+ sanitation) might be more successful. 

Discussion: 

1. Relevance. There is increasing urgency in the international community on the 
need to help the Interim Government of Haiti overcome crippling personnel and 
policy weaknesses. These weaknesses are jeopardizing every aspect of the 
country's governance and of international programs to support Haiti, and may 
derail the disbursement of approximately S 1.2 Billion pledged to support Haiti. 
This proposal, "Anlnitiative :for the Revitalization of Haiti", addresses the full 
spectrum of Haitian governance problems, including problems which are of 
critical interest to international donors, and identifies credible experts to be 
recruited for execution. 

The proposal needs to be considered in the context of existing efforts to improve 
conditions in Haiti. The US. and the international community draw on over four 

11-L-0559/0SD/28252 
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hundred Haiti-focusedNGOs, dozens of international donors, dedicated academic 
programs at various colleges and universities, and international institutional 
supporl from the United Nations, the Organization of American States (OAS), and 
others. 

There is little to specifically distinguish this proposal from scores of other 
projects, both completed and proposed, intended to provide expert advice on 
Haiti. New proposals, especially of this magnitude ($4 M budget), are far more 
likely to find sponsors if they have a clear comparative advantage by offering clear 
value-added and definile benchmarks for success. 

2. Timeliness. This proposal was evidently developed in early 2004 to respond to 
conditions prevailing under the Aristide regime, and would have to be updated in 
light of Haiti's currenl circumstances: including the rebellion, the fall of the 
Aristide government, the UN intervention forces (MIFH and MINUSTAH), the 
formation of Haiti's Interim Government, and the continuing lack of legitimate 
governance in the countryside. While many of Haiti's problems are endemic, and 
transcend regime change, any successful proposal must respond to current political 
and economic realities. 

3. Value-Added and Benchmarks. The proposal's likelihood of finding a 
sponsor would probably increase if il had a narrower focus. As examples (drawn 
from the proposal itself) one could suggest an initiative narrowly centered on: 

• a region 
• land-ritling 
• integrity in government 
• the Diaspora 

The interdisciplinary approach which is the basis of the proposal is an appropriate 
analytical tool, but in terms of implementation runs a 1isk of overstretch. 

A more narrowly tailored interdisciplinary approach might be successful,e.g.: 

• public health+ economic opportunity 
• education+ sanitation 
• security+ investment+ the Dfrlspora. 

A clearer stalement of the mission, value-added, and benchmarks for success 
would also be helpful. The proposal should be narrowed to address specific, 
measurable, programmatic goals. Instead of describing broad challenges to 
sustainable development- all of which are generally known-a successful 

11-L-0559/0SD/28253 
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proposal must identify achievable outcomes and the unique qualifications of the 
project performers to pursue those objectives. "Features tell, but benefits sell". 

Also, this proposal would likely be more competitive if it provided a more 
compelling methodology for dealing with the myriad practical challenges to a 
functioning, democratic Haiti. The "Plan Process" (p. 7) and "Task Force 
Projects" (p. 9) are a start; they need more detail. As outlined, they are menus 
from which the details of the project and associated methodologies would be 
determined a.frer funding is secured. 

4. Sponsorship/Funding. The obvious source of funding for this proposal would 
be the Millennium Challenge account, which is intended to reward poor countries 
for attempting good governance. Unfortunately, this is not an option since Haiti 
does not yet qualify hx such funding. The qualification process is a function of 
measurable steps a country is taking to improve governance. Haiti has yet to get 
on that treadmill. This in fact, suggests the usefulness of an initiative to advise 
Haiti on what it needs to do to qualify for Millennium Challenge funding. 

Nor in its current form would the project qualify for PEPFAR funding, since it 
does not focus on delivery of medical services, or other support services. A more 
narrowly crafted proposal might qualify for such funding. 

The goal of the initiative, "todevelop a plan that is comprehens;ve, 
interdisdpUnary, and of sufficient scale to be ;mplemented for the purpose of 
revitalizing Haiti," is laudable, but far loo broad and diffuse either to produce 
deliverables for identifiable sectors in Haiti or sponsors in the donor community. 
For the same reason, various experts agreed that without substantial revisions it is 
unlikely to qualify for U.S. government funding as an unsolicited offer. 
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An Initiative for the Revitalization of Haiti 
An Interdisciplinary Project 

(Draft:January 2,2004) 

Vision 

Description of the Current Situation 

Short History of' Helping Haiti 

Goal of' the Initiative 

Potential Project Sponsors/Co-Sponsors 

Guiding Principles 

Plan Pr·ocess 

Task Force Projects 

Potential Participants 

Collateral Benefits 

Timeline 

Budget 

Appendix 
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Vision 

Haiti is a country of vibrant, enthusiastic, optimistic, artistic people. 

Tt is also a nation of profound economic poverty and societal deprivation. 

Haiti is a democracy, according to its constitution, but most of its people are only free to 
subsist. 

The world's market democracies, which now encompa-.shundreds of millions of people 
possessed of trillions of dollars in wealth, ~h,)uld be able to prompt the creation of one more 
market democracy - a liberal democracy in Fareed Zakaria's words - in a place that occupies 
roughly half a Caribbean island and 8 million people. 

The incentives. i r needed. begin wilh the humanitarian inst i net - the comfortable mill ions 
will not abide children in slavery a few hundred miles from their shores. There is also the 
economic incentive - three cemuries of growth around the world have surely taught the lesson 
that bringing humans into trut' pn.)ducli vity is the best wealth pmduction engine available to 
serve all mankind. 

\\-11at is needed is a compelling ~tn.uegy- a scheme to achieve what governments cannot 
order and dollars cannot purcha~e - to bring about a modem Haiti. 

Such a strategy can direct the many interests in preventing Haiti from continuing on its 
current course because chose interests touch every element of the country's life. Te achievement 
should take less than a decade. 

The market economy in the new Haiti will not only end the humanitmian horror. best 
personiriedby children in slavery.but will creale a source of productive manpower forthe 2ht 
century that the West will !,Orely need. While Haiti may be the tougheq ease today. tilt' lessons 
of a successful new model of international action will have ;m impact cin comparable challenges 
in the rest of the world. 
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Description of' the current situation in Haiti 

Haiti's political system is frozen. 

Large numbers of citizens, protesting the 2002 election have promised not to 
participate in another election as called for by the Organization of American States unless 
there are sufficient safeguards to protect them and its accuracy. President Aristede is 
accused of supporting violence in response to the protesters and promises to remain in 
office until his term expires in 2006. The stability of the government is in question. 

There is both a governmental and an informal system of thuggery that keeps large 
segments of the population in fear and danger and diminishes the opportunity for 
democracy. 

Corruption is pervasive. Transparency International rates it the 3rd worse in the world, 
outdone only by Bangladesh and Nigeria. (12) 

The health and well-being of Haitians is calamitous - equal to the worse in the world. 

Unemployment may be as high as 70% (6)(12) 

More than half the population is illiterate ( 12) 

Wages are the equivalent to $1 a day (6), $375 per year. 

Life expectancy is the shortest in the Western Hemisphere; 45 for males; 49 for females 

Infant Mortality is 81 per IOOObirths; 125per thousand forthose under 5 years old. 

Estimated AIDS cases at 300,000 (6) are the world's highest outside sub-Saharan Africa 
(12) 

There are an estimated 300,000 child slaves in Haiti (3) 

Infrastructure and finances are not positioned to help cure Haiti's ills. 

Potable water is available to less than half the population 

Electricity is available to six percent of the population. ( 13) 

Haitian debt is estimates at $1.1 billion, approximately 40% of GNP. 

The United States retains economic sanctions because of the political situation. 

Haiti may be responsible for at least 15% of the $60 billion in cocaine reaching the US. 
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History of US and International Efforts to Help Haiti 

Haiti is the world's oldest black republic and the second oldest republic in the Western 
Hemisphereafterthe United States. 

Since obtaining its independence from the French in 1807, Haiti has undergone 
continuingpolitical upheaval through to today. The United States military intervened in 1915 
and stayed until 1934. Following the dictatorship of the Duvalier family in 1991, a series of 
provisional governments ruled until a military take-over later that year. The United Nations 
Security Council authorized a multilateral force. The US-led force entered in September, 1994 
and restored civilian government. OAS-led efforts have not overcome the claims of election 
fraud accompanied by growing violence that exist today. The crises continues to grow. (For a 
more detailed description, please see Appendix C) 

Of note, US AID is widely distrusted in Haiti, with claims that the United States has 
consistently"pulled rug out from underneath"reconstruction efforts. Specific review of the 
history of US economic and humanitarian aid, as well as military and political intervention is 
warranted. 

For the purposes of this study, it is valuable to note that PresidentAristede's first 
Administration(early 90s) created a series of task forces to study Haiti's problems and make 
recommendations. 

Enormous pressures on Haiti continue: enormous power of US interests and international 
financial institutions, entrenched prerogatives of the elite and its corruption of the political class, 
and the rapidly rising expectations of the people and their champions among the intellectuals and 
NGOs." (6) 

For perspective, Haiti's problems are less than 250 years old. As the United States, they 
need not be entrenched, not endemic. We know how to create economic opportunity and find the 
people who want it. 

Goal of The Haiti Initiative 

The goal of this Initiative is to develop a plan that is comprehensive, interdisciplinary 
and of sufficient scale to be implemented for the purpose of revitalizing Haiti. The plan seeks to 
incorporate the collaborative efforts of international and multinational organizations, Western 
Hemisphere governments, and their private sectors, both for-profit and not-for-profit. 

Potential Proiect Sponsors/Co·Sponsors 

University of Miami (President Donna Shalala;UofM medical program in Haiti) 
Florida International University, Miami (President 

(Just signed partnership with Rand for Latin American Studies) (2) 
American Enterprise Institute, Washington, D.C. 
Freedom House 
Director, Net Assessments, DoD 
Florida Atlantic University (Boca Raton) 
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Guiding Principles 

The moment in history has arrived when ii is time to generate a sustained effort lo prompt 
a new Haiti. The principles of the strmegy to be wri lten are in forn1ed by an understanding of the 
opportunity presented by that momenl. Consider: 

There are no Cold War distrni:tions or competitions. Cuba is nearby and yet irrelevant. 

The world's economies are rebounding and the long-term need for human resources in 
the West is about to mushroom. 

The importance of demoaacyto the- Wt)rld is in sharp relief. Ultimately all the world's 
people must be free in fact as we 11 as in name. But it is particularly important that our country's 
first sphere of influence achiew that goal - now. 

And now is just when the role of freedom and the rule of law in hue, liberal democracy is 
gaining greater appreciation. Again, freedom will aJTive in many places in the world after, in 
Secretary Rums fold' s ,.vords, .. a hard slog." It should be simpler in Haiti 

In a brilliantly succinct history of liberal democratic development'> since Constantine left 
Rome in A.O. 3 24 ro create a new capital at the mouth of the Black Sea, Fareed Zak aria 
catalogues in his 2003 book, The Fulllre d Freedom, the neces .. ary element'> for success in this 
vemure. First and forc-mt)St, the book demonstrates that there must be competing centers or 
power in the society. 

Haiti has a culture that has been burdened by the absence of this competition. 

Coloniafo,m was one obstacle to developing n civil society. hut so was the military. And 
even in the years when the Haitian people were nominally free of authoritarians.political 
instability and unrest produced 32 governments in 70 years. Yet. there ;,u-e in this island nation a 
vibrant people proud of a history that has repelled colonial powers. rebelled against slavery, and 
formed the hemisphere's second independent nation. Akin to the e;,u-1 iest day of European civil 
societies, there is a strong church, a creative culture and an optimistic outlook. 

Today, we believe, a concerted strategy can be developed to introduce a variety of civil 
institutions among Haitians that can balance each other. competing and cooperating in the 
development of a free people, a democratic state and a liberal society. 

A set or ideas can change a country long before it changes its structure or govemance. 
While this has not happened often in the history of the world. it has happened: See Revolutions, 
America. 

The philosophical underpinning of a strategic plan for Haiti is to achieve long-term 
freedom, security, prosperity and health by creating mechanisms of opportunity rather than 
shorter-term treatment of victims and to do 50 in a comprehensive manner in order to achieve 
scale of effectiveness. 

As Zakaria continues, history teaches that building economic strength with its 
concomitant benefits to extending liberty provides a much greater likelihood that democracy 
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itself will succeed. A guiding principle of this plan will be to strengthen the economy of Haiti as 
the underpinning of its future. 

Maximizing pri vale sector participation and minimizing government micromanagement, 
the model would seek to transform the poor into citizens with access to and ownership of capital, 
collateralizing opportunities and economic prospects. 

Enormous mechanisms of communications, even to and among the poorest, provide an 
opportunity to empower the bulk of the citizens to help shape their future. 
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Plan Process 

Phase 1.Preparation/Development of the Plan outline (3 months) 

Phase one of the Planning Process develops a set of Project Descriptions designed 
to set in motion each of the projects. Development of each project descriptions would inc Jude an 
overview of the relevant conditions in Haiti and some thoughts about solution topics to be 
considered. The collection of these Project Descriptions will serve only as a starling point, but no 
limitation for each Project Task Force. 

During this period, members or each Task Force would be recruited. 

Phase 2. Task Force Proiects (8 months) 

Each Task Force will be chaired by an individual selected by the Project Director with 
the Advice of the Co-Chairs. 

Other members of the task force will be recruited as described in the Section on Project 
Participants. 

Each Task Force would be expected to: 

a. conduct a close analysis of the challenges facing Haiti relevant to the work of 
that Task Force. 

b. an inventory of current efforts addressing each issue 

c. draw up a range of recommendations for addressing those challenges 

d. evaluate those recommendations 

e. cost-out those recommendations 

f. produce a report and set of recommendations, with costs and priorities, for the larger 
project. 

Phase 3. Plan [ntegration (3 months) 

The combination of the Task Force Rep01ts would be melded into a larger Strategic Plan, 
including the fol1owing: 

a. a set of priorities 

b. proposed roles for those implementing the Plan 

c. a timetable for implementation 

d. costs associated with each Project 

e. resources available for funding each Project. 
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Phase 4. Government reviews (4 months) 

Upon completion of the draft Strategic Plan, it would be circulated for comment among a 
number of government experts covering a broad selection of country and multilateral agencies 
for further evaluation. 

Phase 5. Plan completion (2 months) 

The final draft of the plan would be prepared during this period. 

Potential pr~ject leaders/institutions and sponsors for its implementation would be 
identified. 

A Communication Plan will be developed. 

Phase 6. Communication Plan (4 months) 

A plan to communicate the results of the completed project to various audiences would 
be implemented with the goal of recruiting commitments for implementation. 

a. Project Implementers, e.g. corporations, government agencies, not-1<.)r-profits, etc. 

b. Publication: informing the media 

c. Presenting at Congressional Hearings, especially if US Government funds are sought 
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Task Force Proiects 

Specific projects are identified below. Additional projects may be added. 

A Task Force will be assigned to each. Over the eight months, each Task Force will 
develop a specific plan of action in its designated area, and include delineation of those steps 
required to implement the plan. The plan for each project must be delineated with sufficient 
precision to provide evaluators with enough information to assess its potential for being 
implemented and the identification of resources available for such implementation. In each 
instance, various sectors will be included where they have a role, e.g. governments, including 
multilateral organizations (OAS,IMF, World Bank, Inter American Development Bank, UN 
Agencies), the for-profit sector, and the not-for-profit sector. 

I. Private Ownership 

a. Explore the 1815 Property L1w and its consequences for individual property 
ownership 

b. Examine the progress of the Hernando DeSoto private property project in Haiti. 
(The Mystery o[Capital, New York: Basic Books, 2000) 

c. If applicable, describe steps necessary to implement. 
d. Study related capital needs 

2. Commerce 

a. Review and update laws and regulations or commerce, including its judicial system, 
to bring them into line with other OECD nations. 

b. Review and update currency policies 
c. Review and update for foreign investment. 
d. Develop an export promotion program. 
e. Review banking structure, particularly related to new private ownership 

3. Infrastructure 

a. Enhance internal commerce by assuring adequate roadways throughout the nation. 
b. Enhance healthcare by assuring potable water to and proper sanitation for all citizens 

( I l ). Study rainfall patterns and questions of storage. 
c. Assure power generation throughout most of the country. Study altemati ve energy 

sources, including solar, wind, storage, transmission for long-tenn. 
d. Inventory Housing needs and prepare a plan for adequate housing. Pre-fab ( l 0) 

4. Agriculture 

a. Understand what is possible given the range of topography, from desert to mountains, 
from forest to beach 

b. Considerpossibilities given resources, water, education, arable land, consumer 
behavior, export opportunities 

c. Understand the constraints and opportunities with Haiti's tradition of private 
ownership or small plots of land. 

d. Study current crises in loss of arable land and deforestation. 
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5. Educalion 

a. Develop practical education programs for work-skills 
b. For K-12, develop a plan for implemenlation of a counlry-wide, all-sludent voucher 

system. 
C For higher education, develop a plan for creating parlnerships with universities in 

other countries, whose exchange programs of students and faculty will benefit both 
institulions. 

d. Develop a "virtual" curriculum for students at all levels to both supplement and 
supplant other education. RADIO, TV, on-line (See India model) (7) 

e. Develop cilizenship and "values" elements of curricula, including freedom, 
prosperity, safely, and individual responsibility. 

f. Develop a syslem of exchange for K9-12 Diaspora students to return to Haiti to gain a 
sense or their own history and to contribute a broader perspective for students in 
Haiti. 

g. Consider plans to prevent brain drain of those most accomplished. 

6. Health 

a. Explore a new national model based on creative work now underway for restructuring 
the US heallhcare system. Its fundamenlal ingredients include minimizing paperwork 
and administration, preventive education and care, adequale s yslem or distribulion for 
pham1aceutical and medical supplies. 

b. Develop a speci fie plan for attaching the HIV/ AIDS crises, referencing the recent 
experiences in Africa 

c. Consider resources such as: Projecl Medishare, U of M. (proj cctmedishare.org); 
Haitian Health Foundation, (Jeremie, Haiti) (haitianhealthfoundation.org); Jefferson 
College of Health Professions (sister city between Cardenas, Cuba and Philadelphia) 

7. Security 

a. Screen and retrain a single national police force. 
b. Create a Special Crime Unit to investigale and prosecule instances of physical abuse 

by government employees or groups associated with the government or political 
parties 

c. Embargo private weapons importation 
d. Install an effective border police 
e. Examine program of the International Red Cross in non-lethal crime fighting tactics 

training. (8) 
f. Explore resources such as: Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, 

Washington, D.C.: Inter American Cou1t of Human Rights (OAS), Costa Rica; 
OAS Special Represenlative, David Lee: UN. Disarmament, Demobilization and 
Reintegration Program (Afghan); Bureau oflnternalional Advocales (BAJ) (group of 
Haitian and inlernational auomeys; assislingthejudiciary with human rights cases. 
Brian Concannon (6) 
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8. Democracy 

a. Review the recent history of political institutions and the political process. 
a. Make recommendations to rebuild the operation of and confidence in the political 

process, uti I izing outside supervision where necessary. 
c. Establish a program of teaching democracy 

9. Integrity in Govemment/Conuption 

a. The fight against cotruption is a necessary element in building an effective economy. 
Daniel Kaufmann (head of World Bank's anti-com1ption drive) claims that research 
shows that "if a poor country with a high level of corruption manages to reduce 
con-uption to a median level, it will enjoy a 400% improvement in its per capita 
income." (I) 

b. Consider recent efforts: 

World Bank (Daniel Kaufmann), Tntegrity Pacts 
UN General Assembly's Convention Against C01ruption 

(12/9-11,2003. Mexico City signing) 
OECD Convention 
OAS Convention 
Council of Europe Convention 
African Union Convention 

c. Create a Special Investigative Unit and pair it with a special team from the OAS with 
subpoena power to strengthen the integrity or government officials. 

d. Create ajudicial watch and a system to remove judges. 
e. explore expertise: Transparency Intemational(US/Gennany) 

11. The Arts 

a. Examine the hypothesis that Haiti is among the highest producers of visual and 
performing art per capita in the Hemisphere. 

b. Examine possibilities of export 
c. Explore the US import of Haitian art teachers for our pub1ic schools 

12. Foreign Sanctions 

a. Study the impact of the cun-ent sanctions to the health and welfare of Haiti versus its 
achievement in its goals of political change. 
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Plan P: ticipants 

The Plan is designed to capitalize on a broad range of expertise. Starting with a small 
core -- a director, strategic advisors, administrator, writer, and clerical support- the project 
would search out and arrange for small teams to focus on specific projects. The Core would be 
full or part-time; the experts would be part-time and would be paid stipends for their 
contributions. 

1. Project Management 

The Project would be directed by Stephen Herbits. 
Bill Roesing will be a consulting strategist. 
Bio's attached. 

2. Co-Chairs 

Three leading Haitian or Haitian-Americans will Chair the project. 

Their responsibilities will be to assure that a broad spectrum of views is considered, to 
facilitate the attraction of expert participants, and to contribute as policy experts. 

3. The role of Haiti and its citizens 

Central to the project, of course, will be those members of the leadership community in 
Haiti who wish to participate. Tt is intended that each specific task force have at least one 
knowledgeable participant from Haiti. 

4. The role of the Haitian Diaspora 

The wealth of experience and knowledge among Haitians living in the United States 
provides another pool for project members. 

5. The role of academics 

Also participating will be experts from academia and think-tanks. 

6. The role of international and regional governments 

Each international and regional organization that may have an interest or possible future 
role in implementation will be asked to participate as advisors to the project. 

7. The role of the business community 

Individual companies, trade associations and business organizations will be invited to 
support this project. They may perceive specific business opportunities in a strong 
Haitian economy or simply believe in the benefit of developing a strategic model for 
broad-scale national improvement. They will be invited to join as contributors to the 
planning process itsel r with a concomitant opportunity to participate in the project work. 
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8. The role of the not-for-profit community 

The not-for-profit community has much to offer any nation, any time. They bring skills, 
knowledge, personnel and support mechanisms for a wide variety of projects. Their 
participation in the project development would add value. It is important from the 
beginning, however, to understand that the strategic model being developed in this plan 
does not provide for institutionalizing a central role for not-for-profits over the long term. 

While there will always be a need for charitable activities; the plan would hope to 
capitalize on their contributions primarily fortransitional purposes, with a draw-down as 
the economic benefits of the plan begin to become widespread. 

Candidate Particiaants 

Eric Behrmann (Kim Green) 
M. Bubishi (KG) 
Yolly Roberson (Fla. State Rep.) (KG) 
Aldy Castor, MD. (KG) 

President Human Resource Development Foundation (HRDF.org) 
Vice President, Haitian-American Republican Caucus (?) 

Mark Rogers(KG) 
Director of Development, FAUACA.org 

Patrick Prosper (KG) 
Ambassador at large for war crimes 

Dr. Rudy Moise (KG) 
University of Miami 
Owns Radio Carnivale 

Dr.Laurence Pierre (KG) 
Center for Haitian Studies 

John Rendon, The Rendon Group (PR) (KG) 
Terry Rey 

Fill, Professor, Haitian Studies Class 

GepsieM.MeteUus, ED 
Sant La-HaitianNeigborhood Center 

Marleine Bastien 
Haitian American Women Foundation 

Tom Reeves, former director of the Caribbean Focus Program, professor of history at 
Roxbury Community College, Boston. Founding Member of the New England 
Observer delegations to Haiti on democracy. 

Jim Obestar(D. Minn. Former?)Peace Corps in Haiti. (NG) 
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• II: 1 Benefits of tli Initiative 

1. Were there to be a demonstrable improvement in its condition, other nations may be 
encouraged to take steps to address their own poverty. 

2. Haiti has a substantial expatriate community in the United States that can provide an 
important resource or advice, counsel, and perhaps relationships for future growth. 

3. The pervasiveness of poverty in a world that also contains incredible wealth begs for 
working models that address institutionalized or intractable poverty. It is the 
compassionate thing to do, because it wil1 ultimately improve the populations economic 
well-being. It important for everyone's security, because it will diminish opportunities for 
radicalism and improve governance. 

4. As Haiti is neither white nor non-white Hispanic, a successful model may have 
application throughout black inner cities in the US and across Africa. 

5. Given its presence in the Caribbean, there may be regional entities- such as the 
Organization of American States - that will take the lead, rather than the United States 
Government, increasing chances that other regional organizations throughout the world 
can apply similar efforts. 

6. Haiti is or a size that enhances the opportunity to take risks. Most laws are both national 
and local simultaneously. 

7. Haiti's location is an invitation to substantial expert advice from around the Caribbean as 
well as the United States. 

8. A successful plan will reduce illegal emigration efforts and thereby reduce one of the 
largest illegal immigrant-seeking populations challenging the United States, thus 
reducing pressure on the US government's inconsistent policy towards Haitians and 
Cubans. 

The USG ties illegal Haitian immigration to tenorism. "If we are going to start to win 
that aspect of the war on terrorism we call the "war for minds," we should begin at home, 
with our own behavior, our ownjustice, our own Justice Department. I fear we are 
creating the motivation for terrorists; not educating the world of the incompatibility or 
te1rorism and civilization. (4) 

9. Modern nation building: a necessary in the 21st century war on terrorism, including the 
reduction or elimination of ungovernable areas as hosts for terrorist bases and training. 

10. US Annual Assessment of the cooperation of m~jor drug producing and transiting 
countries (2003) says that Haiti had "failed demonstrably" to meet international 
obligations to fight drugs. (5) Tl is estimated that 15% of the $60 billion worth of cocaine 
reaching the US is handled by Haitian traffickers and that Aristide himself earns from the 
process. (12) 

11. A successful effort will be a model for close-by Jamaica and Cuba. 
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Plan 1 Summary 

1 . Phase I - Preparation/Development of the Plan outline 

2. Phase 2 - Task Force Projects 

3. Phase 3 - Plan Integration 

4. Phase 4 - Government Reviews 

5. Phase 5 - Plan Completion 

6. Phase 6 - Plan Communication 

Total time 

Plan Budget (24 Mon1 

Cash 

Director: 
Strategic Advisor 
Strategic Advisor 
Administrator: 
Writer: 
Clerical: 

Participant Stipends 
Co-Chairs (3) $2kx2 l 

Travel 

Task Force Chairs ( 12) $6x2 l 
Task Force Members ( 12x5) $5x8 

Other overhead, payroll taxes, etc. 
(phone, copier, supplies) 

Media Advisor (three months) 

Total Project 

In-Kind 

(To be provided by one ofthe sponsors) 

$600,000 
480,000 
360,000 
120,000 
50,000 
44,000 

126,000 
852,000 
48,000 

360,000 
480,000 

90,000 

$3,610,000 

3 months 

8 months 

3 months 

4months 

2 months 

4 months 

24months 

Office suite, including two private offices, a clerical space, and conference room seating 
up to 12, parking 

Access to faculty; stipends to be paid by the project. 
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Appendix 1: A , iev. towa1 ds economic sanctii 

a. Study of the recent history of the role of sanctions towards Haiti by the United States, 
other governments and international organizations. 

b. Analyze their effectiveness 
c. Study other possible approaches 

1. flooding the nation with currency 
a. flooding the country with cornmunications,e.g. satellite dishes and radios and 

programming; cell phones: web access; aid packed with messages. 
b. ruthless humiliation of leaders - at the UN and its organizations, in public, in 

communications above, use cell phone information collection; increase 
investment in intelligence 

4. Embargoing items that support the dictatorship, e.g. weapons importation. 
5. Encourage and support exile participation in their native country. 

Appendix. 2: A new model of foreign AID. 

a. governmental 
b. best-practices shared 
c. bureaucracy versus evaluation 
d. band-aids or cures 

Appendix 3: A Short History of US and International Efforts to Help Haiti 

Haiti is the world's oldest black republic and the second oldest republic in the Western 
Hemisphere after the United States. 

"The native Arawak Amerindians- who inhabited the island of Hispaniola when it was 
discovered by Columbus in 1492 • were virtually annihilated by Spanish settlers within 25 years. 
In the early 17th century, the French established a presence on Hispaniola, and in 1697, Spain 
ceded to the French the western third of the island - Haiti. The French colony, based on frnestry 
and sugar-related industries, became one of the wealthiest in the Caribbean, but only through the 
heavy importation of African slaves and considerable environmental degradation. In the late 18th 
century, Haiti's nearly half million slaves revolted under Toussaint L' 0 WERT URE and after a 
prolonged struggle, became the first black republic to declare its independence in 1804." (13) 

From 1822 to 1844, Haiti occupied the entire Island until the Dominican Republican was 
formed. The following is an edited version of the US State Department Background Note on 
Haiti (14): "With 22 changes of government from 1843to 1915, Haiti experienced numerous 
periods of intense political and economic disorder, prompting the United States military 
intervention of 1915. Following a 19-yearoccupation, U.S. military forces were withdrawn in 
1934, and Haiti regained sovereign rule. 

"From 1986--whenthe 29-year dictatorship of the Duvalier family ended--until 1991, 
Haiti was ruled by a series of provisional governments. In March 1987, a constitution was 
ratified that provides for an elected, bicameral parliament; an elected president that serves as 
head of slate: and a prime minisler, cabinet, ministers, and supreme court appointed by the 
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president with parliament's consent. The Haitian Constitution also provides for political 
decentralization through the election of mayors and administrative bodies responsible for local 
government. 

"In December 1990,Jean-BertrandAristide, a charismatic Roman Catholic priest, won 
67% of the vote in a presidential election that international observers deemed largely free and 
fair. Aristide took office on February 7, 1991, but was overthrown that September in a violent 
coup led by dissatisfied elements of the army and supported by many of the country's economic 
elite. Following the coup, Aristide began a 3-year exile in the U.S. Several thousand Haitians 
may have been killed during the de facto military rule. The coup contributed to a large-scale 
exodus or Haitians by boat. The U.S. Coast Guard rescued a total or4 I ,342 Haitians at sea 
during 1991 and 1992, more than the number of rescued boat people from the previous IO years 
combined. 

"From October 1991 to September 1994an unconstitutional military de facto regime 
governed Haiti. Various OAS and UN initiatives to end the political crisis through the peaceful 
restoration or the constitutionally elected government, including the Governor's Island 
Agreement of July 1993, failed. The military and de facto authorities couldn't agree on a return 
to constitutional government, even though the economy was collapsing and the country's 
in fras true t ure was deteriorating from neglect. 

"On July 31, 1994, the UN Security Council authorized member states to use all 
necessary means to restore Haiti's constitutionally elected government to power. 

"In the weeks that followed, the United States took the lead in forming a multinational 
fi)rce (MFN) to carry out the UN's mandate by means of a military intervention. In mid
September, with U.S. troops prepared to enter Haiti by force, President Clinton dispatched a 
negotiating team led by former President Jimmy Carter to persuade the de facto authorities to 
step aside and allow for the return or constitutional rule. With intervening troops already 
airborne, Gen. Raoul Cedras and other top leaders agreed to accept the intervention of the MNF. 
On September 19, 1994, the first contingents or what became a 21,000-member international 
force touched down in Haiti to oversee the end of military rule and the restoration of the 
constitutional government. By early October, the three de facto leaders--Cedras, Gen. Philippe 
Biarnby, and Police Chief Lt. Col. Michel Francois -and their families had departed Haiti. 
President Aristide and other elected officials in exile returned on October 15. 

"Under the watchful eyes of international peacekeepers, restored Haitian authorities 
organized nationwide local and parliamentary elections in June 1995. A pro-Aristide, multi-party 
coalition called the Lavalas Political Organization (OPL) swept into power at all levels. With his 
tem1 ending in February 1996and barred by the constitution from succeeding himself, President 
Aristide agreed to step aside and support a presidential election in December 1995. Rene Preval, 
a prominent Aristide political ally, who had been Aristide'sPrime Minister in 1991, took 88% of 
the vote, and was sworn in to a 5-year term on February 7, 1996, during what was Haiti' sfirst
ever transition between two democratically elected presidents. 

"In late 1996, former President Aristide broke from the OPL and created a new political 
party, the Lavalas Family (FL). Elections in Ap,il 1997 indicated victories ft)r FL candidates in 
most races, but were plagued with allegations of fraud and not certified by most international 
observers. Partisan resulted in almost total governmental gridlock until early January 1999, when 
President Preval dismissed legislators whose terms had expired--the entire Chamber of Deputies 
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and all but nine members of the Senate--and converted local elected officials into state 
employees. The President and Prime Minister then ruled by decree. Following several delays, the 
first round of new elections took place on May 21, 2000. The election drew the participation of a 
multitude of candidates from a wide airny of political parties and a voter turnout of more than 
60%. Controversy mired the good start. Nonetheless, on August 28,2000, Haiti's new 
Parliament, including the contested Senators accorded victory under the flawed vote count, was 
convened. 

"Through a number of diplomatic missions by the OAS, the Caribbean Community 
(CARICOM), and the United States, the international community had sought to delay 
Parliament's seating until the electoral problems could be rectified. When these efforts were 
rebuffed, Haiti's main bilateral donors announced the end of "business as usual." They moved to 
re-channel their assistance away from the government and announced they would not support or 
send observers to the November elections. ConcmTently, most opposition parties regrouped in an 
alliance that became the Democratic Convergence. The Convergence asserted that the May 
elections were so fraudulent that they should be annulled and held again. Elections for President 
and nine Senators took place on November 26,2000. All major opposition parties boycotted 
these elections in which voter participation was estimated at 5%. Jean-Bertrand Aristide emerged 
as the easy victor of these controversial elections, and the candidates of his FL party swept all 
contested Senate seats. He was inaugurated on February 7,2001. 

"It did not, however, put an end to the political stalemate. OAS-mediated negotiations 
began in April 200 I to find a resolution, focusing on the on possible makeup of a new electoral 
council, a timetable for new elections, security f<.)fpolitical parties, and other confidence
building measures. These negotiations made some progress, but were suspended in mid-July 
without a final agreement. On July 28,2001, unknown gunmen attacked police facilities in Port
au-Prince and the provinces. A subsequent government crackdown on opposition party members 
and former soldiers further increased tensions between Lavalas and Convergence. On December 
17,200 I, unidentified gunmen attacked the National Palace in Port-au-Prince. Following the 
assault, pro-govemment groups attacked the offices and homes of several opposition leaders. 
One opposition member was killed. Negotiations between FL and Democratic Convergence, 
already on hold following the July violence, were suspended indefinitely. 

"In January 2002, the OAS Permanent Council adopted Resolution 806 on Haiti that 
called fix government action to address the political stalemate, growing violence, and 
deterioration in respect for human rights. Jt also authorized OAS establishment of a Special 
Mission in Haiti to support implementation of steps called for in Resolution 806. The OAS 
Special Mission began operations in March 2002, working with the government on plans to 
strengthen Haiti's democratic institutions in security,justice, human rights, and governance. 
Nevertheless, the climate of security deteriorated and a rapidly weakening economy created risks 
of a humanitarian disaster. The OAS Pennanent Council adopted Resolution 822, September 4, 
2002, which set a new course for resolving the crisis by: committing the Haitian government to a 
series of steps leading to an improved climate of security for free and fair elections in 2003; 
supporting Haiti's resumption of normal relations with the International Financial Institutions; 
and strengthening the mandate of the OAS to monitor as well as support GOH efforts to comply 
with OAS resolutions. It also conferred new mandates related to conduct of elections and 
disarmament. 

"Protest strikes and attacks on opposition demonstrations by govemment-supported 
gangs between November 2002 and February 2003 hardened attitudes on both sides. The 
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opposition issued a public call for Aristide's removal and announced plans for a transitional 
government. In March, 2003, a high-level joint delegation of the OAS and Caribbean 
Communi ly (CAFUCOM) presenled speci fie demands to Presidenl Aristide to restore pub\ ic 
security and create confidence necessary to move toward elections: select new leadership for the 
Haitian National Police in consultation with the OAS; mTest Amiot Metayer, a notorious gang 
leader: and disarm the security forces used by government politicians to intimidate opponents. 
Since then, a new police chief, appointed June 9 in consullation with the OAS, resigned and lled 
the country June 23 after being ordered to give up his authorily over budgel and personnel; 
government-paid thugs violently disrupted a civil society public ceremony July 12 in Cite Soleil; 
police attacked civil society marches in Cap Haitien August 30 and September 14and prevented 
an opposition march scheduled for October 5. Amiot Metayer was murdered September 21 (it is 
widely believed the government ordered the murder to prevent release of compromising 
information). The government announced Augusl 13 that il was re-activaling a defunct CEP in 
what many have interpreted as a move toward holding elections outside the framework of OAS 
Resolution 822 . The OAS and other foreign observers, including the U.S., have denounced these 
steps. To re-invigorate the process envisioned in Resolution 822, the OAS designated a Special 
Envoy for Dialogue in Haiti, Terence Todman, a retired U.S. Career Ambassador. Todman, a 
native of the U.S. Virgin Islands, undertook three negotiating missions to Haiti in September
October 2003. The political stalemate and violence continues." (14) 
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November 17 ,2004 

t;s-l436 

TO: Peter Rodman 0.-l /o l551-l 2 ·-£ S 
Roger Pardo-Maurer 

CC: Doug Feilh 

SUBJECT: Options for Haiti 

Steve Herbits gave me a paper on Haiti, which I then gave to either Peter Rodman 

or Roger Pardo-Maurer. I forgel who I gave il to. 

T would like it back, bul T would like lo know from whomever I gave il to what 

rheir opinion is about it, and whether or not there is anything we could do about it 

or whether Millennium Challenge would fit. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
l 11704- 11 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please re,,pond by _ _ _ I v__.,.f_~-1/'---0-1-'f'----

-FOUCT 

,-, • 2 ' ] A (1 \j )' , c- 11 -04 rl - · .~ • 
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October 29, 2004 

TO: Gen Pete Pace 
J-~ - (\c:.l~ 

FROM: Donald Rwnsfeld 

SUBJECT: MP Training 

Please dig into thic; subject Da\-id Om comment.i; on regarding MPs. I guess I 

want to be persuaded. 

Thattlcs. 

Attach. 
9/27/04 Set:DefMemo to USO (P&R):re: Trai~ofMPi 
10/22/04 USD (P&ll} Memo to Sec.Def re: Potential Further C-Onsotidation of:\1ilitary Polil-c Training 

DHR:ss 
/029!)4...JJ 

··································································-······ Please respond by tr / rv / 01 

Paul Butler 
,17y) 

PeOO Tab A 

~~ . 

~~ 

oso 201 82-04 
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THE VICE CHAIRMANOFTHE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON,D.C.20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Peter Pace, VCJCS vPp.1:.. ?c. .. ,. 11.f):.:. ~ t 

SUBJECT: Military Police (MP) Training 

... 
'· ..... 

CM-2236-04 
14 December 2004 

• Answer. In response to your question (TAB A), based on today's missions and 

force structure, 1 concur in Dr. Chu's reply that the Services already benefit from 
joint training of MPs and pursuing further "jointness" in current MP training 
would likely not yield major benefits. However, we should explore 
standardization of MP skills across services. To ensure we are maximizing our 
common skills and training opportunities, we will establish a Joint lntegrated 
Process Team to completely analyze the issue. 

COORDlNATLON: TABB 

t .. tt.nchments: 
As stated 

l
(b)(6) 

Prepared By: Major General Jack J. Catton, Jr., USAF; Director, J. 7;._ _____ ... 

! ,j 

osn 20122-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/28277 
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October 29,2004 

TO: Gen Pete Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1l\ 
SUBJECT: MP Tr.tining 

Please dig into this subject David Chu comment5 on regarding MPs. I guess I 

want to be persuaded. 

Thanks. 

Attacll. 
9/27104 SecDef\-lemo to l lSD (P&:R) re: Tn1ining of MPs 
: 0/22!04 USO (P&R) Memo to Sec Def re: Polenli:il Further Consolidation of Military Police Training 

Df-iR:ss 
102904-l 1 

·····································································~··· 
Please respond by 11 / p, / ot 

fiOOO Tab A 

11-L-0559/0SD/28278 
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UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D .C.20301-4000 

INFO MEMO 
PERSONNEL ANO 

READINESS 
October 22,2004 - 6:00 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE .)f'FOR: 

(>u,1J FROM: DR DA YID S. C. CHU, UNDER S~RETARY OF DEFENSE 

(PERSONNEL AND READINESS)-?J?u..t:J; , ; c· lz.v ~ .q;:.-c i?.. ·er y 

1. 

SUBJECT: Potential Further Consolidation of Military Police Trairnng-

* 

SNOWFLAKE (attached) 

We have already achieved substantial "jointness"in MP training 

Army and Marine Corps train together at Fort Leonard Wood 

Air Force and Navy train together at Lackland Air Force Base 

• Guard and Reserve train with their respective service at these joint lc::ations 

• Skill sets for Army/Marine Corps differ substantially from Air Force/Navy, 
since principal responsibility of Air Force and Navy personnel is protection of 
"places." Curriculum overlap is only about 20 percent. 

• Unless it is decided to change the mission of Air Force and Navy personnel, 
fu1ther consolidation would not yield any important benefits (and might 
engender some unnecessary complications). 

RECOMMENDATION: Information Only 

Attachment: As stated 

. l(b}(6} 
Prepared by: Captam Stephen M. Wellockl.__ ___ __. 

TSASO 
SRMAm:, 

MASO 0 oso 1686 7-04 
EXEC SEC T ab A 
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~ s<J. September 27,2004 

TO: David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J /L 
SUBJECT: Training of MPs 

Should we have a program to get all Military Police joint and trained all at the 

same place with the same mies? (Anny, Navy, Air Force, Marines, Guard, 

Reserve?) 

Thanks. 

DHR;ss 
092:04·2! 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• •• • •• ••• ••••••• ••• •••••• • • , •••• , . , 11•1 

Please respond by Io/ I -6 J Ot 

Paul Butler 
(:;/'1:1 

11-L-0559/0SD/28280 
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Unit 

USA 

USN 

USAF 

USMC 

TABB 

COORDINATION PAGE 

Name Date 

COL John Chappell 4 November 2004 

CAPT Curt Goldacker 18 November 2004 

Col Shelby Ball 18 November 2004 

Col Anthony Van Dyke IO November 2004 

11-L-0559/0SD/28281 
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TO: GEN Leon LaPorte 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 

71..(<-~ 
Feue 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld /(\. 
. ~"' 

SUBJECT: Progress 

The progress in South Korea is impressive. Congratulations! 

DHR:dh 
121504-2 

December 15, 2004 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ - _____ _ 

OSD 20189-04 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY 
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS 

3000 MARINE CORPS PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20350-3000 

INFORMATION PAPER 

FOR: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

,' 

16 December 2004 

FROM: General M. W. Hagee, Commandant of the Marine Corps~~ 

SUBJECT Response to Komatsu Snowflake 

• Komatsu Armored vehicle 

• The Ma1ine Corps has procured no armored vehicles from Komatsu Defense LTD. 

• However, the Komatsu armored vehicle (at Tab A) was considered twice as a 
candidate for procurement, once for a Convoy Escort Vehicle and the second time 
for a Hardened Engineer Vehicle. In both instances the vehicle was identified as a 
"developmental item" and therefore not considered a viable candidate for urgent 
requirements that targeted fielding time lines of six months or less. 

• Of note, a third opportunity to evaluate the Komatsu is on going; a Request for 
Information was released for a Mine Resistant Ambush Protected vehicle 
requirement last Friday, 10Dec. All vendor responses, domestic and foreign, are 
due NL T 15 Jan 05. Komatsu, along with other foreign vendors, will be made 
aware of the Mine Resistant Ambush Protected vehicle RFT. 

• We will continue to investigate foreign products, like the Komatsu vehicle, that 
can be rapidly procured to support OlF requirements. 

• Organizing, Training, and Equipping the Forces 

• I MEF deployed to Iraq in March 2004 for OIF 11. This force was well prepared 
for operations - 100% of its vehicles bad armor protection and each Marine had 
the best personnel protective equipment avai lable. 

• Attached is an earlier memo from Assistant Secretary Young (Tab B) that 
highlights the successful efforts to equip Marine forces. 

Tabs: as stated 

Prepared by: Mr. Steven J. Manchester. Director, International Programs,l ... (b-)(_S_) -----
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TAB (A) - Komatsu Armored Vehicle Photos 

Japan ha~ gone to Iraq with a new armored vehicle called. the "Light Armored Combat Vehicle." The 4.S 
ton ,,ehicle has been in development until re1.:ently. The vehick is 13.8 feet long and normally i;:mifs 
four troops. It can mount a 12. 7mm machine-gun or an autonrntic40mm grenade launcher. 
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December 14,2004 

TO: Secretary Rumsfeld / General Myers 

FROM: - JoboYo~tJ:.. 

SUBJECT: MARIVcoJs VEHICLE ARMOR 

BEFORE the Marine Corps I MEF force crossed the line of departure into Iraq in 
March, 2004, the Marine Corps had armor for 100% of it's 3000+ vehicles. The armor, a 
quick fix application of 3/16" steel, was installed on 90% of the HJvtMWV's and 
MTVR's. The Marine Corps also had 37 up-armoredHMMWV's. The Marine Corps 
acquisition and logistics system assembled over 1,800 sets of the interim 3/ 16" armor kits 
within six weeks of receiving the execute order to provide armor for the MEF prior to it 
rolling across the line of departure. Similarly, all Marine Corps helicopters were 
equipped with Aircraft Survivability Equipment (ASE) countermeasures for deployment. 
Finally, every Marine in Iraq has, and has always had, personal protection gear 
(Outer Tactical Vests, Small Arms Protective Insert (SAPI) plates, ear plugs, and safety 
glasses). 

The Department next identified additional reprogramming funds and upgraded all 
vehicle armor kits to Marine depot built 3/8" rolled homogeneous armor (RHA) by 
September, 2004. We used an effort called Operation Respond, supplemented by the 
Marine Corps' Urgent Universal Needs Statement process, to identify the urgent needs of 
the Marines as well as to force the naval enterprise to identify funds. In excess of $520 
million was reprogrammed to meet over 120requirements for deployed Marines. These 
initiatives included additional annor kits, IED jamming devices, explosive ordnance 
disposal (EOD) robots, dogs for IED detection, gunner's shields, unmanned air and 
ground vehicles, ballistic goggles, body armor extensions for extremity protection, 
communications gear, and language translation equipment. Through dedicated leadership 
and Operation Respond, the naval acquisition team equipped the Marines with every 
needed, available solution. 

cc: Secretary England 

11-L-0559/0SD/28285 
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ACTION MEMO 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Mira RiMS~Afr.;-g) 

': ~ ' ., • - •• t 

IE l 2004 

SUBJECT: Discussing Operation of Initial Missile Defense System 

• You asked Policy to draft a declaratory policy to describe the operation of our initial 
missile defense capabilities once the cunent "shakedown period" has been completed. 

• Attached at Tab A is a draft declaratory policy which has been coordinated with the 
Missile Defense Agency, General Counsel, the Joint Staff, NORTHCOM, PACOM, 
and STRATCOM. 

o Steve Cam bone also offered a number of comments, each of which we incorporated. 

o The draft declaratory policy is intended to put our missile defense efforts into 
context, to deter potential adversaries, and to make clear that the U.S. is working 
with friends and allies. 

• You specifically asked us to consider how best to address the possibility of a missile 
attack under the guise of a pre-announced space launch. 

o The draft declaratory policy addresses this and other potential circumstances 
through use of a formulation that is clear, simple, and broad in its coverage: 

"The missile defense system is available to engage launches that we determine are 
on a trajectory that threatens the United States or its deployed forces. Such events 
include deliberate, unauthorized, or accidental launches." 

• 1n crafting this formulation, we attempted to avoid phrases that could be viewed as 
overly muscular or mischaract.erized as a means of forcibly controlling access to space. 

• We expect it will be necessary to update this declaratory policy as we develop greater 
capabili ties, and reach agreements on the circumstances under which other nations 
would.receive protection and their respective cont1ibution. 

RECOMMENDATION: Review and approve draft declaratory policy attached at Tab A. 
Attachment: a/s SECQff QfCfSION: 

APPROVED·~----~ 
DISAPPROVED~,-·" ___ _ 

Pn;parc<l by; John Rood, DASO fon.:cs Polk:y .... l(b-)(_
6

)_ .... ~0 Novcmbcr 2004 

i•OR OFFICIAL OSF.. ONL f OTHER:t) SD z Oz z 8 - 0 4 
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(:t)OP~ut 

Introduction 

P"Tt "FFICIA.L USE ON LI 
DRAFT 

Missile Defense Declaratory Policy 

• Today, many nations, including some of the world's least responsible states, 
possess ballistic missiles of increasing range and complexity. 

ISP/Forces Policy 
30 November 2004 

• To address the growing threat of ballistic missile attack, President Bush directed 
the development and fielding of an initial set of missile defense capabilities that 
would begin operating in 2004. 

Description of Today's Capability 

• The U.S. has begun operating a set of missile defense capabilities. 

• The system's capability will be improved continually through additional testing 
and the insertion of additional or new capabilities as they become available and 
are needed to meet mission objectives. 

• The U.S. wi ll continue a robust research, development, testing, and evaluation 
program while conducting operations of the missile defense system. 

o Through these continuous efforts and the fielding of additional capabilities, the 
performance of the initial system and its ability to defend against more 
complex threats will continue to improve. 

Purpose of the System 

• The purpose of the missile defense system is to deter and defend against a 
deliberate missi le attack, as well as to counter unauthorized or accidental missile 
launches. 

• The Department of Defense is developing and deploying missile defenses capable 
of protecting not only the United States, but also our friends and allies, and is 
pursuing cooperative relationships with a number of countries. 

• As the President stated on June 17,2002, "[b]ccause these threats endanger our 
allies and friends around the world, it is essential that we work together to defend 
against them ... '~ 

• The participation of friends and allies will , over time, extend to them the benefits 
of missile defense. 

P(}Tt (}PPl('.IAL t,~~ "r~L f 
DRAFT 
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Use of the System 

F6ft 6PFit7'.IPrL tJSI! 6I47L I 
DRAFT 

• The missile defense system is avai lable to engage launches that we determine are 
on a trajectory that threatens the United States or its deployed forces. Such events 
include deliberate, unauthorized, or accidental launches. 

• U.S. missile defenses will be integrated with offensive capabilities to improve the 
ability to defeat and defend against potential attacks, deter and dissuade potential 
foes, and assure the American people and allies. 

o Regardless of whether a missile attack is successfully intercepted, the United 
States will consider the full range of its response options in light of the 
circumstances surrounding such an event. 

• To ensure that peaceful launches are not construed as hostile acts, the United 
States encourages the public announcement of upcoming launches, as many 
countries do so today. 

Conclusion 

• We are fielding an initial missile defense system that will continue to evolve and 
become increasingly more capable over time. 

• We intend to continue to pursue the most promising technologies and basing 
modes to strengthen this system. 

• The message to potential adversaries is clear: We are determined to make the 
pursuit of ballistic missiles designed to threaten or deter the United States, its 
deployed forces, or friends and allies an increasingly costly and ineffective 
proposition. 

Pellt elf f It:'.IAL t'JSI! e,r~LY 
DRAFT 
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December 21,2004 

TO: Paul Butler 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Missi le Defense Declaratory Policy 

Please make sure this declaratory policy is staffed out to Policy, Di Rita and 

Cambone. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/ l/04ASD(ISP) memo toSecDef re: Mi-.-.ilc Defense Declaratory Policy 

DHR:dh 
122104-15 

········ ·· ·····················:;;,······································· 
Please respond by l 113 lo S ~ 

I r -
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F81l 8fFIEIAL MSE 8NL7f 

-,u\ euteFOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE lo~/ ~~~ 
\ v\ fvfJ FROM: Mira Ric el, ASD/ISP (Acting) 

IE I 2004 

DepSecDef 

usl6{P~ 
1-04/0~~ 

cs-q11 

SUBJECT: Discussing Operation of Initial Missile Defense System " 

• You asked Policy to draft a declaratory policy to describe the operation of our initial 
missile defense capabilities once the current "shakedown period" has been completed. 

• Attached at Tab A is a draft declaratory policy which has been coordinated with the 
Missile Defense Agency, General Counsel, the Joint Staff, NORTHCOM, PACOM, 
and STRATCOM. 

o Steve Cambone also offered a number of comments, each of which we incorporated. 

o The draft declaratory policy is intended to put our missi le defense efforts into 
context, to deter potential adversaries, and to make dear that the U.S. is working 
with friends and allies .. 

• You specifically asked us to consider how best to address the possibility of a missile 
attack under the guise of a pre-announced space launch. 

o The draft declaratory policy addresses this and other potential circumstances 
through use of a formulation that is clear, simple, and broad in its coverage: 

"The missile defense system is available to engage launches that we determine are 
on a trajectory that threatens the United States or its deployed forces. Such events 
include deliberate, unauthorized, or accidental launches." 

• In crafting this formulation, we attempted to avoid phrases that could be viewed as 
overly muscular or mischaracterized as a means of forcibly controlling access to space. 

• We expect it will be necessary to updare this declaratory policy as we develop great.er 
capabilities, and reach agreements on the circumstances under which other nations 
would receive protection and their respective contribution. 

RECOMMENDATION: Review and approve draft declaratory policy attached at Tab A. 

Attachment: a/s SECDEF DECISIQ~: 
-------~ovcmhcr 2004 APPROVED :. ______ _ 

15 200 

DISAPPROVED:'------
Ft,tt t,Fl'lelAL t}::,t: t,Pft;Y OTHER: 
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DRAFf 

Missile Defense Declaratory Policy 

Introduction 

• Today, many nations, including some of the world's least responsible states, 
possess ballistic missi Jes of increasing range and complexity. 

ISP/Forces Policy 
30 November 2004 

• To address the growing threat of ballistic missile attack, President Bush directed 
the development and fielding of an initial set of missile defense capabilities that 
would begin operating in 2004. 

Description of Today's Capability 

• The U.S. has begun operating a set of missile defense capabilities. 

• The system's capabili'ty will be improved continually through additional testing 
and the insertion of additional or new capabilities as they become avai lable and 
are needed to meet mission objectives. 

• The U.S. will continue a robust research, development, testing, and evaluation 
program while conducting operations of the missi le defense system. 

o Through these continuous efforts and the fielding of additional capabilities, the 
performance of the initial system and its ability to defend against more 
complex threats will continue to improve. 

Purpose of the System 

• The purpose of the missile defense system is to deter and defend against a 
deliberate missile attack, as well as to counter unauthorized or accidental missile 
launches. 

• The Department of Defense is developing and deploying missile defenses capable 
of protecting not only the United States, but also our fii ends and allies, and is 
pursuing cooperative relationships with a number of countries. 

• As the President stated on June 17 ,2002, "[b]ecause these threats endanger our 
allies and f1i ends around the world, it is essential that we work together to defend 
against them . .. " 

• The participation of friends and allies will , over time, extend to them the benefits 
of missile defense. 

fi'6It 6t't'I e tirL flSJ! 6 f•LY 
DRAFT 
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Use of the System 

F Oil OPfi'tCfAL tJSE 6Pff:sV 
DRAFf 

• The missile defense system is avai lable to engage launches that we determine are 
on a trajectory that threatens the United States or its deployed forces. Such events 
include deliberate, unauthorized, or accidental launches. 

• U.S. missile defenses will be integrated with offensive capabilities to improve the 
ability to def eat and def end against potential attacks, deter and dissuade potential 
foes, and assure the American people and allies. 

o Regardless of whether a missile attack is successfully intercepted, the United 
States will consider the full range of its response options in light of the 
circumstances surrounding such an event. 

• To ensure that peaceful launches are not construed as hostile acts, the United 
States encourages the public announcement of upcomi ng launches, as many 
countries do so today. 

Conclusion 

• We are fielding an initia l missile defense system that will continue to evolve and 
become increasingly more capable over time. 

• We intend to continue to pursue the most promising technologies and basing 
modes to strengthen this system. 

• The message to potential adversaries is clear: We are determined to make the 
pursuit of ballistic missiles designed to threaten or deter the United States, its 
deployed forces, or friends and allies an increasingly costly and ineffective 
proposition. 

Pt,lt t,PPICIAL tJSI!: 6f•LY 
DRAFT 
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TO: Gen Dick Myers 01S 
cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld "1'-
SUBJECT: War Phases 

We need to see that war plans have a zero, as well as a four phase. What do you 

propose'? 

Thanks. 

DHR:u 
110804-ll 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by j'1, / S / O ± . 

Tab A 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

Mr. Michel Richard 
Citronelle 
3000 M Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20007 

Dear Mr. Richard, 

DEC 162004 

I understand that you participated in the USO "Holiday 
for the Troops" Dinner on December 13th. 

Thank you for your ro1e in this special event. It was a 
fitting recognition of our fine U.S. forces. I do appreciate all 
the work that must have gone into that evening. 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/28294 0 SD 2 02 3 2 - 04 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. Bob Kinkead 
Kinkead's 
2000 Pennsylvania A venue, NW 
Washington, DC 200)6 

Dear Mr. Kinkead, 

DEC 1 6 2004 

Thank you for the work you put into 1ast week's USO 
"Holiday for the Troops" Dinner. 

You used your talents to make an important contribution 
to our service members, and I do appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 

OSD 20232-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/28295 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

Mr. Darren Jolley 
Fat Punk's Restaurant 
9103 Andrew Drive 
Manassas, VA 20 111-8248 

Dear Mr. Jo11ey, 

DEC 1 6 2004 

Thanks for your efforts in the USO "Holiday for the 
Troops" Dinner. I hear that the troops thoroughly enjoyed the 
evemng. 

This event was a great morale builder, and I do 
appreciate your role in honoring these fine men and women. 

Sincerely, 

0SD 20232-04 
11-L-0559/0S D/28296 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

Mr. Christopher Clime 
Ceiba 
70114th Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20005 

Dear Mr. Clime, 

DEC 1 6 2004 

I understand that the "Holiday for the Troops" Dinner 
was a great success. 

Thank you for using your talents to brighten the season 
for these fine men and women. I do appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 

0SD 20232-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/28297 



THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

Mr. Todd Gray 
Equinox 
818 Connecticut A venue, NW 
Washington, DC 20006 

Dear Mr. Gray, 

DEC 1 6 2004 

Thank you for your ro1e in the USO "Ho1iday for the 
Troops" Dinner last week. 

I understand that the evening was a great success, and I 
appreciate the work that you put into this event. 

Sincerely, 

OSD 20232-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/28298 



December 3,2004 

TO: Paul Butler 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 9 
• SUBJECT: Note to Chefs 

Someone ought to draft a nice note from me to the chefs of each of the restaurants 

listed on the attached invitation, thanking them for helping out the troops. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/ 13/04 Jnvilulion lo USO Holiday for the Troops Dinner 

DHR:ss 
120304•7 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __JZ/ S lo 'f 

FOHO 
0 SD 20232-04 
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We. would like. to cordially invite you and a guest to join the. 
service rnemb£rs from Walter Reed Army Medical Center and 

the National Naval Medical Center at Bethesda f o r the 

Chefs from: 
. . . Qiba-' . : 

OhauA·· 

~ 
F<d'PfJ(f!s :: ~ 
••• r,,ls .! , "\ 

Marcel's 

Melrose ~,WM.. 
Poste f rosserie 
RockJands BBQ 
Tosca 

Will be co · o very special dinner on 

MONDAY DECEMBER 13TH 
6:00-9:00 Rn 

~ Mologne House Dining Rom 
Walter Reed Anny Medical Center 

Please RSVP io L~ Marie at ! .... (b_)(6_) ___ _ 

l© IJ ') (. I I) 'J t 



.. . ..:;z . ., ? 

12 /0 1'l2004 18 02 FAX l~(b~)(~6)--~ 1n 0-Bldg 5-3 

of Metropolitan Washington 

Io : Jlonora5f.e ([)onalif i.JansftU an.tf 9wst 

J(b)(6) 

'f~Num6e1 ..... _____ ___, 

!from: 'E.fafrr.e fR.9$eTS 1' fPrtsi~rit, V$0 of 9,,tttropofit.an 'UJIJJ'Ji.inewn 

1'{um6tr of <PQ(JtS indruiins CtJfJer <Pane: 2 

?.1.usage: Vlet11~ pfla.w{ to in ~·ite you tt:>e1Ce6rt1.tt tfit fio{u/.ay season w,:tfi our 
wounJ'li servi.ce mem6ers. <Puase ~-w>n.o Caurtn.an (/)ecnn6er 8, 2004. 71iank.you! 

Jf}l <¥PY JfOLJ(J)Jl 'YS 
11-L-0559/0SD/28301 
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TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM= 

SUBJECT: Indian Air Show 

December 9, 20CM 

l-Ot\(O\~~BB 
ES- \~l.\~ 

An issue has come up as to what kind of aircra:ft and what participation the US 

should have at the Indian air show. We have to do it vt:ry fast. 

Are you familiar with the issue? If not, please get your bead into it. 

Thadcs. 

Sir
1 

~u. (1,#,,;d.,d. 

~ /} 
t. ~G,( /enjy-d/ 

: DEC 1 '7 200't 

0 so 2 0 3 0 5 - 0 4 
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TO: Ray DuBois 

FROM: Donald Rumsfel~ 

SUBJECT: Don Haider 

Attached is a letter from an excellent person, Don Haider, who is a possibility for 

the Base Closing Commission. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/3/04 Letter from Do Haider to SecDef 

DHR:ss 
122104-6 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by I/ 2ro/ o( 

POOO 
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Jl. KeUogg School ot Management 
Center for Nonprofit llf!anagement 
Donald P Jacobs Center 
2001' Sheridan Road 
Evanston Illinois 60208·2\lO t 

l(b )(6) 

WNW kellvgg.northwestern ediJ 

December 3,2004 

Donald H. Rumsfeld 

( - -

Secretary, U.S. Department of Defense 
Washington. DC 20301 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

. , J NORTHWESTERN 
Ul\rVbRSITY 

Enjoyed seeing you at the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations in 
August where, once again, you were headed to Afghanistan. I do 
hope you have the energy and support to see us through this a while 
longer. We need you. 

I enjoyed my brief tenure on your DOD Financial Management 
Reform Study Team with Stephen Friedman so much that I an 
compelled to volunteer for more. If you have an opening on the 
Base Closing Commission and you would be so incl ined to 
recommend me, I'll do whatever lifting is required at this end for 
support. I not only have the passion for this but also, I hope, the 
credentials. 

Best to you, Joyce and family for the holidays. Stay the course. 

Pr f essor of Management 

OSD 2 03 5 5-04 
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J.L. Kellogg School of Managemenr 
Center for Nonprofit Management 
Do11aldP, Jacobs Center 
2001 Sheridan Road 
Evill1Slon, Illinois 60208-2001 NORTHWESTERN 

l(b)(6) 

December3.2004 

Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Secretary, U.S. Depamnent of Defense 
Washington, DC20301 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

l.NIVERSIT Y 

Enjoyed seeing you at the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations in 
August where, once again, you were headed to Afghanistan. I do 
hope you have the energy and support to see us through this a while 
longer. We need you. 

I enjoyed my brief tenure on your DOD Financial Management 
Reform Study Team with Stephen Friedman so much that I an 
compelled to volunteer for more. If you have an opening on the 
Base Closing Commission and you would be so inclined to 
recommend me, I'll do whatever lifting is reyuired at this end for 
support. 1 not only have the passion for this but also, I hope, the 
credentials. 

Best to you, Joyce and family for the holidays. Stay the course. 

Sin rely, . . 

. . /7r ;L-f~I 
D n Haider 
Pr fessor of Management 

OSD 2 03 5 5•04 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGTON 

Mr. Don Haider 
Professor of Management 
J .L. Kellogg School of Management 
Northwestern University 
2001 Sheridan Road 
Evanston, IL 60208-2001 

Dear Don, 

DEC 2 1 2004 

Thanks so much for your note. I appreciate it and 
will feed that into the process. 

Best to you and your family for Christmas and the 
New Year. 

0 so 20355-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/28306 
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TO: Andy Marshall 

Donald Rumsfcld ~ 
SUBJECT: AltemativeFutures 

FROM: 

Sij>te.nber 7 ,2084 -

Twas just re-reading yom· February 24,2004 memo (attached). Have you gone 

ahead and attempted to flesh out several alternative futures? If so, I'd like to see 

them. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
02/24/04 Memo from Andy M,1rshull to Sec Def re: Assumptions for Next Two <>r Three Y cars 

DHR:ss 
090704-14 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
Please respond by q I 0 

f'6UeF 

11-L-0559/0SD/28307 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
192.0,DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 ·1920 

DIRECTOR OF 
NET ASSESSMENT 24 February 2004 

3 

TO: SECRETARYOFDEFENSE 

CC: Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Andy Marshall 

SUBJECT: Assumptions for Next T\Vll or Three Years 

Herc arc my thoughts: 

l. Major geo-political strucmre of the world will be as it is now. A possible Economic/ 
banking crisis in China C'llllld affect its relative position some. Therefore, The main 
uncertainties that should be taken accoum of in DoD planning concern: 

· How the situations in Iraq, Afghanistan. N. Korea play out over the next few years. 

- The fate of Iran, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Indonesia. Philippines: where governments 
could change or internal unrest increase. Some changes could be very favorabk and 
others create major problems. 

- Large casualty terror events in the U.S.~ Western Europe. 

- Constant high rate of scientific and technoJc,gical advance leading to some surprises. 

2. An effort to flesh out three to four alternative futures could be mounted. A team of 
people is needed to cover the wide rangt: of knowledge necessary for intelligent speculation. 

11-L-055.D/28308 
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""" •• • . ~\.'t,r.._~ .. '1:w 01/(01~,.s, .. 
,;s .... o 7'-.7 

OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY CF DEFENSE 
MiHtary Assistant 

14Sep04-0930 

MEMORANDUM FOR USD(P) 

SUBJECT: Ir.1qi calls to ctslitim Countriea 

Sir, 

Request proposed ''Way Ahead'' for DSD to respond to the attached SD 
mowflake. 

I SUSPENSE 23 Sep 04 

cc: rus 

I Scan E. O'Connor 
Captain, USN 
Military Assistant tothe 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

14-09-04 12:16 IN 

_, 
. :.J • ·; 
- ...:.:: 
.. , 

•' 

11-L-0559/0SD/28309 OSD 204 2 6-0• 



TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

SUBJECf: Iraqi calls to Coalition Countries 

~ need to find opportwuties for the Iraqis to call all the Coalition countries and 

set upa process whereby we can help them do it. They need to connect and say 

thark you - it is important 

'!banks .. 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 

"•,;,,.. rt •• 
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';:'. ·1 , .. ' . ' .... : 
· ·· -December6,l004 

TO: Doug Feith 
., 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Ireland Result 

This is inexcusable that this woman caused $1 .S million in damage but doesn't 

have to pay for it. I think we ought to look for some alternative places to stop 

instead of Ireland. 

Thanks. 

Anacb. 
AMEMBASSY DUBLIN Cable O 031613Z DEC 04 

DHR.:6 
120,04-1) 

....•......•.••..............•••.......••........••..................... , 
Please respond by Iv/ Ur /r, 'f · 

I 

FOGO 

•l'J - P - 0
4 itsi:/ 21

0 4 6 4 -0 4 
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FOl::sJiO 

Zm,, r - .. ,.., ' r .. , - . . , .. . . , , , ... . c. I, . 
._.., • L· .. , .·_ I _. .: _., l Li 

SUBJECT: Exchange Program 

There's an exchange program Ted Stevens is involved in with Jim Billington. It is 

for young people who are interested in politics. We might want to think about 

inviting them to the Pentagon sometime and I could talk to them. 

DHR:ss 
122004-32 

11-L-0559/0SD/28312 
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OFFICE m· THE SEC ,. , THE SP REI ARY OJ,' DEFE:'.'IS ' 
ECIALASSISTANT f/~:"'i- __ _ c,,......,,-,,-·-· I\ ·C ~ . 

v.:U· ,. - l ''. :··.. •• 

f> r°o-<,vt (( /11 OrlY'-{_ zf1M/i+ f'ii r,, ! C 

fw,v< (L( ~ .. +t-ei/ 

t~~ f( ,-
Cw r[ o~ f (-e« c;e >-<'~ 

~ C '1.J fS r('.J,. ,-,r, ""J {.; h-e ve__ 

Th. Of/\. r. ":, 
f2~ 

OSD 20499-0IJ 
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DEC 21 2004 

TO: Dina Powell 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Joe Rothenberg 

Dina, 

I don ' t know this fellow, Rothenberg, but here' s a note from Pete Conrad's 

widow. Pete Conrad was a friend of mine from college and an astronaut, and his 

wifc)Nancy, wrote with this recommendation. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/ 17 /04 Nancy Conrad Letter to SecDef 

DHR:ss 
122004-48 

oso 20501-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/28314 
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17 December 2004 

Dear Secretary Rumsfeld, 

The purpose of this note is to request your assistance. Let me begin by saying I believed 
in and admired NASA Administrator Sean O'Keefe, and am saddened by his resignation. 

There are several names being discussed for his replacemenl. Among those being 
discussed is former Associate NASA Administrator for Space Flight Joe Rothenberg. Joe 
is an old friend or Pete's, and is currently serving as President or our company Universal 
Spacenetwork. J know Pete discussed this company with you and it gives me great 
pleasure to tell you lhe company is alive and well and lhriving. T know Pete would want 
me to do everything possible to bring as much to bear on Joe's appointment as possible. I 
would therefore like to take this opportunity to briefly state why we (Pete and I) endorse 
the appointment of Joe Rothenberg. 

Joe has the right depth and breadth of NASA experience to deal with the Agencies 
currem challenges. He has the skills and capability to ensure that NASA pursues an 
appropriately balanced scientific, exploration and aeronautics NASA program that is 
fiscally responsible, consislent with lhe Presidem's vision and gains support from a broad 
constituency. He is a consensus builder and has the respect of the Congress as well as lhe 
NASA family and would make an outstanding Administrator. 

I appreciate your help in bringing Joe Rothenberg to the allention of the proper parties. 

Again thank you for your gracious help with Pete's book and have a wonderful holiday 
season. 

Best regards, 

Nancy Conrad 

11-L-0559/0SD/28315 



Joseph H Rothenberg 
President 

Universal Space Network 
1501 Quail Street, suite 102 
New ort Beach CA 926 0 
(b)(6) 

Joseph H. Rothenberg's 40-year career span~ 2 I year. in industry .md l 9years with NASA. 
Rothenberg is currently the President and a member of the Board of Directors of Universal Space 
Netwotk (USN). He w,ts elected to the Board of Directors in 2002 and named President ( 1f USN 
in Februwy 2003. USN is a commercial space operations company that owns and operates global 
satellite 1r.icking sta1ions for c<lmmercial and Guvemrilent customers. In ai.lditfon , Rothenberg is 
an Judependent Consultant providing management consulring services to NASA, Universities and 
Aerospacefinns. 

Joseph H. Rothenberg retired from NASA in 200 l as the Associate Administrator for Space 
Flight, a position he held from January 1998. In this position he was responsible for establishing 
the polic ies and direction of NASA's space fl ight and operations programs including the Space 
Shuttle and International Space Station, space communications, expendable launch services and 
human exploration of space. In addition, he was responsible for the operation and oversight of 
NASA's Johnson Space Ce111er, Kennedy Space Cen1er, Stennis Space Center and Marshall 
Spaceflight Center. Under his tenure the International Space Station began orbital assembly and 
Human operations, a new Space Shuttle upgrade program was initiated, and a Space Exploration 
Plan and Technology initiati ve was put in place. He in partnership with the Associate 
Administrator for Space Science co-directed the development of a NASA Vision and Strategy for 
NASA's robotic and Human exploration of space in the 21st century which pm in place a 
conceptual foundation for the 2004 Presidential initiative. 

Prior to his assignment as Associate Administrator for Space Flight he was Director of the 
Goddard Space Flight Center. Rothenberg returned to NASA in April of 1995 as Deputy Director 
of the Goddard Space Flight Center and was appointed the Director in July of 1995. He was 
responsible for the space systems development, operations and the scientific research program 
execution for NASA's Earth orbiting science missions. During his tenure at Goddard he 
developed a new Strategic Plan for the Center and led the restructure of the Center lo transform 
Goddard from an internally focused organization to a customer focused one. Under his leadership 
significant changes in organization structure, engineering. procurement and management 
practices which streamlined the way Goddard caiTied out it's mission were implemented. He 
directed a number of new mission technology initiatives including the next generation of Earth 
Science Satellites, and the Nex1 Generation Space Telescope. In addition he established a large 
number of new outreach activities which leverage NASA's programs to help increase the math 
and science literacy of Ame1ica' students. 

Prior tojoining Goddard in Apri l 1995, Rolhenberg served as Executive Vice President of 
Computer Technology Associates, Inc., Space Systems Division, McLean, Virginia, and a 
position he held from February or 1994 to April of 1995. rn his short tenure at CT A he 
successfully led the effort to both acquire business and restructure CTA Space Systems to 
1ransform it from a low-1echnology satelli1e builder into a high-technology satellile developer. 

11-L-0559/0SD/28316 
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rrom 1990 to 1994, he was Associate Director or flight Projects for the Hubble Space Telescope 
(HST) at Goddard. In lhis posilion, he was responsible for directing all aspects or lhe HST 
Project. He is widely recognized in lhe Aerospace and Space Science community for leading the 
development and execution of the highly successful first HST on-orbit servicing mission which 
con-ected lhe lelescope's nawed optics. 

In 1983, Rothenbergjoined NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center as Operations Manager for the 
HST. He led the NASA team responsible for integrating the ground systems and developing the 
orbital operations of the HST. In April 1987, he was appointed Chief of the Mission Operations 
Division under lhe Mission Operations and Data Systems Directorate at Goddard. In September 
1989, he was appointed Deputy Director or Mission Operalions and Data Systems al Goddard 
followed by the 1990 appointment as Associate Director for Flight Projects for the HST. In these 
positions, he was responsible for the development and operations of the ground and space 
operational systems from NASA's Scientific Satellites. 

rrom 1981 until 1983, Rothenberg was with Computer Technology Associates where he 
managed al I of the ground system test and operations systems engineering projects. These 
projects included HST, Solar Maximmn Repair Mission, and Space Tracking and Data System 
Arch i lecture projects. 

Rothenberg was with Grumman Aerospace from 1964 unti I 1981 where he held a variety of 
project engineering and management positions for hardware development, systems engineering, 
test and operations for spacecraft, aircraft and submersible research vehicles. 

Rothenberg holds a Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering Science and a Master of Science 
degree in Engineering Management from C. W. Post College of the Long Island University. In 
addilion, in 1997 he was awarded an Honorary Doctorate in Engineering from Stevens Institute or 
Technology and in I 999im Honorary Doctorate of Science from lhe C.W Post College. He is a 
member of the Ame1ican InstilUle of Aeronautics and Astronaulics and past presidelll of the Long 
Island Section of lhe Instrumenl Society of America. He was recipienl of the NASA Exceptional 
Service Medal in 1990, in 1994 and 2000 he received NASA Distinguished Service Medals, and, 
in 1996and 200 I he receivedlhe NASA Outstanding Leadership Medal, in 1994and 2000he 
received Senior Executive Service Presidential Rank Meritorious Executive Awards. In 1997, he 
received the Presidential Rank Distinguished Executive Award. Rothenberg has al so received the 
National Aviation AssociationCollierTrophy, theAIAA Goddard AstronauticsAward, the 
National Space Club's Nelson P. Jackson Award, and was inducted into the Smithsonian's 
Aviation Week and Space Technology Hall or Fame. 

11-L-0559/0SD/28317 



TO: 

FROM: 

71(,:-.~ 
FOOO 

Ambassador Zal Khalilzad 

Donald Rumsfeld 1J.-
SUBJECT: Art Laffer 

OEC 2 2 2DD4 

Art Laffer was in the other day, and he has certainly offered to be of assistance 

with economic advice in Afghanistan if you think that would be helpful. He is a 

brilliant economist who was, of course, the author of The Laffer Curve. His 

contact points are attached. 

Let me know if he can be helpful. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Contact information 

Dl!Rdh 
1221()4-12 

11-L-0559/0SD/28318 
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TO: Ambassador John Negroponte 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Honorable Cohn Powell 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 

Donald Rumsfe1{Y. ~ 
Art Laffer 

DEC 2 2 2004 

Art Laffer was in the other day, and he is willing to assist in any way possible with 

economic advice in Iraq. His contact points are attached. He is a brilliant 

economist and, of course, the well-known author of The Laffer Curve. 

Let me know if he can be helpful. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Contact information 

DIIR:ilh 
122104- ,0 

P'OtJO 

11-L-0559/0SD/28319 

0SD 20510-04 



Dr. Art Laffer POC: Ian McDonoug1_1b_)(6_) ----
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DEC 2 2-2004 

TO: Vice President Richard B. Cheney 

FROM: DonaldRumsfelctf)e~ 

SUBJECT: NID 

I think that Larry Silberman would be world-class as NTD. 1 don't know if he 

would do it, but he would be terrific. I believe Studeman is under consideration 

and i~ a good man, but Silberman has a background that is broader and deeper. 

DHR:ss 
122104·~ 

"'ffldb 
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i ·- . ; ;/. September 13, 2004 

r'.""'" ·i l ·· f"\ ~·, ! 

. j 
P•j ("'>. ~f"": 
; r , • ~· . 

TO: V ADM Jim Stavridis 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 9J1. 
SUBJECT: Update on the Jenkins Case 

If I am meeting with the President this week, I will need an update on the Jenkins 

Case. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Jenkins Case with President. 09/07 /04 

DHR:ss 
091304-19 

0 so Z O 51 0 - 0 i 
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INFO MEMO 
DepSecDef __ _ 

USD(P) __ 

I-04/012004-AP 
FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: Peter W. Rodman, Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA) 

SUBJECT: Update on SGT Jenkins 

• This responds to your September 13 request for an update. 

• SGT Jenkins voluntarily surrendered to military control at Camp Zama, Japan on 
September 11, accompanied by his family and his assigned military defense counsel. 

• In-processing is going smoothly. 

o No significant health issues have been noted during initial in-processing. 

o Jenkins and family have been provided temporary lodging on base. 

o Military intelligence officials are available to conduct debriefings. 

• Disposition of the charges against SGT Jenkins. 

o Charges against Jenkins for desertion, soliciting other service members to desert, 
aiding the enemy, and encouraging disloyalty will be referred to trial by court
martial this week. The trial date is unlikely to be before mid-October or early 
November. 

o Jenkins likely will attempt to negotiate a pre-trial agreement with the court-martial 
convening authority through his assigned counsel, or choose to contest the charges 
and stand trial. 

• Media interest in SGT Jenkins remains intense, primarily as a human interest story. 

o The public affairs line remains: 

• SGT Jenkins faces seri(?US charges; 

11-L-0559/0SD/28323 



• Charges against him will be processed under the Uniform Code of Military 
Justice (UCMJ). · 

• SGT Jenkins will be afforded all the benefits, rights, and privileges to which he 
is entitled. 

COORDINATION: OGC (pending) 

PDASD/ISA --
DUSD/AP 

~ Prepared by: Suzanne Basalla, OSD/ISA-APL__J 

11-L-0559/0SD/28324 



TO: Gen Dick Myers 
Gen Pete Pace 

cc: GEN John Abizaid 
GEN George Casey 
Fran Harvey 
GEN Pete Schoomaker 

f t_@j 
]UGO 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld J), ~ 
SUBJECT: Armored Vehicles 

December 21,2004 

I would like a report at least three times a week, in writing, setting out what is 

being done to see that we don' t have U.S. Military personnel driving around in 

Iraq, outside of protected compounds, with vehicles that are not properly armored 

and protected. The reports should slate what the cun-ent situation is, what is being 

done to get to our goal, progress against the goal, and what help is needed to 

assure the urgency needed. 

We know that our troops a re vulnerable in much of the country. That being the 

case, they need appropriate protectio n. If at any time, in any place, enough 

armored vehicles are not available, for whatever reason, it is the responsibility of 

the Commanders to change their tactics. techniques and procedures to fit the 

armored vehicles available. 

If it looks as if they will need more armored vehicles than are avai lable at a given 

time, they should anticipa te that to the extent possible and consider a variety of 

options, including: 

1) Putting together a farge team of people ·• from Iraq or elsewhere ·· to bolt 

armor plate on every vehicle they will need to take outside a protected 

compound area. 

H'JUl"J 

OSD 20554-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/28325 
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2) Mounting a massive "Berlin Airlift"-type effort and move a much greater 

amount of material by air. 

3) Hiring many more contractors to convoy in materials that may be needed, 

etc. 

4) Reducing the number of locations that need to be supplied until the armored 

vehicles needed are available. 

5) If nothing else works or if there is a gap, then sharply changing tactics so 

that fewer vehicles are needed for that period of time. 

T am very uncomf01table with the pace at which this is going. We know that 

vehicles are vulnerable and we know they are less vulnerable with armor. We 

have known it for some time. It is the task of commanders to adjust tactics, 

techniques, and procedures to fit the circumstance they find. It is the job of the 

Services to meet the Commanders' needs as they arise, as promptly as possible. 

And it is ourjob to see that we all do ourjobs. 

T look forward to receiving the reports. T expect the eff01ts to be significant and 

executed urgently. I need a date certain - soon - when no U.S. Forces will be 

traveling in Iraq, outside of protected compounds, in vehicles without appropriate 

armor. 

Thanks. 

DIIR:ss 
122004~16 

•............••••••••.. , ................................................ . 
Please respond by _j'J,f ?0 /otf' 

·02 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

ADM Tom Fargo 

Gen Dick Myers 

i l.ffi 

FOUO 

Gen Pete Pace .. )Ill 
Dona1d Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Philippine Relief Operations 

December 21, 2004 

Your folks have done some good work moving hundreds of thousands of pounds 

of rc1ief supplies to the Philippines after the tropical storm and associated 

flooding. 

Please pass along my thanks to your team for a job well done. 

DHR:dh 
122 104-20 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _______ ___ _ 

oso 20617-04 
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c::.:;(.· 
UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFJSNSEi ; .. 

4000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-400fuJq DEC 23 tJ1 !O: 41 

PERSONNEL ANO 
READINESS 

ACTION MEMO 

December 20, 2004, 12:30 PM 

FOR: ~CRETARY OF DEFENSE DepSec Action 

FRO~David S. C. Chu Under Secretary of Defense (P&R) ~J/if!a-32-tJ'( 
(Signature and date) 

SUBJECT: Managing Air Force Strength, and Supplemental Funding 

• Wanted to offer perspective regarding your October 7 snowfl ake (Tab A). I believe 
that a requirement for AF to effect accelerated drawdown would provoke intolerable 
risk in enlisted accessions (falling from 22K to 12K against a normal 34K intake). 

• We are continuing to work with AF to define a range of imaginative programs to 
balance its force, including needed legislative authority (NDAA'06) to permit shaping 
of more senior cohorts (years of service 14 plus) approaching retirement. 

• Those aberrantly large senior cohorts are a legacy of the way AF executed its early
nineties defense reductions - a strategy that also depressed accessions in favor of 
careerists -- something we want to avoid in the management of this drawdown. 

• I believe that the Department should look for ways to assist the Air Force with 
financing its end strength in FY 05, to permit a soft yet sure landing at end-FY 05, 
without further truncating recruiting and generating another legacy of imbalances for 
the AF of the future. 

RECOMMENDATION: Allow me, Tina Jonas, and the Air Force to work ori fundi ng to 
avoid the intolerable risk of shrinking enlisted accession~ from 34K to 12K. 

Attachment 
As stated 

Prepared by: Mr. Bill Carr Acting DUSD (Mili tary Personnel Policy),L] 

IMASD 

SECDEF D.f.ClS.l~: \ DEC, 3 O 2004 
APPRO)fll? _3 __ ...._ ,-_ __ 
Dl~Aff,\' CV(D ___ _ _ 

OTtt'W. _ _____ _ 

TSASO 
EXEC SEC 
ESRMA 

0 OSD 20653-04 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Jim Roche 
Gen John Jumper 

Gen Dick Myers 
David Chu 

Donald Rumsfeld ~(L 
SUBJECT: USAF End Strength 

October 7 ,2004 

Please give me a monthly update on your efforts to reduce excess end strength, 

showing me how you are doing relative to the goals you have set for the months 

ahead. 

It would be helpful for me to see the progress on a regular basis. 

Thanks. 

Dl!R:ss 
100704-\2 

•••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• •••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond bt1 ---~~n_i-Jn-\_=t.:_>j~--
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FOGO 

October 7 ,2004 

TO: Jim Roche 
Gen John Jumper 

cc: Gen Dick Myers 
David Chu 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld rj)(l 
SUBJECT: USAF End Strength 

Please give me a monthly update on your efforts to reduce excess end strength, 

showing me how you are doing relative to the goals you have set for the months 

ahead. 

It would be helpful for me to see the progress on a regular basis. 

Thanks. 

Df-lR:ss 
100704-12 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by t-'1:o~\...':l 
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FOGO 

December 20,2004 

TO: VM)M Jim Stavndis L;.\-12...R. '1 .DI ,2. \ .,..-A. 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: List of SOM'd Items 

The list you gave me as to what we SOM did not include everything. Please get 

back to be with a complete list of everything we are SO Ming, so I can decide 

whether or not I want to do that, 

Thanks. 

DHR:s1 
122004-26 

•..••••••.•.•..••.•......•..........................................•... , 
Please respond by lo/ I J.. VI Or 

[x;~ ~ 1<-/zz.. 

~°f·~~-
1)oN6 o'-l '/ oti,_,,OJK,(J-? IN~ ""I 

C:4rf. km-~ 

0 SD 2065 S-04 
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TO: 

cc: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers 

Fran Harvey 
Gordon England 
GEN Pete Schoomaker 
Gen Mike Hagee 

Donald Rumsfelcly~ 

SUBJECT: Komatsu 

December,~~' rW04, ;; 

Attached is an article on Komatsu. It apparently has small annored vehicles, 

Please look into it and get me an answer fast. 

I have obviously been laboring under the delusion that the Services were 

responsible for organizing, training and equipping the forces. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Brown, Peter. ''NeedAnnor Fast?'' Washington TIMeJ 

DHR:dll 
121304-13 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

FOT:JO 

(l. I • .., 
I •. · 

Tub A 
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CHAIRMAN OF rnE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, CJcsft'l{lefi'!? 
SUBJECT: Komatsu (SF 914) 

CH-224;~~~ ~ ~7 /:1 ": ! !) 
23 Deceaber 2004 

• Answer. In response to your issue (TAB A), the Army (TABB) and Marine 
Corps (TAB C) have examined several foreign armored vehicles, to include the 
Komatsu light armored combat vehicle, for use in Operations IRAQI FREEDOM 
and ENDURING FREEDOM. 

• Analysis. During the review, the Komt1tsu vehicle was evaluated as a source for 
rapid procurement. The Army and Marine Corps concluded that the vehicle was 
in 'its initial stages of production and there was insufficient data to make an 
informed procurement decision. Foreign products will continue to be assessed-
including the Komatsu--forrapid procurement in support of USCENTCOM 
requirements. 

COORD1NATION: TAB D 

Att.achments: 
As stated 

~ lsif ~ /SSq~ ~ 
Po,f ilf @fl U-f-1 IA-"'~ 

I V,e {Jle/,:,. 

l(b)(6) I 
Prepared By: Lt Gen Duncan J. McNabb, USAF; Director, J-4; ...__ ____ _, 

11-L-0559/0SD/28333 OSD 207 0 9-04 



TO: Gen Dick Myers 

cc: Fran Harvey 
Gordon England 
GEN Pete Schoomaker 
Gen Mike Hagee 

FROM: Dona]d Rumsfe!~ 

SUBJECT: Komatsu 

TAB A 

FOGO 
~' .. 

Attached is an article on Komatsu. It apparently ~ small annored vehicles. 

Please look into it and get me an answer fast. 

I have obviously been laboring under the delusion that the Services were 

responsible for organizing, training and equipping the forces. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
Rrmm, Peter. ''Need Aanor Fai,t?" Washingto11 Tlme.r 

DHR:dh 
121304-13 

~1;:.~ ;~;:~~ ;,;; ... i ~ r i ~-i ·o ~',, •' '" .. ,' •,,'''' '''' ''' , • '•, • ', • ', •' 

FOOO 
Tab A 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
WASHINGTON DC 20310 

INFOMEMO 

December 22,2004, I :OOp.m. 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE () ,/ rJAfJ_J_.. 1 • 1 1-. ~rT_.<1,1.l,ll..,.'f 

FROM: Peter J. Schoomaker, General, Chief of Staff rmy 

THRU: Richard B. Myers, General, Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff 

SUBJECT: Peter Brown Article, "Need Armor Fast?" 

• The Army considers all known foreign and domestic sources in satisfying materiel 
solutions for needed capabilities. To date, we have not found a better alternative than 
the Ml 114 Up-Armored HMMWV (UAH) and Armored Security Vehicle (ASV) for 
the Convoy Protection Platform (CPP) and other selected roles. 

• The following vehicles have been/are being considered by the Army for their related 
mission essential roles: 

o Casspir, RG-3 I , and Meerkat; South Africa. Procured for CUITent operations. 
o Cougar and Buffalo; Canada. Procured for current operations. 
o Cobra; Turkey. Evaluated, but not used. 
o VBL; France. Evaluated, but not used. 
o Dingo, Mungo and Husky; Germany. Husky procured for CUITent operations. 

Information requested on Dingo and Mungo manufacturers. "' 

• Limited information is available on the JGSDF (Japanese Ground Self Defense Force) 
Light Armored Vehicle (LAV) produced by Komatsu Ltd. The JGSDF LAV is in the 
early stages of production and its characteristics are unknown. The Army will 
continue to pursue contacting Komatsu to properly assess the vehicle's capabilities. 

• PM Tactical Vehicles published an armor sources sought in the FedBizOps on 
October 1,2003. 

• Since October 2003, the Army has tested 207 different armor solutions from 40 
vendors. The Army evaluated and is producing 12 add-on-armor (AoA) kits for our 
Light, Medium, and Heavy truck fleet. The 12kits are in production at six depots and 

11-L-0559/0SD/28335 



SUBJECT: Peter Brown A11icle, "Need Armor Fast?" 

five corporate locations. As of December 15,2004 we have produced 13.845 kits. In 
addition, the Army projected production of 8, I 05 UAH vehicles by Apri l2005 with 
the current production rate of 450 per month, The recent modification to accelerate 
production to 550 per month provides additional UAH vehicles beginning in March. 

• In addition to armoring solutions, the Army continues to modify tactics, techniques, 
and procedures to preclude Improvised Explosive Device (IED) attacks. 

• Additional information regarding the other vehicles procured and those evaluated but 
not procured is provided as follows: 

o Casspir, RG-3 I , and Meerkat; South Africa. One Casspir and one RG-31 have 
been purchased and are being evaluated by the Army's Rapid Equipping Force 
(REF). PM Close Combat Systems (PM CCS) is purchasing 148 RG-31 s as a 
medium mine protected vehicle. There are 2 in Iraq, 5 in Afghanistan and 141 
systems yet to be produced. PM CCS is purchasing 39 Meerkat vehicles as the 
Interim Vehicle Mounted Mine Detector (IVMMD). There are 6 in Iraq, 3 in 
Afghanistan and 30 systems yet to be produced. 

o Cougar and Buffalo; Canada. The USMC purchased 16 Cougars. The PM CCS 
is purchasing 46 of the Buffalo as the Ground Standoff Mine Detection System 
(GSTAMIDS Block 0). There are 11 in Iraq, 3 in Afghanistan and 32 systems 
yet to be produced. 

o Cobra; Turkey. The Cobra was formally evaluated for Special Operations. The 
vehicle did not meet payload and survivabili tyrequirements and was not 
purchased. 

o VBL; France. The Army evaluated the VBL. The VBL was similar to the 
HMMWV. The VBL was evaluated but due to human factor issues was, not 
considered for additional analysis. 

• Dingo, and Mungo; Germany. The Anny has contacted the Dingo and Mungo 
producers and requested information on these product'>. Textron, under license from 
KWI, is going to produce a Dingo2 th.at they would like the U.S. Army to consider. 
However, Textron docs not yet have the production line up and running. The Mungo 
is a light armored airborne vehicle that would require additional armor protection for 
US Army application. 

COORDINATION: None 

Prepared By: LTC Jeffrey Voigt, .... r_>(_5> ___ __ 

CF: Secretary of the Army 
-2-
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TAB C 

DEPARTMENT CF TRE NAVY 
HEADQU.Al\TERS UNITED STATES NARINE CORPS 

3000 IQ.RINI CORPS PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20350-3000 

INFORMATION PAPER 

16 December2004 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General M. W. Hagee, Commandant of the Marine Corps~~ 

SUBJECT: Response to Komatsu Snowflake 

• Komatsu Armored vehicle 

• The Marine Corps has procured no armored vehicles from Komatsu Defense LTD. 

• However, the Komatsu armored vehicle (at Tab A) was considered twice as a 
candidate for procurement, once for a Convoy Escort Vehicle and the second time 
for a Hardened Engineer Vehicle. In both instances the vehicle was identified as a 
"developmental item" and therefore not considered a viable candidate for urgent 
requirements that targeted fielding time lines of six months or less. 

• Of note, a third opportunity to evaluate the Komatsu is on going; a Request for 
f nformation was released for a Mine Resistant Ambush Protected vehicle 
requirement last Friday, JO Dec. All vendor responses, domestic and foreign, are 
due NL T 15 Jan 05. Komat,u, along with other fixeign vendors, will be made 
aware of the Mine Resistant Ambush Protected vehicle RFI. 

• We will continue to investigate foreign product,, like the Komatsu vehicle/that 
can be rapidly procured to support OIF requirements. 

• Organizing, Training, and Equipping the Forces 

• I MEF deployed to Irnq in March 20()4 for OW II. This foroe wa, well prepared 
for operations - I 00% of its vehicles had annor protection and each Mmine had 
the best personnel protective equipment avai lable. 

• Attached is an earlier memo from Assistant Secretary Young (fclb B) that 
highlights the successful efforts to equip Marine forces. 

Tabs: as stated 

Prepared by: Mr. Steven J. Manchester, Director, International Programs,r ..__)_(6_) ____ .... 

Tab C 
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TAB (A) - Komatsu Armored Vehicle Photos 

Japan has gone to Iraq llith a new annoral vehicle called, the "LightAnnored Combat Vehicle." The 4.5 
ton vehicle has been in development until recently. lbe vehicle i'i 13.Sfeet long andnonnallycarries 
foW' troops. It can mount a 12. 7mm machine-gun or ,m automatic 40nun grenade launcher. 

Tab C 
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December 14,2004 

TO: Secretary Rumsfeld / General Myers 

FROM: - John Yo~)t--:J-

SUBJECT: MARIVcoJs V~ICLE ARMOR 

BEFORE the Marine Corps I MEF force crossed the line of departure into Iraq in 
March, 2004, the Marine Corps had armor for I 00% of it's 3000+ vehicles. The armor, a 
quick tix application of 3/ I 6" steel, was installed on 90%, of the ffi\:1MWV' s and 
MTVR's. The Marine Corps also had 37 up-armoredHMMWV's. The Marine Corps 
acquisition and logistics system assembled over 1,800 sets of the interim 3/16" armor kits 
within six weeks of receiving the execute order to provide armor for the MEF prior to it 
rolling across the line of depmture. Similarly, all Marine Corps helicopters were 
equipped with Aircratt Survivability Equipment (ASE) countermeasures for deployment. 
Finally, every Marine in Iraq has, and has always had, personal protection gear 
(Outer Tactical Vests, Small Arms Protective Insert (SAPI) plates, earplugs, and safety 
glasses). 

The Department next identified additional reprogramming funds and upgraded all 
vehicle armor kits to Marine depot built 3/8" rolled homogeneous armor (RHA) by 
September, 2004. We used an effort called Operation Respond, supplemented by the 
Marine Corps' Urgent Universal Needs Statement process, to identify the urgent needs of 
the Marines as well as to force the naval enterprise to identify funds. In excess of $520 
million was reprogrammed to meet over l 20requirements for deployed Marines. These 
initiatives included additional armor kits, IED jamming devices, explosive ordnance., 
disposal (EOD) robots, dogs for !ED detection, gunner's shields, unmanned air and 
ground vehicles, ballistic goggles, body armor extensions for extremity protection, 
communications gear, and language translation equipment. Through dedicated leadership 
and Operation Respond, the naval acquisition team equipped the Marines with every 
needed, available solution. 

cc: Secretary England 

Tab C 
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TABD 

COORDINA TIONPAGE 

Name Agency 

The Honorable Francis J. Harvey SECARMY 

General Schoomaker CSA 

General Hagee CMC 

11-L-0559/0SD/28340 

Date 

16 December 2004 

16 December 2004 

16 December 2004 
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TO: Doug Feith 

CC: Powell Moore 

FROM 

SUBJECT: Co~onal ~ 

. . \ ~ :.~ ·". ~: ~. : ... 
\.••-•' I • • ,. -· '~ ' .. 

Deeui1W"r~9,2ioi:l 5: I.~: 
T-OL\ \O\lo 1~ L\ 

cs-\~\.[) 

Please see if you can find out why Lan~ and Shays sent this letter on Jordan to 

me instead ofto Colin Powell. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
1213/04 Laotos and Shays ltrtoSec:Def 

DHR:db 
J:20904,24 

OSD 207 86·04 
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INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

-\~··.- ;"\. ' --- . 
\ - -· ... ' 

J 
, ' ' 

I-04/016724 
ES- 1660 

~:;;c~~ 
DEC ! 7 2004 

FROM: Peter W. Rodman, Assistant Secretary of Defense (ISA)f }r1 22 OEC Z0il4 

SUBJECT: Letter on Jordan from Congressmen Lantos and Shays 

• You asked us why Congressmen Lantos and Shays sent you a letter about additional 
funding for Jordan border security, instead of sending it to Sec State Powell. 

• Based on our discussions with Lantos' office and (previous discussions) with the 
Jordanian Embassy we understand that the letter was sent to you because the 
Jordanians believe that the most likely source of additional U.S. funding for the 
integrated border security program they seek (known as C4ISR) is the FY04 $25B 
Iraq Supplemental. 

• A similar letter may eventually be sentto SecState Powell. 

DSD 
• We have been told byrxecSec that a response to CongressmenLantos and Shays is 

being drafted by ASD Wells' office (Networks and Information Integration). 

11-L-0559/0SD/28342 - -·osn zo7 a6--o• 



POUO 

TO: Doug Feith 

CC.· Powell Moore 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Congressional Letter 

Please see if you can f md out why Lantos am Shays sent this letter on Jordan to 

me instead of to Cblin Powell. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/3/04 Lantos 1U1d Shays ltr to SecDef 

DHR:db 
120904-24 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by l'J.. / 1 G. / 1) f 

I 1 

-reoo 

oso 207 86-04 
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12/03/04 FRI 15:!5& 1'AX ... l (b_)_(
5
_) ___ _ EIRC DD STAFF 

tonirms of tbt 'llnittb 6tatd · 
aa4(qtOll, 1K 205tt 

1lie Honor.ibkDonald a RumafcJd 
Secretary oEDeleme 
Department of Pefffl$CI 
The Pcntap 20301 

Dear Setrewy Rumafeld, 

Deo8robet 3, 2004 

1's you know, Jordan is making outstandingcontrlbutiona to the war on tffl'Oriam. 
Thanks to 1hese efforts- and to :its programs d. political, economic, am cducadonal reform
Iordan is emerging as a Mn1le EasUsm model in fightins tem>r rooklnd- ----,. ~,CM 
undersigned, are particularly impressed with Jordan'• initiativc, to prevent tem>rism on both 
its Iraqi and Imell botdtm. 

Accordingly,~ are dcep}y di•turbed by report, that th= has be«! a,. increaae .in 
arma-smuulin1 and terro~t infilttation on Jordan's other border1 this year and, moreover, 
that Jordan lacks aclecµrtemcana to deal with this problem as effectively as possible. 
NeedJw to say, lffl'Ori1t1nfiltnaon intoJordui froin these bardcra pose a 50rioua duWto 
U.S. inten.~ts, whethertunsitinJ oo thelrway to Israelor~1 toattackJ:::mmitst.lf. Ir 
would haidly besurpriaing that Jxdan' svery achievement'l.ilthe war oo tmorl&m would 
make the kingdom a de-;irable target for destabilizationby extrmni•ts. The incident last Apr I I 
in which Jordanian security fo~es jn~rdiet~ S yrla-orlgin, ZarqaWi -affiliated terroristi 
plotting to attack multiple sites in Jordan, including the U.S. Hmbas1y, is only the bl!llt-
known example of this problem. · 

As so-on~ supporte11 c:f both Jordan and the war against terrorism, we would like to 
urge that tho United States Government, and you personally, do whatever is po~ible to .ua:ist 
Jordan in combating this g1-o~ing scow-gc. In particular, we suggest that the U.S. help to 
secure Jo:rdaa's borders by supportinJ a comprehensive secwity approoch,including 
increased support for 1t1 ongoing project to establish the tcchnology-ba~,intcgratcd border 
sccwity system ~n as C4ISR. 

1 
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12/03/04 ~I 1S: 55 F, .... (b-)(_
6
_) ___ _. 

The Honorable Donald H .llumsfold 
December 3. 2004 
Page Two 

EIRC DBI S'l2\FF 

As you pn:pare to meet King Abdullah llC:\.1 week, we want you to know that you 
hare our enl"ClW'agement and support to exercue your authority to ~pend such sums 11 
necessary and appropriate~con~ ent with U.S. internu. in order to accomplish du& goal 
exl)editiously. 

Thank you for consideration. We would welcome the OAl)OrtUnity t.o work with you 
on this issue. 

Sincerely, 

TOM IL.ANTOS. MC . 

2 
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TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Doug Feith 

Gen Dick Myers 

71..(<-~ 
Pot5e 

Trainers for NATO in Iraq 

I saw the Secretary General ofNATO. He said he wants 10 to 15 trainers for Iraq 

and have the US supply them. Would you please take a look into it and get back 

tome? 

Thanks. 

DHR:db 
12~ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by J 2.-/ M / 1>1£ 

' oso 207 88-04 y/yti~ 
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'ID: Gen Dick Myers 

cc: 

FROM: 

Fia'l Harvey 
Gordon England 
Jin Roche 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT Troops and Equipment 

,TAB 

Potie 

. DE(I O 2'0f 

I'd like to have you recom,mend a team lE COJl.d put together to continuously 

monitor whether the troops in the fie ld have the equipment they need; 

It's the responsibility of the Services to organize, train and equip the troops. They 

need to see that it is done well. 

When the President askEd the Combatant Commanders if they had everything they 

needed and were prepared, they all answered that they had everything they needed 

and were prepared. 

If the circl.mtanc:es on the ground change and they .oeed addltioc.al thir)35, they 

need to say so, the Services need to respond, and you and I reed to be told. 

Please let me kn::w WEt. you feel we should do co see that that happens. 

Thank you. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by _ _.l ...... 1-.... / ....... 2-_i.._/ 1>..._1./ __ _ 

Tab 

OSD 20915-04 
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SECRETARY OF THE 
WASHINGTON 

.. -L/ 
ARMY ,;~ h :· 

<'-- .. , ••.. 4 .-·, .. : : ,,- ) 
C. . 

OOOMJ:MO 

December23, 2004, 7:00 a.m. 

DepSecDefllctial~~ 

• Over the t'Ourse of the Global War on Tenorism, the Army has developed a D'Umber of 
complementary organix.ltions arrl as,;,ociated prote.ssesto rapidly address the worfigb.tcr's 
critical Operationalnccds. Hradquru1ct-s, Dcpartmcntoflhe Army (HQDA)aggrcssivcly 
solicits .from deployed/deploying commanders their operational n,quircmcnt'i. Field 
t.'Olluttanderssubmit these requirements b HQDA and tteir stile chain-of-command 
utili~ing ()pcrationalN:ais Sl:al:elBll:.s (ONS). 

• On a l&lkly basis, dteArmy Beq.d..mn:ri:s and Resourcing Board (.AR.213), composed of 
Amty Staff'Ht:ar principal., ,,alidates and prioriti7.tS n:quin.mcnt~ from the field; 
irmnediately de\'~ n:sourcing strategies; and nmitars execution. The AR2B has 
processed 2,598 ONS since October 2002. 11r peacetime a,·eragc is less lhan 12 a year. 

• TheARZB also providei the Anny'& connectivitytothe Jlint Rapid Acquisition Cell. as this 
body \\'·orks to address inunediate warfighter needs. 

• The Army G-3/Sn chairsa\EEkl.y Secret Video-Teleconference, which bring> together 
HQDA 3-star principal., with h! leadership of' every A11ny Major Command and Central 
O:imrnand (CENTCOMJ. This sBlia:' leaderfonun darificsthratcr wartighting issues and 
identifies emerging q:eraticml m:pimla1;s. 

• Corpl.enmting thi'i effort, HQDA has e'itablishl'd liaison tt'ams \\'ith deployed/dep loyill8 
Army Divisions to prolidccontinuouscommwucationwith tin~ Army Stafl: Theseteamsare 
responsible to imln lhe Anny addresses unit requiremenls .in a timely and effective manner. 

• Over the past several }'8:l[S, the Army ha., procroll'd with a &eries ofinitiativcsto meet tbe 
field's mp.iirements: 

o The Rapid Equipping Fo['(.-e (REP) has die broad diarter of rapicD.y increasing the mission 
capability of the warfighter while reducing the mk to Soldiers and others. One half of 
the REF is forward in theater, with teams dispatchl'd to eve:cy di.visial in IIcG, They take 
their operational guidanL"e fivm the Army G-3/Sn and nport directly to the Vjcc Chief of 
Saff ofthe ADny. 

11-L-0559/0SD/28348 OSD 2081 s-01' 



SUBJECT: Troops and Equipment, 20 Dcccmbcr2004 

o In October 2003, the Army G-3 estab&fledan Army Improvised Explosive Device (ED) 
Task Force to lead ~Army's elfortagairui11heIED threat Tim. Task Force fmned the 
basis for the Joim IED Def eal '1asic Force. It is heavily engaged in theater and is already 
providing significant solutions for Joint and Coalition forces. 

o The Army established a CountcrRocket,ArtiUery, and M:lta' (C-RAM)program to 
develop an integrated s:ili.tia'l to thisproolern and distrib.te it to the force by the zml 
quarter of fiD1 year 2005. 'Dus solution 1'ill be integrated across existing Amly, as well 
as Air Force and~ command and control systems. 

o The Rapid Fielding lnitiative(RFI) leverages curent programs and commercial off-th~ 
shelf technology to provide the Soldierwith increased capabilities. The Anny has 
prioritized the RFI equipment list directly m:m Soldi.erfeedbaclc. Since June 2004, all 
brigade combat teams andnaarly 85% of other units are being fielded RJlI equipment at 
home strim 70-80 days prior to deployment. 

a The recently formed Armoring 'laekEa:ce, led by the Army G-8, ha'> the mission of 
identifying and anticipatingannorini re<pirenents, and then delennining ways to 
accelerateproduction/installation of armor solutions. to incl~ expanding the supplier 
base. 

• In the last several m:l'lths, the Chief of Staff of the Anny di.red:.e:ia team of HQ DA 3-star 
principals, led by the Anny G-3/Sn, to visit all divisions (Active and Reserve) as they 
prepare lo deploy. The purpose of these visiL<; is to ensure the Army Staff shares a rommon 
opemtingpicture of what equipnent, personnel, and command and control systems these 
urits wit I receive prior to deploymenl, and WEC. they will receive alee they arrive inta 
theater. Capability gaps identified are addressed imredi.atelyltmh the AR1B process. 

RECOMMENDATION SincetheArmy Recpllarentsand ResourcingBoard (AR2B) is the 
Army's synchronizing body forthese multiple effmts tht: ex:nt.innlsiy monitor what the Soldier 
in the field reeds, I recommend this board should be the Anny clement many joint team that is 
funned 

COORDINA'llON: NONE. 

Prepared By. l~TCAidis zu4 .... (b-)(_
6
> __ __. 

CF: Chairman, Jomt Chiefs of 3:aff 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

INFO MEMO 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers, c52s "' 

SUBJECT: Troops and Equipment (SF 917) 

C!t-2250-04 
27 December 2004 

• Answer. In response to your issue (TAB), and consistent with your 22 December 
meeting with Lt Gen McNabb, the Director for Logistics/DJ-4 is forming a Fusion 
Cell/Engine Room to integrate the efforts of my staff, combatant commanders, 
Services and Defense agencies to rapidly support urgent warfighting needs. 

• Analysis. The new cell will achieve mission success by: 

• Integrating all efforts to resource and protect deployed troops. 

• Reporting critical wartime requirements from identification tlrrough final 
resolution. 

• Ensuring a sense of urgency across all production and industrial base 
capabilities, technology initiatives, acquisition avenues, transportation assets 
and concepts of operation. 

COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared By: Lieutenant General Duncan J. McNabb, USAF; Dircctor, J-4;r ... b-)(-
6

) ____ _, 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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'10: Gen Didc. Myers 

CC: 

FROM: 

Fran Harvey 
Gordon England 
Jim Roche 

Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Troops and Etpiprsx. 

-TAB 

f'e"t,8 

DECIO_. 

T' d Ii ke to have you recommend a team we could put together to cootinnisly 

monitor whether the troops in the field have the equipment they need. 

It's the responsibility of the Services to otganize, train and equip the troops. They 

need to see that it is done well. 

When the President asked the Combatant Commanders if they had everything they 

needed and l8e prepared, they all answered that they had everything they needed 

and were prepared. 

If the circumstances on the ground change arx:i they need additionalthir}35, they 

need to Sii1f so, the Services need to respond, and you and I need to be told. 

Please let ne know WEC you feel we should do to see that that happens. 

Thank you. 

DHll!u 
1Ul04-J9 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ l ..... 1.,./ __ 1,_i._/_.b'--,j'/J---

Tab 

OSD 20815-04 
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TO: Paul Buller 

I ~ 

-fOOU--

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld 'v(\. 
SUBJECT: Response to the Gavriels 

February 28,2005 

Please have someone draft an appropriate post-Iraqi election letter to the Gavriels, _Q 

if we have not already done so. W 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/1 2/04 Ciavriel ltr to Sec Def (OSD 20826-04] 

DHR:dh 
02280,'.i- 10 

~z~:;s~· ;.;:;~~~ ~~-· · · · 37'~ }~$ · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ,. · · · · · · · · · · ,, 

FOOD 
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(b )(6) 

December 12,2004 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

Parents want to watch tt1eir children grow, mature, and create their own legacy. Losing them 
along the way is almost an alien thought. 

In Dimitri, both his Morn and I were blessed to watch a smart, restive boy grow into a rnan of 
substance, a disciplined goal-setter, a loving son, a brother, a friend, an accomplished 
athlete, an occasional prankster, a lover of life and challenges, a poet, a dreamer, an 
intellectual , an idealist, a leader, a true patriot and now an American hero. 

Dimitri was accomplished. From an honor student and stellar athlete in high school, to an Ivy 
League and Division I wrestling, to the best in Wall Street, and finally Set11f>1)11 . • 1i1.J.diJ, the 
honor of the Marines and service to our country, volunteered unselfishly in the midst of two 
wars, he forged his legacy. 

As a first generation American, he wanted to give back to his country for the blessings he 
and his family received. He became a marine's marine and wanted to validate his courage, 
honor, and valor. He was affected by the September 11 attack, having lived it in New York 
City as it was unfolding, losing fraternity brothers in the towers as they collapsed. Great 
honor was bestowed upon him by our country and all who knew him for he proudly served us 
all and made the ultimate sacrifice. He was awarded two Purple Hearts. He is now forever 
in the Marines family and in our hearts; he will be missed. 

In this, the darkest time of our lives, we are ever grateful for your overwhelming support, 
thoughts, and kindness. Your letter provides solace to us for he has touched your heart. 

Please, keep Dimitri and all who have sacrificed for our country in your prayers. As parents 
of a. fallen soldier, we lookfoiward to see a Democratic Jraq become a reality, a noble cause 
worthy of their sacrifice. As he never questioned the war but strongly felt the calling of his 
country in that mission, we can only hope that it will become "mission accomplished so that 
his and so many other souls sacrificed may rest in peace. 

Sincerely, , r·)(6) 

OSD 20826 - 04 
11-L-0559/0SD/28353 



. . .....,., 
. . :i'la THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASH! NGTON 

~ 

November 29,2004 

Mr. and M'rsJ(b)(5) I 
(b)(6) 

Dear 'Mr. and Mrs ...... !(b-)(
5
_) __ ....., 

I am very sorry to learn of the loss of your son. There is 
notJ1ing anyone can do or say to e<1se your pain, but please 
know that you me in my thoughts during this difficult time. 

Lance Corporal Dimitrios Gavriel made lasting 
contributions to the cause of freedom. He served his nation with 
honor. His de.votion and integrity will not be forgotten. 

I extend my heartfelt condolences. 

With deepest sympathy, 

1..,,.,,....,,,,1'~~ 

OSD 19169-04 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASHINGT ON 

JON 2 8 l'Q05 

Mr. and MrsJ(bH6) I 
(b)(6) 

Dear Mr. & Mrs ..... !' b-)(
6
_) _ ____. 

Senator Kennedy was kind enough to send me a copy 
of the letter you wrote him about your son, Lance Corporal 
Dimitri Gavriel. It is clear from your words that he was a 
remarkable young man who lived his li fe. with integrity and 
honor, whether on Wall Street or on the battlefield. ~: 

6(J 

His efforts came at a most important moment in our 
history, reminding us that America is free because so many 
are willing to serve. I count Lance Corporal Gavriel among 
the noble ranks of those who fought to preserve and protect 0 
that freedom, and join a grateful nation in saluting him. V\ 

Please know that I continue to keep you and your 
family in my thought~ and prayers. 

Sincerely, 

oso 01091-05 
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Dear Mr. & Mrs.~ .... (b_)(_6) __ _, 

I know that this is a most difficult time for you and 
your fam ily, and it was so thoughtful of you to send me a 
letter. 

As I said in my earlier correspondence, your son was 
an honorable man who was dedicated to the cause of 
freedom. Lance Corporal Dimitri Gavriel played an 
important pa11 in helping make it possible for Iraqis to vote 
in their first free elections in over three decades. Now, their 
nation is on the road to building a democracy. Your son's 
service has historic meaning, for with the spread of 
democracy comes the promise of a safer world. His 
sacrifice was not made in vain. 

Please know that I continue to keep you and your 
family in my prayers. 

With my very best wishes, 

Sincerely, ·. .i. 1 . . ··' 

. ' •\ , ~ 

1•--. , ·,, :( 

11-L-0559/0SD/28356 
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TH E SECRETARY OF DE F ENSE 
WASH ING TON 

The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Ted: 

JAN 2 8 2005 

I received your note forwarding!(b)<5> I 
-1,b-)(5_) __ ! Ietter about their son, Lance Corporal Dimitri Gavriel. 
Lance Corporal Gavriel was an outstanding young man and 
dedicated Marine - truly one of America's finest. 

Thank you for sharing it with me. 

l 

QSD 01091-05 

11-L-0559/0SD/28357 
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(b)(6} 

December 12,2004 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

Parents want to watch their children grow, mature, and create their own legacy. Losing them 
along the way is almost an alien thought 

In Dimitri, both his Mom and I were blessed to watch a smart, restive boy grow into a man of 
substance, a disciplined goal·setter, a loving son, a brother, a friend, an accomplished 
athlete, an occasional prankster, a lover of life and challenges, a poet, a dreamer, an 
intellectual, an idealist, a leader, a true patriot and now an American hero. 

Dimitri was accomplished. From an honor student and stellar athlete in high school, to an Ivy 
League and Division I wrestling, to the best in Wall Street, and finally Scm.pc'I. JiMh, the 
honor of the Marines and service to our country, volunteered unselfishly in the midst of two 
wars, he forged his legacy. 

As a first generation American, he wanted to give back to his country for the blessings he 
and his family received. He became a marine's marine and wanted to validate his courage, 
honor, and valor. He was affected by the September 11 attack, having lived it in New York 
City as it was unfolding, losing fraternity brothers in the towers as they coltapsed. Great 
honor was bestowed upon him by our country and all who knew him for he proudly served us 
all and made the ultimate sacrifice. He was awarded two Purple Hearts. He is now forever 
in the Marines family and in our hearts; he will be missed. 

In this, the darkest time of our lives, we are ever grateful for your overwhelming support, 
thoughts, and kindness. Your letter provides solace to us for he has touched your heart. 

Please, keep Dimitri and all who have sacrificed for our country in your prayers. As parents 
of a fallen soldier, we look forward to see a Democratic Iraq become a reality, a noble cause 
worthy of their sacrifice. As he never questioned the war but strongly felt the calling of his 
country in that mission, we can only hope that it will become "mission accomplished" so that 
his and so many other souls sacrificed may rest ii peace. 

Sjncvelv l(b)(6) 

11-L-0559/0SD/28358 
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TO: 

FROM. 

SUBJECT: 

FOliO 

Vice J>rei.,ident Richard B. Cheney~ 

Donald Rumr,feld1)..,.... L~' 
Richard McCormick 

DEC 2 8 2004 

T received this letter from Richard McCormick at CSIS. He is cleuly interest~ in 

doing something .in the Administration - I wouldn't know where, but he seems tD 

feel that you know him. 

I'll leave it :in your hands. 

Thank you. 

Attach. 
l 0/04 McCormack Letter to SecDcf 

DHR:.as 
122104-8 

OSD 20863-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/28359 
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Center for Strategic & International Studies 
Wa..sbm.;Jton, DC 

The Hen-Donald Rumsfeld 

Oct, 2004 

Dear Don: 

Remembe~ing our tri9 to China together four years ago, 
I thought you might be interested in the ~esults of 
a Lrip Lha~ Herman organized in AugusL involving 
KewL Gingrich and myself. 

I laLer wenL Lo Japan and Taiwan and presenLed Lhis 
repor~ aL CSIS. 

With every good wish; 

P.S. Thank you also for your pasL effor~s Lo involve 
me in Lhe Adminis~:caLion. Don I this· wil 1 never happen 
unless it is handled direc~ly a~ the level of the 
V.ice PresidenL. AL Lhe lower levels, Lhere are simply 
Loo many people proLecLive of Lhe s~aLus quo. 

1800K !:t.lE Northwest • Washington,DC 20006 • Telephone 2021887--0200 • JIAX 202/775·3199 • WEB: http://www.csis.org/ 
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Center for strategic &International Studies 
Washington, DC 

Presentation to CSIS Sept. 28,2004. 

Richard McConnack• 

UNCERTAINTIES IN CHINA'S ECONOMIC PROSPECTS AND THE 
BROADER PROBLEM OF GLOBAL IMBALANCES. 

SUMMARY 

Oxim.' sprob1cms and vulnerabilities cannot be understood unless viewed in a broader 
economic and political context. 

Unsustainable economic imbalances, including those involving Chim, arc gradually 
increasing the dangers to the long-term health of the world economy. Other economic 
and roUHmJ problems, including rising ail prices and Amcrica's.700 billion dollar annual 
trade deficit, add to these unce1tainties. Wise statesmanship and some important policy 
changes are needed. 

KEY ISSUES INVOL YING CHINA 

Earlier this spring, there was a lot of discussion in Washington about whether China 
would experience a hard or m. landing of its overheated economy. So to take a deeper 
look at this question, I visited Chire. in August, with fo.mer speaker Newt Ginglich, to 
talk with central bankers, members of the Central Committee, key officials and investors. 

This was my 8th trip to China since 1983. To see the continual improvement in ordinary 
peoples' Ii ves since those early years is a heartening confirmation of 11Bl¥ hopes mxi the 
result of much hard work, both in Washington and much more importantly in Chi.re. 
itself. The large number of hungry and ill-dressed children that you earlier saw in eve1y 
city in China is now largely a thing of the past. All involved need to make sure it stays 
that way. 

After visiting China in early Al.g.lst, I traveled to Japan and 'lana1 to meet with other 
senior people from the public and private sectors to learn how 01:uB' sprospects looked 
from the perspective of these neighboring locations. 

1800 K StreetNorthw~• Washington DC 20006 • Telephone202/887-0200 Fax: 202/77S~3 199• WEB: 
hUp//www .csia.arg/ 
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The bottom ]inc frDn these consultations suggested th:t China would. in fact, engineer a 
s:,ft landing, with growth falling fiom its present 9-13 per cent rate, depending on whose 
numbers you believe, to somewhere near 7% in 2005. 

But many of these experts reported an unusually large number of downside possibilities 
that could result in a Chinese economic crash ]anding. I'm going to 1ist some of these 
wild cards in the deck for your own evaluation. 

There are obvious strains in global oil markets. A spike in oil prices would cause serious 
problems for China. Onrahas only 15 days of reserve oi1 supplies, as opposed to 90 
days' reserve in the U.S. strategic stockpile. Any spike in global oil prices tlEt was 
sustained for any length of time would obviously savage global equity markets, including 
those in the U.S., China's principal cxp011 market. For an economy so massively driven 
by foreign trade, the economic health of Olira' soverscas markets wi II have a critical 
impact on China's economy. 

There arc serious tensions in China between the experts in the central bank and flDlllCe 
I1JinbD¥ and many of the regio~ political leaders over the pace and direction of1he 
cooling off process. Leaders in the central and western parts of China, where living 
standards am only about 1/IOthose of the richer coastal province, resent the pressure from 
Beijing to cancel or delay their own investment and growth plans as part of the riat:ia1aJ. 
campaign to prevent overheating and over capacity problems from spiraling out of 
control. The result of this tension has been a delay in the full i mplcmcntation of 
Beijing's overall economic program to address the overheating problem. 

Cll:in:ldoesn't have the financial instruments of more advanced economies, such as deep 
bond and other financial markets, to fine-tune economic growth. They have to depend 
upon reserve requirements in banks and credit al1ocation by category and by geographical 
area. They also have to rely on.compliance by unruly and sometimes corrupt regional 
1caders to carry out the edicts fiom the Center. But forbidden steel factories and golf 
courses are still emerging in China, according to Morgan Stanley's Andy Xie, which add 
up to more credit and monetary creation tlEn China's Central Bank would like, 
generating more overheating and excess capacity problems. 

Statistics in Chira are not always reliable, although they are better than they were ten 
years ago, thanks to help fi-om the IMF and cth!r experts mobilized by the Central Bank. 
The problem comes not just fiom bad news that the government considers a crime to 
report in the na:tia, but more pervasively, from the distortions that flow fi'om reporting 
fmn the provinces and arc collected at the center. Natura1ly, provincial authorities 
wishing to keep their jobs, like to report to Beijing that edicts and goals are being fully 
complied with. Tli.is, however, is often not tme. When you add up the individual 
inaccuracies and fudging, to produce a national statistic on growth, or even monetary 
creation, you can get major distortions in your statistical base. 

11-L-0559/0SD/28362 
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There are 150,(0) State owned enterp1ises in Ch:ire.. If you thirk Enron' s books were not 
al ways models of probity, can you imagine the disparities between the published statistics 
on these companies, and the actual economic health of many of them? Can you also 
imagi nc what collective distortions appear when you multiply the fudging in the reports 
of individual companies by 150,000? This is particularly true of profit and loss 
statements, asset estimates, company debt and contingent liabilities, pension problems, 
elc. according lo many close observers of the scene. This has important implications for 
China's banks, which for decades have been providing loans to these state owned 
ente11,rises to keep them afloat. These bad loans continue to accumulate inside the 
Chinese banking system. It is not dear that the published statistics dealing with this 
problem are totally candid, nor that the problems involving Chinl' s overall banking 
system are going to be improved a year or two from now, notwithstanding Chinese 
efforts to purge some of the bad loans fiom ce11ain categories of banks. 

IMPORTANTCURRENCY ISSUES 

The Chinese ctmency has been pegged to the dollar at a fixed rate since 1995. This 
currency peg is favorable to China as an export platform, and linked as it is to ctmency 
regimes elsewhere in Asia, helps undermine the whole pm1,ose of the floating exchange 
rate system, which was to permit an orderly, gtadual and automatic adjustment between 
surplus and deficit countries on trade accounts. By arl:J:ast, Oum 'spresent hi<jll.y 
competitive currency sibetia,. and its impact on other currencies is intensifying the 
global imbalances and creating an ultimatc1y unsustainable situation. Tn the case of 
Chira, a dollar-linked cmrency,-combined with the inexpensive labor, has resulted in a 
massive annual increase in exports and foreign and domestic investment. Investment and 
exports at this rate arc seen by the Chinese as clitical to sustam China's over all economic 
growth and stab iii ty. Addition al ex port-Ii nkcd investment al so increases the already 
existing dependence of this huge na1iooal economy on foreign trade as the primary driver 
of China's growth. 

What are the problems with this rurangement? 

Because of the central role of Ounaas the hub and assembly point for much of the East 
Asian economy, neighboring countries like Thailand are forced to intervene massively in 
the cWTency mru·kets to maintain their own de facto dollru·pegs. In Thailand's case, this 
is generating excess monetary creation, and growing inflation. Thailand is not an isolated 
example. 

Many of the countries of East Asia ru-e thus being pushed into a de facto cmTency bloc, 
regardless of the local economic circumstances in each of the different countries. Price 
competition in Olina' si ntcr and irtra regional trade is incredibly fierce, and profit 
margins very narrow. Those countries now part of the growing hub and spokes economic 
system built around China are forced to toe the currency line imposed by Olina' s 
standard to keep their products competitive. Even Japan is not immune from this 
pressure and wi 11 be more so in the fut~ as Chim produces more and more high 
technology products for the global market. China viill. also inevitably gradually increase 
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its share ofvaJue added with the products now asscmb1cd fiom regional mports for 
export market destinations. 

The b:::ttan line here is that any cmrency adjustments in Asia will have to begin with one 
involving China. util that happens, mounting pressures may continue to build at a 
different rate in ditlerent paits ofthis Clure.centered system. The great value of a 
floating exchange rate is that it allows pressures to be released al a gradual pace. 
Otherwise you have a pressure cooker with the safety valve stuck, and this is a dangerous 
utensil, as history has repeatedly demonstrnted. 

Distortions and monetary policy problems from the current dollar peg also impact OJirB. 
directly. Last year over a 12 roonth period, intervention by the Bank of China to sustain 
the dollar peg in the face of market pressures exceeded 200 billion dollars.This eventually 
drew the wrath of the U.S.Trcasury, which became uncomfortable with the 
vulnerabilities of direct Central Bank intervention on :J-r..s scale. The Japanese Central 
Bank adopted similar tactics on a similar scale. In China, however, this massive Central 
Bank activity, which was not sterilized by contractions elsewhere, had the result of 
generating excessive monetary creation, with M2 exceeding 25% for a period of time. 
This W:B a sure recipe for overheating and potential future intlation. The Cenu·al Bank 
eventually found other market related means to sustain the dollar peg, namely 
encouraging local insurance companies and others with surplus cash ar credit to invest 
abroad, or purchase such assets as commodities to soak up excess dollars. 

This favorable exchange rate has helped allow China to expand her exports by 46%, year 
on year fiom June of 2004. This massive compound annual i ncrcase in exports has 
continued at an ever-expanding pace for years. This explosive increase in exports 
contributes to both economic and political problems for China's main export destination 
country, namely the U.S. If President Eush loses this presidential election, dissected, 
unemployed, ~md worried manufacturing workers and their families in places like Ohio 
and Pennsylvania will be an important reason for his defeat. If present relative currency 
and competilivenesso:n::litimscontinue, these economic and political pressures are 
unlikely to case in the years ahead. That means future prob1cms in Congressional and 
Presidential elections, and steady increases in the political pressure on Washington to 
deal with this situation. 

There arc safeguard provisions in China's WTO access agreement which could allow 
countries like the U.S.to limit the future pace of export expansion in some situations. 
Even the articles of the IMF have a balance of payments provision al lowing countries 
with dangerous payments problems to take special measures to correct the situation. 

China's overall trade is of course in balance. The problem is that neither China's rorthc 
Asian regional trade nor the rest of the world's trade withAme1ica is balanced. This 
comes partly from the Chinese currency linkage to the dollar that prevents China's 
competitors and component suppliers from allowing their own currencies to float. 
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SOARING AMERICAN TRADE DEF1CITS 

The U.S. cun·cntaccount deficit is now approaching 700billion dollars per year, nearly 6 
% of cm GNP( See attachment). That means the U.S.nu:t. attract each and every day 
two billion do1lars in loans and invcstmcntsto fill the gap in its cu11"ent accounts. 
Concern over how much longer a current account deficit oft his magnitude is sustainable 
is rapidly rising around the world. What wi 11 happen to 01ira.' s growth and highly 
leveraged new cxpmt oriented factories if a fu:ure Secretary of Treasury repeats what 
Secretary Baker did in 1985 when he deemed the then 90 billion dollarU.S.cunent 
accounts problem dangerous for the long term economic and political health of the 
U'11lacl states. 

Long term, massive, current accounts deficits create long term debt to foreigners that 
must be serviced, ulti matcly by expmts of goods and services. President Reagan and 
Secretary Baker moved vigorously to implement a program to address this problem. 
They began by talking down the dollar and gradually added a number of important but 
controversial macro and micro economic measures aimed strengthening U.S. 
compctitivenessand its current' account.eposition. These measures and others, for a time, 
brought U.S. cmTcnt accounts into balance. There were also uni ntcnded consequences 
fiomprut of this major shift in policies, which included a linkage between G-7 monetary 
policies and relative currency rates that may have contributed to the 1987 stock market 
crash. During the decade that fo1lowcd, a far worse long term deterioration resumed. 
After more than a decade of neglecting this problem, Ame1ica' s net debt now amounts to 
b::illims of dollars. New trade agreements provided little help, notwithstanding all the 
speeches to the contrary. 

Looking at this problem, officials from the Trcwmry Department and those fttmthe 
White House Trade Office sometimes plivatcly point to each other as being mainly 
responsible for America's out of control trade deficits. The one side cites inappropriate 
macro economic and cunency policies. The other points to weakly enforced and poorly 
crafted trade deals. Many neutral observers believe that America needs both macro and 
micro economic remedial mewmres. 

At least ,oncun-cncy ratios, the status quo seems very unlikely to continue much longer. 
Should a future dollar crisis develop, Chim is unlikely to be allowed to retain its current 
do llarpeg, ford n g the fu II brunt of the adjustment onto the Euro and other currencies 
which freely float. 

If existing relative competitive conditions continue, including currency ratios and 
inadequate enforcement of WTO mies, additional investment decisions relocating U.S. 
manufacturingplants and crating new cxpmt facilities in Ch:irB and elsewhere will 
undoubtedly occur. This means even more pressure on U.S.current accounts and more 
long term debt. When any eventual d:ilu' crisis does come, perhaps triggered by loss of 
faith in future macro economic policies, or by a sudden economic shock of some kind, 
the adjustment difficulties for all involved could be very great indeed. 
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FACING THEPROBLEMS 

No one should underestimate for a moment the complications and ditltculties that could 
accompany an effort by officials to deal with global economic lltbalances, inc1uding 
possibly some highly negative unintended consequences. At the very least, adjustment 
pain and transitional impact on finn::ialmarkets could be highly unsettling. It ~ 
however, unlikely to be any less painful ifwe wait until the U.S. accumulates another 
trillion ortwo dollars of net debt through continuation of the status quo. It just means 

. that the U.S. will have a deeper hole to dig out af, and more newly cxmtnrl:ed export 
facilities abroad will have to find other markets, or close. Additional production facilities 
to serve an unsustainable export market also makes more likely a final burst of deflation 
in products with excess capacity. These and other adjustment problems that could £1..cw 
from an effort to deal with global imbalances and excess debt building up in the United 
States, may not fully unfold, but officials need to be mindful that they easily could. 

1f policy measures addressing the U.S. relative competitive situation are implemented, 
there will undoubtedly be a new burst of investment in manufacturing in the U.S. itself. 
After the Baker reforms, for example, more and more foreign auto makers built cars and 
carparts in America, rather than importing them. The same presumably would happen 
again. 

Other longer-term U.S. deficiencies may also need to be addressed if the longer term 
problems arc to Ix corrected. For example, aftcrthc shock of Sputnik in the Eisenhower 
and Kennedy years, the United States undertook a number of measures to make its young 
people more competitive in science and technology, including revamping the entire 
educational system. The influence of this effort was felt in one degree or another in 
nearly every school in America. The intellectual capital which grew fiom those early 
govcrnmentfundcd and encouraged efforts not only put a man on the moon in ten years, 
but America's entire economyprofitcd:ftom the technological breakthroughs and spin 
offs that resulted. This hist01ical cxpciiencc should not be altogether forgotten as we 
address our cmTen t problems. 

If we mobilize ourselves again to become more competitive internationally, and devote 
additional hundreds of billions of dollars in public and private funds to education, 
research and development, and science and technology, we wIL need to intensify our 
efforts to capitalize commercially on this national effort. au:t. of this must involve m::ice 

effective curbing of out of control theft of intellectual property in neqy parts of the world 
where potential markets exist, inc1uding Olire.. No matter how much money you spend 
on research, and how innovative your scientists, if the product of your money and work is 
simply stolen and marketed by others, gradually the inventive for this activity will be 
drained away. 

The prefcn-cd solution to the prob1cm of global cconomicimbalan9es by some academic 
economists is an explosion of new economic growth world-wide. In theory, this new 
growth could absorb additional production and irrpJitsfiom the U.S. and elsewhere. 
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Looking, however, at the all the political and economic obstacles likely to delay this 
wonderful day, causes others to conclude that a new dollarCiisis is far more likely to 
come long before the rest of the world restructures itself to permit new growth on the 
scale needed. Moreover, today economic growth in many parts of the world is largely 
export d1iven, and largely at the expense of long term U .S.tmde deficits and debt. More 
of this kind of growth wJl only make America's long-term adjustment difficulties even 
greater. 

Increasing oil prices will also serve to push any automatic adjustment in global markets 
even farther into the future. More and more countries will be seeking additional export 
markets to cover their increased oil import costs. They will be looking first and foremost 
at the U.S. market to accomplish this. 

As one reflects u1xm China's economy, it is important also to remember that while 
ClmB' snominal per capita income is S lOOCl, the internal purchasing power parity of this 
$JOO) is five times as great, namely equal to S5000 per person. This dispmity is caused 
by many factors, including uneven conditions in the vast Chinese economy, the low price 
of services and wages, and Sotl).e, ~dminis tered p1ices. Some oft his results in distorted 
market pricing signals. China im_p9rts less and exp011s more than otherwise would be the 
case. By internal purchasing power calculations, China is already the world's second 
largest economy. 

ENFORCING THE wro AGREEMENTS; 1HE PLEASURESAND PERll.S 

There are otherneuralgic elements involving China and her tradingpmtners that are 
likely to put additional political pressure on China's cmTent economic sib:stim. 
Secretary of Treasmy Snow told 500 members of the Economic Club of New York two 
weeks ago that Cl1ira had passed the required laws to enter the WTO, but was not 
enforcing many of them, including the inte11ectual prope11y related items. Enforcement 
problems worsen the farther you travel in China :from Beijing. In some provincial cities, 
Beijing's writ on V(fO related matters barely exists. You can therefore expect increasing 
pressure fiorn the WTO on China in the years ahead to cmry out obligations. Failure to 
succeed in this effort could fatally discredit the WTO itself, and send global uade 
officials back to the drawing boards for other solutions. The othcrproblcm is that there 
are t:h:usan:ls of individual violations, ranging from Zippo lighter's trademark piracy to 
farm::u::e complex issues. The entire VJTO and the tiny Chinese legal strncture assigned 
to handle such cases could be consumed for decades without making much of a dent in 
th is massive pattern of violations 

There arc also political problems for the Chinese Government in carrying out some of 
their WTO commitments. Some of these WTO obligations, for example, provisions 
allowing much greater fu:ure access of cheap foreign agricultural imports to China, will 
generate more pressure on the rural economy in China, as happened with Mexico's com 
farmers after N AFT A. This is likely to accelerate an already serious demographic shift in 
China of surplus people moving fiom the farms to the cities looking for jcm. 
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Providingj obs for tens of millions of displaced fo1mer agricultural workers has been and 
will continue to be one of the regime's main preoccupations. Political stability in China 
hinges in part upon their success. But there may re both economic and political limits 
abroad to the degree to which these tens of mi.llicm of new workers can be deployed in 
ever more export producing industries. This constitutes a serious policy dilemma for 
Oiina and her trading pm1ners. 

Coping with mgia,al political opposition to other unpopular or inconvenientWTO 
commitments will also not be easy for Beijing. 

OTHER POTENTIAL TIME BOMBS 

The Communist Party has lost a great deal of its local reputation in recent years in part 
because of corruption problems. In some ways, the current Chinese system combines the 
worst evils of both socialism and capitalism: namely, the inherent corruption problems of 
a vast bureaucratic establishment. plus exploitation of workers in some places on a scale 
that has not been seen since the darkest days of the industrial revolution in England. This 
too is potentially explosive. 

The over heated Chinese economy has also generated shortages of energy, water, port 
and transportation facilities and environmental systems that already act as a brake on 
future growth. Supply has to catch up with demand. This will take time and investment. 

Finally, China's leaders have painted themselves into a political comer, whereby if the 
Taiwanese ever declare full independence, Chinese leaders may have to goto war to 
avoid massive loss of face, and even their positions. Chinese leaders expressed to 
Gingrich and myself their great concern tlEt Taiwan's president would move toward 
independence later this year. 

Any conflict between Taiwan and China would be massively destabilizing to the 
economies of both places, and a meltdown of China's already strained financial system 
could easily be one consequence. Since much of the production is concentrated in China 
and Taiwan, shortage of computer chips could also i mposc real dislocations in the 
broader global economy, should any contlictoverTaiwan get out of hand. There are 
already discussions in the U.S. about the need for more diversification of sources of 
supply of critical industrial and de fen sc components, because of potential in stabi 1 iti cs 
across the S:l:a:itsofTaiwan. Theju51: in time procurement policies of many companies, 
make this potential disruption even more worrisome to many thoughtful policy makers in 
Washington. 

Based on what I heard fiom my subsequent visit toTaiwan,.I doubt rhat present 
Taiwanese leaders will, in fact, go far enough in the year or two ahead with their 
independenceaspiralionsto provoke Beijing into a military response. Today, however, 
Taiwan is a democracy and 85% of the people arc native Taiwanese, as opposed to only 
15%:from the mainland. Mru1y will not willingly allow absorption of Taiwan by China. 
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9:ill, Taiwanese investors have placed perhaps as much as $140 billion cbllm:s of 
investment in China. It is p:::tetiall.y hostage to Beijing's good'will. 

Aware of these and other vulnerabi Ii tics, Taiwan is no longer the confident 1 ittlc island of 
ten years ago. There is a lot of nervousness among investors, those facing competition 
fiom China, and the ordimuy native Taiwanese who like their present liberty. These 
conflicting economic and political pressures wi 11 have to work their way out in 'lanal' s 
robust new democracy. No one can really predict how this tension will eventually end. 
Much depends upon Hong Kong's subsequent experience with the one state two systems 
situation, and the conclusions that the people of Taiwan draw from it. 

TI-IE UNPREDICTABLE FUTURE 

A few weeks before he died, former President Nixon assembled a couple dozen of 
Washi.r1iJtcn' s foreign policy expe1ts at Jackson Place near the White House, to hear his 
views on Russia. He had pit. completed a trip there. He spoke for more tlEn an hour 
without notes, which was his custom. Later during the question period, he was asked 
about his medium and long-term assessment of the direction Oma would take. He 
paused for a few seconds, and then said: "I an general1y hopeful about long term trends 
in Olira, but I have only visited China seven or eight times, and I don't consider myself 
an expert on China." This wm; Nixon's way of te1.lirg us that there were huge 
complexities in China that made predicting the future difficult. 

I can only agree with the fonner President's assessment 

China's economy seems likely to continue its upward long tenn trend, producing higher 
1 ivi ng standards for the people of the country in the decades ahead. Presumably also the 
Taiwan/China issue will ultimately find a peaceful solution, since neither pmty has an 
interest in economic chaos. 

There arc, however, a lot of downside local, regional, and global risks at play just now, 
some political, some economic. Governments are notoriously slow in dealing lmil even 
obviously dangerous financial problems. This is paitly because any m~~or change in the 
sfatsquo inevitably intlictspain on powerful domestic constituencies. For that reason, 
any major change usually requires sufficient deterioration to generate a crisis of some 
kind to provide policy makers with the needed political cover. 

Current global imbalances, including U.S. fiscal policies, and the regional ones involving. 
China, pose trends that seem unsustainable to more and more informed people. Before 
they are cmrected, however, we may see once again the truth oft:ht. old Wall Street 
saying: " The bigger the boan, the bigger the bust" 

--·----,----··---... -----.... ··-~-----, _______ , ___ _ 
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CSi5 
Center tor Strategic & International Studies 

Washington, DC 

Ambassador Richard McCormack 

Former Under Secre t ary of State f or Economic A ffairs, Richard McConnack. 
is currently senior advisor al the Center for Strategic and Inte rnational 
S tudi es , one of Washing ton's leading policy research institutes. 

Within the past year, Mr. McCormack has ca rried o ut proj ects in Russia,China, 
I ran, Argentina, Brazi l , W est Africa, Japan. l srne l , J ordan, and Weste rn 
Europe. These visits involved meetings with Presidents , Central Hank 
Governors, and o th e r l eadi n g finan c ial and political fi g ures from th e 
publi c 'and private sec tors . Some of the co nfid e ntial r e ports from 
missions or this kind were reviewed a t the hi g h est l evel:,; of the 
American Governmem. He has a l so served as an adv isor to the IMF'.s Managing Direc to 

During the Administration of President George H.W. Bush , l{r. McCormack 
served as Under Secretary of State for Economic Affairs. He was a l so 
President Bush's principal ' 1she rpa" coordinator for the President ' s 
involve m e nt in th e G-7 economic surn1nits, r ece i v in g hi gh prais e from 
th e former President for his contribu t ions . He was awarded the State 
Department's hi g h es t award. the Distingui sh e d Service Award. from Secretary 
of S tat e James A Baker; 

·' 
In Pres id e nt Reagan's administrations. Mr. McConnack served as United St at es 
Ambassador to the Organ izat io n of American States, and r ece i ved the Superior 
Honor Award ror outstanding sustained p e rformance. Prior to that, he was 
Ass i stant Secretary of State for Economics and Husiness. 

Ear li e r in hi s c aree r, Mr. McCormack was en· adv i sor to a Senator on th e 
Fore i g n R e lations Committee, d e puty to th e Ass is tant Secretary of th e 
Treasury. and s e nior staff on th e Pres ide nt' s Coun c il on Execut ive Organi 7.at ion 
at th e White House, with l ead r es pon s ibiliti es for developing plans for the 
C ounc il on Inte rnational Economic Policy a t th e White House unde r Pres ide nt Nixon. 

H i; rece i ved his P M , M.1gnu cwn Laude, £rom the University of Fril:, o urg, Swi t 7.erlanJ 
i 11 1966, a nd hi s BA from George town University in 1963. In 1992, as guest 
sc holar a l the Woodmw Wilson Inte rn ationa l Center in Washing ton D.C. he 
d e li vered a paper in J e rusa le m on potential micro economic reforms in the Israeli 
economy, and wrote.a wide ly quoted pupl!r on the Japane!ie finan c ial. c risis . 

In 1975- 77 he was a sc holar al th e American Enterprise In s titut e. Until 
recently, h e was Counse lor at th e Center fo r th e Study of the Presidency 
aml a member of th e State De partme nt's utlvisory c:ommi.as i on on Africa. 
H e is a memher or th e Economic C lllb of ~cw Pork. 

Mr. McCori.n.ack is married to!(b)(6) ! a policy analyst for the Environmental 
Protection Agency. They li ve with th l! ir three ohi ld rl!n in ! ... (b_)_(6_) ______ __. 

1 BOOK Street Nonhwest • washln~on, DC 20006 • Telephone2021aa1..0200 • FAX202/775·3199 • WEB: r.ttt,/1\1.w,1,.csis.or"-1 
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Remarks by Vice Chainnan Roger W. Ferguson, Jr. 
At the Conference on Trade and the Future of' American Workers, Washington, D.C. 
October 7,2004 

Free Trade: What Do Economists Really Know? 

Argumentis: against Free Trade 
If the benefits conferred by inte_mational trade are reasonably straightforward, how can we 
explain the apparent ambivalence toward trade picked up by recent surveys'? Clearly, many 
people view the benefits of free trade as being outweighed by its perceived costs. 

One conoemaboutfree trade may be that it has given rise to large trade and&UFtenNicoount 
deficits, thereby adding so the natim' sdebt and putting future prosperity at risk. Now at 
more 1B1 5 percent of GDP, the current account deficit is in record territory, it is growing, 
and it cannot be sustained indefinitely. We cannot foresee when the deficit will stop 
growing and return to more-sustainable levels, through what mechanisms this adjustment 
wJl occur, or whether this adjustment will be smooth or disruptive for financial markets and 
the economy more generally. No matter how a correction of the external imbalance 

proceeds, however, it wJl involve a· range of adjustments to investment, saving, and asset 
prices, both for the U.S. economy and for oUI' trading partners. Research suggests that 
corrections of large external imbalances in industrial countries ene ave occurr 
wthout crisis. Whether or not this w.11 remain the case, I am confident that protectionism 
is not the appropriate respoi;ise to our growing current account deficit. The amourt of 
current account adjustment that would be gai ncd fiom a given tightening or import controls · 
is questionable. Yet, it is certain'"that such actions would impose costs on the economy that 
would persist long after concerns about the deficit dissipated. 

Don: This statement is absolutely untrue. The eff / /_,,.-· / 
the U.S. made to deal with our 90 billion dollar ~. 
payments deficit in 1985/86 led to ~ mLouvre 
Agreement, and various Japanese pQla W:asures which 
directly contributed to the 1987 er and the 
later disastrous Japanese bubble. ~ McCormack 

P.S. our current account problem today is 8 times 
the size of the 1985 problem that had Baker and Reagan 
so concerned about the longer term economic and 
political implications. 
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Nov...., _l~ 20CM . · 

I ~o·Y~/cl~efi .. c: 
ES~ \~lB 

TO: Peter Rodman 

CC: Dou& Feith 

FROM; 

· SUBJECT: FJ Salvador and Nicaragua 

What can we do few El Salvador and Nicaragua in tams of helping than with their 

forces? 

Dffll ... 
111204-7 . 

····-·························································~·········· 
Please rapond by _ _._I_,,/ __ , /.__o;...,,1----

Pe"o OSD 208 64 -04 
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DEC 2 9 2004 

TO: Lt Gen Duncan McNabb 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen Dick Myers G-6fJ ~" ~ii.••: J.,, 
~~~ 
Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Steel to Iraq 

There bas to be a way to push sk.el into the country faster. Please talk to Gen 

Casey about the briefing he gave me in the car and the importance of doing that. 

Thanks. 

••••••••••••••A•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by '/ zr/o ~ . · · 

0 SD 2 09 0 7 - 0 4 
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. - . ,; , OCT 1 5 2004 

'IO: V ADM Jim Stavridis 

FRCM: Donald Rumsfeld1i-, 
SUBJECT: Notes from Kicklighter 

Here al! the notes Kicklighter gave me D hls out-call. You should be sure 

someone is follo",ingup on this. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
10/7/04 Kic:kligkef Notes: b3q Tomsitioo Follow-Up bAes 

DHbl 
J()l<M>4-2.S 

.•....•.••••••.••...•..••••••••...•....••...........•...•........ , ........•. 
Please respond by--------

0SD 20910-04 
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IRAO TRAI' OW ISSUES 
Notes from LTG(R) Kickliehter 

Integration ofMNF-I and U.S. Mission 
M?-oT·I / U. S .Embassy cooperation and integration is strong, effective and a model 
for future operations. 

• MNF-1 has just completed an organizational reevaluation and is moving the main 
headquarters to co-locate with the U. S .Embassy in the Palace. 

• The new MNF-T Campaign Plan is guiding the U.S. team. 
• "Strongest, most integratedDoD/State team that I have ever witnessed." 

Regional Embassy Offices & State Embedded Teams 
• IRN::>plans to establish Reconstruction teams in Baghdad and ten (10) field 

locations: at the 4 REOs and 6 SE Ts. 
• The Tilait SET is the model to follow: 
• Recommend TRMO be given responsibility for integration and oversight of USG 

Regional Opcrotions. 

IJ!MO & PCQ Structure Changes 
• Tbc State Department decided to assign Program Management for reconstruction to 

IRMO; to accomplish this, PCO's Strategic Analysis Office is being transferred to 
IRM). 
Doth PCO & IRMO are heavily cnrnrnitted. Any additional resources required for 
IRMO will have to come from other sources. 
»IF-I is providing personnel to IRMO to strengthen its capability. MNF-l's Director 
of Engineers has been embedded within IRMO as the Deputy for Strategic Operations 
with responsibility for oversight of Regional Operations. 
Commander, USACE Gulf Region Division (GRD), is now the Deputy for 
Construction at PCO. 

• When PCO phases down in the future. the ORD will take the lead in reconstruction. 
PCO is developing a phase-down plan. 

Stem to streamline the acauisition u=ocess 
Acquisition process is slow, cumbersome and not based on the speed required in a 
combat zone. 

- PCO is required to use peacetimecontractingrules in a wartime environment. 
While in Iraq, received three suggestions for improvement (since then the Acquisition 
Comunity in Iraq has expanded the list to twenty): 

- Raise the Si mplifiedAcquisition Threshold from S500,()(XJ to $1 M. Action 
unde1way. 

- Reduce the response times for federal acquisition activities as required under 
Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR), Action unde1way. 

- Stream] ine the Export License approval process for the transfer of critical 
mi Ii Lary equipment to the Trac; Security Forces. Action underway. 

- DoD & State have established ajoint team to oversee the 20 improvement 
rcconunend:iti ons. 

10/07/2004 4: 18 PM Page I of 2 
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Strateaic Communications 
Inadequate staffing levels are hindering the effectiveness of the strategic 
cu11u11unicatioru+ etfort and straining team integration. 

- MNF-I statling level: approximately 50% of newly approved JMD. 
- State Public Affairs Office (PAO) staffing level: approximatcly42%. 

Staffigproblems arc hi.11dcrit1g dte USG's ability Lu assist Lhe lnte1im Iraqi 
Government in developing its strategic communication capability. 
Recommend State's PAO & MNF-l's Stratcom co-locate and integrate staff, as 
appropriate. 

u.S.Mjssioo 
Recommend placement or U.S. Advisors within the Iraqi Ministry or Defense to 
include one with the experience and background to be Senior Advisor to the 
Iraqi Minister of Defense. 

Multi-National Security Transition Command - Iraa {MNSTC-Tl 
MNSTC-1 is working hard to improve Iraqi leader selection and training for the Iraqi 
Secmity Forces, National Guard and local Police forces. 
Staffing level is cutrently at 4 7% of approved J MD with a level of 75% expected by 
late Nov. 04. 

Reconstruction Operations Center 
A Reconstruction Operations Center(ROCJ has been established to focus on logistics 
operations. 

• Logistics operations are rapidly approaching ful I capacity. 
- Warehouse capacity is strained. 
- The process for tracking material movement, which cmrentlyincludes truck 

transp:irt, needs to expand to rail road, air and sea. 
- The reallocation of $1. 8 B from equipment and construction material to Iraqi 

Security Force expansion will increase demands on logistics capacity. 
- To manage the resulting logistics surge, there is a requirement of$70M for 

operations and 7-8 additional logistics management personnel. 
• Accountability of equipment and supplies must be maintained. 

- RecommendMNF•I1S Deputy Chief ol' Stall' for Sustainment partner with 
PCO and be given oversight responsibility for this huge logistical effort. 

- A small logistics command may be required to coordinate this mission. 

10/07/2004 4: 18PM Page2 of2 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON DC 20310-1000 ~,_,_-.'_,·,r _r .• · .• ·: .... "') 1 ,~ 'I ....... 
•, I • '•, 

llF.FE~SE SUPPORT Off-1<:T'-JRAQ 29 December 2004 

TO: 

FROM: 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE '. b 
Director, Defense Support Office • Ira~ 

SUBJECT: Follow-up on Kicklighter Recommendations 

Listed are recommendations that LTG Kicklighter presented to you upon his 
departure. His principal recommendations with brief status updates are as follows: 

Recommendation: Give lRMO responsibilityj"or integration and oversight/or 
Regional Embassy Operations ( REO) in Iraq. 
• IRMO now has responsibility for REO integrative task. 
• IRMO established a 'Deputy for Operations' to provide integration and 

oversight over regional programs and is staffing twelve provincial coordination 
offices. Whether these organizations have real horsepower remains to be seen. 

Recommendation: Integrate MNF-l Strategic Communications and Embassy PAO. 
• Embassy and MNF -I Public Affairs Operations have co-located personnel and 

assets. MNF-1 StratCommremains a separate office within MNF-1, but MNF-1 
and State PAO do hold daily coordination meetings. 

Recommendation: Increase the number cf U.S. advisors within the Iraqi Ministr_v 
cf Defense, including one as Senior Advisor to the Iraqi Minister d Defense. 
• Remains an open issue: Only 9 of 22 IRMO MoD advisory positions are 

currently filled. US provides only two advisors. While willing to convert the 
position of Minister's Personal Secretary from British to US position, State 
Depm1ment appears to want the Senior Advisor position to remain a UK slot. 

• DSO-lraq suggests considering the merit of a more traditional construct after 
January elections where DoD assumes from State the responsibility for 
operating the MoD advisory function and staffing it with DoD personnel and 
contractors. 

Recommendation: Assign responsibility for reconstruction logistics to ensure 
accountability cf equipment and supplies. · 
• Remains an open issue: Accountability, integration and sustainability for 

logistics operations require attention. 
• Assistant SecArmy and DSO-Iraq are attempting to define specific requirements 

for improvements. Formal meeting of all relevant players, including MNF-1 and 
PCO. will be held January 5, 2005 at Logistics Management Institute (LMI). 

....... 
4 
~ r~ .,...._ COORDINATION: NONE 

Attachments: As Stated c::; 
0SD 20910-04, 
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ro: 
Fru:M: 

V ADM Jim Stavridis 

Donald Rtunsfcld1t--
SUBJECT: Notes from Kicklighter 

OCT 1 5 2004 

Here are the notes Kicklighter gave me in his out-call. You should be ~ 

somoone is following up on this. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
J0/7/04 Kiddish(cr NOIAlS: Iraq Tmnsllioo Follow•Up Issues 

Dlilbt 
JOl'404-2S 
................•...•........................... , .......................... . 
Please respond by _______ _ 
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IRAQ TRANSITION FOLLOW-UP 1$$1 ms 
Notes from LTG(R) Kicklighter 

Integration of MNE-1 andU.S.Missjon 
• MNl7 • l / U. S, Embassy cooperation 11nr1 integration is strong, effective and a model 

for future operations. 
MNF-1 has ju st completed an organizaLionalreevaluat ion and is moving the main 
headquarters to co-locate with the O. S .Embassy in the Palace. 
The new MNF-1 Campaign Plan is guiding the U. S.team. 
"Strongest, most integratedDoD/State team that l have ever witnessed." 

Regjqnal Embassy Offices & s1a1e Emlm!ded Teams 
IRMOplans to establish Reconstruction teams in Baghdad and ten ( 10) field 
locations: at the 4 REOs and 6 SETs. 
The Tikrit SET is the model to follow: 

• Recommend lRMO be gh·en responsibility for integration and oversight of USG 
Regional Opcrotions. 

IRN:>& PCO StructureChanges 
" The State Department decided to assign Program Management for reconstruction to 

IRMO;to accomplish this, PCO's SLrategicAnalysis Office is being transfe1red to 
IRK). 
Doth PCO & IRMO are heavily cmnmitted. Any additional resources required for 
IRMO wi 11 have to come from other source,. 

• MNF-I is providing personnel to IRMO to strengthen its capability. MNF-I's Director 
of Engineers has been embedded within IRMO as the Deputy for Strategic Operations 
with re,ponsibility for oversight of Regional Operations. 

• Commander, USACE Gulf Region Division (GRD), is now the Deputy for 
Construction at PCO. 

• When PCO phases down in the future, the GRD will take the lead in reconstmction. 
PCO is developing a phase-down plan. 

s1~t1s to str~arp.linethe acquisitionproce&s. 
Acquisition proce,s is slow, cumbersome and not based on the ,peed required in a 
combat zone. 

- PCO is required to use peacetime contracting rules in a wartime environment. 
While in Iraq. received three suggestions for improvement (since then the Acquisition 
Community in Iraq has expanded the list to twenty): 

- Raise the SimplifiedAcquisition Threshold from $500,(X)() to$ IM. Action 
undern.1ay. 

- Reduce the response times for federal acquisition activities as required under 
Federal Acqui,ition Regulations(FAR). Action underway. 

- Streamline the Export License approval process for the transfer of critical 
military equipment to the Iraqi Security Forces. Action underway. 

- DoD & State have establishedajoint team to oversee the 20 improvement 
recommendations. 

10/07/2004 4:18PM Page 1 of2 
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Strateaic Communications 
Inadequate staffing levels are hindering the effectiveness of the strategic 
1,:u111111unic:aliullll etfort and straining team integration. 

- MNP-1 statling level: approximately 50% of newly approved JMD. 
- State Public Affairs Office (PAO) staffing level: approximately42%. 

staffigproblcms arc hindering the: USG's ability to assist llu: lnltITTm Inqi. 
Government in developing its strategic communication capabi I ity. 
Recommend State's PAO & MNF-l's Stratcomco-locateand integrate staff, as 
appropriate. 

U.SMission 
• Recommend placement of U.S. Advisors within the Iraqi Ministry of Defense to 

include one with the experience and background to be Senior Advisor to the 
Iraqi Minister of Defense. 

Multi-National SecuritvTransition Command - Iraa (MNSTC-0 
MNSTC-I is working hard to improve Iraqi leader selection and training for the Iracp. 
Security Forces, National Guard and local Police forces. 
Staffing level is cmrently at 4 7% of approved JMD with a level of 7 5% expected by 
late Nov. 04. 

Reconstmction Opera ti ans Center 

• 

A Reconstruction Operations Center (ROC) has been established to focus on logistics 
operations. 
Logistics operations are rapidly approaching full capacity . 

- Warehouse capacity is strained. 
- The process for tracking material movement, which currently includes truck 

transport, needs to expand to railroad, air and sea. 
- The real location of $1. 8 B from equipment and construction material to Iraqi 

Security Force expansion will incr1;:ase demands on logistics capacity. 
- To manage the resulting logistics -.urge, there is a requirement of$70M for 

operations and 7-8 addition al logi sties management personnel. 
Accountability of equipment and supplies must be maintained. 

- Recommend MNF-l's Deputy Chief of Staff for Sustainment partner with 
PCO and be given oversight responsibilit~· for this huge logistical effort. 

- A small logistics command may be required to coordinate this mission. 

10/07/2004 4: L8PM Page 2 of2 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
The 1\'lilitary Assistant 

4j anuar.y 2005 · f 1 15 Hours 

MEMORANDUM FOR: MR. HOW ARD BURRJS, DIRECTOR, DSO-IRAQ 

SUBJECT: Follmv-up on Kicklighter Recommendations 

Sir: 

Please see rvlr. Patterson· s note to you on the attached: 

''How.mi - Please take a look at this and provide 
a memo to the SD/DSD on how these recommendations 
will be handled. Thanks, Dave" 

Thank you. 

Attachment: 
OSD 20910-04 

L 
ean E. O'Connor----------. 

/ 
Captain, USN 
Military Assistant to the 

Deputy Secretary of Defense 

Suspense: Monday, J~J anuary 2005 

11-L-0559/0SD/28383 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON DC 20310-1000 

c:.·""r·, ~- r.; -;-; i .: 

SELl-~~: .~-~~ (·i_ :>~;-~:>L~;~ 

2!Tl1J ~-·.-. ~'l ~), I!· 35 
ILJi !.. . .. :. ' ! ., ; . 

DE~:~PfORT°"'~ETAR y OF DEFENSE I\~ [J 
29 December 2004 

FROM: Director, Defense Support Office - Ira~"' 

SUBJECT: Follow-up on Kicklighter Recommendations 

Lisled are recommendalions that LTG Kicklighter presented to you upon his 
departure. His principal recommendations with brief status updates are as follows: 

Recommendation: Give TRMO responsibility/ or integration and oversightfo r 
Regional Embassy Operations (REO) in fraq. 
• IRMO now has responsibility for REO integrative task. 
• IRMO established a 'Deputy for Operations' to provide integration and 

oversight over regional programs and is staffing twelve provincial coordination 
offices. Whether these organizations have real horsepower remains to be seen. 

Recommendation: Integrate MNF-l Strategic Communicationsand Embassy PAO. 
• Embassy and MNF -I Public Affairs Operations have co-located personnel and 

assets. MNF-1 StratCommremains a separate office within MNF-1, but MNF-1 
and State PAO do hold daily coordination meetings. 

Recommendation: Increase the number of US. advisors wUhin the Iraqi Ministry 
°'{Defense, including one as Senior Advisor to the Iraqi Minister ofDefense. 
• Remains an open issue: Only 9 of 22 IRMO MoD advisory positions are 

currently filled. US provides only two advisors. While willing to convert the 
position of Minister's Personal Secretary from British to US position, State 
Department appears to want the Senior Advisor position to remain a UK slot. 

• DSO-Iraq suggests considering the merit of a more traditional construct after 
January elections where DoD assumes from State the responsibility for 
operating the MoD advisory function and staffing it with DoD personnel and 
contractors. 

Recommendation: Assign responsibility for reconstruction logistics to ensure 
accountability cE equipment and supplies. -
• Remains an open issue: Accountability, integration and sustainabilityfor 

logistics operations require attention. 
• Assistant SecArmy and DSO-Traq are attempting to define specific requirements 

for improvements. Formal meeting of all relevant players, including MNF-T and 
PCO, will be held January 5,2005 at Logistics Management Institute (LMI). 

COORDINATION: NONE 
Attachments: As Stated 

11-L-0559/0SD/28385 
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•··I• OCT 1 5 2004 

'IO: VADM Jim Stavridis 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld1tv 

SUBJECT: N:tEs from Kicklighter 

Hel'e are the notes Kicklighter gave me in his out-call. You should be sure 

someone ic; following up on this. 

Tlwtlcs. 

Attach. 
10/7/04 Kickligbler Notes: Iraq Transition Follow·Up l~ 

OHR:• 
101404-lJ 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by--------

FOGO 
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IRAO TRANSITION FOLLOW -UP ISSUES 

Notes from LTG{R) Kickli"hter 

Integration ofMNF-1 and U.S. Mission 
MNf · I I U. S .Embassy cooperation and integration is strong, effective and a mode I 
for future operations. 
MNF-1 has just completed an organizationalreevaluation and is moving the main 
headquarters to co-locate with the U.S. Embassy in the Palace. 

• The new MNF-I Campaign Plan is guiding the U.S.team. 
"Strongest, most integrated DoD/State team that I have ever witnessed." 

Regional EmbassvOffices & State Embedded Teams 
• IRM:>plans to establish Reconstruclionteams in Baghdad and ten ( IO) field 

locations: at the 4 REOs and 6 SE Ts. 
• The T:ikrit SET is the model to follow: 

Recommend IRMO be ginn responsibility for integration and oversight of USG 
Regional Operations. 

I~ PCO Slructure Changes 
• The State Department decided to assign Program Management for reconstruction to 

IRMO;to accomplish this, PCO's Strategic Analysis Office is being transfeffed to 
lRMO. 
Doth PCO & IRMO are heavily committed. Any additional re,ources requit'ed fot· 
IRMO will have to come from other sources. 

• MNF-1 is providing personnel to IRN:> to strengthen its capability. MNF-l's Director 
of Engineers has been embedded within IRM:> as the Deputy for Strategic Operations 
with responsibility for oversight of Regional Operations. 

• Commander, USACE Gulf Region Division (GRD), is now the Deputy for 
Construction al PCD. 

• When PCO phases down in the future, the G RD wi 11 take the lead in reconstruction. 
PCO is developing a phase-down plan. 

Steos to .we.amli.ne the acauisition process 
• Acquisition process is slow. cumbersome and not based on the speed required in a 

combat zone. 
- E'CO is required to use peacetime contracting rules in a wartime environment. 

• While in Iuq.. received three suggestions for improvement (since then the Acquisition 
Comunity in Iraq has expanded the list to twenty): 

- Raise the Simplified Acquisition Threshold from $500,000 to $1 M. Action 
underway. 

- Reduce the response times for federal acquisition activities as required under 
Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR). Action underway. 

- Streamline the Export License approval process for the transfer of critical 
mililaryequipmentto the Iraqi Security Forces. Action underway. 

- DoD & State have established a joint team lo oversee the 20 improvement 
recommendations. 

10/07/2004 4:18PM Page I of 2 
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Strate~ic Communications 
• Inadequate staffilq levels are hindering the effectiveness of the strategic 

co1m11unicalio118 efb::t and slraining team integration. 
- MNF-I staffing level: approximately50% of newly approved JMD. 
- State Public Affairs Office (PAO) staffing level: approximately 42%. 

Staffing problems arc hindering tlic USO"is ability lo assist lhe Interim Iraqi 
Government in developing its strategic communication capability. 

• , Recommend State's PAO & MNF-l's Stratcom co-locate and integrate staff, as 
appropriate. 

U.S. Mission 
• Recommend placement of U.S. Advisors within the Iraqi 1\1 inistry of Defense to 

include one with the experience and background to be Senior Advisor to the 
Iraqi Minister ol"Defense. 

Multi-National Security Transition Command - Iraa (MNSTC-1} 
MNSTC-I is working hard to improve Iraqi leader seleclion and training for the Iraqi 
Security Forces. National Guard and local Police forces. 
Staffing level is cun-ently at 47% of approved JM) with a level of 75°/,;, expected by 
late Nov. 04. 

Reconslruction Operations Center 
• A Reconstruction Operations Center (ROC J has been established to focus on logislics 

operations. 
LogisLics operations are rapidly approaching full capacity. 

- Warehouse capacity is strained. 
- The process for tracking material movement, which cmTently includes tm::::k 

"tl:amp:rt, needs 10 expand to railroad, air and sea 
- The reallocation of SI .SB from equipment and constrnction material to Iraqi 

Security Force expansion will increase demands on logistics capacity. 
- To manage the resulting logistics surge, there is a requirement of $70M for 

operations and 7-8 additional logi:slics management personnel. 
Accountabi Ii ty of equipment and supplies must be maintained. 

- RecommendMNF-l's Deputy Chiefof' Staf'l'for Sustainment partner with 
PCO and be gi\'en o,·ersight responsibility for this huge logistical effort. 

- A small logistics command may be required to coordinatethis mission. 

10/07/2004 4: 18PM Page 2 of2 
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SEC:::;,:~.-: , ·· . .. to~·fember 14, 2004 

ZITlQ n~c ?9 Pa r2: 12 

TO: Mira Ricardel 

SUBJECT: Letter to Buckovski 

Shouldn't we write Buckovski of Macedonia a letter congratulating him? 

Thanks. 

DHR:&s 
121404-7 

······························ ····· ··································-·· ' 
Please respond by ____J_?,, / 1tv/ ....... o-'f~-

FOOO DSD 20914 -04 

11-L-0559/0SD/28389 15-l ~-04 AJ0:56 IN 
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Policy Executive Secretariat Note 
2ill~ GEC 29 PH 12= I 2 

December 28, 2004 

Reference: 121404-7, Letterto Buckovski 

Captain Marriott, 

Please find attached a congratulatory letter to 
Prime-Minister Buckovski that Policy/Mira Ricardel submitted 
separately. 

SecDef signed the letter on December 22. 

v.~ ~~ 
J~ 
oi;;{ Di;;ctor 
Policy Executive Secretariat 

OSD 20914-04 

11-L-0559/0SD/28390 
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MEMO TO: Secretary Rrnnsfeld . 

FROM: Paul Wolfowi~ 

FOUO 

DATE: September 1,2004 - ft" u; H 110 <:f'h. 

SUBJECT: Redrafted Memo on USG Responsibilities for Homeland 
Security 

Don. 

I met with the recipients of the attached snowflake and we produced the 
redraft you requested. 

I'm available to discuss it further if you wish. 

fflUO 

11-L-0559/0SD/28391 
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DRAFf WORKJNG PAPERS 

SUBJECT: USG Responsjbi)jties forHomeland Security 

Situation Today: 

Since September 11 ,200 I, the Administration has made substantial progress to 

protect America from terrorist attacks. Among other measures, we have established: 

- The Department <i" Homeland Security. 

- A National Bio-Defense Strategy and stockpi les of biological vaccines. 

- United States Northern Command. 

- The Terrorist Threat Integration Center. 

As a result of these and other initiatives, America is safer today than it was prior to 

the 9/11 attacks, although we must continue to improve America's homeland security. 

Homeland Security Roles and Responsibilities: 

However, in the event of another major terrorist attack, we will certainly ask 

ourselves what else we might have done to prevent it or mitigate its consequences. One 

issue that concerns me is that roles and responsibil ities for homeland security are still not 

as clearly defined as they might be. Now that we have almost two years of experience 

with the Department of Homeland Security and the new USG organization for homeland 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 
PetJe 
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DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 

security, it may be an appropriate time to evaluate the assignment of roles and 

responsibilities for homeland security. We also need to consider how we can better 

educate the American people about those roles and responsibilities. It is important for the 

American people to have realistic expectations about the role the U.S. Armed Forces 

might play in dealing with terrorist attacks inside the United States, as defined both by 

law and executive policy. I am reminded of the polls taken in the 1990s which showed 

that Americans believed erroneously that we have a capability to shoot down a ballistic 

missile targeting the U.S. There is a great deal the U.S. military can do in the event of a 

terrorist attack, but there are limits on that capability and-as a matter of law and 

policy-there may be things we should not do. 

Across the USG, there have been several major homeland security exercises over 

the past several years. We could use their results to evaluate where gaps may exist in the 

USG homeland security concept and determine if changes are warranted with respect to 
,0 •• ~~,<j/-,V :-.•.•.~.io11.~·A~-·~ .. y.•,,-.•. _..,..-1c,,~~ ......... -,,·~flo.-3'" ... ~.· O .. .-,• .... ..,.... ..... •,,.,,.,...,~•'<#."-' -1-.. ..... '.'!"'• 

statutes, authorities, policies, missions, resources and training, etc. Evaluations, 

moreover, could help to identify any legal considerations that might limit the military 

from providing support to any Lead Federal Agency and that could impede effective 

command and control. 

Homeland security roles and responsibilities are spread among the Departments of 

Homeland Security, Justice, State, the FBI, the CIA and various otherU.S agencies: 

· To stop terrorists from coming across our borders. 

· To stop terrorists from coming~ U.S. p01t5. 

To stop terrorists from hijacking aircraft inside er outside the United States. 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 
-IJ8tJfir 
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- To seek out or arrest terrorists inside the United States. 

DOD does not have primary responsibility for any of those functions. Its 

traditional role has been largely restricted to the following: 

- Defend the U.S. homeland against foreign threats and attacks from outside the 

U.S. (NORTHCOMINORAD/PACOM). 

3 

- Protect U.S. DoD military forces and facilities located within the United States. 

- Support designated lead federal agencies, as specifically directed by the 

President, to include: 

Comment: 

l> "Render safe" a nuclear weapon located inside the United States. 

:.- Provide support for designated "National Special Security Events," such as 

the G-8 Summit, Democratic and Republican Conventions, the Super Bowl, 

etc., and 

), Serve as a sector-specific agency for the U.S. defense industrial base in 

accordance with Homeland Security Presidential Directive-7. 

In the event of a catastrophic nuclear or biological attack on the temtory of the 

United States, the following would likely occur, as it did on September 11,2001: 

I) The first calls for help will be toDoD to immediately take action, but 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 
roue 
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technically not in the lead role, only in a supporting role. Specifically, DoD 

may be asked to undertake the very responsibilitiesDoD has not been assigned 

or funded to do, and therefore may not have organized, trained or equipped to 

do,and 

2) When the dust settles, the American people may well ask why DoD did not: 

~ Prevent the attack, even though that is the legal responsibility of others and 

it is not DoD's assignment; 

};> Instantaneously respond to mitigate the attack after it occurs. 

Recommendation: 

Given this situation, the Administration may wish to undertake a quick review to 

provide recommendations for the following types of questions: 

- What might be done to better organize, allocate and rearrange responsibilities 

among USG agencies to ensure that the right capabilities and assets will 

address key problems? 

- Should we further organize, train and equip the National Guard and the 

reserves for homeland defense? 

- Has DoD allocated sufficient force structure to homeland defense, particularly 

to prevent or mitigate the consequences of a catastrophic attack? 

- What might be done to better infonn the Members of Congress, the press, and 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 
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the American people of the decided upon allocation of responsibilities, so the 

current confusion as to roles and responsibilities can be reduced? 

DRAFT WORKING PAPERS 
FOGO 
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'l'O: Vice Pt~dent Richard B. Cheney 

FROM. ~ Donald ~~f~ • 
SUBJECT _ ., Prinop1 ~dl 

Just to close tl1e loop, 1 received a call from Tony Principi saying he really didn't 

think he should have lunch with me and talk, because he's decided to go outside. 

DHR:u 
12.2904-2(1s) 

11-L-0559/0SD/28398 
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'.~~Ct;,December 29,,ioo.t 

TO: Ptesident George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ')..-, p,..___j,t 
SUBJECT: . Vehicle Arm.or 

Mr. President, 

"' {,· II" ' .. l .. . -,u 

I l.i.st.En!d. to )WI' statement after <lD. NSC meeting this moming. You were asked about 

mmor. You responded as indicated on the top ofthisattached FE9:l· I checked with our 

folks, ard have ciia:hrl Jll()re rurrmt infamal:.i.cn. I n::w have the military committed to 

not having U.S. Servicemen driving any vehicles.in.Iraq that do not have the appropriate 

armor after February 15, except for those vehicles that are used solely within protected .. .. 
military compollllds. 

I'm pushing tar, t.o accelerate the February 1 S CBl::.e to January 30. 

1he way \E are doing it is: 

1) To getm:m steel andm::a:e people :inlraq to bolt the protective amoron the 
vehicles; 

2) changing tactics, techniques and procooures, so fewer vehicles have to be out; 

3) reducingthe nnnJxr oflocations that materials have to be dispersed to ;and/or 
hiring more .contact drivers. 

1lr long and the short of it is, by February 15,2005, or sooner, the goal is to not have 

any U. S .military vehicles in Ird(), outside of a protected military a::npn'd, unless trey 

have appropriate armor. I'll keep you posted. 

Respectfully, 

OSD ·20959-04 
11-L-0559/0SD/28399 
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The stalement made by lhe Pntsldant ·at ttie pre8I ccnfereooe ii factualy 
correcl. •• but 1he amendment below affarl a more complefa view. . 

lHE PRESIDENT: _wan, I have looked at lhe Slatistics on that, and we have . 
stepped up the p,oductlon of armored Humvee$ slgnfflcantiy. lhe other issue Is 
the rearmamen( of existing -cf vehlcle8 V. acv now in thealar, vehicles that 
require a different annament structure hft that which they initially were . 
manufactured with. ArKI I am IOrd that those vehlelal wll be anned ~ by mid
summer of 2005. Arri wt& I know is, is hit the Defense Department is WOlkfng 
expeditiouslywidl private contractorsand with our mlUlaly to get these vehiclee 
armed up. 

A NKlRECOMPLETE STATEMENT 

THE PRESIDENT; Well, I have looked at lhe statistics al that, and SINCE MA V 
OF 2003 vwe have stepped. up the produdon rf annorad Humvee& significantly. 
TI1e offe-18sue is the rearmament of e>dstlng - or vehicles that.ere now in 
thea1Br, vehicles that require a different annament atructure than that which they 
initially were manufacb.lredwith. And l am lold that thosevehlclea WLL HA VE 
FACTORYSUft. T, IN1EGRATEO ARMOR AND BAUJBTIC GLA881Je BffRM 
up by mid-swnmer cf 2005. JN THE INTERJM, BY 15 FEB 05 OR S 00 NER, WE 
WILL ARMOR ... Wlllf BOTH FACTORY BUILT AND LOCALL V INSTA• • ,ED 
ARMOR ~TE-ALL VEHICLES WHICH ~TE OUTSIDE A 
PROTECTED COMPOUND. And what I knOw' is," 1hat the Defense Depa1J I l8l1t 
is working expeditiously with private conlradDrs and with QUI' mllltary io get these 
vehldes armed 14J. 

11-L-0559/0SD/28400 
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FROM: 

71(,:-.~ 

F8~8 

4 nac1k haef f5 ; 

Steve Cam bone 

Donald Rumsfeld '1/IL 
SUBJECT: Defense Science Board Summer Project 

September 7 ,2004 

If you have not seen the Defense Science Board Summer Project, I think you 

should. (Sec page 33 of their briefing papers.) 

I think we should ask DIA to come back to us with a proposal as to how they are 

going to make better use of open source information. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
08/31/()4, )efense Science Board Summer Project (page 33) 

DHR:ss 
090704-22 

..............................................•. ~ ...................... . 

SE€~Zf 
.,1 t I Hat "1• r 1-i 

oso 20972-04 
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Transition to and from Hostilities 

111.C. Knowledge, Understanding, and 
Intelligence for the 21st Century 

' ' 
t '. w \.. • 

Recommendations: Open Source 

USD(I) designate DIA as Executive Agent for oversight, 
planning and (most) direct execution 

- Separately budget so that it does not compete with "core business" of the 
Executive Agent 

- Fund for the central procurement resolution of intellectual property rights 

Unclassified 

- Consider "industrial funding" model for open-source-analytic and other value-
added products; Executive Agent would qualify the vendors 

Fund demonstrations of linking and e-business paradigms on 
lntelink TS and S 

Change the lanes in the road so that every single source 
agency produces two-source integrated product ... e.g ., SIGINT 
and open source, or geo-spatial aod open source 

Design the enterprise-wide data architecture to support and 
exploit linkages provided by open source 

Unclassified 
Defense Science Board 2 0 04 Summer Study 

:581"! 8PPl!"!I: tL 15\~Z: Bllt 1/ 33 

11-L-0559/0SD/28402 



TO: Matt Latimer 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld )~ 

SUBJECT: Thoughts on Iraq Papers 

71..(<-~ 

peit,e 

September 7, 2004 

Here are some papers I have worked on. Please sort through them and, after 

talking with Larry and Tony, come back to me with a recommendation as to what I 

should do with them, if anything. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
6/10/04 ASD(ISA) Memo to SecDef re: Thoughts on Iraq. 
06/09/04 Suggested Insert from Dr. Wolfowitz 
06/21/04 memo from Sec Def to Rodman re: Edits on Thoughts on Iraq. 

DHR:ss 
090704-43 ~1::: ~;:;,;;,;;;; q f 1 lo~•• ... •• ..... • .... • .. • ...... •• .... • .... • .. • .. ' 
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September 10, 2004 

TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsf eld 

SUBJECT: Briefing Paper for POTUS 

We need to see that the President has a briefing paper before he meets with Prime 

Minister Koizumi showing what we are doing in Japan, and why the deterrent will 

not be weakened. 

Please read the attached. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
FBIS Report Re: Koizumi lo discuss USFJ Realignment on 9/21 

DHR:ss 
091004-2 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ________ _ 
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Text 
Japan: Koizumi Expected To Discuss USFJ Realignment With Bush in 

NY on 21 Sep· 
JPP20040909000004 Tokyo Nikkei Telecom 21 WWW-Text in English 2056 GMT OB 
Sep04 
[Unattributed report: "Koizumi, Bush To Discuss US Base Issue in New York on 21 
September"; English version of report attributed to Tokyo Nihon Keizai Shimbun in 
Japanese 9 Sep 04 Morning Edition] 
[FB·IS Transcribed Text] 

TOKYO (Nikkei) -- Prime Minister Junichiro Koizumi is expected to discuss the 
realignment of U.S. forces in Japan when he meets with U.S. President George W. 
Bush in New York on Sept. 21. 

Koizumi is scheduled to travel to New York to attend the annual U.N. General 
Assembly followirig_y_isits to Brazil and Mexico. 

,··· .... ,• ..... · . . .. - . ···---. -,-."-

Specifically, Japan will seek to have local interests reflected in these plans through 
su measures as reducing th\ burden borne by communities hosting U.S. military 
ins llations. In addition, Koizu i will ask that U.S. military forces in Japan maintain 
thei deterrence capabilities. 

\ ------ '-In bilateral director-gene .. vet.discussions with foreign affairs and defense officials 
at the end of August, Japan expressed its intention to present as early as this year a 
policy response to the planned U.S. military realignment. 

The meeting between Koizumi and Bush is expected to establish a foundation for 
discussions before the bilateral military realignment talks begin in earnest. 

On the expansion of the U.N. Security Council, Koizumi will explain Japan's bid to 
seek entry into the group without changing the country's waMenouncing Constitution. 
Koizumi hopes to win Bush's support on the matter. 

[Description of Source: Tokyo Nikkei Telecom 21 Text-WWW in English - on-line 
database service owned by Ni hon Keizai Shimbun, Inc., containing flash news, the 
main Tokyo newspapers, business, technical, and regional newspapers, weekly 
magazines, plus various business-oriented databases] 
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TO: 

FROM: 

Les Brownlee 
Lt. Gen. Lovelace 

7 ') J°'' . '-{'-~'') 

Fooo 

Donald Rumsfeld J l 
SUBJECT: General Officer Memos of Reprimand 

ii~ 
~ptember 16,2004 

At the detainee brief, you said there were 13 GO Memos of Reprimand. 

I would like more detail on the implications of the memos -- how many will be in 

service jackets and how those that are not in service jackets will affect the 

individual's careers. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
091604·1.4 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 9 J 2~ / 04 · 

oso 20975-04 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
WASHINGTON DC 20310-0200 

INFO MEMO 

September 22~ 2004, 9:00 AM 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: R.L. Brownlee, Acting Secretary of the~ 

SUBJECT: General Officer Memos of Reprimand 

• You were informed that Headquai1ers, Department of the Army, has received reports 
of 13 administrative reprimands imposed in connection with incidents of detainee 
abuse. Since that time, we have received rep011s of two additional administrative 
reprimands imposed for incidents of detainee abuse. Of these 1 5 reprimands, seven 
were imposed by general officers and eight were imposed by other officers. All of 
these reprimands were filed in local unit files, and may be considered by the 
recipient's commander when making assignments, promotions, or selections for 
schooling. 

• We have also received reports of two additional reprimands for related misconduct 
that were imposed by a general officer as nonjudicial punishment under the 
provisions of Article 15, Uniform Code of Military Justice. Both of these actions 
will be filed in the Official Military Personnel Files (OMPF) of the recipients, which 
are maintained by the Depai1ment of the Army. 

• In addition, six Soldiers have been reprimanded by a general officer for dereliction of 
supervisory duties and similar neglects in connection with the administration of the 
detention facility at Abu Ghraib. AJI of these reprimands were filed in the OMPF of 
the recipients. 

COORDTNATTON: NONE 

l{b)(6) 
PREPARED BY: COL William Barto .... ______ ____, 

oso 20975-04 
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TO: 
cc:. 
FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Gen. Pete Schoomaker 
6cfl. Di c.Jl M 'I e,,-5 /.i'J ~ 
Donald Rumsfeld -';; ~'-1 

Note from Newt Gingrich 

September 16,2004 

Here are some interesting e-mails from Newt Gingrich. I would appreciate it if 

you would talk to him sometime and explain what you are doing. He is interested 

and knowledgeable. I think it would be helpful. 

Thanks. 

Aum:h. 
E~mails from Gingrich (6/4, 6/21, 7/9/04) 

DHR:ss 
091604·11 

........................................ , ............................... . 
Please respond by _______ _ 

=reuo 

11-L-0559/0SD/28409 
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From: Di Rha, Larry, CIV, OSD-OASD-PA 

Sent: Sunday, June 20,2004 5:31 PM 

To: 'Thirdwave2@aol.com.,.3,'J( ... b~)(6!111) __ ...,.C:;.:l.:..V,, OSD; Di Rita, Larry, CIV, OSD-OASD-PA; Craddock, 
John J, Lt Gen, OSD; !{b}(6} I Patterson.Jack D, CIV, OSD 

Cc: peter.pace@js.pentagon.mil; stephen.Cc3mbone@OSD .. mil; Thornhill, Paula, Col, JCS SJS 

Subject: RE: the army is too small-newt 

could it be that the army is the right size, but too much of it is in the reserves? 

that's a much more transformational matter than simply adding bodies. 

for years, for all the right reasons at the time (maybe) we have been putting wha1 has become critical capability 
into the reserves. 

it's time to change that. 

put another way, adding two new divisions and not fixing the imbalance will not solve the problem. 

i'm not stubborn on the point, but you shouldn't be, either. your comments suggest that you have not had the 
chance_ to consider the matter as carelully as you might. 

-----Original Message--
From: Thirdwave2@aol.com [maflto:Thirdwave2@aol.com) 
Se~t; Friday June 04, 2004 8:27 AM 
To: (b)(6) ~osd.pentagon.mili Larry.DiRita@osd. IITntagon.mil; 
John.Craddock@OSD.Pentagon.mil;![b )(6) jack.pattersoo@osd.mil 
Cc: peter.pace@js.pentagon.mil; stephen.carnbone@OSD .. mil; paula.thornhill@js.pentagon.mil 
Subject: the army is too small-newt 

for secdef, depsecdef 
from newt 6/04/04 

it is untenable to argue the Army is the right size 

it is a direct contradiction of the Secretary's warning at West Point that we 
are in the early stages of a long war 

it is impossible for average Americans to believe that the Army is the right 
size but we have to rely on reservists and guardsmen on a continuing 
basis and we now have to extend service involuntarily 

I do not care what the studies and higher ups are telling you as an Army 
brat who went through the Eisenhower reductions in forces in the late 
1950s as a child this combination of events is going to weaken the Army 

612112004 11-L-0559/0SD/28410 
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finally, it is impossible to explain to the American people why the Army is 
the right size when their neighbors are called up and service is 
involuntarily extended 

I cannot defend the current size and when asked I am going to say the 
Army should be larger 

Kerry will win this debate 

this is a repetition of the 1960 Nixon mistake of defending America's 
strength against Kennedy's charge of a missile gap--the country decided 
Kennedy was right even though he was wrong 

for the first time in decades Republicans are now on the weakness side of 
a defense issue and giving the Democrats an easy way to be on the pro
defense side of more strength. 

You should call for a significant increase in Army end strength and a 
significant increase in the Army budget to cover that cost without eating 
into the rest of the Army's program 

if this is a long war then let's start acting like its a real war and budget 
accordingly 

to repeat: I personally cannot defend the smaller Army position and I 
would support a substantial increase in both Army strength and the Army 
budget 

this is both a national security and a political issue and the adminstration 
is wrong on both 

6/21/2004 11-L-0559/0SD/28411 
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..... l(b_)cs_) __ ____.jc1v, oso 

From: Thirdwave2@aol.com 

Sent: Monday, June 21 ,2004 8:02 PM 

To: larrv dirita@osd oen~fgon.milJ"""tb"""')(=6)---.~osd.pentagon.mil: John.Craddock@osd.mil; 
!fb) (6) _ Jack.Patterson@osd.mil 

Cc: peter.pace@js.pentagon.mil; stephen.cambone@OSD .. mil; pau!a.thornhill@js.pentagon.mil 

Subject: Re: the army is too small-newt 

there is a theoretical army in which total manpower including resevres and national 
guard, mobilization depots, division overhead ,etc all can be converted to a lean 
fighting army 

we are in a war 

we are making decisions about troops in Korea and troops in Germany which may 
effect our long term influence in those regions forever 

we have an army which is very strained and in which we do not have enough area 
specialists with language skills, we do not have enough civill affairs units, we do not 
have enough information officers with even a minimum level of information strategy 
skills 

in a societal war against an embedded opponent the army will end up being the 
primary carrier of the war 

it is too small 

you are being told it is adequate only because we have imposed a budget cap on it 

if you asked the combatant commanders and the army to assess a long war 
strategy and the current tempo they would need a much bigger system 

this is not about divisions it is about rotatable units, sustaining the force , developing 
adequate specialties 

in peacetime we can wait until we reform the guard, reserve and overhead 

in a war we would insist on adequate troops and then try to reform 

which are we in? 
newL ___ ,.;.... -=-- __ _ 

6/22/2004 11-L-0559/0SD/28412 
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From: Di Rita, Larry, CIV',OSD-OASD-PA 

Sent: Tuesday, June 22,2004 7:09 AM 

To: 'Thirdwave2@aol.com'; Di Rita
1 
Larry

1 
CIV

1 
0SD-OASD-PA;!(b)(6) ! CIV, OSD; Craddock, 

John J, Lt Gen, OSD; !(b)(6) I ----
Subject: RE: the army is too small-newt 

Because we are in a war we can do things we knew we needed to for a long time but always found a reason not 
to. 

This is not an argument against more end strength, although I am not persuaded lha1's the right answer and I only 
have to listen to the chief of staff of the army on that one. 

But if we did get an increase in end strength. we would lose some of the impetus to do the very things that we are 
doing because we never had an impetus until now. 

Restructuring in Europe and korea are good things, and long overdue. 

Restructuring the active and reserve balance is overdue, although we probably did not know that until now. 

Getting our civil service system redesigned to make it more flexible and less dependent upon activity duty military 
is a good thing, although we never would have achieved that legislative initiative without the pressure on end 
strength. 

I don't know if we need more end strength or not. If after we have done all these other things, we find we still do, 
then we should ask for it. But even accepting your argument that simply being in a war demands a larger army, it 
is not clear to me how we would use it if we had it and I know that if we had it a lot of these other things might not 
happen. 

If your concern is our footprint in Europe and korea, then we just have a basic difference of views on whether it 
makes sense for us to continue maintain all those divisions so committed. That is a quite different consideration, 
it seems to me. 

-----Original Message-----
From: Thirdwave2@aol.com [mailto:Thirdwave2@aol.corn] 
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2004 8:02.r.eEM~.,....---.... 
To: larry.dirita@osd.pentagon.mil; !(b)(6) !@osd.pentagon.mil; John.Craddock@osd.mil; 
!(b)(6) I Jack.Patterson@osd.mil 
Cc: peter .pace@js.pentagon.mil; stephen.cambo.ne@OSD .. mil i paula. thorn hi ll@js.pentagon.mil 
Subject: Re: the army is too small-newt 

there is a theoretical army in which total manpower including resevres and 
national guard, mobilization depots, division overhead ,etc all can be 
converted to a lean fighting army 

we are in a war 

we are making decisions about troops in Korea and troops in Germany which 
may effect our long term influence in those regions forever 

6/22/2004 
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we have an army which is very strained and in which we do not have enough 
area specialists with language skills, we do not have enough civill affairs units, 
we do not have enough information officers with even a minimum level of 
information strategy skills 

in a societal war against an embedded opponent the army will end up being 
the primary carrier of the war 

it is too small 

you are being told it is adequate only because we have imposed a budget cap 
on it 

if you asked the combatant commanders and the army to assess a long war 
strategy and the current tempo they would need a much bigger system 

this is not about divisions it is about rotatable units, sustaining the force, 
developing adequate specialties 

in peacetime we can wait until we reform the guard, reserve and overhead 

in a war we would insist on adequate troops and then try to reform 

which are we in? 
newt 

6/22/2004 
11-L-0559/0SD/28414 
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..... l (b_)(6_) ___ __,~IV, OSD __ _ 

----. ..... o; -------~=-----
From: Thirdwave2@aol.com 

Sent: Friday,July 09, 20047:58 AM 

To: !(b~6) !LaJft1DjRita@osdpentarn.mil; 
Jon.Craddock@dSb.Pentagon.miJb)(6) jack.patterson@osd.mil 

Cc: peter.pace@js.pentagon.ml!; paula.thornhill@js.pentagon.mil 

Subject: the army is too small and it Is starting to make us lookg sily 

from newt 7/9/04 
army size 

Page 1 of 1 

.. 

the contortions we are going through with the Army are going to be politically very 
expensive th is fall 

it is impossible to be doing all the different things the army is doing to hold itself 
together and argue that it is not too small 

involuntarily retaining people, involuntarily calling people back, reaching out to 
recruit from the other services 

everything indicates we are in a system that is too small and that is wearing down' 

it is like watching a company starting to kite checks to cover cash flow problems 

there may be good management answers but politically the country is not going to 
believe the army is big enough 

the sooner we decide to expand the army the less it will cost us this fall in the 
debates 

7/9/2004 
11-L-0559/0SD/28415 _________________ ... __________________ _ 



TO: David Chu 

CC: Gen. Dick Myers 
Gen. Pete Pace 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Y~ 
SUBJECT: "Stress on the Force" Memo - Update 

September 17 ,2004 

I would like to see an update to our "Stress on the Force'' Memo very soon. My 

sense is that we have made some good progress and T am looking forward to 

hearing the specifics. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
091704-1 

FOGO 

11-L-0559/0SD/28416 oso 20977-04 



TO: Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 

SUBJECT: Pakistan 

71..(<-~ 

F91J9 

September 20,2004 
{~ - 0 "3JL, 

O<.( / 01~<-LS 

What more can we do for Pakistan on getting money for those madrasahs? 

Thanks. 

DBR:ss 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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TO: 

FROM: 

COL Steve Bucci 

Donald Rumsfeld "/' 

September 23,2004 

SUBJECT: Satellite Photo of Iraq 

Please get me a copy of a sate I lite photograph of Iraq before the war and a photo 

today. I would like to see an image taken at night, so we can see the difference in 

electricity generation from then to now. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092304-2 

Sir, 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

The first photo is the average lights during a 1 % month period 
before the war. The second is a one month average after the 
war, The third is a one night image that shows the night afte r 
the attack on the oil line that closed down the Bayji Power plant. 
It shows how quickly the majority of power was restored. 

VIA, COL B 
'. 

11-L-0559/0SD/28418 oso 20980·04 



September 24,2004 

TO: Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: List of SASC and HASC Subcommittees 

Please give me a copy of the subcommittees of the House and Senate Armed 

Services Committees. I want to look at how they are organized. And maybe 

privately suggest some different organizations at some point to Duncan Hunter 

and John Warner. 

I have a feeling they are organized for the way we used to look at the Department 

of Defense, instead of the way we ought to be looking at il. Maybe that would 

help. 

Thanks. 

DHR:ss 
092404-J 

•••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by ___ q_{_Z_Y_/"'""o_Lf_ 

POGO 

oso 20983·04 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301 - 1300 

LEGISLATIVE 
AFFAIRS 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Response to SEC DEF Inquiry 

September24,2004 5:00 PM 

• Attached is the information you requested regarding SASC and HASC 
subcommittees. 

2 Attachments: 
1. SASC Full Committee and Subcommittees 
2. HASC Full Committee and Subcommittees 

11-L-0559/0SD/28420 
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SENATE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE 

FULL COMMITTEE 

Jurisdiction: Defense and defense policy generally; aeronautical and space activities 
peculiar to or primarily associated with the development of weapons systems or military 
operations; the common defense; the Department of Defense, the Department of the Army, 
the Department of the Navy, and the Department of the Air Force, military research and 
development; national security aspects of nuclear energy; naval petroleum reserves, except 
those in Alaska; pay, promotion, retirement, and other benefits and privileges of members 
of the Armed Forces, including overseas education of civilian and military dependents; 
selective service system; and strategic and critical materials necessary for the common 
defense; comprehensive study and review of matters relating to the common defense policy 
of the United States. The chairman and ranking minority member are non-voting members 
ex officio of all subcommittees of which they are not regular members 

Republicans (13) 

John W. Warner, Va. - chairman 
John McCain, Ariz. 
James M. lnhofe, Okla. 
Pat Roberts, Kan. 
Wayne Allard, Colo. 
Jeff Sessions, Ala. 
Susan Collins, Maine 
John Ensign, Nev. 
Jim Talent, Mo. 
Saxby Chambliss, Ga. 
Lindsey Graham, S.C. 
Elizabeth Dole, N.C. 
John Cornyn, Texas 

Democrats (12) 

Carl Levin, Mich. • ranking member 
Edward M. Kennedy, Mass. 
Robert C. Byrd, W.Va. 
Joseph I. Lieberman, Conn. 
Jack Reed, R.T. 
Daniel K. Akaka, Hawaii 
Bill Nelson, Fla. 
Ben Nelson, Neb. 
Mark Dayton, Minn. 
Evan Bayh, Ind. 
Hillary Rodham Clinton, N.Y. 
Mark Pryor, Ark. 

Republican Staff Director: Judith A. Ansley 
Democratic Staff Director: Rick DeBobes 

11-L-0559/0SD/28421 



SUBCOMMITTEE ON AIRLAND 

Jurisdiction: All Army and Air Force acquisition programs (except strategic weapons and 
lift programs, special operations and information technology accounts); all Navy and 
Marine Corps aviation programs, National Guard and Army and Air Force reserve 
modernization, and ammunition programs. 

Republicans (7) 

Jeff Sessions, Ala. - chairman 
John McCain, Ariz. 
James M. Inhofe, Okla. 
Pat Roberts, Kan. 
Jim Talent, Mo. 
Saxby Chambliss, Ga. 
Elizabeth Dole,N.C. 

Democrats (6) 

Joseph I. Lieberman, Conn. - ranking member 
Daniel K. Akaka, Hawaii 
Mark Dayton, Minn. 
Evan Bayh, Ind. 
Hillary Rodham Clinton, N.Y. 
Mark Pryor, Ark. 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMERGING THREATS AND 
CAPABILITIES 

Jurisdiction: Policies and programs to counter emerging threats such as proliferation o 
weapons of mass destruction. terrorism, illegal drugs, and other asymmetric. threats. 
information warfare programs; technology base programs, special operations programs; 
emerging operational concepts; Foreign Military Sales (FMS); technology export policies; 
Nunn-Lugar issues; DOE non-proliferation programs; doctrine and R&D supporting non
traditional military operations, including peacekeeping and low-intensity conflict; budget 
accounts for technology base ROT &E for DOD and DOE counterterrorism and chemical 
and biological warfare defense; DOD funding for the Nunn-Lugar cooperative threat 
reduction program; DOE funding for non-prnliferation programs; DOD command and 
agencies including Defense Advance Research Project Agency (DARPA); Defense Threat 
Reduction Agency (DTRA); Defense Security Cooperation Agency (SSCA); SOCOM 

Republicans (9) 

Pat Roberts, Kan. - chairman 
Wayne Allard, Colo. 
Susan Collins, Maine 
John Ensign, Nev. 
Jim Talent, Mo. 
Saxby Chambliss, Ga. 
Lindsey Graham, S.C. 
Elizabeth Dole, N.C. 
John Cornyn, Texas 

Democrats (8) 

Jack Reed, R.I. - ranking member 
Edward M. Kennedy, Mass. 
Robert C. Byrd, W.Va. 
Joseph L Lieberman, Conn. 
Daniel K. Akaka, Hawaii 
Bill Nelson, Fla. 
Evan Bayh, Ind. 
Hillary Rodham Clinton, N.Y. 
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON PERSONNEL 

Jurisdiction: Policies and end strengths for military and civilian personnel; military 
health care; compensation; force structure; Morale, Welfare and Recreation; Professional 
Military Education; military nominations;DODDS/Section 6 schools, Civil-military 
programs; POW/MIA issues; family housing policy; Armed Forces Retirement Home; 
budget accounts for military personnel; military retirement; Defense Health Care; AAFES 

Republicans (4) Democrats (3) 

Saxby Chambliss, Ga. • chairman 
Susan Collins, Maine 

Ben Nelson, Neb. - ranking member 
Edward M. Kennedy, Mass. 

Elizabeth Dole, N.C. Mark Pryor, Ark. 
John Cornyn, Texas 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON READINESS AND MANAGEMENT SUPPORT 

Jurisdiction: Military readiness, training, logistics and maintenance issues and programs, 
all military construction, installations and family housing issues, including the base closure 
process. 

Republicans (9) 

John Ensign, Nev. - chairman 
John McCain, Ariz. 
James M. Inhofe, Okla. 
Pat Roberts, Kan. 
Wayne Allard, Colo. 
Jeff Sessions, Ala. 
Jim Talent, Mo. 
Saxby Chambliss, Ga. 
John Cornyn, Texas 

Democrats (8) 

Daniel K. Akaka, Hawaii - ranking member 
Robert C. Byrd, W.Va. 
Bill Ne1son, Fla. 
Ben Nelson, Neb. 
Mark Dayton, Minn. 
Evan Bayh, Ind. 
Hillary Rodham Clinton, N.Y. 
Mark Pryor, Ark. 
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON SEAPOWER 

Jurisdiction: Naval and U.S. Marine Corps programs less tactical aviation; strategic lift 
programs; U.S. Coast Guard; maritime issues; TRANSCOM; budget accounts for USN; 
USMC procurement and RDT &E less tactical aviation; Army and Air Force strategic Lift 
programs; National Defense Sealift Fund (NDSF). 

Republicans ( 4) 

Jim Talent, Mo.· chairman 
John McCain, Ariz. 
Susan Collins, Maine 
Lindsey Graham, S.C. 

Democrats (3) 

Edward M. Kennedy, Mass. - ranking memba 
Joseph 1. Lieberman, Conn. 
Jack Reed, R. 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON STRATEGIC FORCES 

Jurisdiction: All strategic forces (except deep strike systems), space programs, ballistic 
missile defense and Department of Energy national security programs (except non
proliferation programs). 

Republicans (6) 

Wayne Allard, Colo. - chairman 
James M. Inhofe, Okla. 
Jeff Sessions, Ala. 
John Ensign, Nev. 
Lindsey Graham, S.C. 
John Cornyn, Texas 

Democrats ( 5) 

Bill Nelson, Fla. - ranking member 
Robert C. Byrd, W.Va. 
Jack Reed, R. T. 
Ben Nelson, Neb. 
Mark Dayton, Minn. 
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HOUSE ARMED SERVICES COMMITTEE 

FULL COMMITTEE 
Jurisdiction: Ammunition depots; Army, Navy, and Air Force reservations and establishments; 
conservation, development, and use of naval petroleum and oil shale reserves; Departments of 
the Army, Navy, and Air Force; Merchant Marine Academy, and State Maritime Academies; 
military applications of nuclear energy; tactical intelligence and DoD intelligence related 
activities; national security aspects of merchant marine, including financial assistance for the 
construction and operation of vessels, the maintenance of the U.S. shi pbui I ding and ship repair 
industrial base, cargo preference and merchant marine officers and seamen as these matters relate 
to the national security; all benefits and privileges of members of the armed forces; scientific 
research and development in support of the armed services; selective service; size and 
composition of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force; soldiers' and sailors' homes. 

Republicans (33) Democrats (28) 
Duncan Hunter, Calif. - chairman 
Curt Weldon, Pa. 
Joel Hefley, Colo. 
James Saxton, NJ. 
John M. McHugh, N.Y. 
Terry Everett, Ala. 
Roscoe G. Bartlett, Md. 
Howard P. "Buck" McKeon, Calif. 
William M. "Mac'' Thornben-y, Texas 
John Hostettler, Ind. 
Walter B. Jones, N.C. 
Jim Ryun, Kan. 
Jim Gibbons, Nev. 
Robin Hayes, N .C. 
Heather A. Wilson, N.M. 
Ken Calvert, Calif. 
Rob Simmons, Conn. 
Jo Ann Davis, Va. 
Ed Schrock, Va. 
Todd Akin, Mo. 
J. Randy Forbes, Va. 
Jeff Miller, Fla. 
Joe Wilson, S.C. 
Frank A. LoBiondo, N .J. 
Tom Cole, Okla. 
Jeb Bradley, N.H. 
Rob Bishop, Utah 
Michael R. Turner, Ohio 
John Kline, Minn. 
Candice S. Miller, Mich. 
Phil Gingrey, Ga. 
Mike D. Rogers, Ala. 
Trent Franks, Ariz. 

Republican Staff Director: Robert S. Rangel 
Democratic Counsel: Jim Schweiter 

Ike Skelton, Mo. - ranking member 
John M. SprattJr., S.C. 
Solomon P. Ortiz, Texas 
Lane Evans, Ill. 
Gene Taylor, Miss. 
Neil Abercrombie, Hawaii 
Martin T. Meehan, Mass. 
SilvestreReyes, Texas 
Vic Snyder, Ark. 
Jim Turner, Texas 
Adam Smith, Wash. 
Loretta Sanchez, Calif. 
Mike Mclntyre,N.C. 
Ciro D. Rodriguez, Texas 
Ellen 0. Tauscher, Calif. 
Robert A. Brady, Pa. 
Baron P. Hill, Ind. 
John B. Larson, Conn. 
Susan A. Davis, Calif. 
Jim Langevin, R.L 
Steve Israel, N.Y. 
Rick Larsen, Wash. 
Jim Cooper, Tenn. 
Jim Marshall, Ga. 
Kendrick B. Meek, Fla. 
Madeleine Z. Bordallo, Guam 
Tim Ryan, Ohio 
Charles W. Stenholm, Texas 
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON PROJECTION FORCES 

Jurisdiction: Navy and Marine Corps programs (except strategic weapons and space programs, 
special operations and information technology accounts), deep strike bombers and related 
systems, strategic lift programs and naval reserve equipment. 

Republicans (9) 

Roscoe G. Bartlett, Md.· chairman 
Rob Simmons, Conn. 
JoAnn Davis, Va. 
Ed Schrock, Va. 
James Saxton, NJ. 
John Hostettler, lnd. 
Ken Calvert, Calif. 
Jeb Bradley, N.H. 
John Kline, Minn. 

Democrats (7) 

Gene Taylor, Miss. • ranking number 
Neil Abercrombie, Hawaii 
Ellen 0. Tauscher, Calif. 
Jim Langevin, R.I. 
Steve Israel, N.Y. 
Jim Marshall, Ga. 
Charles W. Stenholm, Texas 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TOTAL FORCE 

Jurisdiction: Military personnel policy, reserve component integration and employment issues, 
military health care, military education and POW/MIA issues. In addition, the subcommittee will 
be responsible for Morale, Welfare and Recreation issues and programs. 

Republicans (8) 

John M. McHugh,N.Y. • chairman 
Tom Cole, Okla. 
Candice S. Miller, Mich. 
Phil Gingrey, Ga. 
H. James Saxton, N.J. 
Jim Ryun, Kan. 
Ed Schrock. Va. 
Robin Hayes, N.C. 

Democrats (6) 

-----,- -----~~ 
Vic Snyder, Ark. - ranking member 
Martin T. Meehan, Mass. 
Loretta Sanchez, Calif. 
Ellen 0. Tauscher, Calif. 
Jim Cooper, Tenn. 
Madeleine Z. Bordallo, Guam 
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON READINESS 

Jurisdiction: Military readiness, training, logistics and maintenance issues and programs, all 
military constrnction, installations and family housing issues, including the base closure process. 

Republicans (16) 

Joel Hefley. Colo. - chairman 
Howard P. "Buck" McKeon, Calif. 
John Hostettler, lnd. 
Walter B. Jones, N.C. 
Jim Ryun, Kan. 
Robin Hayes, N.C. 
Heather A. Wilson, N .M. 
Ken Calvert, Calif. 
J. Randy Forbes, Va. 
Jeff Miller, Fla. 
Tom Cole, Okla. 
Rob Bishop, Utah 
Candice S. Miller, Mich. 
Mike D. Rogers, Ala. 
Trent Franks, Ariz. 
John M. McHugh, N.Y. 

Democrats (14) 

Solomon P. Ortiz, Texas - ranking member 
Lane Evans, Ill. 
Gene Taylor, Miss. 
Neil Abercrombie, Hawaii 
Silvestre Reyes, Texas 
Vic Snyder, Ark. 
Ciro D. Rodriguez, Texas 
Robert A. Brady, Pa. 
Baron P. Hill, Ind. 
John B. Larson, Conn. 
Susan A. Davis, Calif. 
Rick Larsen, Wash. 
Jim Marshall, Ga. 
Madeleine Z. Bordallo, Guam 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON STRATEGIC FORCES 

Jurisdiction: All strategic forces (except deep strike systems), space programs, ballistic missile 
defense and Department of Energy national security programs (except non-proliferation 
programs). 

Republicans (8) 

Terry Everett, Ala. - chairman 
William M. "Mac" Thornberry, Texas 
Curt Weldon, Pa. 
Heather A. Wilson, N.M. 
Rob Bishop, Utah 
Michael R. Turner, Ohio 
Mike D. Rogers, Ala. 
Trent Franks, Ariz. 

Democrats (6) 

Silvestre Reyes, Texas - ranking member 
John M. Spratt Jr., S.C. 
Loretta Sanchez, Calif. 
Ellen 0. Tauscher, Calif. 
Kendrick B. Meek, Fla. 
Tim Ryan, Ohio 
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SUBCOMMITTEE ON TACTICAL AIR AND LAND FORCES 

Jurisdiction: All Army and Air Force acquisition programs (except strategic weapons and lift 
programs, special operations and information technology accounts); all Navy and Marine Corps 
aviation programs, National Guard and Army and Air Force reserve modernization, and 
ammunition programs. 

Republicans (16) 

Curt Weldon, Pa. - chairman 
Jim Gibbons, Nev. 
Todd Akin, Mo. 
Jeb Bradley, N.H. 
Michael R. Turner, Ohio 
Phil Gingrey, Ga. 
Terry Everett, Ala. 
Howard P. "Buck" McKean, Calif. 
Walter B. Jones, N.C. 
Jim Ryun, Kan. 
Rob Simmons, Conn. 
Ed Schrock, Va. 
J. Randy Forbes, Va. 
Joel Hefley, Colo. 
Joe Wilson, S.C. 
Frank A. LoBiondo, NJ. 

Democrats (14) 

Neil Abercrombie, Hawaii - ranking member 
Ike Skelton, Mo. 
John M. Spratt Jr., S.C. 
Solomon P. Ortiz, Texas 
Lane Evans, Ill. 
Jim Turner, Texas 
Adam Smith, Wash. 
Mike McIntyre, N .C. 
Robert A. Brady, Pa. 
John B. Larson, Conn. 
Steve Israel, N.Y. 
Jim Cooper, Tenn. 
Kendrick B. Meek, Fla. 
Charles W. Stenholm, Texas 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TERRORISM, UNCONVENTIONAL THREATS 
AND CAPABILITIES 

Jurisdiction: Defense Department counterproliferation and counter terrorism programs and 
initiatives; Special Operations Forces, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, 
information technology policy and programs, force protection policy and oversight, and related 
intelligence support. 

Republicans (12) 

H. James Saxton, N.J. - chairman 
Joe Wilson, S.C. 
Frank A. LoBiondo, N .J. 
John Kline, Minn. 
Jeff Miller, Fla. 
Roscoe G. Bartlett, Md. 
William M. '1Mac" Thornberry, Texas 
Jim Gibbons, Nev. 
Robin Hayes, N.C. 
Jo Ann Davis, Va. 
Todd Akin, Mo. 
Joel Hefley, Colo. 

Democrats (10) 

Martin T. Meehan, Mass. - ranking nwmber 
Jim Turner, Texas 
Adam Smith, Wash. 
Mike Mclntyre,N.C. 
Ciro D. Rodriguez, Texas 
Baron P. Hill, Ind. 
Susan A. Davis, Calif. 
Jim Langevin, R.T. 
Rick Larsen, Wash. 
Jim Cooper, Tenn. 
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SUBJECT: P.M. Blair Statement 

September 27, 2004 

Here are some interesting words by Tony Blair that are worth keeping - he says it 

well. 

Thanks. 
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Statement on Butler Report 

Prime Minister Tony Blair has given his response to the Butler Review in the House of Commons. 

- Download the Butler Report on the Oirectgov website 

Read the Prime Minister's statement in full below. 

[check against delivery] 

Lord Butler's Report is comprehensive, thorough; and I thank the members of his Committee and their staff for all 
their hard work in compiling it. We accept fully the Report's conclusions. 

The Report provides an invaluable analysis of the general threat in respect of WMO; of the potential acquisition of 
WMD by terrorists; and though it devotes much of its analysis to Iraq, it also goes into detail on the WMD threat 
posed by Iran, Libya, North Korea and A Q Khan. Some of the intelligence disclosed is made available for the 
first time and gives some insight into the reasons for the judgements I and other Ministers have been making. I 
hope the House will understand if I deal with it in some detail. 

The hallmark of the Report is its balanced judgements. 

The Report specifically supports the conclusions of Lord Hutton's inquiry about the good faith of the intelligence 
services and the Government in compiling the September 2002 dossier. 

But it also makes speclfic findings that the dossier and the intelligence behind it should have been better 
presented, had more caveats attached to it, and been better validated. 

It reports doubts which have recently arisen on the 45 minute intelligence and says in any event it should have 
been included in the dossier in different terms; but it expressly supports the intelligence on Iraq's attempts to 
procure uranium from Niger in respect of Iraq's nuclear ambitions. 

The Report finds that there is little - if any - significant evidence of stockpiles of readily deployable weapons. 

But it also concludes that Saddam Hussein did indeed have: 

a. "the strategic intention of resuming the pursuit of prohibited weapons programmes, including if possible its 
nuclear weapons programme, when United Nations inspection regimes were relaxed and sanctions were 
eroded or lifted. 

b. In support of that goal, was carrying out illicit research and development, and procurement, activities, to 
seek to sustain its indigenous capabilities. 

c. Was developing ballistic missiles with a range longer than permitted under relevant United Nations Security 
Council resolutions;• 

Throughout the last 16 months, throughout the rage and ferment of the debate over Iraq, there have been two 
questions. 

One is an issue of good faith, of integrity. 

This is now the fourth exhaustive inquiry that has dealt with this issue. This report, like the Hutton inquiry, like the 
report of the ISC before it and of the FAC before that, has found the same thing. 
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No-one lied. No-one made up the intelligence. No-one inserted things into the dossier against the advice of the 
intelligence services. 

Everyone genuinely tried to do their best in good faith for the country in circumstances of acute difficulty. That 
issue of good faith should now be at an end. 

But there is another issue. We expected, I expected to find actual usable, chemical or biological weapons shortly 
after we entered Iraq. We even made significant contingency plans in respect of their use against our troops. UN 
Resolution 1441 in November 2002 was passed unanimously by the whole Security Council, including Syria, on 
the basis Iraq was a WMD threat. Lord Butler says in his report: 

"We believe that it would be a rash person who asserted at this stage that evidence of Iraqi possession of stocks 
of biological or chemical agents, or even of banned missiles, does not exist or will never be found." 

But I have to accept: as the months have passed, it seems increasingly clear that at the time of invasion Saddam 
did not have stockpiles of chemical or biological weapons ready to deploy. -

The second issue is therefore this: even if we acted in perfectly good faith, is it now the case that in the absence 
of stockpiles of weapons ready to deploy, the threat was misconceived and therefore the war was unjustified? 

I have searched my conscience, not in a spirit of obstinacy; but in genuine reconsideration in the light of what we 
now know, in answer to that question. And my answer would be: that the evidence of Saddam's WMD was 
indeed less certain, less well-founded than was stated at the time. But I cannot go from there to the opposite 
extreme. On any basis he retained complete strategic intent on WMD and significant capability; the only reason 
he ever let the inspectors back into Iraq was that he had 180,000 US and British troops on his doorstep: he had 
no intention of ever co-operating fully with the inspectors; and he was going to start up again the moment the 
troops and the inspectors departed; or the sanctions eroded. And I say further: that had we backed down in 
respect of Saddam, we would never have taken the stand we needed to take on WMD, never have got the 
progress for example on Libya, that we achieved; and we would have left Saddam in charge of Iraq, with every 
malign intent and capability still in place and every dictator with the same intent everywhere immeasurably 
emboldened. 

As I shall say later: for any mistakes, made, as the Report finds, in good faith I of course take full responsibility, 
but l cannot honestly say I believe getting rid of Saddam was a mistake at all. Iraq, the region, the wider world is 
a better and safer place without Saddam. · 

The Report begins by an assessment of intelligence and its use in respect of countries other than Iraq. It points 
out that in respect of Libya, the intelligence has largely turned out to be accurate especi,lly in respect of its 
nuclear weapons programmes; and those are now being dismantled. In respect of Iran, the Report says Iran is 
now engaged with the IAEA, though there remain 'clearly outstanding issues about Iran's activities'. 

About North Korea, the Report concludes that it 'is now thought to be developing missiles capable of delivering 
nuclear weapons as tar away as continental US and Europe'. 

The Report goes on at para 99: 'North Korea is a particular cause for concern because of its willingness to sell 
ballistic missiles to anyone prepared to pay in hard currency'. 

The Report also discloses the extent of the network of A Q Khan, the Pakistani former nuclear scientist. This 
network is now shut down largely through US and UK intelligence work, through Pakistani cooperation and 
through the dialogue with Libya. 

The Report then reveals for the first time the development of the intelligence in respect of the new global terrorism 
we face. In the early years, for example, in the JIC assessment of October 1994, the view was that the likelihood 
of terrorists acquiring or using chemical, biological or nuclear weapons was, whilst theoretically possible, highly 
unlikely. 

However, as the name and activities of Usama Bin Laden became better known, the JIC started to change its 
earlier assessment. In November 1998, it said: 

[UBL] has a long-standing interest in the potential terrorist use of CBR materials, and recent intelligence 
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suggest his ideas about using toxic materials are maturing and being developed in more detail .... There 
is also secret reporting that he may have obtained some CB material - and that he is interested in nuclear 
materials. 

And in June 1999: 
Most of UBL's planned attacks would use conventional terrorist weapons. But he continues to seek 
chemical, biological, radiological and nuclear material and to develop a capability for its terrorist use. 

By mid-July 1999 this view hardened still further: 

There have been important developments in [lslamist extremist] terrorism. It has become clear that 
Usama Bin Laden has been seeking CBRN materials .... The significance of his possession of CB 
materials is that, in contrast to other terrorists interested in CB, he wishes to target US, British and other 
interests worldwide. 

A series of further assessments to the same effect issued in January 2000, again in August 2000, and in January 
2001. 

To anyone who wants to know why I have become increasingly focused on the link between terrorism and WMD, I 
recommend reading this part of the Report and the intelligence assessments received. 

It was against this background of what one witness to Lord Butler called the 'creeping tide of proliferation' that the 
events of September 11th 2001 should be considered. As the Report says, following September 11th, the 
calculus of the threat changed: 

I said in this House on the 14th September 2001: 
"We know, that the terrorists would, if they could, go further and use chemical or biological or even nuclear 
weapons of mass destruction. We have been warned by the events of 11 September. We should act on the 
warning." 

I took the view then and stand by it now that no Prime Minister faced with this evidence could responsibly afford to 
ignore it. After September 11th, it was time to take an active as opposed to reactive position on the whole 
question of WMD. We had to close down the capability of the rogue states • usually highly repressive and 
unstable - to develop such weapons; and the commercial networks such as those of A Q Khan helping them. 

Again my clear view was that the country where we had to take a stand was Iraq. Why? 

Iraq was the one country to have used WMD recently. It had developed WMD capability and concealed it. Action 
by UN inspectors and the IAEA had by the mid to late 1990s reduced this threat significantly; but as the Butler 
Report shows at paras 180·182, by the time the inspectors were effectively blocked in Iraq (at the end of 1998) 
the JIC assessments were that some CW stocks remained hidden and that Iraq remained capable of a break-out 
chemical weapons capability within months; a biological weapons capability, also with probable stockpiles; and 
could have had ballistic missiles capability in breach of UN Resolutions within a year. 

This was the reason for military action, taken without a UN Resolution, in December 1998. 

Subsequent to that, the Report shows that we continued to receive the JIC assessments on Iraq's WMD 
capability. For example, in respect of chemical and biological weapons it said in April 2000: 

Our picture is limited. 

It is likely that Iraq is continuing to develop its offensive chemical warfare (CW) and biological warfare 
(BW) capabilities. 

In May 2001, the JIC assessed, in respect of nuclear weapons: 

Our knowledge of developments in Iraq's WMO and ballistic missile programmes since Desert Fox air 
operations in December 1998 is patchy. But intelligence gives grounds tor concern and suggests that 
Iraq is becoming bolder in conducting activities prohibited by UNSCR 687. 

There is evidence of increased activity at Iraq's only remaining nuclear facility and a growing number of 
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reports on possible nuclear related procurement. 

In February 2002, the JIC said: 

Iraq ... if it has not already done so, could produce significant quantities of BW agent within days. . .. 

The Report specifically endorses the March 2002 advice to Ministers which states that though containment had 
been partially successful and intelligence was patchy~ Iraq continues to develop WMD: 

Iraq has up to 20 650km range missiles left over from the Gulf War. These are capable of hitting Israel 
and t.he Gulf states. Design work for other ballistic missiles over the UN limit of 150km continues. Iraq 
continues with its BW and CW programmes and, if it has not already done so, could produce significant 
quantities of BW agents within days and CW agent within weeks of a decision to do so. We believe it 
could deliver CBW by a variety of means, including in ballistic missile warheads. There are also some 
indications of a continuing nuclear programme. 

The point I would make is simply this. The dossier ol September 2002 did not reach any startling or radical 
conclusion. It said, in effect, what had been said for several years based not just on intelligence but on frequent 
UN and international reports. It was the same conclusion that led us to military action in 1998; to maintain 
sanctions; to demand the return of UN Inspectors. 

We published the dossier in response to the enormous Parliamentary and press clamour. It was not, as has been 
described, the case for war. But it was the case for enforcing the UN will. 

In retrospect it has achieved a fame it never achieved at the time. As the Report states at para 310: 

It is fair to say at the outset that the dossier attracted more attention after the war than it had done before 
it. When first published, it was regarded as cautious, and even dull. Some of the attention that it 
eventually received was the product of controversy over the Government's further dossier of February 
2003. Some of it arose over subsequent allegations that the intelligence in the September dossier had 
knowingly been embellished, and hence over the good faith ol the Government. Lord Hutton dismissed 
those allegations. We should record that we, too, have seen no evidence that would support any such 
all~gations. 

The Report at para 333 states that in general the statements in the dossier reflected fairly the judgements of past 
JIC assessments. 

The Report, however, goes on to say that with hindsight making public that the authorship of the dossier was by 
the JIC was a mistake. It meant that more weight was put on the intelligence than it could bear; and put the JIC 
and its Chairman in a difficult position. 

Jt recommends in future a clear delineation between Government and JIC, perhaps by issuing two separate 
documents. I think this is wise, though I doubt it would have made much difference to the reception of the 
intelligence at the time. 

The Report also enlarges on the criticisms of the ISC in respect of the greater use of caveats about intelligence 
both in the dossier and in my foreword and we accept that entirely. 

The Report also states that significant parts of the intelligence have now been found by SIS to be in doubt. 

The Chief of SIS, Sir Richard Dearlove has told me that SIS accepts all the conclusions and recommendations of 
Lord Butler's report which concern the Service. SJS will fully address the recommendations which Lord Butler has 
made about their procedures and about the need for the Service properly to resource them. The Service has 
played, and will continue to play, a vital role in countering worldwide the tide of proliferation of weapons of mass 
destruction. Indeed, its successes are evident in Lord Butler's report. 

I accept the Report's conclusions in full. Any mistakes made should not be laid at the door of our intelligence and 
security community. They do a tremendous job for our.country. 

I accept full personal responsibility for the way the issue was presented and therefore for any errors made. 
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As the Report indicates, there is no doubt that at the time it was genuinely believed by everyone that Saddam had 
both strategic intent in respect of WMD and actual weapons. 

I make this further point. On the sparse, generalised and highly fragmented intelligence about Al Qaida prior to 
September 11th, it is now widely said policy•makers should have foreseen the attacks that materialised on 
September 11th 2001 in New York. I only ask: had we ignored the specific intelligence about the threat from 
Iraq, backed up by a long history of international confrontation over it, and that threat later materialised, how 
would we have been judged? 

I know some will disagree with this. There are those who were opposed to the war, remain so now and will 
forever be in that position. 

I only hope that now, after two detailed Parliamentary Committee reports, a judicial inquiry more exhaustive than 
any has ever been in examining an allegation of impropriety against Government and now this voluminous report, 
people will not disrespect the other's point of view but will accept that those that agree and those that disagree 
with the war in Iraq, hold their views not because they are war-mongers on the one hand or closet supporters of 
Saddam on the other, but because of a genuine difference of judgement as to the right thing to have done. 

There was no conspiracy. There was no impropriety. 

The essential judgement and truth, as usual, does not lie in extremes. 

We all acknowledge Saddam was evil and his regime depraved. Whether or not actual stockpiles of weapons are 
found, there wasn't and isn't any doubt Saddam used WMD and retained every strategic intent lo carry on 
developing them. The judgement is this: would it have been better or more practical to have contained him 
through continuing sanctions and weapons inspections; or was this inevitably going to be al some point a policy 
that failed? And was removing Saddam a diversion from pursuing the global terrorist threat; or part of it? 

I can honestly say I have never had to make a harder judgement. But in the end, my judgement was that after 
September 11th, we could no longer run the risk; that instead of waiting for the potential threat of terrorism and 
WMD to come together. we haCI to get out and get after it. One part was removing the training ground of Al Oaida 
in Afghanistan. The other was taking a stand on WMD; and the place to take that stand was Iraq, whose regime 
was the only one ever to have used WMD and was subject to 12 years of UN Resolutions and weapons 
inspections that turned out to be unsatisfactory. 

And though in neither case was the nature of the regime the reason for conflict, it was decisive for me in the 
judgement as to the balance of risk for action or inaction. 

Both countries now face an uncertain struggle for the future. But both at least now have a future. The one 
country in which you will find an overwhelming majority in favour of the removal of Saddam is Iraq. 

I am proud of this country and the part it played and especially our magnificent armed forces, in removing two vile 
dictatorships and giving people oppressed, almost enslaved, the prospect of democracy and liberty. 

This Report will not end the arguments about the war. But in its balance and common sense, it should at least 
help to set them in a more ratfonaf light; and for that we should be grateful. 
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cc: Gen Dick Myers 
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Doug Feith 
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FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 
SUBJECT: Paper from Newt Gingrich 

Attached is a paper from Newt Gingrich on strategic planning for 2004 and 

beyond. It is interesting and, in thinking about the Quadrennial Defense Review 

and our upcoming SLRG work, you folks ought to take these thoughts into 

account. 

Thanks. 
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12/ 13/03 Strntcgi.: Planning for 2004 and beyond 
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from newt 12/13/03 

Strategic Planning for 2004 and beyond 

National Security planning should always begin with capabilities rather 
than intentions. 

After more than two years of intense effort there is much we still do not 
know about our opponents, their resources, their capabilities, and their 
organizational systems. 

We have made a lot of progress from 9/11 /01 if measured from where 
we were. 

We have an even longer way to go if measured against the scale of the 
opposition: 

the still growing Wahhabist-Deobandi movement in Islam, 
the continued spread of terrorism as a system of war, 
the existence of huge ungoverned areas, 
the continued growth of the Gray world of people smuggling, illegal 

transportation, traditional international crime, narcotics trafficking, and 
illegal arms dealing, 

the continued efforts of dictatorships to develop capabilities that 
threaten America and her allies (including North Korea, Libya, Syria, 
Iran), 

the instability of Pakistan with its implications both for Afghanistan 
and for nuclear weapons proliferation and use, 

the rise of societal warfare in both Iraq and Afghanistan, 
the continuing drift of European popular opinion and a number of 

European governments away from the US, 
the United Nations Secretariat's reluctance to cooperate with the US 
and the continuing evolution of weapons of mass murder and 

weapons of mass destruction. 

This is a formidable list of challenges and at the historic level of grand 
national strategy (to use the World War 2 term) it is not clear whether, 
with all our efforts, we are making progress toward real security or 
falling further behind the curve of the challenges. 

SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER 2004 
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Given the uncertainties, it is necessary to plan for a September
October 2004 which could be either violent and painful or peaceful and 
triumphant. We have no way of knowing which will happen although the 
uncertainties after 27 months effort make it more likely it will be violent 
and painful. 

This means we should be prepared to offer "blood, sweat, toil and 
tears" (in Churchill's phrase) so that people are prepared to endure and 
prevail. 

This would require a much more sober and serious State of the Union 
outlining the long term scale of the conflict and the possibility that it will 
take a decade to two generations to fully achieve our goal of a safe, 
healthy, prosperous and free worlds in which America is relatively safe 
and secure. 

People need to be prepared for the possibility of much more violence 
and much more disruption over time. 

lfwe are measured against a goal of winning by Labor Day 2004, we 
will have a very difficult argument to make and be politically and in the 
news media on the defensive for the entire year. 

If we are measured against determination to prevail and an honest 
acceptance that this is hard and going to remain hard we will be able to 
put our critics on defense because their strategic vision is incompatible 
with modern reality. 

Put simply, if the American people have to choose between an 
embattled Eagle (even one that is occasionally wounded) and an 
Ostrich they will choose the Eagle. 

Daily and weekly events in Iraq, Afghanistan and elsewhere have to 
be consistently put in this larger, worldwide, and long term struggle 
against the forces that would destroy our way of life. 

PLANNING AND BUDGETING FOR WAR OR PEACE? 

One of the principles emerging from this grimmer, longer range view 
is that both planning and budgeting have to evolve to take these 
challenges into account. 
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This war will last for at least a decade. Therefore supplemental 
budgeting is profoundly misleading. 

Planning on a campaign by campaign basis is also an inadequate 
basis for thinking through needed structures and needed funding. 

We desperately need planning for the entire war leading to strategies 
and structures appropriate to winning the larger, longer conflict. 

Budgeting should follow the strategies and structures and force 
priority setting after the initial thinking has been done. In war time 
budgeting cannot precede the planning and establish the boundaries of 
thoughtful planning. 

Maintaining a peacetime budgeting process sends the signal to 
everyone at mid level that it is business as usual despite the hawkish 
speeches by the political leadership. 

Even more dangerously, budgetingwithin a peacetime framework 
means that the experts never show the political leadership what is really 
needed because the budget constraints inhibit planning and establish 
invisible boundaries of what is politically permissible and therefore what 
career officials will raise. 

We are on the edge of budgeting decisions in defense, intelligence, 
public information capabilities, and societal assistance that will lengthen 
the war, weaken our ability to win the war, and increase the risks we are 
running in the out years. These are peace time rather than war time 
calculations. 

BUDGETING AND AUDITING IN WARTIME 

The same peacetime attitudes in budgeting carry over to a system of 
red tape, auditing and micromanagementwhich will make victory in Iraq 
and elsewhere vastly more difficult. 

At the battle of lsandlwana in 1879;the Zulus massacred over 1500 
British and auxiliary troops because they ran out of ammunition. They 
ran out of ammunition because the quartermaster would not open the 
oak boxes in advance because they were afraid bullets would be 
wasted or lost and they would be audited and punished. 
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Wars are best won quickly and decisively. Societal wars require 
substantially different capabilities than professional military wars but the 
goal of winning as rapidly as possible persists. 

A societal war requires a lot of decentralized decisions including 
spending decisions. A lot of these spending decisions will inevitably be 
on non-military activities in a societal campaign. 

To the degree an isolated, entrenched bureaucracy can focus on 
process, paperwork, and audit trails it can destroy the decentralization, 
flexibility and application of localizedjudgment that is vital to winning 
a war. 

MOVING TOA SOCIETAL WARFARE STRATEGY IN IRAQ 

Our strategy in Iraq must shift to an Iraqi-centric strategy and a 
decentralized implementation system. 

Today we have an American-centric strategy and the CPA is trying to 
micromanage and to be 'fiscally prudent." 

These characteristics could lead to a catastrophic decline in support 
for the Americans during 2004. 

Societal wars have a dynamic which is always dangerous for the 
dominant force. 

The burden of safety is on the dominant force. 

The burden of prosperity and convenience is on the dominant force. 

The burden of psychological acceptance is on the dominant force. 

The i nsu rge nt simply has to survive to sti 11 potentially win and that 
victory could come with startling speed. 

The 'feel good' briefings on 'progress' are symptoms of sincere 
people who simply do not understand the historic dynamics of societal 
warfare. 

AFGHANISTAN 
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The strategy in Afghanistan is essentially right but under resourced. 

With adequate resourcing and continuing attention to the cross 
border sanctuary problem in Pakistan Afghanistan should be able to 
grow into a success story. 

The resourcing issue is important both to offset the damage done by 
the Taliban and to offset the growing illegal resources available through 
the increase in heroin production. 

The civilizing modernizing forces around Karzai have to have more 
resources than the warlords can aggregate illegally and have to have 
enough resources to drown the insurgency in the south. 

The strategy In Afghanistan is fine but without more resourcing it 
could still fail. 

A SOCIETAL WARFARE DOCTRINE 

Societal warfare is the natural response of a determined enemy who 
cannot compete in the professional military arena. 

The American military focuses so intently on winning high technology, 
high tempo theater campaigns that it has failed to develop a modern 
doctrine for societal wars. 

Societal warfare is inherently Integrated (see below) and operates at 
a different rhythm and pattern than professional military warfare. 

Developing and implementing a societal warfare doctrine should be 
one of the highest priorities for 2004. 

INTEGRATED OPERATIONS 

Integrated operations are those activities which reach beyond the 
military and involve other governmental and non-governmental actors in 
a systematic manner. 

Integrated operations are a much more explicit, coordinated, and 
accountable system than the current 'interagency process' which is 
failing to achieve the energy, drive, and decisiveness needed in winning 
wars. 
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Creating an Integrated Doctrine and getting it accepted by all the 
major players and implemented by them would be a major step forward 
in American capability to win societal wars. 

SOCIETAL TRANSFORMATION 
VERSUS 

STABILITY OPERATIONS 

The American Goal in many countries is not a 'stability operation'. 
The American goal is to transform the society. 

The President's calls for democracy in the Middle East are calls to 
transform civil society in every country in the region. 

American goals in subSaharan Africa, Afghanistan, Iraq, and a host 
of other places are to bring about profound change so people live in 
safety, health prosperity, and freedom. We need to develop a doctrine 
and system for 'societal transformation;' to replace the inadequate 
model of 'stability operations.' 

This requires combining the Societal Warfare Doctrine and the 
Integrated Doctrine with other needed attributes that will be discovered 
as our efforts progress in this field. 

URBAN WARFARE/POLICING 

One of the most consistent requirements of the future will be a level 
of sophisticated urban warfare and urban policing that is currently 
beyond our reach. 

Developing this doctrine and capability for urban warfare/policing 
should be a major goal of DoD in 2004. 

INFORMATIONAND PEOPLE TO PEOPLE OPERATIONS 

One of our greatest current strategic weaknesses is the inability to 
communicate our values and concerns to the world at large. 

A component of that inability is the absence of the kind of 
sophisticated people to people relationships which would take 
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advantage of the extraordinary diversity of American society (51,000 
Pashtun speaking Americans even more Iraqi Americas for example). 

In the age of the internet, cell phone, videoconference and jet 
airplane America could do stunningly more to mobilize our capabilities 
as a people and to communicate with and relate to the world. 

America is too powerful to ignore. 
I 

If America is not effectively communicating and networking, the world 
will assume the worst about our goals and intentions. 

This is one of the highest value areas which the White House should 
direct and which should bypass all the current bureaucracies to bring in 
civilian experts and move to a dynamic, high energy, long term strategy 
in both information and people to people networking. 

HOMELAND SECURITY 

Homeland Security remains an underestimated challenge. 

The rise of weapons of mass murder (largely biological) and the 
continuing spread of weapons of mass destruction (largely nuclear) 
makes it imperative that the intensity and drive for Homeland Security 
match that of combat operations overseas. 

It is a fact that we would be hit at home at any time. 

It is a fact that the weapons could be biological or nuclear and the 
casualty rates could be two or three orders of magnitude greater than 
9/11 or even higher. 

That means America could face losing hundreds of thousands or 
even millions of people in the very near future. 

There is no sense of urgency comparable to that threat. 

There are two areas in particular that need dramatic upgrading: 
responding to a nuclear event and responding to a biological event. 
Each should have its own focus and its own metrics for success. 
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In addition the Department of Homeland Security should be 
developing a much more high technology visa and visitation-work card 
system Secretary Ridge is absolutely on the right track but needs 
reinforcement to communicate urgency and very high standards of 
change to the bureaucracies he has now assembled into one agency. 

NUCLEAR REACTION AND RECOVERY 
IN THE UNITED STATES 

Some major decisions need to be made about the scale of a 
potential nuclear event or series of events and the standards of 
response and recovery we want to establish. There is a direct 
correlation between rigorous, grim realism before the event and the 
opportunity to save lives and accelerate the recovery. 

The most likely lead agency in this ;process is a restructured 
National Guard and Reserve force that has some forces dedicated to 
homeland security and some forces available for overseas use. 

The Defense Department is clearly trying to avoid this responsibility. 
If the President prefers to create new civilian capabilities reporting 

directly to Homeland Security that would be an acceptable solution. 
If the National Guard and Reserve are reshaped to ensure they can 

meet the crisis of one or more nuclear events that is an acceptable 
solution. 

Everyone should be uncomfortable about the current limited 
understanding of the amount of engineering, policing and medical 
resources that would be absorbed in nuclear events here at home. 

Lack of clarity in preparation, responsibility and developing the 
necessary forces will lead to many more American deaths if a nuclear 
event occurs. 

Every day that we fial to clarify this is a day Americans are at risk. 

BIOLOGICAL THREATS 

Biological threats are the greatest threats America faces. 

An engineered flu could potentially kill tens of millions of Americans. 
The 1918 flu epidemic killed more people than the First World War. 

There must be three major steps toward surviving a biological 
threat: 
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1. the health system including veterinarians and retired doctors 
and nurses must be connected into an information system in 
an investment modeled on Eisenhower's National Defense 
Interstate Highway system (but radically smaller in expense). 
This investment will dramatically help with every day health 
requirements and will both improve healthcare and lower 
costs. Far more important, this investment will make it possible 
to detect a biological attack at the earliest moment, analyze it 
in the shortest time, educate the nation's health personnel in 
virtually real time and minimize the loss of American life; 

2. There are currently two or three paths toward accelerating 
vaccine development and production. All should be invested in 
at the highest rate the research system can absorb the 
resources. A breakthrough in any of these areas would save a 
tremendous number of lives if an engineered virus were 
unleashed in the United States. 

3. There is a potential within a decade to develop a nanomaterial 
approach to vaccine production that would enable the United 
States to respond literally overnight to an attack by mass 
producing a vaccine in a manner now impossible. Because of 
the number of lives potentially at risk this should receive the 
highest possible funding priority and should be monitored at 
the highest levels in a manner reminiscent of the Manhattan 
Project (although with far fewer resources). 
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FOb'O 

TO: John Rood 

cc: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

Mira Ricardel 
Doug Feith n 
Donald Rumsfcld ~ f L 
Progress in Missile Defense 

October 1,2004 

We've been seeing a great deal of progress in Missile Defense over the past few 

months. The policy side of the work is moving a long, especially with the working 

relationship you have established with the new Commander at STRATCOM. 

We're clearly on the cusp of doing some important things, and your work has been 

an important part of that - thanks. 

DHR:ss 
093004·5 

···························································~············' 
Please respond by ___ .... ____ _ 

oso 20989-04 
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'ID: 

FROM. 

Dr. Condoleezm Rice 

Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Draft Memo 

Condi, 

f t_@j 

DEC 3 0 2.004 
• • . • " ! : ·- -~ - . .. ,... -· 

.; '. . . .. ' 

Thanks far sending me the draft memo. Please hold up on it until I get back to 

yoo. I want to think through the in1plications of it, and !how I would respond. 

Thanks. 

DHR:u 
122904-17(11) 

' · 

F00"'1 
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November 11 ,2004 

TO: Larry Di Rita 

FROM. Donald Rumsfeld ,., 

SUBJECT: Leiter 

Sorneonenay want to write this person Bnmdan McClul!ikey at Comcnt s:a:ima 

letter. It is nice. 

Thanks. 

DHJI:• 
111104.JO 

·················································~······················· 
Please respond by I I {# { • f 
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THE S E C RETA R Y O F DEFEN S E 

WA S HINGT O N 

DEC 3 0 2004 

Dear Mr. McCluskey, 

I saw your article in The Star-Ledger. It was top 
notch - thank you! Keep it up. 

Sincerely, 
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TO: 

CC: 

(l~\'L 
May 17, 2004 

., 
.,. 

Steve Cambone \ ~Ir 

Gen. Dick Myers ;~ Paul Wolfowitz 
Doug Feith 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld Vfl. 
SUBJECT: Future of the ISG 

General Dayton raised an interesting issue when we were in Baghdad. He asked 

what the future is of the ISG. 

When Duel fer leaves and it ends, could it be converted to something else? Is it a 

model that ought to be patterned for the future? Are there other problems he could 

turn his attention to? Will it belong to the multi-national force? That needs to be 

thought through. 

Please get with the right group and tell me what you think. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
051704-)7 

;,~~s~ ;;:;:~~ ~;· .... ~it T ~ ~ ....................................... . 
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~ 
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(,tlJb,,. u,,f J; 
J,ae11a1y 29, 2004 

TO: David Chu 

cc: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld'\)}.., 

SUBJECT: Statistics on Reserves 

I didn't want to take the paper at the breakfast meeting this morning because it is 

so complicated. and so poorly presented in terms of its utility and usability, that I 

didn't \Vant to try to plo'-'1 my way through it. 

Could you please take it and re-present it with just the key 6. 8, JO or U points on 

a single piece of paper with bullet points-not on your letterhead, not with 

sentences, but just the key things we ought to know. 

I would also like you to do the same thing with the rebalancing the forces paper 

just produced by the DASO for Reserve Affairs. Readiness. Training and 

Mobi!j,zation. There ought to be a way to take one or two pages and just have 

bullet points, so that it is usable in a hearing or a speech . 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
OJ29(M-J2 

./ 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by __ z........_f ..:::..~_._/-=o-~..__ __ 

S 2 ~ n ') ·") 0 5 0 D J....;:~.:.-
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F(;lt (;fttlt!tAL t'.JSE er4LT 

··El PRINCIPAL DEPUTY UNDERSECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
2000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·2000 

~:~--.'~ r--:-, -.~ . 
. . . .... .. . . .., , · ! j 

POLICY INFO MEMO 

FOR SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

SUBJECT: Defense Policy Board Members' Term Expiration Dates 

"'· , , ..., 
:,. -: I <.J'j I Of} ~'f J' 
DepSecDef~ 

USD(P)~~) 

uL. V l,-V 2004 

• As you consider the list of Defense Policy Board members, I have attached their term 
expiration dates for your information (Tab A). 

Attachment: 
As stated 

Prepared by: Ann Hansen, Defense Polky Board, !(b)(6} 

F8It 8fflv t1MJ t,NLT/ 
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12/13/2004 

Board Term 
DPB Member Expiration 

1 Dr. Kenneth Adelman Mav-05 
2 Hon Richard Allen May-05 
3 Dr. Martin Anderson Julv-05 
41 Dr. Garv Becker 
5 Dr. Barry Blechman November-OS 
6 Dr. Harold Brown Julv-05 
71 Ms. Victoria Clarke June-061 
8 Dr. Eliot Cohen January-06 
9 Ms. Devon Cross Januarv-06 

10 Gen (Ret) Ronald Fogleman November-OS 
11 Honorable Thomas Foley January-06 
12 Honorable Tillie Fowler Mav-OE 
13 I Honorable Newt Ginarich I Januarv-061 
14 Gen (Ret) Chuck Horner November-OS 
15 Dr. Fred lkle November-OS 
16 ADM (Ret) David Jeremiah November-OS 
17 GEN (Ret) John M. Keane February-06 
18 Dr. Henry Kissinger November-OS 
19 Former VP Dan Quavle Mav-05 
201 Dr. James Schlesinaer Julv-051 
21 Dr. Kiron Skinner May-05 
22 Dr. Hal Sonnenfeldt November-OS 

24 Mr. Chris Williams June-05 
25 Honorable Pete Wilson Mav-05 

I 261 Hon R. James Woolsev I November-OS 
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December 9,2004 

'l'O: Doug Feith 

FROM: 

SUBJECl': Defense Policy Board 

Please send me the complete list of Defense Policy Board members. I wcmt to 

neke some changes. 

Thanks . 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by /"J,/ IO/ b 'f: 
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November l4, 2004 

TO: Paul Wolfowitz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld 1)t\, 
SUBJECT: Edits to Division of Labor Paper 

Please fax ;rour edits to the,Divisfon of Labor document to me this week. 

Thanks. 

DHR:tl 
112404--11 .~ ........•......••.•• ~ ................................. ~ .......... ~ .... . 
Please respond by ______ _ 

OSD 21054-05 
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DMSION OF LABOR- SECDBF & DEPSBCDEF . 

SECDEF BOTH DEPSECDEF ____ __._-::-:;,. 
Sr Civilian Personnel Procurement 

Sr Military Personnel 

. · .,------Pl . · : Contingency . anrung 
"""-.:..,,, ../ 

POTUS Interaction. 

COCOM Interaction 

SRO 

Deployment Orders. 

Pentagon Renovation 

Global Posture 

Legislative Affairs 

Public Affairs 

Special Operations NSC Proce.9s 

Inspector General 1 

Budgep.cci.uisition- /In_ }jtllA; _ I 
.. -~~-
Medical Affairs ~ . :: 

Defense Agencies · 

Reserve A.ffain 

6tel~L-------Ge-!erai Counsel 

Missile Defense 

Defense Business Board 

Defense Science Board 

DACOWITS PA&E 7 0MB 

Service Secretary Interaction Outreach Meetings AT&L 

Defense Policy Board · · Comptroller 

Homeland Defense MiUtary ~mmissions 
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. 

OHR/mm 
9.IMJJ-TS 

DRAFT . 

orde r· secretary · ueputJ_ 
1 CJCSNCJCSI Homeland Defense 

Combataat 
Commanders 

2 End Strength AT&L 

3 Continsency Plana Comptroller 

4 SRO PA&E 

s . Deployment Orders/ Air Force/NR.O 
·F~e 

' 

6 Anny Navy/ Marines 

7 Special Ops/SOLIC Medical Affairs 

8 ·Footprint NI2 

~ A 

9 Intel - Steve Camboae( 'SROC /· . . -
IO PC with Doug Feith as Miliwy 

+I . Commisiiom 

JJ Defense Business Detainees 
Council 

12 Inspector General 
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tsOtnJ:,--ulll 
G=.eral Coumd 

Iraq 

Public Affairs 

Legislative Afl'airs 

SLRG 

Outreach Meetings 

Defenac Polley 
Board 

Personnel 

0MB 

Defeme Science 
Board 

Afghanistlll 
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OFFICE OF THE DEPUTY SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
The 1\'lilitary Assistant 

vIBMORANDUM FOR USDlP) 

iubject: MEK 

Sir, 

08 Jun 2004-1000 

The Deputy request that Dr. Luti take him through the briefingi.; that have been 
,rovided on the 1\-IEK. Pkase 1.:all Stephanie to schedule a time for today. 

Thank You. 

Suspense: COB 8 Jun 04 

cc: DJS 
VCJCS EA 

Military Assistant to the 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 

oso 21139-05 
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TO: 

cc: 

• 

FROM: 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Gen. Dick Myers __-. /J 
DonaldRumsfeld {~ 

SUBJECT: MEK 

June 7,2004 

Let's get hot on the MEK and figure out what to do. My instinct is to get them 

passed over to the Iraqis. 

Thanks. 

DHR:dh 
060704-1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by <o / ; g / 0 f 
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\~ THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
WASH ING'rON 

\. 
\ 

His Excellency General Thammarak 
Isarangkun na Ayutthaya 

Minister of Defence 
Ministry of Defence 
Bangkok, Thailand 

Dear Minister Thammarak: 

JAN 2 am 

I offer my condolences on the deaths of the 'llai 
soldiers killed in Karbala. We were saddened by the tragic 
loss in these recent terrorist attacks. 

Please convey my sympathies to the families of the 
victims. 

We are grateful for the continued commitment 
Thailand is making in the global war on terror and to the 
reconstruction efforts in Iraq. 

Nth deepest sympathy, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/28461 

U21497 /03 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
· WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Nikolay Svinarov 
Minister of Defense 
Ministry cf Defense 
Bulgaria 1000 Sofia 
3 Diakon Tgnatii St 

Dear Minister Svinarov: 

JAtJ 2 mt 

I offer my condolences on the deaths of the Bulgarian 
soldiers killed in Karbala. We are saddened by the tragic 
loss in these recent terrorist attacks. 

Please convey my sympathies to the families of those 
lost. They are in our thoughts during this difficult tine and 
we wish those who were injured a speedy recovery. 

We are grateful for the continued commitment 
Bulgaria is making in the global war on terror and to the 
reconstruction efforts in Iraq. 

With deepest sympathy, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/28462 
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Im Excellency General Th 
Isarangkun na A tth ammarak 

Minister of Defe:e aya 
Ministry of Defence 
Bangkok, Thailand 

Dear Minister Thammaralc: 

I offer my condol n 
soldiers killed .:in Karb~ ;s on the deaths of the Thai 
loss .:i1 these recent te . e were saddened bv 11E ft'<lomro rron~ attacks. ~ ... '"e"" 

Please conve victims. Y my sympathies to flE families of the 

With deepest sympathy, 

Sincerely, 

I -' ;,A,t L,.: ,-.... 
. --L.1, fJ)_I·-.. 

-- '\ifr 
11-L-0559/0SD/28463 --·--~ 
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TO: 

CC: 

DougFeit11 

Paw. Wolfowi1Z 

December 17, ZQU 

::.r, ==~ ~~~\'' 
- --- ---- - ,,.,.,. 

If we JOit aomc Bulp!'WIS in Jnq, I ouJbt to aet • letter c«to the Minisw af 
Dd'eue otBvlpda. 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

,,__ 10JIIJM ,,,, __ IL,...{f>O.:::;...· _/,....0.3~----

Pollry E1ecSec'1 Not, 

December 31, 2003 
CDR Nose.or,.,, 

• The attached letter was fonrnnled 
eleca'Onically tD Bill Maniott and Monica 
Generous on 30 Dec 03 m l'ffiJ>OIR mtbis 
SecDef note. 

Colonel C. L. O'Connor, USMC 
Director, Policy Executive Secretariat 
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From: 
Sant: 
To: !{b )(6) 

Marriott, William P, CAPT. OSD 
I1 eesdau December 10 2001 5· 57 D 1ft 

Su~jcct: FW: Bulgarian condolence 

._!(b_)(_6)__,,,......,.. ____ ___,!please1um this Into a good condolence letter-perUSD(P) for Mr O's 
approval...thx, rn 

---O~IQII MffiMAft:-· From:1 .... _(b .... ~( .... 6._) _______ _. 

s.~~sdav ~m:r..30 2PPJ 5;52 PM ~=);tgar1an con~;nce 

The Honori1blc 
Nlkol1y swiarov ... 

1 
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The Honorable Nikolay Svinarov 
Minister of Defense 
Ministry of Defense 
Bulgaria 1000 Sofia 
3 Diakon Ignatii St 

Dear Minister Svinarov: 

I c::ffi:r my condolences on the deaths of the Bu]garian so]diers ki11ed in 
Karbala. We are saddened by the tragic loss in these recent terrorist attacks. 

Please conwy my sympathies to the families of those Jost. They are in our 
thoughts during this difficult time and we wish those who were inju.red a speedy 
re..:overy. 

We are grateful for the continued commitment Bulgaria is mt1king in the 
global war on tem:ir and to the reconstruction efforts in Iraq. 

With deepest sympathy, 

Sincerely, 
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_ CNN.com - Karbalaattackskill 12, wound dozens-Dec. 27,2003 
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Karbala attacks kill 12, wound dozens 
Bulgarians, Thais sufferfirst deaths 

BAGHDAD, Jnq (CNN)-.. Insuqentsstrud threetargetain the holy city ofKarbalain Iraq on Samrday. 
kiUiq fow-Bulprian soldiers, two Thai army engineers and six clvllia.nSt and woundingdozem ct'troop 
and eiwfliam, mdltlon authorities said. 

At least Y7 troops, including five U.S. soldiers, were hurt in attacks that targeted a police station, th:! 
town's city hall and Karbala University, where the six ki1led soldiers were Jiving in barracks, More 
than 100 civilians were injured in the closelyeoordinated strikes, coalition authorities said. 

The Bulgarian and 'ltai. troops, the first from those countries to be killed in the Iraqi war, were part of 
a Polish-led multinational coalition force patrolling south-central Ircq. 

In Sofia, too Bulgarian Defense Ministry reported the four Bulgarian deaths and said several other 
soldiers were wounded. In Bangkok, a Thai military spokesman told CNN that two anny engineers 
were killed. Thai land has a noncombatant force in Iraq. 

In Iraq. a Polish military spokesman said the attackers used four suicide car bombs, machine guns and 
I1ata!:s. The strikes hit two coalition compounds and the provincial governor's office. 

Brig. Gen. Mark IGnmi:t:t, deputy chief of operations for U.S.forces, said the insurgency responsible 
for such attacks appears to be small, loosely coordinated cells throughout the country. 

"It takes a very few number of people in the count1y to create the kind of damage we are seeing." said 
Kim.mitt. 

Local police and witnesses said they saw a booby-trapped truck carrying gasoline slamming into a 
I<ad:a1a University building at 12:30 p.m local time. There were many casualties, the Polish military 
headquru1ers in Kru·bala said. 

Police and witnesses said that IS minutes later, rockets were fired at the provincial governor's office, 
also referred to as city hall. It was packed with people on what is a regulru- business day in lrill
Casualties were numerous, a witness told CNN. 

The city south cf'Baghdad had suffered under Saddam Hussein, who oppressed the Shiite community 

.. Jcpt?action=cpt&title=CNN.com+-1-Karbala+attacks+kill+ 12%2C.;.wound+dozens+-+Dec. -12/29/2003 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Jim Ramstad 
United States House of Representatives 
Cannon House Office Building 
Washington. DC 205 15-2303 

Dear Representative Ramstad: 

JAN 6 3l04 

Thanks for the copy of your recent letter concerning 
the rest and recuperation leave program for U.S. forces 
serving in Iraq. 

You may know that Charles Abell. Principal 
Deputy for Personnel and Readiness. signed the 
Memorandum on Funding Onward Transportation for Rest 
and Recuperation Leave on the 191h of December. 

Mr. Abel is available to brief vou or vour staff in ., ., 

greater detail if you desire. 

With my best wishes, 

Sincerelv ., ' 

U21538 /03 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

The Honorable Dennis Moore 
United States House of Representatives 
Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 15-1603 

Dear Representative Moore: 

JAN 6 ID04 

Thanks for the copy of your recent letter concerning 
the rest and recuperation leave program for U.S.forces 
serving in Iraq. 

You may know that Charles AbelL Principal 
Deputy for Personnel and Readiness. signed the 
Memorandum on Funding Onward Transportation for Rest 
and Recuperation Leave on the 191h of December. 

Mr. Abel is available to brief you or your staff in 
greater detail if you desire. 

With my best wishes. 

U21538 /03 

11-L-0559/0SD/28469 
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TO: Jqmic-B 11fi1P ~ i) :at.__ 
cc: Paul Wolfov.·itz 

David Chu 
Powell Moore 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld~ 

SUBJECT: Expenses for Soldiers to Get Home 

December 11,2003 

At the President" s Congressional Ball, one of these two Congressmen handed me 

the attacht!-d '"Dear Colkagut!-" letr.t!"r on soldiers still paying their own way home. 

Would you please read it, develop an appropriate answer, tell me if you think we 

ought to fix the la\v and then let's get back to them in an appropriate way. 

Thanks. 

Anach. 
I 2/8/03 Congressional ''Dear Colleague" letter ~igned by R.umrnd and J\foore 
12/ l 2/0J letter Lo SecDef 

DHR:dh 
1211~16 

········································································· 
Please respond by ' I q I oq I 2--(;r---· 

,~ ~ (~ 

\Y\ Y/\;r \6) 1C 
(' .0~ (L/f /~( :"~}\ )i , v 0,y/ . ;: ' r YI"' \, -~1. ) ~ ~ '+},' -~· 

\, y·I\·./\ \, f "'.J ~\' .<r I 
\ C..Y ~· - c"' ,\:· i.j' :J 

\ '\' .t, ~ - ~ ~ 
~) ~ . ' ' , ""~ 
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Marriott, William P, CAPT. OSD 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Harrison, Richard A CPT, OSD 
Thursday, December 18,2003 1 :26 PM 
MarrioL1 , William P, CAPT, OSD 

Subject: FW: snowflake: expenses for soldiers to get home 

Sir, 
Below is an update on the R&R travel snowflake from SD to Mr. DlRi1a. I'm still awaiting tor a response on the policy 
memo that Mr. Abell will sign. More information to follow. 

v/r 
Rich 

Richard A. Harrison 
GPT, USA 
_..0:..i.ff~ic.i..e ,l,ljQ(ut...,.he......w,SewC,1,1,,rewtoW,jac...LY.wofi...Ow.e ...... (1,o,1en.,..slM,e,-jE"""x;i,i,,e~clJ tive Sec reta ria1 
l(b)(6) J 

-----Original Message---·-
From: Loo, Bradford (:i CIV, OSD· P&R 
Sent: Wednesday, December 17, 2003 5:09 Ptv1 
To: Harrison, RichardA, CPT, OSD 
cc: Ellison, Lisa, CIV, OSD·P&R; Mack, Paris COL Army Gl; Pendleton, Chris L, CDR, OSD-P&R; Darden-Ogbonnah, Chenetta Dr., CIV, 

OSO-P&R 
Subtect: snowflake: expenses for soldiers to get home 

cpt harrison, because my office has policy for leave and liberty , lisa ellison passed me th e 

snowflake for action for payment r&r travel. 

the short answer is the department of defense, iaw p.1. 108·106, will start paying service 

members airfare from the aerial port of debarkation (apod) to the airport nearest the service 

member's leave destination. the policy memorandum will be sent today or tomorrow to mr abell, 

pdusd (p&r) for approval. 

the army is executive agent for th e centcom r&r leave program and to date, has not sett he 

date for implementation·· but it will be sooner than later. 

if you need something more let me know. 

brad 
Actina Director, OEPM 
(b)(6) 

1 
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December 8.2003 

Dear Colleague: 

We arc sure yl1u arc as concerned as we arc to find out that our soldiers arc still 
paying their own way home from Iraq and Afghanistan. This is especially con.;erning 
after Congress amended the FY :2004 Iraqi supplemental appropriations bill (P.L. 108-
106) to include $55 million in funding to reimburse soldiers who qualify for rest and 
recuperation (R&R) kavc for their U.S. domc,tic travel. 

AccL,rding w the CLHlgres~ional Research Servii::e (CRS) our "language is not law, 
and is oermissive and not rnandacorv in natu c.'· But it docs allow th~ Department of 
Defense hl provide assistance for travel-related expenses ( such as emergency 
lMd .J.('commodatiLHl for servi('e members or travel to their homes) not otherwise 
specifically auttlllrizcd in law. 

In a leller regarding R&R domeslic travel Rep. Moore received November 4, 
20(J3, from Bradford Loo, Acting Director for Officer and Enlisted Personnel 
Management at DOD, "the unprogrammed additfr111al CilSI to the Army \vould be SI 6 
million." CRS, however, quoled an unnamed defense official as ~aying 1he R&R 
program total cost would be $1 billion. 

We need to make our intenlion~ very dear to the Defen~e Department 1hat we 
want our soldiers to be reimbursed for their drm,e!-tic travel while on R&R. Please join 
us in sending the attached letter to Secretary Rumsfcld. rcspeetfully requesting that our 
soldiers be reimbursed. 

This is not a Democratic idea or a Republican idea: ii is just the right thing to do 
for the men and women or lhe Armed Force~ who pu1 !heir lives on the line for our 
country and our freedom. 

·41tt
JliLTAD 
Member of Congress 

~,~-~' 
11-~-0559/0SD/28472 
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'll.s. Jlouse ri Representatives 

December l 2,2003 

THE HONORABLE DONALD H. RUMSFELD 

SECRETARY 

DEPART:V1ENT OF DEFENSE 

THE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON DC 20350-000 l 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

We are writing today to clarify Congress' intent with regard to funding domestic travel 
for soldiers returning to the U.S. on rest and recuperation (R&R) leave from Iraq or Afghanistan. 

The intent of our recommendations in the FY 2004 Iraqi appropriations supplemental 
(P.L. 108-106) is to reimburse soldiers who qualify for R&R leave for their domestic travel. 
This R&R reimbursement should also include those soldiers who have already taken qualified 
R&R leave. The reimbursement includes air travel, bus, train, ferry, and vehicle rental expenses 
incurred in getting to and from the port-of-entry (Baltimore, Atlanta, Dallas, Frankfurt, or Los 
Angeles) to the soldier's choice of home-of-record or current military base of residence (i.e., 
wherever his or her spouse resides at this time). In addition, personal vehicle mileage may be 
paid for the distance between an airport, or a train or bus depot, and that home. If travel distance 
is longer than 50 miles and extends over meal times, reasonable per diem expenses should be 
reimbursed. If travel is overnight and requires a hotel stay, that should be reimbursed. 

Given that all the forms, procedures, and staff are already in place to reimburse soldiers, 
we sec no reason that this policy cannot be made effective immediately, and retroactive to 
October 1st_ If the Department of Defense (DOD) wishes to create a procedure for directly 
buying plane tickets in the future, that is understandable. 

We appreciate that the DOD may have concerns about this program due to its significant 
change in leave policy, but we feel that our troops should not have to bear any more burdens -
financial or otherwise - than their extended service to our country already demands. It is our 
intention that the federal government covers all travel and transportation costs necessary to 
return military personnel to their homes and families. In a letter received on November 4,2003, 
Bradford Loo, Acting Director for Officer and Enlisted Personnel Management wrote, "the 
unprogrammed additional cost to the Army would be $16 mi11ion." Congress has provided $55 
million to assist soldiers in covering domestic travel expenses. We respectfully request that you 
to use those funds as we intended. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Very truly yours, 

cc: General Richard Meyer, Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff 
cc: Anny Chief of Staff 
cc: Admiral Vernon E. Clark, Chief of Naval Operations 
cc: John P. Jumper, USAF Chief of Staff 
cc: General Michael W. Hagee, Marine Corps Commandant 
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PE"5QllltNll. AND 
IIIADINl:!IIP -

OFFICE OF THE: UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
4000 DEF'ENK PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 203D14COO 

DEC l 12003 

MEMORANDUM FOR COMMANDER, U.S.CENTRAL COMMAND 

SUBJECT: Funding Onward Tmusportation for Rest and Recu.pcration (R&R) Leave 
Program 

References: (a) Congressional Conference Report l08a337? 30 October 20039 "Making 
Emergency SupplementalAppropriatiom. for Defense and for the 
ReconstrUCtlon of Iraq and Afghanistan for the Fiscal Yea Ending 
September 30, 2004,and for Other Purposes." 

(b) USO (P&R) Memorandum, 29 Sepusmber 2003, subject Reiu: and 
Recuperation (R&R) Leave. Pmgnun for USCENTCOM 

As recommended in reference (a), the R&R de,1ination for a military member a1 

active duty (Active and Reserve Components) scrvhlg in a contingency toca1ion 
providing support to Operations ENDURJNG or ~QI FRBBDOM ~ manged to the 
Aerial Port of Debarkation and then onward. to the airport nearest Ule member'sR.&R. 
leave destination. This change will also apply to • civilian authoru.ed.R&.R leave in 
accordance with rcfcrenca(b). 

. In accordaJk:e with reference (b). as Execwive Agent, the Army ii responsible for 
managing implementation in coordination with tile DoD Comptr0Jfer, Office of the Under 
Secretary of Defcase (Penomiel and Readiness), 811d the Joint Staff. 

0 
TOTAL P.82 
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TIIE OFFICE OF THE UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 
(Personnel and Readiness) 

4000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, D.C. 20301..4000 

Facsimile Cover Sheet 

Phone: (b)(5l 

Fax: 

To: 
Office: 
Phone: (b)(5) 

Fax: 

Nwnber of Pages with Cover: --------------

Comments: 1 ; ./ 
/IJ ~t(·.t,lc( -~ .... r/A, ,/% 

--f,,,,,lc&~~......,....1----· -----
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The Honorable Jim Ramstad 
United States House of Reprc-sentatives 
Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 I 5-·2J03 

Dear Represent • .lti ve Ramstad: 

µrt,: 

Thanks for the copy of your recent letter com:crning 
the rest and recuperation leaw program for U.S. forces 
serving in Iraq. 

You may know that Charlc-s Abell, Principal 
Deputy for Personnel and Readiness, signed the 
Memorandum on Funding Onward Transportation for Rest 
and Recuperation Leave on the 191h of December. 

Mr. Abel is a vailablc to brief you or your staff in 
greater detail of you desire. 

With my best wishes, 

Sincerely, 

11-L-0559/0SD/284 76 



The Honorable Dennis Moore 
United States House of Representatives 
Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 15-1603 

Dear Representative Moore: 

Thanks for the copy of your recent letter concerning 
the rest and recuperation leave program for U.S. forces 
serving in Iraq. 

You may know that Charles Abell, Principal 
Deputy for Personnel and Readiness, signed the 
Memorandum on Funding Onward Transportation for Rest 
and Recuperation Leave on the 191h of December. 

Mr. Abel is available to brief you or your staff in 
greater detai I of you desire. 

With my best wishes, 

Sincerely, 
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The Honorable Jim Ramstad 
United States House of Representatives 
Cannon House Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 I 5-2303 

z. 

Dear Representative Ramstad. 
~~~ /L:> ,v-~ c~ ~x~--

Thanks for the copy of your recent lettereB P.L. Hl8 106. )!._._. r::~ rf · ~ 
v .... ~ -~i:.,.-. /l.f {rU.> fcu '~ 

.Jam hapb; w' r aatke.t Ch~u·Ies Abell, Principal Deputy for . & 
Personnel and Readiness. signed the Memorandum on Funding ..._ · 
Onward Trans~lortarion for Rest and Recuperation Leave on the 191h of 

December. 1 , " _ ·t- :tl. 1. / ~ ,~J.l--l 
~tr~~l{!~--::p--~' . 
With my best wishes, 

Sincerely. 

-. t?_e.Tl(.o ,teJ /ve 

r(,·.s c/,'d' /f.14/ A"'l"/elf). 

11-L-0559/0SD/284 78 
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The Honorable Dennis fvfoore 
United States House of Representatives 
Cannon House Office Building 
Washington. DC 20515-1603 

Dear Representar.ive Moore, 

Thanks for the copy of your recent letter on P.L. 108-106. 

I am happy to report that Charles Abell, Principal Deputy for 
Personnel and Readiness. signed the Memorandum on Funding 
Onward Transportation for Rest an<l Recuperation Leave on the l 9th of 
December. 

I appreciate your strong support of our troops. 

With my best wishes, 

Sincerely. 
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CHAIRMAN OF THE JOINT CHIEFS OF STAFF 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20318-9999 

, ,- -· 

~ - " 
' 

JNFOMEMO CM-1525-04 

FOR: SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: General Richard B. Myers. CJcsfll',', i/i'f 
SUBJECT: Geuing Joinl 

17 February 2004 

r. , r; 
- ' I J 

• Question. "Du you feel we are pursuing these 'geuingjoint' items I mention in 
the attached memo'? We have to fi gure a way to getjoint earlier, to get 
responsibilities from the Joint Staff down to Joint Forces Command, to develop 
initiatives and suggestions, and to instruct the Service Secretaries ." (TAB A) 

• Answer. We have made significant progress in each of these areas, and are 
pursuing meaningful, relevant answers. "Gettingjoint" is the focus of on-going 
m.:tfons and initiatives in the Service headquarters, selected combatant commands, 
and the Joint Staff. Specific details concerning on-going act.ions are contained in 
the information paper at TAB B. 

COORDTNA'flON: TAB C 

Attachments 
As stated 

l
(b)(6) 

Prepared By: Lt Gen Norton A. Schwartz, USAF; Director .J-3;,_ _____ ___, 

11-L-0559/0SD/28480 U22138 /03 



July 30,2002 7:05AM 

SUBJECT: Getting Joint 

We have to figure out a way to getjoint earlier. 

Some thought": 

1. Get d1cjoint responsibilities from die Joint Staff down to Joint Forces 

Command. 

2. I1\<;truct the Sen'ice Secretaries. 

3. The bestjoint ser,·ice is with the CINC, rather than 1he Joint Staff. 

4. Ask Cebrowski for initiatives. 

5. Ask Buck Kernan to give us a series uf'suggestions. 

OHll:dll 
073002-1 

2 
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28 January 2004 

Subject: Getting Joint 

TABB 

INIDRMATION PAPER 

I. Purpose. To provide additional information the SecDefs questions 
concerning "gettingjoint." 

2. Key Points 

• SecDef memo dated 30 July 2002 articulated a need to "figure out a way 
to get joint earlier," and articulated several thoughts along those lines. 

• Pursuing meaningful, relevant answers to the "gettingjoint" items listed 
by the SecDefis the focus of related, on-going projects/actions in the 
Secretariat, Service headquarters, selected combatant commands, and 
the Joint Staff. They include: 

US Strategic Command: Unified Command Plan (UCP)assumption 
of responsibility for Global Strike, C4ISR, integrated missile defense, 
and DOD Information Operations. 

US Special Operations Command: When approved, UCP assumption 
of responsibility as the supported combatant commander for 
planning selected global war on terrorism missions and for 
exercising command and control of missions in support of selected 
campaigns if directed to do so by the President or the Secretary of 
Defense. 

US Transportation Command: When approved, UCP assumption of 
responsibility for global patient movement, redeployment, terminal 
management andjoint distribution process ownership. 

US Joint Forces Command: 

Developing a capability to monitor and report to OSD the status 
of Operational Availability capability packages in support of 
providing immediate response, focused and conclusive campaign 
forces to the combatant commanders. This initiative directly 
supports the CJCS efforts on Global Force Management/Joint Force 
Manager. 

TabB 
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Standing Joint Force Headquarters. To improve combatant 
command joint warfighting capabilities, USJFCOM is fielding the 
Standing Joint Force Headquarters prototype to the five regional 
combatant commands by FYOS, to include enabling prototypes for 
joint command and control that pushjointness to operational level 
and below. 

Developing the Joint Manpower Exchange Program, a 
Permanent Change of Station exchange cf officers and senior 
enlisted personnel among USJFCOM Service component operational 
headquarters (e.g., Marine Expeditionary Forces, Anny Corps, Navy 
Fleets and numbered Air Forces), designed to improve joint expertise 
in training, planning, and operations, as well as provide a "jump 
start" in response to potential tasking to establish a Joint Task 
Force (JTF) headquarters. 

To further improve joint warfighting at the combatant command 
and lower levels, USJFCOM is undertaking a concerted effort to 
collect, assess and disseminate joint lessons learned from on-going 
operations. Once validated, joint lessons learned are utilized to 
improve concept development, training, integration, and deployment. 

USJFCOM UCP designation as: 

Lcadjoint force integrator, including responsibility for: 

Supporting the development and integration of fully 
interoperable C4ISR systems and capabilities forjoint warfighting. 

Serving as the DOD executive agent for Joint Concept 
Development & Experimentation, including development and 
integration of Joint Operating Concepts and associated Joint 
Integrating Concepts that improve future joint warfighting and 
coordinate the joint experimentation efforts of the combatant 
commands and Services. 

Serving as the Joint Deployment Process Owner, 
responsible for maintaining the global capability for rapid and 
decisive military force power projection, including collaborative 
efforts to improve joint, multinational and interagency deployment 
operations. This initiative effectively moves responsibility forjoint 
deployment from the Joint Staff lo USJFCOM. 

The lead agent for joint force training, including combatant 
command battlestaffs, JTF headquarters, JTF functional component 

2 
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commands and their staffs, as well as interoperability training of 
forces that are to operate as part ofjoint/combined task forces 
(including interagency and multinational participation in current 
and future training). In 2004, USJFCOM wi11 establish the Joint 
National Training Capability (JNTC)by linking previously 
independent Service ranges together in a network that can be used 
forjoint training and experimentation. 

Joint force provider of assigned CONUS-based forces, 
responsible for deploying trained and ready joint forces in response 
to supported combatant command requirements. 

CJCS with Joint Chiefs 

Developing the Global Force Management (GFM)process that 
integrates apportionment, assignment, and allocation methodologies 
to better align planning and defense strategy requirements. 

Working the GFM-related effort to designate an organization 
as the single Joint Force Manager responsible for executing the 
GFM process. 

Developing force allocation processes based on articulating 
capabilities desired to achieve effects and outcomes rather than 
requests for troops or platforms. As these processes are developed, 
they will be codified through development of the Joint Capabilities 
Integration and Development System and CJCS Instruction 
3170.0lC. 

Developing and implementing changes in how we educate and 
train the joint force. This includes enhancements to Joint 
Professional Military Education, to include programs designed to 
foster an understanding of joint warfighting earlier in a Service 
member's career as well as programs to increase the number of 
senior officers skilled injoint operational art and campaign planning 
through the establishment of a Joint Advanced Warfighting School. 
Senior general/flag officer courses are also in development. 
Changes in joint force training include, in conjunction with 
USJFCOM, establishing the JNTC in FY04. 

Maintaining a robust Chairman's Exercise Program that directly 
supports combatant commandjoint exercises, and promotesjoint, 
interagency, and--where possible--multilateral participation. 

3 
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Secretariat 

OSD(P&R): Developing the Defense Readiness Reporting System 
(DRRS)to establish a capabilities-based, adaptive, near real-time 
readiness reporting system. DRRS will have an initial operating 
capability in FY04, and fu11 operating capability in FY07. 

Services 

Developing modular force design concepts that describe the 
Service capabilities required to drive modular design at appropriate 
levels within each Service and develop options for implementation 
and integration. 

• Pursuing answers and developing implementation plans for these 
multiple, crosscutting initiatives will inevitably create seams and friction 
points among the multiple stakeholders that are responsible for these 
actions. The Joint Chiefs are committed to minimizing these points of 
friction. 

• Full implementation of selected long-term solutions to these "getting 
joint" items may rec.1uirc statutory changes, regulatory changes, or 
delegation of Secretarial authority. 

4 
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TABA 

December 27,2003 

TO: 

CC: 

FROM: 

Gen. Dick Myers 

Paul Wolfowitz 

Donald Rumsfeld ~. 

SUBJECT: Getting Joint 

Do you feel we are pursuing these "gettingjoint" items I mention in the attached 

memo? 

'lhanks. 

Attach. 
7/30/02 SecDefMFR l073002-l] 

DHR.:db 
122703-1 S (11 eQIIIJ)Ulw) 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Please respond by __ ..:..1.1.../_3.:....J L)_o...J~'---------
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' 
Deeember 31, 2004 · 

TO: President George W. Bush 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld :J? A. ft_ ___ ..,,-J,,.. 

SUBJECT: Article by Victor Davis Hanson 

Mr. President, ~ 

r 
Attached is an article I hesitated to send to you, but when we talked on the phone ---'·t 

yesterday, this subject came up. Fortunately, there are thoughtful folks who agree 

with what we are doing and are willing to put it down on paper with some 

historical context 

I believe you read some of Victor Davis Hanson's books. 

Happy New Y car. 

Respectfully, 

Aaacb. . . 
12/21/04_ National Rniew anicJc by Victor De~ HaMcl8 

DHR:.. 
).23004•1~ (IS} 
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Victor Davis Hanson on Donald Rumsfeld on Natiooal Review Online Page 1 of6 

!Problem luDON ~ere wu a communication oroblan. 

Messa21ID TCP ERR.OR 

Join us on the National Review 50th l~nniversary 
Cruise! 

Vlc:tDr Davis Hanson Ji 
NffO c.n,..., . . . .. .. -
OccC111hcr 2.1 • .:!004.fl::!! a.m. 

Leave Rumsfeld Be 
Kc i1 !Wit to blama tor - clifficultiea. 

The Wa.,liill.gron Pm, recently warned that doclDn U't urgina 
interested pattic., of all typc.s to get their flu sho1& before lbc 
"scarce" vaccine is thrown ou.t But how is such a swfeil pouible 
when our naJ.iooal media .scared us to deac:h just a few momhs ago 
with lhe spcc1er of a national Ou epidemic, c01p0ra1& 
malfeasance, and Bush luity? Thal perfec1 sconn or 
incompelence and skullduggery pwponedly combined lo leave us 
vulnerable 10 mm viral aUack. So how can the PNI now 
chanlcterizc something &1 "sc;;an:e" that is toon to be discarded 
for a w11Dt of laker,? Was cberc too much or 100 little vaccine? 

The answer, of coww, ii 1hc. usual 'lbeCliA·impircd flight from 
reasoD that ovawbelma um wuntry at variou, limca - b~ 
playing oa our fears and grouplhink to create I sudden story 
when there really i1 none. And now with Ole renewed aUKt on 
Donald Rum1feld ~ are •k 10 mm: of 1he Ou-dwl hysteria 
,hat ha& bCCD ao CQCDfflOO in this war. Remember 1he p,cudo
criscs of the pul four )'Can - cbc quagmire in week tmw in 
Afghanistan or the ,am111onn bog-down i11 Iraq? 

Let 111 not forget either all the Orwellian Josic; Clinton's past 
deleterious military slashes that nevmheless explained lhc 
present win in Afgbmiatan, or hi1 fonner appeucment of bin 
Laden that now accounts for the ,~fill docuino of fishtin& 
1t:rror, 0r recall the harebrained schemea WC mould have adopted 
- the uninviled au10matic airliJting of an CIRire lli-visiOD in10 the 
high peaks of Islamic, nuclear Paki11&u to cul off lhe tribal 
fugitives ~ Ton Bora? Or have-we put out of our memories 

http'://www.aatioaaln:view.com/hansonlh&rllon20041223082l.aap 
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:Victor Davis Hanson on Donald Rumsfeld on Nationa1 R.evie-w Online 

the brilliant trial balloons of a Taliban coalition govemmem and 
the all Islamic post· Taliban occupation fon:es? 

So it is with the Jatat feeding-ftmey over Donald Rumsfcld. Hil 
recent spur"'°f.tlJe.moment - but historically plausible ...... 
remarks to lbe effect that one goes to war with me anny one bas 
rather than the army one wishes for aaaffld even conservatives. 
The demands for his bead are to be lau;hed off from an unse:rioua 
Maureen Dowd - nmting on spec about the shadowy neocon 
triad of Wolfowitz. Feith. and Perle - but taken seriously from a 
livid Bill Kristol or Trent LotL Rumsfeld is, of course. a blunt 
and proud 111111. and thus can say things off th~ cuft'lhal in· 
studied reuospect seem strikingly callous rather than forthright. 

. No doubt he has chcwQI oUI officers who deserved bencr. And 
perhap5 bis quip to the scripted. uot•ao-,.unpromptu question wu 
not his best moment. But his resig,,adon would be a graw . 
mistake for this cormtry at war.for a variety of reasoas. 

First. according to reports, the unit in question had 784 of its 804 
vehicles up·annored.. .ff umvees are 1'ansportation and support 
assets that traditionally have never been so protected. That the 
fluid lines in 1raq are different not just ftom those~ World War 
II or Korea. but even Vietnam, GuJf War I, Mogadishu. and 
Afghanistan ~ame clear only over months. Yet it also in fact 
explains why we arc aeeing 80 to 90 percen1 of these nco•Jeeps 
alrady retrofitted. In an anny replete with Bradleys and 
Abramses. no one eou1d have known before Iraq that Hummen 
would need to become armored vehicles as well. Nevertheless all 
of them will be in a Reet of many thousands in less than 18 
months. Would that World War U Sherman tanks after three 
ye.an in the field had mough armor to stop a single Panz.ufllMSt'. 
At war's end German tet:nag:ers with cheap proto-RPGs were still 
incincnting Americans in their "Ronson Lighters." 

Second, being unprepared in war is, tragicaUy • .nolhing new. It 
now seems near criminal mat Amaic.ans fougbc in North Africa 
with medium Stuart tanks, wh01e 37-millimctcr carmons ("pea
sboo1en:" or •squirrel g1&n1") and thin skins enl'llffll the deaths of 
hundreds of Gls. Climbing into Devanator torpedo bomben wu 
tantamount to a death sentence in 1942; when fully armed and 
flown into a headwind, these airborne mies were lueky to make 
I 00 knots -DOt quite as bad as K.Dding fabric Brewster 
Bu/faloc up against Zerol. Yet FDR and George Manhall, both 
responsible for U.S.-milituy preparedness; bad plenty of dme to 
see what Japan and Oermany were doina; in the late 1930s. Under 
the present logic of rctrospceti"' pcrfeetiou. bolh bad yean to 
ensure our bo)'I adequate planes and tanks- and thus should 
have nraigaed when the death toll of tanker, and pilots soared. 

Even by 194S both the Germans and the Russians still bad bct1Cr 
annor than the Americans. 1n the rmt months of~ our early 

htlp:1/www .nationalreview .comlhanso~~CJOil.;12230821.asp 
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Victor Davis Hanson on Donald Rum.sfeld on National Review Online 

squadro~ ofF-80s were no match for superior Mig-1Ss. Early- . 
model M-16 rifles jamm.ed with tragic: frequency in Vietnam. The 
point is not to excuse the military naiveU- ind ill-preparedness 
that unnecessarily take lives, but to a.ccepr that the onslau.ght of 
war is sometimes unforeseen and its unfolding tourse persistently 
unpredictable. Ask the Israelis about the opening days ofthl! 
Yom Kippur War, when their armor was dc:vastatcd by band-held 
Soviet-made anti-lank gum and their vaunted. AmericarHupplied 
air ft>n:c almost neutralized by SAM1 - Ju.ii)' on the pat of 
then perhaps the world's bat military a melt! six years after a 
pnvious nm-in with Soviet-armed Arab enemies. 

Third, the demand for Rumsfeld's &ealp is also predicated on 
supposedly too few rroops in cbt theacer. Bw here tco the pic1Uff 
is far more complicated. VielnaD'I was no more secme with 
530,000 American aoldien in 1968 than it wu with 24,000 in 
1972. How troopt ~ usrd, ralher than their sheer 1>.umbers, is lbe 
key to the proper force deployment - explaining why Alexander 
the Great could take a Persian empire of 2 million square miles 
with an army less Chan S0,000, while earlier Xerxes with S00,000 
on land and sea could not subdue tiny Grcec:c. onc•fonicth of 
Persia•, 1ize. 

OtTenai"e action. nol troop numben a.lone, creates ddmencc: 
mere patrolling and 1amson duty will always create an insatiable 
demand for ever more men and an en.orrnoll5ly visible American 
militaty bureaucracy- and a perctmial wqi dtpCDdmcy on 
aomeonc ei:,c 10 prok,cl the DBKCUl demoaacy. Thus if lbt 
ar1umeat tlD be made that Jlwnsfe1d was responsible for either 
disbandina the lrvqi anny or tbc April 1,lafld.oown hm FaJJujlh 
-1he llltcr being die wont Amerie&n miliwy decision 5inco 
Mogadilh~ - lha1 be dCICJ"c1 our blame. But so f11r, fiom what 
we know, the near·f~ de<:i1io11 to pull·back from Fdlujah wu 
mack 6-om either above R\lll\1£cld (e.g., 1hc elcclion,,,:vi: Whi1& 
Home) or below him (Paul Bremmer and the Jnqi provisional 
government). 

In truth, the real troop problem transcends Iraq. Our shmiages are 
caused by a military that WU •wheel after 1he Cold w II' and ~u 
hasn't properly recouped lo med ihe global demand& of the war 
against JsJamic: fuciun - raulting in rotation nigJnmara. 
National Guard cmcrgepcies. and ,cop-order cooboversies. The 
amazing victoric1 in Afghanillaa aad IRq noc oaly ae1 up 
WlJ'Cllllstic expcc1ations abouc Che c:ue o( imptiemcnting post• 
bellwn democracy amona lri~l blamic: societies, but aJro 
allowed the public. me Congn:as, and the president not ro 
mobilize ro con1ioo1 lhe sntegic: c:halleoges facing cbe Umled 
State& th.al now po&e a more serious thruc than did lhe 1980s 
Soviet Union. 

We are left with an unhinged nuclear dictatorship in North Korea 

http:f/www.nationalrcview.c:omlhanson/b.amon20041223082l .asp 
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.Victor Davis Hanson on Donakt Rumsfeld on National Review Online ... 

threatening an increasingly appeasing ancf pacifistic South. 
Taiwan eould be swallowed up in days or destroyed in hours by a 
bullying. resolm»hungry China staldna out • new co.prosperit¥ 
sphere in the Pacific, one eveiy bi~ as ambitious as imperial 
Japan's. Iran's nukes wiU soon be able to hit a triangulating 
Europe. and lslamislS seek OW' destruction at home while we 
implement liberal govemmencs in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

All 1bil peril came on us suddenly and without waming- at a 
time of recession and following the vast anm cuts of the 1990s. a 
crinion in lost commerce and outright damage from 9/11. oil 
spikes, huge 1rade deficits, blcnased entidements, and tax. CUR. lf 
Mr. Rumsfeld is n,sponsible for all that. perhaps 1hen we can ask 
him to step aside as culpable for our present:·absence of enough 
soldiers in the U.S. miliwy . 

. In reality, he bas carefully allotted troops in Iraq because he has 
few to spare elsewhere - and all for reaSODS beyond his control. 
{(Senator Lott or kindred pundits fmt show us exaetly where the 
money is to come &om to enlarge the· milicary (tax hikes. cuts in 
new Medicare entitlcmcnts, or budgctacy frcez.a;?), and. second, 
that Mr. R.umsfeld oppoees expanding our defense budgct
"No, President B• I don't need any mote money. since the 
Clinlon fonnula w• about right for our pre,ent responsibilities" 
- then he should be held responsible. So far that has not 
happened. 

Fourth. we hear of l)U1p011edly misplaced aUocations of 
resources. Thus inadequate Humvees a.re now lhe focus of our 
slun...:.. our boys die whiJe we are wasting moaey on pie-in-tbe
sky ABMs. But next month the writs may be about our cunent 
obsession widi tactical minutiae - if Iran shoots off a test 
missile with a simultaneous announcemenl of nuclear acquisition. 
So then expect. "Why did R.umsfcld rusb to spend billiaos on 
Humvee armor. when millions of AmericatlS were left vulnerable 
ao Iran's nukes without a viable ABM system come to fuU 
complelion?" 

Fifth, have we forgotten what Mr. Rumsfeld did right? Not just 
plenty, but pleoly ofthinp that almo&t anyone else would 11ot 
have done. Does an)'Ofte think the now«fWICI Crusader artiJler,y 
platfonn would have saved lives in Iraq or helped to lower our 
profile in the streela of Baghdad? How did it happen that our 
forces in Jnq are the fint army in our history to wear practicable 
body annor? And why ue over 9S percent of our wounded 
suddenly surviving- at m.inculous Jalc!& that far exceeded even
lho6e in the first Gulf War? _Iftbc secmary of Defense is 10 be 
blamed for renepde roguery at Abu Gbrai"b or delays in up
anning Humvees, is he IO be praued for the system of getrina a 
nwiglod Marine to Waller Recd in 36 houn? 

http://www.natioaalrevinr.com/bansonlhanson200412230821.asp 
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-· . •Victor Davis Hanson on Donald Rumsfeld on NationaJ Review Online 

And who pushed to re--deploy thousands of troops ou.t ofEutopc, 
and to ,e-atation olhers ia Korea? Or were we to keep ossified 
bases in perpetuity in tho loaie of the CoJd War while 
triangulating allies grew ever-more appeuing to our enemies and 
more snarly to us, their complacent protectors? 

The blame with this war falls not with Donald Rumsfeld. We are 
more often the problem - our mercurial mood swings and 
demands for imuuu perfection devoid of historical penpcctive 
about lhc tracic nature of god-awful war. Our militmy bas waged 
two briUiant campaigns ia. Afghanislan and Iraq. There bas been 
an even more inspired postWar success in Afghanistan where 
elections were bcld m a coumry deemed a hopeless Oarlc-Agc 
relic. A thousand brave Americaas gave: their lives in combat to 
ensure that the most wicked nation in the Middle Ed might soon 
be the best, and the odds are thu those remarkable dead. not the 
columnists in New York. will be proven right- no thanks to 
post-fac10 haJPina from ~ousaods of American academies and 
insiders in chorus wilh that continent of appeuement Europe. 

Out of the ashes of September 11, a wonable war exegesis 
emerged beeause of students of war like Don Rumsfdd: 
Terrorists do not operate alone, but only dutiugh the aid of rogue 
states; lslamicists hate us for who we arc, not the aJlcpd 
griev~ outlined in successive and always.metamorphosing 
loony fatwas; the lmlper of'bin Laden's infomercials hinges only 
on :how bad be is doing; and nnihilatetaHam is not neteisarily 
moral. but often an amon1 excuse ei1bcr to do nothing or to ·c1o 
bad - ask the U.N .. lhat watched Rwanda and lhe Balkans die or 
the dozens of profitecrin, natioas who in concert robbed Iraq and. 
enriched Saddam. 

Donald Rumsfeld it no Les Aspin or WilJiam Cobm. but a rare 
sort of secretary of me caliber of George Marshall. I wish be 
wm more media~uvvy and could ape Bill Clinton1i; lip-biting 
and furrowed brow. He lhould. but, alas, cannot Nevertheless, 
we will regret it immediately if we drive this proud and honesi-. 
speaking visiooa,y out of office, even as his bard work and 
insight are bringing us ever closer to vic:tory. 

- Vi,·tor D(Wi.T Htn1Jo11 is u 111iJita1'),' Jus,orio,z 1mJ u .,eJl[or 
fellow,,, the HO!!w.r h1stitutio11 ,,, s,a,!ford U1zivcr.rity. His 
"'vd»ile is tigorlwnson.,om. 

• • • 
YOU'RE NOT A SUBSCRIBD ro NATIONAL RI.VIEW? Sip up 
righl now! It's cay: SubKn"be io Noao,ral Review~. or IO the digital 
version of 1be magazine Jae. You can even Older a sublcriptioo as a gift: 
mm or diliJil! 

http://www.nationalreview .comlbaason/hanso.n2004122308ll .asp 
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December 31, 2004 

TO: · Gc:n Pete Pace 

CC: Gen Dick Myers 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~. 

SUBJECT: Possibilities for the Team· 

I got a call from Antonio Martino, the MOD of Italy.· He said he's got a rctiRd 

three star who has been in Iraq, speaks perfect Eng~ who is excellent, and he'd 

like to put him on the team. He also has a brigadier general who does not speak 

English, but is very good. He is Carabinieri and he's very good on the mafia 

aspect of it, and he thought maybe he should send both of them. Why don't you 

talk to Gary Luck and see what they think? 

I 
DHR:a 
123104-9 (II) 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond bf _______ _ 

oso 00002-os 
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TO: Ken Krieg 
Ryan Henry 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: Ed Giambastiani's Views on the QDR 

OEC 11 2004 

"I-OL\!O\l~ \ 
'E:~ - \ll\ 

Have you taken into account Ed Giambastiani 's views o n the QDR? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/17/()4 ADM Giambastiani memo to SecDefrc: QDR Issues 

DHR·ss 
122004-41 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by IJ,/1(1/r,,f 

22-12-04 09: 10 0458 
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• 
f.!EMOJ.ANDUM F01t.1HE SECRETARY.OF DEENSI 

SL1bjoat. Quadmmia1 Dilf'ense Jlev.iew (QDltl '-xa 

I appreeiate - ~to provide you my dioup.11 CfD by ilSIMI for GOD&iderc1tioa 
durin1 die v.~irm'ng QDR. '1bc followlsag ia-~ propaaed for l18lfy in.1hc 200S QDR to 
mcM toward a ,cohcrcnJly inie_gratod:Oq,m.1nlea o!Dd'eme. 
.. lll.t.eante Ttdl:CIII A.._ AC'nlll l>OD 

- DoD dioold m•.-e 1actical 1111atioll-clpabi1ilie.l to eliminate ~cas capaaity. 
• 1.n..,ate G......- Por•Actoa DOD 

- DoD.sbould anea OYa'IIU pound n,qqirement (AnQy, USMC. Specia1 ()peraL1ons) IO
deliwri. pfQplr· militmy Clplbility. 

• Jmp1'1h'e.ln.telH1'•1!1, S11rvellluca aad. Rtl:IDauh•nee-(.lSR) fer .. Joint \\iarfl&bter 
• ~1 commmidm mim • umely, tdiptive. ud.mpomtve aapabilit). 
- DoD &boulcl deliver a ftuible, persiau:at. and 1aponsi¥e ISA. capability lha1 baw,QC& 

spaco-baled, theaw......,, tmd orgunc uscU. 
• Review $pedal Op .... 11 Poraa CapabOtdas and Jl'ora Slrllchln 

Call OU1l 8pe.cial ~tieni ·fon::a ilnie.ltnlehn 11{)11Dte1y in lhl: QM 11·be1· asseaine 
-~ Service d Joiar f'on,t ClaJl'hiliaes 

. Jn&e,gnte'Special ~tions Fon:aapabilides wilh· oanvcmi.onal bees in j<1101 

warfi'plin& concepts. pllnaing. md jaiat 1niniD&-
• Dnoelep Spedal Ace.a Prop-am 'Cencepils .. blDnn DOl)t1.Acqullldea Stra•eaY 

• Spocia1 access Jll'Oip'lnl concepts an: not included will* Joiat Opentiq ~,:Pb and 
dJcref'-.-. they are aot-.lale4 in10lm-.cqwti.don sa1CIY~ 

•· lmplcmenl Geldwatcr-Nk:llolt Type ltdorw fer Atqlddla 
• PorlDllllr.l· lalnl Procel•• •1141 A11111orttltt fer Ovtalipt aad M•••••• D1 die 

Aap'lltdun tif·d Cem ... d anidl Coe1nl Syltelll!I 

'l1le toDowing subj-..alihouab more nam,w a. IICOpc. show4 ilto·bo addrated in QDR 2005: 
• Curar..k'ftt Int~ Ceenll111it!•• Gr-,. taACC) at .a Cealt••t 

c~a,, with •detJute mannla& ,,..n • .,,... acrw tta-. U$ O.V.,.111e11, 
• .Jmplem.enc an operatioml JJACO at caduegional c:omblunt coll'U\llnd wi1h Jr.tera;pney 

u4 D<!.1) lltb\Y-perJOMel to ex-ecu,a plaos ia con~ wi&b approved poli,;ial, 
• laaew tlte lAul of.Effort la Combratlaa lm.prfflad E.-w Dmca (DO.), 

- While,,_ have made pro..- ia Ibis area &ince 111.y • report 1o the Cbmnnan. we 
bnatt &dftle filr eao1igb. 

- IEn. et 1he '"weapoas of ]INCise deauucuon .. that ihl: US and its Alliet wiU f:we b 
decadea to come. We noed • ""Manbaltm Pn,Jed'"~Jiu progaan I0'1aclde lhis L:uat 

<)llll2005mowd-. ... a_.1......i.,,..r~-·-r..-.1e11..,_,. 

. u.~ 
Admiral, U.S. Navy 
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TO: Ken Krieg 
Ryan Henry 

F8U(ii) 

SUBJECT: QDR Items from Paul Wolfowitz 

Let's make sure Paul Wolfowicz's QDR items are featured. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12/12/04 DSD Memo to S~Dcf re: QDR Issues 

DHR.:sa 
121404-11 

~:s- ll:,C\ 3, 

0-t/O \k?'llCo 
December 14,2004 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by Iv/ vll / 0 f 

0 SD O O O 1 B - 0 5 
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MEMO TO: Secretary Rumsfeld DATE: December 12, 2004 

cc: General Myers 
General Pace 
Ryan Henry 
Ken Krieg 

FROM: Paul Wolfowi~ \JJ 
SUBJECT: Request for QDR Issues 

Don, 

The following are my proposed Top 5 QDR issues, in more or less 
priority order: 

I. What capabilities does the Department (and the USG) need to have 
for counterinsurgency warfare (as opposed to peacekeeping): 

• Focus particularly on: intell igence issues and on building 
capacity of indigenous security forces (including funding, 
training and language capabilities). 

2. What is the right balance of risks between capabilities needed for 
the Global War on Te1Torism and capabilities needed to manage 
the emerging military competition in East and South Asia. 

3. What capabilities should should DoD have for homeland security, 
particularly to prevent or deal with a catastrophic attack 

• Particular emphasis on biological terrorism. 

4. Persistent surveillance is taking precision targeting to a new level. 

• What capabilities should we have in manned, unmanned and 
space systems for persistent surveillance; 

F0tJtr 



• What changes are needed in organization, decision processes, 
force capabilities, etc. to properly exploit this development. 

5. What is the right balance of investment in tac air relative to other 
DoD needs. 

2 



TO: 
a\ 
FROM: 

V ADM Jim Stavrid~ 
f'ML fµrL(lv 
Donald Rwnsteld JI.-~ 

SUBJECT: Art Cebrowski 

DEC S 8 2004 

Please dnrl't a note to Art Cebrowski, then return this letter to me and let's taJk 

about it at Rolllldtable some morning, how we ought to move fo1ward. 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
12122/04 Letter from A.K. Cebrowsk.i to SecI>ef 

OHR;ss 
122704-11 

................•.•...•.•. ···········································-~~ 
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Vice Admiral Art Cebrowski, USN (Ret) 

Director, Office of Force Transformatinon 

Address 

Dear Art, 

With both regret for your departure and admiration for your 

accomplishments, I accept your request to be relieved of duties as 

Director of Force Transformation on 31 January 2005. 

You can be justifiably proud of all you have done for the 

Department and the Nation, and your work to embed the idea of 

transformation into the Department's efforts will endure -

especially your vision ofNetwork-Centric Warfare. 

I wish you the very best in the time ahead, and thank you for ajob 

well done. 

11-L-0559/0SD/28500 



FORCE TRANSFORMATION 
OFFICE 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
f 000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1000 

December 22,2004 

Dear :Mr. Secretary. 

This letter is to request that I be relieved of my duties as Director, Force 
Transformation as of 31 January, 2005. 

Working under your dedicated leadership in pursuing the President's 
transformation objectives has been rewarding and professionally satisfying. 
However, I must step aside due to personal commitments and health issues. 

The Office of Force Transfonnation is successful for several important 
reasons. First, without your personal stmng commitment to leadership of 
transfonnation the task would be impossible. Second, we report directly to you 
and the Deputy, and you a11ow t11, to work outside the normal course in an 
organizational arrangement that protects powerful ideas from bureaucratic 
tyranny. Finally, we have assembled a small, but talented inter-disciplinaryteam, 
both uniformed and civilian. And we have built a virtual team of vast dimensions. 
While there is much to be done, the accomplishments of' the office arc what we 
had hoped from the beginning. For example: 

• Transfo1mation is now integral to national strategy and DoD corporate 
strategy. 

• Network-Centric Waifare has emerged across the Department as the 
theory of war for the infonnati on-agi; and well supported by rigorous 
analysis. 

• The culture is changing. Transformational leadership chairs and 
research projects have been established across the 18r colleges and 
service academies 
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• Powerful new concepts arc in prototype or experimentation, including a 
new business model for space, Sense and Respond Logistics, controlling 
engagement timelines in urban combat, high speed distributed 
capabilities for naval forces, redirected energy for both lethal and non
lethal applications, mid many others. 

Qr latest assessment of the TransfonnationRoadmaps is encouraging. I 
will provide you with an overall strategic transformation appraisal soon. 

My interest in advancing national security policy and the President's 
transfonnation agenda is enduring. I hope to be able to continue to contribute in 
some capacity. 

Sincerely, 

(J& Q;,µ1o,h' 
A. K. Cebrowski 
Director, Force Transformation 

cc: 
Deputy Secretary of Defense 
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

WASHINGTON 

Vice Admiral Art Cebrowski, USN (Ret) 
Director, Office of Force Transformation 
Romn3A287 
I 000 Defense Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301- 1000 

Dear Art, 

JAN 3 2005 

With both regret for your departure and admiration 
for your accomplishments, I accept your request to be 
relieved of duties as Director of Force Transformation on 
January 31,2005. 

You can justifiably be proud of all you have done 
for the Department and the Nation. Your work to embed 
the idea of transformation into the Department's efforts 
will endure - especially your vision of Network-Centric 
Warfare. 

I wish you the very best in the time ahead. Thank 
you for ajob weI1 done. 

,,,· 
' 

Sincerely, 
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TO: tl'~ President Richard B. Cheney 
Dr. Condoleezza Rice 
Stephen J. Hadley 

FROM: Donald Rumsfeld ~ 

SUBJECT: Strategic Communications Report 

January 3, 2005 

We have all been concerned about the absence of a fully-coordinated, 

comprehensive U.S. Government strategic communications effort. And we have 

all been concerned about the resulting strong opposition to U.S. efforts in the 

world. Because of those concerns, some ten months ago J invited Dr. Ed Feulner, 

Mr. Joe Duffey and Mr. Lewis Manilow to dinner. They had been active in the 

U.S. Information Agency's Advisory Board over the past several decades, prior to 

its being abolished. 

Attached is a private report to me they prepared as a result of that discussion. I 

found it interesting. 

Attach. 
11/2/04 Private Report to the Secretary of Defense 

DHR:dh 
010305-5 

OSD 00076-05 
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Private Report to the 
Secretary d Defense 

Submitted Respectfully by: 
Joseph Duffey 

Edwin J. Feulner, Jr. 
Lewis Manilow 

Nove111ber 2004 
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Executive Summary 

To win the War on Terror, the United St.ales must capture, kill, ordeler more 

te1Torists than our extremist allies can win over to their side. Moreover, it is crucial that 

we convince a significant number of people to be acti vely on our side. As such. the 

challenge of shaping the opinions and behaviors of foreign publics is 3 vital and central 

component of the W31 on Terror. Dozens of stuclics offering, prescriptions for the 

defi cie.ncics in America's foreign communication effort have already been produc~d. 

Thjs paper does not seek to add to this cacophony of voices. Rather, we present two 

substantial and vital recommendations, which will allow America to bring to bear the full 

force of the greatest communications society in the history of the world to the challenge 

of shaping hear1s and minds and changing viewpoints in the War on Ten or. 

It is important to note from rhe start, however, thal any attempt at changing the 

atlitudes and behaviors of foreign publics towards the United Stales is futil~ unless it 

enjoys the full suppon of the President. Just as the President serves as commander-in

chief of the United States mililary, he must similarly view himself as the lead spokesman 

for the United States to the citizens of foreign nations beyond foreign government 

leaders. This role must be a priority commitment that is followed through <m a day-to-day 

basis and is an integral component of each of the President's decisions. 

In order to communicate wit11 foreign publics in a manner that changes attitudes 

and behavior toyi,·ards America, the Unit.ed Sra.te!- government should: 

1) E.:;tablish a Corporation for Forei on Opinion Analysis 

ODJECTIVE; Listen, ask questions, and analyze foreign public opinion 

as well as test the effectiveness of various USG messages. 

It is stanling how lillk the U.S~ovcrninent (llSG) currently engages in public 

opinion polling and how irrelevant much uf Lh~ n.:s..:an.:h it dots do is. An effective public 

diplomacyeffon must monitor ho,v the opinions of various demographic group:ii are 

changing over time and then inform policymakers of these changing sentiments. By 

listening to the opiniM~ of various groups and tailoring ou:r message and-10 un 
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appropriate degree - our policies to the information they we giving us, we can tntly 

engage in a dialogue with the rest of the world. 

Winning the War on Terrorism will require unprecedented use of Americais 

technology, broadcast, market research, and c.:omrmmications resources. To this end, the 

Adrn.inhtn1tion should estttb}i$h a private sector institution similar to RAND charged with 

;::ithering the information required by the USG to advance America\ position in tl1c 

communications aspect of the War on Terror. 

The mission of this "Corporation for Foreign Opinior1 A r1alysis-' (C.FOAj wrll ~ 

Lo use the resources and C.ipabili:ics of rhc United States of Ame1ica to full y engage in a. 

Jong·lt'l'.'ln market research effort aimed at bencr understanding foreign public opinion. It 

will be tasked with contracting with specialist finm around the world lC lit>l'en, asl, 

questions, and analyze foreign public opinion in a manner that is not being done today, as 

well as test the cffecti\'eness of various USG messages. Cruc.ially, CFOA would only 

provide the research product - coordination of message and broad strategic decisions 

must be made through the National Security Council, the Departments of State and 

Defense, and relevant agencies. 

2) Prepare. the Govern,ment Bureaucracy to Apply Information 

OBJECTIVE: Provide senior policy m.-1k~rs with immediate input so they 

are aware- of the effect an impending policy action or statement 

will have on foreign public opinion. 

Because the USG has so many official mes~eniers. the need to have all of them 

singing off the same sheer is especially important. CFOA will pro\'ide the data that 

allows America to both formulate a comprehensive communications strategy and 

constantly reevaluate and refine the U.S. government's message into the future. The USG 

must create a mechanism by which it can utili!.e this infonnation cffecti,·elJ'· 

As such, a new staff position on the National Security Council should be created 

and charged with coordinating the U.S. 80"ernmcnt's overall communications strategy

This staff member would be charged with providing senior policy makers with immediate 

input based on CFOA data so that they are aware of the effect an impending policy action 

- J -
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ontatement will have on foreign public opinion. Further. a senior interagency group 

should be created that brings the NSC staff member charged with the U.S. government's 

foreign public opinion programs together with the Under Secretary of State for Public 

Diplomacy, the Under Secretary of Defense for Policy, representatives ofUSAID, all 

other relevant memben; of the Executive Brnnch, and other part.ici pants on an ad hoc 

basis. 

A dialogue between Ameiica and the rest of the world must be seen as a long

tem1 commitment centra'I to America's vital national i.nterest. The creation of a p1ivnte 

institution, performing government contrnct work, chm·ged with <.:omaunt]y measuring 

foreign public opinion, the effectiveness of America's message, and the impact of 

American policy on foreign public opinion would give the USG Lhe real-time information 

necessary for effective communication with the rest of the world. Further, bringing public 

diplornacy to the highest level of NSC deliberation will ensure that we communicate our 

message more effectively in the future. 
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lntrod uction 

Shortly aJter lhe American Revolution, John Adams mis asked who supported it 

and who didn't. He said about a third of the population had supported it; about a third had 

opposed it: and about a third was waitinz to see who won. In many ways, this is the 

situation Amcrics. is faced with today in the court of world opinion - and of particular 

importance in lhc Arab and Muslim World. The scorecard in the W!lc' on Terror, however. 

is not simply one of battles or casualties. The simple (in theory) cha:.Jenge of the War on 

Terror is to capture, kill, or deter more terrorists than our extremist adversaries can win 

over to their side. As such, rhc communications challenge of shaping the opinions and 

behaviors of foreign publics is a viral and central component of the war. 

As the 9/1 1 commission bluntly stated, "The small percentage of Mu~lim~ wh(") 

are fully committed to Us::ima Bin l.adin '$ version of Ti.lam are impervious to 

persuasion."' To win the War on Tenor. America needs a strong policy aimed at 

increasing the ranks of our supporters, decreasing the small percentage of Musl.i.ms who 

are "impervious to persuasion." and im.pacLing those who, while nor actively supportive 

of extremists, have sat on the sidelines dire lO r,scnrmcnt of America. Put bluntly, 

America needs Lo embark on a long-term project to improve her standing in the public 

opinion of individuals in other nations around the world. 

There have been a number of recent studies looking at the problem of public 

diplomacy. All have acknowledge.d a problem exists ,md there is significant agreement 

that there must be refonn of the U. S .government's publjc diplomacy infrastructure. 
2 Ye.1 

just~ chc \Var on Terror h.:i.!l required a rdhinking of many aspects of American foreign 

policy, it simjJ.i.rl)' justifies a stnit~gic reevaluation of our publjc diplomacy efforts. 

Changing foreign public opinion is nor simply a matter of alloc~ling rrore resources or 

reshuffling bureaucratic boX(;S. Rather, the U.S . government needs to consider :ill 

available tools of public diplomacy - old and new - and how they can be properly 

1~geted at various audiences in ordet· to reach them effectively. 

1 N:nioo3l Conunission on Tefforist Attacks on the United St.ates. "The 9/11 Commission Report," pg. 3 75. 
2 Studies by The H.i;ri.tage r:mmdation (including Heritage B,H:kgrc·und¢1' 1645 as well as a section in 1.he 
2005 Manda.re for Lcadt:tJhip), The Brookings Institutiol'), The Amcrk<1n Enterprise Institute. The Council 
on foreign Relations, and the Center for. I.he Study of the Presidenc)', along with th~ U.S. Ad\iSOT)' Group 
on PL1blic Diplomacy for the Ar.tb and M1.1 ~li,:n World have all come to the same conclusion that there is a 
need to improve Islamic.: world pcm:pli(.)n:i of lh~ United Statcs.'.lnd thal there is inadequate :."tructure lO the 
U.S. public diplomacy effort. 
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This project must be whole-hecirtedly embarked upon by the Administration not 

because it will play \VC!l in the American media or because of a philosophical 

comm.itment to Wilsonian multilatern.lism. Rather, it is a challenge that lies at the very 

core of America's own vital national interest. 

I. Wow America Is Viewed Abroad 

America's standing in the rest of the world has taken a beating in recent years. In 

the Republic of Korea, for example, 50% of rcspondc.-nts to a poll taken by the Pew 

Research Center in May 2003 have a negative view of the United Slates. This negative 

view of the U.S., however, is sharply divided based on the respondent's age: only 30% of 

respondents over 50 had a negative view of the U.S. while 71.% ofrespondents between 

the ages of 18 and 29 view America unfavorubly.3 Thjs stark contrast suggests that older 

Koreans are perhaps more cognizant of the North Korean threat - and. therefore, look 

more favorably on the security provided by the United States - th.an the younger 

generation, and that older Koreans remember the shared sacrifices of the United States 

and South Korea in the 1950s. 

America's standing is also highly negative in the Ar.ib and Muslim World-A 

Zogby International Poll taken in March 2003 finds only J4% of Egyptians, 11% of 

Jordanians, 9% of Moroccans, 3% of Saudis. and 11 %of citizens of the United Arab 

Emirates hold a favorable Yiew of the United States. 

These numbers are parti.cula:dy shocking in light of the fact that in that same 

month Zogby found strong sim.il.arities between the citizens of the Arab World and 

Americans. Arabs, for example, list "QuaHty of Work," "Family." and "Religion" as the 

three most important concerns of their personal life; Americans list .. Family," "Quality of 

Work," and .. Friends" as their three most important values. ''Foreign policy," seen by 

many as an important cause of the strained view nany Arabs hold of the United Slates. is 

only the eighth most important concern for Arabs. 

In addition to sharing values on a personal level, Americans and Arabs sharecorc 

political values. 92% of respondents in Turkey, 92% in Lebanon, 53% in Jordan, and 

79% in Uzbekistan andPnk:istsn feel it is important to be able to criticize their 

s ''lo1e1oat.ional Public Concern Abo~1.North Korea," The Pew Re!J·earch Center, Au;ust 22, 2003. 
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government. There is also strong support among Arabs for honest elections, a fair judicial 

syslem. and freedom cf the press.4 The question these statistics beg i!,;: "Why, given the 

amount we have in common, is the United States seen in such a negative light in thens: 

of the world?" While each of U'i could come up with a number of ,.mswers 10 this question 

- some of which might even prove ac.curatc - the best way LO reverse th is troubling t?:end 

of anti-Americanism is to comprehen:frvely study the question and fom1ulate policy based 

on accurate, sclen1ific data. Collecting these data is a crucial first step cowards engaging 

the rest of the world in a public diplomacy dialogue. 

II. If It Isn't Measured, Jt Won't Be Improved 

ft is startling how little the U.S. govcmment currently does by way of public:: 

opinion polling. According to the Council on Foreign Relations, the U.S. government 

only spends $5 million annually on this type of analysis.' Pnrther, much of the research 

the U.S.govemmenl does fails to address important questions. For example, The 

Washington Post has reported on~ rlr8ft report prepared by t.he S1~te Depnr1m~nr\ 

inspector general on the effectiveness of R~dio Sa.wa, a key organ of the United States 

Qo,·ernmenl' s Middle East public:: diplomacy effort: 

The draft report said that while Radio Sawa has bsen promoted as a "heavily 
researched broadcasting network." the research concentrated primarily on 
gaining audience share, not on measuring whether Radio Sawa was influencing 
its audience.De!:>pil~ th1;1 larger audiences, "it is dillir.ult to ascertain Radio 
So.wa'z impact in countering anti-American views and the biased state-run media 
of the Arab world," the draft rapurt sc1itl.1, 

Comprehensive research into how foreign audiences feel about America, specific 

American policies, and how the Unjred States can bes1 change ..111 ii uc.l~s and behavior 

needs to be conducted. 7 Doing so would require a significantmcre~se to me miniscule 

'H.:idy Amr. "The ,Nc,;d to Communicall!: Bow To Improve U.S.Public Diplomacy with the Islamic 
~orltl," Tiu: Brooking.t l,wir"rfon., .January 2004. 
'2004 Report t{tbc Unilt:J States Advisory Corrunission 01\ Pub\.ic Diplom.1cy, pg. 6. 
cS Glenn Kes5ler. "The l{cle nf H.3dio Sawa in 'Midca:.1 Qu1~,tiun<."<l," Tiu: Wa:rltirigtur, Fu,·t, Oct0~, 13, 
2004, pagt: A.12. The dr:.ft rei,cxt was le.iked 10 the PoH "by a Sl1urce who ~aid he feared that the tnspcr.:tor 
zenerat·~ office -u:as buckling u.ni.l<. .. ,. pes~u.re and wouJd water down the conclusions." 
·, U.S. foreign opinion polling. and analysis is fragmented .iml poorly focused. Seni,~r State Dcp~rtmcnt 
managers moved l.JS1 A· s Office of Research ~nd Media Ri:11ctiun out or t.hi: publjc <li plomac y hii:1·Arcby 
whc::n 1h~ al!:cucy was folded into the DeJnJ'tmcnt in 19~9. Toclil)', it .~ii.~ in the. Bureau oflntclligcncc and 
R~,ea,.:b (INR) where it contributes me>re. to ;i 11.~ot1rcc i:.tcll igcncc reports thnn to $\T~te gic communication 
c.ilorts. Thr .. Br011ctca~ting Board of G..wcrn<.>rs hos controc~ wilh Intermedia, a private firm. which coudum 
sur\'eys of audicnc,: shsre. TheForeil.!Jl Broa.dca.q Tnformalion Service(FBIS) collc<.:ts and ;mi:ss<:$ priul, 
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budget public diplomacy research currently receives. This investment is essential to 

building an effective program. 

An effective public diplomacy effort would monitor how the opinions of vnrious 

demographic groups arc changing over time and would inform policymakers of these 

changing sentiments. Public diplomacy expens have long sougbr to have public 

diplomacy presenl at the " takeoff' as well as the "crash landing" of American policy. 

Rather. public diplomacy should be seen as u crncial component of the aircraft itself. 

At its best, infomiation gathered by public diplomacy resean.:hers would be 

passed along to policymakers in relevant agencies. As n result, policymakers would be 

3.\Varc of the implications of policy decisions and statements on foreign public opinion 

and public diplomacy officers would be able to honestly informforeign publics that their 

opinions were considered - if not always .:igreed with - in the formation of American 

policy. 

Clearly, American officials should be making public po licy decisions based on 

America's vital national interest; they should, however, recognize that itis ccncci\'ablc 

the benefits of a policy might in fact be outweighed by the negative impact that policy 

has on foreign public opinion. Infom1ing policymakers of how an issue wi ll 'play"in 

foreign public opinion can help them detennine whether a seemingly beneficial policy 

wm unintentionally create more ieJTotists than it deters, captures, or kills. 

Up-to-date information on foreign publics is not only important for policy makers, 

but also for public diplomacy ofticers. With a wide variety of tools at their disposal -

from visas to speeches, ad,•ertiscmcnts to interviews, and so forth - information abont the 

people with whom they ure communicating can only help public diplomacy officers in 

applying the con.·ect cools to the correct audience at the right time and in the right 

proportion. ln this way, public: diplomacy research ailows for a dialogue between 

America and the rest of the world by s..:d.:ing feedback from foreign audi<..'1Jce. Public 

diplomacy is nor just about getting our message out, but. also listening to the sentiments 

radio. TV. and lntc.-rnet-based publications. Some U.S. Embassies, individual Iru);tary commands, and the 
Cl.A c1lSO engage in Jimit.(d opinion nnd media. TC!.Cdll.:h. Nvm; of thcic p1oduccs arc combined and analyzed 
in ways for policymak~s ro u., e. Many drc :mtifaole to restricted ~r sets. Collection takes precedence 
over analysis and "fa~uc of lhe da~'' poJHog often trumps media. coorenr and trend a.-.sc!isments. See the 
"Report of me Defen~e Science Bllard T~ .k .rorce on Strotegic Communh: .. Lion," Office er the Under 
Sc:crctary of Defense for Acquisition. T;xhnology. aod r.o~i~tici., Wii!:hinglon, DC. Sepccmbc. 2004. P· 26-
27. 
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of foreigners. By incorporating a serious research component into the overall public 

diplomacy effort of the U.S. government, we can truly engage in a dialogue with the rest 

of (he world. It is a dialogLLe that ha~ been ignored for too lag. 

In. A Serious Reevaluation of Public Diplomacy in the ·war on Terror 

Tbe U.S. government might be well -advised to remember the words of MIT 

professor Norbert Wiener. who said ''1 never know what I say unti I I hear the response." 

This is certainly not the case for the U.S.governmen1. which consistently fails to attempt 

to research the reasons for anti-Americanism abroad or 10 lJ Se research in fonnulatirig a 

dear communication strategy chat engages forcign audiences in a dialogue. As the 

General Accounting Office found in ils 2002 analysis of the State Department's public 

diplomacy efforts, "State Lacks a Strategy for Public Diplomacy Pxogr.ams. ,,s A men ca is 

the best in the world at markel research - it is a crucial part or domestic politics - but we 

are notably uninfonne.d about audiences abroad. Changing this situation must be an 

immediate priority of the U.S,government. 

Tn trying to improve Americn' $ standing in the eyes of the rest of the world 

American public diplomacy officers need to ur,derst:.md that public opinion cannol be 

chnnged eirher solely on the basis of reason nor solely on lhe basis of emotion. Rather. it 

requires the foundation of reason to persuade people and the associated emotional 

relevance to motivate their decision-malung and behavior. Further, the bottom line of 

public diplomacy ought to be changing the attitudes and behavior of foreign publics. If 

the end product of a particular program is only a change in mental state, it is not effective 

public diplomacy. 

Underlying this change in behaviors is an exchange process between Lhe U.S. 

(including lhc U. S .government as well as the private sector) and foreign audiences. To 

be successful, foreign audiences must believe that the ideas advocated by rhe l 1ni.ted 

States are bett~ than any reasonable alternative - including world views promoted by 

their governments, other s~gmtnts of the population they arc csposed to, and extremists 

who can often be quite persuasive. This rela.1ionship between the United States and 

foreign audiencts can only be cultivated if the Un.ited States pursues a broad strategy that 

"U.S. Gencral Accounting. Oflicc, "U.S. Public Diplnmacy,'' Sept1.m1ber 2003,µg. 13 
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identifies what audiences we are trying to persuade and wba.t tools we have at our 

disposal to attempt to influence these audiences as well as how and when these tools 

~hould be utilized. 

In order to convince foreign audi cnccs to support America's vision of freedom 

and prosperity under the rule of law (or. at the very least, oppose e.xtrenli,st visions of 

death and destruction), wc must begin by identifying the different segments that exist 

nround the world chat we are trying to persuade. That is, a one-size-fits-al I public 

diplomacy effort is less likely to be successful than one that recognizes that the 

arguments that arc successful in the Musl..im world might be different from the persuasive 

ai:gumenrs we should highlight in Asb. Further, we n1.ight package our message 

differently to one religious or ethnic group within a country than we would another 

!!OUp. The same could be trne for different age groups - older Koreans who remember 

the Korean War. for example, will be persuaded by a different message than their 

younger countrymen who only know of the war from distorted history books accounts. 

Crucially, this does not mean America should be delivering contr~dictory 

messages to different groups. Not only does delivering false messages orpropogandu gn 

ag,ti.iist many of the ba.,;ic p1inciplcs our country stands for, but al ~o i L would be un\\.,1Se 

from a practical srandpoinr, as audiences worldwide would quickly cacch on to any 

concraclic1i.ons. Rarh~. America should simply recognize that ow:mcssage should be 

delivered wffcrcntly to differentgroups. 

To spread our message, the U.S.govt:nuncnt should employ all avai lable tools of 

public diplomacy. This would include utilizing the President, the Secretary of State, 3nd 

other Cabinet officers and senior government officials as well as Americans in the pri\'ate 

sector, including teachers, students, jouinalists, business people, and so forth. These 

"public diplomacy ambassadors" can speak to foreign audiences using a variety of 

promotional tools such as advertisements. speeches, inteffjews, lecmres, and educational 

exchanges. The key is forthc U. S .governmenL to invest in the research necessary to 

effectively pair a mcsssge wjth a messenger and a medium. 

The U.S. government should .a1~o nut be he~tant to use the piivate sector in doing 

research intoforcign audiences and their reactions to the United States. As an 

lndl!'pcndcnt Taskforce sponsored by the Council on Forcign Relations noted .in 2003: 

- 9 -
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The "U.S. private sector leads the world in most of the key strategic areas required for 

effective public diplomacy: technology. film and broadcast, marketing research, ru,d 

comm1.mications."9 Ultimatclp, effective communication with the rest of the world will 

require not only the tools of traditional government-run publjc diplomacy (though these 

tools will remain vital). but also the resources and expertise of the American private 

sector 

IV. JJ1<:Mp(J·rating Research Tnto the US Government Bureaucracy 

A vital part of this new framework for engaging \he public opinion aspect of the 

War on Terror is making sure that American policy mskcr.5 and advocates have the m::st 

accurate and up-to-date information about foreign audiences avai lable to them al all 

times. Doing so requires two important actions from the Administration that will allow 

the U.S.government to bring the best work of the American public and private sectors to 

bear in the fight to shape the attitudes niid behavior of foreign publics. 

The U.S. Govtmnumt .rhould create an independent foreign public opinion institution 

At the conclusion of World War 11, the c.armandingGcncral of the AmJy Air 

Force, Hap Arnold, wrote to Secretary of'WarHenry Stimson: 

''During this war the Army. Anny Air Forces, and the Navy have made 
unprecedented use or scientific and industrial resources. The conclusion is 
inescapable tha{ we have not yet established th.'! balance ncccMarJ to 
insw:c the continuance of teamwork among the mjlirnry1 other government 
agencies, industry, and the universities. Scientific plannin~ mJ:t. be years 
in advance of the i.iCLual research and developmen[ work." 0 

Out of this understanding of the importance of technology research and development for 

success on lhc: battlefield, rcprcscntati,,es of the WarDcpDrtmcnt, the Office of Scientific 

Research and Development, and private indllstry e~tal1lished Project !{ANO, the 

precursor of today's RAND Corporation. The Articles oflncorporatinn hluntly set forth 

RAND':; purpose: "To fur1her and promote scientific, ~clu~atio1ial, and charitable 

purposes. all for the public\\ elfru·c and sec miry of the United Stares of America." 

~ Peter G. Peterson. eta!., "Finding America' s Voice: A Strategy for Rcinvigor.ni.ng U.S. Public DipJca:nncy 
Toward the Middle East", 'fhe Council on Foreign Relations, 2003. pg. 6. 
10 The Rand Corporation. "History and Mission" (http://www.rand.org/.ibou1/hi smry/) 
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Sim..i1arly, winning the War on Tenorisrn will require unprecedented use of 

America's technology, broadcast, market research, and communications resources. In 

order to best utilize those resources it is vital to insure the teamwork of the State 

Depai1ment, Defense Department. other government agencies, univer~ities, and the 

private sector. To this end, the Administration should push for the creation of a private 

sector institution sjmflar to RAND charged with gathe1ing tbe infomiati~m required by 

the U.S govcrnmcnt to advance America's position in the ideological aspect of the War 

on Terror. 

'The mission of this "Corporation for Foreign Opinion Analysis" (CFOA) would 

be to use the resources and capabilities of the United States of America to fully engage in 

a long-tenn market research effort aimed at better: understanding foreign public opinion. 

It would be tasked wi.Lh contracting with specialist firms around the world to listen, ask 

question, and analyze foreign public opinion in a neuer that is simply not done roday. 

TI11;1e an:· knowledge gaps with regard to issues of anti-American sentiment and this 

institution would be tasked with reviewing all existing data plus contracting for any 

original research needed to fill remaining knowledge gaps." 

There are a number of significant advantages to creating thfa corporation. First, 

the corporation 's independence avoids creating bureaucratic fights over what budget the 

money for foreign public opinion research conics from. who controls the focus of the 

research, and so forth. Second. CFOA would provide a useful product for consumption 

across many areas of government - from the Broadcasting Board of Governors to the 

National Security Advisor - and keeping it independent would allow its resources to be 

used by a wide-may of interests. Finally, it would provide a method for coordinating 

different aspects of government engagement with the rest of the world while still 

maintaining crucial separation between various entities. That is, given how vital it is thal 

public diplomacy be differentiated from public affairs, public relations, information 

warfare. and psyops, creating an independent corporation would allow each to conti.nue to 

work completely in its own sphere while still having access to research when m;i.:c:;sru-y. 

11 See the testimony of Keith Rdnh:ud, President ofBusin<.:ss for Diplomatic Action, Im .. before the House 
Subcommittee on National Security, Emerging Threats, and 1mtirn:ni0nal Rd~tions (August 23. 2004) for 
an i::~~·1:llem analysis cf how Amc:ricA'!I .:ommw,ic:aLionu:-::penise euJ be applied to the eommunic::.ltion 
aspect of the V.'a.r on Terror 
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Create a mecl1anismfor using CFOA 

Because rhe U.S. government has so many official messengers, the need to have 

all of them singing off the same sheet is especiallyirnpc1iant. Yet, over recent years, 

public diplomacy coordination has dctcriorate.d.12 CFOA will provide the data thac allows 

America to both fonnulrite a comprehensive communications strategy and constantly 

reevaluate and revise thai st.raiegy into the future . The U.S.government ITll5t create a 

mechanism by ,vhich it can utilize this information effec;:tively. 

A vital first step is to make Slirc thar someone is empowered with coordinating all 

activities, behaviors, and messages so that they arc aligned with the U.S. government's 

overall communication strategy. The cuffent Under Secretary of State for Public 

Diplomacy position is clearly not th.i.s empowered individual as he or she lacks authority 

over both budgets and personnel assignments. It is also vital that this individual have the 

.abifay LO easily get information to the highest levels of government. 

As such. a new staff position on the National Security Council should be created 

and charged with coordinating the U.S.govemments overall communications strategy. 

This staff member would be charged with receiving information from CFOA and 

disseminating it LO policy makers so chat they ure aware of tl1e et'foct a policy acti.on will 

have on foreign public opinion. This coordination does not cwi·cntly exist. As the 2004 

report of the U.S. Advisory C<JmwJssion on Public Diplomacy states, "Along with the 

White House and the Depanment of State, nearly all government agencies engage in 

12Thi.; former U.S. !nform:i.ti(ln Agency had a Director and ~cnicir s.tdf thllt coordinated with orher 
go\'ernro.ent :igencics, and :1 budget to accor:opli~h it'- mission. even though it di:c!incd toward rhe end of the 
C:nld War. Moreover, a public diplomacy coordinator posit.ion was staffed in die N31io11al SccurityC'..ounc.il 
during the Rengnn Administr~tion. Since Pre~idcn\ CliJ1tm issued PDP 68 <Prcsidc:mial Decision Directive 
011 Jmernational Public lt1formation) April 30, 1999. there has been no Presidenti.il.1 directive on public 
diplomacy. The NSC tcrmin11ted it in 200 I pending a rC\'lCW of U.S. public diplomacy policy.~ then, 
the Dcp:1rtmenc of Defense created and abolished the Office of Strategic Influence. 'DleStitc D~arunenr 
has had two Under Se!erettll'ie:; for Public Diplomacy with large gaps in ~crvicc:. In June 2002, the White 
House created the Office of Global Ccm.onir,j.:at:or.i: which keeps U.S. officials "on message:' but does not 
dire.:t, 1,:oor<linate. or evalm:ne public diplomacy a1:;tivitie!.. And in September 2002. Nation11l Scc\lrity 
Advisor C ondoleez;i Rice t:.~ la.h lish~d the S t:·ategic C omJ.mmi c~{io n I'olicy Coordimttin~. CoJJtrn.i tJee. to 
coordinate inrer,aiem:y ac:tivitie~. It repo11e:lly met 11,.vice and has had little impact. A &rn:111 inter·3gency 
workiog group was<:r!!,t!e<.:l within the State Dcpanmem Under Sci.'.n:t:arfat for Public Diplomacy, but Jacks 
3 budget, con1rsC1Jng authority, sufficient communicationssuppcrt, and attention lrom State aud <lthcr 
Cabinet a~c.."t1t:y leader.~. ·'Report ofthe Defi:n~ Science B(,);IJ'u T<1$k ro.rce on Strategic Communication." 
p. 25, 26. 
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some public diplomacy efforts. While a few structures link federal officials, coordination 

often does not extend to embassy practitioners." '' 

In order to keep a)l parts of the government bureaucracy moving towards the 

same goal, a senior interagency group (SIG) should be created that brings the NSC staff 

member charged with the U.S. government's foreign public opinion programs together 

with the Under Senetary of State for Public Diplorhacy, the Under Secretary of Defense 

for Policy, representatives of USA ID, all other relevant members of the Exccuti vc 

Branch, and other participants on an ac;I hoc basis. This formal consulting mechanism 

would encourage closer cooperation among the various parties involved. Acting on the 

infomiation provided by CFOA, this SIG would allow ihe relevant Under Secretaries to 

jmpkmenl the government's long-term communications stn.1t~gy. 

The NSC staff member would also be responsible for ensuring that all U.S. 

tovemrnent messengers arc given the information required To effectively communicate 

\\ith their audiences. Something similarto the daily "Talking Points fI:anthe Department 

of Defense Office of Public Affairs" or "The Glubal Messenger" pro<luc.:cd by tl1e White 

House Office of Glubal Cumrnunications should be disseminated to all U.S. government 

messengers as well as infonnaliun that is sp~citic to paiticular audiences. c-1 Thus. 3 U.S. 

govemm~nl public diplomacy off)cer in the Republic of Korea should be given 

in:sLrucLions a.s to what infonnation the U.S. government communication stJ:nrcey call~ for 

him or her to communicate to young Koreans, old Koreans, businessman, opinion 

makers, and so forth. Once again, it is vital that each of these segments only be given 

accurate information fI:anthe U.S . govemn,~nL, but the style and tone of America's 

message must be fine-tuned for various foreign audience segments. Impurtanlly, thi$ fine

tuning must be based on continuous research. 

A Serious Commitment From the President 

Regardless of how well-structured the U .S .public diplomacy appara t11~ .is, 

howtvt!f, it will only be effective if chang-ing foreign public opinion is signaled as a 

1~ 2004 Rc;port of 1hc: United SMcs Advisory (:<'lmmi~l,ion on Public Diplomacy. pf!. 8. 
14 Tht cffcctivcrics~ M 1hc.c.c talkingJX>il'lts would be drastically improved by comprchi:ru.ive a~ience 
l'cscaxc:h allowing1hc:m to ~xpfain nor only what America wants to say, but how it should be said u wel.l .a~ 
what questions audience segmr.'lll£ arou.nd th~ world arc looking for Amc,ica to answer. Further. it is 
s1rlkini;: th u the Slalc: Department docs not 11ppe:1r In produce any daily talking points. 
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national sccuri ty priority by the President. Just as the Prc~idcnt serves as commander-in· 

chief of the United States military, he must similarly view himself as the lead spokesman 

for the United States to foreign nationals beyond foreign governmental leaders. This 

comrn.itmcnt must be made not only through publjc statements and private consultation 

and analysis within the White House, but also in the Pr~sident' s continuing contacts with 

Depanrnent of State officials, including diplomatic Chiefs of Mission. h must be a 

priority commhmcnt that is followed through on a day-to-day basis and in each of rhc 

President' sdecisions. Foreign public opinion is no less important to American national 

::;ecurit.y than American public opinion is to an election. 

Conclusion 

PACE 17 

While one might be understandably skeptical of a proposal for "further study" of 

a problem, in the case of alteiing foreign beliefs and behavior a short pause to hammer 

om a comprehensive strategy is called for. The temptation of many in Washington -

including many who have w1itten reports on how to revitalize public diplomacy - is to try 

and rekindle the glory years of the llnited States lnformarion Agency (USIA) during the 

Cold War. While USIA-type programs are important - and should be seen as vital 

components o/the War on Terrorism - it is farmoxe important for the U.S.government 

to fully understand and conceptualize a long-term communications program with the rest 

of the world. 1rrerica needs to do more than broadcast our message to foreign audiences; 

we need to listen to their complaints and respond to them appropriately. 

The framework laid out in this paper does just that. It struts with an inrense stage 

of information gathering where American govcmmcnt officials - with the help of the 

private-sector - evaluate all of the inforrn::Hinn currently available and procures whatever 

other information is needed to accurately and fully understand foreign public opinion 3t a 

specific point in time. This baseline is then given to policy makers, so prior policy can be 

reevaluated and future policy evaluated in light of the bcncfics America gains and the cost 

is may or may not have on foreign public opinion. Funhcr. this 1nfom1aLion is given to 

Ainerican public diplomacy and public aff.oir:; officials · under the guidance of a newly 

crt1:1tcd NSC staff member chairing a SJ.G - who use this information to craft an cffcc1'i ve. 

informed, andtlexibJc communications effort for America. 
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Finally, this dialogue between Ame1ica and the rest of the world - and the 

responsive framework established that incorporates go\'crnmcnt and the private sector -

PAGE 1 8 

is :-..een a:-, a long-term w mmitrnem. The creation of a private institution charged with 

constantly measuring foreign public opinion, the effectiveness of America'smessage,and 

the impact of American policy on foreign public opinion would give the U. S .government 

the real-rime information necess~ry for cffoctive communication with the rest of the 

world. 

As John Adams famously ob~erved, 'The Revolution was in the minds and hearts 

of the people." For a small , extremist segment of the world popuhition values I ike 

freedom and prosperity are meaningless. Yet the vast majority of people around the globe 

is more interested in security for themselves and their families than war and destruction. 

America has a peaceful message and strives to be a force for Freedom and prosperity 

around the world. Yet we arc doing increclible ha m to ourselves by rot advocating for 

ourselves effectively. As the 9/1 1 commission stated: "If the United States does not act 

aggrcssive.ly to define itself in the Islamic world. the extremists will gladly do the job for 

us!,15 Richard Holbr.ooke put it best, ''How can a nan in a cave out <.:ommunicatc the 

world's leading communications society?"16 

American nution,11 security requires that we hame~I\ the wealth of resources we 

have available to conm:\.!:11cate. with the rest of the world. We must speak and listen to the 

rest of the ,vorld clearly, accurately, and effectively. If we do so, we will prevail. 

1~ N ationa 1 Coml))i!.~ion on Terrorist Attacks on lhc United States. "The 9/11 Commission Report," pg. 
377. 
16 Richard Holbrookc,"Gct the Message c.ut," Washingron Port, Oct. 28, 2001, p. B7 
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TO: Gen. John Abizaid 

cc : Gen. Dick Myers 
Paul Wolfowirz 

FROM: Donald Rumsfe!dt'y,._ 

SUBJECT: Counterinsurgency 

January 2,2004 

J read your November 11 memo on elements of successful counterinsurgency. 

You are tight-it is interesting. 

What <lo you prt.Jfwse? 

Thanks. 

Attach. 
l l/l l/03CENTCOM memo to SecDef 

DHk:dh 
0)0~04-:i 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Please respond by 

osa 00100-04 
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cccc November 11. 2003 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FROM GEN 
ABlZAID 

Mr. Secretary:· · · ·· 

Counter-Insurgency 

Sir, rur doctrine states: "Counterinsurgency-those military, 
paramilitary, political, economic, PSY.Chologicaland civic actions taken by a 
government to defeat insurgency." {Joint Pub 1-02) Clearly we must 
integrate elements of national power in any effort to defeat an insurgency. 

Attached is 'Elements of Successful Counterinsurgency" [Low Intensity 
Conflict)worthy cl your time to digest' 

Copy to: CJCS 

v!R 

Joh/\· 
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Elements of Successful Counterinsurgency (U) 

Counterinsurgency (COIN) practitioners and academic experts on insurgency general I y 
a rree on an interrelated set of rere uisites for a successful counterinsur •enc strate • 

Separate the insurgent cadre from the rank and file by addressing local grievances 
that feed the insurgency. Calculated reforms, such as infrastructure and social service 
enhancements and land reform, that address material grievances are widely viewed as 
effective in undercutting insurgent a ~I and ainin s1:1pport for the government. 
St~n~·tbe~J~Oaw. · ,.,. . ·:.· .... ~~~ · INo~t,,Pons 
an41~dacsmust.be~ ·. •~'"· .... : . · ... · -;., .. -.dlethrut 
•• .:....:!:· ' .;; .. ~l :..(;,. ' m;m·a.pprop-1c·~.: .. e arw;,,. 
Develop a coordinated, integrated plan based on an accurate assessment of the 
insurgency's goals, techniques, and strategies. Successful plans blend political,judicial, 
administrative, diplomatic, and economic policies with appropriate security and military 
measures and clearly delineate roles and res nsibilities. Y*1:~1~~t . . . . .. - ... . 
~''' ... ;,,; 

,.. . ' 

Demonstrate a will to win by devoting adequate resources to the COIN effort, assigning 
the best and brightest to work on COIN, and exhibiting a willingness on the part of the 
public and government to sacrifice to support the COIN effort. 
EnhaJ1ce political legitimacy and ~velop a ~fut path. for.political .resolution .. 
Accorop~shing these goals, accordin& to COIN e~ oftllll.,requiles open and ·h~~st 
electio-. 
Ensure civilian oversight and authority over military operations. Experts insist that 
successful COIN campaigns require that political goals take precedence over military 
goals if they conflict. An apolitical military, concentrating on the military aspects of the 
~nflict, and healthy political~~ilitary relationship are r~~ired. . 
Contt<>l ttoop behavi~r ~pow.er,\~ •. :,~ ·, ... ~,,· te 
firepower drive the population into backiilg ~. jnsut~,. .. Precise· controU>f fi~W:~r 
!md trQGpS to prevent damage and injutY to Ult aviliq.-,ation wiJl.odgbpize 
inadv~j feeding the insUfFncy. 
Employ sound COIN tactics. An insurgency relying on low-level guerrilla tactics is best 
confronted, according to COIN experts, by employing unconventional strategies and 
tactics that emphasize small-unit operations, sustained and aggressive patrolling, and 
rapid-reaction forces. 

:~!!;8:::U~:!~:=.:=:.-:~-:w::;~::~~ 
the.P.Q.Uce. 
Employ integrated psychological operations that are tailored to domestic, insurgent, and 
international audiences. 
~ield po.mi~~•.i~. Fhmly controlled·• ideq1P'to'ly~equiF.'local defe$, forces 
free u re~ f~and increase '-ffl~ fi ' l· .. - 1 . ..:a!!-=a1s. ~ ... v,...mn,,rilt, n ; .. P ~ ........ ~-or~.~ ... ~~go-~~ 
Eliminate the insurgents' foreign support. Through diplomacy, international information 
operations, and possibly military action, deny the insurgents foreign sanctuary and 
material assistance. 
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GENERAL COUNSEL 

GENERAL COUNSEL OF THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
1600 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20301-1600 

ACTION MEMO 

/t DVAtJ<f:... CoPf 

FOR: 

l 2/ 19/20043 :04 PM 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

FROM: William J. Haynes II, General Counsel~ 

SUBJECT: Letter to Senator McCain Regarding Changes to Joint Ethics 
Regulation 

• Attached for your signature is a letter to Senator McCain describing 
the recent changes to the Joint Ethics Regulation to strengthen our 
programs to prevent violations of conflicts of interest statutes by 
personnel who are leaving public service for employment by private 
enterprise. 

RECOMMENDATTON: That you sign the letter 

COORDINATION: Legislative Affairs 

SECRETARY OF DEFENSE DECISION: 

Prepared by Steve Epstein .... l<b_)(5_) __ ___,, 

S,r, 
Jre~ 
1rr~J., -1o 

-fhc k,~w . 

0 

JAN 5 2005 
Approve arid sign I etter 

__ Disapprove 

OSD 00202-05 
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SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, DC 20301·1000 

The Honorable John McCain 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

I; j 
Dear Senator McCain: µ,' 

I am writing to apprise you of rec~"'iges the Department of Defense has 
undertaken to strengthen our programs to t violation of conflicts of interest 
statutes, particularly those dealing with the transition of DoD personnel from public 
service to private enterprise. ~ 

On October25,2004, theD~~ff>efense implemented changes to 
three sections ofDoD Directive 5500.7-R,Joint Ethics Regulation. The first change 
requires all senior DoD personnel (civilian and military) who file the public financial 
disclosure report (SF 278) to certify annually that they are aware or the disqualification 
and employment restrictions of 18 U.S.C. 207 (which bars certain activities after leaving 
public service), 18 U.S.C.208 (which bars Federal personnel from participating in 
official actions that involve a private enterprise in which that employee is negotiating 
employment), and 41 U.S.C. 423 (the Procurement Integrity Act.) This certification, 
which is already in effect, also requires senior DoD officials to attest that they have not 
violated the above statutes. 

The second change modifies the requirements for annual ethics training: adding a 
new requirement to expand the training on post-Government service employment 
restrictions included in all annual ethics training, regardless of other topics presented in 
that training. 

The third change mandates that all DoD personnel, when leaving Federal service, 
receive guidance on post-Government service employment restrictions. Although many 
DoD commands and other organizations currently provide this guidance as part of their 
out-processing, this change in the Joint Ethics Regulation will require such guidance. 

I am enclosing a copy of the change to our regulation along with a copy of a 
recent press release discussing these initiatives. 

Encl: As stated 

Sincerely, 

,.,. 
11-L-055,,,SD/28525 



ANNUAL CERTU~ICATION 

As a member of the Department of Defense who files a public financial 
disclosure report {SF 278), DoD 5500.7-R, Joint Ethics Regulation (JER), requires 
you to certify each year that you are aware of the restrictions that three statutes 
place on you during your Federal service when you are negotiating employment and 
after you leave Federal service. You are also required to certify that you have not 
violated these statutes. 

The statutes, with brief definitions of terms, are summarized below. If you 
have any questions, please contact your ethics counselor. 

18 U.S.C. 208: Restrictions On Negotiating Employment: 

Federal employees are prohibited from participating personally and substantially 
in an official capacity in any particular matter in which, to their knowledge, they, or any 
person or organization with whom they are negotiating or have any mTangement 
concerning prospective employment, have a financial interest, if the particular matter will 
have a direct and predictable effect on that interest. 

"Particular Matter"· matters that involve deliberation, decision, or action that is 
focused on the interests of specific persons or a discrete and identifiable class of persons. 
These matters may include a contract, claim, application,judicial or other proceeding, 
request for a ruling or other determination, controversy, investigation, or charge. A 
"particular matter" could even include legislation or policy-making that is nan-owly 
focused on the interests of a discrete and identifiable group of parties or organizations, 
e.g., DoD policy affecting only military aircraft manufacturers. 

"Personal and Substantial" Participation - To participate "personally" means to 
participate directly. It also includes the direct and active supervision of the participation 
of a subordinate. Participation is substantial if it is of significance to the matter, and may 
occur through decision, approval, recommendation, investigation, or advice. One act, 
such as approving a critical step, may be substantial, but an entire series of peripheral 
acts may not be. 

· "Direct and Predictable Effect" - a close, causal I ink between any action taken on 
the matter and any expected effect of the matter on the potential employer's financial 
interest, An effect may be direct even though it does not occur immediately, although 
effects on the general economy are not direct. There must also be a real, not speculative, 
possibility that the matter will affect the financial interest, but the size of the gain or loss 
is not relevant. 

<;Negotiating" - any discussion or communications with the organization or an 
agent, with the mutual view of reaching an agreement regarding possible employment. It 
is not limited to just discussing specific terms and conditions of employment in a specific 
position. 

Please note that regulations place similar restrictions when you are seeking 
employment. Please also note that your disqualification remains in effect until it may be 
withdrawn or your participation is authorized by appropriate authority. 
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41 U.S.C. 423: Restrictions On Seeking Employment: 

DoD personnel may not participate personally and substantially in a DoD 
procurement valued at more than $100,000when seeking employment with a bidder or 
offeror. The rules require that personnel file written disqualification statements with the 
contracting officer, source selection authority, and immediate supervisor. They must 
identify the procurement, describe the nature and specific dates of participation in the 
procurement, and identify the bidder or offeror and describe its interest. 

DoD personnel must promptly report, in writing, to their supervisors and ethics 
officials, any employment contact with a bidder or offeror in a DoD procurement valued 
at more than $100,000, even when they promptly reject the employment contact. 

"Seeking employment" - includes inquiries regarding potential future 
employment, including negotiations, and responses, other than immediate and clear 
rejections, to unsolicited communications regarding possible employment. It does not 
include requesting a job application, but does include a 2-month period after forwarding 
a resume unless the possibility of employment is rejected prior to that time. 

"DoD Procurement Valued at More Than $100,000"- DoD acquisition, using 
competitive procedures and appropriated funds, for a contract in excess of the simplified 
acquisition threshold, currently $100,000. 

"Personal and Substantial Participation" - active and significant involvement in 
any of the following activities directly related to the procurement: 

-drafting, reviewing, or approving the specification or statement of work; 
-preparing or developing the solicitation; 
-evaluating bids or proposals; 
-selecting a source; 
-negotiating price or terms and conditions; or 
-reviewing and approving the award. 

Unless and until you have received written authorization from the Head of the 
Contracting Authority, you will remain disqualified. 

18 U.S.C. 207: Post-Government Service Employment Restrictions: 

Seni.or Officials -
For 1 year after leaving a senior position, they may not make any communications 

or appearances on behalf of any other person before any officer or employee of the 
agency or agencies in which they served within I year prior to leaving the senior 
position, with the intent to influence in connection with any matter on which official 
action is sought by the other person. 

For I year after leaving a senior position, they may not aid, advise, or represent a 
foreign government or foreign political party with the intent to influence any officer or 
employee of any Federal department or agency, or Member of Congress. 
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"Senior Officials" - fl ag and general officers, and civilian personnel whose basic 
rate of pay is at or above 86.5% of the basic rate for Executive Schedule Level II (at or 
above $136,757 in 2004). 

"Agency" -
For Presidentially-appointed, Senate-confirmed appointees: all ofDoD, including . 

the Military Departments and DoD Agencies. 

For general and flag officers and all other covered civilian personnel: their 
component within DoD: the Mil itary Departments, DISA, DIA, DLA, NGA, NRO, 
DTRA, and NSA. For fl ag and general officers assigned outside of their Military 
Department, their agency will include their Military Department in addition to other 
components in which they served du ring the last year of service. 

Very Senior Official (Secretary of Defense)· additional 1-yearban on communications 
or appearances before all employees in positions on the Executive Schedule in all 
agencies of the executive branch. 

All Personnel -
Forever after terminating Federal service, they may not make a communication or appearance on behalf 

of any other person before any officer or employee of any Federal agency or court with 
the intent to influence in connection with a particular matter in which they personally and 
substantially participated, which involved a specific party at the time of the participation 
and representation, and in which the U.S. is a party or has a direct and substantial 
interest. 

"Specific Parties" - identifiable parties other than the Federal Government. 

For 2 years after terminating Government service, Government officers and 
employees may not make a communication or appearance on behalf of any other person 
before any officer or employee of any Federal agency or court with the intent to influence 
in connection with a particular matter which they reasonably should have known was 
actuaLly pending under their official responsibility within J year before they left 
Government service, which involved a specific party at that time, and in which the U.S. 
is a party or has a direct and substantial interest. 

"Official Responsibility" - direct administrative or operating authority to approve, 
disapprove, or otherwise direct, Government actions. It includes a supervisor at any level 
having responsibility for the actions of a subordinate employee who actually participates 
in a matter. 

For l year after terminating Government service, they may not represent, aid, or 
advise someone else on the basis of covered information concerning any ongoing trade or 
treaty negotiation in which they participated personally and substantially in their last year 
of Government service. 
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4 
;'Trade Negotiations"· those undertaken pursuant to the Omnibus Trade and 

Competitiveness Act of 1988 (19 U.S.C. 2902). 

"Treaties" - international agreements that require the advice and consent of the 
Senate. 

"Covered Information'' - agency records accessible to the employee but exempt 
from disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act. 

There are exceptions to the restrictions of 18 U.S.C. 207. 

41 U.S.C. 423 Post-GO\'ernmeut Service Employment Restrictions: 

For I year after a designated date, coveredDoD personnel may not accept 
compensation from the prime contractor on a DoD contract valued in excess of 
$ I 0,000,000. 

HDesignated Date for Covered Personnel" - Date of selection or award of conuact 
for service by procuring contracting officers, source selection authorities, members of 
source selection evaluation boards, and chiefs of financial or technical evaluation teams; 

Last date of service on the contract for program managers, deputy program 
managers, and administrative contracting officers; 

Date of decision for officials who personally made any of the following decisions: 
l) to award contracts, subcontracts, or modifications of contracts or 
subcontracts, or task or delivery orders in excess of $10,000,000, 
2) to establish overhead or other rates valued in excess of $10,000,000, 
3) to approve issuance of a contract payment in excess of $10,000,000, or 
4) to pay or settle a claim in excess of $10,000,000. 

"Valued in Excess of $10,000,000"-
contract, including all options: value or estimated value at the time of 
award 
indcfinite-dclivcry/indcfinitc (Jmmtity or requirements contract total 
estimated value of all.orders at the time of award . 
any multiple award schedule contract: estimate, unless contracting officer 
documents a lower estimate 
Basic Ordering Agreement: value of delivery order. task order or order 
claims; amount paid or to be paid in settlement 
negotiated overhead or other rates: estimated monetary value, when 
applied to the Government portion of the applicable allocation base. 

They may accept compensation from any division or affiliate of the contractor 
that does not produce the same or similar products or services as the entity responsible 
for the contract. 

<;Same or Similar"· a product or service must be "dissimilar enough" from that 
under the contract to warrant use of the exception. 
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"Same or Similar" - a product or service must be "dissimilar enough" from that under the 
contract to warrant use of the exception. 

I certify that I am aware of the restrictions set forth above. I further certify that I 
have not knowingly Yiolated those statutes that apply to .Federal personnel while they are in 
Federal service. 

Donald H. Rumsfeld 
Printed Name 

] 
Signature 

fa. /o) 200 Y 
Date 

5 
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IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
No.1309-04 

December20,2004 

Post-Government Service Employment Restriction Changes Announced 
The Department of Defense recently modified its ethics regulation to ensure DoD personnel, when 

leaving federal service, do not inadvertentlyviolate federal "revolving door" statutes. 

In a memorandum dated Oct 25, 2004, Deputy Secretary Paul Wolfowitz directed three changes to the 
departmental ethics regulation, DoD Directive5500.7-R. 

The first change requires senior personnel, including admirals, generals, and senior civilian officials, to 
certify annually that they are aware of the requirements of three statutes, and have not violated them. The three 
statutes bar conflicts cl interests by procurement officials, all federal employees when negotiating for 
employment, and al I federal employees after they leave the department. 

The second change mandates that information on these post-governmentemployment restrictions be 
included in the annual ethics training program for DoD personnel. Th is amp I ifies the current requirements for 
annual training. 

The third element establishes a requirement that all DoD personnel who are leaving federal service 
receive guidance on the restrictions that wi 11 affect them during and after their transition. Many Do D 
organizations already provide this information as part of the personnel checkout process and briefings. 

Accardi ng the William J. Haynes 11, the general counsel and chief ethics officer of the department, 'These 
changes should further strengthen our program of ethics education to help DoD personnel know and appreciate 
how our ethics laws apply to them." 

The modified regulation is available online at: http://www.defenselink.mil/dodgc/defense ... ethics/ 

.,.-,.r,,_ 

~ Printer.friendly Version ~~ Email A Copy 
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INFORMATION FOR PRESS RELEASE ON RECENT CHANGE TO DOD 
REGULATION INVOL YING POST-GOVERNMENT SERVICE EMPLOYMENT 

RESTR£CT10NS 

POC: Steve Epstein, DoD Standards of Conduct Office. ! .... (b_)(_6) ___ _. 
epslei ns@,dodac.osd. mi I 

The Department of Defense recently modified its ethics regulation to ensure DoD 
personnel, when leaving Federal service, do not inadvertently violate Federa l "revolving 
door" s1alules. 

In a memorandum dated October25,2004, Depuly Secretary Paul Wolfowi1z, 
directed three changes to the Deparlmental elhics regulalion, DoD Directive 5500.7-R. 

The first change requires senior personnel, including admirals, generals, and 
senior civilian officials, to certify annually that they are aware of the requirements of 
three statutes. and have not violated them. The three statutes bar conflicts of interests by 
procurement officials. all Federal employees when negotiating for employment. and all 
Federal employees after they leave the Department. 

The second change mandates that information on these post-Government 
employmentrestriclions be included in the annual ethics training program for DoD 
personnel. This amplifies the current requirements for annual training. 

The third element establishes a requirement that all DoD personnel who are 
leaving Federal service receive guidance on the restrictions that will affect them during 
and after their transition. Many DoD organizations already provide this information as 
part of the personnel check-out process and briefings. 

According the William J. Haynes II, the General Counsel and chief ethics officer 
of the Department, "These changes should further strengthen our program of ethics 
education to help DoD personnel know and apprec iate how our ethics laws apply to 
them." 
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